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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Vortical flows are an inevitable feature of almost all flow fields of aeronautical interest. For example, they arise
from leading and trailing edges of wings, from bodies at high angles of attack and are always evident in separated flows.
They can have major effects on the loading of surfaces with which they interact. They are sometimes stable and well
ordered and their effects can then be beneficient and exploitable, but when unstable their effects are generally adverse.
To expand the flight envelopes and controllability of modern aircraft we need to improve considerably our
understanding of such flows as they are at the root of many important design problems The aim of the Symposium was
therefore to reveal the current state of our understanding and to provide useful guideliaZs for future research.

'The Symposium was divided into five sessions with the following topic headings: Fundamental Generation and
Structure of Vortical Flows, Interaction of Vortical Flows with Surfaces, Modelling and Computing, Stability and
Breakdown of Vortical Flows, Control and Exploitation of Vortical Flows. -4 final but regrettably brief period was
devoted to a review of main impressions of the Symposium preseted.. J JB.Smith followed by a general discussion.

"'The papers showed that in all the main areas of interest considerable progress has been made in recent years, but
much remains to be done. We have a good topological basis for describing separated flows and the associated vortical
flow regions; the computation of inviscid models (e.g. panel methods, Euler equation solutions, convected vortex
element methods) is developing well; and practical forms of control and exploitation have been successfully
demonstrated. Our understanding of interaction effects has made good progress as a result of some well planned experi-
mental work c9PThd with comparisons with theory. The stability and breakdown of vortical flows is an important
subject of muphomplexity and a lively source of controversy, but the main qualitative features are becoming
understood.

However, much research remains to be done and the main problem areas appear to be:

I ) The inclusion of viscous effects and associated effects of scale in the theoretical models. - in particular secondary
separations need to be modelled realistically.

2) The need to eliminate the dependence of current models on some prior knowledge of the separation line positions.

3) The need for more sets of good data for comparison with the predictions of theoretical methods.

4) The need for criteria for breakdown relevant to the main types of vortical flow that occur on aircraft.

5) Current knowledge of dynamic effects is very inadequate and needs expanding.

6) The effects of stores and store pylons on vortical flows are not well understood.

7) The use of boundary layer control for vortical flows is very promising and further work is needed.

A.D.YOUNG,
Symposium Chairman.
July 1983.
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""-his review provides an illustrated introduction laying the knowledge base for vortical flows about
three-dimensional configurations that are of typical interest to aerodynamicists and researchers in fluid

mechanics.

The paper then compiles a list of ten issues, again in illustrative format, that the authors deem
important to the understanding of complex vortical flows. These issues and our responses to them provide,
it is hoped, a skeletal framework on which to hang the ensuing conFerence proceedings.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

About typical flight vehicles, three-dimensional (3D) flow separations emanating from separation lines
oblique to the general flow direction tend to roll up into tightly coiling vortex motions. One readily
familiar example is the trailing-vortex system behind a high-aspect-ratio lifting wing, where the separation
lines occur at the wing tips and extend around and along the trailing edges. Even on this simple configura-
tion, when flaps are deflected the ensuing vortical wake is very complex because of a multitude of additional
separations located at the side edges of the flap components.

Associated with the use if a large sweep angle on a wing, often coupled with a leading-edge extension,
3D vortical flows generated ahead of the trailing edge, at or near the leading edge itself, have become
increasingly evident. Such leeside flows are usually well-ordered structurally. As a result, designers of
combat aircraft and missiles have sought to exploit these axial vortex motions to good effect in meeting
speed and maneuver requirements.

At this time, our understanding of such flows remains essentially qualitative. For particular configura-
tions like the slender wing, flow separations are controlled in the sense that separation lines are fixed at
the sharp leading edges, and from the results of many experiments we now possess a fine knowledge of the flow
field. In fact, the study of this flow example over the last thirty years has allowed us to extrapolate our
findings and appreciate the physics of 3D separations materializing on many other bodies at high angles of
attack. Two phenomena significantly restricting the use of vortical flows, however, are the readiness of
leeward vortices to develop asymmetrically (particularly those from slender forebodies), or to develop spiral
or axisymmetric modes of breakdown. A direct result of vortex breakdown is aerodynamic buffet, where the
intensity builds up as the vortex breakdown point moves forward from the trailing edge (as angle of attack.
increases further) and affects a significant surface area of the wing.

Asymmetry and breakdown are frequently encountered together when a fighter airplane flies under conditions
of high angle of attack with sideslip. When the vortical flow is antisymnetric, large side forces and yawing
moments may be generated. These moments may be unsteady, and they may be larger than counteracting moments
available from the maximum deflections of the control surfaces. Moreover, there may be additional constraints
of low observable technology and V/STOL (or STOVL) capability imposed, whereby propulsion-system inlets may
be immersed in the leeside vortical wake causing a major impact on the distortion levels in the internal-flow
ducting. The control of the development of the leeward vortex wake is hence crucial to flying capably at very
high angles of attack under controllable and stable conditions.

Other specialized vehicles, such as rotorcraft, are flying with parts of the airframe immersed in heavily
interacting vortical flow fields from the rotor, throughout the entire flight envelope. One concept under
development, the tilt-rotor aircraft, utilizes an innovative propulsion system that combines the benefits of
high-speed forward flight (with the rotor axes pivoting to near horizontal) with V/STOL capability (the rotor
axes close to vertical). In the flight transitional phase of rotating the thrust vector, the vortical wakes
from the rotors may have a large impact on tail surfaces, if improperly positioned.

The following photographs (Figs. 1-22) vividly illustrate these introductory remarks.

l-
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ISSUES

Having presented a foundation for where vortical flows are important in aerodynamic design, we now pre-
sent some pertinent issues concerning our knowledge and understanding of 30, viscous vortical flows. For
instance:

1. Do we have an unambiguous definition of separation in three dimensions?

2. Do we understand the structure and mechanisms of separation and the ensuing coiled-up vortical
motions.

3. Is it possible to formulate a principle that will distinguish between the scale of vital and
unimportant organized vortical structures?

4. Can we exploit the well-organized vortex motions for significant benefit when they are stable?

5. Do we understand the instability mechanisms leading to vortex breakdown and leeside wake asymmetries
at high angles of attack?

6. Do we understand the implications of vortices interacting with local flow fields about the wing and
tail surfaces?

7. Can we exercise control over these interacting vortical flow fields?

8. Can we use the Navier-Stokes equations, assumed to govern fluid motion, to compute vortical flows
about complex aerodynamic configurations at high angles of attack?

g. If not, with appropriate simplifications of the Navier-Stokes equations, and with our current under-
standing of modelling turbulence, are we able to compute vortical flows about chosen aerodynamic components
at high Reynolds numbers?

10. Can mudelling the vortical flows by essentially inviscid approaches provide us with satisfactory
insight into the flow physics?

Let us now attempt to address each of these issues in turn. In so doing, we hope to provide some
responses that will provoke thoughtful reflection and spark additional needed research, both experimental
and computational, in using 3D vortical flows to maximum benefit in rational aerodynamic design. Strong
consideration must be given to understanding the mean and fluctuating 3D flow structure and how the vortices
can be controlled actively or passively.

S!
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ISSUES

* DO WE HAVE UNAMBIGUOUS
DEFINITION 0 SEPARATION IN
THREE DIMEI S10 IF A
SEPARATIOIN IN IDERED
ALWAYS TO OV A
SADDLE POT

F23

Complications arise, however, because flow configurations exist where the conditions for 3D separation
appear to be present: skin-friction lines on the body surface converge onto a particular line and. in cross-
flow planes, streamlines corresponding to trajectories of the wvlocity components in nese crossflow planes

roll up around what appear to be vortex cores. But within the limits of numerical or experipnertal res:'!ution,

the ',rticular skin-friction line or which others convee, does not appear to emanate fror a saddle it.
Frequently, it appears to emerge from the region of the ittachment node i.e., stagnation point, or rose
of 'he body. An 3ppropriate example is offered for considerdtion in Fig. 24, where both primary and secondary
epaation lines on the leeside of a missile body, obtained on a surface oil-flow pattern, car be considered

continuuusly traceable to the stagnation point. Nevertheless, the eruption of fluid away from tne body is
confined to those areas downstream of which we first picture the very rapid convergence of skin friction
lincs, i.e., on the cylindrical afterbody.

Indeed, the question of ai adequate, yet convincing, description of 3D separated flow arises with
especial poignancy when one arks how 3D separated flow patterns originate and how they succeed one another as
the relevant parameters of the problem (e.g., angle of attack, Mach number, and Reynolds number) are varied.
In a past essay (Refs. I and 2) we proposed to answer this question by placinq an extension of a hypothesis
of Legendre (Ref. 3) that skin-friction lines comprise a continuous vector field, wherein the singular points
of the field can be categorized mathematically, within a framework broad enough to include the notions of
topological structure and structural stability coupled with arguments from bifurcation theory. From this
rational framework emerged the concepts of local and global separation (again, see Refs. I and 2) wherein a
separation line was considered as starting at a nodal singular point or a saddle singular point, respectively.
The local concept, in fact, implies that when the separation line appears, no new singular points form on the

surface or in the flow field to alter the topology. Conversely, the development of a global separation line is
connected categorically with the appearance of a new saddle/node pair on the surface and a new 3D singular
(zero-velocity) point in the external flow.

Upon admitting, however, that no computational or wind-tunnel experiments of which we are aware give
incontrovertible evidence in support of the absence (or the presence) of saddle singular points originating
at lines of local separation (in contrast to clear evidence of a saddle/node pair commencing at a global
horseshoe shaped separation line), we may perhaps offer an inference from a knowledge of the structure of the
external flow in the case of local separation.

J Matters are clarified if we accept the existence of a coiling vortical motion downstream (we use Fig. 24
once more to aid the discussion), where the 3D separation lines are pronounced. There, a particular stream-

line in the external flow is along the axis of the core of the rolled-up fluid. Just as in the case of a
(5 global separation, we can form a stream surface which includes this particular streamline in the external

l flow and the skin-friction line on the surface which has become the line of separation. We can then trace
the paths of these two particular lines upstream, and it is clear that the core streamline will be in close
proximity to the surface as the nose is approached. The question of the origin of the local separation then
reduces to the behavior of the stream surface in the immediate vicinity of the nodal point of attachment at
the nose. The problem of resolving the flow detail at the nose forces us to consider two alternative possi-
bilities: either the core streamline passes upstream to infinity, in which case the separation is indeed
local, or it terminates in a focal singular point in the flow or on the surface, in which case the line of
separation would originate at a saddle point and the separation is global. We argue that inasmuch as we have
been able to single out these lines, each must have a special property, which we suggest manifests itself by
origination at focal and saddle singuiar points.

We are suggesting, then, that if a coiling vortex-type flow is admitted downstream, the core streamline
mst emanate from an upstream singular point, no matter how obscured the singular point may he by a lack of it

must manat
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resolution in numerical and wind-tunnel experiments. Under these circumstances, we must allow a combination
of saddle/node singular points (see Fig. 25) in the stagnation region at the nose not unlike the choice of
patterns proposed very much earlier by Legendre (Ref. 3 and Lighhill (Ref. 4). This argument, if acceptable,
would lead us to favor the second alternative, which suggests that all 3D separations where coiling vortex
motions exist are global events (see also Legendre, Ref. 16).

LIGHTHILL 1963

LEGENDRE 1972

F25

ORIGINS OF GLOBAL SEPARATION
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We have a good understanding in mean-flow terms in that we know how to draw topological structures of
separated flows and we can envision how the structures manage to undergo topological changes with variationsof the governing parameters (e.g., angle of attack). We do not yet have a fi r grasp of the relation between
structural features and physical quantities such as, e.g., surface pressures, turbulence quantities, etc.
We do not yet know how to predict conditions for the emergence of singular points or for their subsequent
changes in number and form.
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One of the several processes of transition is frequently characterized by the appearance of arrays of
vortices with axes slightly skewed from the local external flow direction 'ahen the body is at low angle of
attack. In Fig. 27, where a cambered slender wing is shown at I' angle of attack, we see a row of near-
circular, small black patches behind the inner part of the wing; with increasing angle of attack, the row of
patches disappears. Maltby, in Ref. 6, considers that these patches represent a row of streamise vortices
in the boundary layer that are caused by an instability of the 3D shear flow in the region of the cambered,
swept leading edge. It has also been inferred by McDevitt and Mellenthin in Ref. 7 that these vortices exist
on cones at high Mach number; some of their representative results are shown in Fig. 28. This figure
trates an oil-film study on a 10' half-angle cone &t 5' angle of attack with a transitional attached boundary
layer immersed in a Mach 7.4 airstream. In the laminar region of the flow near the cone apex and on the
windward side, the delicate pattern of the skin-friction lines has a distinctively different appearance and
direction from that farther back on the leeside. This regular pattern of leeward streak lines (separatiln
lines?) is thought to be indicative of the existence of streamwise vortices entrained within the boundary
layer. Clearly, the presence of the vortices substantially alters the appearance and the direction of the
local skin-friction line pattern reflecting the interaction between the vortices and the mean crossflow.

Another example is depicted in Fig. 29, where similar evidence of small-scale streamnise vortices immersed
within the boundary layer on a hemisphere cylinder in transonic flow is shown. It is unclear, however,
whether small-scale vortices of this type are the precursors to 3D separation, whether they are modifiers,
whether their effect is relatively minor, or whether all or some of these conditions apply. In hypersonic
flow, we might expect that these arrays of vortices could influence the heat transfer to the body - at high and
low Mach numbers, the answer is that we do not understand the physical processes that are underway. This

scenario is similar to the modelling question in turbulent flows, resembling also the phase transition phenom-
ena in chemistry and physics. Advanced concepts are definitely required so that modelled equations average
out the small-scale structures and, at the same time, give the correct bifurcation behavior at the appropriate
critical Reynolds number(s).
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EVIDENCE OF VORTICAL STRUCTURES ON HEMISPHERE-
CYLINDER AT ANGLE OF ATTACK

SUBLIMATION MATERIAL
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When a 3D boundary layer detaches from the surface it will, almost without exception, leave along a swept
separation line, rolling up in the process into a well-organized nominally steady vortical motion. The
underlying mechanism appears to be independent of both Reynolds number and Mach number, although under laminar
conditions the flow features are normally more exaggerated. Hence, the overall details of many flows of
practical interest can be determined in a water-tunnel facility, in which aircraft and missile designers can
make changes to configurations quickly and cheaply.

It is clear that when the leeside 3D separated flow fields are symmetric and stable, whether from the
forebody or from other sharply swept edges farther downstream, the suction pressures induced by the coiling
vortex motions can add substantial nonlinear components to the normal force as angle of attack is increased.
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The enhancement to the lift on a body provided by leeside streaming vortical motions is eventually
limited when breakdown of the vortices Occurs over the body. Currently, there is no theory available to

(Ref. 8), explanations for vortex breakdown can essentially 
be divided into two categories: those that relate

breakdown to an instability mechanism and those that do not. The two forms of vortex breakdown, celled the

bubble (axisyemetric) form and the spiral form, are frequently 
assumed to be different phenomena, although the

bubble form is rarely found about a moving aircraft. Based on experimental observations, the bubble form
appears to be the result of a change in topology only rather than related to a flow instability; to the
contrary, the spiral form of breakdown is considered to be initiated by an instability resulting from an
amplification of spiral perturbations.

All theories predict vortex breakdown to occur within the experimentally observed range of swirl angles
and the sensitivity of breakdown to the severity of axial pressure gradients. Nn theory, however, yields the
flow detail in the breakdown zone, nor an accurate location of breakdown to compare with experimental results.
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Hypotheses have been advanced to explain the phenomenon based on the use of the Impulsive flow analogy
and the stability of the flow past a 2D circular cylinder. Details of the assumptions in these hypotheses are
explained in Ref. 9. A typical flow topology in cross-section is depicted on Fig. 33, illustrating the
conceptual side-to-side structural development of the subsonic flow about a slender forebody of nose semi-apex
angle, ac.

Let us assume an asymmetric disturbance to originate at the nose, of the same rotation, say, as the po -t
side primary vortex. If this disturbance amplifies In the vicinity of the enclosing saddle point as a conse-
quence of instability of the inflexional velocity profiles, there will be an effective increase in the vortic-
ity of the port-side primary vortex. This vortex will enlarge slightly and move away from the surface as
shown in Fig. 33(a). As the relative incidence increases up to 3.2, the feeding shear layer continues to
;tretch, as shown in Fig. 33(b). At a relative incidence of 3.3, in conjunction with the appearance of gross
unsteadiness of the secondary vortices, the elongated shear layer itself passes through a shedding stage, as
shown in Fig. 33(c), until at a relative incidence of 3.4 there is definitive evidence of a third spiral
vortex motion, as shown in Fig. 33(d). In order that the two vortices of the same rotational direction be
able to coexist in tandem on the left-hand side, the rules of topology (Ref. 10) instruct us that a new saddle
point must be inserted between them, as shown in Fig. 33(c). As the relative incidence inreases still

ffurther, the starboard-side primary vortex begins to grow, as shown in Fig. 33(d) and (e), resulting even-
tually in the repetition of the shedding process for the opposite side; these Incidences at which shedding
occurs correspond with the maximum induced side loads. Note that the one crossflow streamline emanating from

Ithe enclosing saddle point to the body at Al as shown, for example, in Fig. 33(e), always partitions the left-
and right-hand sides of the wake. Except during the shedding process, each flow field is composed of well-
organized spiral vortex motions.
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CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT OF ASYMMETRIC LEESIDE VORTEX WAKE STRUCTURE
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The leading-edge extension, or LEX as it is commonly called, offers the advantage that induced lift,

provided by the vortices from the sharply swept edges, can be used beneficially to extend combat-maneuvering

capabilities. These benefits can include an elevation in maximum lift that is now available at a higher

angle of attack, an improved steadiness in rolling-moment performance, and lower root-mean-square wing-root

bending moments, as representative examples. It also appears that in transonic flow, the vortex from the LEX

&Voids the neccsity for the formation of the usual forward branch of the wing shock pattern by providing a

"soft" boundary for the flow turning inboard over the leading edge, instead of the "sti f" boundary given by

the fuselage side. A substantial discussion by Skow and Erickson on modern fighter-aircraft design for high-
angle-of-attack maneuvering is available in Ref. 11.

At low angles of attack, the vortex emanating from a LEX will pass over the wing close to the surface,

and farther downstream It will be adjacent to both horizontal and vertical tail surfaces. Wing-flap deflec-
tion will, of course, cause a significant downwash to be exerted on the vortex and readjust the position of

the vortex relative to the tail. Moreover, the pressure field imposed by the tail may promote vortex break-

down; this may be a significant problem under sideslip conditions. The overall outcome is that both lift

characteristics and longitudinal stability can be affected by vortex interaction with the tail surfaces.

At high angles of attack, the horizontal tails have less effect on vortex behavior due to the dominance

of the wing pressure field. Several of our current fighter Aircraft feature twin vertical-tail arrangements

to maintain directional stability in the extended angle-of-attack range attainable with wings that include

leading-edge extensions. Improper placement of the vertical tails can promote premature vortex breakdown and

thereby limit the maximum lift obtainable, influencing both the longitudinal- and lateral-directional

stability levels.

The sharp edge of the LEX fixes the 30 separation line there so that there is controlled flow separation

about this compcent. Tailoring the camber and the sweepback of the LEX will clearly influence the position
of the ensuing vortex. Smll strakes on the forebody can be beneficial to forcing symmetric vortices to exist

at higher angles of attack, but may cause strong effects on the lateral stability. Usually, it is preferable

to reshape the cross-section of the forebody into a shark-like snout (see Ref. 11). Control of the orientation

of forebody vortices can be implemented by tiny amounts of normal or tangential blowing, emerging into the

flow from one orifice aesymmtricall-' disposed with respect to the leeward meridian and initially beneath the

vortex that grows rapidly away from the surface. This technique has the ability not only to return ,he

asymmetric flow to a near-symmetric one as the blowing momentum increases but is powerful enough to produce

a further movement of the forebody vortices to provide sidaforce in the opposite sense to that given by the

initial asymmtry. Asymmetric blowing can hence be used as a means of direct sideforce control to prevent

departure of a fighter into a spin condition.
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ISSUES
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At least one additional order of magnitude in effective computing speed is required for us to be able
to come near to analyzing numerically the entire flow about a real aerodynamic vehicle. Nevertheless, some
intriguing and impressive results are being and have been obtained from computations of laminar flow fields
about simple 3D aerodynamic components using approximate forms of the Navier-Stokes equations (see the review
in Ref. 10). Moreover, the potential exists for obtaining satisfactory answers in turbulent flow once appro-
priate turbulence models can be found. Unfortunately, even these simple shapes must be sur ounded with
relatively coarse computational meshes; otherwise, the available computer storage on our largest machines
becomes saturated. With our present capabilities, we arrive at an impasse. On the one hand, the singular
points in the flow and on the body surface usually have simple, fundamental forms and their types, number, and
placement, practically characterize a real separated flow. On the other hand, it is just in the vicinity of
these singular points that a finite-difference scheme requires inordinately fine mesh spacing to capture
their behavior. Even supposing that sufficient computer storage were available for the mesh to be tightened,
computation costs would be increased, perhaps to an unacceptable degree. As a way out, we suggest that it may
be possible to make a useful advance in the computation of 3D separated flows if finite-difference methods
could be combined with a separate treatment (perhaps involving analytic or finite-element methods) of the
singular points, thereby obtaining an adequate resolution in the vicinity of the singular points and avoiding
very fine meshes.
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On wings with sharply swept leading edges, 3D separation occurs at the salient edges, being virtually
independent of the oncoming boundary-layer properties at the high Reynolds numbers of interest to us. In the
limit of infinite Reynolds number - or, for practical purposes, at high enough Reynolds numbers - the coiled
viscous shear layer may be modeled approximately by an inviscid-flow vortex sheet. In other words, we adopt
a viewpoint similar to that underlying the use if the Kutta-Joukowsky condition for determining flow at the
trailing edge in inviscid wing theory. We say that viscosity causes the separation; the location is determined
by the edge geometry, after which the flow may be modelled as an inviscid flow. The local behavior of a vorteK
sheet as it leaves the vicinity of a salient edge is tangential to either the top or underside of the edge,
depending on the sign of the shed vorticity and on whether the external mean flow is directed inboard or
outboard. In the region of the vortex external to the core, the axial velocity does not change substantially.
and we may describe it to a satisfactory degree of approximation by ignoring diffusion (i.e., viscous) effects
there. Diffusion is only important in the inner part of the vortex core where there are substantial velocity
gradients. For a 30 core growing in space, the swirling fluid is drawn into the core, acquiring a high axial
velocity as it escapes along the axis. Reynolds number does not appear to have a significant effect on the

development of the large-scale structure of the flow, whereas the core center diminishes as Reynolds number

increases. In numerical calculations of incompressible flows about swept edges there seem to be a qualified
but free choice available as to whether the vortex sheet should be represented as collections of isolatetl vor-
tices, as line vortices, or as a continuous sheet. Particular mathematical or numerical difficultie in the

stability of the roll-up process have been overcome.

On bodies, the separation location is unknown a priori. We must attempt to calculate its positon by
3D boundary-layer theory, which requires an appropriate external flow, or map its position from experimental

I -surface oil-flow visualization. In the former, an iteration between the boundary layer and inviscid flow is
required, with a guessed separation-line position, followed by subsequent correction of the inviscid pressure
distribution. Once the separation line is supplied, an inviscid vortex sheet model of the separated flow can
be invoked (in incompressible flow at least) on which the following boundary conditions will be adequate to
determine it completely. The sheet must leave the surface tangentially along the separation line. It is an
open vortex sheet in the sense that fluid at the same total pressure wets the vortex sheet on either side.
Both pressure and velocity are continuous across the sheet, which is a stream surface. The velocity on the
upstream side of the sheet provides the convective component to remove the vorticity from the surface.

On the downstream side of the sheet, replacing the Kutta condition for separation at a sharp edge is the

requirement that the velocity be directed downstream tangentially to the separation line. On the upstream side

of the separation line, the surface streamlines of the inviscid model are inclined to the separation line but
are, of course, still tangential to the wall. The vortex sheet model my be used on simple shapes, such as
pointed right-circular and elliptic cones, for which the separation lines are along generators and the coordi-
nate geometry presents few difficulties. On more complex configurations the solution eludes us, for

r
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boundary-layer calculations have not usually been successful in providing separation-line positions, particu-
larly when separation starts some distance back from the nose. Moreover, we still do not have a suitableflow mdel for the breakaway dividing surface, under conditions where neither conical nor slender body flows
exist.

There has been some recent success in numerically solving the Euler equations in which vortex flows

around wings of high sweepback angle have been simulated. It appears that if the computed results are to be
realistic, the edge must be relatively sharp to ensure that the development of the "shear layer" is virtually
insensitive to Reynolds number. This is the only possible way to represent a separated flow field by the
Euler equations in which there is artificial viscosity in the numerical scheme.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A study of the issues involved in the understanding of complex vortical flows leads us to the following
remarks:

r We have an unambiguous definition of separation in three dimensions if a separation line is construed
to emanate always from a saddle point even in cases where the origin is obscured by lack of resolution.

* The structure and mechanism of separation and the ensuing coiled-up vortical motions are understood
in mean-flow terms.

* We are unable at this time to formulate a principle that will distinguish between the scale of vital

and unimportant organized vortical structures.

* We are able to exploit the well-organized vortex motions for significant benefit when they are stable.

* We have only conceptual notions to understand the instability mechanisms leading to vortex breakdown
and leeside wake asymmetries at high angles of attack.

a We are unable to predict the implications of vortices interacting with local flow fields about the wing
and tail surfaces, although we can exercise control over these interacting flow fields to some extent
with active or passive c, rol.

a With appropriate simplifications of the Navier-Stokes equations, and with our current understanding of
turbulence modelling, we are able to compute vortical flows about chosen aerodynamic components at high
Reynolds numbers, but only for very simple shapes.

a Modelling of vortical flows by essentially inviscid approaches can provide us with insight into the
flow physics, but our understanding extends only to simple shapes.
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iTHE VORTEX SKELETON MODEL FOR THREE-DIMENSIONAL~STEADY FLOWS

H.G. Hornung

DFVLR Institute for Experimental Fluid Mechanics

D-3400 G6ttingen, BunsenstraBe 10, Germany

The work of Hornungand perry (1982) is reviewed in which the essential concepts of
two-dimensional separation were extended to three-dimensional steady flow, and the vor-
tex skeleton model and electromagnetic analogy were introduced. The model is extendedto give a simple topological rule by which the vortex skeleton of a flow can be estab-

lished from the structure cf the wall streamline pattern. The important question of the
occurrence of smoothly starting separation without zeros in the wall shear stress, is
examined in the liqht of a new local solution of the Navier-Stokes and continuity equa-
tions.

1. INTRTDION

Conside' steady, incompressible, viscous flow over a simplv connected body. Let the
flow be uniform at large distances from the body, and let the Reynolds number be large.
Vorticity is generated in such a flow by viscous friction mainly in the thin boundary
layer at the body surface (wall). This vorticity can be carried away from the wall by
viscous diffusion or by convection. At large Reynolds number the latter mechanism is
the one that is responsible for carrying vorticity to distances of one ore more
characteristic body lengths from the wall.

The distribution of vorticity in the flow field around a body is very important
to the aerodynamicist. If it is known, the forces on the body may be determined fairly
accurately by a relatively crude inviscid model of the flow. This model can be simpli-
fied further if the vorticity concentrates into "ropes" of high vorticity within a
relatively small distance from the body. A very descriptive illustration of how this
may occur behind a wing was given by Lanchester (1907), see Fig.1. If this occurs, the
distribu .ion of vorticity may be represented approximately by a relatively small number
of discrete vortices, whose locations and strengths must, of course, be known.

It is not surprising therefore, that a great deal of effort has been invested in the
study of the process by which vorticity is transported into the flow field ("separation")
and how the vorticity behaves after leaving the surface. An excellent compendium of the
work on this subject has been given by Peake and Tobak (1980) (see also Tobak and Peake,
1982). An example of sophisticated numerical work in the latter field is to be found in
Saffman (1982) and a description of the field is given by Lugt (1979).

For a calculation of the forces on a body from the disposition of discrete vortices,

it is necessary to know their strengths and shapes. An even more basic requirement is
the knowledge of the number of vortices which occur and their topological structure.
In particular, changes from one to another topological structure of the flow field
around the same body are of considerable importance, for example, such as arise in the
problems of missile aerodynamics. Such transitions cannot at present be accurately
predicted theoretically, and only in relatively simple cases have they been mapped out
experimentally. (An example for the case of thick delta wings is given by Szodruch, 1977,
see also Szodruch 1980).

The aim of the present paper is not to study the exact geometric modelling of flow
fields, but to find a model which will reproduce the topological structure of three-
dimennional, steady flows. It should be emphasized that our concern is not merely with

4 * the t.pological structure of the wall streamlines (integral curves of the wall shear
istress) but with that of the complete three-dimensional flow field. A terminology has

been given by Hornung and Perry (1982) which allows the qualitative features of such

flow fields to be described unambiguously. This work is briefly reviewed and extended
to allow some of the features of the spatial topology of a flow field to be determined
systematically from a knowledge of the qualitative features of the wall streamline
field. In addition, the question of the occurrence of a gradually beginning three-
dimensional separation (i.e. without points at which the wall shear stress is zero)
is examined in some detail.

2. TWO- AND THREE-DIMENSIONAL SEPARATION

The essential feature of steady, two-dimensional separated flow is that there

exist two half-saddle points in the streamline pattern. They occur on the wall and are
joined by one and the same streamline, see Fig.2. The half-saddle points are called
separation and reattachment point respectively and the special streamline joining them

is sometimes referred to as a separatrix. It separates a region of closed streamlines
from the remainder of the flow field. A few accompanying features are that the wall

shear stress is zero at the two half-saddle points, and that backflow occurs at the wall
between them.



2-2 Separation is by no means so easy to describe in three-dimensional flow. The

questions that arise are: What is the equivalent of a saddle point in three dimensions?
What is the meaning of backflow in three dimensions? The wall shear stress is now a
vector. Which component needs to be zero at separation, if any? Finally, what is the
equivalent of a sedaratrix?

The last of these questions gives a clue as to how one might start in extending
the concepts of two-dimensional separation to the spatial situation. In two-dimensional

flow a streamline is able to separate two regions of the space. In three dimensions a
surface is needed for this purpose. To find the logical extension of the two-dimensional
concept of a separatrix to three-dimensional flow, it is therefore necessary to look
for a particular streamourface. A streamsurface in a given flow field is defined by
those streamlines which pass through a given curve in the three-dimensional space.
(The concept "streamsurface" is probably more familiar in the form "streamtube", where
the defining curve is closed.)

A streamstrffce in a given three-dimensional flow field is only uniquely determined
by its defining curve if it does not bifurcate anywhere, just s, analogously, a stream-
line in a given two-dimensional flow field may only be uniquely defined by a p int if it
does not bifurcate anywhere. Streamlines in two-dimensional flow bifurcate at saddle or
half-saddle points, i.e. for example at the separation or reattachment point. The

logical extension to three dimensions of the separation and reattachment points of two-
dimensional flow is therefore to be sought in streamsurface bifurcation lines on the
wan .

An example of how streamsurface bifurcations may occur in three-dimensional flow
is shown qualitatively in Fig.3. From the bifurcation line PQ on the wall, the stream-
surface S emerges and rolls up into a vortex. At the same time the streamsurface S
divides ai the streamsurface bifurcation line P'Q' on the wall. The streamsurfaces S and
S, respectively emerge from and flow into the three-dimensional analogues of half-saadle
pgints (i.e. streamsurface bifurcation lines) and are therefore the logical extensions
of the separatrices of two-dimensional flow. They are the free sheets of the stream-
surface bifurcations. The significant difference from the two-dimensional case is that
these special streamsurfaces do not in general, form closed regions of the space, i.e.
S1 and S2 are not the same streamsurface.

These concepts and their implications are discussed at greater length and with
mathematical support by Hornung and Perry (1982). Among other results, their work
shows that the concept "strength of separation" becomes meaningful in three-dimensional
flow, and that complicated topological structures of steady, three-dimensional flow
fields may be described unambiguously by the types and disposition of their bifurcation
lines and free sheets. They proceed to classify a number of frequently occurring flow
configurations.

One of the questions that arose is whether it is necessary for a streamsurface
bifurcation line to start at a point where the wall shear stress is zero, or whether
it can start gradually, without a zero-shear point. An often-observed example of the
former case is shown in the sketch of Fig.4 in which a negative streamsurface bifur-
cation starts from a saddle in the wall streamline pattern. This pattern also shows a
positive bifurcation line starting smoothly, without a zero in the wall shear stress.
(The notation "positive" means that the streamsurface divides into two in the direction
of flow and vice versa.) Experiments certainly suggest that both smooth and zero-shear
beginnings of bifurcation lines are possible. This question is examined in more detail
in section 4.

3. THE VORTEX SKELETON MODEL

While the qualitative features of the structure of a steady three-dimensional flow
may be described unambiguously by the bifurcating streamsurfaces of the flow, such
descriptions become extremely cumbersome except for the simplest configurations. If only
the qualitative features are to be described, an equally effective and much simpler
method consists of representing the flow field by a finite number of discrete vortices in
a uniform flow. The validity of this model depends on the assumption that any dis-
tributed vorticity that may be present does not alter the spatial topology of the flow.

In order to illustrate the two methods, a number of frequently observed flow
4 situations are presented in Fig.'s 5,6,7 and 8 taken from Hornung and Perry (1982).

Fig.5 shows simple U-shaped separation by means of the bifurcating streamsurfaces that
occur. Figures 6,7 and 8 show the flow structure that sometimes occurs at sting-body

'junctions using both methods. This last example makes the superiority of the vortex
skeleton method particularly clear. Only six discrete vortices are needed (see Fig.8)
to present the topology of the flow field, in which a total of 18 free sheets of 12
streamsurface bifurcations occur. (Bifurcations that occur in the flow field, i.e. not
at the wall, generally have four free sheets.) Clearly, it becomes extremely difficult
to present the latter in a sketch, see Fig.7, while the presentation of the vortex
skeleton of Fig.8 is relatively simple and provides corresponding information.

The assumption that all the vorticity of the flow is concentrated into discrete
vortices is, of course, incorrect. However, the aim here is to represent only the
topology of the flow correctly. This means, for example, that the number and connec-
tivity of the nodes, saddles and bifurcation lines of the wall streamline pattern are
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to be correctly reproduced. It turns out that, whenever a pair of such critical
points (node and saddle) occurs on the wall, it is associated with a concentration

of vorticity in the vicinity. For example, in the U-shaped separation of Fig.5, one
such node-saddle pair occurs in the wall streamline pattern (A, Ft. This is asso-
ciated with the vortex formed by the rolling up of the streamsurface S . The con-
verse is not necessarily the case, i.e. a vortex may be so weak and distant from
the wall that it does not cause a saddle-node pair to occur on the wall. However,
since our interest is in the vorticity that is spilt into the flow from the
boundary layer, such vortices need not concern us. A more important way in which
a vortex might occur without a saddle-node pair on the wall is through a gradually
starting negative streamsurface bifurcation, similar to that proposed schematical-
ly in Fig.3. Supposing for the present (see also section 4) that such smoothly
starting bifurcations are possible, it is a relatively simple matter to establish
the following topological rule:

The minimum number of discrete vortices required to represent the spatial
topology of uniform flow over a simply connected body is given by the equality
limit of the inequality

V > P + S, (1)

where V i the number of vortices, P is the number of saddle-node pairs in the wall
streamline pattern, and S is the number of those negative streamsurface bifurcations
in the wall streamline pattern which do not start at a saddle point.

Consider, for example, the flow of Fig.6. The wall streamline pattern contains
six saddle-node pairs and all negative streamsurface bifurcations on the wall start
from saddle points. Thus, P = 6, S = 0, so that six vortices are needed to present
the topological structure of the flow, see Fig.8. The fact that the body is chopped
off at front and back means only that, were it closed, two additional nodes (e.g.
front and rear stagnation point) would occur in the wall streamline pattern. The
vortex skeleton model of a particular flow, for which the wall streamline pattern
is known, can thus be established systematically by arranging the number of
vortices prescribed by the rule (1) appropriately.

A large amount of distributed vorticity always resides in the boundary layer
near the wall. However, the presence of this distributed vorticity does not intro-
duce topological features such as nodes, saddles or bifurcation lines in the wall
streailine pattern except through the fcrmnation of a vortex, i.e. by distributed
vorticity concentrating into discrete bundles. Thus, the topological structure of
the wall streamlines is not affected by the distributed vorticity in the boundary
layer, but is correc7tly reproduced by the vortex skeleton model with the assumption
that the flow outside the vortex cores is irrotational. The exact shape of the wall
streamlines is, of course, influenced by the distributed vorticity, but their topo-
logical structure is not.

Such a model can be simulated directly by the electromagnetic analogy, in
which the vortices are replaced by wires carrying electric current, so that the
induced magnetic field corresponds to the velocity. The uniform flow field can be
simulated by a current-carrying solenoid coil generating a uniform magnetic field
within itself. Solid surfaces, at which the velocity must be tangential in the
fluid mechanical analogue, can be simulated for a plane wall by the method of
images, i.e. by introducing a mirror image of the vortex system on the opposite
side of the "wall". In order to show the wall streamlines, for example, iron
filings may be scattered on it and exposed to the magnetic field. The electric
current carried by a wire corresponds to the strength of the simulated vortex.

In order to illustrate the use of the method, Fig.9 shows sketches of six
types of symmetrical wall streamline patterns occurring in separated flows, together
with their sinulation by the electromagnetic analogy. In each case the topological
rule, equation (1), is satisfied. In Fig.9f the two vortices have to disperse into
"boundary-layer vorticity" at their leading end. In the electromagnetic analogy
this has been achieved by joining the two wires with a copper plate parallel to

.and near the surface. It could also be achieved by joining the two wires at their
upstream end with a wire which is far from the wall. Such connections (far from
the surface or with distributed currents) are disregarded in counting the number
of vortices for the purpose of equation (1). I.e. V - 2 for Fig.9f.

In some of these simulations the experiment was embedded in an overall field
which converges near the wall in order to simulate the situation on the lee side
of a slender body. This was achieved by two additional vortices flanking the
region of interest. Equation (1) is not violated by this step because of the in-
equality sign which allows for such weaker or more distant vortices.

4. GRADUALLY STARTING SEPARATION

In this section the question is examined as to whether it is possible for a
negative streamsurface bifurcation line to start forming gradually at a wall, with-
out the wall shear stress becoming zero anywhere. It is necessary to discuss this
question because this kind of separation is certainly observed experimentally (see
e.g. Kreplin, Vollmers, and Meier, 1982) as well as numerically (see e.g. Wang, 1982)
while at the same time it has been the cause for some dispute (see e.g. Wang, 1981).

r '
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In order to illustrate the fact that experiment certainly suggests that this is so,
consider the two surface oil flow pictures of Fig.10. Fig.10a shows two negative bi-
furcation lines issuing from two saddle points of the wall streamline pattern, i.e.
from points where the wall shear stress is zero. On the other hand, Fig.10b shows two
negative bifurcation lines which start smoothly, without a saddle. Similar effects
may, of course, also be produced by the electromagnetic analogy (see Fig.9).

The transition from the flow type of Fig.10a to that of Fig.10b may be imagined
as follows: Consider a vortical node and a saddle in the wall streamline pattern to be
embedded in a region, in which the wall shear stress falls smoothly in the flow direc-
tion. Let them be separated by a distance d. Consider the magnitude T of the wall shear
stress. Fig.11a gives a sketch of the wall streamlines in such a situation. Fig.'s 11b
and c show how this pattern is expected to change as the distance d is reduced to zero.
At the same time these figures show profiles of T along the lines joining the critical
points. Fig.11d shows how this process may be extrapolated to the case where the shear
stress no longer quite reaches the value zero and the bifurcation line starts smoothly.

A method by which the flow in the vicinity of critical points or bifurcation lines
may be studied theoretically, is to seek local solutions of the Navier-Stokes and con-
tinuity equations by expanding the velocity vector in a Taylor series in terms of the
position vector, see Perry and Fairlie (1974), Hornung and Perry (1982). Usually, only
the first term in this series is retained, as the number of terms in each component
increases rapidly with each new vector term. Such solutions give asymptotic approxima-
tions which converge within a region of validity r < R around the int r - 0, see
Fig.12, the error being of the next higher order in r = -1i +y' +z than the last
retained term.

Recently Perry (1983) obtained such a solution to a particular degenerate case
which has the following form:

u = - exy2z + 0(r5)

2 2 5
v - fyz + gz + ex yz + 0(r (2)

w = - fz2/2 - ex
2
z
2
/2 + ey

2
z2 /2 Or

5
)

p = - ex
2
z + ey

2
z + 2gy - fz + po/ 0(r

4
),

where u, v, w are the x, y, z - components of velocity p and m are pressure and vis-
cosity and e, f, g and p0 are constants. For a particular choice of the constants
e, f and g, namely e > 0, f < 0, g - 0, this solution is sketched in Fig.13. As can
be seen this has the character of almost two-dimensional separation. A feature of
equation (2) is that the inertia terms in the Navier-Stokes equation are unimportant
to this approximation, the pressure being determined entirely by the viscous terms.

At first glance, the flow of Fig.13 does not seem to have any relevance to our
problem. However, it may be seen with a little imagination, that superposition of a
plane shear flow of the form

u = kz (3)

will produce a wall streamline pattern similar in character to that to be expected
near the beginning of s negative bifurcation line. Naturally, one cannot just super-
pose solutions in this nonlinear system of differential equations. Indeed, it turns
out that the term in (3) causes an additional term in u to become necessary, which,
this time, arises from the inertia terms. The new form of u is thus:

u exy
2
z . kz - kfz

4
/(24v) + 0(r

5
), (4)

where v is the kinematic viscosity. The other components ol velocity and the pressure
are not affected by the'e additional terms. The solution (2) with u replaced by (4)
represents an asymptotic approximation satisfying the Navier-Stokes and continuity
equation and the no-slip conditior at z - 0, to the stated accuracy.

Choosing f < 0, a > 0, k > 0 and eetting g - 0, a' * - f/e, bl - k/e, the equationfor the wall streamlines becomes (z - 0)

u xs.- .

This pattern has two critical points (which are vortical nodes in the parameter range
of interest here, namely if b'/a' < 16) at

(x, y) - (a, rb-/a). (6)

These lie outeide the range of validity of the solution. The solution of equation (5)
with a u 0.5, b - 0.5, is presented in Fig.14. As can be seen, the nature of this
solution is like that expected for a gradually beginning bifurcation. Of course, this
local solution does not only give the wall streamlines, but the whole three-dimensional
flow field near the beginning bifurcation. It gives mathematical support to the
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sUpposition made in section 3, that negative streamsurface bifurcations may begin
Smoothly. The wall shear stress is not zero anywhere in this solution.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The work of Hornung and Perry (1982) has been reviewed, in which the essential
concepts of two-dimensional separation had been extended logically to three-dimensionalsteady flow, and the vortex skeleton model and electromagnetic analogy had been in-
troduced. A simple topological rule has been given, by which the minimum number of
vortices necessary to represent a flow over a simply connected body with a given wall
Streamline pattern may be determined. It has been shown that the electromagnetic analogyis usually sufficiently accurate to represent the topological structure of a flow pattern,
distributed vorticity being unable to introduce topological features such as nodes,
saddles or bifurcations. Finally a local solution of the Navier-Stokes and continuity
equations has been obtained, by extending a solution given by Perry (1983), which has
all the features of a gradually beginning streamsurface bifurcation, with everywhere
finite wall shear stress.
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Fig.l: Lanchester's (1907) sketch of vorticity being concentrated
into a vortex rope behind a wing.

F 2 In two-dimensional, steady-flow separation, two half-
saddle points occur at the wall. They are joined by
a streamline which separates a region of closed
streamlines from the rest of the flow field.

IQ1

Fig.3: Example of three-dimensional separation. The free sheet S1 of
the negative streamsurface bifurcation line PQ is not the
same as the free sheet S2 of the accompanying positive
bifurcation line P'Q'.
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Fig.4: Example of three-dimensional separation in which the negative streamsurface bi-

furcation starts from a saddle point in the wall streamline pattern. At the
same time the accompanying positive bifurcation line P'Q' starts without a
critical point a) wall streamline pattern, b) perspective sketch.

A_.s S' S3

S5 B

S2

Fig.5: Simple U-shaped separation, port side showing wail streamline pattern, star-

board side showing perspective sketch. Apart from a negative bifurcation AB,
a double free bifurcation DE and a positive bifurcation FG occur. Of the five
free sheets SI is the only one that rolls up into a vortex.

Fig.6: Wall streamline pattern and one of the free sheets of the separation pattern
soetimes observed at stingrbodky junctions of axisymmetric bodies at zero
incidence.



F It becomes extremely difficult to sketch the 12 bifurcation lines and
their 18 free sheets in the case of "sting-body" separation.

Fig.± Equivalent information as that of Fig.7 can be conveyed more easily and
more effectively with a presentation of the vortex skeleton of the flow,
shown heie together with the wall streamline pattern.

...

Fig.9a: Wall streamline pattern for simple U-shaped separation, sketch and electro-
magnetic simulation. One saddle-nodle pair occurs, all negative bifurcations

start at saddles, i.e. P=1, 8-0. Hence V l. One vortex only is needed in the

X V

mletic s a O star atsadlesi~e P-, S-. HnceV.> . Oe vrtexonl isneedd i th

skeleton
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Fig.9b: Owl-face pattern of the first kind. P-2, S-0 so that V>2. The two vortex-
wires cast shadows onto the wall. Only two wires were used.

Fig.9c: Owl-face pattern of the second kind. P-3, S-0. so that V.3.

-:7

Fig.9d% Owl-face pattern of the third kind lUerlb-leqendre separation).

P-2, S-0, so that Vam2.
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Fig.9e: owl-face pattern of the fourth kind. P-3, S-0, so that Vp3.

~Z'0
2~- igm

Ellg.9f: Separation with two smoothly-beginning negative bifurcation lines. N4o critical
points occur on the bifurcation lines. P=O, S-2, i.e. V;P2.

Fig.10: hZampla of surface oil flow visualization photoqralpha showingq bifurction~
lines starting with and without a point of zero wall shear stress. From
Bippes (1983), and Kreplin, Vollues and Maier (1982) respectively.

-- - -- - ---
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a) b) c) d)

the saddle and node is reduced to zero (a-c) the degenerate case c) results,
where the magnitude of the wall shear stress, T, just reaches zero.

Fig.11d) shows that, when this process is extrapolated, the smoothly starting
bifurcation line results, in which T does not reach zero any more.

z

P Fi.12:Local cartosian coordinate system illustrating region of convergence.
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VY
Fig.13: Perry's (1983) solution equation (2), for almost two-dimensional separation.

The plane z-0 is the wall. The streamlines in the plane of symmetry (x=O) 
are

those of two-dimensional separation.

dY

.. 0.

Fig.14z Wall streamlines near the beginning of a smoothly starting negative

bifurcation liney numerical integration of equation (5) with a-0.5,
b-O. 5.

K-
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ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE TURBULENT VORTEX

by

Leonard Roberts
Joint Institute for Aeronautics and Acoustic

Durand Bldg Room 269
Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305

C> 
USAI __ SL4AMIARY

.>rhis paper provides an analysis that describes the trailing vortex generated by a lifting
surface, the structure of its turbulent core and the influence of axial flow within the vortex on
its initial persistence and on its subsequent decay. Similarity solutions of the turbulent diffusion
equation are given in closed form and results are expressed in sufficiently simple terms that the
influence of the lifting surface parameters on the length of persistence and the rate of decay of
the vortex can be evaluated readily..t

SYMBOLS
A wing reference area
AR aspect ratio bP/A
6 aircraft wing span
b, distance between vortices
CD induced drag coefficient
CL lift coefficient
c 2wr/k

2
r,

d characteristic length of vortex persistence
e wing lifting efficiency, C1/IARCD

k constant, 0.06
outer edge of turbulent core

Re Ub/vAR
r distance in radial direction
a lift distribution parameter, .4' 11dy
S =sinh(4s

2
/e - 11/12)

V velocity function
V* maximum value of V
Ve circumferential velocity
z distance in axial direction
i z/d
Y =/(b/2)
Y distance in spanwise direction
z =nrrf(z)

r , circulation
S " coefficient of eddy viscosity
V coefficient of kinetic viscosity

. p, density

1. INTRODUCTION

The structure of the wake vortex generated by a lifting surface such as an aircraft wing or
a rotor blade has been the subject of much previous study, both theoretical and experimental
(see for example ref. 1-4). The trailing vortex, after its initial formation is known to comprise
two phases, namely (1) a region of persistence for long distances compared to the wing span and
(2) a region of decay in which the circumferential velocity is reduced, and the vortex diffuses
radially with increasing distance (fig. i). In this regard it is of particular interest to understand
the structure of the vortex in sufficient detail to predict the velocity distribution in the vortex,
to explain the initial persistence, and characterise its subsequent rate of decay in terms of the
aerodynamic properties of the lifting surface.

- - - - - - -- -. 4-- - - - - - - -
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2. ANALYSIS

The Potential Flow

The potential flow due to a vortex pair has been analyzed by Spreiter and Sachs (ref I). In
their approach the vortices are considered as a pair of rotating cylinders around which a potential
flow exists in the plane normal to the axis of the vortices. The relevant expressions which relate
the characteristics o the wing to those of the vortex pair are derived here. for completeness. as

follows.

The lift is expressed as

L = ,U'WCLA = pUbr, f.)dY.

where r is the circulation at the root, G = - is the spanwise distribution of lift, and Y =

is the dimensionless spanwise distance.

The integral in equation (1) is denoted by

/ GdY = ( (2)

a is a parameter which characterizes the lift distribution.

The vortex sheet behind the wing rolls into a cylindrical vortex, the inner part of the cylinder
containing the vorticity shed from the tip and the outer part containing that shed from the root;
thus r, is the strength of the vortex at its outer edge rt.

From equation (I), r1 may be written

r, = ubG _L 2 AR n(3)

where the aspect ratio is AlR - b
2

/A.

Following further the Spreiter-Sachs analysis, the induced drag is related to the rate of
formation of rotational kinetic energy in the wake. This relationship is written

D= jpj!2CDA -fJ I pVdS' (4)

where the integral is performed over the entire plane normal to the direction of flow.

Equations (I) and (4) can be combined to given an expression which relates the energy integral
to the wing efficiency

e (5)

where e = w is the wing efficiency factor.

The integral in equation 5 has contributions from the potential flow outside the vortex pair
and from the vortex pair itself; thus

f f) 2  s ] + 1 ,) /r (8)

where the substitution t,# = has been made within the vortex pair.

The contribution from the potential flow is evaluated in closed form and may be written

dS] = (7)

Vf,

r " -" - - --
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where bj is the separation distance between the vortices. The contribution from the vortex pair
must be evaluated from the radial distribution of F = G within the vortex. This contribution
is found by solving the turbulent flow equations and, as seen later, gives

r' (r 2  
_ 1

.kr 1  r-- (8)

Substitution of (6). (7). and (8) into (5) gives an expression for ri,

(9)

where S = sinh(4s
2
/e - 11/12)

The relationship (9) between the vortex radius r, and the separation distance bi will hold
even when ri varies with the distance z along the vortex since the flux of rotational energy must
be constant and equal to the induced drag at all values of z.

A determination of the separation distance 6- between the vortices requires that an additional
condition be prescribed. It is assumed that the centroid of vorticity is conserved during the roll-up

pr,.es and thus the initial spanwise separation of the vortex is given by

b() b YdG = 's
2 -- J

(after integration by parts).

The initial radius of the vortex is

The initial vortex radius ri(O) and the circulation ri, given by equation (3) are important
parameters in the description of the turbulent core of the vortex as seen in the following analysis.

The Turbulent Vortex Core

For any location r downstream of the lifting surface the characteristics of the vortex will be
influenced by turbulence and, to a lesser degree, by kinematic viscosity. There will exist a core
within which the circ: -ferential velocity will differ from that given by the potential flow (fig.
2). This vortex core flow can be described by a differential equation expressing the transport of
angular momentum as follows:

60 60 r6r 16G1

Ti hr 6v- rhr

where &, is the kinematic viscosity and t is a turbulent eddy viscosity.

The eddy viscosity for vortex flows has been investigated by Hoffman and Joubert (ref 5) and
a model formulated in a way analogous to the traditional mixing length theory of Prandtl. A
dimensional analysis suggests that the eddy viscosity is related to the circumferential shear stress
thrugh the relationship

where

' (6v0 +v!o
6 r rJ

which may be combined to give

2?6 kr* .er 6G= r (e,) 2 r (12)

where the constant k must be determined experimentally. The value k = 0.06 appears to fit the
experimental data.
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When equation (12l is substituted into equation (11) the result is written

6G 6G 2r 6[r t 6G) -J(]

where
2r 4w vAR I

-c =W2r, k2 
Ub CL.

(substituting for r1 from equation (3)).

The quantity c is seen to vary inversely with the Reynolds number ; based on a charac-

teristic chord length, ;. For a typical aircraft wing c is of the order of 10-2 or 10
- 3 

and the
effects of kinematic viscosity on the overall wake characteristics are negligible. However, in the
region close to the center of the vortex (where ri < c) the effect of viscosity will change the
local velocity gradients significantly, creating a "laminar sub-core".

Equation 13 must be solvec ',r the distribution G(r) subject to appropriate boundary condi-
tions, and using suitable approximate expressions for u and v, the convective velocity components.
Two cases are considered here corresponding to the region of persistence, where the vortex remains
tightly rolled, and the region of decay where the vortex increases its radius and decreases its
circumferential velocity with distance along the vortex.

(I) Region of Persistence: Immediately behind the wing it is to be expected that the axial velocity

u in the vortex core will be less than the free stream value, U but must accelerate to this value in
a distance d say. The velocity components along and normal to the centerline of the vortex may
be approximated as

u 2r v trU ! E= _ Id for z< d

satisfying the equation of continuity.

The accelerating flow along the axis isee fig. 3a causes a radial inflow which in turn convects
vorticity inward to balance the outward diffusion by turbulence. This causes the vortex to remain
tightly rolled until the axial velocity returns to its free-stream value and the inflow ceases.

(2)Region of Decay: At far distance behind the wing where the axial velocity has recovered to
the free stream value u =-V-- , -- 0 for z>d.

Here (see fig. 3b) there is no radial inflow but radial diffusion is balanced by axial convection
resulting in a spreading of the vortex and as will be seen, a decay in the circumferential velocity,
with distance along the vortex.

Approximate Solutions

For both of these regions simple approximate solutions for G can be obtained from equation
(I1). First it is convenient to define dimensionless variables

z r . ri (z)

and seek self similar solutions of the form G G(z)

* The resulting ordinary differential equation, derived from equation 13, is written

[(C+XI) ] +42G=0 (14)

where

42 4 k2rd Idtlkrt(I) U]

and the prime denotes differentiation with respect to z.

Since 0 must be independent of f for similarity to hold, the exponents m and n in the
expressions for r1(t) and u(I) respectively must satisfy the relation 2m+n - I, thus giving from

equation (15j.

4 ()/krd (15el

_ ° , 4
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Since m = -. it can be seen that in the region of persistence (2 < 1. = n = i) the

corresponding value of m is rn = 0, so that ri(z) = t() r1 (0). Similarly, in the region of

decay (> 1, , = 1 .n = 0) the value of m ism so that r(z-r)

In order to obtain the solution, G(.), equation (14) must be solved subject to the boundary

conditions () = l.G'(1I) = 0 (assuming that the core merges with the potential solution (G s_
1), ) and ((0) = 0 giving zero circumferential velocity at the center of the vortex.

Equation 14 is nonlinear; however an approximate solution can be found in two steps: since
r is a small parameter the solution eG or c = 0 is found valid except for a small region near
the center of the vortex where zG' < c, and an improved solution, using the approximationc + W(; = c + z(!, is then foundl from the resulting linear equation.

Thus, with c = 0, equation 14 becomes

PC!]' + 41' 2e! =0 (14a)

and a solution satisfying the boundary conditions is determined as

I( - Z)- (16)
d=!I

The term (c + zG') is now approximated as

c + ZG' - c + zG 2(i - z)(. + 2c-

so that equation 14, with 1 1 I, becomes

(l- )(Z +) - I+2G' 0 (14bl

Which tas the improved solution

I - I - Z 2 ) ( I +
- I16a)

Equation 16 closely approximates equation (16a) for small values of c except for : = 0(c).
corresponding to a 'lminar subcore at the center or the vortex.

All of the relevant characteristics of the vortex can now be determined using equation (16a),
i.e.. the length of persistence, the radius of the turbulent core, the radius of the laminar sub-core,
the velocity profiles and the variation of vortex size and vel, ity with distance z along the axis.

First the integral of equation 8 can now be evaluated using the approximate solution G
(I - Z)

2 
giving2dz II

thus verifying equation 8.
The characteristic distance of persistence, d is found from 15a, with I = 1, as

4 d r r2 k-Uie(0) (17)

The same result, expressed in terms of the aerodynamic parameters of the wing (b. CL, and AR)
is written

Wk CL
The radius of the turbulent core r is determined as

ri(O) for- < I

rl(O)(' for > I

.. - . ..... .... --- -..... - - .. - --

wa d



corresponding to the region ofprisec :Z a:d dea epectively.

__ for >1 fr521; AR bd

with d given by equation 17a.

The circumferential velocity v, is determined from vo as

2wrf Li((lO)

AwRi) &~z d d
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The analysis has provided approximate closed-form solutions that describe the structure of
the turbulent vortex pair generated by a lifting surface. Two regions of the wake are identified;
a region of persistence followed by a region of decay. The initial persistence of the wake is
associated with an acceleration of the flow along the axis of the vortex causing a radial inflow
which counteracts the outward radial diffusion. When the axial velocity recovers to the free
stream value the inflow ceases and the vortex starts to decay.

In the interest of brevity the results discussed here will be primarily for the case of an
elliptically loaded wing with brief mention of the influence of inboard and outboard loading which
may be determined when the quantities a and e = are known. The general expressions
for the quantities of interest are given in equations (17)-(20) which reduce to the simpler forms
discussed below with a = L and e = I correspunding to elliptic loading.

The length of persistence d for a wing of elliptic loading is given by

d= 10.4 -A b
L

and shows that the length of pcrsistence varies directly ss the product of the span and the aspect
ratio and inversely as the lift coefficient. For a tyi i ;,rge transport aircraft in a high lift
configuration (b=200ft, AR=7 and CL=1) the lengt 4 " persistence is approximately 14,000ft
(2.65 miles). On the other hand for a typical fighter aircralt (b=tOft, A =1, CL=2) the length
of persistence is only 250ft.

Considering now a description of the vortex, in the persistence region. lz ,,,;us of the

turbulent core rt, where the flow departs from the potential vortex is given by

1, .756 .0

independent of aspect ratio and lift coefficient. The laminar subcore radius, taken as the location
of maximum velocity depends on the Reynolds number and (for elliptical loading) is:

r.75 ( log!)

where c = i-R!
°*
, Re = - For Re 1 t0' r - 004 the value of r* is

r'= .Ol8k

thus, for a transport airrft of 200ft span, the maximum velocity occurs near the center of the
core at a radius of 3.ft.

The maximum velocity is given (again for elliptic loading) by

,;= 1.l6 U

AR

Thus for the transport aircraft (AR = 7,CL = 1) and U=300ft/sec the maximum ve-city near
the center of the vortex iP S)ft/sec; for a fighter aircraft, (AR = 1,CL = 2 and U = 300ft/sec)
however, the maximum velocity would be 700ft/sec (ignoring compremibility effects).

In the decay region, i.e. for x > 10.4fb, the radius of the turbulent core and the subcore

grows as

r,,()- , - ., )

and

r(z) = .(CL R2c

For the transport aircraft given in the previous example the turbulent core extends to a

radius of 70ft at a distance of 10.6 miles behind the aircraft and the radius r', at which the
' maximum velocity occurs, is approximately 711. The velocity e at this point is 25ft/se. Foe the

fighter aircraft the velocity rate of decay with distance is greater (since the velocity reduces by a
factor of 2 in a distance z - 5d, sad d is only 2Oft in this case).

LI
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Froml the general equation for d (equation 17a) and ve (equation to&) it can be inferred that

configurations which have smaller values of vp on the vortex wake (small CL, large .4R, large s)

also have larger distances of persistence, (and those configurations having higher values of v# have
smaller distance of persistence). Moreover, from 19& it can be seen that in the decay region the
only dependence on the span distribution parameter a is v# -a s-, a relatively weak dependence
which suggests that the reduction of the high velocities in the far wake through tailoring of the
span distribution of lift is not a very promising technique.

Although comparison with experiments is not made in this paper it has been found that
the general trends are reasonably well represented by the analysis given here. The dependence
of persistence on the axial flow at the center of the vortex probably deserves further analysis,
however, including the influence of promoting decay through mass injection thereby permitting
the axial flow to recover earlier to free stream conditions.

Finally, application of the solutions given here to rotor wakes also deserves mention. In this
regard the effects of Reynolds number on the behavior of the velocity t,* near the axis of the
vortex may be much more important, particularly in a proper description of the interaction of
the vortex with a following blade. In this situation the effects of viscosity in the laminar subeore
play an essential role in eliminating the singularity in the velocity gradient thereby permitting a
realistic calculation of the vortex-blade interaction including the acoustic field so generated.
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Fig.1 Trailing vortex flow
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INSTABILITIES IN TRAILING VORTICES:
FLOW VISUALIZATION USING HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETRY

C. Strange and J.K. Harvey

Department of Aeronautics
Imperial College, London SW7 2BY, England

0 U 1 is noted that trailing vortices often break up after the formation of disc shaped
disturbances. Reference is made to a flow visualisation experiment performed by Fackrell
in which similar strongly dissipative disturbances were produced in the laboratory. De-
tails of the origin and development of this instability are discussed. To obtain quanti-
tative information on this phenomenon an experiment using hot wire anemometry and a con-
ditional sampling technique was set up. Data are presented on a solitary wave-like dis-
turbance which was found on the outer edge of the core and convected downstream at about
the same velocity as the ambient fluid. The perturbation flow field associated with this
disturbance is not axi-symmetric. -

INTRODUCTION

Trailing vortices are formed when t-.j shear layers shed from a wing roll up into
two cores of high vorticity in which no trace of the separate turns of the shear layers
can be found. The cores have appreciable axial velocity components and are usually tur-
bulent. They are quasi-cylindrical, i.e. the fluid moves in spirals around the axis and
variations in the axial direction are very small compared with variations in the radial
direction. Such a concentrated vortex structure would be very enduring if simple dif-
fusion were the only form of decay but there is much evidence to suggest that the vor-
tices undergo large-scale instabilities long before they are destroyed by diffusion.

It cannot be claimed that the initial rolling up process in which these vortices
are formed is as yet fully understood. The problems encountered in attempting an
analysis of this process can be seen in a paper by Spreiter and Sacks (1951) who deal
with both subsonic and supersonic flow and are mainly concerned with determining the
proper vortex distribution to be used for calculating downwash. Their results show that
the degree of rolling up of the vortex sheet is dependent on the distance behind the wing
and on the lift coefficient, span loading and aspect ratio of the wing. For low aspect
ratio wings the vortex sheet is shown to become rolled up into two trailing vortices
within a chord length of the trailing edge. When fully formed the vortices are found to
have an axial flow within their core. Batchelor (1964) attempted to account for this in
an analysis of the rolling up process, concluding that it is a consequence of the highly
three-dimensional nature of the flow close to the wing. The magnitude and radial dis-
tribution of the axial velocity within the vortices vary widely depending on the shape
of the wing, the value on the centre line being possibly several times that of the free
stream. Batchelor also considered the effects of viscosity on this axial flow far down-
stream. It is evident that the effect of viscous decay is to increase the pressure in
the core and hence produce axial deceleration, in this way the induced drag on the wing,
associated with the generation of the trailing vortex, is gradually manifested as an
ordinary wake with an axial velocity defect.

MECHANISMS LEADING TO THE DECAY OF TRAILING VORTICES

Real trailing vortices are probably turbulent far downstream, whereas Batchelor's
analysis is for a laminar vortex. A simple approach would be to replace the kinematic
viscosity, v, by an eddy viscosity, VT, in order to apply this work to turbulent vor-
tices. Indeed this sort of representation has been used by Squire (1954) in proposing
a model of a turbulent vortex, in which the effect of turbulence is to produce an eddy
viscosity of uniform strength, proportional to the circulation around circuits distant
from the core. When this model is used to predict the decay of a trailing vortex, the
general predictions agree fairly well with experimental results. However, Owen (1970)
points out that, unless some mechanism is used to extract energy from the main flow, the
turbulence, confined to the core, will suffer a rapid decay. Owen's model of the tur-
bulent vortex sets out to create such a mechanism.

Numerous attempts have been made to model the turbulent decay of vortices since
Owen's paper. However, there is a large body of experimental evidence available, in-

*1 cluding the present report, which suggests that the vortex undergoes some form of large
scale instability which rapidly accelerates its decay. The vortex thus dies long before
it would have done if turbulence within a quasi-cylindrically structured flow had been
the primary dissipative mechanism. The turbulent flow predictions can therefore be con-
sidered to apply to a 'mid-period' vortex. The development during this phase is likely
to be responsible for the changes in the velocity distributions within the vortex that
trigger at least some ofthe instabilities that have been observed. An exception to
this is the instability attributed to Crow (1970) which is very commonly seen in photo-
graphs of condensation trails (see Figure 1) and which does not appear to be strongly
influenced by the structure of the core.

Crow used a lengthy and involved argument to find the mode favoured by the instabi-
lity. From this he concluded that the vortices distort into symmetric waves of length
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8.4 times the vortex spacing (b), confined to fixed planes inclined at 480 to the hori-
zontal. The instability grows by a factor e in a time = 

9
.
4
(AR/CL) (b/U) (U = velocity

of aircraft) which is 26 times longer than the time given by Spreiter and Sacks for the
vortex sheet behind an elliptically loaded wing to become rolled up, i.e. O.

36
(AR/CL)(b

/U). So the growth of the instability is slow compared to the initial rolling up.
Figure 1 shows clearly this type of gently wavy instability in the condensation trails
that mark the path of the trailing vortices behind an aircraft at high altitude. It is
interesting to note that in this photograph there are two other types of periodic dis-
turbances evident; ring-like disturbances on the core of the upper vortex and helical
ones on the lower. These are not often seen.

Crow suggests that normally the vortex cores remein essentially unchanged but be-

come more and more wavy, until they meet at the nearest points, where they break apart
to form vortex rings. The evidence is that this sometimes happens but often another
mechanism that can be seen clearly in Figure 2 appears simultaneously with the Crow
instability. This second instability grows rapidly and appears to take a dominant role
in bringing about the vortex disintegration. A series of 'discs' or 'knobs' appear
along both vortices. At first sight they seem to be akin to what is described a 'vortex'
breakdown', observations of which have been made in confined swirling flow ex-
periments by Harvey (1962) and Sarpkaya (1970) and on low aspect ratio wings, e.g. Lam-
bourne and Bryer (1962). In this phenomenon there is an abrupt deceleration of the flow
along the axis of rotation. The deceleration and consequent expansion of the stream
surfaces, appears as if a solid object had been encountered but the breakdown occurs far
from any solid surfaces. In many cases the deceleration is enough to cause a stagnation
point on the axis followed by a region of reversed axial flow. When the breakdown oc-
curs near a wing its position is linked to the pressure field set up by the wing and it
remains stationary with respect to the wing. In contrast, the 'disc' or 'knobs' refer-
ed to above appear to move only slowly with respect to still air and thus, as far as the
wing generating the vortices is concerned, are convected downstream at about the speed
of the aircraft. In a flow visualisation experiment by Fackrell (1970) a towing tank
was used to enable the long term growth of trailing vortices to be observed and, in par-
ticular, make it practical to study the development of any disturbance that move slowly
with respect to the ambient fluid. Fackrell's experiments were done in water at Imperial
College and photographs taken from his report which was not widely publicised are repro-
duced as Figure 3 in this paper. They show the development of an instability into a disc-
like disturbance which closely resembled the phenomenon commonly seen in condensation
trails and illustrated in Figure 2.

In this experiment the core of one trailing vortex was made visible with dye ejected
from the wing. His observations are of particular interest in that they show how these
disturbances are initiated. In Figure 3 several of Fackrell's photographs are repro-
duced. In Figure 3(a) a small U-shaped vortex can be seen which forms wrapped around
the outside of the core. Just before the emergence of this U-shaped vortex Fackrell
noted that the dye in the main vortex core changed and took on a longitudinally striated
appearance, possibly indicating the onset of some instability. The U-shaped vortex is
quickly stretched because of the variations in swirl velocity to become the pair of con-
tra rotating "quasi-ring" vortices seen on the left in Figure 3(b). The rings move
apart leaving a much thinner end less energetic core behind. It would seem that much of
the vorticity which lay originally in the trailing vortex axial direction has been ro-
tated into the circumferential direction. Figure 3(b) shows on the right another ring
which had originated beyond the field of view of the earlier photograph. This ring and
the nearer of the first pair approach each other and the sequence of photographs 3(c) to
(e) illustrate how this mechanism sweeps up dye and finally leads to the formation of a
'disc' shaped cloud closely resembling the features seen in Figure 2. This process is
highly turbulent and very dissipative. The 'break-downs' occurred far downstream of the
wing and they moved only slowly with respect to the ambient find. There was no meaning-
ful correlation between the formation of these vortex rings and the Crow instabilities
which were also noted.

While flow visualisation experiments are extremely valuable in developing an un-
derstanding of the physics of a flow, quantitative measurements cannot usually be ob-
tained from them. Thus an experiment complementing Fackrell's work has been undertaken.

CONDITIONAL SAMPLING OBSERVATIONS OF A VORTEX INSTABILITY

A In this study of one possible instability of aircraft trailing vortices, the flow
far behind a delta wing in a low speed wind tunnel was examined for a disturbance whichI moved roughly with the outer flow velocity.

In an attempt to artificially age the vortices the first experiments were conducted
with a 1.6 m chord delta wing placed upstream of the contraction of the wind unnel. This
was an interim measure pending the completion of the 8.53m working section in which all
subsequent experiments were carried out. Cross-wire surveys, examples of which are shown
in Figure 4, taken within the vortex cores, showed that the fluctuating velocity compo-
nents remain fairly constant. However their product uv or uw appears to have large
bursts at irregular intervals. The velocity coordinate system is u, v, w; u is in the
same direction as U., v is radial and w is the azimuthal velocity component. The wing
Reynolds number, Raw, based on the centre-line chord was 1.65 x1O. The magnitude of
the bursts was typically 10-12 times that of the rest of the uv or uw signal and varied
in size according to the position in the vortex. The best position for obtaining these
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bursts was that of the edge of the core of the vortex, the bursts being more pronounced
in the trace of the uw signal.

In an attempt to study the structure of the vortex at the occurrence of such a
burst a conditional sampling technique was employed. A cross-wire positioned on the
edge of the core of the vortex under study was used to generate a trigger signal from
the product of the fluctuating velocities. The high magnitude of uw at 'burst'
(f(t+rn)) was used to start a data recording system. The actual point at which trigger-
ing occurred was determined by uw exceeding a threshold value and it was designated the
centre of a data record f(t). For each f(t+rn) signal, a fresh f(t) was superimposed
on the average of previously recorded signals using a digital technique. This was
necessary since each individual record had high levels of noise due to turbulence super-
imposed on any coherent structure.

With this conditional sampling technique a "general picture" of the structure of
the disturbance was obtained by traversing a single hot-wire horizontally through the
centre of one of the vortices. In Figure 5 it can be seen that the structured dis-turbance varied in shape for different positions throughout the vortex. Placing the

single wire at three downstream positions relative to the trigger probe, the speed at
which the disturbances travelled was calculated to be approximately that of the sur-
rounding undisturbed flow, see Figure 6. Observations made some distance away from the
vortices confirmed that the disturbance was restricted only to the vicinity of the core.

Greater detail of the disturbance was obtained by replacing the single wire with
a cross-wire; measurements of the fluctuating velocities were in both cases, taken
using the negative peak of the uw trigger signal. The wave-like disturbance was found
to be present in all velocity components throughout the range of radial coordinates of
-2.11a to 2.63a, where a is the core radius. The core diameter is defined as the dis-
tance between the maxima in swirl velocity amplitude.

The amplitude of the disturbance was greatest within and just outside the core of
the vortex and the region of rapid change from positive to negative peak extended about
20 cm. The overall disturbance was about 1 m long and it occurred at random intervals.
It did not appear to be linked with the Crow instability for which the most unstable
long wave would have a length of 2 m. Figure 7 shows a vector plot of the disturbance
constructed from the hot wire surveys. This shows a structured perturbation flow which
is completely asymmetrical. Axisymmetry had been assumed implicitly in setting up this
experiment. This is not correct and a full three-dimensional investigatio, would be
needed to determine the physical nature of this flow.

These experiments were repeated with a similar sallerO.7l m chord delta wing mounted
at an angle of incidence of -12.50 at the beginning of the 8.53m working section.
Velocity measurements were again taken with a cross-wire using the conditional sampling
technique triggered mostly from the negative peak of the uw triggering signal; a few
measurements were also taken using the positive peak. The measuring cross-wire was
traversed horizontally through the core of one of the vortices and positioned such that
it lay parallel to the local streamlines of the flow. The measuring statin was 21 vc-tex spacings downstream of the trailing edge of the wing and the wing Reyi) lds number,Rew , was 1.18 . 1o'

. 
Very similar disturbances to ones discovered previously were foundinwthe streamwise component fluctuating velocity. The separation of the vortices was

262 nmm, thus the wavelength of the maximally unstable Crow instability would be 2.2 m.
As can be seen from Figure 8 the disturbance began to form at -1.93 core radii (a)
from the centre of the vortex and increased in amplitude until the -0.67 a position,
by the next position (-0.33a) the disturbance had begun to decay and at the centre of
the vortex it had died out completely. Only a very weak reappearance was seen on the
other side of the core at +2.07. Had the wave been generat-.d by 'snaking' of the vor-
tex past the fixed probe (for example, due to a Crow instability) an asymmetrical pat-
tern about the vortex centre would have been expected. A few positions in the vortex
were studied using the positive peak of the uw trigger signal in the conditional samp-
ling technique. The positively triggered disturbance, see figure 9, appeared to be a
reversed and inverted image of the negatively triggered disturbance. Compare the -l.la
position in Figure 8 with the -1.43a position in Figure 9. For completeness measurements
of the mean azimuthal velocity and the turbulence intensities for this vortex are shown
in Figures 10 and 11.

It is appreciated that great care has to be exercised in interpreting conditionally
sampled data since the results can only be at best the envelope of a series of events
which may differ markedly from each other. The effect of 'Jitter' on the triggering
will further distort the result. Even so, it is felt that these experiments establishthat a structured disturbance existed on the edge of vortex core which moved at a con-
stant speed equal or nearly equal to that of the freestream. The disturbance was of asolitary wave type and not axisymuetric. This is of some importance since most of the
theoretical studies of vortex instability have, for obvious reasons, assumed symmetry
about the axis.

CONCLUDING REARKS

The type of breakdown observed in Fackrell's and the present experiments is differ-
ent from that commonly referred to as 'Vortex Breakdown' as the disturbance does not
emanate from the vortex axis and exhibits marked asymmetry (see Figure 8). The toroidal
vortices, seen in Fackrell 'a ex riment, around the core are strongly reminiscent of those
observed by Taylor (1923) in the unstable flow between two rotating cylinders. The
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possibility of a trailing vortex becoming unstable in the Rayleigh sense (1917) has al-
ready been suggested by Govinvaraju and Saffman (1971) and Donaldson and Sullivan (1971)
who have predicted that an overshoot in the radial circulation distribution could de-
velop as a result of turbulent transport. It is difficult to be certain that their re-
sults are truly representative of the real flows since their flow models are ope- to
criticism, nevertheless an argument based on this overshoot concept appears to agree
well with these observations which themselves show a close similarity to the breakdown
seen in condensation trails. The association between toroidal vortices and the Rayleigh
criterion for instability is well established but the mechanism leading to their for-
mation has remained obscure. If a quasi-cylindrical vortex becomes unstable, for example,
due to a circulation overshoot mechanism discussed above, the core will then no longer
maintain its true axi-symmetry. If its edge is distorted away from the axis its rate of ro-
tation will be reduced as, for example, demonstrated by Batchelor (1967) who considered
a sinusoidal perturbation to a core boundary. If one now considers bundles of vortex
filaments from the edge of the core, these will revolve about the vortex axis less rapidly
at the site of the instability. They will become distorted into the U-shape vortex
shown in Figure 3 and eventually, after much attendant stretching, into quasi-vortex
ringsas argued earlier. Fackrell's experiments showed this happening in some instances.
However, many of his observations, in common with the present wind tunnel studies,
pointed strongly to asymmetries developing, although a final flow exhibiting the 'disc
like' phenomenon usually evolved. While the very considerable value of theoretical studies
of axisymmetric instabilities on vortices is appreciated, it is suggested that attention
should be focussed on analysing possible flow patterns in which such symmetry is not
assumed.
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Fiq.l Condensation trails behind a wide-bodied jet showing the Crow instability
and helical and ring-like disturbances (RAE Bedford).

Fig.2 Codnaintrails behind a wi de-bodied jet showing eisc-like disturbanceu

j (a)

Fig.3(i) Flow visualization of a trailing vortex (Fackrell) I
Seie I__ _ _ _ _b)
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Fig.3(ii) Flow visualization of a trailing vortex (Fackrell)
I Series 11 (c-e)
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X is the distance~ moved by the measuring hot-wire relative to the trigger cross-wire.

Fig. 6 Determination of the speed at which the structured disturbance
travelled; the disturbance at three downstream positions.
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INTERACTION ENTRE UNE ONVE Of CHOC
ET UNf STRUCTURE TOURBILLONNAIRE ENROULEE

paA

J. DELERV e~t E. HOROWITZ

066ice NdtionaI d'Etuded et d9 RechexJcu A2lospmtiaeA ONERA)
92320 CHATILLON - FRANCE

L'interaction entre une structure tourbillonmaire enrou1de (vortex) et une onde de choc normals & l'axe

d1.tu cture a dtd ftudide sur lea deux plans expdrimental et thdorique. Des mesUres systhmatiques

afetd: pour quatre valoeurs du nombre de Mach comprises entre 1,6 et 2,28 ont permis de caractolriser
l'effet duchoc pur lea6 interactions ians dclatement. Elles ont dgalement conduit h is ddfinition d'une
ljimits d'#cltesent en fonction des deux paramittres :inteoaitd du choc, taux de rotation du vortex. DeuA
configurations dont une dclotge. ont fitA analysdes plus finement au vdlocimktre loser. Pour un dclatement,
is structure moyenne de l'dcoulement ,dr*dien inclut un 'bulbe de recirc-alation" ferad sitaid our l'axe
d u vortex. Une moddlisation a dtd ddveloppde A partir des dquations d'Euler stationnaires. Tant que Ie
vortex n'6clate pan, elle donne une description fidble des phdnomeneo et prddit mfime une linite d'6clatement
en ban accord ayes l'expdrience.

INTERACT70N BETWEEN A SHOCK-WAVE ANP A VORTEX FLOW

The interaction between a vortex and a shock-wave normal to the atreamwise axis of the vortex has been
studied both experimentally and theoretically. Measurements have been made for four values of the upstream
Mach number ranging from 1.6 to 2.28. They allowed the characterization of the shock effect on the vortical
flow structure when breakdown does not occur. They also led to the definition of a breakdown limit function
of the two parameters :normal shock strength - vortex owl cl/ratio Two flow configurations associated
respectively with interaction without and with vortex bursting have been carefully probe! by using a two-
color LDV system. When b.eakdown occurs, the mean meridian mo~tion comprises a "recirculating bubble" near
the axis of the structure. A flow model has been developed in the framework of the Euler equations. As
long as the vortex does not burst, the calculations thus made give a faithful) description of flow
phenomena. They also predict a limit for vortex breakdown which agrees satisfactorily with experiment.

I- INTRODUCTION-

L'intaraction entre uns ode de choc et une structure tourhillonnaire enroulde eat susceptible de 5e produire
or on avion de combat 6voluant It grands incidence at en tranasonique flevg loraque, par exemple, le
tourbillon gindri par un canard traverse un choc prenant naissance pr !s du bord de fuite de l'aile. Un tel
phdnom&na eat Agalement concevabla our un avion supersonique ot ii pout arriver que le tourbillon engendrt

par une surface portante soit "avald' par une prime d'air place plus en aval. Le probl~me de mdcanique
des fluides qui se pose dana ta circonatances pout se formuler schdmatiquement dana lts termes suivants
que se pase-t-il quand one structure tourbillc'nnaire organisde autour d'un axe (lz, sensiblement align#
ovec is courant principal, traverse une nde de choc perpendiculaire A fl, 2 Et plus prdciadment, Ie saut
de pressmon rdsultant du choc ns pest-il pas distabiliser l'dcoulement at provoquer l'Aclatement de I&
9tructure ? Ce dernier point eat extremement important pour les applications puisque I'aile au-dessus
de laquelle I'dclatement sorvient sobit one chute brutale de portance, Is plus souveot de mani~re dissy-
mdtrique, c'est-b-dire, qu'en g~n~ral, I'6clotement 05 as prodoit ni en adme temps, ni I des endroits
identiques sot chacune des ailes de l'avion. D'oi) l'apparition de moments importants qui peuvent tendre

le contr8le de l'appareil ddlicat. Dana le cas de Is prise d'air, I'dclatement, qui se manifesto par I&

formation d'un 6coulement fortement fluctuamt at tr~o diss'patif, entratne une Ports d'efficaciti at peut
amorcar des instabilitts de fonctionnement du groups propulseur.

A notre connaissance. Ie problisme de l'interaction. tel qu'il eat formuld ci-dessus, a dtd tr~s peo dtudig
at il et, de ce fait, fort mal connu, (1, 2, 31. to cnnstquence, dana le cadre d'une premitre approche k

-' caroct~re surtoot foodaomental. on eat tout naturellement conduit A ddfinir des configurations d'dtude____
schimatiquas o&~ lea parambtres d'influence pris an compta soot en nombre riduit. Ainsi (voir fig.l), le chc
sera normal I la. 10 atdrialisant Is direction de l'Acoulement principal amnt supposE uniforms A
1'extdrieur 651. structure tourbillonnamire. L'intensitd du choc sara donc uniquament ddfinia par Is nombre
de Mach /1. our saface amont.

L'enroulement tourbillonnaire, qua nous ddsignerons Egalamant par Is now de "vortex" dams ce qui suit,
eat suppoe prdsenter una s9matri* de rvlution autoor de l'axe nz . 11 9'agit 4videoent d'one shimati-

mocion, lea oorbillons trEiis expdrimenamnt n'ftant jamals -parfaicement de rdvolution. Totefois, lea
mosures effectutes not montrd que lea sopposar axisymdtriqoes eat uns approximation raisonnable. La "force"
outintansitd do vortex sers coractdrisds, en promi .re approximation, par Istu !r!tg La pars-
mktre r st ddfini comme I. rapport do Is vitesse tangentielle maximal e 0 Vol, & .it. se axiala pdrn-
priq us loale V& (VOir fig.I).

En fait, c'sst dams un mouci de simplification qua sulement daux param~tras savrant dvoqaada dams to qui
vs muivrs. Dan* Is rdalitf Is situation sat plus comple. La comportemeot do toorbillon, vxa-&-vis do
l'Sclatement notmnt, Upend de ts forme locals dos distributions do vitesse longitudiosle at cangan-

............K.....



selon son histoi re antdrieurement h s rencontre aver on choc. 11 pourra en rdolter des interactions de
nature tr&5s diffdrente. L'6tude qoi vs ftre pr4sentde ici eat iimitie so cas V,,/V,, , 1. Sea
objectifa 6tsient lea suivants

- onalyser le coinportement d'un dcoolemnent tourbillonnaire qosod il eat soumis A Vaction doune onde de choc,

- d~finir one limite d'dclatement, c'est-&-dire prdciser, poor chsque intensitO du choc, is valeur linite

do tos de rotation am-dell de isquelle Is discontinuitd de pression provoque idclstement do vortex.

Cette 'rude a'inscrit dans on programme de recherche plus g6n~ral qoc VONERlA consacre aux 6coulements
tourbillonnaires. En psrticolier, in probib~me de l&iatement en 6cooiement incompressibie eat l'objet d'une
au tre conamunication A Ce m~me aymposiue [4.

Dans ce qoi suit, sera dasbord prdsent~e une analyse exprimsentale des pbdnom~nes mettant notarumant en jeu
Is v6iocim6trie laser. Ensoite, one moddlisation dens le cadre des Aqostiona dtoiler sera expos"e.

2 - ETUDVE EXPERIMENTALE -

2.? - Mon!,o!e d'eadaL et tchniqueAo de e.Aite

La partie expdrimentale de l'dtude a 6td exdrotde dana one soofflerie supersonique h retoor (soofflerie S5Ch
de i'OlEBA) fonctionnant en contino. Ss veine bidimenaioonelle a one iargeul de 300 mm. Elhe pout Otte 5m6-
nagde soit en toypre complbte (Is section d'esssi eat store de 300 x 300 amm ), anit en demi-toy~re (section
Ogale b 300 x 150 mm) Des noam.rea de Koch N. diffdrenta sont rlsds par changement des blocs toyare
Poor lea prdaents esas, lea conditions, gdn~ratrices de l'dcoulement amont dtaient lea soivantei

- preasion Aj 53 kPa,

- tempdrature absolue : j,- 300 Kt.

Un choc normal eat crdd so moyen d'on diapositif en forme de prise d'air bidimensionneile mont* dana is partie
de Is %-eine o. i'dcouement supersonique eat uniforme ( fig.2).L'n obatructeor mobile plac6. en aval trovonue le
biocage de l'dcoolement sortant de Is prise d'air. Le ddbit capt6 pout sinai 8tre ajuat4 de fa4;on telle que
le clint drit se place juate en amont do plan d'entrde de is price dair (Is distance de d~tachement dtait
voisine de 5 am dana tootes lea configurations testdes).

.e vertex eat engendrd par one aite dont l'incideace eat r~glable de, manibre I poovoir faire varier le taux
de rotation. Ce "Zdn~rateur 4e, tourbillon" peut fitme placfi

a) dana is partie sopersoniqoc de is toytre, position qoi donne, au niveso do choc, ie taux de rotation le
plus dievd I incidence jinde. La contrepartie de cette disposition eat is formation in~vitable d'ondes
perturbatrices assez intenses poor aitdrer gravepent le phdnombne a analyser ;1

b) dans Is partie aubsonique de Is tuy~re, cteat-A-dire en amont do col. Laovantage Evident de ce montag! eat
l'absence de toote perturbation ginante. En revanche, ii ne permet pas de rdaliser des taos de rotation ItI
61evE. En effet, Z qui pout Etre initialement itsportant juste en oval de isile, diminue ensuite fortement
en raison de I'accdration de Il6coulement su coira de Is d~tente dana is tuy~re. Ceci s'explique par le
fait, ddmontrd A Is fou par Is calcul et par i'expfrience, qo'un vortex soomia A one accdlsration Voit s
composante de vitesse axiale crottre atore que s composante rangentieile demeure pratiquement invariante.
11 en rjaolte one diminution do taux de rotation 4 ui, en consdquence, ne poorra avoir so niveso du thor
des vsieorsassi iev~es qu'aver Is disposition pr~eddente.

Lea r~aultats pr~sentds imi nt dtd obtenos aver l'aile placde en sub oiquE, is poretd de l'dcolemaent A
analyser dtant on crit~re diterminant poor one Etude h caract~re fondmnal. La limitation do taux de
rotation undtait d'ailleurs pas vraiment one gins dana is mesure ot) lea valeura de le r~aliedes ftaieut
quand mime suffisantes poor obtenir des interactions aver dclatement.

En fait, deos montages expdrimentaux conjus tome deux salon le Principe b nt dt6 rdalises. I.e premier,
reprdsantd schfimatiquement figure 2a, a aervi pour lea explorations h Is snde de preasion dont lea objectifa
assentiela dtaient:

a) de qualifier le diapositif d'esasi adopt6 et de ddfinir is structure des toorhillona gdndrds par I'ie
(',ontr8le de Is symdtrie et d~termination do taoS le rotation en fonctiov de lincidence et do nombre ie
Mach M. ).

b) de d~terminer Is linite l'Ecoulementen fonction de Z et de ''

Pour ce montage, Ia veins dtait 6quipde en demi-toy_6re. La "g~ndrateor de thor" a one section d entrde de
100 mm de hour at de 200 mm de large. T1 eat muni e bords d'attaque aigoa at dquipd de fenitres lstorales
afin de permettre l'observation (dventuelle) do phdnombne. Le gdndrateur de vortex eat use demi-aile delta
montle our Is paroi infdrieure Ia i& veine. Sea raractfriatiques g~nuitriques prinripales sont lea soivantes
envergore de 62,5 mme corde A l'emplanture de 310 am ;flprhe fgale A 75o.

Ce Premier montage j'est rdv~li~ inadaptO pour lea asurs par vdloringtrie laser en raison

a) dea trop foibles dimensions des fenitrem d'observation;

b) de Ia hauteur injoffisanta de Is prise d'air dont lea parois haute at basas trop rapprochdeo risqosient

de produire on effet de confinemeant ginant. spisilement quand I. vortex dcist.

Un deuxihme montage (voir fi 3 . 2h) a donc dO itre rdslia4. 11 utijise ia to u c2 ll!te Aana loqualle it a
tt possible d'insteller one pries d'acr do sectin l1d. x 154 ma La fente 'observation sost sensible-

ment plus grandes. Le vortex eat ici gindrd par une daem-ails type "Concorde" de 100 ma denVargiore at ayant
one carde b l'.nqlinture da 260 me.



Dana me premibre 6tapa de l'dtude, lea champs de vitease anyenne et de preacion ont dtd meusoa A laide
dwine ande andmo-cliooattriqoe conique comportant cinq orifices de preacion at dont Ie diamc~tre 'Stait de
1,5 = [51. La sonde eat tenue par un explorateor dont le ddplacement eat commandd par on mini-ordinateor
selon on trajet pri-programind [61.

L'snalyae fine de configurationa typiquec a dtd exdrutde so moyen do n Vdlocimsbtre Lacer d~veloppd par la

Direction de Is Physique de VONERA [71. 11 s'agit doun appareil bidirectionnel swesursnt sismoltandsment
deux coampocantec do varteor vitaaae ; Ia figure 3 en donne Ie arbdlma de Principe. La cource eat on laser

Argon joniad pouvant 4mettre one puicaance maximale routes raiea de 15 W. Lea rayonnements bleu (longueur
d'onda A a0,4880 )M ) e t vart ( A - 0,5145 AcM ) sant foraliaja poor interidrer dana on volumea de maore
don t le diasm&tre stile eat d'environ 400#aa . Lea deox syctbmac de frangec coot inclinds A + 45* par rap-
port A Vhorizontale. Afin de pacmttre au syct me de d~tecter lorientation do verteor viteaae mesord,

lea faiaceaox travercant des modlateore acouato-optiqoec (callolea de Bragg).

La vdlorimbbtre fonctionne aelon le mode diffasion directs de mcnihre h bdndficier doun rapport cignal/bruit
maximal, ce qoi eat eacential pour la macore des vitacaca glevdes. Lee frdqoences Doppler coot me~urdea
par des comcptaora DISA 55L connectda A on mini-ordinateor par lintermidiaire doun "nom~risateur siamoltanE.
Cat appareil contr8le la ciumltanditd dec maourec effectues our lea voiac verte at bleoe de santibre A ne
permeitra l'acquisition qua a'il scagit bien de Is mrae particole qoi vient de traveraer le volom de
asore.

Poor 1; plopart dec explorationa, it dtait procddd h Vacqoicition de 500 co~ples de valeors dea compoaantes
de Ia vitesce en chaqoa point de weaore. Afin d obtenir one mailleore r6solotion, lea hictograe A deox
dimensiona prdaentdc paragraphe 2.2.3 ont dtd dtablio cor des dchantillona de 6000 cooples.

L'dcoolement dtaic encemoc# par de Ia fomde d'encena dmiae dan& Ia chambre de tranqoillisation de Is
soofflerie.

Poor lee deox parties da l'dtode axpdrimantale, lea pointa de maoure coot repdrds dan* on sycc~m d'ates

orthgoncox Ozy dont lorigine at danc le plan d'entrte de Ia price d'air. Lase Otz eat horizontal
at ansiblamant parallbla A V'asa do vorte, 0 eat l'axe transversal at Oj at vertical. Lee r~aoltats

axpoita cron prcandc anaon syat~m da 2oardoandes cylindriquac aD, pour se conformer A l'ocage le

plus courant, r ddcignera Ia distance radials depois Vse do vortex at Z Ia coordoorde longicodinale.

2.2 - P'taefntation deh. 0f4dtat6

2.2.1 - Refjmo pAt naim~Ae-

Dana one pramitre parcia ceront analY868 lea rdaolteta obtenoc I partir dec mesorea A Ia sonde de preacion.
Compte teno des limitations de cet inatromsent, laccent a #tO ,ia alors our lexaman d'interartiona dont
l'intencitd eat en-degh de Ia limite d'Aclatemant. Cette dtode a permis de d~gager linfloence dec prinripaox
parmstres (taux de rotation, intenajit do choc) our lea modificationc cobiea par Ia structure d'ensemble
do vortex. Lea macurac ont dtd effectodes poor qoatre valeora do nombre de Mach Y& 1,6 ; 1.75 ;2 at
2.28. Linterpriration d'explorationa pratiqodec sot dec configorations dclatdea a dgaleuent permis de
d~finir one limite d'dclatemant en fonction de Z at de Ma

La ceconds partie de l'ttude a portd our one analyca plos fine do phdnomane co noyan de Ia volocimdtrie
laser. Lec acurec ont 6td xdcutdes our deox configurationa A iclma valeor do nombra de Mach N*2,28.
loune correspond A one interaction sans dclatement, l'aotra A one interaction avec dclatemant.

2.2.2 - 1tfMctio66 asct emwn*Lmt detemft W

Des maorec priliminaires ont d'abord sarvi A caractdricer la ctructure de l'dcoolemant tourbillonnaira
ao mocment cuil vs aborder londe de choc. Lea deox parambtrec variables coot M& at Vincideoce oC de
l'aile. La figore 4 amonrre lea champs de Ia composante de vitacce done on plan perpandicolaire A lax,
horizontal Ox at sit"6 A 70 maen amont do plan d'entrda de la priae d'air. Vase Or ftent trAe cenaible-
ment parall~le A Vetsa do vortex, lea vecteors reprgaentds c'idantifient pratiquesent aver Ia colapocante
tangentielle Vp . Lea cartographier mattent en dvidence one structure rdguli~re prdsentanc one asset bonne
symltrie de rivolotion, ca qui jostifie I'hypothbse diun vortex axisymdtriqoe faite dana lec exploitations
olthrieoraa. La rayon f, de Ia structure ( r, eat ronventionnellement ddfini cosine Is distance radiale
a laqoelle VO eat maximala) eat one fonction croiccant, de 1 incidence cc mais vanie acset pao svec M&
Poor fixer lea ordres de grandeur, f,,- 20 sma poor a( - 20%, La figore 5 donna l'dv'lotion do taos de

rotaion 't.Vom/x. en fonction de oC (le vortex n'6tant pas parfaitement de rfvolotion, Vo., eat
ini one noyenne fivalode A partir de deox explorations praciqodes celon des axes a t fpeasant par le
centre de Is structure). D'ooa mani~ra gdodrala, Z aogmente d'abord de fagon qoaci-licoaire aver o(
Pois lea coorbec *'infldchicceot at 'Z ditainue rapidemant r eta ddcroicace correspond trbs vraicembla-
blement A on Sclatemcnt do toorbillon so niveso de Veails. Le taox de rotation maximal rdalisable dimiooa

I' aver I. nombre de Mach en raison de l'effet d'accdldratiorn de plusaen plos grand dont on *ait qo'il effects
presqoniqaisent Is compocante exists 

6
Vre(voir I 1 ci-deccoc). De 0,35 poor N -1.75. Z", passe a

0,22 poor N. - 2,28. La comportement de Z A V& w 1,6, qoi cembla cootredire cetta tandanre, rdolta
en fait d'on montage diffdrent de lasila qoi Be trouvait dons one zone A plos bases vitacce.

Examinonc maintenant linfloance do thor. La figure 6 montra dec cartographiec dane d ec plan a siu
'mdddc (?* ,3cc -0,23 respectivemant). Dana cec conditions, Is structure ginirale do vortex

ne so trouva pas fondamentalarcnt modifide par Ia traversde do thor; VEcoulement conserve ona allure
rdgulibre. go particulier I. rayon rV nasugmente qo tric ligbremnt au coors de linteraction. De ama.e
alosi qo I montra la figore 7, Ia composante tangentiella Vj% demure pratiquaewnt invariante, do
moins cant qua Ia vortex nodclate pas. On ascista alore A on "effandrement" des vitessas de rotation come
cola &or& pricied par lea maures au vdlocimitre lacer (voir aussi Ia rdf. 141 poor l'dtode do I'dclate-
ment en incompressibln). La quasi-invariance do profit des viteasas tangentielles em labsance d'delatament

at on comportement priviaiblc puisque V# sot contomue dane Is plan do choc.
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Lea altdrations lea plus sensibles affectent Is composante axiale Vz qui eat perpendiculaire su choc.
Sur is figure 8 sont portis lea Evolutions en fonction de Z et pour lea quatre nombres de Mach tudifs
dea grandeurs suivantes :

a) comaosante axiale h Ia piriphdrie du vortex Vze
b) composante axiale 6ur l'axe du vortex : V1

Ces rdoultats eont relatife I une section situde A environ 60 on en oval du choc( 55 s).

on constate que Vx, subit une discontinuitd dgale au saut de viteese thdorique A trav'ers un choc nocmal

des & trbs grende majoritd des can. Les veours plus dlevdes de Vxe observdes h N - 2 et f. - 2,28
pour 7!> 0,2 sont une consequence de Vclatement du vortex qui se produit &lore. En effet, lclatement

se traduit par une forte dilatation du noyau dissipatif (voir 1 2.2.3 ci-deasous) d'o on effet d'obstruction
(ou de ddplacement) qui entratne une acc6ldration de l'Ecoulement . xterne potentiel confinO dana Is prise
d'air.

En amont du choc, la composante cur l'axe V 0 eat g4ndralement un peu supdrieure I 8 . Cette lg~re
survitease croft avec Is taux de rotation, ce qui eat one consEquence de la d~pression plus grande qui se
crie au centre du vortex quand lea vitesses tangentielles augmantent. L'amplitude de Ia discontinuitl sobie
par Vz0  eat d'autant plus grande que Z eat plus 6levE, la zone centrale du tourbillon tanr soumise, au
travers du choc & un ralentissement plus important que Ia piriphirie. Ce phdnomfne eat 6galement observ6
quand le vortex eat soumis b une compression 4talde. II s'explique alors trrs simplement en considfrant
l'dquation pour 1'dquilibre radial [81.

La quasi-invariance de Va jointe A Ia d~croissance notable de V2 entraine une forte augmentation du taux
de rotation (voir fig. 9). La traversde du choc a dooc comme consEquence importante d'accroftre la "fragi-
litE" du vortex via-h-vis dun ventuel Eclatement. C'est en effet un rdsultat bien connu que la stabiliti
d'un enroulement tourbillonnaire diminue quand l'intensitd relative du mouvement de rotation augmente (pour
une revue des nombreux travaux consacrds au problIms de lclatesent des tourbillons, voir Is rdfdrence
[91 ot) Ion trouvera une inportante bibliographie sr cette question). LAclatment se produit le plus souvent
quand langle d'hdlice Y= &n (V/) atteint localement une valeur voisine de 50* (*lora Vgm=1,2 V1 2.
La traverste du choc augente partout langle d'hdlice et plus particuliarement dans Ia zone centrale du
vortex of se produit le plus fort ralentissement de la composante axiale. On congoit dorc quun Etat puisse
Itre atteint, h une certaine intensitd du choc, of, localement 7 eat proche de Is valeur critique de 50*,
doi un breque Eclatement de la structure.

Ainsi qu'il a ddjh Etd soulignd, Ia sonde de presion eat inadEquate pour explorer un tourbillon EclatE o,
lorientation du vecteur vitesse varie considdrablesent. On pent nanso ins utiliser ce moyen pour faire Is
ddmarcation entre des configurations Eclatdes et des configurations non Eclatces. Ainsi, la figure 10 montre
deux cartographies, en amon et en aval du choc, pout I - 2 et Z - 0,27. Les croix porties sur le tracE
aval signifient qu'en ces points les indications de Is sonde n'Etaient pas exploitables : ce qui correspond
X one situation oe le module de V. eat trbs petit, Vs ayant mime Eventuellement chang6 de signe. Une telle
cartographie peut Itre associde A un etat #EclatE avec une bonne certitude. L'interprtation de cartes
analogues Etablies systdmatiquement en faisant varier progressivement lincidence de laile a penis de
d~finir, pour chaque valeur de f, . un taux de rotation limite au-delb duquel le tourbillon eat EclatE.tI
eat ainsi possible de tracer dana le plan ( If. I Z )une courbe frootibre sdparant lea interactions sans
Eclatement des interactions avec 6clatement. Cette courbe eat donnoe figure 11 : elle reprisente une l-tsite
pour le cas o, le profil axial eat quasi-uniforme. Si Is distribution axiale comporte un d~ficit (profil
du type sillage) on dIt s.ttendre A one plus grande fragilitE du vortex ; et Is courbe frontibre sera
ddcalde vers le has. Le contraire sere Evideaent vrai ci Is distribution prsente un exchs de vitesse
(profil du type "jet").

L'allure gdndrale de Is courbe de Is figure 11 confirme le fait intuitif que le saut de pression n~cessaire
pour faire Eclater le vortex doit Otre d'autant plus ElevE que le taux de rotation eat plus faible.

La limite d'dclatement h A, - 2,28 a Egalement Et6 ddterminie au vflocimstre laser qui eat un moyen d'ana-
lyse beaucoup plus fiable. Le point obtenu (voir fig. 11) confirme parfaitement le risultat donnd par la
sonde de preseion.

2.2.3 - Anatag4_ eu-au-tocimmete ta6hA

Cette Etude plus approfondie de is structure de l'coulement tourbillonnaire a EtC effectude pour une seule
valeur de lintensit de londe de choc correspondent A M - 2,28. Deux configurations ont EtE retenues :
pour Is premire, linteraction s'effectue sans Eclatement, pour Is seconde le choc fait Oclater le vortex.

Lea Ecoulements ont it explorEs A diffirentes abscisses X situies pour Is plupart en aval du choc. La
procEdure expdrimentale Etait Is suivance : d'abord repfrage du centre Q du vortex, puis execution de deux

* explorations saelon des lignes en "croix" passant par w , l'une sclon Is direction horizontale p ,autre
scion Is direction verticale . Le viiocimhtre l~ser mesurait lea composantes de vitesse cootenoca dans

le plan vertical, c'et--dire Vx et V1  .11 eat A noter que dars I'hypothbse o Ic vortex eat axisynitri-
qua (cc qui eat assez bien virifid expirimentelement), lexploration selon laxe transversal Y donne
directement lea compossntes dites axiale Yz et tantentielle V1

Par Is suite, nous ne parlerons donc que de Vz et

Los distributions des vitesses moyennes Vz et VO en sment du choc sont reprisentdes figure 1
2
.Dans le cs

present, lea deux profils axiaux, en fait pratiqutment identiques, prisentent an lIger d~ficit de vitesac
our laxe (environ 4 %). Dans lea essaia prEcEdents (voir 1 2.2.2 ci-dessus), V 0  Etait on peu suptrieure
h Ve . La diffErence provient vraiseblablewent do lemploi d'ailes de formes difffrentes. Lea profils
tangentiel& ont une allure classique, caractristiq e d'un tourbillon "visqueux", avec un noysu central
ob la rotation eat do type corps solide (Ioi de vitesse en V • ,,r ) et one Evolution externe qui tend
vers Ie tourbillon potential ( en Ve. a4/r 2. Pour le vortex le moins intense (incidence de

-s -- -.
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Vile of- 10'), l~e taux de rotation vaut 0,11 h l'incidence o4 22,5* correspond Is valeur Z - 0,17.
Le second cas, comme nous Ise verrons, donne bieri lieu a une interaction svec dclatemsent, ce qui est conforme
au rdaultat de I& figure 11 salon lequel AI'M.. 2,28 le t limite vaut 0,15.

Lea figures 13 (OC - 10*) et 14 ( CC - 22.5') mntreot certainea des distributions Vz et Vo meosurdes en
oval de Vonde de choc qui se positionne A environ 5 am en awont du plan d'entrde de Ia priae d'air. 0n
riotera imm~diatement lea diffdrences lea plus marquarices entre lea deux champs de vitesse

a) pouro of 10' , lea profile aval soot asset peu ,sodifide quant h leur formie. Seule 4s roiposante axiale
a tt forteament ralentie par l~e thee.

b) Pour oC - 22,5%, apparatt uoc rdgion of. Vaeat ndgative ddnocaic lexistence d'ui bIOWct" qui eat
l'indice Ise plus carartdriatique de l'dclat~ent. Egaleisent, lea profila tangenciels sont sensiblemeot

affectda : e movement de rotation eat asaet fottement ralenti et, en consdquence, In vortex O'est

Ces comportewneta soot prgcisds par lea figures 15 et 16 o6 soot trac~es lea dvolutiona de certajoes gran,

tielle eaximale ( V,) et rayon du noyau "viaqueux ( P*,
9 

).

Lea rdaultats obtenus ici confirment caux de I& premi~re partie de l'Atude, a savoir/
a) pour lea interactions avec ou sans dclatement, Isa composaite Ve aubit uric diacontiriuiti en accord aver
us choc droit & 2,28. La vitasse Vzo eat plus fortemant ralencie ;Cule devient ,Ame nigative pour
Ie vortex dciatd.

b) 5i le tourbillon n'dclate pan, I&e roiposante tangentielle demeure pratiquenrt invariants I Is traversde
du choc de m~me que Ite rayon r, qui ne se dilate qua trL~a l6Srea.ent.

0) quarid Il'clateameoc cc produit, en revancrhe, V,,, diminue notablemant, V#, IV,. passait de 0,17 1 0,12.
Corrdlativemeot, r, crott de 25 am h prbc de 50 am.

La figure 17 donne lea Evolutions de V at V,, ropportgesat Isl composante locale pdriphdrique V# . Ccc
tracds mettent bicn en Evidence lVaccentuation tr68 importance du "trou" de vitesse our lVaze airisi que 1.
croissarice du taux de rotation. Lea effera cusiulacifa de tea deux tendances auront pour consdquence de
"fragilier~ ise vortex, A uomse qua Ic choc coic auffisaxusant intense pour ise faire Erlater isooddiatament.

Les distributions de preacion statique at de preasion gfingratrice coot trac~ea figures 18 at 19. Ella.
nt Etd cailculdes 4 partir de lVEquation pour l'Equilibre radial Ecrite sous I& forms (approximation d'un
dcouloent qoasi-cylindrique)

at en auppoat lenthalpia g~ndratrice partout constants.

L'Ecoulesmnt tourbillonnaire cc caractdrise par l'em~isterira d'ui d~ficit de preasion g6ndratrice qui cat
d'autaic plus protoricE qua lea vitecacs de rotation soot (ralativemaant) plua Alevdes. En aval du choc,
cc d~ficit tend h s'asmindrir.

Les distributions radiales de preccmon statiquc pertmetteit de fouroir une explication du ralaritiesement de
plus en plus fort qua subit Ia coamposarte axiala V. quand onces rapprorhe de V~ane. lious conciddrons Ia
rag non dclat6. En &mont du choc, compte tenu dec vitesacs Vx at V# weaurdes A I& pdriph,1rie du vortex, o.
l'dcoulement eat isentropique, la prescion acatique )t, eat ici tells qua hc4i. - 0,0695. Dol, d'apr~s
l'dquacion pour l'dquilibrc radial, Is valeur cur V'axt (A), - 0,0584 &. . Sur V.ane de Is structure,
ise choc doit Itre normal, ise nombra de MXach cur s face amont y eat dgal &2,24 ;d'o. una prascion 0Pe),
ipodiatesment en seal tella qua (Ap), - 0,332 Ai. , Par cilleurs, lea Equation. du thoe normal appliquies
hIa pdriphdrie avec No 2,28 at I& condition d'6quilibrc radial Errita pour Is premibre section de
ceure situde an oval du choc, donnent cur l'axe Ia valeur suivante : P. - 0,382 N .

11 y a dont incompatibilitO cotta Is prasslon juste derribre Ie choc at I& presion impoade par 1.
pdriphdrie, via l'dquilibre radial. 11 doit donc probablament exiater one tone d'Otendue trba rdduitc of.,
dona Ia rigion centrals, 116coulement axial cc ralcotit afin qua I& pression, initialement trop foible,
a'ajuste aver ralle imposde par l'Equiilibre radial en aval de l'intarartion. Ce mdcaniama demanderait bien
sflr A Itre confinEi par des seaurca plus fines dane Ia voisinage ismoddiat de l'onde de thor.

La ctructura g~n~rale de l'dcoulemsent paut acre "vicualis~ea an desainant lea pau~do-ligna defcourant
asoidea & l'Ecoulmon mdidien syco. 11 at I ramarquer qua de tells lignec sota t fictivas

puisqu'ellesa .otaaciytc , un ficoulamant moyen au cane de Isa turbulence otaticcique (ddcomposition
de Reynolds). Dana Ia rdalitd, l'Ecoulement pout Etre forteent fluctuant cc aa ctructure instsitanole
beaucoup pluscromplexe qua calle mice en Evidence ini (voir an particulier lea r~f~rences 110-1D. De
tells lignes coot difiniea corne des iso-d~bit q,.aver

La mass e.pdcifique e a dtE calcul~e par l'Equatmon d'Etat of. I pressionk pt Eait dvalude coma indiqu6

plus bout (Eq. 1) at Ia tempirature T an supposant Ia tempirature gdnfrstrirc partout Constance.

Les figure. 20 at 21 rsprdssntent ces I'lignes; do courant" pour lee deux configurations analysaea (l1a
position du thor Weat quindicative, as forum exacts n'ayant Pa. dtE d~terminde). Loraqus Is tourbilloo
nliclsee pa., t1le iso-d~bit drnmuronc quasiment cyliodriques o n observe seuleawnt uns Idgira dilatation
pris ds Vanxe at uos ligbre contraction des zons pdriphdriquea. Quand Is vortex ect delsad, lee "lip.,s
do courant" aant nettessnt plus d~fotmdes * Un. forts dilatation so produit done Ia r~gion centrals aver
formation d'un "bulb* da recirculation"' of. Is d~bit q~prand des valaurs n~gatives.

- _ _ I



5-6I Las aspects tarbulsora du phtnomilne n'ont dtE que peu dtudids, la tailla relativemant ridite des 6chan-
tilane (0particules) entratnnz un trap grande incertitude statistique, surtout our lee corrflations
croiedes. lNdsnmoins, lea prdsents essais permettent d'obtenir des renseignementa significatifs cur
l' dvolution des taux de fluctuation de chacuoe des composantes YZ et V6

La figure 22 dome lee profile des valeura efficacee 0; et UY, des fluctuations de iz et V, .Pans le
tee nonlEclatd,t lea distribution de O4 et 0; soot pra tiquement confandues et pr6aentent an maximum
de faible amplitude situd cur l'axe. Loraque Ie tourbillon eat LtclatE lea niveaux de fluctuation
augmentent fortament. Alore C0 eat maximal en debara de l'axe, en un point qui coincide aenaiblament

figure 23 montre lea Evolutions en fanctian de is distance aisle de certains niveaux caract6rietiques

avefcisptu dintion des/U profimle d amxmmd et u aed ssrtr.L

b) lucuaton(4rv), /(/a u Vx

c) fluctuation (4,,)e /6/a cur l'axe, qui est Egalement le niveau maximal.

En smant du chat, lea taux e fluctustion soot campris entre 0,03 et 0,04. Cee niveaux relativement Elevda
pour ce genre d'dcaulement, traduisent en fait une fluctuation d'ensemble de la structure toarbillonnacre.

En l'absencs d'Eclatement, lea diff6rente taux, n'aagtcentent qua moddrdmant A Is traversde du chat. (ls
maximum maximarun act voisin de 0.05). En revancha, quand ls vortex delete lee taux de fluctuation
(noralisds par U. )ddpansent largement 0,10. MAcni (%)mIuo stteint 0,15, ce qui correspond
A una intesitdF (4% , / Vze - 0,43 si on normalise par Ia vitesse pdriphdrique locale.

La figure 24 mantre des histograses I deux dimensions des valeure inatantandee de Vz at V, . Ile ant
Etd conetraits pour une station situde & Z - 17 am, c'ect-&-dire A environ 22 =an n aval da chat at soot
relatife & configuration dclatde. Lea train hietograemas reprdseotds soot asotide h des paints situds
respectivement prbs de l'aae, Ih oh la vitasse Vz eat negative, & l'ordonnde 4', , ohi Ia vitease tangenrielle
eat naximala, et prbs de Is pdriphdris du vortex.

3 - MOVELISATION D'E L'INTERACTIOJ -

L'caceractcon chat-vortex set ici moddliede par an dcaulement atatiannaire de fluide parfait Ccest-&-dire
non viequeux) rdgi par lea Equation d'Eulsr. One talle apprache act tr~e tertainament justifitE tant 'ue
Ie tourbillan n'dclste pas. La pbdnomsbne s'apparence sars & an protescuc d'interattion rapids" dont
l'dthelle longirudinals (celon l'axe 2 ) eat du mgms ordra ou plus petite qu'une Ethelle tranoercale s
caractdristique (par example, le rayon r, do otoyau viequsux ou uns Epaisseur attachE so profit axial,
Si cc denier n'eat pao uniforms).

Dana tea conditions, lea forces de viscacitd (aussi bien turbulentes que laminairac) ant une action ntgli-
geable camparde & cells resultant des forces de prassion at des tarmac d'inertie. La vistocitE ninterviant
qua dams, is assure oO ella a cr44 do rotationnel. En consdquence, l'dtaulsment abordant Is chat a une
antropie variable d'one ligne e caurant h l'aotre, ce qui se manifeste par on "creux" de preesion gdndra-
trite dona Ia r~gion centrals do toorbillan (lenthalpis d'srrtt eat ella pratiqoemant uniformesci Ie nosibre
de Mach /5 et moddrd).

Uos tells analyse sat classiqas pour ddtrire linteraction antre une coaths limits at ana onde de pressian
tontantrdE (ends de chat aa ddtente de Prandtl-Meyer). It eat atore dEdmontrd qua Is plus grands partis
da Is conchs limits as towg'orta caine en Etoulemsnt roattiannsl non vicqusux (121. Las calculs ex~cutds

salon ca echima cant trbe bien rataupta par l'expdrisnta, sartout en turbulent oi l'dchalle longirudinale

at extrimement riduite (13-14-151. 11 fat toutefois natar qua, dons Is tea de Is coache limits, Ia

ddcrre ea hdmkne ove un exellntepricision tent qu'il n'y a peas Elatement. Quand Is toorbillon
Eclate un approtha fluids parfait statiannaire davient discutable (tomme dams Is tee de Ia coache limits
ddtallde) en raison du plus grand r~le jauE par la viecositE sartoat soas forms de corrdlations tarbulentes
r~sultant des fortes fluctuations qui naissant atore, 11 eat cependant laicible d'estier qua le schdsa
non vicqosux dameura valabie juaqu'& lapparirion de l'dclatament. Dana cette optique, ce peat Attre un
mayan "Etonomiqaa" pour prddirs lapparician de l'dclatamenc sous l'affat d'un that, A linstar de l'atili-
cation des madiles de couche limits multi-coaches pour ddfinir Is decollanent naissant (17-181.

41L'Ecoalament tourbillannsirs Etao; suppocd de rdvolutioo( I/dG 0) lea dqaationc A'Euler Bdrvn

sous to) form V2  ,)i--(en..

-rotiut
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Une solution stationnaire, du syat~me ci-dessus eat recherchde via une mdthode pseudo-instationnaire ofi
l'enthalpi e d'arr~t eat supposde conatante en permanence our chaque, ligne de courant [19] (dans
lapplicat ion prdsente elle eat priae cow toots dans tout le champ). Une telle condition n'eat satisfaite
que pour une solution atationnaire ;ii s'agit donc d'un artifice qui permet d"'6conomiser" la rdsolution
de l'Equation de ldnergie. En contrepartie, la phase instationnaire du calcul est ddpourvue de significa-
tion physique.

La technique de zdsolution nuadrique utilise un schdma pr~dicteur-correcteur explicite. Le dosisine de
ca Icul eat reprdsent6 figure 25. 11 eat composE d'une partie snont A section conscante BC suivie d'un
Evasement CD juqukA me nouvelle portion cylindrique. La partie terminale du domains eat de forme

convergente-divergente de manibre A constituer un col en E.

Les conditions sux limites du problhme aont lea suivantes

a) glissement sur Is parni BCDEF

b) symftrie sur 1'axe de rdvolution AG

c) sur Ia frontiare amortAB, oii l'coulement eat supersonique, ii faut imposer lea distributions de
vitesse Vz (r) et V,1' Cr ( V eat suppoode nulle) Sinai que celle de is preasion ft (oil, ce qui eat
dquivalent, toe profil de preasion gdndratrice);

d) le calcul eat conduit de fagon telle que le col E eat amorc6, l'6coulement Etant partouc aupersonique
sur PG :donc suture condition n'est A imposer le long de PG.

La section d*- col E eat ddfinie (par tfitonnemnt) de manibre que le blocage Sinai crEE impose une onde de
choc situde dane is zone Evolutive CD oO elle peut occuper une position stable en raison de is divergence.
La modslisation par on dispositif A second col (qui refllte d'ailleurs, en Is schdmatisant, is rdalitd
exp~rimentale) permet d'avoir un problfte mathdmatiquement hien pose ol) lea frontibres amont et aval du
domaine, de calcul sont toutes deux aupersoniques.

Pour lea cao de calcul prdaentds ici lea conditions impoodea sur AB sont lea suivantes

a) It profil axial V. (r)eat uniforse, ce qui correspond senaiblement h is situation des exp~riences ddcrites
au paragraphe prdcddent.

b) Le profil tangentiel V~t-) eat donn6 yt
5 

Is focinule

(2) V,(r [i. -L Y

Le coefficient K fixe le taux de rotation du vortex et p(a.Ame d~finition que plus haut) s "concentra-
tion". Le rayon r,~ eat choisi de fagon A ajuoter au mieux is profil (2) avec lea distributions expdrinen-
tals.

c ) La preasion atatique eat ddterisinde d'aprks (2) en intdgrant 1l6quation pour Vdquilibre radial.

La figure 25 pr~sents un exemple de maillage utilied. Des reaserrements denses sont prdvus pros de l'axe
ainsi que done Is r~gion du choc.

A titre d'illustration, lea figures 26 et 27 donnent des rdoultata de calcul sous forme, de lignea iso-
vitease axiale. I s aunt relatifa A des taux do rotation de 022 et o.Sitnr M- fce de 0, f"e t o,2f5 p.r m...
Aux valoura de Z lea plus dlevdes, lea tracds rdv~lent l'existence d'une "zone de recirculation" ol Vz
eat A contre, courant de l'dcoulement principal. La formation d'un "ddcollement" au sein d'un Ecoulement
de fluide parfait s'explique par Ia ptesence d'n zone centrale o4 lentropie eat plus Elevde (Is "bosse"
d'entropie fitant d'autant plus haute que le taux de rotation eat plus grand) :1lb il pout arriver que,
lea particules fluides sient une, presaiun gdniratrice insuffisante pour aurmonter It saut de preasiun
ijapo@E par le choc.Elles sont alora refouldes vera l'amont et piggdea dane un "bulbe" de recirculation.

lDz balsyage systdmatique en velours de Me et It a Sinai perms de ddterisiner une limite thforique
dapparition de, l'delatement. Celle-ci eat dfifinie comae Is situation ( Me. , Z ) olt. pour Ia preamikre
fois, exiate un point of) Vz eat ralentie juaqv'b Is valeur zdro. La courbe obtenue de cette fagon eat

trac~e figure 28. On constate qu'ele eat en bon accord avec l'expdrience.

La rdsolution des equations d'Euler, beaucoup plus Economique que ce'le des dquations de Wavier-Stokes
complbtes, apparaft done co-se un moyen addquat pour prddire la limte d'Eclatement. Cet "outil"
thdnrique pout Sinai Oire employ# pour procdder h on examen de 1 influence de Is forms des distributions

de vitesaes axitle et tangentielle.

4 - CONCLUSION-

Linteraction entre une structure tourbillonnaire enroulde (ou vortex) et use undo de clint normal* I
Vase longitudinale de tct.e structure a EtE Otudids A Ia fois ar Ie plan exp~riental at our 1t plan
thdorique.

Una premibkre adrn. do maturs A Ia monde do preasion andolinosidtrique exfcutE. pour quatre valours do
nombre do Mach Me- 1,60 - 1,75 - 2 at 2,28$ a permsa

a) do qualifier l~coulaont So oment of. ii vs &border Vonde de eliot

bi) de priciaer, en labsonco d'delatement, lea :jodifications de structure que to vortex aubit & Ia
traversde du choc. Linfluance do tous do rotation eat mss en 4vidoacs.

c) do ddfinir one limits d'Eclatement an function des daux parasetros :intonsitf do clioc, - taux do
rotation. La rdaultat obteno montro un accroissement do I& "fragilitE' du vortex quand sea vites.., de
rotation dugen~itent.
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L'Etude a 4td cosipldtde par une analyse du champ (mesure des grandeurs lsoyennesaet fluctuantes) au
v6 locimbtre laser. Dens configurations (h Me - 2,28) ont dtd expiordes en d~tail :l'une eat une
inte raction sans dclateicent, l'autre correspond A une situation ot) le choc fait 6clater le vortex
Dana ce derner cas, lee mesurec Isettent en dvidence une structure moyenne dont I'dcoulemcent aidridien
inclut un "bulbe de recircul ation" fercE aitug our i'axe du vortex. L'Eclatement c'acconpagne d'un tr, s

fort accroiase ment des fluctuations de viteace.

line rcoddlisati ?n de Il'interaction a dtg ddveloppde A partir des 6quations d'Eulerstationnaires (le ph6-
noxibne eat as&il . 16A n processus d'interaction rapide of. lea effete visqueux jouent un r8le ndgligeable).
En 1 absence d , clatement, le calcul donne une description fidthie de I'dcoulement. La thdorie perset asaci
de prddire une li-ite d'Eclatecment qui, pour lea cxc traitdc, ect en bon accord Avec i'exporience.

5-NOTATIONS LTILISEES

M nos.bre de Mach

T tespsour statique abou

r, tesipdrature g~ndratrice absolue

Vz cotepos ante de vitesse longitudinale

V, cowpocante de vitesse t angentielle

0.p tri~dre "icecure", 0 eat au centre de is section d'entrge de Is prise d'air, ox eat l'axe
horizontal longitudinal, Oy eat laxe horizontal transverse, Os eat vertical.

j2 axe longitudinal du vortex, supposE de rdvolution . 2 eat dana le plan d'entrde de Ia prise
d'ajr.

incidence de l'aile gdndrant le vortex

y angle d'hdglice X, Avc4 (V6 /V5)

6 coordonnde angulaire

e masse spdcifique

S valeur efficace de is fluctuation de Vs.

velour efficace de Is fluctuati~n de V6

Z taux de rotation ( - Ve / V)

(i centre local du vortex

fl origice de I' ae longitudinal du vortex.

In e. caract~rise lee conditions h Is pfriphdrie du vortex

0 caractdrise leconditions au centre do vortex

M caractfrise lea conditions au point de vitesse cangentielle scaximale

m cacactirise lee conditions A l'extdrieur du vortex en moont du choc.
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'ON THE GENERATION AND SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENT OF
SPIRAL VORTEX FLOW OVER A SWEPT-BACK WING'

by

D.I.A. Poll

Aerodynamics Division, College of Aeronautics,
Cranfield Institute of Technology, Cranfield,

Bedfordshire, MK43 OAL, England

C SU+RY

a. 3An experimental investigation has bee performed to study the formation and
development of spiral voltex flow over a siept-back wing. An aerofoil seaqon w three
alternative leading edgesan was tesia!! ,sweep angles ranging from Ox o 56, or
unit Reynolds number of (lx!/m and x /m. The principal diagnostic tool was the

q: surface oil-flow visualisation technique supplemented by pressure distribution
mgasuremej in certain cases. No spiral vortex flow was observed for sweep angles of
OAnd 15,, ut at higher sweep angles the oil-flows indicated that there were three
di ferent mechanisms for the formation of spiral vortices. The angle of incidence at
the onset of vortex flow, and the mechanism responsible for its formation, were found to
depend upon the sweep angle, the leading edge shape and the Reynolds number. It was also
noted that the larger the leading edge radius the greacer the dependence upon Reynolds
number. However comparison with other work suggests that Reynolds number, incidence and
sweep angle alone are insufficient to determine the type of spiral vortex flow occuring
on a given wing.

NOTATION

C normal to leading edge chord x distance measured along C

Co  streamwise chord y distance measured normal to C

Cp pressure coefficient (p-p.)/k,_Q
2  

a streamwise incidence

p static pressure v kinematic viscosity

Q. free-stream speed p leading edqe radius in the x, y plane

R streamwise Reynolds number QCo/v 0. free-stream density

1. INTRODUCTION

For many years sweep-back has been applied to wings to delay the onset of
compressibility effects. However sweep-back can also radically alter other aerodynamic
characteristics of a wing. In particular it may have an important effect on the
generation of lift at high angles of incidence. For an unswept wing the 'stall' usually
sets an upper limit on the useful lifting performance. This phenomenon is characterised
by the separation of the upper surface boundary layer at some point between the leading
and trailing edges. The vortex sheet which issues from Lie point of separation is
displaced from the corresponding sheet shed from the lower 'urface at the trailing edge
by a distance which is of order the aerofoil chord length and these vortex sheets form
the upper and lower boundaries of an unsteady wake. The application of sweep, however,
offers this stalled flow an extra degree of freedom in so far as the addition of a
spanwise component of velocity may lead to a rolling up of the upper surface sheet into
a single spiral vortex. If this vortex is strong and located close to the upper surface
then its pressure field can considerably extend the useful lifting range of the wing
although there is, of course, a substantial drag penalty.

.0 Whilst the benefits of encouraging spiral vortex flow for the improvement of high
incidence performance have been exploited to some degree; for example by the use of
strakes, our basic understanding of the physical processes is still generally poor.
This is despite the fact that the conceptual ground rules for vortex sheet sepaton
and associated phenomena were formulated 30 years ago by Kuchemannl and Maskell . In
particular for a given aerofoil section, sweep angle and Reynolds number it is not
possible to predict with any degree of accuracy the angle of incidence at which spiral
vortex flow is established.

* 1 The object of 'he present experiment was to investigate in a systematic way, the

combination of sweep Angle, Reynolds number and incidence necessary for the onset of
spiral vortex flow for a family of aerofoil sections having different leading edge radii.
Of special interest was the way in which the establishment of the spiral vortex flow
was affected by Reynolds number since there is very l1ttle swept eing data available
from tests in which the chord Reynolds number was greater than 10 . In addition, the
development of the spiral vortex flow and its influence on the wing pressure
distribution were investigated up to the highest incidences available with the tunnel/
model combination.
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2. THE EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The tests were carried out on a wing of rectangular planform which was mounted as
a 'half model' in the College of Aeronautics 2.44 m x 1.83 m low-speed wind-tunnel -
see figure 1. This basic panel had a taper ratio of 1.0 and a nominal chord length of
0.762 m measured in the normal to leading edge direction. In all the configurations
considered the semi-span was fixed at 75% of the tunnel width and trianqular end pieces
were added so that the wing always had a streamwise tip section. This restriction on
the semi-span was imposed in order that the variat on of local angle of attack induced
by the close proximity of the solid wind-tunnel walls be kept sufficiently small to
avoi preiaturS tip stalling - see reference 3. Tests were conducted at sweep angles
of 0 , 15 , 30 , 450 and 56 . A summary of the variation of the planform characteristics
with sweep angle is presented in Table 1.

The datum aerofoil section chosen for this investigation was RAE 101 with a 12%

thickness to chord ratio when viewed in a plane drawn perpendicular to the leading
edge. This is shown in figure 2. Despite the fact that the RAE aerofoil sections were
developed 40 years ago this particular shape was chosen for two reasons. Firstly, the4
geometry is expressed in a convenient, explicit alg-braic form (Goldstein and Richards
which greatly simplified the design of the model and, secondly, the location of the
maximum thickness is typical of that found on modern aft loaded aerofoil sections. In
addition to the datum RAE 101 leading edge (0/C = 0.012) two additional leading edge
sections were designed. These were based upon a general shape described by the function

y = (a + bx + cx
2 

+ dx
3
) ,

for

Xo x(O.l,

where a, b, c, d are constants and x is the value of x at which y = 0. For the present
purposes three of the four constrain~s necessary to determine the values of the constants
were provided by equating the displacement, slope and curvature of the nose profile to
those of the basic RAE 101 section at an x of 0.1. The final constraint was provided by
specifying the value of the leading edge radius. This is equivalent to fixing the
value of x because the leading edge radius is a function of x only. Since only two
alternativ

2 
profiles were to be made, extreme values were chosen for the leading edge

radii. In the first case p/C was fixed at 0.0003. This small value was chosen so that
results could be compared directly with the large body of data which exists for slender
delta wings with 'sharp' leading edges. For the second case p/C was chosen to be 0.03.
Leading edges with this degree of bluntness are sometimes found on the more modern
super-critical class of aerofoil sections. The three leading edge profiles are compared
in figure 3.

The major part of the experimental work consisted of a comprehensive surface oil-
flow visualisation investigation. This was conducted for the parameter ranges
indicated in Table 2. A total of 250 combinations of sweep, incidence, Reynolds number
and leading edge radius were examined and 107 of the patterns were photographed. In a
subsequent exercise sets of pressure tappings were drilled at three spanwise stations
corresponding to root, mid-span and tip. Each set consisted of 51 holes distributed
over the upper and lower surfaces of the wing. Using the oil-flow results as a guide,
pressure distributions were recorded for 46 configurations which were believed to
exhibit fcatures of interest.

3. RESULTS

Sharp leading edge (p/C = O.O003)

a) Zero Sweep

At zero incidence the flow was attached right to the trailing edge with boundary
layer transition occuring at approximately 50% chord except at the root and tip where
turbulent wedges emanated from the leading edge. As incidence was increased beyond
zero degrees the upper surface laminar boundary layer separated :lose to the leading
edge. The resulting free shear-layer rapidly underwent a transition to turbulence which
resulted in flow re-attachment to form a bubble structure. However, since the root and

tip stations supported turbulent wedges the lines of separation and re-attachment met
at these locations thereby closing the bubble at its spanwise extremities. Over the mid-
part of the span the chordwise distance between the position of separation and the
position of re-attachment increased rapidly with increasing incidence. This was due
almost entirely to aft movements of the re-attachment line and this behaviour indicates
that the bubble structure was of the 'long' type. The downstream end ofothe bubble
reached the trailing edge at the mid-span location at an incidence of 12 . The
corresponding surface oil-flow pattern and pressure distributions are presented in
figure 4. These pressure distributions show that the closer the re-attachment line was
to the leading edge (root and tip regions) the lower the minimum pressure. It should
also be noted that the Soint of minimum pressure always lay within the bubble region.
At incidences beyond 12 the lifting performance deteriorated rapidly, the flow over
the wing became very unsteady and the pressure over the upper surface became almost
constant, except in regions very close to the tip.

K __ _ _
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b) 150 Sweep

The development of the flow with incidence as determined by the surface oil-flow
visualisation was virtually the same as the zero sweep case. Stalling occurred at an
incidence of approximately 120 as the downstream end of the long bubble passed the
trailing edge at the mid-span point. There was no identifiable spiral vortex flow
developed at this sweep angle.

c) 300 Sweep

With 300 of sweep significant three-dimensional effects were noted in the oil-flow
patterns even at low angles of attack. At an incidence of 3.50 the quasi two-
dimensional long bubble structure was no longer observed. Instead the oil-flow
revealed the presence of the fully three-dimensional vortex sheet structure sketched infigure 5. In this case it appears that the sheet which left the wing surface along theprimary separation line at the leading edge was rolling up to form a strong vortex which

lay very close to the wing. This vortex drew free-stream fluid down towards the surface
to attach along the line shown. On one side of this attachment line the flow travelled
towards the trailing edge and reached it without separating. However, on the other
side the flow was towards the leading edge. Initially this reversed flow experienced a
favourable pressure gradient but having passed beneath the vortex core an adverse
pressure gradient was encountered and the flow separated as indicated. The sheet of
vorticity emanating from this secondary separation line then became entrained into the
vortex in the manner shown in the figure. The modest amount of pressure recovery
attained by this flow suggests that, for the Reynolds number range considered in this
experiment, the boundary layer was in the laminar state at the point of secondary
separation. For incidences up to 90 a clear attachment line structure was observed. In
each case the origin lay close to the.leading edge at the root station and the line was
straight almost up to the tip. The extrapolated attachment line met the tip at a
chordwise station which increased with increasing incidence e.g. at 50 the line met the
tip station at an x/C of approximately 0.06 whilst at 70 it was 0.10 - see figure 6.
Beyond 90 incidence the vortex burst over the wing. This modification to the vortex
induced pressure field caused the attachment line to terminate part way across the span
as shown in figure 7. One interesting consequence of this was that the inboard flow near
the secondary separation line was from root to tip whilst the outboard flow was from
tip to root. Therefore a 'blob' of oil formed on the leading edge at approximately the
same spanwise location as the vortex burst. Further increases in incidence simply drove
the vortex burst (and the oil blob) towards the apex of the wing with the limiting
position being reached at approximately 200 incidence. Beyond 200 there was considerable
flow unsteadiness.

d) 450 Sweep

Up until 80 incidence the flow was similar to that found with 300 of sweep.
However, as the vortex burst developed beyond 80 the attachment line became highly
curved as shown in figure 8. This indicates that the vortex was turning to align
itself with the free stream and that it crossed the trailing edge somewhere between the
mid-span and tip locations. The appearance of a separation line out near the tip also
suggests that the flow along the trailing edge had passed underneath the vortex. As
incidence was increased further the secondary separation line moved away from the
leading edge and joined the tip separation line to form a continuous structure running
from the wing apex to the trailing edge - see figure 9. In this case the pressure
distribution clearly indicates that in the vicinity of the root the boundary layer was
turbulent at secondary separation and the location of the vortex burst is shown by a
kink in the secondary separation line. This steady flow pattern was found at all
incidences up to the highest available i.e. 250.

e) 560 Sweep

Once again at the low incidences ( 70) the surface oil-flow patterns showed a
qualitively similar behaviour to those found at 300 and 450 sweep. At an incidence of
70 the vortex core passed over the trailing edge causing a separation of the spanwise
flow near the tip station. Figure 10 shows the surface flow patterns and pressure
distributions for 110 incidence where a continuous attachment line and continuoussecondary separation line ran from the leading edge at the root to the trailing edge
out near the tip. The pressure distributions show that the vortex was strong and thatthe boundary layer flow was probably turbulent at the secondary separation line. There

was no kink in the separation line to suggest vortex bursting. This steady flow was
obtained at all incidences up to the maximum of 200. The peak suctions induced by the
vortex occurred at approximately 140 incidence for all spanwise stations.

The tests described above were conducted with a wind speed of approximately
30 m/sec. In order to examine the effect of Reynolds number many of the configurations
were also tested at 15 m/sec. In the case of the sharp leading edge the surface
oil-flow eatterns sho no significant variation for the Reynolds number range0.75 x 10 to 3.0 x iwOl.

Ib  I
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RAE 101 leading edge (p/C = 0.012)

a) Zero Sweep
For angles of incidence less than 60 the flow was attached from leading to

trailing edges. Transition was clearly visible in the surface oil-flow and the
transition front on the upper surface was observed to move forward as the angle of
incidence was increased. At 70 a bubble was formed close to the leading edge which
extended from the root to within 0.46 m of the tip. Further increases in incidence
caused the outboard end of the bubble to move closer to the tip but the chordwise
extent of the bubble was hardly altered. The absence of chordwise length variation
with incidence igdicates that the bubble was of the 'short' type. At a Reynolds
number of 8 x 10' the wing stalled at about 140. When the Reynolds number was increased
to 1.5 x 106 the stall began at 160. The stall was produced by a separation of the
turbulent boundary layer downstream from the short bubble. Unsteady reversing flow was
observed from the trailing edge right up to the bubble but there was a small region of
attached flow maintained at the tip. The surface pressure distributions showed large
suctions developing close to the leading edge. At the incidences just below the stall
the peak suctions (Cp of order -7) were occuring over the mid-span region with reduced
suctions being found towards both root and tip.

b) 150 Sweep

As in the case of zero sweep there was attached transition and no bubble structure
formed until 70 incidence. At 70 incidence a short bubble formed over the mid-span
section of the wing - where the pressure measurements indicated that the loading near
the leading edge was largest. As incidence was increased further the bubble spread
rapidly in the spanwise direction towards both root and tip. A full span bubble was
observed at 100. Once again the stall angle was found to be Reynolds number dependent.
At the highest Reynolds number (1.5 x 106) the flow was separated from the bubble to
the trailing edge at 160 incidence, although there were some small regions of attached
flow in the vicinity of the root and tip. By 180 incidence the flow was unsteady and
reversing right from root to tip with only small patches of short bubble structure
remaining.

c) 300 Sweep

In this case the short bubble formed in the mid-span region at about 60. At 70 the
outboard end of the bubble had reached the tip whilst the inboard end was still some
0.43 m from the root. As incidence was increased the inboard end of the bubble moved
closer to the root with the movement being essentially complete by 120. At this
incidence there was spanwise flow at the trailing edqe with a small region of reverse
flow at the tip - see figure 11 Going from 130 to 140 incidence caused the outboard
flow to collapse as shown in f. jure 12 leaving the root as the most highly loaded
portion of the wing. The movement of the oil over the outboard sections suggested that
the vortex sheet leaving the primary separation line was rolling up to form a part-span
spiral vortex - see Black 

. 
However, at this sweep angle the vortex was only capable of

inducing relatively weak flows at the aerofoil surface. Increasing the incidence to
higher values simply caused the spanwise extent of the attached root flow to contract
with a corresponding increase in the general level of unsteadiness in the separated flow.
Flow patternsobtained at Reynolds numbers of 8.7 x 105 and 1.7 x 106 showed very
similar qualitative behaviour.

d) 450 Sweep

For a Reynolds number of 2.1 x 106 a short leading edge bubble formed at the tip at
40 incidence. Increasing the incidence caused the upstream end of the bubble to move
closer to the root. At 120 incidence the bubble was still 0.2 m from the root with the
oil-flow indicating predominantly spanwise flow with a region of reversed flow at the
trailing edge over the outer part of the wing. When the incidence was raised to 140 the
flow in the vicinity of the tip collapsed to form a part-span vortex with the
characteristic oil-blob 'eye' located close to the leading edge and 0.89 m from the tip.
The corresponding oil-flow and surface pressure distribution are given in figure 13. As
the incidence was increased further the part-span vortex origin moved along the leading
edge towards the root and a line of secondary separation developed as shown in figure 14.
A similar flow field was observed up to the maximum incidence available (240).

Teate at the lower Reynolds number (I x 106) revealed that for incidences below
120 the surface oil-flow patterns were Indistinguishable from those observed at a
Reynolds number of 2.1 x 10 . However, at 130 the surface flow changed abruptly to the
type sketched in figure 15. In this case the short bubble structure did not form.
Instead the shear layer eminating from the primary separation line appeared to be
rolling up to form a strong spiral vortex which caused free-stream air to attach at some
downstream station with a secondary separation line forming between this attachment line
and the primary separation line. The structure of this flow appears to be qualitatively
similar to that found on the sharp leading edge at the same incidence and sweep angle -
see figure 9. Further increases in incidence did not change the basic features of the
pattern but beyond 140 the secondary separation line crossed the trailing edge rather
than the tip and beyond 160 the attachment line structure did not extend right to the
trailing edge.

___



e) 560 Sweep

At incidences below 100 the development of the surface flows were very similar
to that observed at 450 of sweep and the same results were observed at Reynolds numbers
of 1.4 x 10e and 2.7 x 106. The surface oil-flow pattern and pressure distributions
for 100 incidence are shown in figure 16. At the higher Reynolds number increasing the
incidence to 110 resulted in a modification in the tip flow as shown in figure 17. Here
there was a full span short bubble structure but on the outer part of the wing the flow
separated just downstream from the bubble re-attachment line. The shear layer
originating at this secondary separation line apparaently rolled up to form a vortex
which was sufficiently strong to induce the free-stream fluid to form a secondary
attachment line as shown. Finally flow from the secondary attachment line was observed
to separate along a tertiary separation line which was formed close to the trailing edge.
Further increases in incidence at this high Reynolds number caused the flow features
described above to move across the wing towards the root station - see figure 18. At
the lower Reynolds number the short leading edge bubble was not found at incidences
beyond 100. Instead the three-dimensional vortex structure previously observed at the
low Reynolds number with 450 sweep was found again as shown in figure 19. This pattern
was observed at incidences up to the maximum available (180).

Blunt leading edge (p/C 
= 

0.03)

a) Zero Sweep

At zero incidence the flow was attached from leading to trailing edges with
boundary layer transition occuring at an x/C of 0.35. For this leading edge shape a
'short' separation bubble formed at very low incidence - it was clearly visible at only
20. The stall appeared to be due to the 'bursting' of the short leading edge bubble
and the angle of incidence at which the stall took place varied between 120 and 150 for
the Reynolds number range available in the test.

b) 150 Sweep

The flow patterns produced were qualitatively similar to those found at zero sweep
except that a small spanwise flow compogent developed in the vicinity of the trailing
edge. At a Reynolds number of 1.6 x 100 the aerofoil stalled at 150 incidence due to
bursting of the leading edge separation bubble.

c) 300 Sweep

Up until 140 incidence the development of the flow was very similar to that found
at 150 sweep although there was much more cross-flow towards the trailing edge. At a
Reynolds number of 1.7 x 106 the flow over the outer portion of the wing collapsed at
150 to form a part-span vortex as shown in figure 20. In this case, however, the
oil-blob 'eye' structure was very large and was centred at an x/C of 0.23. Flow patterns
observed at incidences up to 240 were quantitatively similar with the centre of the 'eye'
moving slowly towards the root and towards the mid-chord position as incidence increased.
In all cases there was general unsteadiness in the separated part of the flow. At the
lower Reynolds number of 9 x 105 the flow over the outer part of the wing also collapsed
at 150 incidence. However, as may be seen in figure 21, there were significant
differences in the surface oil-flow patterns. Firstly, in the region near the root,there was no short bubble formed. Instead the three-dimensional separation/separation/
attachment structure was found. Secondly, the part-span vortex was eminating from a
location which was closer to the leading edge as indicated by the position of a much
smaller oil-blob 'eye'. Further increases in incidence simply caused the part-span
vortex origin to move along the leading edge towards the root.

d) 450 Sweep

At zero incidence the flow was attached everywhere with transition located at
50% chord. As before a sholt leading edge bubble formed at very low incidence. For a
Reynolds number of 2.1 x 100 there was attached flow downstream of the bubble until an
incidence of 140 was reached. At this incidence a secondary separation line was forming
out near the tip at an x/C of about 0.5. This flow is shown in figure 22. Increasing

* the incidence at this Reynolds number caused the separation line to increase in length
and move closer to the leading edge bubble. At 200 incidence the leading edge bubble

.failed to close at the tip and a part-span vortex was formed at the junction between the
two flow regions. Further increases in incidence caused the origin of the part-span
vortex to move towards the root as indicated in figure 23. When the Reynolds number

9I was reduced to 1 x 106 the short leading edge bubble failed to form at an incidence of
100 and, as in previous cases, the fully three-dimensional spiral vortex flow was
observed - see figure 24. By 140 incidence the attachment line was crossing the trailing
edge at about the mid-span position and the secondary separation had moved further away
from the leading edge. Beyond 140 incidence the attachment line did not reach the
trailing edge, suggesting that a vortex burst was taking place over the wing. At 240

there was no longer any attachment line structure discernable in the oil-flow pattern.
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e) 560 Sweep

For incidences below IO
° 

the flow was similar to that observed in the 450 sweep
case. At 00 the flow was wholly attached with transition taking place at 40% chord. A
short leading-edge bubble formed at 20 and, at a Reynolds number of 2.7 x 106, this flow
persisted until an incidence of 120. The oil-flow pattern observed at 120 incidence is
sketched in figure 25. Beyond 120 a secondary separation developed parallel to and
approximately 0.02 m downstream of the bubble re-attachment line in the immediate
vicinity of the tip. The vortex sheet springing from this separation line appeared to
roll up to form a strong spiral vortex whose axis was almost aligned with the
undisturbed free-stream direction. The oil-flow produced at an incidence of 150 is
sketched in figure 26 where the influence of the spiral vortex on the tip region of the
wing is clearly visible. As the incidence was increased the starting point for the
secondary separation moved along the leading edge towards the root with a tertiary
separation developing behind the secondary separation. Figure 27 shows the oil-flow
obtained at the matimum incidence available which was 190. At the lower Reynolds
number of 1.4 x 10 the short bubble structure failed to form at 70 incidence and onceagain the three-dimensional spiral vortex flow was observed. The flow exhibited
features similar to those found at other sweep angles and with other leading edge radii.
Figure 28 shows the pattern observed at 110. This type of flow was found to exist up
to the maximum incidence attainable (190).

4. DISCUSSION

At the lowest unit Reynolds number (1 x 106/m) none of the three sections tested
exhibited spiral vortex flow at either O0 or 150 sweep. However at 300 sweep, and above,
all the sections produced the type of three-dimensional spiral vortex flow which is
sketched in figure 5 - see for example figures 10, 15 and 24. In each case the shear
layer which leaves the surface at the primary separation line rolls up to form a spiral
vortex. This vortex, which has its origin in the wing root apex, produces a new line of
attachment at some station further back along the chord. The attachment line also has
its origin in the wing root apex and the flow patterns over the inboard portion of the
various wing sections are very similar in appearance to those produced by the near
conical spiral vortex flows generated when thin delta wings are placed at incidence to
an oncoming flow. There is also a strong similarity between the present flow patterns
and the patterns observed by Sutton

6 
in his study of flow attachment downstream of

separation from a swept salient edge. The combination of sweep and incidence necessary
for the establishment of this 'conical' type of spiral vortex flow are presented in
figure 29. In each case the 'critical'value for the streamwise incidence decreases
as the angle of sweep-back is increased. It is also apparent that there is a strong
dependence upon leading edge radius. As might be expected the section with the 'sharp'
leading edge exhibits the spiral vortex flow at the lowest incidence - less than 40 for
all the sweep angles considered. However it is particularly interesting to note that
the highest critical incidences are found on the section with the intermediate leading
edge radius (1.2%C). The precise reason for this behaviour is not known at present but
it seems likely that progress towards an understanding of this phenomenon will require
much more detailed knowledge of the flow processes taking place in the free shear-layer
immediately downstream of the line of primary separation.

When the unit Reynolds number was increased to 2 x 10
6
/m there was still no spiral

vortex flow found at 00 and 150 sweep. However, at sweep angles beyond 150 a variety
of spiral vortex flow was observed. With the 'sharp' leading edge wing section the
behaviour was precisely the same as that found at the lower Reynolds number with the
'conical' spiral vortex flow appearing at the same angles of incidence. For 300 of
sweep both the rounded leading edge sections exhibited a similar behaviour in so far as
part-span vortices were generated when the short leading-edge bubble failed to close on
the more highly loaded outer part of the wing - see figures 12 and 20. At 450 of sweep
the RAE 101 nose (1.2%C) also produced a part-span vortex by this same mechanism - as
shown in figure 13. However fnr the blunt nosed section at this sweep angle the flow
downstream of the short bubble separated close to the bubble on the outer part of the
wing and it would appear that the rolling up of the shear layer leaving the surface
along this line of secondary separation produced the spiral vortex flow. This situation
is illustrated in figure 23 where it can also be seen that the short bubble does not
close on the outer part of the wing. A very similar situation occured with the RAE 101
nose at 560 of sweep as shown in figure 18. However for the blunt nose at 560 of sweep
the part-span vortex was fed from the shear layer leaving the secondary separation line
whilst a full-span short bubble structure was retained up to the highest incidence
investigated. This is shown in figure 27. A snmary of the combinations of sweep angle
and incidence necessary for the onset of spiral vortex flow is presented in figure 30.
As was the case for the lower Reynolds number tests the 'critical' incidence decreases
with increasing sweep angle. However at the high Reynolds numbers the section with thelargest leading edge radius also had the largest critical incidence. By comparing
figures 29 and 30 it may be tentatively concluded that the larger the leading edge
radius the stronger the dependence of 'critical' incidence upon Reynolds number.

With regard to Reynolds number dependence it is interesting to note that in the
present tests no part-span vortices were observed at the lower unit Reynolds number.
However Black5 

produced a part-sgan vortex on a wing with a leading edge sweep of 440at a Reynolds number of 0.5 x 10 . In the present tests there was no part-spn vortex
found at 450 of sweep with a Reynolds number of 1.1 x 106. Similarly Dickmann 7 

observed
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part-span vortices on a wing with an NACA 0012 section laid normal to tke leading edge
for sweep angles between 200 and 500 at Reynolds numbers from 0.35 x 10b to 0.51 x 106.
Therefore it is necessary to conclude that Reynolds number is not, in itself, sufficient
to determine the type of spiral vortex flow produced in a given situation. This supports
the notion that the type of flow which emerges is determined by the processes such as
transition, entrainment etc., which take place in the free shear-layer immediately
downstream of the primary separation line. If this is the case then future work in this
area should include measurements of those quantities which are known to affect the
development of free shear-layers such as free-stream turbulence levels, turbulence
spectra and tunnel acoustic disturbance levels.

Finally it is appropriate to point out an additional feature which was clearly

visible in some of the photographs of the surface oil-flows. In reference 6 Sutton has
noted that in some cases a shear-layer issuing from a swept separation line becomes very
sensitive to small surface imperfections ahead of the separation line. The effect of an
imperfection is to produce a local shedding of vorticity in the form of a small trailing
vortex which is approximately aligned with the free-stream direction. In the present
series of tests imperfections were occasionally introduced by the formation of small
agglomerations of titanium dioxide powder during the surface oil-flow visualisation
process. These sources of disturbance produced trailing vortices on the 9harp leading
edge section at 560 sweep, 50 incidence and a Reynolds number of 2.7 x 10O. No such
vortices were found for the RAE 101 nose. However, for the blunt nosed section at the
high unit Reynolds number, disturbances were clearly visible at 450 sweep when the
incidence was greater than 170 and at 560 sweep when the incidence was greater than 120

.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The investigation has revealed that for sweep angles in excess of 150 there are at
least three different ways in which a spiral vortex flow can be generated over a
swept-back wing. These are:-

a) A full-span vortex can be formed by a rolling up of the shear layer which leaves
the aerofoil surface at the primary separation line. This type of vortex flow
is very similar in appearance to the flows generated on sharp edged thin delta
wings at incidence.

b) A part-span vortex can be formed when conditions are such that the shear layer
from the primary separation re-attaches to form a short bubble on the inboard
portion of the wing but fails to re-attach on the more heavily loaded outboard
sections. That part of the shear layer which does not re-attach rolls up to
form the vortex.

c) A part-span vortex can be formed when the boundary layer flow downstream of a
short separation bubble leaves the surface close to the bubble along a line of
secondary separation. This secondary separation line forms first in the
vicinity of the tip where the loading is highest and the resulting free shear-
layer rolls up to form the vortex.

In the present tests type a) was observed for all the sections tested when the
unit Reynolds number was 1 x /M When the unit Reynolds number was increased to
2 x 10

6
/m the section with the sharp leading edge continued to generate type (a) whilst

the two rounded sections produced type (b) at 300 sweep and type (c) at 560 sweep. In
general it was found that the incidence necessary for the onset of spiral vortex flow
depended strongly upon leading edge radius and that dependence upon Reynolds number
increased with increasing leading edge radius. For a given leading edge radius and unit
Reynolds number the critical incidence decreased with increasing sweep angle.

With regard to Reynolds number dependence, comparisons with other work show that
Reynolds number, sweep and incidence are insufficient in themselves to determine the
type of flow which will occur on a given aerofoil section. It is suggested that future
experimental work should include measurements of the wind-tunnel disturbance
environment.
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sweep angle 0 150 300 450 560

semi-span (W) 1.83 1.83 1.83 1.83 1.83

streamwise chord (in) 0.76 0.79 0.88 1.08 1.36

taper ratio 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

aspect ratio 4.80 4.64 4.16 3.39 2.68

Table 1. A summary of the planform characteristics

leading edge radii (P/CxlOO) 0.03, 1.2, 3.0
sweep angles (degrees) 0, 15, 30, 45, 56
streamwise incidence (degrees) continuously variable from 0 to 36x cosA
streamwise Reynolds number 0.75 x 106 to 3.0 x 106
free-stream Mach number O,.1

Table 2. The range of parameters covered in the tests.
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A wind-tuel investigation was performed to study, by employing a laserlight-sheet and oil-flow
visualization technique, the flow above and behind a sharp-edged 76 deg, delta wing and two sharp-edged

S double-delta wing models (76/60 and 76/40 deg., kink at midchord). In addition, balance measurements were
performed to determine lift, drag and pitching moment. The tests were carried out for angles of attack
frcm.5tq 25 deg. and at a free-stream velocity of 30 m/sec, corresponding to a Reynolds number of
-1,4 x10/, based on centerline chord.

m Above both double-delta wings a single-branched strake vortex is formed fed by vorticity from the strnke
leading edge. Downstream of the leading-edge kink a wing vortex is formed which is conjectured to be single-
branched at about 5 deg. angle of attack and double branched at angles of I0 deg., and beyond. The flow
pattern downstream of the trailing edge of the 76/60 deg. double-delta wing has been observed to be
similar to that behind the delta wing. Above the 76/40 deg. double-delta wing breakdown of both the wing
and strake vortices took place ahead of the trailing edge.

SYKBOLS

AR aspect ratio, --

b wing span, m .0
CD drag coefficient, drag/qoS

CL lift coefficient, lift/q S
dCL

°

CL0  slope of lift curve.

C14 pitching-moment coefficient,
pitching-mment/qoSc° referenced to x 0 0.5c ° position

c. centerline chord, a

pO free-stream static pressure, N/m
2

P, total pressure, N/m
2

qo free-trem dynamic pressure, 
N/m

2

Uoc
Re Reynolds number, -

2
S wing area, m

8 local wing semi-span, a

T.E. trailing edgeI wing thickness, a

U0  free-stream velocity, m/sec

u,w velocity components parallel, and normal to vortex axis, a/sec

xy'z coordinates of wing-axes system, origin in apex (see fig. I), a

a angle of attack, deg

o angle of attack at zero lift

AW wing leading-edge sweep angle, deg

V kinematic viscosity, a
2
/sec
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thin slender wings with highly swept and relatively sharp leading edges are of increasing importance for
several modern aircraft. By applying sharp leading edges the primary line of separation remains fixed at
these edges. As a consequence, within a wide range of angles of attack and sideslip a steady and stable
separation-induced vortex flow is formed which is more of less independent of Reynolds number. The research
into this phenomenon of three-dimensional separated flow has especially been activated by the fact that
the slender-wing concept has been applied for supersonic aircraft as a means to minimize wave drag.
Host of the experimental work has been concentrated on sharp-edged slender delta wings. Investigations by
Earnshaw (ref. I), Humel (refs.2 and 3) and many others have helped to obtain a good insight into the
topology of the vortex flow over such wings and have formed a basis for the development of a physically
correct model for various computational methods.
The National Aerospace Laboratory (NLA) and the Department of Aerospace Engineering of the Delft University
of Technology (DUT) in the Netherlands conduct a collaborative research program with the objective to
develop a free-vortex-sheet high-order panel method to predict the aerodynamic characteristics of slender,
sharp-edged wing configurations with controlled separation. The theoretical development of the computational
method is performed at NLR by Hoeijmakers and Vaststra (refs. 4 and 5), while the experimental investigations
are carried out at DUT by Verhaagen et al. In ref. 5 it is demonstrated that with the present NLR method
a satisfactory prediction is obtained for the pressure distribution and normal force of a slender sharp-
edged delta wing of unit aspect ratio. In addition, the shape of the wake behind such a wing is very well
predicted. At present the free-vortex-sheet method is extended to the case of the strake-wing configuration.
Such a configuration is employed for several current military aircraft in order to extend their high-
angle-of-attack maneuvering performance. The highly swept and sharp-edged strake forms an additional
lifting surface above which a stable vortex is formed. This strake vortex persists over the main wing and
induces a strong lateral velocity field which energizes the boundary layer on its leeward surface. As a
consequence, a well-organized flow is maintained over the main wing. A limit to the favourable effects
induced by the strake vortex is reached once the angle of attack attains values where vortex breakdown
occurs ahead of the trailing edge. For the flow about strake-wing configurations no physically correct
mathematical model is available at present. Experimental investigations by Luckring (ref. 6), Liu et al.
(ref. 7), and in particular Brennenstuhl and Hunel (ref. 8) have been valuable in obtaining a first
insight into the interaction and the structure of the vortices above such configurations. However, little
is still known about such fundamental aspects as the position and shape of the free shear layers, the
strength of the vortices, etc. In an attempt to provide more data on these and other characteristics of
the complicated vortex flow above strake-wing configurations the DUT is carrying out an experimental
investigation of the flow over three simple sharp-edged wind-tunnel models at low speed (fig. I). As
basic model a 76 deg. swept delta wing (model I) was chosen featuring a stable and near-conical vortex
flow. The other two models are double-delta wing models, i.e. simplified strake-wing configurations, with
76/60 and 76/40 deg. leading-edge sweep for model II and Ill, respectively. Model II is more or less
representative for high-speed aircraft, while model III is representative for several current highly-
maneuverable aircraft. In the model development phase it was theorized that model II would exhibit two
vortex systems, namely a strake vortex system fed by vorticity from the strake leading edge, and a wing
vortex system fed by vorticity from the wing leading edge. This model thus would be suited to study the
interaction of both vortex systems. For model IIl it was expected that at low angle of attack only the
strake vortex system would be present over the model and that, because of the reduced sweep angle of the
wing leading edge, the flow over the outboard panel would be attached. A wing vortex is expected to form
only at sufficient high angle of attack.
At present, balance measurements and flow-visualization tests have been performed. Some first tests
results have been reported earlier in ref. 5. In the present paper, after describing the experimental setup,
the results of the flow-visualization tests are given. These results are used to determine the shape and
position of the free shear layers, and to construct the conjectured topology of the vortex flow in cross-
flow planes. Finally, results of balance measurements are presented, the investigation will be described
in greater detail in ref. 9.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

2.1. Wind tunnel and test conditions

The investigation was carried out in the low-speed wind tunnel of the Department of Aerospace Engineering
of the DUT. The wind tunnel has an octagonal test section, 1.25 m high x 1.80 m wide, and a turbulence
level of about 0.05 at the speed of 30 m/sec used in the present investigation. The Reynolds number was
1.4 x 106, based on centerline chord.

2.2. Models

The geometry of the three models is given in fig. I. The models are made out of flat Ouraluminium plate.
• The leading and trailing edges have a thickness of 0.2 me. These edges were chamfered on the windward

side of the model only in order to leave the leeward side flat. The models have a centerline chord length
of 0.667 m and a maximum thickness to centerline chord ratio of 0.03. In the wind tunnel each model was
suspended at the a - 0.75co position through a streamlined strut connected to a six-component balance
system. In order to avoid interference between the vortex flow over the model and the strut, the models

minus and plus 25 deg.

2.3. plow visualization

To obtain an indication of the lateral position and the breakdown point of the leading-edge vortices smoke
was injected into the flow upstream of the model. The smoke (small paraffin oil droplets) is sucked into
the core of the vortices and forms smoke trails. These trails were visualized by illuminating the leeward
side of the model with two 1000 Watt lemps.
To study the crossflow structure of the leading-edge vortices a laserlight-sheet technique was used.
A schematic view of the setup used for this technique is given in fig. 2. The cross-section of the vortices
was illuminated by a thin sheet of intense light produced by a 5-Watt argon-ion laser in conjuction with

r _ _ _ _ _
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an optical system. The laser was mounted on a traversing platform enabling a -snslation in free-stream
direction. Through this, the streamise development of the vortex flow could be visualized. The flow
patterns have been photographed at 15, 20 and 25 deg. angle of attack by a remotely-controlled camera
positioned in the diffusor of the wind tunnel. In addition, the flow pattern from 10 to 25 deg. angle
of attack has been recorded on video tape from the same position.
The boundary-layer flow direction on the leeward side of the model was visualized by means of an oil-flow
technique.

2.4. Force and moment measurements

Balance measurements were performed for angles of attack from -5 to +25 deg. Lift and drag are referred
to the wind-axis system. For position reference the body-axes system xyz is used indicated in fig. I.
The pitching moment was taken relative to the x - 0.5c o point.
Corrections were applied fot aerodynamic interference between strut and model, and for deflection of thestrut under aerodynamic loads. As far as tunnel-sidewall corrections are concerned, the angle of attack
and the aerodynamic coefficients were also corrected for blockage and lift effects folloing methods

discussed by Rogers and Garner in chapter 3 and 5 of ref. 10. Although developed for attached flow
conditions, Karou (ref. I) has shown that these correction methods can be sjccessfully applied for flowswith strong leading-edge vortices.

3. RESULTS OF FLOW FIELD INVESTIGATION

3.1. Delta wing model I

3.1.1. Vortex flow characteristics

The crossflow over model I is clearly visualized by the laserlight-sheet technique. In fig. 3 results are
shown at x O.75c o and 1.

2
5co for an angle of attack of 20 deg. From the leading edge a free shear layer

can be seen to depart formed by the merging of the boundary layers from the windward and leeward surface
of the wing. Under the influence of the vorticity contained in it the shear layer rolls up in a spiral
fashion to form the so-called rotational core. In fig. 4 the velocity and pressure distribution along a
traverse through the vortex center is presented measured by Verhaagen and vanderSnoek (ref. 12) on a
slender delta wing (AR - 1) having a biconvex cross-section. The shear layer is characterized by a jump
in the direction of the velocity vector and by a reduction of the total pressure. Through viscous forces,
the thickness of the shear layer increases with increasing distance to the leading-edge.
Inside the rotational core no longer a shear layer can be detected because viscous diffusion has snoothed

out completely the jumps in the direction of the velocity. The vorticity inside the core is distributed
continuously. The region in the center of the cote is called the viscous subcore and is characterized by
large gradients of velocity and pressure. Axial velocities have been recorded there of more than twice
the free-stream velocity. Because of the high circumferential velocity inside the subcore smoke particles
entering this region are imediately centrifuged out of it, which explains why this region shows up as a
black spot in laserlight-sheet flow photographs.
The secondary vortices could not be visualized with the laserlight-sheet technique since these vortices
are too weak and close to the wing surface. Their presence, however, is clearly evidenced in the oil-flow
pattern on the leeward surface of the model (fig. 5). On this surface the near-conical vortex flow
generates a pattern which is characterized by attachment, secondary separation and tertiary separation
points located on rays through the apex. At the x o 0.85co chordwise position the secondary separation lines
move outboard due to the transition from laminar to turbulent of the boundary layer underneath the
primary vortex.
A short distance downstream of the trailing edge a concentrated trailing vortex is formed at the
approximately y . 0.70 b/2 spanwise position. Although the trailing vortex has the same direction of
rotation as the secondary vortex, observations by Hummel (ref. 3) show that these are separate vortices.
Downstream of the trailing edge the (more outboard) secondary vortex decays rapidly, while the trailing
vortex, on the contrary, increases in strength and is moved upwards around the stronger primary vortex.
The trailing vortex is a double-branched vortex, because one shear layer is connected to the wake, the
other one to the primary vortex.
The crossf low above and behind the model was observed from 10 to 25 deg. angle of attack. From the obser-
vations it can be concluded that, as might be expected, the crossflow structure remains topologically the
same with increasing angle of attack. The position of the leading-edge vortex core has been determined
from laserlight-sheet photographs. The coordinates, made dimensionless by the centerline chord co or by
the local semi-span a, are presented in fig. 6.

3.1.2. Crossflow plane topology

In a penetrating study of three-dimensional-flow phenomena Peake and Tobak (ref. 13) provide a tool for
.A the construction of the topology of surfaceflow and crossfLow patterns. Based on studies of Lighthill

(ref. 14) and Legendre (ref. 15), they suggest that surface oil-flow streaks are representative of skin-
friction lines and that the pattern formed by the skin-friction lines can be considered as a continuous
vector field in which singular points (nodes, foci and saddle points) occur at points on the surface
where surface vorticity and skin friction become identically zero. The number and type of singular points
on the surface obey simple topological laws. Hunt at al. (ref. t6) have shown that in conjunction with
the skin-friction lines pattern it is possible to construct the characteristics of the external flow
field. This consists of a continuous vector field (streamlines) with a finite number of singular points
embedded in the flow at which velocity equals zero. The crossflow-plane streamlines are not the projection
of the three-dimensional streamlines into the crossflow plane, but are the streamlines produced by thecrosaflow velocity vector field. Just as the singular points on the surface, those in the external flowsatisfy topological rules. For the streamlines on a two-dimensional plane cutting a three-dimensional body

ref. 13 gives the following relation (topological rule no. 3):

+s )
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where

N number of nodes in the external flow

- number of half-nodes on the model surface

ZS  - number of saddle points in the external flow

Is; . number of half-saddle points of attachment on the model surface

E S, - number of half-saddle points of separation on the model surface

From the flow visualization results of model I (figs. 3 and 5), the postulated streamline pattern in a
cross flow plane has been deduced and sketched in fig. 7. Consistent with the skin-friction line pattern of
fig. 5, this figure shows a symmetrically arranged crossflow with primary and secondary separation. Within

the external flow there are five singular points, namely four nodes and one saddle point. On the leeward
surface the points of attachment and separation form seven half-saddle points, on the windward surface
there is another half-saddle point (of attachment). As indicated in fig. 7, this streamline pattern is in

accordance with topological rule no. 3 of ref. 13.
The origin of the vortices in the vicinity of the apex is still not well understood. In this region the
skin-friction line pattern usually lacks sufficient resolution to be of much help. Theoreticians have
postulated some patterns by magnifying the apex region to such an extent that the edges may be considered
to be round. The flow near the apex may then assumed to be similar with the flow near a round-nosed wing.
An overview and detailed description of physically possible skin-friction line patterns for such a case is
given also in ref. 13.

3.2. Double-delta wing model II

3.2.1. Streamwise development of the vortex flow at a - 20 deg.

tn fig. 8 the results are shown of the visualization of the vortex flow above and behind model II for an
angle of attack of 20 deg.
Above the forward half (strake) of this model (fig. 8a) the flow is similar to the flow above the forward
half of a slender delta wing. The flow is nearly conical and dominated by two near-conical leading-edge
vortices. The shear layers which emanate from the strake leading edges roll-up into the so-called strake
vortices. Downstream of the leading-edge kink an additional vortex, the wing vortex, is formed. In the
pictures of fig. 8 this vortex can be seen to whirl around the strake vortex. But, through mutual induction,
also the strake vortex is forced into a whirling wotion. The wing vortex is a double-branched vortex,
because one shear layer is connected to the wing leading edge and the other one to the strake vortex.
Presumably all vorticity in the shear layers is of the same sign. The wing vortex is continuously fed with
vorticity from the wing leading edge as well as from the shear layer between wing and strake vortex. As a
consequence it will increase in strength with distance to the kink. At some distance of the kink the amount
of vorticity fed into the strake vortex will gradually diminish. Consequently, the strength of this vortex
will become constant or even reduce because vorticity is "stolen" by the wing vortex. Detailed measurements
of the flow field downstream of the leading-edge kink have been carried out by Brennenstuhl and Hummel
(ref. 8). As model they used a thin flat-plate 80/60 deg. swept double-delta wing, the leading-edge kink
being at the midchord position. From the velocity and total-pressure distribution measured in the x - 0.75c.
crossflow plane at an angle of attack of 12 deg. the wing vortex appeared to be of about the same size as
the stroke vortex. They found, however, that in this plane the wing vortex was already stronger than the
strake vortex. he core of the wing vortex remains visible up to the trailing edge. Downstream of the
trailing edge the wing and sLrake vortex have merged into one single vortex (fig. 8i). Exactly like the
fow behind model I, here too a trailing vortex is fortmed. As a result a flow pattern is obtained which
resembles much the one behind the delta wing model (fig. 3b).
For model II vortex breakdown was observed at 25 deg. angle of attack, nnely downstream of the trailing
edge at x - 1.5c.. For a 60 deg. swept delta wing vortex breakdown has been observed at the trailing edge
at an angle of attack as low as 13 deg. (ref. 17), which demonstrates that the flow over the wing is
stabilized considerably by adding the strakes.

3.2.2. The vortex flow at various angles of attack

In order to study the development of the flow with angle of attack, the crossflow above and behind the
model has been observed for angles from 10 to 25 deg.. Apart from differences in the cross-sectional
dimensions, in this range of angles of attack no topological changes in the crossflow structure have been
noted. The position of the strake and wing vortex core has been determined from laserlight-sheet photographs.
The coordinates of the cores, made dimensionless by the centerline (hord co o by the local semi-span Sn
are presented in figs. 9 and I0 for the strake and wing vortex, separately. As an be seen in these figures,
increasing the angle of attack results in general in an inboard and upward displacement of the vortices.

3.2.3. Leeward-surface flow pattern

In fig. 11 sketches are presented of the oil-flow pattern on the leeward surface of model II for 5 to 25
deg. angle of attack.

Above the strake the near-conical vortex flow induces the well-known skin-friction line pattern which is also
formed above a slender delta wing. The pattern changes little with the angle of attack and is characterized
by straight attachment and separation lines.

Downstream of the leading-edge kink the changes with angle of attack are larger. At 5 deg. angle of attack
(fig. Ia), the attachment and secondary-separation lines of the strake and wing vortices remain clearly
distinguishable up to the trailing edge. For this angle the stroke and wing vortices apparently remain
too weak And too far apart to induce a whirling motion. Between the strake and the wing vortex the skin-
friction line pattern shows evidence of a secondary vortex. Outboard of the wing vortex there are also
clear markings of secondary separation from the leading-edge kink up to about x 0.80c.. At an angle of
I0 deg., the wing and strake vortex have been observed to whirl about each other. The stronger wing vortex
displaces the stroke vortex in a downward and spanwise direction. As a consequence, at some distance from
the leadig-edge kink the secondary-separation line of this vortex can be seen to move outwards (fig. lib).
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Upstream of the inflexion point of this separation line the integral-sign shaped skin-friction line
regions of the strake and wing vortices are visible separately. Downstream of the inflexion point these

regions have merged to one region on each wing half. Outboard of the secondary-separation line there are
markings of a secondary vortex. In the range of angles of attack from 10 to 25 deg. the following changes

can be identified in the skin-friction line pattern. An increasing angle of attack leads to:
- an increase of the distance between attachment and secondary-separation line due to increase in the

strength of the vortices,

- an upstream displacement of the inflexion-point in the secondary-separation line.

3.2.4. Flow structure in crossflow plane

haed on the flow visualization results the position of the vortex cores as well as the conjectured shape

and position of the free shear layers are presented in fig. 12 for 20 deg. angle of attack (the scale of
the figure on the right-hand side is larger than the scale of the figure on the left-hand side). Since
the crossflow structure showed no essential changes from 10 to 25 deg. angle of attack, this figure is

considered to be representative for the crossflow in this range of angles of attack.
The streamline pattern in a crosaflow plane of the strake is assumed to be similar to the pattern sketched
in fig. 7 for delta wing model 1.

The position of the shear layers as well as the conjectured streamline pattern of the crossflow plane at
x - 0.625c

n 
has been sketched in fig. 13 for one wing half.This streamline pattern is entirely topological,

the sizes of the vortices are not meant to indicate their relative strength. Consistent with the flow
visualization results, a strake, wing and secondary vortex has been drawn. This pattern yields 6 nodes

for the entire crossflow (EN - 6). Between the wing and strake vortex a saddle point is hypothesized.

On the wing surface there is an equal number of half-saddle points of attachment and of separation. This

streamline pattern satisfies topological rule no. 3 of ref. 13.

At 20 deg. angle of attack an attachment line is located at the centerline of the wing leeward surface

(fig. 11d). At 15 deg. and below, two attachment lines can be detected near the centerline (figs. Ila to c.

This indicates that the central part of the wing surface is affected by attached streasxise flow.
In the crossflow streamline pattern at high angles of attack a saddle-point has been conjectured above the
wing centerline (fig. 13). With decreasing angle of attack this saddle point approaches and eventually
coincides with the half-saddle point of attachment at the centerline of the leeward surface. Based on the

surface oil-flow patterns, at 15 deg. and below both saddle points are replaced by a half-saddle point of
separation (at the wing centerline) and two half-saddle points of attachment.
The crossflow vattern for 5 deg. angle of attack has been sketched in fig. 14. At this low angle the
strake and wing vortices do not whirl about each other and between these vortices there is evidence of

secondary separation. It is conjectured here that the wing vortex is no longer connected to the strake
vortex, both vortices are assumed to be single branched.

The flow on the windward side of the models has not been visualized during the present investigation. It
may be possible that at low angles of attack the streamline pattern on this side of the model is different
from the one sketched in fig. 14. At very low angles of attack it can namely be expected that the central

part of the wing surface is affected by streamwise attached flow, while near the leading edges the flow

is directed outwards. This would result in a half node at the wing centerline and a half-saddle point of

attachment on each wing half. More evidence about this will be obtained in a future investigation.

In fig. 12 a rather complicated shape for the free shear layer of the strake vortex is conjectured down-
stream of the x - 0.8125c, chordwise station. Here, the laserlight-sheet flow pictures lack sufficient
resolution to be of much help. Near the trailing edge it is presumed that through viscous diffusion a

region of continuously distributed vorticity is formed which encompasses the inner loops of the free

shear layer of both the wing and strake vortex.

It should be remarked here, that although the visualization of the flow has been of great help to obtain
a first insight into the complicated structure of the flow over model II, further experimental investiga-

tion of the pressure and velocity distribution in crossflow planes is needed to support, correct and

extend the flow topology conjectured above.

3.3. Double-delta wing model III

3.3.1. Streamwise development of the vortex flow at a - 20 deg.

In fig. 15 the results of the laserlight-sheet visualization of the flow over model III are shown for an

angle of attack of 20 deg.

Above the strake (fig. 15a) the two shear layers are visible which emanate from the strake leading edges.
At a short distance downstream of the kink (figs. 1Sb and c) the croseflow structure is quite similar to
that above model II (figs. 8b and c). Because of the reduced leading-edge sweep the wing vortex above

model III, however, is weaker and farther apart from the strake vortex. As a consequence, there is less

interaction between both vortices. The wing vortex is again a double-branched vortex embedded in the

shear layer from the wing leading edge. An important difference with the flow over model II is that now

the wing and strake vortices break down above the model at about x - 0.70c
n 

and 0.7
4
co, respectively

(figs. 16 and 17). Downstream of the vortex breakdown point the vortex core expands radially and becomes
.highly turbulent. Hummel (ref. 2) and Anders (ref. IB) have measured a considerable reduction of the flow

velocity in the core downstream of the bursting point. Even reverse axial flow was observed. At constant

atgle of attack the vortex-breakdown point above model III not always remained at the same x-position, but
was observed to fluctuate within a region of about 5 per cent c

o
. Due to this instability the breakdown

of the wing or of the strake vortex not always took place at the same location above the right and left
wing-half. At high velocity and angle of attack the vortex breakdown gave rise to high-frequent vibrations

in model III and its suspension. To avoid this, the free-strem velocity for this model had to be reduced

! to 30 in/sec. Subsequently, this was the velocity chosen for all three models used for the present
investigation.

3.3.2. Vortex flow at various angles of attack

Identical to the other two models, from 10 to 25 deg. angle of attack no significant changes with angle of

attack have been observed in the structure of the croseflow. A few observations were also made at 5 deg.

angle of attack. At this angle the vortices are weak and very close to the surface of the model. For this

-. .--- --- -- --
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situation the laserlight-sheet technique does not provide sufficient resolution to indicate whether the

win 4 vortex is still connected to the shear layer of the strake vortex. It can be imagined that the
distance between these vortices is so large that no interaction will take place.

The average breakdown position of both the strake end wing vortex is presented in fig. 17. In general, the
wing vortex breaks down earlier then the strake vortex. The breakdown of the strake vortex might possibly
be induced by disturbances due to the breakdown of the wing vortex further upstream. The distance between
the breakdown points of both vortices decreases with increasing angle of attack.

From the laserlight-sheet photographs the position of the vortex cores has been determined. The coordinates
of the vortex cores, made dimensionless by the centerline chord co or by the local semi-span a, are
presented in figs. if and 19 for the strake and wing vortex, respectively. Increasing the angle of attack
displaces the vortices inboard and upwards. The wing vortex is affected most.

3.3.3. Leeward-surface flow pattern

The surface uil-flow pattern at the leeward side of model III has been sketched in fig. 20 for angles of
attack from 5 to 25 degs. Just like the other two models the forward half of model III shows clear evidence
of a nearly conical flow. Downstream of the leading-edge kink, at 5 and 10 deg. angle of attack (figs. 20a
and b), the strake and wing vortices can individually be distinguished from the kink up to the trailing
edge. Since, compared to the higher swept model II, the strake and wing vortices are weaker and at a greater
distance from each other, these vortices remain individually distinguishable up to a larger angle of attack
than was the case for model II. At 5 deg. angle of attack secondary separation of these vortices is clearly
marked up to approximately the x - 0.70co chordwise station. and up to the trailing edge at 10 deg.. At
15 deg. (fig. 20c) after a short distance downstream of the kink the integral-sign shaped line-pattern
induced by the strake vortex becomes tangent to the integral-sign shaped line-pattern induced by the wing
vortex. This indicates that between these two vortices no adverse pressure gradient is present in a span-
wise direction to cause secondary separation. Downstream of the x - 0.

7
3c, chordwise station vortex break-

down occurs of first the wing vortex and then the strake vortex (fig. 17). Both vortices eventually merge
into one single vortex with a big turbulent core. This vortex induces long integral-sign shaped lines in
a lateral direction and is responsible for the outboard shift of the secondary-separation line towards
the leading edge. From I5 deg. angle of attack (figs. 20c to e), the region between attachment and secon-
dary-separation line widens with increasing angle of attack due to upstream movement of the vortex break-
down, At 15, 20 and 25 deg. angle of attack, just outboard of the secondary separation line there is a
region where oil-flow is accumulated. This region moves upstream with increasing angle of attack and is
largest and clearest at 20 deg. It is conjectured here that this region consists of a saddle-point/fucus
combination, sketched on a larger scale in fig. 20d, and that it is connected with the occurence of
vortex bursting.

3.3.4. Flow structure in crossflow plane

In fig. 21 the position of the vortex cores and the free shear layers are presented for 20 deg. angle of
attack. This figure is based on the flow visualization results of figs. 15 and 20.
Above the strake the crosaflow streamline pattern is assumed to be similar to that above the delta wing
model (fig. 7).
At low angles of attack a single-branched strake and wing vortex with secondary separation is conjectured
yielding a crossflow streamline pattern similar to fig. 14, From 10 deg. angle of attack the strake and
wing vortices have been observed to be connected to each other. At 10 deg. both vortices still induce
a separate secondary vortex. In fig. 22a the crossflow streamline pattern for this angle has been drawn.
From 15 to 25 deg. angle of attack only one secondary vortex can be identified on each wing half (fig.
2
0c to e) so that a streamline pattern is obtained as sketched in fig. 22b. Both patterns presented in
fig. 22 satisfy the third topological rule of ref. 13.

4. FORCE AND WI3HNT COEFFICIENTS

The lift, drag and pitching-moment coefficients of the three models used for thc present investigation
are presented in figs. 23a to c. At zero angle of attack the lift has a negative value because the models
are not symmetric with respect to the z - 0 plane (fig. I) sand effectively have slight negative camber.
Since the aspect ratio of model II and III is larger then that of model I, these models exhibit a larger
lift curve slope at the zero-lift angle of attack. It is evident from fig. 23s that model II produces more
non-linear lift than model III because of the stronger wing vortices and because a larger part of the wing
is affected by vortex flow. For model III vortex breakdown of both the strake and wing vortex (fig. 17)
causes the reduction of its lift curve slope at about 13 deg. angle of attack. The influence of vortex
breakdown is also visible on the drag curve (fig. 23b). The pitching moment in fig. 23c is taken relative
to the x - O.5co position. Both double-delta wing models exhibit a larger pitch-down moment than the delta
wing. Vortex breakdown on model III reduces the moment coefficient because of the reduced effectiveness of
the vortex flow on the rear part of its wing.

5. CONCLUSIONS

- Insight into the vortex flow about sharp-edged delta and double-delta wing models has been obtained using
both a laserlight-sheat and an oil-flow visualization technique.

- "The present investigation indicates that the flow above the double-delta wings at 5 deg. angle of attackconsists of single-branched stroke and winsl vortices. From 10 to 25 deg . angle of attack, the flow
consists of single-branched strake vortices and of double-branched wing vortices which are mbedded in
the shear layer from the leading edge. In this range of angles of attack the flow pattern downstream
of the 76/60 deg. double-delta wing is similar to that behind a simple delta wing. Above the 76/40 deg.
double-delta wing breakdown of the wing ansd strake vortices takes place ahead of the trailing edge.

- To support further investigation of the vortex flow detailed measurements of the pressure and velocity
distribution of the flow fields about these models will be needed.
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Fig. 5. Oil-flov pattern on leeward side of model I (a 200)
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VISUAL ISATION VES ECOIJLEMENTS TOUR8ILLONJNAIRES TRIDIMENSIONJNELS

930 H. IJERLi

06jice ktaionat d'Etudc et de Rchchez A nspatitdes 1O..E.R.A)
930CHATILLON - FRANICE

Pour l'Atude des icoulemients tridimensionnels A caractbre tourbillonnaire, Ia visualisation s'av,1re non
seuilemeent utile, mais bien souvent indispensable pour permettre de comprendre des phdnom,%nea g~ngralement
omplexes, pour compl~ter ou limiter lea mesores effectudes en soufflerie parfois dilicates hinterpr~ter,

enfin pour guider lea calculs num~riques en leor fournissant les 6ldments physiques de contrdle.

Que ce soit au coors d'une recherche fonidamrentale ou d'une 6tude I caract~re appliqud, une visualisation
adrodynaira.e ou hydrodynamique peut dane cs conditions fournir le schdrra tourbillonnaire qui caract~rise
le phftnomne, ainsi que son 4Ovolution en fonction des parasmitres ddfinissant l'4coulesment, l'attitude et
Ia fonsie gdonistrique du modkle.

Cet expos6 tente de passer en revue lea principaux types de tourbillons concentrds que Ion pest
observer sinai en rdgine permanent ou en 4coulement inatationnaire, telo qu'ils Oct pu 6tre visual isis en
tunnel hydrodynamique, en soufflerie, et mome en vol.

VISUALIZATION OF VOKTICAL TVPE FLOWS IN THREE DIMENSIONS

SUMAY

For the study of the three-dimsensional vortex flows, visualization is not only useful , but often
indispensable for understanding generally complex phenomena, for completing or limiting the measurments in
wind tunnels (at tine difficult to interpret) and finally for guiding the numerical calculations with phy-
sical control elements.

In both fundamental research and applied studies, one aerodynamic or hydrodynamic visualization can,
under these conditions, give the vortical flow patterns, which characterize the phenomenon, as well as the
evolution as a function of the parameters defining the flow, the position and the geometrical shape of the
model1.

This paper attempts to give a review of the principal types of concentrated vortices, which have been
observed in steady or unstedy flows, as visualized in water, windtunnel and even in flight.

I- INTRODUCTION-

11 est inddniable que lea 'coulements gourbillonnaires se sont pas seulemient one curiasitii scientifique,
dont le c~td esthdtique ne manque pas de fasciner Ia plupart d'entre noOOs mais reprdseentent un des phono-
mb~nes essentielf de Ia dynamique des fluides. Leur importance ddpasse le cadre adrospatial qui 0005 int4-
resse et ddborde nmise lea limites de Ia s~canique des fluides que peut contrdler l'ftre humain, car c'eat
l'straosph 6re terrestre toute enticre qui subit leurs lois et parfois leurs contraintes (fig.Ia-c) Ill.

La formeation des zones tourbillonnaires, leurs effets et instabilitds, et jusqu'b leur dOsorganisation plus
o0 coins rapide font depuis longtemps I'objet de nosdbreuses 6tudes qui se poursuivent A notre Opoque averc
Is else en oeuvre de moyens thgoriques et expdrimentaux sans cease plus nombreux, puissants et rafines. La
visualisation, qui periset one observation directe des phdnon~nes, a souveat dtd on des premiers proc~dds
utilisi! pour aborder de telles 6tudes. C'est d'ailleurs bien souvent Ia mature elle-m~me qui, visualisant
sea propres tourbillons, a suggfrd A l'homme 1Pemploi de traceurs :poussitres 00 feuilles mortes vire-
voltant done le vent oo flottant otr leau, fumdes, condensations d'huisiditE et infome nuages dana le ciel

surfce trresremalsrom fig1c) e prdu ams do esoea, etc. A notre 6poque, des vues prises par
satllie ot cnfired I'mprtaicedescycone (fg.lb) et des sillages tourbillonnaires (fig.la), phd-

tons frixe(nsismneles otous h chein de, ntrres....)~ et coeec lesqul ddcollme stse istructe

type, et parfois moins souhaitables (champignon atomique), il en eat sinai avec les sillages de see construc-

mobiles (vdhicules, sous-marins. avioss, hdlicoptLres, engine,..)

Dario le domains afrospatial qoi nous concerns, Is visualisittion eat devenue one discipline I part entiOhre
over: Is criation d'installations d'essais apdlcifiques sossi bien done lamir que dane 1'eaut. Elle a donnd
naissance I one grande voridtd6 de Odthodes qu' il n'est pas possible de passer en revue dans le cadre de cet
exposil. gnfin son champ d'application me cease de s'Estendre done tooges lea directions :des modcles les
plus simple. (excylindre) aux maquettes lee plus complexes (ex.hcslicopt~re), de Is surface do modL~Ie
jusqu'l son sillage loingain, des angles d'attaque foibles sux plus d6evis, du vol so point fixe so vol
hypsrsoniqoe,etc...

Qusnd l'sifrodynaique ssavsstore dana cct conditions extris ou difficiles, il iuports que Ia manotuvrabi-
ligEs des aviona, le congr8le des engins, Ia sicuriti du vol, Is riduction des nuisances soisnt assurfes. La

viousliastion pout slots souveng spporger soni aids officers, I I'nalyss des phdnomhnes tourbilloonsires
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qui caractdriment ces cas limites$.

11 nest Pao possible de faire ici ume synthboe complte our on sujet aussi vaste, aussi le pr~sent expose,

v u Cel~ ite u dougine incompressible. 11 comence par un beef rappel des techniques expr~etas ie
en jeo, avvc Ladescription de quelquea installations types consacr~ies essentiellement h Ia visualisation,
et dt. r-Atliodes de visualisation par traceurs qui y sont pratiqu~es. Le lecteur int~resa4 trouvera done one
rdcente Lectures Series AGARD (21 one revue plus d~taill~e et plus comql,%te our ce sojet avec de nomebreuses
r~f~rences.

La suite de lexposd tente d'analyser A laide d'exeuples variks "lea principaux types de tourbillons que

2 - RAPPELS CONCERiJM(T LES TECHNIQUES EXPERIMfUTALES -

2.?1 - Eaaai 6tI Vaiu -

Dan lecadre de leur activit4 norinalesant consacrde aux mesures (efforts, pression etc ... ), Ia plupart des
sooffIeie cla: i oes effectoent auaei des visoalisations d'dcoulemsent. Les smdthodes qoelles utilisent 131
ont fait l'objet de nice. h jour rdcentes [41], parmi lesquelles on note plus particuli~lresent celle de

TMELR[5], qui a l'Universitd de Notre Damn dispose d'installations particulikrement adapt~es a Ia visus-
lisation A Vaide de fois~e (souffleries A grand coefficient de contraction et A foible taux de turbulence,
ranipee d'6nissions de fuaede, etc .... ).

Les furndes gdndralecent blanches sont obtenues A laide de gdndrateurs o de 'ssxoke wire" A partir de tita-
nium tetrachloride (J.K.HARVEY :fig.5n), de kdroaL~ne (fig.lla), de vapeor d'huile [6](fig. Ile) o d'eao
condena~e par de l'azote liquide 171(fig.San). Une visualisation tonnigraphique des 4coolements peot alors
Etre rdalisde h laide d' un dclairage par faisceau laser plan [8], pervsettsnt d'obtenir par exemple des
coupes tranaversales (fig.5a) 00 longitudinales (fig.5n) do noyau du tourbillon d'extrados d'une cile delta
mince avec incidence. Sous leffet de forces centrifuges, l axe du noyao en amont de son dclatemsent reste
vide de fusmde et apparaft en noir our les clichdn. GrAce h on laser impolsionnel (dorde :15 no), ce pro-
cid peut Otre utilis6 mime en rdgice instationnaire et fait apparaftre prdsentecent Ia structure do noyau
Llclat4 (fig.5n).

Dan. Ia pratiqos, one bonne visualisation de pbdnomanex tourbillonnaires tridimensionnels reate toojoors
ddlicate, que I'n proc~de aver one ramps d'd6nission de fusmde asiont crdant son propre sillsge o que Ia
ftside soit dncise directement A partir do mod~tle. D'autre part, ce procidO reste ponctuel et ne pout couvrir
lensenble do champ adrodynanique.

D'autres types de visualisatiocn peovent 8tre bri %vement rappelis ici

- lea 6coulements paridtsux [91 visualios par des Amissions continues de liquide colord A la surface des
naquetten o par des endoits visqueux dipoods avant chaque essai (fig.5b).

- one mdthode originale, celle do Dr. CROWDER de BOEING 1101 traduit en points lonineux de diffdrentes coo-
leurs on sondage de pression totale effectod dans on plan transversal derriLre le modLle et fait apparaftre
ainsi sans traceurn le sillage tourbillonnaire donme aile munie de volets de courbore (fig.3c).

Un autre type d'installation fonctionnant dane lair est le rernarquable canal de Ia NASA A Langley (fig. lef).
11 s'agit doune tranchie rectiligne couverte longue de 550 m done laqoelle se ddplace one saquette sospendue A
one balance et entrainke par on chariot juaqubA one vitesse de 30 n/s en palier. Dane ce canal (section :5,5.
x 

4 
, 3),la v is ualisation peut fitre ansorke par on rideao de fuinde dense, dmis prdslablemsnt et couvrant Ia

totalit6 do chamip dtudis. Cette inatallation permet, cosmme on le verra plus loin, de simoler correctement le
sot et d'6tudier le sillage lointain do sodble.

11 reste enfin h slentionner lee visualisations faites so tours desesis en vol, le plus souvent loin do sol
et ndceasitsnt alocs un dsmstteor de fucsde haubarnd et de grands hauteur (fig.ld). Ce dernier assure one dis-
tribution de fumde avant et pendant le passage de lavion, mais gdndralemsent perturbde par Ia prdsence do
vent.

Enfin, lea avions expdrimentaux sont ratement dquipds d'dnmetteurs de fuside, et cherchent le plus souvent A
profiter de Is condensation de l'huuiditd atmosphdrique poor obtenir one visualisation des tourbillons
(fig.6fg).

2.2 - E4aai dan6 eai

Come pour lee essais dana Vair, on peut distinguer le. n~mes types d'inatallations

- les baasins A surface libre gdngralesent sans circulation d'eau et dans lesquels se ddplace Ia esquette

entratnide par an chariot, cossne celui de la D.F.V.L.R./AVA A Gbttingen (111(fig.1g);

- lee tunnels hydrodynamiqus, ldquivalent des souffleris, pour lesquels il exste de nombreuses variantes
suivant Is disposition verticals ou horizontale de Is veins, Is fermsture o non do circuit, Is msode de
motorisation etc.. (voir (21).

Rappelons ici quo lea 3 tunnela dqoipant ls nouveau laboratoire hydrodynamique de VONERA (121(fig.12a) sont
verticaux en circuit ouvert et fonctionnent par vidange sous leffet de l& gravitf.

Poor assurer Ia vioslisation des fcoulements dons l'ean, on utilise Is plus souvent des traceurs (13,11]
liquids o gazeux

0
)quolquss eamples ont it& groupdo dons Is film ONEgM 1071 prdsentf en tours do s~ance



-olorants ordinaires ou fluorescents, de memes densitE et viscositt qua l'eao, 6mis a partir des mauettes,
ou encore h l'aide d'une rampe amont qoi introduit inivitablement son propre sillage ; AIONERA, nos avons
adoptd depuis quelqoa temps le rhodorsil dilu#, Emulsion blanche et stable qui se Elange facilement h leau
at sux diff~rents colorants, gr~ce auxquels on peut distinguer le sent de lenroulevent des filets des tour-
bi 1lone (fig. 12 et 13).

D'autre part, lea circuits d'kmission soot contr~l~A individoellement par des robinets assurant un r~glage
prdcin du d~bit du colorant A chaque instant .dens ces conditions. on arrft progressif des #missions permet
d'obtenir des visualisations pari~tales (par exemple fig.9n). Dan@ le caa des 6coulements tourbillonnsirea. Ia

difficultol principale reside sortout dane le choix de Ia bonne position des orifices d'imission devant visuali-
ser laxe at Les filets hdlicoldaux des tourbillons (fig. 

2
ac) et si possible convenir pour toote one gamme

d'incidences et de noeabres de Reynolds d'essai i

bulles d'aic en suspension dons leao et obtenoes A l'aide d'un agent 6mulsionnant introduit am moment du
remplissage du reervoir (procgd O14ERA). Eclair~es par on faisceso plan de foible Epaisseor, les bulles
d'air prdcisent lallore de lcoolement dans one tranche longitudinale (fig.2b) o tranaversale et situ~e
so bord de foite du mod~ble (fig.2e) ou en oval de ce dernier (fig.2f). Sur certaines maquettes, elles par-
mettent aussi de visualiser l'dcoolement pari~tal (fig.5c). Notons ici qoc contrairement I ce qoe l'on
observe poor Ia fonde dens lasir, les bulles d'air contenoes dana le noyso doun toorbillon intense tendent,
snus leffet des forces centripetes,& venir saccusoler le long de laxe qo'elles visoslisent sinai (fig.2d)
jusqosou point d'Lclatement (fig.6e);

- bolle d'hydrogbna obtenoes par dlectrolyse [151 et utilisdes notamment qoand on veot Eviter toote pollution
dans on bassin sans circolation d'eau (fig.7&b), ou loraque Von veot limiter Is visualisation so seul ph,4-
nome~ne Atodid, soit par exemple I Is nappe enrool~e en "cornet" ao-dessos d'une aile delta en incidence
(fig. Sfgh).

11 reste h mentionner ici qoelqoes coves sp~cialement contoes poor 1'6tude des toorbillons, dispossnt doun
convergent annolaire A aobes produisant on courant hdlicotdal de pas r~glable dens one veine circolaire.
Ce courant reprdsente le noyso et peot 8tre so00 mm A on grsdient de pression antagoniate, Is visualisation
ktant ansurde par des Emissions de colorant 116 - 211(fig.6a).

3 - PRINCIPAWI TYPES DE TOURBILLOAIS OBSfERVES -

3.1I - TouAbijlond 5tltLnaux -

Le can classique [22 - 23] do toorbillon marginal qui s d~veloppe le long do seumon d'extr~mits d'une aile 4

rectangolaire isolde en incidence eat illustrd par les visoalisations (fig.2a-f) obtenoes so tunnel ONERA
1112 dans le cas doun profil NACA 0012 placE & 12" 5 dincidence;I

- A foible Reynolds, lea colorants (fig.2s) macttent en 6vidence Is st ructure h~licoldale den filets consti-
toant le noyao do toorbillon, tandis que lea bolles d'air (fig.2b) pr~cisent sea dimensions et mem I.
pence den filets h,41icoldaux dana one coupe longitodinale passant par Vaxe do tou~billon, sinsi que Ia
trajectoire do noyao, qui, en lebsence de gradient antagoniste, reste organied loin derritre Is voilore;

- A Reynolds 61-6, ni la structure h~licoidale den filets ne peur 6tre d~celde qusou voiaioage de l'origine
do toorbillon en raison de Is rapide diffusion do colorant, on note que le colorant qui slimente l axe du
tourbillon , dem~eore cependant plus dense que dans le reate do noyau turbulent (fig.2c). Dans ce noyso, lea
bulles d'air lea plus grosses s'accunulent sur lane 1 fig.2d) sous leffec des forces centrip?-tes et on lea
retrouve dans lea coupes transversales (fig.2ef).

Ces coupes peuvent Otre rapproch~ea de celles obtenues A laide de fum~e so canal a~rodynamique de Is NASA
derri~re one naquette de nnonoplan en incidence (fig.2g). Enfin one comparsison avec un avion r~el #voluant
pci's do aol peut Otre faite grice h one visualiation inattendue obtenue avec un n'noplan agricole coxaaen~Sat
one vaporisation d'insecticide (fig.2h) Ill. Un deuxiL'ne exemple eat celui d'un petit avion de Is NASA craver-
sant on rideao de ffmde (fig.2 ij). Sor toutes cnn visualisations, Is fum~e pr~cise so passage de lavion Is
position de l'axe do noyso et lenroleient de Is nappe earginale.

Mams le tourbillon d'extrsmit# d'une aile d'avion, et plus particuli,%rement qoand il s'agit de celle doun
avion de transport en configuration d'atterrisage, n'est gdnkralement seol :en effet, chaque sat r~mit#
libre de volet de coorbure braqod donne naissance A son propre tourbillon marginal et des interactions se
produisent entre toos ces tourbillons, dont on retrouve Ia trace dens le nillage.

tin premier example de me type obten, so tunnel ONERA Till concerns one maquette de l'Airbus (fig.3a) et son
-e propre sillage (fig.3b), dent on retrouve Vexacte image dons lee sondages de pression totale derri,'re one

configuration similaire char BOEING (procdd do Dr.CROWDER) [1O1(fig.3c).

Las vinoalisations par fumhe obtenoes so canal de Is NASA (Langley) aver one maquotte de BOEING 747 monfir-
ment le sch#ma toorbillonnaire multiple do proche sillage (fig.3d), mait r~vole en outre son evolution A
laval, caractiris~e par on movement de rotation des diffdrents tourbillona issue do cheque site (fig.3tfg)
et leur concentration finale en deux gins tourbillons contrarotatifs (fig.3 hij). On @sit qua I& formation
et In persistence de gros tourbillons de ca type prfsente on vWritable danger dans lea airoports A trafic

3.2 - Tou'cbitton d'aita en &Uche

Alors qua lcoulement qui d~colle our one aila do foible fliche (4p - 30') plac~e h 20* d'inridence me prd-
* sente pas do caract~bro tourblllonnairs organied on dehore do son t olarbillon marginal (fig.as), sur on. silo

an fl~che accontute (CC - 60*) tommi lasile cylindrique dqisipds d'un profil symftriquo ONERA D. aile qui a fait
lobjt dne tud syt~mtiqu & ONEA L'sJ lad~cllwnt d extrados prdsente one structure tourbillon-

naire organiste, dont lorigine as situ* prbs de lapex fR.I4d). Cotta Structure rejoint tello fournie par on

calcul des lignes d'Amission basE our Is malthods des tourbillons ponctuals 1261(fig.&o).r~i_4_
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Les coupes tranaversales visualiskes par bulles P'air (ftg.4bc) rk-%lent, outre les tourbtllapa pki-ipal
tc fecondaires de bord d'attaque, Is pr-Esence dun tourbitton se formant le long d.s bord d. mtet 1- --s~
en flache ac centude. Die telles vinualisations ont permis de d~gager le c d"a pr~cis et complet de I -

ment 125]j.
line deuxitme comparaison calcul-expirience a &cE effectuie ae cette mie silt en pr~sence d'un plan canard
de mime forme en plan et placd A Ia mime incidence (fig.4 fghi) ;cette configuration donne lieu. dec Iame-
actions entre lea tourbillons. Die telles interactions peuvent ftre bisnifiquec lorsqu'ellcs contribuentA

retarder Ie dicrochemnt et h maintenir sur 1. modtle un 6coulement tourbillonnaire organist. Dana 1, cc.I d'un avion dvoluant I incidence dlevfe, ec tourbillons fournionent un supplfment de portance, ci E~nc de
nanoeuvrobjlitE. Dtielles Etudes d'interaction tourbilloonaire entre fuselage. atrake, oil@. prise daeir,
etc.. aunt effectudes syatimatiquement a'atour daovions 6e choosse I V*aide do visualioatioes obtenuc. au.
tunnel vertical de NORTHROP (27-281.

Au cam du d~collement libre out laile 'paisse examin# ci-dessus peut itre opposE le dicollemnt fixiE au
bord d'attaque aigu d'une site delta ( I - 75*), coo classique pour lequelI lea visualisations ovaient
contribu4 A settre en IumiLire d~s 1952 1291 lenroulement en cornet de 1s nappe qui se distache le long du
b d attaque sigu de laile. Get example donne ici loccacion de comparer et recouper des visualitations

obtenuespar diffdrents procddis aussi bien en soufflerie (fig.5abm) qu'au tunnel ONERA THIl (fig.5c-l)[301.
Ces visualisations montrent en outre Ie phdfnowine d'#clatewnt [31]qui diaorganise cen tourbillons sux ini-

Il existe pluaieurs types d'Lclatement de tourbillon [321, conowe par exemple l'dclatement du type bulbe

ogivo-,etuncyrtinrqu e dises crceprsnnt desdi amsslec leselacec isdods et leu seipc d'u le-

ent hlicodal rgla e c tourbillot ne ian t leurjonctie n rdna on bgrbadiont maiagnt (16i-.8) .

ect~e(i.3b) otu tourbillons rnisxa omn maria site on iauasilemeLsuevnt acetu ensi.cue mte unontm Ic

gradent ntaonisec 6. aru obsco lent eat g pniaemn uai fi dlc e ourIcolaemetor uvt non ana (firbe.
(tigie soi enc)gmla (n~l.Qai de noig1 re o enod c~ietroult (fig.l), ou lorcqe linen c be- s dinutp

(6olmn aiar turfbile Reynoodsentcpu.n). laedsnpxpu iuis saI srcued

L'4cateen n @ircae. D t!ore d t ens vosuisaion OGLASen lea [31 fsur ees effeaui s en vlei src
ontA lurtou 4td ecusi pa bie s isNUuauain auYL tunl OEATI fg6

Letucp du ddcllemnt ridimaclonnal lepibrnan ae mt ouisisdm le tusaes isoM aet es llipodec d
der ms pluc alatief consituen t m)e u apatn autr casedemdl s ount atuis pIu o'hur mas lle nolanci

dens Is coo des l'asll anges ci'uair.qui etOr xmn ndti ur1 i.,1cdfee~sve

1351,le ldvouin adcollem sntibeou e bodxtrnds m u facorp delinciqae et do noer I e sruceynolds lo

_-r yitiu trltvmn tal ui roneaxicdne myne fg7c ordvnrl



et permettent de distinguer lea diffirent. cat suivants8-

- tourbillona marginau= a~paris par um large couloir d'dcoulement main (fig.9 ebh)

- tourbillona perturbda par un large dolcollement m~dian (fig.9a-d et 13.),

- tourbillons sdpards par mi bulbe de bord d'attaque mdian A caract~re mixte Iminatre-turbulent et plua
ou mone 6tendu (fig.9cj etfig.9k1)

tourbillons mearginau" s~pards par wi bulbs lainaire (fig.9s) et g~ndralement suivi dun dicollement m~dian

3.6 - Toutbiilond autoUA de c~tindku -

Au cam prdcedent du d~collement libre-our un ellipsofde circulaire en incidence peut dt e confronti celui

du ddcollement ae produiaant au culot inclint dun cylindre sane incidence (fig.l0a-f) :cc d~collement fixe

le long du bord aigu du culot (fig.10a) eat le si~lge de deuit tourbillons sym~triques issue de points de conv-
gence spirale (fig.10b) situds de part et d'autre d'un bulbe d~coll6 m~dian fixL4 au bord avant du culot (fig .
l0c). Ces tourbillons relativement stables me dUveloppent juaqu'au bord aval du culot (fig.de) et viennent
constituer le sillage tourbillonnaire du modble (fig.10f). Ce type d'#coulement concerne directement l'6tude
ae'rodynamique des vdbicules terrestrea (421.

Lexemple du cylindre droit illuatrt par lea fi$.l0g-n~voquc le caa des structures fixe saoumisea au vent ou
at courant (tour, chemin~e, pile de Pont, etc... ). Comme on le sait, l'scoulemsnt autour d'un tel cylindre
nest vWritablement plan qu'en debors de son sillage (fig.l0h) ou du voisinage dea panneaux entre leaquels
il eat wrnte (fig.10g). On observe devant le cylindre mi d~collement de Ia couche limite du panineau awce
formation de tourbillona principaux et secondaires coisportant mne structure tridimnsionnelle. Aliment~s par
une mince couche de courant, tea tourbillons s'incurvent en fcr h chevael de part et d'autre du cylindre et
4vacuent vers laval le d~bit. captd [43]. Nime en r~gime Ilasinaire (fig.lIki), I 'ourbillons de Usnard
Karmsen qui se forisent aaaet loin dans Ie sillage. finissent, quandl Is vitesse augmeote, par produire des
effete instationnaires our ces tourbillons en icr A cheval (fig.l0ij). A vitease dlev~e (fig.10O,icou-
lement le long du panneau devient turbulent et plus instationnaire. ixais conse rve fixalement sa m~se struc-
ture moyenne [441.

3. 7 - Tou~tbijlonu en 0-4ime inhtationnaate

Pour 6voquer lea fcoulements tourbillonnaires instationnairca, les visualisations retenues dens ret exposoE
xc concernent que Ie cas des tourbillons marginauxm se formant au bout des pales d'un rotor d'h~lirop0.re. .

Le lecteur int~sresst pourra trouver dens [2,451 do nouibreux exeisples d'autres types de tourbillons insta-
tionnaires visualists par lea m~nes moyens.

La figure 11 d~voile lee diff~rents aspects des ph4Fnouenes to.,rbillonnaires me produisant autour d'un rotor
tripale isold, d'abord au point fixe ofs lee tourbillons h,4licotdaux ae d~splacent h I& frontitlre du flux du
rotor (fig.lla-d), puis en vol d'avancemetic of. lea tourbillons de forme en plan cyclotdale sont emporc~s
par le courant (fig.ll c-x).

Ces recoupements effectuis entre des essais dans I*-. et dens l'eau 161 ont penmis de comparer lee trajec-
coires des tourbillona et de prdciser lea effete de certains paramcltres. Ces casais. qui me poursuivent
actuellement dans lee tunnels ONERA, mettent en jeu one ixaquette mostoris~e d'h~licoptLre romplet ave s5imu-
lation des primes d'air et sorties de gaz, assi bien en vol d'avancement (fig.llh) qj'ex vol stationnaire
(fig.12b) 1121.

CONiCLUSIO'N

En r~gime stati onnai re cosmmc en rigime instationnai re, les visualisatione obtenues en tunnel, en soufflerie
ox en vol apportent one contribution Evidente A Ia connaissance des dEroul Cents tourbillonnaires tridimen-
sionnels, quil sa4gisse d'une dtude fonidentale ou d'a~rodynhlnique App. ,quce.

Puissent-elles& aider asi bien lea thdoriciens que les exp~rissentateurs a ..ivu interpr~ter leurs proprex
r# sutats et & udr &insi Ieurs recherches dans cc domaine.
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LASER VELOCIMETRY STUDY OF COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS

ON THE FLOW FIELD OF A DELTA WING

by

G. Vorropoulos and J.F. Wendt
von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics

Chaussee de Waterloo, 72
SUmARYB - 1640 Rhode Saint Gentse, Belgium

\krompressibility effects on the lee-side vortical flow field of a delta wing at inci-

dence were studied using laser doppler velocimetry. The tests covered the Mach numberrnefrom 0.18 to08;both axial and circumferential velocity cmoetwremeasured.

It was found that the axial velocity excess observed at low Mach numbers became an axial
Svelocity deficit at Mach numbers above 0.6. Strong asymmetry was observed in the circum-

ferential velocity distribution at the higher Mach numbers. A flow picture including an
embedded shock wave is proposed as physical explanation of the observed compressibility

Seffects.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

AR aspect ratio of delta wing

C pressure coefficient

C; critical pressure coefficient

d particle diameterp
M free stream Mach number

M n  free stream Mach number component normal to the wing leading edge

Me  Mach number at the vortex outer edge (Ref. 20)

r distance of seeding particle from vortex axis

Re Reynolds number

Re particle Reynolds number

S model semispan

t time

u axial velocity of fluid

Ue axial velocity at the vortex outer edge (Refs. 8,20)

V fluid velocity vectt

V e circumferential velocity at the vortex outer edge (Ref. 8,20)

V component of the free stream velocity parallel to the vortex axis

Vvp fluid and particle circumferential velocities respectively

wwp fluid and particle radial velocities respectively

(x.y.z) coordinate system used in our tests (Fig. 7)

(YZa) location of vortex axis on the cross f'ow plane
Y0 defined in text (page 5) and figure 7

wing incidence

leading edge incidence

(Ax,Ay,Az) probe volume dimensions

0o defined in text

viscosity coefficient

conical coordinates of a point inside a conical vortex

co conical coordinate of a point at the conical vortex outer edge

p P particle density
Tv d',)p/18U

v Pp
fluid angular velocity

1, INTRODUCTION

The symmetric vortical flow over delta wings in the low speed regime has been exten-

sively studied, both experimentally (e.g. Refs. 1,2,3,4) and theoretically (Refs. 5,6,1.8).

Several investigators have studied modifications to the lee-side vortex flow arising when

the Mach number increases. Stanbrook and Squire (Refs. 9.10,11) observed, in a test series

on delta wings of aspect ratio 1.86 at incidence and in the Mach number range from 0.1

- - -__ . -. ..



to 2.0, that as M increases the vortex sheet is flattened and the vortex axis approaches

the wing surface.' They observed a conical shock above the cortex sheet for M, > 1.75.
Following these observations, Stanbrook and Squire prposed to classify the flow field

above a delta wing into three regions, depending on the leading edge incidence, an, and
the Mach number, Mn, normal to the leading edge. These flow regions are shown in figure 1;
they are characterized as follows :

Region A : For subsonic and transonic Mn, the flow still exhibits the characteristics of
a leading edge separation. For svpersonic free stream Mach numbers, a detached shock
exists upstream of the wing leading edges.

Region B : The detached shock approaches the wing leading edges and supersonic expansions
occur which are terminated by inboard shock waves. The shocks may cause separation of
the upper surface boundary layer and possibly separation vortices.
Region C : This type of flow is similar to that of region B, with the exception that the

bow shock is now attached to the leading edges.

Transition from the separated flow of region A to the attached flow of region B occurs

smoothly. The flattening of the vortex sheet, and the existence of a conical shock above
it, are associated with this transition process. Gaudet and Winter (Ref. 12) and Monnerie
and Werl (Ref. 13) scanned the lee-side vortex with a five hole conical head probe and a
pitot probe, respectively, for the case of supersonic free stream Mach numbers and values
of an and Mn corresponding to region A, figure 1. Th., xpressed doubts about the validity
of their results due to interference of the probe wit: -he vortex. Nevertheless, Gaudet
and Winter (Ref. 12) tentatively concluded that the local Mach number decreased towards
the vortex axis. Monnerie and Werle (Ref. 13) detected a centerline shock, when the wing
incidence was so large that the outer surfaces of the vortices were very close to each
other, forming effectively a supersonic nozzle. Stahl et al. (Ref. 14) observed that, as
the Mach number increased, for constant wing incidence and Reynolds number, the spanwise
suction was reduced (Fig. 2). The pressure distributions became flatter at M exceeding
0.8 and showed some signs of secondary separations.

The compressible leading edge vortex has been studied theoretically by Brown (Ref. 20);
the assumptions imposed were :

- The vortex core is geometrically slender.

- The flow field is inviscid, rotational, homoeitropic, conical, steady and axially
symmetric.

The continuity, momentum and energy equations are reduced to a system of ordinary differen-
tial equations, which can be solved under the following boundary conditions

The radial velocity is zero on the axis.

The axial and circumferential velocity components as well as the density are prescribed
at the outer edge of the vortex.

Thus, the problem is identical to that solved by Hall (Ref. 8) for incompressible flow.

Brown found that as the Mach number increases, the ratio of the axial velocity at
the core to the Ue velocity decreases (Fig. 3). It was also found that the compressibility
drastically changes the behaviour of the circumferential velocity. At Me = 0 the circum-
ferential velocity increases towards the vortex axis, whereas for the cases Me 0.95 and
1.6 this velocity component decreases towards the axis (Fig. 3). No experimental valida-
tion of Brown's model has been reported to date.

The objective of the present research was to investigate compressibility effects on
delta wing vortices for subsonic free stream Mach numbers. To avoid the effects of an
intrusive measurement technique, laser doppler velocimetry (LDV was selected Emphasis was
placed on the behaviour of the axial velocity component, since measurements and theory at low
speed (eg. Refs. 1,7) have shown that, depending on the wing aspect ratio and incidence, the
axial velocity could attain valjes two or thee times larger than the free stream velocity.
Measurements of the tangential component were also accompl ished in this study, to aid in
the development of the understanding of the flow field structure.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The experiments were carried out in the VKI S-I continuous transonic wind tunnel, which
was equipped with a slotted-wall test section. The model was a flat plate, sharp-edged delta

wing of aspect ratio two with a chord length of 150 mm (Fig. 4). It was fixed by a strut
support to a cnntlnuous incidence mecharism.

The LDV system (Fig. 5) consisted of :

Transmitting optics : A Spectra-Physics Argon-Ion laser (mod 164A) produced a beam of 1.b
Watt maximum power at h 5145. The beam was divided by an 0EI beam splitter into two
beams, the intensity of which was equalized by means of a Spectra-PI sics polarizer. An
OEl beam spacer was used to reduce the beam separation distance to I- mm. A 350 mm focal
length lens provided a fringe spacing, df, of 11.8 m. For the measu. ants of the cir-
cumferential velocity, OEI Bragg cells were included in the transmit J optics.

Receiving optics : The light scattered by artces cr the probe volume was collected

by a TEM ON zoom lens and was sent to an R A 4 26 photomult plier tube powered by a TSI 9165
power supply. A 200 me pinhole was placed between the zoom lens and the photomultiplier to
reduce the optical noise. The receiving optical unit was oriented at a 15 off-axis angle
(with respect to the transmitting optics axis) to reduce the probe volume length as seen

*4 _.
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by the photomultiplier. Thus the effective probe volume dimensions which define the spa-
tial resolution of the velocimeter were Ax Ay = 0.2 mm and Az = 2 mm (Fig. 5). The
number of fringes observed was 20.

Processing electronics : The signal of the output of the photomultiplier was processed by
a TSI 1990A counter. The counter output was connected to a POP 11/34 mini computer via
the VKI data acquisition system for storage and further processing of the velocity data.
For these tests the LOV set-up was operated in the forward scatter mode for maximum scat-
tered light intensity. Therefore, the transmitting and receiving optics were placed on
either side of the tunnel, Schlieren windows providing optical access to the test section.
The LDV system was supported on a programmable table which could move along three mutually

perpendicular axes with a preselected step size.

Seeding : A Norgren microfog lubricator provided a mist of fine oil droplets; their size
distribution was measured with an OEI Parco isokinetic sampling probe; the result is shown
in figure 6. The mean droplet diameter was found to be 0.45 um t0.05 am. Seeding was
introduced through a perforated tube 2 m upstream of the test section (in the tunnel
reservoir).

3. TEST PROGRAM

A fixed model incidence of 10' corresponding to a blockage ratio of 1.2- was chosen to
ensure that the-flow field was stable and that the vortex rotational velocity was not
excessively large considering the expected behaviour of the seed particles (see section 4).

The measured velocity components (see Fig. 7) were :

(1) The component parallel to the vortex axis, which will be referred to as the axial
velocity, u.

(2) The component normal to the plane defined by the two vortex axes and which will be
referred to as the circumferential velocity, v.

Separate tests, with the apppropriate fringe orientation for each, were required for the
measurement of these two components. Due to flow symmetry, velocity measurements were
carried out only in one vortex. The support table was moved in such a way that the probe
volume traversed horizontally the vortex center along a direction normal to the vortex
axis. These traverses were carried out at several chordwise stations ranging from 30s to
80% of the chord length.

The vortex axis location was determined as follows : at a given cnordwise station the
cross flow plane was scanned with the LOV. The vortex axis was defined as the region of
minimum LDV data rate and minimum LDV signal-to-noise ratio. This location corresponded
to the maximum or minimum (depending on M-) of the axial velocity, as will be seen later,
and to the sign reversal of the circumferential velocity. In addition, the spanwise loca-
tion of the vortex axis was identical to that of the suction maximum as determined by
the pressure distribution measurements of Muylaert (Ref. 19) using the same wing. The
position of the vortex axis was determined with an accuracy of 0.7% of the trailing edge
semispan (i.e., - 0.5 mm) in the vertical direction and of 1.34 of the trailing edge semi-
span (i.e., 1 1 mm) in the horizontal direction. Table 1 summarizes the test conditions.
The Reynolds number was 3.4 i0 and was kept constant within 5t throughout the tests

Measured component Chordwise stations

0.18 axial 30%,40%,50%,60%,70t,80%

0.80 axial 30t,40%,50%,60t,70t,80L
0.42 axial 50

0.60 axial 50%
0.71 F axial 50

0.18 circumferential 50t

0.80 circumferential 50%

TABLE I

4. PARTICLE BEHAVIOUR

A laser velocimeter measures the velocity of particles entrained in the fluid. The
Vmeasured quantity coincides with the fluid velocity only if the seeding particles accura-

tely follow the flow. The particles may be said to follow the flow if they have the same
velocity as the fluid within a prescribed tolerance. In a high speed vortex, however,
large centrifugal forces act on the particle which, if their mass is large enough, would
tend to move outward in the radial direction and thus would acquire velocities different
than those of the vortex. The problem was therefore to determine whether or not the
0.45 um mean diameter oil droplets produced by the Norgren microfog lubricator seeding
system would follow the strong vortical flow under investigation. Maximum particle lag
would be expected in the region of the vortex subcore, which rotates as a solid body.
From a preliminary test series on the same wing (Refs. 15,16) it was found that the
angular velocity of the flow in the vortex subcore was approximately 30.000 rad/s at
M - 0.8.

"!_ -AW iijl i JlJiJJ Ni



A theoretical study was undertaken to predict particle motion in two and three dimen-
sional vortices. Considering a forced vortex rotating with an angular velocity w and
assuming Stokes drag (i.e., Rep < 1) and spherical particles, the equations of motion are:

dw v
2

d t r v 
W - p (P

!!R + wee = _ (V-Vp (2)
dt r T v

where w and v are the fluid radial and circumferential velocities and Wp and v the particle

radial and circumferential velocities (for a forced vortex w = 0 and v = r, re is
the angular velocity and r the distance of the fluid particle with velocity v from the
vortex axis). The parameter Tv is such that its product with gives the ratio of the
centrifugal force acting on the particle to the Stokes drag force; i.e.

= (dI/6)opw2r

v 3,dplwr

where dp is the particle diameter, Pp its density, r the radial distance of the particle
from the vortex axis and P the viscosity coefficient.

Equations (1) and (2) were numerically solved, using as initial conditions the par-
ticle position at t = 0 and the assumption that particles initially follow the flow.
Typical results are shown in figure 8 for the case of = 30000 rad/s. It can be seen
that the particle radial velocity increases rapidly with increasing particle diameter
whereas the particle circumferential velocity remains constant and is less than 1% inferior
to that of the fluid for particle diameters less than 1 Pm. Above that value, the particle
circumferential velocity decreases.

These calculations were extended to a three dimensional vortex using Hall's model
(Ref. 8). The analytical solution of Hall was obtained under the assumptions of a conical
slender vortex; of an inviscid, rotational, steady, axisymmetric and incompressible flow
field; of known axial and circumferential velocities as well as static pressure on the
outer edge of the vortex and of zero radial velocity on the axis. It is important to note
that the particle motion in a direction parallel to the vortex axis is not influenced by
the centrifugal force field. This is due to the fact that the equation for a particle
motion parallel to the vortex axis is uncoupled from the equations of motion in a vortex
cross flow plane (containing the centrifugal force term), if Rep < 1 (i.e., if Stokes drag
law is applicable)(Ref. 17). This has been confirmed by solving numerically the motion
equation of a particle in a vortex described by Hall's model. The parameters of Hall's
model were given values such that the rotational speed close to the axis of this vortex
roughly corresponded to that observed in our preliminary tests (Ref. 15). Figure g shows
the velocity distributions of the hypothetical vortex used in these computations. In
figure 10, baled on these velocity distributions, the variation of the quantities vp/V,
Up/U and wp/,VI versus the angle e is shown (0 is the angular distance from the projection
of the particle positions at a time t onto a plane normal to the vortex axis to the projec-
tion onto the same plane of its initial position (at t=O)) and u and up are the axial velo-
cities of the fluid and particle respectively and IV, is the total fluid velocity. It was
assumed in these calculations that the particle was released at a position corresponding
to the outer edge of the vortex subcore, with initial velocity components equal to those
of the local fluid velocity. It can be seen that for a particle whose diameter dp is
0.50 wm (i.e., close to the mean particle diameter in our tests) the ratio wp/V, attains
rapidly a maximum value of 3% close to the axis and then decreases continuously. It can
also be seen that this particle has circumferential and axial velocity components only
slightly different (less than 0.5%) from those of the fluid. For d = 1.0 4m, the maximum
value of w JV is 14% and the particle follows the axial and circu merential velocity com-
ponents within i% after one revolution. The particle Reynolds number was always less
than unity for particle diameters less than I am.

Our results closely corresponded to the theoretical and experimental results of
Mazumder (Ref. 18), who found that the latex particles of diameter of 0.5 jim followed with-
in 0.51 an oscillating, one dimensional flow, of frequency 32.2 kHz. Thus we conclude that
the velocity of the oil droplets embedded in the rapidly rotating flow of this experiment

Icould be equated to the fluid velocity.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In figure 11 the spanwise distribution of the axial velocity on a traverse through
the vortex core at the 50% chord is shown for M equal to 0.18 and 0.80. The accuracy in
the measured velocities was estimated atx it %away from the vortex axis and ± 3% close
to the vortex axis. For the case of M* - 0.18, the axial velocity distribution is similar
to that observed by other investigators of the low speed, delta wing flow field (e.g.,
Refs. 1,2). Inboard of the leading edge the axial velocity, u, increases reaching a
maximum value of approximately 1.3 V, where V. is the free stream velocity component paral-
lel to the vortex axis. This maximum value is found at approximately 601 of the local
semispan which corresponds to the location of minimum data rate and signal-to-noise ratio.

m
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Inboard of this location, u decreases and finally attains a value close to V. near the
wing centerline. A slight vortex asymmetry is observed, which has been previously
noticed (Ref. 2).

At M® = 0.80, a dramatic change in the axial velocity distribution is observed.
Instead of an "excess" in u (u > V,) as observed at M=, 0.18, a "deficit" in u(u < Y_)
now characterizes the core region of the velocity distribution. The axial velocity de-
creases inboard of the leading edge and reaches a minimum, again at 60% of the local
semispan. The minimum value of u occurs at the same location (i.e., on the vortex axis)

as the maximum in u for the case of M, = 0.18. Further inboard of the vortex subcore,
at M, = 0.80, the axial velocity abruptly increases to a value of 1.1 V, and then slowly
decreases towards the centerline. Thus it can be said that at M,. = 0.80, the vortex
exhibits a rather unexpected behaviour, i.e., an axial velocity deficit and a pronounced
asymmetry in u about its axis.

To examine the transition in the spanwise axial velocity dis*ribution from
M. = 0.18 to M, = 0.80, similar spanwise axial velocity measurements were performed at
the 50% chordwise station for Mach numbers of 0.42, 0.60 and 0.71. Results are shown in
figures 12, 13 and 14. At M_ = 0.42 the excess in axial velocity is similar to that
observed at MN = 0.18. The maximum value in u is slightly less than that at M. = 0.18,
but this may be due to the small number of data points in the region of the vortex core.
At , = 0.60 and 0.71, a deficit in axial velocity and an asymmetric distribution with
an abrupt increase in u inboard of the vortex subcore characterize the vortex. Thus, a
transition from an axial velocity excess to a deficit occurs between M, = 0.42 and
H. = 0.60.

In table 2 we present the location of the vortex axis as a function of Mach number
for the 50% chordwise station.

I M 2 a y
M- Za/Y°

0.18 .13 1 0.01 .63 ± 0.05

0.42 .10 0.01 .63 t 0.05

0.60 .1 0.01 .63 0 G.05

0.71 i .10 0.01 .63 t 0.05

0.80 .10 0.01 .63 ± 0.05

TABLE 2

Za and Ya are the coordinates of the vortex axis and Yo is the length AB of figure 7.
It can be seen that the spanwise location of the vortex remained constant (within the
measurement accuracy) for the Mach number range of the tests. On the other har,- for
M > 0.42 the vortex axis moved towards the wing surface.

Further tests were performed at M_ = 0.18 and 0.80 to examine the conicity of the
vortex. To that end, axial velocity measurements were carried out across the vortex axis
for chordwise stations of 30%, 40%, 60%, 70% and 80% of the chord length. The results are
plotted in figures 15 and 16. Inspection of these figures reveals that

The deficit in axial velocity, u, is present at all spanwise profiles for M. = 0.30,
in contrast to an excess for M_ = 0.18.

- The departure from conicity is characterized by a reduction in u maxima (for the case
M_ = 0.18) for chordwise stations downstream of the 50% station. For the case of M_ =
0.80, the axial velocity gradients along the spanwise direction are decreased downstream
of mid chord and there is a tendency for the axial velocity distribution to become more
symmetric. This departure from conicity is due to the presence of the trailing edge
downstream of which the vortex tends to become parallel to the free stream.

In figures 17 and 18 are plotted the equal axial velocity lines as measured during
several traverses of the cross flow plane at the 50% chordwise station and for M, = 0.18
and 0.80. Both figures show characteristics of the vortex structure. It is again noted
that although compressibility did not affect the spanwise location of the vortex axis, its
vertical distance from the wing surface decreases with increasing Mach number. A region
is observed in figure II with large spanwise axial velocity gradients just inboard of the~vortex axis.

The investigation was extended to the measurement of the spanwise distribution of
the circumferential velocity component. Only two tests were performed at M, - 0.18 and

0.80 at the 50% chordwise station. The results are shown in figure 19. Inspec-
tion f figure 19 sh es that at 1. * 0.18 the circumferential velocity component, v, in-
reases inboard of t,., leading edge up to a point where a sudden drop and then a recovery

occur characteristic of the existence of a vortex sheet. Further inboard, v increases
towards the vortex axis, where a change in its sign occurs. The location of this sign
change is the same as that of the maximum in the axial velocity discussed earlier.
T maximum value of v was approximately 0.6 V.. The spanwise behaviour of the circum-

Iferenti Ivelocity, v, at M_ - 0.80 is shown in figure 19. Again, as at low speed, v
increases inboard of the leading edge and then decreases suddenly, again showing the
presence of a vortex sheet. rollowing this drop, there is a recovery in Y, which,
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however, attains smaller values (0.2 V, approximately) than in the low Mach number case.
The circumferential velocity, v, slightly increases near the vortex axis, where a sign
reversal is noted. Inboard of the axis v reaches again 60% of V. and then decreases to-
wards the wing centerline.

Our results are not in agreement with Brown's theoretical prediction of the compres-

sible vortex flow (Ref. 20) which was discussed in section 1. An excess in axial velocity

is always predicted by this model in contrast to what was found as a result of the present

investigation.

The observed compressibility effects on the leading edge vortex velocity field lLads

us to present the following hypothesis on the flow field structure : At a sufficiently

high value of M,. (for an AR = 2 wing, between M. = 0.42 and M. = 0.60), local supersonic
flow regions develop in the lee side vortical flow. These supersonic flow regions are

more likely to occur inboard of the vortex axis, where the flow is accelerated towards the

wing surface. Their existence is established by the pressure measurements of Muylaert

(Ref. 19) on the same wing, an example of whigh is shown in figure 20 for M_ = 0.79. The
value of the critical pressure coefficient. C , (i.e., the value of C for a local Mach

number of 1) at this value of M., is -0.43. t is exceeded (in absol te value) in a region

around the suction maximum, covering 30% to 40% of the local semispan for all chordwise

stations. It should also be noted that for M, = 0.60, C; = -1.29 which is very close to

Muylaert's (Ref. 21) measured value of C% at the suction maximum (-1.20 upstream of the

50% chordwise station). The supersonic flow, having to pass through a "throat" formed by
the vortex sheet and the wing surface (Fig. 19) is compressed and a conical shock wave is

formed beneath the vortex as sketched in figure 21. The existence of this shock cannot

be directly shown from the surface pressure measurements, since the spanwise pressure dis-
tribution is a result of both the vortical flow and the shock. However, the observed

compressibility effects in the vortex structure (i.e., deficit in axial velocity and

asymmetry in both the axial and the tangential velocities) can be considered as conse-

quences of this shock wave. It can be argued that the low circumferential velocities, v,

observed outboard of the vortex axis are due to the presence of this shock wave which pro-

duces an abrupt reduction in the velocity component normal to the shock as shown in
figure 21, where this component becomes, after a 900 turn, the measured circumferential

velocity, v. Due to the strong coupling between velocity components and pressure gradients
in the Navier-Stokes equations describing the vortex, there is a marked change in the vor-

tex structure, which results in the axial velocity deficit and the presence of strong

spanwise axial velocity gradients. The exact cause of this change cannot be fully under-

stood without a further theoretical investigation of the compressible vortex. Our con-

clusion of an embedded shock wave could also explain the flattening of the pressure dis-

tributions with increasing M, measured by Stahl et al., (Ref. 14) as well as by Muylaert

(Ref. 19). The shock interacts with the upper surface ooundary layer, causing a secondary

separation. Furthermore, the observed decrease in circumferential component at M_ = 0.80

results in a loss in vortex circulation and consequently (Ref. 6) the vortex is closer

to the wing surface than at low speed, in agreement with our observations of vortex axis

position. It should be recalled tnat the approach of the vortex axis to the wing surface

for increasing M. has been observed also by Stanbrook and Squire (Ref. 9). If the distance
of the vortex axis from the wing surface decreases with increasing M4 , but its spanwise

location is constant, then obviously the vortex sheet will appear to flatten with increas-
ing M,. We can therefore propose the following modification of the Stanbrook-Squire dia-
gram, shown in figure 22 : Inside their region A, there exists a flow sub-region Al which

is characterized by the existence of an embedded conical shock wave beneath the vortex.

In this region, the vortex flow is modified by the shock which represents the first
effect of compressibility on the delta wing lee side flow. In other words sub-region Al
is the intermediate step for the transition of the separated flow of region A to the
attached flow of region B.

6. CONCLUSIONS

An experimental investigation of the lee-side vortical flow about a delta wing at
incidence for Mach numbers up to 0.80, has been carried out using laser doppler veloci-
metry. It was found that the axial velocity excess, observed at low speed becomes a
deficit for M, > 0.60. Furthermore, asymmetries were found in the distributions of both

the axial and the circumferential velocity for M - 0.80. These results suggest the

appearance of a conical shock wave below the primary vortex as being the main flow feature
responsible for the observed compressibility effects.
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SUMMARY

Leading-edge vortical flows, which occur near and interact with neighboring
surfaces, are of great interest in a variety of civil and military aircraft
applications. This paper summarizes recent work in this area conducted or sponsored by
NASA Langley Research Center since the 1978 AGARD Conference on "High Angle of Attack
Aerodynamics." In particular, the cumulative results of a number of theoretical and
experimental studies are discussed. These studies have been carried out so as to gain a
better understanding of, and be better able to utilize, this kind of flow. Much of the
effort has been spent in improving the lift-to-drag ratio and pitch characteristics for
wings in this flow; however, some effort has also been expended to examine the unsteady
and lateral characteristics. Though much research has been accomplished, much remains
to be done in order for these vortical flows to be treated with the same degree of
confidence in the design of an aerospace vehicle as is currently done with attached
flows.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A aspect ratio

b span

CD drag coefficient drag

q- Sref

ACD drag-due-to-lift, drag-due-to-lift
q Sref

CL lift coefficient, liftq. - ref

CNL longitudinal load distribution coefficient

CN  normal force coefficient, normal force

q- ref

CS  leading-edge suction force coefficient, leading-edge suction force illustrated
q. 

5
ref

on figures 2 and 4 as operating only on one side

CT leading-edge thrust coefficient, leding-ede hrust illustrated on. Sref

figures 2 and 4 as operating only on one side

i C l  
rolling moment coefficient.

q. re f 'S

C damping-in-roll parameter, a per radian

SC roll due to sideslip, --c, per degree

CM  pitching moment coefficient, Pitching moment

q. Sref

Ace incremental pitching moment coefficient

Cn yawing moment coefficient, yawing moment

8Cn
Cn yaw due to sideslip, a. per degree

0~ -

Sp pressure coefficient, -roe
__ __ _________________________________________________
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Pt " Pu

AC lifting pressure coefficient, q-

V I

C" inlet momentum coefficient, g q - Sre
f

streamwlse chord

Cf 'flap 0hr measured normal to wing leading edge

reference chord, mean aerodynamic chord primarily used

section vortex lift coefficient, section vortex lift
CI'v q. c

en section normal force coefficient, normal force
q c

CR  section profile nose drag coefficient, profile nose drag
q c

section suction force

ca section leading-edge suction force coefficient, q c
qt C

ct section thrust coefficient, section thrust
q. c

D diameter of the pumped vortex auction apparatus

d distance of flap hinge-line from wing leading edge

e unit edge vector

P force vector

g acceleration due to gravity

h vertical distance between inlet centerline of the pumped vortex suction
apparatus and wing chord plane

C L
L/D lift-drag ratio,

I distance along the leading edge from apex to centroid of spanwise suction

distribution inboard of its peak value, see figure 10

Mi Mach number

hi mass flow rate

n unit normal vector

p pressure; also, roll rate, rad/sec

q dynamic pressure

RZ Reynolds number based on

r streamwise distance from the leading edge to vortex action point, identified
with the rotated suction force; also leading-edge radius normal to edge

Sref reference area, usually projection of wing with LE and TE extended to center-
line

8 distance along surface; also, local semispan

t/c maximum thickness ratio

V velocity

total velocity vector

XYZ coordinate axes centered at the leading edge apex

x,y,z distance from the coordinate origin; x positive downstream, y positive toward

right wing, x positive upward

x/c fractional distance along the local chord

x/cr fractional distance along the root chord

YC centroidal location of the suction distribution existing between its inboard
'C origination point and the peak value, see figure 10

y/O fraction of local semimpan

r I K-



a angle of attack, degrees 
1_

' agle of sideslip, degree.

A juimp in quantity across singularity surface, or Jump in quantity between two
networks

6 flap deflection angle in plane normal to binge-line, positive downward, degrees

:r strake anhedral angle, positive downward, degrees

fraction of wing semispan

na fraction of strake ses'ispan

A leading-edge sweep angle, degrees

Ah hinge-line sweep angle, degrees

A wing taper ratio, ct
r

P density of fluid

Subscripts

a attainable

BD vortex breakdown

I inlet of pumped vortex suction apparatus

av average

d design

exp experimental

h binge-line

I lower

max maximum

N normal

p poten I or atached flow

r root; also residual

ref reference

j~ n eartion

t tip; lso, theory

tot total

V vortexI, $vac wacuum

zx,yy,aa second partial derivative with respect to x,y,z, respectively

z 2-component

0 value at CL -O

I first order expansion in perturbation quantities

2 second order expassion in perturbation quastities

freestem



~Abbreviations

AD analytically designed

BL butt line

PVS Free Vortex Sheet

LE leading edge

LEE leading-edge extension

MS model station

QVLM Quasi-Vortex Lattice Method

R.F. Related Flow

SA Suction Analogy

SE side edge

SF Separated Flow

3-D three-dimensional

TE trailing edge

VL .rtex Lift

VLM Vortex Lattice Method

VORCAM Vortex Flow Aerodynamics for Cambered Wing (Lan)

INTRODUCTION

Leading-edge vortex flows occur naturally on many aircraft types during all or
portions of their flight envelopes. The interaction of this flow with a neighboring
surface may be favorable or unfavorable, depending upon the part of the airplane
involved, its geometry and orientation. If the interaction is unfavorable, then the
designer must try to eliminate or work around the problem; however, if it is favorable,

then the designer has at his disposal another useful flow to utilize in his design and
trade studies. Examples of such favorable interactions are found on the Concorde and
F-16. The Concorde was designed to have vortex flow under all flight conditions

(ref. 1), whereas, the F-16 mainly develops vortex flow during maneuver (ref. 2), as

seen in figure 1.

There has been a considerable effort expended by many researchers to understand
this flow for about 40 years (ref. 3) with the aid of both experimental and theoretical

guidance. One of the early efforts was associated with the NACA-Langley test, conducted
in 1946, of a thick 60-degree diamond wing having a round leading edge, designated the

DM-I glider by its German builders. A qualitative understanding was provided by the

theoretician S. Katzoff (ref. 4) regarding the type of flow this vehicle should develop,

whereupon the experimenters Wilson and Lovell (ref. 5) set about to achieve it. Their
approach was to add a device to the leading-edge which would generate a stable vortex
system, energize the upper surface flow, and produce an increase in the maximum lift.
They were successful. Since then, leading-edge vortex flows have come under increased
scrutiny in the principal aerodynamic facilities throughout the world. In particular,
the development, structure, and interactions with neighboring surfaces of vortex flows,
as well as attempts to model portions of their character theoretically, have been
documented in various separate reports and conference proceedings, such as references 6,
7, and S. Among the more familiar names associated with the experimental work are
Lambourne and Bryer (ref. 9), Peckham (ref. 10), and Squire (ref. 11) of the U.K., Werle
(ref. 12) of France, Hummel (ref. 13) of the F.R.G., and Skow and Erickson (ref. 14),
Manro (ref. 15), Chambers (ref. 16), and Rao (ref. 17) of the U.S.A. Some of the more
familiar names associated with the theoretical work are Brown and Michael (ref. 18),

Levinsky and Wei (ref. 19), Polhamus (ref. 20), Nook and Maddox (ref. 21), Brune, et al.
(ref. 22), and Kandil (ref. 23) of the U.S.A., Gersten (ref. 24) of the F.R.G.,

* Legendre (ref. 25), and Rehbach (ref. 26) of France, Kuchemann (ref. 27), Mangler and
Smith (ref. 28), and Hall (ref. 29) of the U.K., Hoeijmakers and Bennekers (ref. 30) of

the Netherlands, and Selotserkovskii (ref. 31) of the USSR. This list is not intended

to be complete. Other significant contributors in vortex flow aerodynamics have invited

or chosen papers in this symposium.

* At the 1978 AGARD meeting in Norway in which high angle-of-attack aerodynamics was
the focus, several of the preceding methods were discussed in the paper by Lamar and
Luckring (ref. 32) of the NASA-Langley Research Center. It is the intent of this paper

to review the vortex-flow-aerodynamics research undertaken or sponsored by NASA-Langley
since the 1978 conference and provide specific details in order to highlight the extent
of the effort (see fig. 1). The breadth of the research activity covers theory
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extensions, validations and applications, with configuration design being a particular
goal. In addition, an ambitious experimental effort has been undertaken, across a broad
front, to ascertain the phenomenological aspects of certain new and novel configura-
tional and flow augmentation concepts which are not fully modeled by existing
theories. Finally, an assessment of the future needs in this area of work is provided
for interested researchers to consider.

THEORETICAL METHODS EXTENDED

In this chapter, the four theoretical methods, (one conical- and three non-conical-

flow types) discussed in reference 32 have been reexamined from the viewpoint of deter-
mining the extensions needed to yield improved analysis and/or design capability. These
methods are shown in figure 2. The conical-flow method is based on Smith's model (ref.

33), and the non-conical-flow methods are based on the suction analogy model of Polhamus
(ref. 20), the free-vortex filament model of Mehrotra and Lan (ref. 34) and the Free
Vortex Sheet model of Johneon, et al. (ref. 35). The extensions to each will now be
discuqsed in that order.

CONICAL-FLOW EXTENSIONS

Conical-flow theories continue to be of use, primarily in providing a datum from
which-to judge non-conical effects. In order to compare Smith's conical-flow theory to
the Free Vortex Sheet theory, Luckring (ref. 36) extended the Smith formulation (fig. 3)
to include the trigonometric effects of the a variation, important at high a, in the
boundary conditions (except for one term associated with the free sheet) and evaluated
the pressure with the full isentropic expression. The omitted free sheet boundary
condition could not be readily implemented in the referenced study. These modifications
have led to a method called the modified conical flow. In addition, research is under
way to estimate secondary vortex separation with the Smith conical flow.

SUCTION ANALOGY EXTENSIONS

Due to the ease of use and generally acceptable overall estimates of forces and
moments, the Polhamus suction analogy continues to be heavily utilized by research and
developmental engineers. Furthermore, because of its success, ways have been sought and
found to extend its usefulness even to heretofore unmodeled areas. Figure 4 shows the
general categories of analysis and design, as well as specific details, associated with
these extensions which have occurred primarily in the last 4-5 years. (It should be
pointed out that the auction analogy is not associated with any particular potential
flow method. However, at Langley, there is one which has been coupled with the suction
analogy to produce a greater wealth of generated results and accompanying reports, and
therefore it is more commonly known, i.e.. the VL¥-SA code by Lamar and Gloss
(ref. 37).)

Analysis

This section deals with the technology items or extensions in which most of the
recent research activity has been centered. There is a further delineation by flow
type, steady or unsteady, with the steady ones being considered first.

Steady Flow

By far the most progress in extending the suction analogy concept in steady flow
has been centered in treating (1) more complex geometries, i.e., cranked and cambered
wings, (2) more realistic flow situations, i.e., vortex core movement and breakdown,
initiation of separation wings with round leading-edges, and (3) supersonic speeds.
These will be discussed in order.

Complex ge2mtrie;.- Figure 5 shows the manner in which vortex flows on complex
configurations can represented using the suction analogy and augmented vortex flow
concepts at both high and low values of a. This figure, based on one presented in
reference 32, shows the modeling employed in the VLM-SA which continues to be used for
estimating the aerodynamic characteristics of strake-wing configurations, an demon-
strated in reference 38.

Cambered wings.- Vortex flows and their effects on cambered wings are of increasing

importance due to emphasis on vortex flow control devices, such as deflected flaps, in
the wing leading-edge region. Extensions have been nade to the Langley VLM-SA method to

" "account for these cambered wing effects (ref. 39). Other methods have also been
extended, including two by Lan, one which uses his QVLI method as a potential flow base
(ref. 40) and the other which uses the original linearized aerodynamics of Woodvard
(ref. 41) as above. The latter method is called VORCAM (ref. 42).

Vortex action point.- Lan has also modeled the effect of the center of the vortex.
calls erein the vortex action point, moving inboard/downstream with a in reference
43. This is physically correct and not accounted for in original suction analogy
modeling schemes. In these earlier schemes, the vortex was assumed to remain along the

* -leading edge regardless of the a value, and is represented by the suctiom force beia;
rotated normal to the surface and applied at the edge. as depicted is figure 4. The
vortex action point movement produces no aerodynamic effects for a planar wing, but for
a cambered/twisted wing there will be differences. They are associated with the local
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mean-camber slope varying along the chord, thereby causing the local contributions to
lift and drag, calculated from the auction force, to differ from earlier results. This
can be understood by examining the right-hand sketch in figure 6, taken from

reference 43.

Lan's concept was derived by comparing measured vertical velocites present near the
wing leading edge with those associated with potential flow. The difference is attri-
buted to the action of the vortex system and its magnitude based on data for one wing at
one value of a and was determined to be V./2. From this concept he developed a

streamwiue flow model which has the characteristics outlined in the left and center
sketches of this figure. The basic assumption is that the exchange of linear momentum
into and out of a control surface of length 2r would be just balanced by the section
leading-edge auction force. Physically, it says that the force required to keep the
control surface from moving away from the wing, due to the linear momentum exchange, is
just balanced by an additional force on the wing. These frces are both caused by a
auction pressure present above the wing and leads to r - c~c. The sketch at the right
shows the reorientation of the suction force due to the movement of the vortex action
point.

Round LE simulation.- For a round leading-edge wing, aot all of the auction force
is converted into an additional lift when the flow separates. Some of it remains as a
"residual" suction force that acts in the plane of the leading edge. Polhamus showed
for uncambered wings in the late 1960's (published with permission later by Kulfan in
ref. 44) that there was experimental evidence to demonstrate the sum of the residual
leading-edge auction and vortex normal force to be essentially the same as the
theoretical value of the thin-wing leading-edge suction. Figure 7 shows one example
prepared by Polhamus from the data of reference 45 for an A - I delta with a round
leading edge and t/c - 0.10, which supports the preceding statement. The sketch on the
left illustrates the forces involved, and the equation at the bottom shows the algebraic
relationship. Henderson, In reference 46, later demonstrated experimentally that there
was evidence to render this statement true over a wide Reynolds number range.

The two main methods of simulating the effect of round leading edges use this
Polhamus concept as a basis for determining the vortex forces; however, they differ
widely in the basic assumptions and computational procedures. Kulfan (ref. 44) uses a
theoretical procedure for determining the vortex normal force, then employs the equation
in figure 7 to find the residual suction; whereas, Carlson, et al. (refs. 46 and 47) use
empirical formulas to determine the residual suction at supersonic and subsonic speeds,
then employ this equation to determine the vortex normal force.

Kulfan's procedure, developed in a Boeing research effort, is depicted in figure
8. It is based on the assumptions that (I) the airfoil nose section is parabolic and
(2) separation begins wherever the local value of theoretical leading-edge suction
exceeds the parabolic nose drag value, cR . The vortex and its associated normal force
are assumed to occur when the local angle-of-aitack exceeds that required for local
separation, a., and to be proportional to sin (a - as).

Carlson assumes that the thrust at the leading edge is limited by the amount of
pressure that can be attained there. An example of how the limiting pressure can reduce
the leading-edge thrust to Its "attainable" value is shown on figure 9. Here the
limiting pressure is vacuum and Its impact can be clearly seen with increasing a or
theoretical section thrust coefficient, ct. (Note, if the limiting pressure were -,cta would be 1.00 for all values of - .) By analyzing airfoil data, Carle

c

correlated the experimental residual thrust with normal Mach number, airfoil thickness
and leading-edge radius ratios, and limiting pressure. The proper values for limiting
pressure were determined empirically from an airfoil data base that covered a wide range
of Mach and Reynolds numbers. This procedure is extended to wings by using simple sweep
theory.

3BD criteria.- Lan in reference 49 has developed a correlation between the

centroid of the inboard ptrtion of the leading-edge suction distribution and the onset
of vortex breakdown at the wing trailing edge for a variety of simple planforms. Figure
10 shows the y centroidal location, y., projected to the wing leading edge. From

that, the distance along the edge, I , is normalized by wing semispan to prorlde the
data in a format which can be represented by a least-square averaged curve, as shown at
the right. This curve has been expressed as a unique function of •

*Further, Lan used the delta wing data of Went (ref. 50) to develop an equation for
the progressive forward movement of vortex breakdown point on the wing in terar of
the a above that for aso at the trailing edge. He has applied these ideas to

* determine, in particular, the higher a longitudinal and lateral aerodynamics
characteristics of wings in reference 49.

upesoni pemeds.- The suction analogy has been extended to supersonic speeds by
Lan ii referenoe by using the original Woodvard linearised aerodynamics as a bes, in
order to produce a program called VORCAN (ref. 42). In addition, a means of accounting
for the a delay for sharp-edged wings developing supersonic vortex lift has bees
formulated and incorporated into this code.

r
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Unsteady Flow

Lan in reference 51 has extended the suction analogy to unsteady flow by coupling
the Unsteady QVLM method (ref. 52) with the idea of "vortex lag," Vortex lag is
associated with the phase lag angle that exists between the wing motion and the buildup
of the vortex strength at the leading edge. Lan determined the phase lag angle and with
that was able to estimate the unsteady suction force, and hence the vortex flow
aerodynamics.

Design

Two kinds of design capabilities are considered herein, as shown on the right of
figure 4. The first is associated with developing the proper mean camber surface to
utilize vortex flows for a fixed planform, and the second is associated with developing
the appropriate planform shape. The latter effort is generally associated with
obtaining a planform which will generate a stable leading-edge vortex flow. (The Idea
for using these flows in a design ode is not new, i.e., refs. 53 and 54.)

Mean Camber

There are two ways in which mean camber solutions have been obtained recently for
wings develoning vortex flows: manual- and numerical-optimization. Both are seen on
this figure to involve a number of iterations between the optimization (manual or
numerical) and analysis module.

Manual optimization.- A cranked planform selected for a joint NASA-General Dynamics
study was the irst configuration to be optimized manually (parametrically) in which
both the vortex-flow aerodynamics and the structural constraints, associated with the
wing box, were taken into account. For this wing, called the Pre-Scamp, additional
assumptions were made regarding the leading-edge vortex system. It was assumed that at
each spanwise station only one vortex system would be present and that it would be of a
small diameter, not be shed inboard of the tip, and only begin to come into being on the
upper surface as the design CL  is approached. The design conditions sought for the

cranked wing, shown in figure 11, were CLd - 0.5 and Md - 0.9. In addition, a roof-

top AC distribution (uniform to x/c - 0.7, decreasing thereafter linearly to zero atP
the trailing edge) was initially specified along the chord. It should be noted further
that the resulting initial solution for the span load from the VLM attached-flow-design
code (ref. 55) was elliptical, in keeping with minimum induced drag considerations.

The preceding conditions led to the smooth onflow incidence distribution for the
"wing box." The term "wing box" incidence refers to the inclination of the center
portion of the wing chord; for this study it is assumed to lie between 15 and 75 percent
of the local wing chord. An extreme variation of structural box twist from the side of
the fuselage to the tip, shown in reference 56, was required for the smooth onflow
initial solution, which would be impractical for any real aircraft configuration. In
order to provide a more practical design from structural and aerodynamic standpoints, a
different box incidence distribution was used. Here the structural box remains at an
essentially constant incidence and is only twisted over the outermost 15 percent of the
semispan.

The camber ahead of the wing box (15-percent chord) was represented by five equal-
semiapan, cambered, leading-edge flap segments whose deflection angles were adjusted
parametrically while monitoring the VLM-SA drag level. Though these levels were opti-
mistic, they were considered reliable in estimating the proper trend of lowering drag
with flap deflection angle. After a set of angles was obtained about the 15-percent
chord line which produced a minimum drag value, the resulting camber was smoothed and
the process was repeated about the 2.5-percent chord line. These smoothed camber lines
are shown in reference 56 where they are designated as the final designed camber.

In order to apply this camber to the wing, two things were done. The first was to
shift the local camber distribution vertically to provide a constant elevation along the
wing midchord. The second was to match the fuselage incidence to the final inboard
wing incidence to provide an even wing-fuselage juncture. (Note that CLd occurs at

an a of - 9.40.) Photographs of the designed wing mounted on an existing fighter
fuselage appear on figure 11.

For the final camber, the VLM-SA code indicated that CLd occurred at a wing

slightly larger than that required for smooth onflow all across the span. If this flow

characteristic is obtained in the actual test, then the model should enable a large
amount of the available leading-edge suction to be recovered at the design point. Use
of the leading-edge vortex to recover suction also provides the mechanism for

P reattaching the flow aft of the shoulder of the forward camber.

Comparisons between the wind-tunnel data for this designed wing and estimates made
with the VLV-SA method are shown tn the next chapter.

umsrcal opti~lsstion.- Numerically optimized solutions using VLM-SA and the
optimizer OU (r,7) were shown in reference 32. Since then, Chang and Lan
(ref. 58) have coupled the VORCAN program with the cONNIN optimizer to determine man

r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-



camber shapes at both subsonic and supersonic speeds. This method allows for the
introduction of geometrical constraints, such as twist and camber progression, into the
problem along with the necessary aerodynamic ones. Solutions are sought that yield
minimum drag without violating any of the constraints.

Planform

Figure 4 shows there to be two types of planform shapes which are considered
herein; that of the strake and vortex flap. Both are associated with the wing and
either enhance or control the wing leading-edge flow, as appropriate.

Strakes.- Reference 59 describes a correlation that was found to exist between the
stability of the leading-edge vortex system and the leading-edge suction distribution.
Those distributions which were roughly triangular and had high peaks near the tip
developed stable vortex systems. This may he interpreted in a physical sense for
separated flows, with the aid of the leading-edge suction analogy, in that they are more
stable for shapes which have higher levels of separation induced vorticity near the tip.

However, to take advantage of this correlation for planform design, a simplifi-
cation of the flow field was necessary in order to be able to solve the problem

efficiently for the planform variables in terms of the leading-edge suction distri-
bution. The assumptions employed in going from 3-D potential flow to the simplified
flow field, called "Related Flow," are given in figure 12. Note further the other
assumptions which specifically impact the resulting planform. It is intended that these
shapes would be used for strakes which would carry their isolated-planform performance
characteristics from "Related Flow" over to the 3-D integration with a wing-body
configuration. A typical resulting shape is gothic, as indicated in this figure.

Vortex fla s.- In the Pre-Scamp study, the planform was fixed and only the camber
was altered to take advantage of the leading-edge vortex. However, if this constraint
is relaxed and a leading-edge hinged flap or variable camber device is used, the combi-
nation of planform and camber variability is very powerful in being able to optimize the
configuration over a wide range of fligh-t conditions. This is the idea behind the
vortex flap, a special kind of leading-edge flap, and it encompasses the principles
presented thus far in the design section.

FREE VORTEX FILAMENT EXTENSIONS

The addition of free vortex filaments by Mehrotra and Lan (ref. 34) to the QVLM of
Lan (ref. 40) produced the QVLM-SF. This method uses discrete vortex filaments which
emanate from the wing leading edge and bend back over the wing to represent a diffused
vortex system, as illustrated in figures 13 and 14. This system can be used to
represent either a full- or part-span leading-edge separation.

Pao and Lan, in reference 60, have extended the QVLM-SF method by introducing a
concentrated vortex core model, allowing for side-edge vortex separation, and permitting
the modeling of cranked wings with two vortex systems. Figure 14 shows the vortex
filament differences in the two different QVLM-SF methods. Pao's model starts out with
Mehrotra's model but after two iterations the free vortex filaments are merged into the
concentrated core. An additional consequence of using the concentrated core model Is
the reduced cost associated with solving an analytically simpler problem.

FREE VORTEX SHEET EXTENSIONS

Near Wake

The Free Vortex Sheet (FVS) theory continues to be extended to more complex flow
regimes and geometries, as illustrated in figure 15. The governing equation and
boundary conditions for this theory are illustrated in figure 16 (taken from ref. 36).
They are based on higher-order panel technology and differ from attached flow methods by

virtue of the more complicated boundary conditions. The chief difference is associated
with the free sheet having to simultaneously satisfy both the no-load and no-flow
boundary conditions; this renders the subject problem nonlinear. A second difference is
associated with the near wake boundary condition. This condition needs to be satisfied
to second order accuracy in order to obtain correct results. The effect of this near-
wake model (fig. 17) is to decrease the wing loads near the trailing edge which will
impact total normal force, pitching moment, and root bending moment. The higher order
near wake is physically more realistic than the lower order formulation and generally
agrees better with experiment.

Multiple Abutment

A recently developed version allows for the multiple abutment of network edges and
the resulting correct treatment of multiple vortices. This capability must be used in
modeling strake-wing or cranked-wing vortex flows where the inboard vortex tears away
from the leading edge and persists downstream over a lifting surface. See figure 18
taken from reference 61.)

-
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VALIDATION/APPLICATION 
OF THEORETICAL METHODS

With the theoretical methods of interest now established, the purpose of this
chapter is to show comparisons with additional or new data, taken from critically
designed experiments, in order to validate the non-conical flow solutions beyond those
of reference 32. These experimental data are not necessarily associated with analyti-
cally designed models, but are for configurations at appropriate attitudes to generate
the dominate vortex flow field modeled by the respective theories. By using this
comparison process, a range of validity of the methods can be partially established. It
can only be established partially because of the large investment needed in personnel
and computer resources to examine the entire range of geometrical and flow options
available for any particular method.

The validation and application comparisons are outlined in figure 19. They are
seen to include forces and moments, surface pressures, and vortex core location.
Specific examples for simple and complex geometries will be shown and others cited.

FORCE AND MOMENT-LONGITUDINAL

Delta Wings

The effects estimated for delta wings include: wings with round leading edges,
compressibility, spanwise camber, and vortex flaps. They are discussed in order.

Round Leading Edge

Two different suction analogy extensions were outlined in the last chapter to
estimate the vortex flow aerodynamic characteristics on round-edged wings. The
concept/method of Kulfan has been used herein and the results are shown in figures 20
and 21 for the same 600 delta wing having an NACA-0012 airfoil.

Figure 20 shows three different theoretical curves for the round-edged wing; one
each by Lan and Lamar, and the original method by Kulfan. Lan and Lamar have taken
Kulfan's concept and implemented it for the round-edged wing in undocumented versions of
the QVLM-SA and VLt-SA codes, respectively. The mathematical basis for their formula-
tions is slightly different from Kulfan's and rests on the work reported by Robinson and
Laurmann in reference 62. A comparison is offered in figure 20 between the three
methods.

As can be seen for this 600 delta at n = 150, the thin sharp airfoil vortex lift
distributions agree well. However, this is not true for the round-edged NACA- 0012
airfoil. Here the QVLM-SA and VLM-SA methods differ significantly from that of Kulfan,
at inboard locations, indicating marked differences in the computed separation angles.

The CL data from reference 63 is shown at the right of figure 20 for this wing. It

is interesting to note that excellent agreement with the data is obtained by Kulfan's
method; whereas, the other two methods yield similar but somewhat higher values. How-
ever, there are more flow features involved than just the one cited, as can be seen on
figure 21.

Here, the QVLM-SA method of Lan, incorporating the round-edge effect and his vortex
breakdown criteria, is used to estimate the data in reference 49. When both effects are
used, good agreement is obtained between the theoretical and the experimental results of
reference 63. Hence, by reflecting on the comparisons shown in figure 20 for CL,
somehow the numerical results obtained by Kulfan have not only the round leading-edge
err~ct, but that of vortex breakdown as well. Since Kulfan did not model vortex break-
down, his results are striking in light of the preceding results by Lan. This whole
area of round leading-edge modeling requires further study. The pitching moment data
are seen to be less sensitive to these additional effects due to the delay in vortex
formation and low a D keeping the wing load center forward.

Compressibility Effects

The differences in the aerodynamic results obtained with Smith's conical flow model
and the FVS method should go to zero as V. * 1, due to the reduction in the governing

equation and the diminished effect of the trailing-edge Kutta condition in the FVS

method. However, it is shown in figure 22 (ref. 36) that this does not occur. A study
of the compressibility effects from this figure for the FVS theory and the data of
reference 64 showed a good correlation of normal force and pitching moment coefficients
to exist. For this slender wing and angle of attack, the vortex flow force increments
were large, compared with the attached flow results from reference 37, and the FVS
theory agreed well with the modified conical flow theory in the limit as M - 1.

Spanwise Camber

Solutions for delta wings with spanwise camber have been obtained for both subsonic
and supersonic speeds using a variety of method. in order to assist the validating
process.

Subsonic speod.- Reference 65 compares the data from the seven spanwise cambered
wings tested by 8quire (ref. 11) with converged results from the QVLI-SF, FiVS, and A

r
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VLM-SA methods. Converged solutions were difficult to obtain with the QVLM-SF and FVS
methods, so primarily the VLM-SA method was used. The results reported in reference 65
showed the VLM-SA to estimate the CL and ACD  well, and even C. at values of CL
up to 0.5. Above CL of 0.5, the C m data were, in general more positive than the

VLM-SA estimates, and better predicted by the ?VS converged solutions.

Supersonicpeed.- Figure 23, taken from reference 43, shows an example of the
comparison made with the VORCAM code and data (ref. 66). These results for a delta
wing having a conical leading-edge flap tested at U - 1.4 highlight an important

feature of this code: its ability to model geometries and Mach numbers of continuing
interest. Furthermore, its vortex flow modeling leads to slightly better agreement with
the CL and CD data than the attached flow solution assuming full leading-edge
suction.

Lower Surface Vortex Flap

Figure 24 (from ref. 67) presents a comparison of the experimental force and moment
data obtained by Rao and the VLW-SA and FVS theoretical predictions obtained by Frink.

The resulting comparisons are shown at an a - 140 and U = 0.3 so as to summarize the

effect of flap deflection on the coefficients. Note in the sketch on the right of
figure 24, that there are differences in the experimental and theoretical geometries.
In particular, the geometry used for the theoretical calculations is a wing-alone
configuration where the cylindrical fuselage has been omitted and the flap hinge line
and trailing edge are extended to the centerline. (The resulting area is used for
reference herein.) Also note that there is additional area in the apex region of the
flap on the theoretical geometry. These modifications were necessary to obtain solution
deflections up to 200. Quantitatively, the two theories are showing an overestimation
of lift and drag for flap deflections from 00 to 300 measured normal to the hinge line.
These overestimations initially are surprising because the VLM-SA generally under-
predicts drag on cambered configurations since the suction analogy prescribes the
rotated suction vector to be applied at the leading edge. (These VLM-SA calculations
were performed without the use of the vortex action point feature.) However, the
excellent qualitative correlation of lift and drag suggests the differences may be a
result of the variance in geometry. The moment coefficients are not estimated as well
as the forces but the FVS theory exhibits the qualitative behavior of the data.

Other Vortex Flaps

Other vortex flap arrangements have been studied with the FVS method. Some involve
a lower flap mounted on a round-edged wing, whereas others include the upper and apex
vortex flaps attached to round- or sharp-edged wings. (See the next chapter.) The FVS
solutions for these other arrangements have had varying degrees of success, which are
dependent upon the extent of the unmodeled flow regions. These regions typically occur
near round leading edges and in cavities.

The upper vortex flap modeling done by Reddy in reference 61, produced a generally

successful comparison for the 
CL data obtained by Rao (ref. 68) 

in the low % range;

however, unmodeled floe features caused the higher a results to differ. Regarding the
apex flap, Outer in reference 69 generated remarkable results for a delta wing with this
device. Though the quantitative agreement with data was not good, the FVS method did
capture the qualitative aerodynamic features of this flap.

Arrow Wing

The FVS method has been used at Langley by Schoonover to predict steady-state
vortex-floe pr,.sure distributions on a highly-swept aircraft wing at various angles of
attack (ref. 36). The panel layout for this arrow wing is shown on the left side of
figure 25 and was determined by him to be one which would facilitate convergence and
increase the "resolution of the vortex-induced pressures near the wing apex." The
resulting non-linear loading increments (due to the vortex) were then incorporated by
the Douglas Aircraft Company into an unsteady loads analysis to enhance their prediction
of the structural responses of such wings to blast loads caused by a nearby nuclear
detonation. The results, when compared to attached flow theory and experimental data
obtained on a rocket sled (ref. 70) and shown on the right side of figure 25, indicated
that inclusion of these theoretical vortex-induced loading increments resulted in a
substantial improvement in their capability to predict blast-induced gust loadings

Iwith a.

Cranked Wines

Pre-Scamp wing

The cranked-wing model of figure 26 had its camber and twist designed using the
VLM-SA theory for a CL,d of 0.50 and Md of 0.90 in a manual-optimization mode. This

process is described in references 56 and 4. The tests were, however, conducted
at N. - 0.85 due to wind-tunnel power limitations, and it is the data from these tests

which also appear in figure 26. From this figure, it can be seen that the lift data are

well predicted by the VLM-SA for angles of attack up to 12 degrees, and that using

:19 .
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vortex flow one is able to achieve CL,d at a lower value of a than with potential

flow alone. ?be figure also shows data for both the planar and vortex-flow-designed
wing drag polar. in comparison with two theoretical curves. As expected, over most of
the CL range the planar wing data follow the upper or zero edge-force curve which

includes the full theoretical vortex lift. The designed wing data are generally much
lower than the planar wing data and approach the lower bound polar in the CL range

from about 0.35 to 0.45, even though the wing is thin (maximum thickness ratio is 3.2

percent) and the leading edge is sharp. This off-design feature is an attractive
benefit of designing with vortex flows. Furthermore, at the design CL  the data reach

a level equivalent to 77 percent of full leading-edge suction. This large value of
equivalent suction is remarkable for such a slender wing, particularly at this high Mach
number maneuver condition. It should be noted that this highly effective suction level
includes the penalty associated with outboard aft separation. Hence, with additional
tailoring this penalty could be reduced.

Strake-wing

Another kind of cranked wing is the strake-wing configuration. Reference 71
presented a sumary of results from some 15 strake-wing-body combinations; since then,
some 17 other combinations have been tested. This last group differs in the strake
portion of the configuration. Some of the strakes were designed analytically, using the
method described previously, and some designed empirically.

Typical lift and pitching moment characteristics for these combinations, AD 19
depicted, are shown in figure 27. The drag data are not given since their variation is
Just CD,o + CL tan a for these thin unwarped lifting surfaces. From reference 38 it

was determined that in general for this and the other configurations, the CL data are

better estimated by the High a theory. Though better estimated, there may be an a
range below the a for CLmax for which the CL data are underpredicted. This is

most likely associated with the High a theory not accounting for any vortex lift from
the wing. A further evidence of this deletion is seen in the Cm versus CL results,

where the theory shows the center of pressure to be ahead of the data. The potential-
flow curve is added to the CL versus a plot for reference in figure 27. Component

data for the strake-forebody and wing-afterbody were also obtained from the wind-tunnel
results and are reported in reference 38.

Series

Other cranked wing studies have been performed using a group of double delta models
with ALE - 800/650 and published as reference 72. A typical comparison between theory

and experiment for this cranked wing (fig. 28) shows the VLM-SA High a theory to
estimate the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics well. (Refer to figure 5 for a
geometrical definition of the theory terms.) At the higher values of CL the C, data

show a slight pitch-up tendency ass ,ciated with a lack of complete flow reattachment of
the vortex in the notched trailing-edge region.

SURFACE PRESSURES

Delta Wings

The FVS method has been used to estimate the surface pressures of a large number of
delta wings. Many of these comparisons with data appear In the literature, e.g.,
references 65 and 73.

74-Degree

Recently a 740 delta has been added to this list (ref. 67). The agreement with
data is generally good except when the effects of the secondary vortex become suffi-
ciently large to alter the effects of the primary vortex. This typically occurs at the
higher angles of attack near the leading edge and results in an inflection (or flat
region) in the pressures between the primary vortex pressure peak and the leading
edge. The effect of this secondary vortex is to displace the primary vortex inboard and
reduce the magnitude of its suction peak. The secondary vortex is not modeled but is
inherent in the viscous surface flow as noted.

Lower Surface Vortex Flap

A correlation of experimental and FVS theoretical pressures at a moderate value of
a are shown in figure 29, taken from reference 67, for the same 740 delta vortex flap

Sonfiguration described in figure 24. The spanwlse upper surface pressures at the chord
station indicated on the sketch are shown in figure 29 for flap deflections of 00. 100,
and 200. The spanwise coordinate is nondimensionalized by the local hinge semspan,

so that pressures acting on the flap surface correspond to y/(a)h > I and on the

wing surface to y/(@) h  1. As can be seen, the experimental pressures measured by Rao

are estimated quite well by the FVS theory, even near the leading edge, and particularly ii
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suction peak but its general epanwise position is in good agreement with the data. Over
the range of deflections presented, the general character of the data is well predicted
by the theory. Both theory and experiment exhibit an outward shift In suction peak
location and a corresponding rise in peak level with increasing flap deflection along
with a decrease in suction Just inboard of the hinge line.

It should be pointed out that Frisk uses these flap pressures to calculate hinge
moments for both attached and separated flow. The conclusion of the study was that
vortex flaps developing separated flow probably present no more of a load or actuation
problem than those developing attached flow.

Cropped Delta

Comparisons of theoretical and experimental spanwise pressure distributions are
presented in figure 30 for a 63.40 cropped delta at two longitudinal locations
(ref. 36). Compared to attached-flow theory and conical-flow theory (which has no
trailing edge Kutta condition), the FVS theory provides a substantially improved
estimate of the experimental pressures. However, the FVS theory generally predicts
vortex-induced pressure peaks which are somewhat higher in magnitude and displaced
outboard, when compared with experimental data. This is similar to the experience with
the delta wings.

Arrow Wings

The FVS method has recently been applied by Manro (ref. 74) to a series of
NASA/Boeing arrow wings having the same planform but differing in their mean-camber
warp. These wings were of A = 1.65, A - 71.20, A - 0.10 and had flat, twisted, and
cambered/twisted mean-camber surfaces (see fig. 31), and were designed in part to be
able to assess and estimate aeroelastic effects on this class of wing. Other features
of these wings that made them useful configurations with which to apply the FVS method
were the round- and sharp-leading edges, leading- and trailing-edge flaps, and pressure
Instrumented outboard fine (not shown). (Previous reports have dealt with estimates of
this extensive subsonic, transonic, and supersonic data base by various methods
including linear panel, higher ordered panel, suction analogy, conical flow, and
transonic flow, which are referenced in reference 74.) The comparisons made by Manro
showed the PVS method to generally predict the pressures well and to adequstely reflect
the changes due to wing warp.

Other nonlinear techniques that account for the effect of vortex flow have been
applied to this data set. They are semi-empirical (ref. 75) and a combinational
technique (ref. 76). These have met with varying degrees of success, with the semi-
empirical technique of Very and Kulfan (ref. 75) generating the better agreement.

Cranked Vings

Converged solutions for both the QVLM-SF/Two Vortex Model method of Pao and the FVS
method are used to estimate the lift/pitching moment, and surface pressures on cranked
Wings, and the results are shown on figures 32 and 33. respectively. Figure 32, taken
from reference 60, shows two different cranked wings and their lifting pressures across
the span or along a constant x/c line for the aft wing. In general, the QVLM-SF method
yields good agreement with the lift data of references 72, 77, and 78, and captures a
portion of the experimental lifting pressure variation. The pressures do show at least
two humps indicative of the dual vortex system present behind the leadng-edge crank.

The FVS method, figure 33, taken from reference 61, shows the aerodynamic
consequences of the various LE vortex modeling techniques highlighted on figure 18 in
comparison with the data of reference 72. In particular, the lift seems better modeled
by a single vortex all along the edge, whereas the pitching moment is better modeled by
the two vortex system. The single vortex passing over the wing has the smallest overall
range of good agreement. Though no data comparison Ie made for the local surface
pressures, it is useful to understand the wide variation in the Cp distribution which

results from the different models. Note especially the one large hump associated with
the single vortex modeling along the leading edge and the two bumps associated with the
others. The multiple humps for the two vortex system is expected, whereas that for the
single vortex over wing is not. However, when It Is understood that the high suction
peak near y/s of 1.0 for the single vortex model (long-and-short dashed line) is
associated with attached flow and not vortex adtion, then it makes sense. Furthermore,
note that the lower surface pressures for this model have the same characteristic
behavior near the edge as do those for the upper surface.

The conclusions from this study are that converged solutions for lift are probably
easier to get with the QVLM-SF/Two Vortex Model; whereas, if converged solutions can be
obtainea with the FV8 method employing multiple vortex systems then the pitching moment
and surface pressures will most likely be in better agreement with data.

VORTEX CORN LOCATION

As part of a validation program for the FVS theory, four swept (63.40) pressure-
instrumented wings (delta, cropped delta, cropped arrow, and cropped diamond) have been
fabricated and have been or are to be tested. During the test of the cropped delta



wing, the vortex-core trajectory was rendered visible 
due to the naturally occurring

condensation In the wind tunnel. That event was photographed and is compared with the
theoretical solution for the core trajectory in figure 34, taken from reference 36. The
side-by-side comparison shown was made possible by projecting the theoretical path onto
the planform. The conclusion of the comparison is that the theory is seen to give a
core trajectory consistent with the observed one. This in a very encouraging result.
particularly since the predicted core location crosses the side-edge slightly upstream
of the experimental location, which is consistent with the effect of the secondary
vortex. (See the discussion regarding surface pressures.)

MOMENTS DUB TO LATERAL NOTION

Steady

The QVLM-SA method, with allowance for leading-edge vortex breakdown, has been
applied to a cropped delta wing in reference 49 to determine the lateral aerodynamic
characteristics. Figure 35 shows the agreement with the data of reference 79 to be
remarkable. Reference 49 points out that the inclusion of the side-edge vortex terms is
important to get this good agreement. (The steps noted in the theory curves are due to
the vortex breakdown criteria affecting each side of the model differently at a
with B * 0, i.e., dependent upon the local flow conditions present.)

Unsteady

Figure 36 shows results obtained by applying the unsteady suction analogy (ref. 51)
to the prediction of oscillatory roll damping for a gothic wing. Shown are experimental
and theoretical data for C versus a for reduced frequencies of k 0 0.75

and 1.20. The theory and experimental data of reference 80 agree quite well primarily
due to an appropriate modeling of the vortex lag and conve'tive effects. Note the
reduction in roll damping at high angles of attack shown in figure 36. This feature
offers a possible explanation of the wing rock phenomenon encountered by slender wing
geometries operating at those attitudes.

REYNOLDS NUMBER EFFECTS

The comparisons presented in this chapter have been made with data at small
Reynolds number. Furthermore, they have primarily highlighted sharp-edged wings for
which the dominant primary vortex flow is essentially Tvynolda number insensitive. That
Reynolds number does play a role in the actual flow fied is well known and has been
compiled by Smith (ref. 33) for delta wing models, and Dee and Nicholas (ref. 81) for
the Fairey Delta-2 aircraft. More recent flight evidence is shown in figure 37 for the
round-edged P-ll TACT airplane (ref. 82). In particular, this figure shows that at the
lower RZ, the leading-edge flow has separated and the vortex is present, whereas at

the higher Rg, the leading-edge flow remains attached, suppressing the vortex.

These effects are not fully modeled by exlstlng methods and, hence, provide
opportunity for future comparisons as the techniques are improved.

VORTEX CONTROL DEVICES

Generally, the validation and application of vortex theories have been successful
when the vortices are stable and well behaved. As the vortex changes character, due to
breakdown, or the vortex pair becoming asymmetric, theoretical calculations of the flow
fields interacting with neighboring surfaces are very difficult to obtain. This problem
is compounded because these phenomena are sensitive to a large number of configuration

and flow-field variables. For example, the effect of wing leading-edge sweep on the
angles of attack for breakdown or asymmetry is shown in figure 38 for sharp-edge deltawings at low speeds. This chapter discusses a variety of vortex control devices that
enhance aircraft performance in two areas of vortex flow. An outline of this research
effort Is shown in figure 39. The first area is to utilize the stable vortex flow at
low-to-moderate a. An example of this was the previously mentioned Pre-Scamp research
model which successfully used wing camber to control the vortex position for drag
reduction benefits. The second area delays the onset of vortex breakdown or asymmetry
by using various wing and body vortex control devices, including body shaping. Concepts
and selected data are presented to highlight the aerodynamic benefits achieved with
particular devices in both of the angle-of-attack regions.

ENHANCED WING LOW-TO-MODERATE n CHARACTERISTICS

Three vortex flow control concepts are discussed which enhance wing low-to-moderate
s characteristics. These are vortex flaps, vortex generators, and leading-edge
extensions.

Vortex Flaps

The vortex flap effort was an outgrowth of the slender-wing vortex-design study
described in figure 26, which demonstrated that simple leading-edge and trailing-edge
flap* Could approximate the transonic maneuver drag benefits of the fixed Pre-Scamp
design (ref. 56). During the last four yes, vortex flaps have undergone extensive
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experimental testing to build the data base using generic research and fighter models,
while a parallel effort has been underway to mature the vortex theories to calculate
details of the vortex flap flow field.

Types

Flow patterns are shown in figure 40 for three types of vortex flaps under active
consideration--lower i ,rface, upper surface, and apex. The lower-surface flap is
similar to conventional leading-edge flaps on current fighters in that both are
articulated to improve the maneuver drag polar. The conventional flaps, such as those
on the P-16, help to keep the leading-edge flow attached. The lower surface flap

promotes a separated vortex with flow reattachment at the flap hinge-line and smooth,
attached flow on the wing's upper surface. With these desired flow conditions, thevortex-induced suction pressures act on the forward-facing flap surface, which leads to
good drag efficiency at the cruise, maneuver, and climb-out lift conditions.

Folding, hinged, and tabbed are three categories of the lower-surface flap that
have been investigated. The folding flap (refs. 83, 84, 85, and 86) deploys from the
lower surface of the wing and uses the added flap area to improve L/D, in addition to
the natural aerodynamic gain. The hinged flap (refs. 87 and 88) is exposed to the flow
throughout the flight envelope and changes deflection angle to optimize flap perform-
ance. The tabbed flap (refs. 89 and 90) has a small retractable tab at the flap leading
edge which helps control the vortex formation along the leading edge for a variety of
upwash conditions. The tab is shown in the sketch as it would be integrated with the
folding flap, although it is also applicable to the hinged flap.

The upper surface flap was developed by Rao (ref. 68) as a variation of the lower
surface arrangements. This flap generates a stable two-vortex system, a leading-edge
vortex on the flap, and an inboard vortex over the wing. The unique features of the
flap concept are its ability to increase lift at low a and to increase L/D and roll
control at moderate < .

The upper surface flap and apex flap are both forced-vortex concepts with the
objective of using vortex flows to improve the lift capability of slender wings at
low a. The apex flap is deflected (up) about a transverse hinge-line and generates
vortices which shed over the wing inducing a suction effect and a lift increase
(ref. 69). In addition, Rao (ref. 17) shows that the vortex lift and long pitching
moment arm of the apex flap combine to male it a powerful trim device, permitting the
trailing-edge flaps to be fully utilized at low n's.

Of the three flap types, the most research attention has been focused on the lower
surface flaps. The next three figures give a perspective of the various vortex flap
geometries that have been investigated, and a sample of wing performance data to
illustrate the effect of hinge-line location and sweep.

Shape, Size, Segmentation

The characteristics associated with some of the lower-surface flap geometry changes
are depicted in figure 41. Rao (refs. 17, 83, and 84) demonstrated that reducing the
length inboard improves flap efficiency. In addition, shaping the flap inboard improves
the vortex formation while shaping outboard promotes vortex flow reattachment at the
hinge line, both of which reduce drag and delay pitch-up. Increasing flap size was
shown by Rao (ref. 83) and Schoonover (ref. 86) to delay the inboard movement of the
vortex, which combines with the increased flap frontal area to reduce drag.

In recent studies on an arrow-wLng eonfiguration (ref. 91) and a cropped-delta wing
model (ref. 92), Rao demonstrated that flap segmentation is an effective technique to
reduce the flap area while still achieving the same L/D as without segmentation. The
flap segments generate multiple vortices that remain closer to the leading edge,
improving the efficiency of the vortex flow in the tip region, which delays tip stall
and improves the longitudinal stability characteristics.

Hinge-Line Location

The effect of hinge-line location on L/D is shown in figure 42 for a 740 delta wing
(ref. 03). The configuration has the full-span vortex flap with hinge-line attachment
simulated to occur at various positions behind the lower-surface leading edge. The
resulting data were obtained to evaluate the effect of hinge-line location on the
aerodynamic performance for a Krueger-like flap arrangement. A leading-edge radius was
used to ass-ire 4 sooth surface for reattachment of the vortex flow and to minimize
Ieading-edge separation effects on the upper surface. The basic wing data are shown for
reference. The deflection angle was constant, aLE - 450, and the L/D data presented in

: this figure are based on the actual projected area rather than a fixed reference area to

take out the added-on area effect for the CL.

From figure 42, the flap-on data show that with the hinge-line located at the
leading edge, the largest L/D values result throughout the CL range, and that as the

hinge line is moved aft there is a progressive decrease in the aerodynamic efficiency.
This decrease is caused by combinational changes in wing upwash, vortex strength, and V
the increase of negative lift associated with the vortex being confined behind and

r



underneath the leading-edge. Compared to the flap-off data, the vortex flaps appear tobe an efficient way to utilize vortex lift for CL > 0.15.

Hinge-Line Sweep and Deflection Angle

Prink, et al. (ref. 87) recently performed a subsonic experiment in the Langley
Research Center 7- by 10-Foot High Speed Tunnel to evaluate the effects of wing sweep on
vortex flap effectiveness. A sample of the data is shown in figure 43. The research
was conducted for a family of planar delta wings with A - 500, 580, 660 and 740, having
constant chord vortex flaps, and mounted on a general research fighter fuselage. A
constant chord flap, of course, implies that A - A h The effect of Ah on L/D is

shown for a maneuver value of CL - 0.6 with 6LE - 00 and 400. The conclusion in that

increasing sweep decreases L/D for a given flap deflection, while increasing flap
deflection increases L/D for any sweep; the flap deflection effectiveness being greater
at the lower sweeps.

Vortex Generators

Vortex generators are also used to enhance aircraft low-to-moderate a charac-
teristics, and are depicted in figure 44. The generators that hav,- been investigated
are the pylon, fence, and slot. These are fixed devices at the leading edge (refs. 94,
95, 96, and 97), and are generally used with round-edge wings. Each device generates a
vortex that flows streamwise over the upper surface of the wing and splits the primary
leading-edge vortex into segments. This change in wing flow field results in a drag
reduction due to improved leading-edge suction, and a slight lift loss due to the
suppression of the leading-edge vortex. A significant feature of the vortex generators
is their ability to improve longitudinal stability. The devices delay the inboard
movement of the tip vortex, which increases tip vortex lift and delays pitch-up,
compared to a wing without the devices.

Leading-Edge Extension (LEE)

The last vortex flow control concept to be discussed for enhancing wing low-to-
moderate a characteristics concerns the application of a leading-edge extension (LEE)
to the outboard portion of a transonic wing. The intent is to improve the drag polar by
energizing the wing flow in the tip region at the higher a values with vortex
action. This investigation, illustrated in figure 45, is intriguing because it involves
the interaction of a vortical flow over the outboard panel of a fighter wing designed
for attached supercritical flow. The early and advanced designs depicted in the figure
are maneuver configurations developed by Mann, et al. (ref. 98) using transonic
methodology.

In an effort to alleviate the shock-induced flow separation that eventually occurs
in the wing-tip region as lift increases, the attached flow design was supplemented with
a sharp LEE on the outer wing panel. Pressure measurements reported in reference 98
indicated that there was less flow separation on the outer panel with the LEE, which
corresponds to the drag reduction obtained at high CL. Further research of this vortex

c),0trol concept is necessary in order to fully understand the implications of combining
vortical flows with supercritical attached flows for maneuver wing designs.

ENHANCED WING-BODY HIGH a CHARACTERISTICS

Five different vortex flow concepts are discussed for enhancing this flow and its
aerodynamic benefits to high angles of attack. Four of these employ fixed geometrical
pieces, whereas, the other uses a fluid. In particular, they are the leading edge
extension (LEE), discussed earlier, the raked tip, the strake applied to a wing. Jet
augmentation, and fuselage forebody shape.

Leading-Edge Extension (LEE)

This LEE was applied to a thick round-edge, 600 diamond shape, low-speed glider
called the D-I. The problem to be solved with this device, shown in figure 46, was to
energize the flow on the leeward side of the wing so as to generate a CLMax Value

closer to that measured on thin sharp-edged wings. (Note that this device was
Secesful as seen by the organized flow at a - 18.90.) This figure, developed from
reference 5, shows the final placement of the LEE to be inboard. In this location
the device not only increases CL,max but generates less drag as well. The lower

. drag is associated with low surface pressures acting between the LEE and the maximum
thickness line of the wing section which produce a thrust.

An ideal arrangement would be for the LEE to be mounted to a thick round-edge wing

along the pseudo-stagnation stream surface which Is associated with smooth onflow at the
. attached flow design condition. Tor flight attitudes above that for smooth sallow,

which would occur for take-off, landing, and maneuver, a vortex would be generated in
the region between it and the upper surface. This would energize the leeward surface
flow and produce the lower pressures needed for drag reduction.

K ___ ___ _ ____
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An in-plane extension or retraction of the side-edge of a cropped delta wing,
caused by pivoting a portion of the wing about the tip leading edge, has led to a raked-
tip device for enhancing the high a lateral characteristics. This patented device
(ref. 99) was first discussed in reference 100. Its purpose is to modulate the strength
of the vortex system and the associated reattachment area so that significant amounts of
rolling moment can be generated at attitudes where other devices, such as ailerons, are
known to be ineffective. The concept works best when the raked tips of a wing move in
the same direction during deployment. The device has been found to generate essentially
a linear growth rate of rolling moment with either increasing n or tip rake angle.
Furthermore, its deployment produced either no or a proverse yawing moment.

Strakes

The general longitudinal aerodynamic effects of adding a strake to a wing-body are
well known, but are repeated on figure 47 for completeness. In particular, strakes
organize the wing flow field to a higher value of a, i.e., increase wing 'BD' which

leads to an increase in CL. This in turn loads up the strake more at the higher values

of a and leads to a larger nose-up pitching moment when this vortex system breaks
down. Also, on this figure are highlighted two experimental studies. The first is to
determine the effect of strake shape on the strake vortex system with emphasis on its
aBD characteristics; and the second is the effect of strakes on lifting surfaces which

interact.

Strake-Wing-Body

The photograph on the left of figure 47 shows a typical strake-wing-body in the
strake effectiveness study. Reference 101 reported that, for a range of analytically
and empirically designed strakes, those which developed a higher value of the section
leading-edge-suction force at their spanwise extremity generally had the higher values
of a BD at the wing trailing edge. (It was also pointed out in reference 38 that the

maximum value of the additional lifting surface efficiency factor and aBD at the wing

trailing edge have the same variation with the ratio of strake-exposed-aresa to wing-
reference-area.)

Space-Jet

The other photographs show a "Space-Jet" concept (configuration of ref. 102). It
is conceived of as being a possible follow-On to the Space Shuttle, in which the
inventors, Jackson, et al. (ref. 103) envisioned using vortex lift to help this turbo-
jet-powered vehicle take off horizontally. However, the resulting closely spaced
interacting vortical flow systems were determined not to interact favorably, and to be
potentially beyond current modeling capability.

Forward-Swept Wing Application

Strakes have also been used on swept forward wings In an attempt to improve the
wing-root flow field by Huffman and Fox (ref. 104) at M,, - 0.3. These low-speed results

showed that the effect of the strake was to increase the configurational CL and
aerodynamic efficiency.

Hinged Strakes

An alternate approach for improving usable lift at high a is to utilize variable
strake geometry as a lifting and control device. Moss (ref. 105) evaluated variable
incidence and camber, while Rao and Huffman (ref. 106) studied the effects of anhedral
on a hinged-strake concept. The hinged strakes are articulated to suppress the strake
vortices, and thus eliminate or soften the vortex-breakdown effect. The hinged strakes,
which are structurally separate from the wing, are attached to the fuselage through
longitudinal hinges. The effect of hinged strake* on high a aerodynamic charac-
teristics is shown in figure 48 for a wing-body-vetlcal tail configuration. With
respect to the strake-off configuration, the addition of the planar-strake (ar - 00)

leads to the characteristic vortex breakdown condition evidenced by a peak in CL

accompanied bi pitch-up. Note also the opposite lateral-directional behavior as a
approaches 30 due to the asymmetric breakdown of the strake vortices being different
from that of the basic configuration. Deflecting the strikes to S0 anhodral greatly
al leviates theme vortex breakdown effects. In his current paper for this conference,
Ran (ref. 17) presents additional data analysis to show that horizontal-tall effec-

tiveneso is i croased by symmetric deflections of the strakes, and that large rolling
momet occur due to &symmtric deflections that become larger than conventional
ailerons at high a.

Jetnumsented Cocepts

Another approach for favorably effecting high a aerodynamic performance to to use

jet flows to augment and control the wing vortex. Three jet-augmented vortex concepts
are under investigation and are shown in figure 49. These concepts are the fluid
treako, spanwie blowing, and pumped vortex. Their function is to delay vortex

breakdown and organize the wing upper-surface flow field to yield the desired
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aerodynamic benefits by the addition of energy to the system.

Fluid Strake

The fluaid strake concept (refi. 107 and 108) uea jet sheet formed by blowing
through a series of mall in-line orifices located symmetrically on the sides of the
fuselage ahead of the wing. The intent is to create the effect of a "fluid" strake that
can be activated to obtain the high a benefits of a solid strake, such as those
discussed in figures 47 and 48. (Note this may be done either symmetrically or anti-
symmetrically, depending upon the individual blowing rates.) The jet sheet generates a
stable vortex flow over the wing, which Increases CL,mx and improves the drag polar

and vertical tail effectiveness at high a. The lift augmentation of the fluid strake
is comparable to that obtained with spanwise blowing.

Spanwise Blowing

This concept energizes the leading-edge vortex by blowing a jet spanwise over the
upper surface of a wing in a direction approximately parallel to the leading edge.
Pressure data obtained by Campbell (ref. tO9) Jesonstrated that full vortex lift could
be achieved at inboard wing stations with relatively small blowing rates, but progres-
sively higher values are required to obtain full vortex-lift levels at the more outboard
span stations. Research by Erickson and Capbell (ref. 110) and Staudacher, et al.
(ref. 111) on fighter models showed that spanwiee blowing increases lift, improves the
drag polar, and linearizes pitching moment at moderate-to-high a. Spanwise blowing
has significant effects on lateral-directional aerodynamics, which appear to be configu-
ration dependent. Both rudder and aileron effectiveness are improved by spanwise
blowin3 (ref. 111). Furthermore, it results in more stable roll damping and, as
demonstrated in a free-flight experiment (ref. 112), helps eliminate wing rock.

Pumped Vortex

Building on the work of Hummel (ref. 113), Taylor, et al. (ref. 114) investigated a
pumped-vortex concept and showed the criticality of the location of the suction device
used to pump the vortex downstream. Using an injector drive system, they were able to
significantly increase the axial flow In the vortex which stabilizes the system to a
higher value of a. The effects of the suction device on the lift characteristics for a
blended delta model are shown in figure 50, which indicates that increasing C

increases CL  at moderate a and increases CL,max . The augmented lift levels

obtained here are higher than those obtained in ummel's suction experiment because of
the much higher C values used for this test. These larger values induce higher

velocities over the wing upper surface which even increases the potential flow lift
contributions.

Fuselage Forebody Shape

At higher angles of attack, beyond that for wing vortex or strake vortex breakdown,
the effect of the aircraft forebody shape becomes increasingly important in establishing
the aerodynamic characteristics. This results from the tendency of the forebody cross-
flow to be asymmetrical, and is associated with the fineness ratio and cross-sectional
shape of the forward part of the aircraft body. Original work documented by Edwards
(ref. 115) of Northrop on the F-5 produced the shark nose (F-5F), and provided an
example of how the high a asymmetry can be reduced by proper shaping. (See also the
work by Erickson in ref. 116.) More recently, a systematic forebody/length experimental
study has been done at Langley by Carr and Gilbert (ref. 117) on a high-performance
fighter-type model at low Reynolds number to uncover some of these high a aerodynamic
interactions associated with the geometrical components. (This work builds on an
earlier study by Grafton, et al. (ref. 118)).

FUTURE NEEDS

Though much work has been done to theoretically model the effects of, validate and
apply the resulting methods to, and generate an extensive experimental data base for
vortex flows interacting with neighboring surfaces, there are still gape in this
technology area. These gaps are expressed as future needs and reflect the authors'
views am to where research attention should be focused In both the near and far term.
The needs are highlighted in figures 51 and 52 and subsequent paragraphs.

For relatively sharp edges, inviscid modeling will continue to provide useful
predictions of the complete surface pressure distributions that are required for many
aerodynamic and structural design problems. The biggest challenges lay in incorporating
the effects of viscosity both in the surface boundary layer and in the shed vortex core
system. This is Important in order to determine the onset and effects of (1) the

development of a primary vortex on round edges, (2) the secondary, etc. vortices, (3)
vortex breakdown in the cores, and (4) asymmetrical vortex shedding at higher values
of a. A step In this direction can be made by incorporating three-dimensional
boundary-layer effects and separation criteria in inviscid prediction methods; this will
allow calculations of the Reynolds number sensitive flow on rounded leading-edge wings
and fuselages. In addition, more extensive use needs to be made of the Ruler codes (msee
for example, the one used in ref. 119) in order to determine how well they predict the
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separated vortex flow onset and effects associated with wings/bodies with or without
thickness. It should be determined if Euler codes have unique capabilities to
accurately predict the interaction processes associated with shocks and vortex flows,
multiple vortex systems, and augmented vortex flows, so that configurational trade
studies can be made to take advantage of these types of flows. These promising codes,
and the associated computing equipment, need to be matured so that they may be used in a
design mode. Design activities for thick wings developing vortical flows should be
considered a goal. Furthermore, reliable methods need to be established for predicting
the incremental aeroelastic effects of slender wings at subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic speeds. In addition, the higher order panel codes need to be used or
extended to estimate the effects of vortex flow on configurations in unsteady motion.

Current capabilities of existing codes need to be examined to determine the useful
flight and configurational bounds. In particular, the Free Vortex Sheet theory needs to
be fully validated for configurations having thickness and a fuselage, and parallel-
nonplaaar or intersecting lifting surfaces with interacting vortical flows. Further-
more, design activity, using available analysis tools, needs to be undertaken to take
advantage of the leading edge extension and vortex flap configurational opportunities.
Additional strakes should be designed for specific needs to see if the technology is
sufficient.

A data base should be generated to determine the effects of wing leading-edge
radius, thickness, camber, planform, and vortex augmentation on the angle-of-attack
boundaries for vortex breakdown and asymmetry. Also, key experiments necessary for the
more thorough understanding and modeling of off-surface flow features for wings and
bodies, as well as that on the surface, should be made. In addition, similar studies
need to be undertaken and documented for multiple, nonplanar lifting surfaces developing
interferring vortical flows under steady and unsteady conditions. Furthermore, bridging
the gap between the low Reynolds number wind-tunnel data and flight results with a high
Reynolds number facility, such as the Langley National Transonic Facility, is
encouraged. This is or particular importance in order to set the stage for application
of variable geometry vortex flow control devices in flight.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The recent research activity of vortical flows interacting with neighboring
surfaces, conducted or sponsored by NASA-Langley, has been reviewed. Theoretical
capabilities have been validated to determine the overall force, moment, and surface
pressures on a variety of planforms in steady flow. Unsteady flow capability and effect
of sideslip have also been demonstrated on a more limited basis. The simple theoretical
methods employing the suction analogy continue to be useful and have been extended to
include the effects of vortex breakdown, round leading-edge modeling, and supersonic
flight. The Free Vortex Sheet method continues to be among the better methods for
predicting surface pressures and moments, even on wings having vortex flaps.

An extensive experimental data base has been identified which is dedicated to
enhancing the wing low-to-moderate angle-of-attack or high angle-of-attack charac-
teristics through the appropriate use of a vortex-flow control device. These devices
include vortex flaps, vortex generators, leading-edge extensions, strakes, raked tips,
and Jet augmentation.

Though much has been done, it will be necessary in the future to improve the
theoretical tools by including the effects of viscosity and unsteady flow, develop and
extend other codes, extend the geometrical shapes and parameters considered so as to
enlarge the data base, and to use a high Reynolds number facility, such as the National
Transonic Facility at Langley, to gain confidence in variable geometry vortex flow
control devices, so that early, successful flight demonstrations can be conducted.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF FOREBODY AND WING LEADING-EDGE VORTEX INTERACTIONSoAT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK*

by
Gary E. Erickson. Senior Engineer
Aerodynamics Research Department

3812/82
Northrop Corporation, Aircraft Division

One Northrop Avenue
Hawthorne, California 90250

USA
and

William P. Gilbert, Assistant Head
Flight Dynamics Branch

Mail Stop 355
NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia 23665
USA

e eSUMMARY

AAn experimental investigation was conducted to assess the vortex flow-field interactions on an ad-
vanced, twin-jet fighter aircraft configuration at high angles of attack. Flow-field surveys were con-
ducted on a small-scale model in the Northrop 0.41- by 0.60-meter water tunnel and, where appropriate,
the qualitative observations were correlated with low-speed wind tunnel data trends obtained on a large-

scae mdelof he dvacedfigterin heNASA Langley Research Center 30- by 60-foot (9.1- by 18.3-
meter) facility. Emphasis was placed on understanding the interactions of the forebody and LEX-wing
vortica lows, defining the effects on rolling moment variation with sideslip, and identifying modifications
to control or regulate the vortex interactions at high angles of attack.

The water tunnel now visualization results and wind tunnel data trend analysis revealed the poten-
tial for strong interactions between the forebody and LEX vortices at high angles of attack. In particu-
lar, the forebody flow development near the nose could be controlled by means of carefully-positioned
radome strakes. The resultant strake-induced flow-field changes were amplified downstream by the more
powerful LEK vortical motions with subsequent large effects on wing flow separation characteristics.

SYMBOLS

C, - Rolling Moment Coefficient

CIf - Lateral Stability Parameter (OC,/eB)

CL - Lift Coefficient

Cn - Yawing Moment Coefficient

C - Side Force Coefficient

Re 0 - Reynolds Number Based on Mean Aerodynamic Chord

V - Free-Stream Speed, Meters/Second

a - Angle of Attack, Degrees

,- Angle of Sideslip, Degrees

n - Leading-Edge Flap Deflection, Degrees

- Forebody Strake Radial Position, Degrees

INTRODUCTION

Current and future fighter aircraft with the requirement for subsonic-transonic maneuver capability
are characterized at moderate-to-high angles of attack by organized flow separation in the form of concen-
trated vortices shed from slender fuselage forebodies. wins, canards, and wing leading-edge extensions
(LEXa). These vortica] motions induce highly-nonlinear longitudinal and lateral-directional characteris-
tics. Contributing to the complexity of the three-dimensional flow-field are vortex trajectory asymmetries,
vortex breakdown and breakdown asymmetries, and interactions of multiple vortices. Current fighters
and designs for future fighter aircraft are, and will be. operating at increasing angles of attack above'I maximum lift, where such nonlinear flow-fields exist. Obtaining a working understanding of the principal
fluid-dynamic phenomena Is a necessity for developing aircraft designs having desirable stability and
control characteristics. A primary objective of this study is to improve this understanding.

" This work waa perhrmed for NASA Langley Research Center under NASA Contrect NASI-16611 Mr.
8Wlliam P. Gilbert, NASA Technical Monitor. Contract results are documented in NASA CR-lesm. Mayi 1982.
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This paper will discuss (1) representative results obtained in detailed water tunnel flow visualization
studies of a small-scale model of a current, twin-engine advanced fighter configuration, and (2)
correlations of the qualitative flow-field observations with low-speed wind tunnel data trends obtained on
a large-scale model of the same fighter.

The paper will commence with a brief discussion of the confidence with which a water tunnel was
utilized in the present investigation. A discourse on uncoupled and coupled forebody and LEX-wing

vortex flows will be presented along with factors contributing to vortex interaction. The advanced
fighter model and associated model changes will be described. and this will be followed by discussions of
flow-field results obtained on the baseline model and the model with forebody geometry modifications. The
paper will conclude with a presentation of Northrop low-speed wind tunnel test results on advanced
fighter models that support the main findings of the present investigation.

I. WATER TUNNEL UTILITY IN THE STUDY OF VORTICAL MOTIONS AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK

The complex vortex interactions on LEX-wing fighter configurations at high angles of attack are not
well understood due to the difficulty, using present-day wind tunnel flow visualization techniques, in
visualizing in a vivid manner highly-three-dimensional vortical motions. For the present study, the
Northrop water tunnel facility was selected to provide the required detailed visualization of the vortex
flow-field.

At the angles of attack of primary interest (30 to 40 degrees), significant regions of organized flow
separation are developed on the slender forebody and LEX surfaces regardless of Reynolds number value.
The dominant vortical flow is shed from the sharp edges of the leading-edge extensions and. conse-
quently, the overall behavior of the LEX vortices is relatively insensitive to Reynolds number. Consid-
eration of these factors led to the hypothesis that the water tunnel operating at low speed would provide
valid qualitative information regarding the fundamental vortex flow behavior including the vortex inter-
actions at higher Reynolds number conditions.

Support of the above hypothesis and a detailed account of the application of water tunnels to the
understanding of high angle-of-attack vortex flows are provided in a United States Air Force-funded
study conducted by Northrop. Results are documented in References I and 2.

11. UNCOUPLED AND COUPLED FOREBODY AND LEX VORTEX FLOWS .

Unope Votx Flows. Figure I presents a night photograph of a current fighter aircraft con-
figuration. Te water tunnel photograph in Figure 2 illustrates the vortex flows about a small-scale

model of this fighter configuration near stall angle of attack. The forebody and LEX vortex systems are
essentially uncoupled at high attitudes. One reason for this is that the LEX vortex under steady flow
conditions* cannot persist to angles of attack in excess of 30 degrees due to LEX area limitations.
Additional factors contributing to absence of strong forebody and LEX vortex interaction are related to
the LEX surface location in relation to the fuselage forebody and include: (1) low wing position, and (2)
aft and outboard LEX positioning dictated by the side-mounted engine inlets. Consequently, this type
configuration is characterized by two specific angle-of-attack regimes within which either the LEX vortices

i i~SLENDER" FoRES.

HIGHLYSWEPT
t LEADING-DG

FIGURE 1, FLIGHT PHOTOGRAPH OF CURRENT FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

* Under dynamic flow conditions, the LEX vortices can persist to much nigher angles of attack (see
Reference 3, for example).
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I VORTEX BREAKDOWN

V_

FIGURE 2. UNCOUPLED FOREBODY AND LEX VORTEX FLOWS

The forebody vortices, which dominate at high angles of attack, can shed asymmetrically at zero
sideslip if the forebody is sufficiently slender. This flow asymmetry, depicted in Figure 3, is not related
to any influence of the LEX-wing flow-field but, instead, is due in large part to an apparent inviscid
hydrodynamic instability phenomenon (see Reference 4). The forebody primary vortex orientation can be
tailored by means of forebody shaping, a case in point being Northrop's new F-20A Tigershark forebody A

design. Wind tunnel and flight test results documented in Reference 5 showed that forebody geometry p
changes influenced prim,,arily the yawing moment and side force characteristics with a lesser effect on
rolling moment. The data suggest, therefore, only a weak interaction between the forebody and wing
flow-fields.

Cou Vortex Flows. The vortex flow-field at high angles of attack is more complex on advanced
fighter at are characterized by large LEXs in proximity to the fuselage forebody as illustrated
in the flight photograph in Figure 4. Such configurations can develop strong flow interactions through-
out the extended angle of attack range owing to the persistence of the vortical motions and their prox-
imity to one another. An example of the strong coupling of forebody and LEX vortices on, a scale model
of the aircraft shown in Figiire 4 is provided by the water tunnel photograph in Figure 5. The flow-field
is characterized by symmetric forebody vortex shedding at zero sideslip and entrainment of this vortex
pair by the dominant LEX vortical flows. It will be shown in the following sections that this multiple-
vortex interaction can be very sensitive to geometric sideslip. Furthermore, modulation of the forebody
vortex orientation in sideslip can, under certain conditions, influence the wing stall behavior and, hence,
rolling moment characteristics.

Ill. TEST CONFIGURATIONS

The twin-jet, advanced fighter configuration Is illustrated in Figure 6. Water tunnel flow-field

surveys were conducted on a 0,025-scale model in the Northrop 0.41- by 0.60-meter facility at a free-
stream speed of 0.1 meter per second corresponding to a Reynolds number of atproximately l04 based on
mean aerodynamic chord. The model foret-ody was Instrumented with six flush dye orifices in each of two
longitudinal rows positioned on either side of the bottom meridian with mirror image orifice positions on
the forebody upper surface. Each LEX was instrumented with three external dye ports suitably posi-
tioned on the lower surface near the leading edge to depict the vortex core and vortex roll-up. Suction
tubes were applied to the model exhaust nozzles to provide inlet suction to simulate a realistic inlet mass
flow ratio. Leading- and trailing-edge flaps were deflected 35 degrees and 0 degrees, respectively. This
configuration is referred to as the baseline model.

Low-speed wind tunnel tests were conducted by NASA on a 0.16-scale model of the fighter config-
uration In Figure 6 in the Langley 30- by 60-foot (9.1- by 18.3-meter) facility. Tests were conducted at
a free stream speed of approximately 28 meters per second corresponding to a Reynolds number of 1.1
(106) based on mean aerodynamic chord.

Water tunnel and wind tunnel results will also be presented for the configuration with forebody
strakes mounted 40 degrees above the maximum half breadth (MHB) and strakes mounted along the MHB.
The atrakes are depicted in Figure 7.

r" -- -- - -- -- --;
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FIGURE 3. FOREBODY VORTEX FLOW ASYMMETRV AT ZERO SIDESLIP

SLEMM*

FIGURE 4. FLIHMT PHOTOGRAPH OF AN ADVANCED FIGHTER AIRCRAFT WITHCLOSELY-COIJPLEO FORECODY AND LEX



FIGURE & STRONG COUPLING OF FOREBOOY AND LEX VORTEX FLOWS A
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FOREBOOY

STRAKES SMK

RADOME

SECTION A-A

FIGURE 7. ILLUSTRATION OF FOREODY STRAKES

IV. BASELINE RESULTS

The wing leading-edg extensions on the advanced fighter configuration develop powerful vortices
at moderate-to-high angles of attack that induce large vortex-lift incrants. The water tunnel photo-
graph in Figure 8 illustrates the LEX vortex at a high angle of attack and Figure 9 shows a flight photo-
graph from Reference 6 of the LEX vortex at a similar attitude. The lift trends in Figure tO reveal a
nearly 50 percent increase in lift at high angles of attack due to the LEXs. The significant increase in
maximum lift results in high instantaneous turn capability and efficient lending/takeoff performance.
Although LEX vortex breakdown has advanced far upstream on the wing at angles of attack from 30 to 40
degrees, the nonlinear vortex-induced lift effects remain significant. It is of Interest to note that in
full-scale flight tests pilots have detected a sudden increase in external noise intensity at these high
angles of attack where vortex breakdown occurs.

The LEY. vortex now-feld alters the wing spanwise 11ft distribution. Disturbane to the vortex
behavior due to sideslip. for example, can promote potentially-large changes in the spanwise lift dis-
tributions on the upwind and downwind wing panels. Consequently, in the design of an efficient leading-
edge extension, one strives for high maximum lift concurrent with minimIzation of the sensitivity of vortex
breakdown to sideslip variations. At moderate-to-high angles of attack where the outboard wing sections
are stalled, the aircraft can, In effect, he regarded as a slender wing-body configuratlon. It is well-
established (see References 7 and 8) that such configurations exhibit a lateral sensitWvi y at high angles
of attack due to asymmetric leading-edge vortex breakdown effects. This vortex breakdown sensitivity
due-to-aideslp In the 30- to 40-degree angle of attack range can he influenced by the manner !- which
the forebody vortices interact with the LEX vortex flows, as described below.

Figure 11 shows the pair of concentrated, symmetric forebody vortices developed on the LEX-wing
fighter configuration at high angle of attack and zero sideslip and the entrainment of this vortex system
into the low-pressure region induced by the LEX vortices. For comparison, the water tunnel photograph
in Figure 12 shows a highly-asymmetrIc forebody vortex pattern on the same model with LEXa removed. In
the latter cas. forebody vortex interaction with the wing flow-fteld is negligible. This example is purely
academic, however, as the aircraft could not achieve this high angle of attack without the benefit of
vortex lift.

FIGURE I. ADVANCED FIGHTR AIRCRAFT LEX VORTEX FLOW (WATER TINNELI

S__
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FIGURES9. ADVANCED FIGHIER AIRCRAFT LEX VORTEX FLOW (FLIGHT)
(FROM REFERENCE 6)

.~ ~ FIGURE 10. LEX EFFECT ON LIFT



FIGURE 11. CONCENTRATED, SYMMETRIC FOREBODY VORTEX PAIR AT
HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK

- ULTIPLE VORTEXC

* FIGURE 12. ASYMMETRIC FORESOCDY VORTEX SHEDDING WITH LEXs OFF

An a resul~t of the coupling of the forebody-LIX vortical inotions, swol ldslip changes can promote
large assaaetrs in the forebody vortex pattern. This is illustrated in Figure IS. The downwind body

* vortex to strongly entrained into the downwind LIX vortex whereas the upwind body vortex "sham"
away from the fuselage with no apparent Influence on the downstream flow behavior. This flow pattern
was vary repeatable.

Previous NIorthrop and NASA studies (References 9 and 10) of the fighter aicraft shown previously
in Figure 1 indicated that the manner in which the forebody vortices orient themselves In sideslip con ha
correlated with the level of directional stability exhibited by the aircraft at high angles of attack. The
vortex flow eltuatim Is illustrated in the water tvunnel photograph Ini Figure 14. It is hypothesised that
this type of correlation oan be extended to the LEX-wing fighter in the present study. With the support
o f halted flow visualiation and wind tunnel det trend compaisons, It will be shown that the forebody

ehbtdby the advanced fightsr configuration owing to the coupled nature of the forebody end
Rvot oiini h N o4-ers nl fatckrteI tIfotrc h ltrls*t



- FIGURE 13S ASYMMETRIC FOREGODY VORTEX ORIENTATION DUE TO SIDESLIP
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FIGURE 14. FORSCO~y voRTEX ORIENTATION IN SIDESLIP ON UNdCOUPLED
FOREBODY AND LEX CONFIGURATION

Fiue 5ilutrates the interactive behavior of the multiple vortices generate on the LEX-wtnfighter ofiuai n sideslip. The body vortex orientation is opposite to the flow situation ahown pre-viously In figure 14. The manner fi which the forebody vortices are oriented in consistent with the lowlevels of lateral stability exhibited in the low-speed wind tunnel data in Figure 16. There In. however.no direct evidence to indicate that the fot'ebody vortices strongly affect the baseline lateral stabilitytrends. However. results In the next section will show conclusively that the forebody vortex orientationcan be modulated in such a meaner s to significantly modify the wing stall behavior.

V. FOREUODY MODIFICATIONS

foeoyStrakea. The sensitivity of the wing flow "e"ration characteristics to changes In theI . In Fg*5m-r-~ vividly demonstrated in water tunnel studies of forebody strakes sfymetrically-deployed oil the advanced fighter model.
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FIGURE 16. ROLLING MOMENT VARIATION WITH SIDESLIP - BASELINE MODEL

Strokes located 40 degrees above the maximum half-breadth (MHB) were nearly coincident with the
primary boundary layer separation lines along the radome at angles of attack of approximately 35- to 40-
degrees. In sideslip. the strakes (1) promoted symmetric boundary layer separation in this region, and
(2) developed a pair of concentrated vortices that were observed to "feed" directly into the primary fore-
body vortex system. As a consequence, the forebody vortices were resistant to asymmetric orientation in
sideslip. This effect is illustrated in the water tunnel photographs in Figure 17. At small sideslip angles
the body vortex system was actually bised towards the upwind side (see Figure 17). The downwind
forebody vortex would periodically pass underneath the upwind body vortical flow. This flow situation is
consistent with smoke flow visualization conducted by NASA researchers in the Langley 30- by 60-foot
wind tunnel on the 0.16-scale model. The strake effects on the forebody-LEX vortex interactions resulted
in powerful vortex-induced downwash and sidewash on the upwind wing panel, thereby delaying complete
wing stall to angles of attack in excess of 40 degrees. The vortex flow situation as observed In the
water tunnel is sketched in Figure 18 which depicts a transverse cut at approximately wing mid-chord.
For comparison, the baseline model forebody vortex patterns are also shown.

The lateral aerodynamics determined In low-apeed wind tunnel tests are consistent with the flow-
field observations. The forebody strokes promote a highly stable variation of rolling moment ."th sideslip
at angles of attack from 30- to 40-degrees as shown in Figure 1. In addition, full-sca flight tests con-
firmed the increased lateral stability promoted by the radome strakes.

Consistent with results documented in Reference 9, the beneficial effects In roll are accompanied by
unstable yawing moment increments, as shown In Figure 19. Additional disadvantages associated with
forebody strakes include possible degradation of radar performance and Ingestimo of the strake vortices
into engine Inlets at low angles of attack. The strakes also Inducsd undesirable lateral oscillations as
described below.

In contrast, strokea mounted along the KIB promote large, stable yawing ment incrme nts at the
expense of favorable forebody - LEX vortex effects on rolling moment charecteristics. This Is illustrated

, in the low-speed wind tunnel data in Figure 20. Figure 21 presents water tunnel photographs of the cor-
responding strake effects on forebody and LEX vortex interactions. It Is evident that strakes
symmetrically-deployed at the MHB disrupt the forebody vortices, thereby uncoupling the forebody and

,, LEX-wing flow-fields.

Free-to-roll tests conducted in the Langley wind tunnel revealed a modest wing rook (amplitude ±10
degrees) when strakes were deployed on the Ue-me-s model at 40 degrees above the MUD. In com-
treat, the baseline model was free of any lateral cecillations. These results ae consistent with the
unsteady forabody vortices observed in the water tunnel and wind tunnel on the respective models with
strokes installed and the steady vortex patterns developed on the baseline models. Furthermore, full-
scale flight tests confirmed the development of strake-inducsd lateral oscillations, which would degrade
the flying qualities of the aircraft.

VI. SUPPORTIVE WIND TUNNEL DATA

4Lateral sensitivity at high angles of attack is an inherent characteristic of any slender wing fighter
configuration that develops large smounts of vortex-induced lift. Low-speed wind tunnel data trends cor-
responding to two LEX-wing fighters are shown in FIgure 22. Results show highly-nonlinear rolling
moment variations with ideaslip due to asymmetric LEX vortex breakdown.
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Strong coupling of forebody and LEX vortex flows at high angles of attack has been evident in
Northrop low-speed wind tunnel tests of advanced fighter configurations. Figure 23 presents rolling
moment variations with sideslip for a slender fighter model. The data indicate that flow-field changes
associated with the addition of surface roughness or wire trips to the fuselage forebody propagate down-
stream to affect the wing aerodynamics. The effects of grit and wire trips on rolling moment variation
with sideslip are opposite. The phenomenologliel aspects of the respective forebody-LEX vortex inter-
actions, however, are not well-understood at the present time.

Recent tests in the Northrop low-speed wind tunnel have indicated that acceptable levels of lateral
stability can be achieved by manipulation of the forebody slenderness. Figure 24 presents the effect of
forebody fineness ratio on the minimum value of the static lateral stability parameter. Ci'. With the aid

of water tunnel flow visualization tests, it was determined that increased forebody slenderness displaced
the forebody vortices away from the LEX-wing flow-field, thereby reducing an ttfavorble coupling mech-
anism that existed at lower fineness ratios.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Advanced fighter configurations with slander forebodies and highly-swept wing leading-edge exten-
sions develop powerful vortices on the forebody and LEX surfaces at moderate-to-high angles of attack.
On closely-coupled forebody-LEX configurations the flow field is characterized by strong interactions
between the multiple vortices. Furthermore, the global flow-field becomes more complex In sideslip
because of the asymmetric manner in which the forebody vortices interact with the LEX vortical motions.

Water tunnel flow visusllation studies, low-speed wind tunne tests, and full-scale flight Investi-
gations have shown that under certain conditions the extent to which flow separation occurs on the wings
is related to the forebody vortex flow development. Symmetrically-deployed radoms strokes a modulate
the forebody vortex interaction with the LEX-wing flow-fiold to reduce wing flow separation In aideafp
and, hence, Improve lateral stability at high angles of attack. Concurrent with this, however, am off-
setting penalties such as yaw instability and lateol oscillations. Further research Is needed to better
understand these stability trades and to Identify better forebody designs.
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" SUMARY

Wind tunnel tests have been performed to measure the leeside flow field of a

generalised missile model at an angle of attack of 14' and freestream Mach numbers of 0.7
and 1.8. Plow field data are presented for a station towards the rear of the model
showing the flow structure for the body alone and the effects of mounting a cruciform set

of delta fins near to the nose and near to the base. The data presented include vector
plots of the components of velocity in the cross flow plane, the distributions of local
total pressure, local Mach number and vorticity. The presence of the set of forward
mounted fins and its roll orientation has been found to have a significant effect on the

development of the body vortices. Fins mounted towards the rear of the body were found
to disrupt the body vortex feeding region but had little effect on the vortex centres
unless these lay in or very close to the plane of the fins.

LIST OF SYMBOLS K
d body diameter

H total, or stagnation, pressure of freestream

M Mach number of freestream

r radial position measured from body axis

V velocity of freestream

v velocity component along Dy

w velocity component along Oz

x,y,z position coordinates; origin 0 at body nose with x measured aft along body
axis, y positive to starboard, z positive to leeward (upwards). Oxz plane
coincident with angle of attack plane. (See also Fig 1).

circulation evaluated round a contour by a line integral of the components of
velocity in the crossflow plane, v and w. Positive anti-clockwise looking
forward.

y non-dimensional circulation (y - r/wdVsina)

model roll angle, positive starboard tip down, fine horizontal and vertical at
A - 0.

vorticity component parallel to the body axis ay 8 z

Cnon-dimensionl vorticity component (E - f(d/Vsine))

a model angle of attack

SUBSCRIPT

L local value of a quantity; eg HL, local stagnation pressure.

1 INTRODUCT ION

The flow fields around manoeuvring missiles are dominated by the presence of

vortices generated by various parts of the missile airframe. The interaction of these
5vortex flows with the missile components, in particular lifting surfaces, can give rise

to non-linear aerodynamic forces and moments. Even at moderate angles of attack of 20"
j: or less this can result in a severe lose of stability, or control problems which current
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aerodynamic prediction methods may be unable to predict accurately. As a step towards
improving the aerodynamic prediction capabilities in these areas a comprehensive series
of experiments are being performed in the RAE 8 ft x 8 ft Wind Tunnel.

The first set of experiments measured overall and fin-panel forces and moments for
an axisymmetric body fitted with various cruciform fin arrangements. These experiments
are being followed by measurements of the flow fields around the same model, including
the body alone and the body with forward or aft mounted fins. Some of the force and
• oient data have been presented in Ref I together with the results of an approximate
panel load estimation method using data derived from the preliminary flow field surveys.
Also presented in Ref I are a limited number of plots illustrating flow field structure.
Ref 2 tabulates all the flow field data obtained to date and presents vectr plots of the
cross flow velocity fields.

The present paper presents only that portion of the available flow field data which
shows the effects of adding fins in either a forward or aft position to an axisymmetric
body at an angle of attack of 14' for freestream Mach numbers of 0.7 and 1.8. The data
are presented chiefly in the form of vector plots showing the components of flow field
velocity in the cross flow plane, together with contour plots showing the local total
pressure and vorticity distributions. Additional information is given for some of the
flow fields in the form of local Mach number distributions (contours), and topographical
or 'relief" plots of local total pressure and vorticity distributions.

2 MISSILE MODEL AND FLOW SURVEY EQUIPMENT

The model used in the flow field experiments is illustrated in Fig 1. Overall
length of the body is 13 calibres(d) including the l.5d tangent ogive nose which is
spherically blunted by a radius of 0.05d. A cruciform set of delta fins set at zero
incidence with respect to the body can be carried in either a forward or rear location;
as shown. The fins have an exposed semi-span of ld with a leading edge sweep angle of
45', and a double wedge section with a thickness to chord ratio of 0.1.

Flow surveys are performed using a set of five-hole yawmeters which have been
calibrated at 11 Mach numbers from 0.4 to 2.0 and for angles of attack up to 39'. The
yawmeters are carried on a purpose built traversing rig mounted coaxially with the model:
a three-view drawing of the arrangement is shown in Fig 2. The traversing rig houses an
axial drive to which various extension stings can be added to place the yawmeters at any
desired axial location along the model. Oat& are obtained throughout the chosen cross
flow plane (ie a plane normal to the body axis) by using a combination of the radial
drive built into the traversing rig and by rolling the entire traversing rig around the
model. The data acqusition, including traverse movement, is computer assisted. At
supersonic speeds an array of four yawmeters (illustrated) is used while at subsonic
speeds a single yawieter is used in order to minimise interference. An important feature
of the test facilities is the on-line production of a flow field display in the form of a
vector plot of the cross flow velocities. This is achieved by using a smdll graphics
computer with a simplified data reduction program employing approximate polynominal fits
to the calibration data. This facility allows the on-line identification of interesting
areas of the flow field, ensures adequate data coverage, and provides a check on data
quality.

3 TEST PROGRAMME AND PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

The full range of cases that have been investigated to date is shown in Table 1.
The flow survey cases presented in this paper (marked with an asterisk in Table 1) are
restricted to a body angle of attack (a) of 14' and freestream Mach numbers (M) of 0.7
and l.8; the Reynolds number was kept constant throughout at 0.62 x 106, based on body
diameter. The data presented here illustrate the body alone flow fields at the rear
hinge position (ll.Sd from the nose) together with the changes in the flow fields
resulting from adding a cruciform set of delta fins at both the forward and rear
locations.

For the case of body plus forward mounted fins(as in a canard-control arrangement)
flow surveys are presented for model roll angles (A) of 0' and -45'(see Fig 1). With
fins mounted at the rear location, such as would occur with a rear-controlled missile,
flow surveys were performed for three model roll angles, X - 0', -45' and -72'. The
surveys were performed in this case in a plane 12.2d from the nose which placed the
yawmeters 0.34d behind the trailing edges of the fins. For all the Isymetrical"
configurations (A - 0' and -45') only the starboard leeside quadrant was investigated,
but for the rear mounted fins at I - -72' both leeside quadrants were surveyed. In the
latter case the model roll angle was chosen so that one of the leeward fins lay close to
the body vortex centre. The radial extent of the flow surveys was determined by the
capabilities of the traversing rig. At subsonic speeds (using a single yawmeter) the
coverage was from an inner radius of 0.575d to an outer radius of l.5d, the corresponding
distances at supersonic speeds (rake of 4 yawmeters) were 0.55d and 2.3d.

After completion of the wind-tunnel tests the data are processed by a "table
look-up' program which employs the full calibration data base to derive the final flow
field results as presented in this paper. The accuracy of the final results is estimated
to be: yawmeter pitch and yaw angles to t0,3', lical Mach number to O.01 and local total
pressure to l.S%. Positional accuracy in the cross flow plane is better than tO.002d.
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The data presented in this paper mainly comprise vectorial representations of the

velocity components in the cross flow plane (henceforth referred to as vector plots). and
contour plots of the local total pressure. For some of the flow fields the distribution
of vorticity has also been presented as contour plots. Additional representations of
some of the flow fields have been made in the form of local Mach number distributions

(contours) and topographical or *relief* plots of local total pressure and vorticity
distributions. The cross flow velocity vector lengths are scaled to the freestream cross

flow component (Vsina), shown on the plots springing from the body axis, while the local
total pressure and Mach number are presented as ratios of the corresponding freestream
values. The values of vort.city have been presented in non-dimensional form as shown in
the list of symbols. Finally, in order to maintain clarity of presentation some of the

available data have been omitted from some of the vector plots.

4 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

4.1 ADDITION OF THE FORWARD MOUNTED FINS TO THE BODY ALONE

The structure of the body alone flow field and the effect of adding forward mounted
fins at roll angles of 0" and -45' are illustrated in Figs 3 to 8. Data are presented
for a station ll.5d aft of the nose at d - 14" for M = 0.7 and 1.8. The vortex flows
presented here for the body alone are similar to those found by other investigators and
reported in Refs 3 to 11.

4.1.1 Results for M - 0.7

The cross flow velocity field of the body alone is shown in Fig3(a). A well

developed body vortex is readily apparent together with its feeding sheet, resulting from
the separation of the body boundary layer. (The innermost radial position of the
yawmeter is 0.575d and does not allow the position of the separation line to be

estimated). At this angle of attack (a - 14') the flow field is symmetrical and a good
indication of this is shown by the alignment of the cross flow velocity vectors along the

vertical meridian. Additional data (not shown) have been recorded in the left hand side

of the cross flow plane which confirm this symmetry.

Fig 3(b) shows the corresponding distribution of total pressure. The vortex is
shown as a nearly circular region of low total pressure, the centre of which appears to

provide a good indication of the location of the centre of the vortex. This position,

marked by a dot in a circle, has also been shown on the vector plot in Fig 3(a). The

feeding sheet shows up as a fairly diffuse feature and the term *feeding region* is

probably more appropriate. It should be noted that whilst a contour value of HL/H - 1.0

has been included, its position should be regarded with some caution as it is in a region

of low total pressure gradient.

The distribution of vorticity has been derived and is displayed in its non-

dimensional form (C) in Fig 3(c). The vortex centre derived from the total pressure plot
has been plotted in Fig 3(c) and lies in the centre of the area of maximum vorticity.
The region of vorticity (for clarity delineated arbitrarily by the contour E - 1) can be

seen to cover an area comparable to that experiencing a loss in total pressure. It would

be difficult to define the extent of a core region for the body vortex since the
vorticity and the total pressure losses are spread over a large region in the lee of the

body. However, a contour C = 10 would approximately mark the outer boundary of the area

of higher vorticity gradient. This occurs at a radius of about 0.12d and is comparable

to the size of the region of higher total pressure gradient. The distribution of

vorticity illustrates the diffuse nature of the feeding region which shows a marked

teduction in the levels of vorticity and vorticity gradients as distance from the body

increases. The circulation of the body vortex (excluding most of the feeding region) has

been determined for the arbitrarily chosen contour C - 5 shown in Fig 3(c). This does

not include all the body vortex vorticity but avoids difficulties of separating the main

body vortex from the feeding region. The value obtained in this way was y = 0.28. (The

rate at which vorticity is convected from the body via the feeding region is important,

but is beyond the scope of the present paper).

The effect of adding the fins at the forward location for A - 0' is illustrated in

Fig 4 (fins horizontal and vertical). The strong vortex structure of the body alone is
. absent, leaving only a very weak recirculating region. What was the body vortex feeding

region now passes out of the upper boundary of the surveyed area as a relatively thick
shear layer separating the essentially freestream outer flow from a body lee side flow

which is approximately parallel to the body axis. The forward fins seem to be preventing

the rolling up of the feeding region to form a normal body vortex system. It is possible

that the trailing wake from the fins is the cause, but a more extensive survey would be

required to establish that this was so, as the tip vortex does not lie within the

presently surveyed area.

At A - -45' the addition of forward fins ('X' orientation) produces the flow shown
in the vector plot of Fig V(.), Th. body vortex has been considerably weakened, but I*

still present. The vortex shed by the forward starboard windward fin is present in the

top right of the survey field. This feature is made clearer in Fig 5(b) in which the
uniform cross flow velocity of the freestream has been removed from the measured flow so
that the datum flow direction (null vector) is in the freestream direction. A

symmtrical vortex will appear as a sywetrical region of circulating flow if the axis of
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the vortex has no velocity component relative to the chosen datum flow direction. For
this reason, and because the body vortex is following a path nearly parallel to the body
axis, the body vortex is more easily seen in Fig 5(a) in which the datum flow direction
is parallel to the body axis. The fin vortex is following a path more nearly aligned to
the freestream direction and so is better seen in Fig 5(b).

Fig 5(c) is a contour plot of the distribution of total pressure. The body vortex
is shown as a fairly weak feature, both in comparison to the fin vortex and to the body
vortex for the body alone (Fig 3(b)). Compared to the latter case, the location of the
body vortex has been rotated slightly to windward and moved closer to the body,
presumably under the influence of the fin vortices. The corresponding vorticity
distribution is shown in Fig 5(d) and superimposed are the vortex centres determined from
the distribution of total pressure of Fig 5(c). The total pressure and vorticity
distributions indicate a possible link between the fin tip vortex and the body vortex.

The body vortex for the body alone case, Fig 3(c), is considerably stronger than the fin
tip vortex seen in Fig 5(d). An approximate determination of the strength of the main
part of the tip vortex has been made by employing the contour E = 5 and a value of Y =
0.14 was derived. This compares with the body alone vortex strength of y = 0.28 and
illustrates the importance of the body vortex in determining missile aerodynamic
characteristics.

The distribution of local Mach number shown in Fig 5(e) is also a useful indicator
of flow structure and, for this relatively complex flow field, presents an almost
identical picture to the total pressure plot of Fig 5(c), including the location of the
vortex centres. Note the decreased Mach number in the vortical regions and the increase
in local Mach number round the shoulder of the body.

4.1.2 Results for M = 1.8

The body alone flow field is shown in Fig 6(a). One of the main differences
compared to M - 0.7 is that the body vortex is positioned about 15 further from the body
surface, however its angular location from the vertical meridian is virtually unchanged.
The corresponding variation of total pressure in the survey plane is presented in Fig
6(b). Qualitatively this is very similar to that pertaining at M - 0.7 but the maximum
loss in total pressure is about four times as large, and the overall area of reduced 4
total pressure is greater. The distribution of vorticity presented in Fig 6(c) shows
higher maximum levels than for 44 - 0.7 but the qualitative features, such as the more
diffuse nature of the vorticity in the feeding region as the distance from the body
increases, are very much the same. The circulation of the body vortex has been
calculated for the contour I = 5 shown in Fig 6(c) and yields a value of y = 0.35 which
compares with y - 0.28 at M - 0.7. In spite of the increased vortex strength there is
only a slight increase in the size of the vortex core region. Inspection of the
distribution of total pressure and vortlclty for M = 1.8 implies a central core region of
about 0.15d radius (0.12d at M = 0.7); but, as at M - 0.7, there is no clearly defined
boundary and these dimensions are therefore only approximate.

A further feature of the flow field for M - 1.8 (and not so readily seen at =
0.7) is what is probably the result of a secondary boundary layer separation, shown in
Fig 6(b) by the trough in total pressure at a roll angle of about 30' from the vertical
meridian, and in Fig 6(c) as a region of negative vorticity. The vector plot of Fig 6(a)
shows the presence of a small vortex region corresponding to the negative contours in Fig
6(c). However, the two groups of vectors in the innermost row which indicate strong
flows towards the body are possibly artifacts of the experimental technique since the
yawmeter was very close to the model surface and in a region which may have been
especially sensitive to disturbance at supersonic speeds due to shockwave-boundary layer
interaction.

The changes in vortex strength and location between M = 0.7 and M - 1.8 can be
compared with the general trends presented in Fig 5 of Ref 12 (which presents a
compilation of experimental data on body-vortex characteristics). The increased vortex
strength at N = 1.8 is in general agreement with the results of Ref 12, as is the change
in the horizontal location of the vortex. The experimental data presented in Ref 12 are
not sufficiently comprehensive to describe the effects of Mach number on vortex vertical
location, but the vortex locations obtained from the data herein lie within the spread of
data in Ref 12.

When forward fins at A - 0
° 
were added to the body for M - 1.8 the flow field was

. modified to that shown in Fig 7. The location of the body vortex has been altered
significantly, moving closer to the body and being rotated to windward. Evaluation of
the circulation around the contour E - 5 seen in Fig 7(b) shows that the body vortex has
been reduced in strength from y - 0.35 for the body alone to y - 0.24 with the fins
present. The primary boundary layer separation on the body still feeds the body vortex,
and there is still evidence for the presence of a secondary boundary layer separation.
Therefore, although the flow has been considerably altered by the presence of the forward
fins, the basic flow structure is still generally similar to the body alone case. This
is in marked contrast to the case for N - 0.7 where the formation of the body vortex was
entirely prevented.

* Fig 7(b) shows an area of vorticity lying above the body vortex. This vorticity
* iprobably originates from the starboard fin and can be loosely described as the fin tip
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vortex. Two vortex centres are implied by the data, the stronger of the two being nearto the edge of the surveyed area. The vector plot of Fig 7(c) shows the cross flow

velocity vectors relative to the freestream direction, and reveals the presence of the
double tip vortex. Figs 7(d) and 7(e) respectively present relief plots of the total
pressure and vorticity distributions, and provide a useful adjunct to the contour plots.
Fig 7(d) illustrates the total pressure losses associated with the various vortex
structures and shows a *valley* connecting the body vortex and feeding region with the
fin tip vortex region. The vector plot of Fig 7(c) shows that fluid from the fin vortex
region is flowing towarls the body vortex. Therefore the fin wake is the probable sourceof the total pressure 'valley'. The relief plot of vorticity (Fig 7(e)) shows the

relative strengths of the vortex regions well. Whereas a connecting feature between the
two main vortex regions was seen in Fig7(d), no strong link between these areas is
apparent in the vorticity distributions, although there are indications that some
vorticity may be present in this region, see Fig 7(b). The rapid reduction in the level
of vorticity in the feeding region with increasing distance from the body surface is
clearly shown.

With the forward fins at I - -45' the results shown in Fig 8 were obtained. The
estimated positions of the total pressure minima are shown; for the body vortex a circle-
dot symbol has been used, while the vortex from the starboard windward fin (labelled as
'FIN') is shown by a cross. The position of the maximum vorticity for the fin vortex is
shown by a dot in a triangle. Note that the total pressure and vorticity centres for the
fin vortex do not coincide for this case. While this may be due to experimental
inaccuracies it is not thought to be so, and the result is probably genuine. Also shown
by Figs 8(a) and 8(b) is a region of vorticity associated with a total pressure loss, and
marked 'A'. In comparison with the case for I - 0. the body vortex is more diffuse with
lower values of total pressure loss and lower maximum vorticity. For I - 0' the maximum
vorticity uf the'body vortex was approximately in the centre of the area enclosed by the

= I contour, while for A - -45' this is no longer so, and the body vortex is therefore
less symmetrical. The body vortex centre defined by the total pressure minimum and
vorticity maximum is close to, but slightly outboard of the position found for I - 0.

The vorticity contours for the fin vortex show a lobe extending towards the body
vortex region, with a small matching lobe extending from the latter as if to link the two
regions together. Another such, but weaker, affinity is suggested between feature 'A'
and the body vortex. These linking areas can also be seen In the total pressure contour
plot, where that associated with 'A' is the more pronounced. It seems possible that 'A'
and the associated linking feature may represent the presence of fluid from the wake of
the forward leeward fin.

Vector plots are shown in Fig 8(c), relitive to the body axis as measured, and Fig
8(d), relative to the freestream (by subtractinq the uniform cross flow component of the
freestream flow). Also shown in these figures are the vortex 'centres' derived from
total pressure and vorticity distributions, as described above. The alignment of the
flow vectors gives a visual impression of the position of the body vortex centre, and is
different for each of the figures. The perceived position that is closest to that
derived from the total pressure and vorticity distributions is for the vector plot of Fig
8(d). This implies that the vortex is, at the survey station, tending to follow the
freestream direction rather than tracking parallel with the body axis. If this is so, it
is an interesting result and warrants further investigation. The fin tip vortex centre
as determined from the vorticity distribution is coincident with the perceived vortex
centre of Fig 8(d). The axis of this vortex must therefore also be lying close to the
freestream direction. Returning to the linking features connecting the fin vortex and
region 'A' to the body vortex; Fig 8(d) shows a region of approximately streamwise
velocity (null vectors) in between the fin vortex and the body vortex, and a downward

*flow from region 'A' to the body vortex. It seems therefore that there may be a slow
'diffusion' of vorticity across the gap between the body vortex and the fin vortex, and
that fluid from the wake of the leeward fin is being drawn into the body vortex.

Comparison of the body vortex strengths for X - 0* and -45' on a consistent basis
is difficult because of the much more intimate linking of the feeding region and the body
vortex for the latter case. However, an arbitrary contour based on = 5 has been
selected as shown in Fig 8(b) and the estimate obtained is y - 0.22, which compares with
Y 0.24 obtained for A - 0' and y - 0.35 for the body alone. The strength of the fin
vortex has been estimated for the - 5 contour and the value y - 0.07 was found. This
is half the value for the similar case at 4 - 0.7. (This result differs strikingly from
that which would be obtained from a simple horseshoe vortex model. From a knowledge of
the fin panel loads as given in Ref 1 the ratio of the non-dimensional vortex strengths
for these two Mach numbers would be predicted as 0.8, rather than the value of O.S
measured).

* The results of Section 4.1 have shown that mounting a set of fine near the nose of
the model has a marked effect on the body vortex development downstream and that changes
in the roll orientation of the fins are important. Data are presently available for one
axial station only and further measurements at additional locations along the body will
be necessary in order to define the flow field development.
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4.2 %DDITION OF REAR NOUNTED FINS TO THE BODY ALONE

The delta fins were mounted on the body alone at x/d = 11.5 and flow surveys were
performed at x/d - 12.2, placing the yawmeter tips in a plane 0.34d aft of the fin
trailing edges. To allow true comparisons to be made some flow measurements were also
performed for the body alone at x/d - 12.2 but are not presented here due to lack of
space. These results were very similar to those presented for x/d = 11.5, to which
reference can be made for qualitative comparisons.

4.2.1 Results for N - 0.7

The tlow surveys with the fins present are shown in Fig 9 for A - 0*, -45' and
-72%. Total pressure distributions are given for all the cases, and for A - -72

° 
the

vector plot is also shown. Vorticity distributions are not given since these results
were not available at the time of preparing this paper, and are expected to he of limited
value because the data are insufficiently closely spaced. The total pressure plots of
Figs 9(a) to (c) show the change in conditions as the starboard fin approaches the body
vortex. On each plot is shown the position of the minimum total pressure within the body
vortex centre for x/d - 12.2 on the body alone. The effect of the fins on the body
vortex will be discussed first, followed by some observations concerning the fin wakes.

For A - 0* the vertical fin lies inbetween the pair of body vortices but a
comparison with Fig 3(b) for the body alone shows that the centre of the starboard vortex
(say within the contour HL/H - 0.925) is little affected, and its location is little
changed. The root of the horizontal fin has altered conditions at the body side and the
feeding region has been attenuated. For A - -45' the feeding region is cut by the fin,
although vestiges of it remain. The central part of the body vortex is still largely
unaffected. Finally, in Figs 9(c) and (d) we see the case where the starboard body
vortex region is cut through by the fin. The flow downstream of this fin is the
combination of the body vortex flow and the fin wake flow. Therefore the term "body
vortex' strictly should not be applied to this starboard side vortex, which has clearly
been intimately mixed with the fin wake. The interaction of the vortex and fin would be
expected to result in the fin wake containing elements of streamwise vorticity of
opposite sign to the body vortex, thus partially cancelling the vortex. The fin wake
will also be deficient in total pressure which will contribute to the deficit already
present in the body vortex. The measured flow appears to be consistent with these
considerations, wit the vortex appearing weaker and more diffuse, and with a larger
central area of reduced total pressure. Nevertheless, the centre of the vortex region
lies approximately in the same location as for X Q 0' and -45', despite the interaction
with the fin. The starboard feeding region for A = -72' is attenuated in comparison with
the body alone case. This is due to the presence of a fin panel lying at a roll angle of
18' below the horizontal meridian. The port body vortex and port fin would be expected
to exhibit a state part way between the A = 0' and -45' cases for the starboard side, and
this is indeed the case.

It is worth noting some features of the fin wakes. For I - 0' the horizontal fin
wake is extensive and contains three regions of total pressure minima, one near to the
fin root, and two more pronounced areas centred at 50% and 75% exposed semi-span
respectively. The latter two regions appear to suggest a vortex shed at part span,
probably generated by the inboard portion of the swept leading edge, and another vortex
shed nearer to the tip. The minimum near to the body is possibly due to a separation in
the fin root region. The results of Ref I show that for this case the fin panel is
operating well into the non-linear normal force region, tending to confirm the present
observations on the fin wake. As the fin is rolled to leeward the effective angle of
attack is reduced, and the effective leading edge sweep is increased. The changes in the
fin wake can be followed for the fins rolled to leeward by 18' (port-fin), 45' (starboard
fin), and 72" (starboard fin); and trivially, 90' in Fig 9(a) for the vertical fin. The
fin wake progressively becomes a less prominent feature as the fin is rolled to leeward,
but some form of multl-vortex wake structure seems to be maintained at least up to
A - -45'. For the latter case there seems to be a large double tip vortex region and a
further vortex at about 50 exposed semispan, and a low energy region near to the fin-
body junction.

4.2.2 Results for M - 1.8

ATotal pressure distributions and vector plots are presented in Fig 10. As for N -
0.7, ti,e position of the minimum total pressure in the body vortex for the body alone at
x/d - 12.2 is superimposed on the plots. No distributions of vorticity have been
included for the reasons given in Section 4.2.1.

Pigs 10(s) to (c) show the total pressure distributions in the same order as those

previously presented for M - 0.7. The presence of the fins has the same general
consequences that were seen for N - 0.7 but with differences of detail, some of which are
now discussed. For A - -72' (Figs 10(c) and (fM) the starboard body vortex has moved,
compared to the body alone case, by rather more than at N - 0.7; but the deviation is
t11 relatively small, about 0.05d. The structure of the centre of the body vortex is

not affected to the same degree by the close approach of the fin as it was at N - 0.7.

The central region (say within the 'L/N - 0.7 contour) is about the same size, although
the peak total pressure deficit is slightly smaller than for the body alone. The vector

r3 v -=,- - - - - - - - --i- -. -_-
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plot of Fig 10(f) shows that the velocity distribution in the central region is also loss

a ffected than for M - 0.7. However, it should be noted that the body vortices are
positioned slightly differently with respect to the fin for the two test Mach numbers.
For 9 - 0.7 the nominal vortex position lies within the fin outline, while for M - 1.8 it

is just to leeward of it. The sensitivity of the vortex to its position relative to the

fin for small separation distances is not known, but this could be important. The
movement of the starboard vortex (from the position It occupied in the body alone case)
for X = -72' largely accounts for the asymmetrical flow in the vicinity of the leeward
meridian. There was some asymmetry present at 14 - 0.7, but not quite to the same degree.
At M = 1.8 the feeding region is a more pronounced feature of the flow than it was for
M 0.7, and therefore appears more persistent in the former case, particularly for

S=-45
° .

The vector plots, when examined in conjunction with the total pressure plots,

reveal some interesting regions. These are identified by sudden large changes between
adjacent velocity vectors which correlate with features in the total pressure plots.
These regions are identified by dotted lines on the total pressure plots, and by dot-

cross lines on the vector plots, and appear in Figs 10(a), (b), (d) and (e) for A - 0"
and -45. The feature indicated for X - -45' probably indicates the presence of a shock
wave, as is further suggested by the static pressure distribution (not shown). The
explanation of the feature indicated for X - 0' is not so readily found, but it too may

have a shock wave associated with it. This feature is also present above the starboard
windward fin (lying at a roll angle of 18' below the horizontal meridian) for A - -72',

and can be seen in Figs 10(c) and (f). It may also be present in an attenuated form
above the port leeward fin for the same case. It is possible that the wakes shed from

the fins contain more than one region of concentrated vorticity, as they did for M - 0.7,
although the fins have nominally supersonic leading edges. There is some similarity in
the fin wakes for M - 0.7 and 1.8 in that a feature exists at about 501 exposed semispan.

The results presented in Section 4.2 have an important bearing on missile
prediction methods for vortex-fin interference load. It appears that it may be an
acceptable approximation to employ the vortex flow that would obtain in the absence of
the fin to such calculations, without the necessity of considering mutual interference
effects and possible consequent changes in vortex position or structure. However, the
feeding regions may have a significant effect on nearby fin panels. and these are
disrupted by the presence of the fins. The importance of this effect on fin panel
loading has yet to be established.

5 COCLUSIOS

A series of wind-tunnel tests have been performed to measure the leeside flow field
of a generalised missile model. Flow field data have been presewited for a station

towards the rear of the model for a body angle of attack of 14' and freestream Mach
numbers of 0.7 and 1.8. The structure of the body alone flow fields has been

investigated together with the modifying effects of mounting a cruciform set of delta

fine in either a forward or rear location. For the body alone, well developed body

vortices were evident for both N = 0.7 and M = 1.8.

The fins mounted in the forward position had a profound effect on the body vortex
development as measured near the rear of the body. The effect achieved depended on model
roll angle and Mach number. For M - 0.7 the body vortex development was heavily

suppressed, particularly for the case of a horizontally mounted fin where the feeding

region no longer rolled up into a vortex, but extended to leeward as a shear layer. For
K - 1.8 the body vortex development was attenuated by the addition of the fins but still

p remained significant, although the vortex structure and position were altered.

For the aft mounted fins the main effect on the body vortex flow in cases where the
body vortex did not ispinge on a fin was the blocking or cutting of the feeding region.
For the cases where the fins cut through or near to the centre of a body vortex, the

vortex was still identifiable, and was approximately -in the same location as for the body

alone case. For N - 0.7 the body vortex was more diffuse, and the net vorticity was

reduced by the fin, while at K = 1.8 there was less effect on the vortex. However, the
nominal vortex locations relative to the fin chordal plane were not quite the same at the
two test Mach numbers.

These results show that missile aerodynamic prediction methods for complete missile

airframes currently do not represent correctly the effect of forward surfaces on the body
vortex development. However, the assumption that the vortex-fin interference, for aft

j i surfaces can be calculated by ignoring possible profound effects of the fin on the vortex

position or structure does not appear unreasonable, at least for fins of the same order
of size as those investigated here.

The cases examined here are part of a continuing research programe into the

development of vortex flows commonly present around missile airframes. Much scope exists

for further study in order to provide the necessary material with which to improve
missile aerodynamic prediction methods.

7-1~
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PREDICTING AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF VORTICAL FLOWS ON
THREE-DIMENSIONAL CONFIGURATIONS USING A SURFACE-SINGULARITY PANEL METHOD

B. Maskew
Analytical Methods, Inc.

P.O. Box 37860Bellevue, Washington 98052
U.S.A.

SU Ageneral low-order surface-singularity panel method is used to predict the aero-
dynamic characteristics of a problem where a wing-tip vortex from one wing closely inter-
acts with an aft mounted wing in a low Reynolds Number flow; i.e., 125,000. Non-linear
effects due to wake roll-up and the influence of the two wings on the vortex path are in-
cluded in the calculation by using a coupled iterative wake relaxation scheme. The inter-
action also affects the wing pressures and boundary layer characteristics: these effects
are also considered using coupled integral boundary layer codes and preliminary calcula-
tions using free vortex sheet separation modelling are included. Calculated results are
compared with water tunnel experimental data with generally remarkably good agreement.

INTRODUCTION

The vortical flow regions that exist near a vehicle generating lift have varying
degrees of non-linear interaction with the vehicle's surface, depending on the form of
the configuration. Through their effects on the integrated forces and moments, these vor-
tical flows can strongly influence the performance and stability characteristics of a
vehicle. Only in the simplest case of the treatment of wing-tip vortices on a conventional
transport aircraft with high aspect ratio wings operating at low lift coefficients can the
non-linear effects be ignored. For the most part, predicting the aerodynamic character-
istics of modern high-performance vehicles requires the non-linear effects of vortical
flows to be included in the modelling (e.g., see reviews in Refs. 1 and 2). The present
paper concerns the application of a surface singularity panel method, program VSAERO (for
Vortex Separation AEROdynamics (3)), to configurations with vortical flows at subsonic
speeds. Iterative procedures are used for the non-linear effects of vortex wake location
and for surface boundary layer development. Emphasis is placed on practical, cost-effec-
tive engineering solutions for the short-term treatment of problems, rather than an elegant
mathematical modelling for the longer term.

The VSAERO code is basically a low-order panel method developed specifically for
application to complete aircraft configurations operating in low-speed, high-lift condi-
tions. The program gives comparable accuracy to higher-order formulations (see Ref. 3)
but at a considerably lower computing cost. This fact, plus its inherent versatility and
ease of use--both of which stem from its simple basis--make the method an attractive,
practical, tool for treating non-linear problems requiring iterative solution techniques;
e.g., problems of vortex/surface interaction with wake deformation and viscous/potential
flow effects included. Furthermore, the method has also proven practical for the treat-
ment of unsteady problems using a time-stepping approach (4) and to modelling problems
with extensive separation (5).I At the outset, justification for using the simple model approach for the non-linear
vortical flow calculations was based partly on the concept of prescribed separation
lines (6). This followed from the increasing tendency towards the use of controlled vor-
tex separation using sharp-edged strakes, trips, etc. (1) and (2). Here, the designer
aims to exploit the favorable aspects of vortex/surface interaction; e.g., the creative
integration of the vortex low pressure zone in a region which enhances lift and thrust
while also stabilizing surface flows. With this approach, stable vortical flow structures
are obtained over a wide range of conditions. Calculation of vortex/surface interaction

- - when the line of separation is fixed is therefore inherently more amenable to theoretical
treatment (1) than is the case where the vortex separation is more by *accident"; e.g.,
separation from smooth rounded surfaces. In the latter c , the vortical flow pattern
can change markedly with small changes in vehicle attitudo .r'd this can lead to poor sta-
bi lity characteristics. Although undesirable, this latter type of flow probably cannot
be completely eliminated and so still needs some consideration. Also, situations exist
where largely uncontrolled vortex/surface encounters occur, such as in the case of a heli-
copter rotor blade-tip vortex interacting with a following blade, or in the case of a
wing in the presence of a canard vortex under off-design conditions. From these points
of view, the scope of the VSAZAO vortical flow calculations has been extended to try to
locate and model separation boundaries in addition to including boundary layer displace-
ment effects. These aspects, which are included in the present paper, are useful even
when exploiting *controlled* vortex separation, it is important that the designer should

) know when and where vortex separation is likely to occur so that the applied vortex de-
vices serve mainly as a 'trigger" and a stebilising agent for the pheomenon.rLt
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There are a number of aspects of vortical flow interaction that a-e of concern for
a practical prediction method both as regards modelling and also for the numerical be-
havior:1

1i) the condition at the separation line--how are the singularity values transferred
from the solid boundary onto the free vortex sheets and how does this relate to
a Kutta condition?

(ii) How does the newly formed vortical structure interact with the local (i.e.,
generating) surface? For example, vortices at the wing leading- and tip-edges
and also flap edges.

(iii) How does the essentially fully developed vortex core and wake interact with
downstream surfaces; e.g., canard/wing or body/fin problems?

(iv) What happens to the vortex core structure as it passes through downstream pres-
sure gradients? For example, questions on vortex breakdown.

The present paper is largely concerned with item (iii). For this case we examine
the vortex wake from one wing interacting with an aft located second wing. In recent
years this problem has received considerable attention in relation to aircraft wake-
vortex hazard; e.g., Reference 7.

Earlier calculations of vortex/wing interaction considered a straight onset vortex
passing over a wing (e.g., Refs. 8, 9 and 10). Patel and Hancock (9) warned of the need
to complement such calculations with experimental work since the non-linear aspects of
modifying the wing boundary layer and the effect of the wing on the path of the %ortex
were not included. The present method has been developed to include these aspectl in
the computation and has already shown very good results in applications to a number of
aircraft configurations, some of which had strong vortex interactions (e.g., Ref. 11).
In addition, several exploratory calculations have been performed on the basic problem
of a wing in the presence of an oncoming vortex wake; these calculations were of the
nature of numerical experiments whose main purpose was to explore the behavior of the
program. A case in which an oncoming wake actually intersected a downstream wing was
reported in Ref. 12 in relation to helicopter application. This situation has also been
encountered in a canard/wing configuration. Reference 6 discusses a case where the
edge vortex of the oncoming wake passed over the aft wing. In both cases, the roll-up
of the wake and the track of the edge vortex were calculated under the influence of the
complete two-wing configuration. This second case also included preliminary surface
streamline and boundary laye. -alculations. The present paper continues the vortex-wing
interaction investigation and compares the calculated results with experimental data
from a water tunnel (13).

METHOD DESCRIPTION

The whole flow field is regarded as a potential flow with regions of viscous domina-
tion confined to infinitely thin boundary layers and free shear layers and to vortex cores
of small diameter. The basic formulation of the VSAERO panel method by way of Green's
Theorem is described in Reference 3. For completeness, a brief overview of the method
is presented here before describing more details of the wake relaxation procedure. The
outline of the complete iterative procedure--including that for the viscous/potentialiteration--ia shown in Figure 1.

The surface of the configuration is approximated by a set of flat quadrilateral
panels of uniform source and doublet singularities. The panel source values are deter-
mined by the local external Neumann boundary condition while the panel doublet values
are solved from a set of simultaneous linear equations specifying explicitly the internal
Dirichlet boundary condition that the total velocity potential on the interior surface of
each panel shall be equal to the free-stream velocity potential there (i.e., the conditionof zero perturbation potential inside the volume). This particular formulation gives a
doublet/source combination which is just one of an infinite set (other forms were consider-
ed earlier for VSAERO (3)). The present formulation was used earlier by Johnson and
Rubbert (14) but in a higher-order method. The low-order formulation in VSABRO gives an
equation identical to that given by 4orino (15) who used a direct application of Green's
Theorem in the external flow field.

In VSAERO, the wake surfaces (i.e., the free shear layers) are represented by flat
quadrilateral panels of uniform doublet singularities. The wake panel strengths are de-
termined by the conditions at the separation line. The piecewise constant singularity
distribution gives a discrete vortex-line model for simple wakes. The initial vortex-line geometry is normally prescribed; alternatively, a simple preprocessor is being coup-led to the program to generate the initial wake structure for complex configurations (6).
in subsequent solutions, vortex lines are relocated along calculated mean streamlines in
an iterative procedure, Figure 1.

Within the program the geometry of each vortex line is described in a system of ver-
tical cross-flow planes called Wake-Grid-Planes, Figure 2. The wake-grid-planes are
given x-station locations in the program input, more dense spacing is used in regions
where large curvature is expected in the wake lines.

__ I -
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A wake panel is normally bounded by two consecutive wake-grid planes and by two
neighboring vortex lines, Figure 2. A regular wing wake has its panels Prranged in
columns starting at the upstream separation panel. On this type of wake all the panels
down a column have the same doublet strength determined by the jump in velocity potential
across the separation line. The jump in doublet strength from one column to the next is
the strength of the streamwise vortex at the common boundary.

Another type of wake is used to enclose Large regions of separation (5). This has
a linear doublet distribution in the streamwise direction (representing uniform vorticity
with tangential vector in the cross-flow direction). In the cross-flow direction the wake
doublet distribution is still piecewise constant. This separation model is still under
development, particularly for the more general vortical type of separation.

During the wake relaxation iterative procedure the wake panel streamwise edges
(i.e., vortex segments) are repositioned into calculated local mean flow directions.
The panel corners are maintained in the wake-grid planes. The local velocity vector is
calculated at the set of corner points in each wake-grid plane in turn and the local
average vector used to move across each wake-grid-plane interval. When moving from one
plane to the next, an initial velocity is first predicted at the next wake-grid plane
using a linear extrapolation of two previously calculated upstream velocities (if avail-
able). The average direction across the new interval is then used to relocate the next
point on the wake line. At this time a new velocity is calculated at the new point by
summing all contributions from the singularity panels and onset flow. A corrected point
is then obtained. The calculation normally proceeds through this predictor/corrector
cycle for one more pass; however, more cycles can be requested if necessary. All wake
lines intersecting a wake-grid plane are treated together; i.e., the velocities are eval-
uated for all points in that plane before moving the lines over. All wake points in the
downstream wake-grid planes are simultaneously moved over by the movement vector for their
respective wake line. The wake-grid-plane scheme is very effective for regular forward
flight but has drawbacks for situations where the local flow deviates from the general
onset flow direction by a large angle. (A more general scheme is being considered as an
alternative module for such cases.)

When the wake shape iteration cycles are complete the program--using the latest
potential flow solution--computes inviscid surface streamlines (i.e., external to the
boundary layer). This routine, which is based on a second-order surface stream function
formulation, was developed and coupled to the VSAERO program by T.S. Vaidyanathan. The
procedure is described in Reference 16. The location of a point on each streamline is
selected by the user who is, therefore, responsible for ensuring that a family of stream-
lines adquately covers the regions of interest.

Integral boundary layer calculations are then performed along each computed stream-
line usi'ng boundary layer codes assembled earlier by F.A. Dvorak and described in Refer-
ence 17. At this time the essentially two-dimensional integral methods are preferred in
keeping with the practical approach and low computing times. The integral methods coupled
in the VSAERO program at this time include the effects of surface curvature and streamline
convergence/divergence under the assumption of local axisymmetric flow. However, they
can be expected to break down in regions of large cross flow; e.g., near a vortical sepa-
ration line. (An alternative infinite swept-wing boundary layer code with cross flow
model is also coupled with the VSAERO program but this was not used in the present work.)

For laminj flow the method is basically that of Thwaites (18) with an adaptation
by Curle (19). Transition is based on Granville's (20) procedure. Conditions for laminar
separation and turbulent reattachment or catastrophic separation are based on empirical
relationships from measurements by Gaster (21) and others. The turbulent boundary layer
development calculation is the Nash and Hicks (22) method.

The boundary layer module is fully coupled with the VSAERO inviscid code in an outer
viscous/potential iteration loop, Figure 1. In further iterations, the displacement
effect of the boundary layer is modelled in the potential flow calculation using the
source transpiration technique; i.e., the boundary layer displacement term appears in
the external Neumann boundary condition equation as a local non-zero normal velocity com-
ponent and is thereby related directly to source singularities in this formulation. The
boundary layer calculation also provides a separation poini on each streamline, thereby
defining a boundary of separation for a family of streamlines. The criterion for sepa-
ration is currently a vanishingly small skin fri:tion coefficient (in the direction of

* the external streamline). Although not strictly correct, particularly in regions of
strong cross flow, the procedure hrs given surprisingly qood guidance for the onset of
separation for a wide range of practical problems. Given the location of separation
lines, later calculations can be performed in which the separated flow zone is enclosed
within free-vortex sheets which then form part of the overall vortex/wake structure of
the problem.
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VORTEX/WING ENCOUNTER

Configuration Description

The general layout of the model used in the water tunnel experiment in Reference 13
is shown in Figure 3. Basically, a vertical wing with a NACA 0015 section set at 100 to
the onset flow is placed ahead of a horizontal wing with a NACA 0012 section. The tip
of the forward wing is level with the quarter-chord line of the aft wing. The forward
wing has a chord of 2 inches and the aft wing, 4 inches. The distance between the two
quarter-chord lines is 8 inches. The quarter-chord lines form the pivot axes for the two
wings. For the calculations, the rear wing is considered at three setting angles, 8',
120 and 160. The rear wing is mounted between the water tunnel walls, with the tunnel
8.4 inches wide and 12 inches deep. The Reynolds Number of the flow based on the aft
wing chord is 125,000.

For the present calculations, the tunnel surfaces are not panelled; instead, pseudo
two-dimensional conditions are represented for the aft wing b, extending its wing tips,
giving an aspect ratio of about 8, Figure 4. The forward wing has been given a span of
12 inches so that its center section coincides with the tunnel roof location; it has 8
panels around the chord, 9 panels vertically and a 3 x 4 panel array closing the bottom
tip edge. Panel size distributions are weighted towards the leading edge and towards
the bottom tip edge using equal angle increments in a simple cosine formula.

The rear wing is panelled in three parts; the two parts outside the tunnel wall
location each have 16 panels chordwise and 3 panels spanwise. The wing "inside" the
tunnel has 32 panels chordwise with density increasing towards the leadino edge. The
spanwise panel arrangement has a central zone with 12 columns equally spaced and two
outer zones of 3 panel columns increasing in size away from the wing center. This cen-
tral piece of the wing--which corresponds with the actual wing in the experiment--was
declared a separate component in the present program in order to obtain the force and
moment acting on it for comparison with the experimental data.

The calculations start with the wake lines preceeding straight back parallel to the
onset flow, Figure 5. This figure also shows the location of the wake-grid planes. The
figure does not show the downstream part of the wake where the wake-grid planes are lo-
cated at ever widening intervals. Notice that in the starting condition shown in Figure
5, the vortex lines actually pass through the aft wing. This is not a recomended prac-
tice in general, but was employed here as part of the checkout of-the behavior of the
calculations. This is considered further in the 12' case below.

Wing Alone

Preliminary runs were made with the aft wing alone at 80, 120 and 160 angle of
attack. The main objective was to make sure that the flow was essentially parallel at
the tunnel wall location; however, the calculation of the basic flow condition was also
of interest. The calculations included a second pass through the viscous/potential itera-
tion cycle bringing in the effect of boundary layer displacement but not modelling sepa-
ration at this time. The calculated flow conditions (upper surface) are summarised below.

(i) 8*:- Laminar separation with turbulent reattachment occurred near the leading
edge and the turbulent boundary layer remained attached back to the trail-
ing edge.

(ii) 12*:- Again, laminar separation with turbulent reattachment occurred near the
leading edge, and turbulent separation occurred at about 85% of the chord.
Figure 6 shows a plan view of the calculated streamlines and separation
zo ne. Normally, further viscous/potentiai flow iterations would be per-
formed for this case using the separatud flow model.

(iii) 16*:- Catastrophic laminar separation occurred from near the leading edge over
nhe full span.

AAfiar as the extent of separation is concerned, the above results are essentially~confirmea by experimental observations with the forward wing at 0* and using hydrogenbubble flow visualization. However, force and moment data (13), not shown here, indicate
significant loss in lift curve slope after about 8'. Certainly, from past experience

with this type of calculation, modelling the separated flow in the 120 case would be ex-
pected to move the predicted separation forward.

Two-Wings

With the forward wing in place and set at 10'
, 
the calculations were performed over

three wake-shape iterations; i.e., three complete potential flow calculations were per-
formed, the first with the prescribed wake in Figure 5 and then with two calculated
shapes. (ConvLrgence of the results will be discussed later under the 12' case.) Surface
streamline and boundary layer calculations were then carried out.

A typical calculation takes about 160 C.P. secs. on the CRAY computer and requires
163,000 memory words; this calculation involves a total of 756 surface panels (i.e., 756
unknowns), 33 wake columns with about 400 wake panels, 15 on-body streamlines--each with
a boundary layer calculation--and 450 off-body velocity calculations. t
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Calculations were performed for aft wing incidences of 8, 12* and 16*. Photographs
of the experimental flow field (using hydrogen bubble visualization) for these angles
were provided by C. Tung. These are shown in Figure 7(a), (b) and 1c), respectively.

Aft Wing at 8'

A general view of the final calculated wake shape for the 8" case is shown in Fig-
ure 8(a); only the "real part" of the aft wing is plotted. Figure 8(b) shows a side view
of this. The computation of the roll-up of the tip vortex lines is clearly affected by
the presence of the aft wing; there is a tendency for the rate of roll-up to decrease in
the acceleration zone ahead of the wing and then to increase again in the recovery zone
towards the wing trailing edge. This behavior is very plausible and merits further in-
vestigation in the future in relation to the implied helix angle in the roll-up and the
connection between this and the onset of vortex breakdown.

The dotted line in Figure 8(b) indicates the locus of computed centroid of vorticity
for the vortex lines involved directly with the tip roll-up. This locus is in remarkably
good agreement with points representing the path of the vortex core in the experiment.
These points were measured from the flow field photograph (Figure 7(a)). The small ver-
tical shift in the vortex path is due to tip-edge separation occurring ahead of the trail-
ing edge. This tip-edge vortex formation was not modelled in the present calculation.

After the third wake shape solution, a family of inviscid surface streamlines was
calculated on the aft wing and boundary layer calculations were performed. Figure 9
shows a plan view of these streamlines, each of which is stopped at the point of calcula-
ted separation. Whereas the wing-alone case remained fully attached, we now see a region
of turbulent separation on the left side of the wing brought on by the increased loading
on the upwash side of the vortex. It is difficult to positively confirm this feature
from the flow field photograph, Figure 7(a), at this time. The thickness of the region
highlighted by the bubbles and located beneath the vortex has certainly thickened slightly
relative to the wing-alone case (13).

A calculated velocity survey conducted in a vertical plane just behind the wing,
Figure 10, gives the impression that the vortex roll-up has been flattened slightly by
its interaction with the aft wing.

The computed force and moment coefficients for the aft wing at 8' are compared with

experimental measurements in Figure ii and show remarkably good agreement.

Aft Wing at 16'

With the aft wing set at 16', the Streamline/boundary layer calculations--performed
after the wake-shape iterations--gave essentially the same result as for the case with
wing alone; i.e., laminar separation along the entire leading edge, except in this case
there was a small zone just on the downwash side of the vortex where turbulent reattach-
ment was predicted (i.e., under the slight alleviation of the leading-edge suction peaks).
However, turbulent separation occurred within 10 to 15% back from the leading edge.
Although these tendencies seem plausible, such flow details have not been obtained from
the experiment at this time.

The trajectories of the calculated wake lines for the above case are shown in side
view in Figure 12. The locus of the calculated vorticity centroid for this initial solu-
tion follows closely the experimental vortex track (transferred from Figure 7(c)) ahead
of the aft wing. The calculated path shows a slightly larger upswing just before the
leading edge--this is consistent with the larger level of circulation, see Figure 11, in
the initial calculation which has attached flow. Due to this additional circulation, the
computed vorticity centroid locus is pulled quickly down over the upper surface of the
wing, whereas the experimental vortex path passes more freely higher above the surface.

A second calculation was performed in which the predicted separation zone was en-
closed within free vortex sheets (5). Initially, there was some conflict between the two
wakes as they were relaxed simultaneously--the initial wake lines from the front wing
(Figure 5) actually pass inside the rear separated wake. The calculated wake shape after
the third solution is shown inset in Figure 12. Another pass should be performed in this
case. A better approach would probably be to first relax the oncoming wake while holding
the aft wing wakes rigid, then releasing the latter in the third pass. In any event,
this calculation was not pursued to a complete convergence at this time. Also, there
were indications (see below) that the vorticity separation model may require further in-
gradients for these highly three-dimensional situations where considerable vortex sheet
stretching can occur.

Even though this calculation is incomplete at this stage, the track of the calculated
vorticity centroid shows a plausible change relative to the attached flow solution, show-
ing a smaller upswing ahead of the wing leading edge and passing more freely above the
wing. In fact, the track over the wing now runs approximately parallel to the experimen-
tal vortex path except it is too low. The reason for the latter discrepancy is not clear
at this stage, especially since the computed lift coefficient--and alm the drag coeffi-
cient--are now in close agroement with the experimental measurements, Figure 11. The
pitching moment coefficient also is in reasonably good agreement with the experiment.
All three quantities show quite large changes due to including the separation model,
Figure 11.
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A chordwise pressure distribution computed on the aft wing close to the vortex
passage location is shown in Figure 13(a). Pressure coefficients inside the separation
zone (i.e., almost the entire upper surface) include the term for the jump in total
pressure relative to free stream (5). Although the distribution is in good shape on the
whole, the small hump in the upper surface distribution is a matter for concern. The main
contribution to this is a chordwise velocity increment rather than a s wse component
which might then have been attrluted to the passing vortex. The chordwise velocities
are strongly influenced by the separated vortex sheet model, which at this station isstrongly influenced by the oncoming vortex. Examination of the separation model formu-

lation in this situation has indicated a possible weakness due to the vortex sheetstretching; model refinements are therefore being planned.

Figure 13(b) shows the chordwise plot of surface velocity magnitude corresponding to
the pressure coefficient distribution above. This indicates an almost converged solution
for the separated flow model--the present calculation was based on inner and outer veloc-
ity magnitudes of 0.05 and 1.3, respectively, for the velocity shear across the vortex
sheets. These values determine the wake vorticity level and, hence, the magnitude of the
total pressure difference between the onset flow and the separated flow. The computed
velocity values at both ends of the separated zone are very close to the above values,
Figure 13(b).

Aft Wing at 12
°

The convergence of the wake-relaxation iteration was examined for the 12* case.
Figure 14 compares the computed wake-line shapes for the second- and third-wake solutions.
The recovery from the initial "bad" setup (Figure 5) is clearly very rapid for the basic
attached flow case. Also, there is very little change in the geometry between the second
and third wakes. Comparisons of wing pressure distributions (not shown here) also con-
firm the convergence of the solution.

In the third wake-shape iteration it is interesting to compare the spanwise velocity
components, Vy, calculated along three spanwise cuts through the aft wing. Figure 15
shows the upper and lower Vy distributions at chordwise stations, x/c - 0.0, 0.25 and 0.9.
Near the leading edge, the spanwise flow induced by the vortex is obviously almost the
same on the upper and lower surfaces--these have just "entered" the circulatory velocity
field around the vortex. The spanwise velocity component, therefore, has peaks on both
surfaces. At the quarter-chord station, however, the lower surface has almost *forgotten"
that the vortex is present and by the 90% chord station on the lower surface there is
essentially no trace left of the vortex effect. On the upper surface, the spanwise veloc-
ity peak first increases from the leading edge to the quarter-chord station, then decreases
towards the trailing edge. In the meantime, the effective base width of the Vy peak grows
steadily as we proceed across the wing chord.

The calculated locus of vorticity centroid for the tip vortex lines is in remarkably
good agreement, Figure 16, with the track of the experimental vortex taken from Figure
7(b). As it passes over the aft wing, the latter appears to cover a wider zone than was
the case at 8

° 
and 16*; real-time observation in the experiment suggests an unsteadiness

in the vortex path rather than a broader vortical region (13). The calculated vorticity
locus seems to favor the lower edge of the region--this would be consistent with the
fully attached assumption of the calculation and perhaps an intermittent separation in
the experiment caused by the mutual interaction between the vortex path and the extent
of separation; i.e., a low vortex path may induce separation causing the vortex to move
up, at which time the decreased interaction may allow a reattachment or at least a re-
duced extent of separation--and this would bring the vortex back down again.

The streamline/boundary layer calculations for the 12* case do, in fact, indicate
an interesting situation, Figure 17. The calculations predict a catastrophic laminar
separation from the leading edge over the entire upwash side of the oncoming vortex;
elsewhere, the laminar separation is followed by turbulent reattachment and eventual
separation occurs well back on the upper surface. In comparison with Figure 6, the
present upwash-side separation is clearly vortex induced.

The perturbation to the wing pressure distributions due to the presence of the vor-
tax is illustrated in Figure 19, which compares the chordwie pressure distributions
at spanwise stations, y - -1, 0 and +1; i.e., proceeding from the upwash aide to the
downwash side through the vortex location. These locations represent horizontal offsets

4from the projected vortex position of approximately the height of the vortex above the
surface at the quarter-chord line. The main differences in the computed pressure coeffi-
cients occur on the wing upper surface forward of the quarter-chord location. The suc-
tion peak varies from -5.9 through -4.9 to -3.3 as we proceed from the upwash to the' downwash side.

These calculations, of course, represent the first pass of an iterative solution;
i.e., the separation has not been modelled at this stage. Initial attempts at modelling
the part-span separation have so far met with mixed success. Certainly, sectional lift,
drag and pitching moments calculated at sections both on the upwash and on the dowyash
side of the vortex have values closely related to the total experimetnal valueos however,
in the region of the predicted edge of the part-span separation, the interaction between
the onset vortex and the open end of the separation model are clearly very strong, and,
as mentioned for the 161 case, the separation model does not at this stage include ado-
quate representation for vortex sheet stretching-which in this case is a serious omis-
sion. The planned refinements in the model, therefore, are absolutely essential for

-T r ,"
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further treatment of this case. Another factor that must also be considered for the
present case is the jump in total pressure that is essential for calculating separated
zone pressures at the end close to the tunnel wall location; near the onset vortex loca-
tion, however, the side of the separated zone is essentially open to the free air and,
consequently, has the same total pressure as the onset flow. A model of the total pres-
sure variation between these two extremes must be considered in future refinements. In
the meantime, further information on the actual vortical flow pattern in the experiment,
including surface flow visualization, would be a very beneficial guide to any modelling
improvements.

CONCLUSIONS

Program VSAERO, a low-order panel method with coupled iterative routines for rep-
resenting non-linear effects due to wake shape and boundary layer growth, has been ap-
plied to a simple vortex/wing encounter problem with very encouraging results and with
very reasonable computing costs.

(i) Vortex wake trajectory calculations converged rapidly in the two-wing situation
with attached flow wakes, even though the initial wake lines cut through the aft
wing.

(ii) with separated flow wakes included in the model, some minor numerical problems
occurred in the interaction between these and the oncoming vortex. A simple
cure for this seems to be to delay the aft wake relaxation until the forward
wake is in position.

(iii) Computed vorticity centroid loci agreed fairly well with the experimental vortex
track for the 8 and 120 aft wing cases, but was somewhat below--but parallel--
to the experimental track over the massive separation for the 160 case.

(iv) Computed force and moment coefficients were in good agreement with measured data
for the 8* case and also for the 16* case with initial separation modelling.

(v) Further refinement in the separation model vortex sheets, e.g., allowing the
vorticity level to vary with distance, would improve some details of the vortex/

wing calculation with full-span separation. Such changes are absolutely essen-
tial for the part-span separation model which also needs additional treatment
for the probable vortical separation under the vortex.

(vi) Finally, it should be emphasized that these conditions were at very low Reynolds
Number, 125,000. Similar calculations performed earliez at higher Reynolds Num-
ber gave quite different separation characteristics; in other words, some caution
is needed if attempting to relate the results of vortex/surface interaction to
conditions at a different Reynolds Number.
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SU RY

AThe definition of some special lines in a flow field is discussed and a criterion
for the identification of axes of local rotation is given. A preferred direction is
introduced in space using the local direction of the velocity. A surface is constructed
locally such that at any point the surface is normal to the velocity field. For a (nor-
malized) direction field of the velocity, the components of the gradient tensor
on this surface can be regarded as being equivalent to the curvature tensor of the sur-
face. The behaviour of the curvature is discussed .3e surface is partitioned into hyper-
bolic and elliptic regions by the sign of the Gauw.an curvature. It is found that the
special points are associated with regions of extremely steep variations of the Gaussian
curvature. Experimental evidence to this effect is provided by measurements of wall shear
stress vectors and velocity vectors in the flow field around an inclined prolate spheroid.
The above procedure is shown to be a tool for revealing some properties of the vortex ske-
leton of a flow field. Several other parameters of the measured flow field are also eva-
luated and presented.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

a semi major axis of the prolate spheroid

b semi minor axis of the prolate spheroid

ci vector of curl, contravarlant component

d 2  discriminant, Eq.(14)

d 3  discriminant, Eq.(9)

J velocity gradient tensor, Eq.(15)

K Gaussian curvature, Eqs.(13), (16)

MK  kinematic vorticity number, Eq.(18)

ND  dynamic vorticity number, Eq.(19)

p pressure

U_ free stream velocity, Fig. 2

ui velocity vector
v 
i  

vector, three-dimensional

w eigenvector

xi coordinate

.x 0  coordinate along the axis of rotation of the model, Fig. 2

a angle of incidence

coordinate transformations, Eq.(1)

6 Kronecker delta

C i
jk  

permutation tensor

iA egenvalue

j O angle

density

it dynamic viscosity

(',Co vector, two-dimensional
a . 0 e13. wall shear stress vector

IV angle of rotatlsa of the spheroid. Fig. 2

covariant differentiation

~Indicasi

rn*conventions Isummatian convention io applied):

Greek 3ndreera,en, h e t rc1,2The coordinate number 3 refers to the direction noral to the respective surface of wall.
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1. INTR ODUCTION

For the analysis and description of the phenomena of three-dimensional separation and

vortical flow fields several concepts have been proposed, that are intuitive generalizations
of ideas successfully used in two-dimensional or even planar flows. Such generalizations
are of limited practical use, if they disregard the restrictions to which a two-dimensional
flow field is subject but which are absent in a three-dimensional flow. For example an axis
of rotation in a two-dimensional flow is perpendicular to the velocity field while the
strain rate depends only on the two coordinates of the velocity field. So, for an applica-
tion of two-dimensional concepts, it is generally necessary to introduce locally a pre-
ferred direction in three-dimensional space.

Successful developments of the description of flow fields with isolated singular points
have been guided by the theory of ordinary autonomous differential equations of two degrees
of freedom 11. Together with topological rules (2] it is an effective tool for investiga-
ting the topological structure of a vector field with isolated singularities on a surface.

The location of isolated singularities is obviously related to points where the vector
field vanishes. They are classified by the behaviour of the vector field in their neighbour-
hood. The two classes are nodal points (nodes, foci) which behave elliptically and saddle
points having a hyperbolic behaviour. The respective indices are +1 and -1. The paths be-
tween these singularities are streamlines. This is the reason why the topology of limiting
streamlines may sometimes easily be obtained from oil flow patterns.

Recently Hornung and Perry (3] proposed a generalization of this concept for the ana-
lysis of the vortex skeleton in a three-dimensional flow field. They used bifurcation lines
instead of singular points. The concept was successful in clarifying the topology in sec-
tions through three-dimensional flow fields. However no stipulation was given for the deter-
mination of the location of the bifurcatio lines from a given three-dimensional velocity
vector field.

The aim of this paper is the discussion and use of kinematical relations and invariants
for the description of separation and vortical flow fields.

2. THEORY

Several relations will be derived and discussed for the analysis of three-dimensional
vortical flow fields. We shall restrict ourselves to incompressible fluids governed by the
continuity equation and the stationary Navier-Stokes equations. In tensor notation we have

u I i o (1)

I -u j  
pli u+ jlj. (2)

At a wall where the no slip condition holds the left hand side of Eq.(2) vanishes:

pl u u11
3

3  (3)

The first derivates of the velocity component normal to the wall, u
3 i, vanish, while

the second and third derivatives may be related to the wall shear stress -c -* uC 3 and
the pressure p and their derivatives at the wall. Using derivatives of Bqs.(1) and (3)
we get

Ia 
3 
133 0, (4)

Ti +L I $ u3 13 ' 0, 5

P I C It u jL 3 - P u 31333' (61

So the first generally nonvanishing derivatives of the velocity field can be evaluated

from data at the wall. 3g. (4) relates the derivative of the velocity component normal to~the Isface to the divergence of the wall shear stress obtained on the wall. Only the second

and higher derivatives of the wall pressure field are related to the velocity component nor-
mal to the well. Therefore wall pressure measurements are relatively insensitive to the phe-
noomo of separation. nly "massive" separations are detected from wall pressure measurements.

2.1 A LOCAL ROTATION

A more exact description may be obtained from the identification of local rotations.

Realisinq the fact that we may establish a nonvenishing curl of a vector field without what
we intuitively call a vortex, as for instance in a Couette flow, we are stimulated to die-
cuss the local quality of both those terms and their relations. The curl is a term well de-
fined by spatial derivatives of a vector field. A vortex should be a locally rotating part
of the fluid share in a cross section the streamline patterns look like centres or foci.

IM V
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A local linear vector field may be represented by the vector of displacement u£ i dx
J

with the tensor ujjj of the spatial derivatives of the velocity field. The symmetric part

of this tensor, (uilj + u4ji)/2, is the stress tensor and the components of the skew symme-

tric part, (uiji - ujliJ/2, are related to the curl of a vector field by the permutation

tensor ck = c i j
k ujl i . The vector ui j dx

J 
describes the displacement of x

3 
* dx+ with

respect to a certain (Lagrangian) frame of reference attached to the point x
j 

and partici-

pating locally In its translatory motion u . For the determination of a line element vector

dx
J 
that hat the same direction as the relative displacement uim dx

J 
we obtain the eigen-

value problem

uI I j wj - X w, (7)

where i is an eigenvalue and w
i 

is an eigenvector.

The characteristic equation of Eq.(7) reads

A3 - u Ji A2 + (uiliuiJj - uiiuiji) A / 2 - det(uij) - 0,

which reduces due to the conservation of mess in Eq.(:

X3 - ui 1Jmi A / 2 - detiu'lj) - 0. 18)

To distinguish the eigenvalues with nonvanishing imaginary part we introduce the discrimi-
nant

d3 - (uIiju ll)3/27 - ldetlulj))
2
/4. (9)

For values of d3 0 Eq. (8) has only real roots and the principal axes of deformation
have the direction of the eigonvectors. For a symmetric tensor u j the eigenvectors are
orthogonal and we may construct the well-known ellipsoid of princial stresses. If the
values of d3 become negative, Eq.18) has only one real root. The corresponding eigenvector
is the axis of a local rotational displacement that we may intuitively call a vortex. Thus
we can localize a domain in a flow field where axes of local rotations may occur by distin-
guishing the complex eigenvalues of the velocity derivative tensor ui j by Zq.(9). The
region occupied by a vortex may be larger than this domain.

The familiar structure of the streamlines like the pattern near foci or centres is
realized if the observer looks parallel to the principal axis end a Galilean transformation
is applied that locally cancels the components of the velocity vector normal to the princi-
pal axis. Though the principal axes are invariant with respect to Galilean transformations,
the recognition of this intuitive structure of a local rotation is generally not invariant
with respect to Galilean transformations. It is only if the principal axis is almost paral-
lel to the local velocity vector that a local rotation is observed in the original frame
of reference. The admissible angle of deviation depends on the ratio of the real eigenvalue
to the absolute value of the complex eigenvalue. But also in this case the velocity vector
at that point must vanish on a plane normal to the viewing axis. If the stress vanishes,
i.e. the tensor ui j becomes purely skew Symmetric, the curl is an eigenvctor of Eq. (71.

As the flow is parallel to a wall, 4.(8) may be specialized for the field of wall
shear stresses in a frame of reference where the wall is at rest. If we accept the (non-
vanishing) wall shear stress vector to represent the local translatory notion we obtain

for u 3 In . 0.

(-ToI - A1 (12 - +t
0

O A . detlGI) - 0 (10)

for the determination of eigenvalues A. This means that an axis of local rotation may not
be situated in the wall.

2.2 SONS SPECIAL POINTS IN A FLOW FIELD

For revealing the structure of the flow field we shall investigate the occurrence of

of m special lines or surfaces. The theory of autonomous ordinary linear differential
e tm appli towo-mensionl vector fields which

vaiha eranpit. Th eaiu fteequations in the neighbourhood of such points

is investigated loading to the result that the different behaviours given In Fig. I can
be distinguished by three parameters. The parameters are related to the tensor of the deri-
vatives. They are the determinant, the traes, and the discriminant d for complex eLgen-
values. As the vector field vanishes, the local behaviour of the striAmlines is described
by the next higher nonvanishing differential of the straline.

- .
-

, .... , ,,



In order to obtain a similar situation as in Fig. 1 for a nonvanishing velocity field
we shall investigate the differentials that only affect the motion perpendicular to the
local velocity vector. We are looking for special lines and points where the differential
vanishes. The variation of the investigated differential near that point ensures that the
streamlines are governed by a higher order differential.

Although in principle there is no preference of a direction in space, we introduce
the local velocity vector as a preferred direction for investigations of the velocity field
in a fixed frame of reference. In this case an observer is moving with the local velocity

field and looking only in the direction of the local velocity vector. The direction of the
velocity vector has to be told to him by a second observer staying in some frame of refe-
rence.

For this purpose a base transformation 0 has to be applied locally to the velocity

vector u
i 

such that it has only one component u different from zero in the new (dashed)

base: u = i. u 
i
. The components of the two-dimensional gradient tensor u, , can

be evaluated from

u , = i ,. uil j  (11)

with 0i'l 0 k
, 

= 61. k,

The field of velocity vectors ui may be normalized, because only the direction vi is
necessary for the determination of a streamline. Then above transformation is almost equi-
valent to the construction of a surface whose tangential plane is everywhere locally per-

pendicular to the direction field vi. If the eqv:ations of Mainardi-Codazzi, vilkl = villk,

and Gauss are satisfied, the construction is uniquely defined for a given point of the sur-
face and a nonvanishing velocity field. As the vectors of the direction field have unit

length, i.e. v vi = v 
3 ' 

1, the above (symmetric) gradient tensor vc I8, is the (nega-

tive) tensor of curvature of the surface. The invariants of the associated eigenvalue pro-blem

(v ' IB, - 16
' I, v1' - 0, (12)

i.e. the trace v
a 

s, and the determinant K - det(v
a ' 

Is.) are also invariants of the sur-

face. They are known respectively as (negative) mean curvature and Gaussian curvature. The
eigenvalues X are the principal curvatures of the surface. We have for the two eigenvalues

X, and X 2 of Eq.(12) the trace

vay I,. - A, + X 2,

the Gaussian curvature

K - det(v
' I , ) - , 12, (13)

and the discrLminant for complex eigenvalues

d 2 - (va
' 

Ie)
2

/4 - det(v
a '

Is
,
).

If the value of d becomes negative the construction of the surface is no longer rni-
quo. The moving observir will then see a local rotation.

The classification of points on this surface is obtained from the Gaussian curvature
K. For nodes we have an elliptic behaviour with K > 0, and saddles occur in hyperbolic
regions with K < 0. A parabolic behaviour is established for K - 0. The value K - 0 may be
interpreted also in another way. The gradient tensor is singular and higher order deri-
vatives may be involved. The first order derivative is no longer significant. These are the
points we are looking for.

There exist regions where the behaviours classified by K may occur. In order to locate
the very line, or point on the surface being used for revealing the topology of the flow
field we require the displacement tensor vc I,, to be singular. We are looking for points
with K - det(v Ii,) =0 0. If we additionally have va  

, 0, we are in the origin of 
t he

coordinate syston of Fig. 1.

For distinguishing the regions the above construction of a surface is not necessary.
Any given surface is possible. However, the arbitrary surface should be nowhere tangential
to the velocity field in the domain under investigation for reasons of the recognition of
variations of the parameters.

2.3 SPECIAL LINES AT THU WALL

The above construction may also be applied to the flow field at a wall. As the v.le-
city vanishes at the wall, the observer is consequently looking in the direction of the wall
shear stress because the tranalatory motion is parallel to the wall. By analogous proce-

_some
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dures as before a surface is constructed that is normal to the field of wall shear stress

and the wall. In this case we have v.13 = oa , v3 13 = 0 and vni3 va 3 ' 1. Thus the three-

dimensional gradient tensor for the vector field reads:

1/v 1 3 1 v1 132 v1133 \

J= (v 2 13 1 v2 132 v2 133  (15)

0 0 v 3 13 3)

and the characteristic equation is analogous to Eq.(10). If the wall shear stress vector

is aligned with the first coordinate, i.e. v2 13 ' 0, the two-dimensional gradient ten-

sor is the lower right part of the matrix in Eq.15). The invariants are obtained from

Eqs.(13) and (14). Using a10 = 1 and Eqs.(3) to (5) we get (disregarding the metric co-
efficients as multipliers)

v 33= - aia' v
2

13 2 = o .

So we have the equations for the trace v"a3a = 111,

the determinant K = - a22 oa, (16)

and the discriminant d2  (2o2 12 + a 1 1
)2  

0. 117)

The last equation supports the conclusion from Eq.(10), that a local rotation cannot
have an axis in a wall. We are looking for locations with extrew descent of the Gaussian
curvature to the zero line. The sign of the divergence (at the wal) of the wall shear
stress may qualify - due to the Eq.(4) - the line as separation o3 reattachment. The
magnitude of K and the steepness of K may be looked at as a measure for the strength of
separation or reattachment. Looking parallel to the wall shear stress vector the moving
observer will see an angle 8 between the local displacement and the surface. It is given

by tane - - 1 - 0111/.212.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For the experiment a sting-mounted prolate spheroid was used in the 3-meter Low Speed
Wind Tunnel of the DFVLR GOttingen. The model was especially designed for investigations
of three-dimensional boundary layers, the phenomena of boundary layer separation and vor-
tical flows. For this purpose measurements of the pressure and wall shear stress vector at
the surface and the velocity vector in a region around the body were carried out. The test
set-up and the data reduction procedures have been described in Refs.[4] to [6].

The wall shear stress vectors have been measured by means of hot films in twelve cross-
sections of the prolate spheroid. For further processing the data have been taken as an in-
put of a two-dimensional approximation by spline functions, which allow an evaluation of the
components of the vectors and their derivatives at any point in the considered domain. A
result is given in Fig. 3, where limiting streamlines are shown, which have been obtained
by an integration of tha direction field of wall shear stress vectors. The most significant
feature is the convergence of the lines which is interpreted as separation whereas their
divergence is associated with attachment.

The velocity vectors have been measured with a pressure probe of 6 mm diameter. It is
a direction probe that uses the pressure information from ten holes (6). The velocity vec-
tor was measured at points of a conical surface that is normal to the model as indicated
in Fig. 2. In Fig. 4 the velocity vectors at the first and the last surface are shown. The

0 -" seven intermediate surfaces are indicated ly dashed lines at the wall. The choice of conical
surfaces had the advantages of using monoclinic coordinates of the surface and an easier
application of spline routines, which were applied to the evaluation of the components fnd
the derivatives in the three-dimensional field. Actually the contravariant components u
of the velocity vector were processed in the spline routines. The field had been measured
for a free stream velocity of U. - 45 m/s (Re - 2a U, 0/g - 7.2 1 106) and an anqle of
incidence of a - 29.5'.

The drawings of results from the meacurements of the velocity field are obtained in
th. -lowing way. For reasons of a simpler evaluation of the metric coefficients the re-
spec Ao e values of the presented functions perpendicular to the wall of the spheroid have
been evaluated on conical surfaces, as shown in Fig. 2. This surface was then projected on
a surface being normal to the x -axis. There are only slight distortions because the angles
between the two surfaces are r

2
latively small. The plot of the velocity vectors in Fig. 5

summarizes the basic information for the other results. (The observer is looking in the
direction of U,.comsa.) The same spacing of the points, where the functions are evaluated,

, . . "
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is used throughout the next figures. As an estimation of errors of the measured values
is difficult to obtain, at least the functions being evaluated from spatial derivatives
should be looked at more qualitatively then quantitatively. An indication of the error
of the spatial derivatives is given in Fig. 6, where lines of constant absolute values
of the divergence of the velocity field are drawn.

A function based on spatial derivatives is the curl whose vector components normal
to the axis x0 are plotted in Fig. 7. In the given sections of the flow field the shear
layer and the vortex are the most significant features of the drawing. They gradually
depart from the surface with increasing x . The vertical components in the plane of symme-
try at 0 = 1800 indicate also the magnituge of the error. The components of the curl in
the plane of symmetry must vanish. The magnitude of the vector of curl in Fig. 8 also
reveals the dominance of the curl in the vortices and the shear layers. In order to have
a relation between the vector fields of curl and velocity, Fig. 9 shows the local relative
angles bet,,een both vectors. In the main vortex on the given side of the prolate spheroid
the curl and the velocity have opposite directions. For x0/2a = 0.7 it is seen that in one
of the sma'.ler vortices both vector fields have the same direction.

Truesdell [7] proposed two measures for a characterization of a vortical flow field.
These are -ne "kinematic vorticity number"

1/2
=4 [ (Ui *j-uj 'i) (u

i i-u j 
i)/([(ui i +Uj ii) (Ui ju% i

i1 (18)

which depends on some ratio of the skew symmetric part (curl) and the symmetric part (stress)

of the deformation tensor, and the "dynamic vorticity number"

MD = [(uiuk iJuiu Ik) (u uki uIu M k)/(i uuj k) /2 (19)

which measures the importance of the curl relative to the gradient of the velocity field
for the left handside of the Navier-Stokes equations, Eq.(2). The meaning of the values had
been extensively discussed in Ref. (7]. For this reason we only present results in Figs. 10
and 11 which were derived from the experiment.

The next f.gures show applications of some parameters discussed before. In Eq.(9) we
introduced the liscriminant d for complex eigenvalues of the three-dimensional tensor of
spatial derivatives. In Fig. 42 lines of d3 - 0 are presented. Within the region d <0 axes
of local rotations occur. In comparison to vector fields of velocity and curl of vilocity
in Figs. 5 and 7 the space in Fig. 12 is much more structured. The dominating feature xccu-
pies the region where the maii vortex in Fig. 5 is seen, while the strong shear layer being
indicted by the curl in Fig. ? is less striking and not connected as Fig. 8 might have indi-
cated. The smaller vortices i Fig. 5 near to the wall are clearly indicated. Some lines of
constant relative angles between the real eigenvector, i.e. the principal axis of the local
rotation, and the velocity vector and its curl are shown in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively.
They indicate regions where the respective vectors are parallel or antiparallel. The regions
are nearly the same as those shown in the figures before.

In Fig. 15 we answer the question as ti whether an observer will see a local rotation
if he is looking parallel to the local velocity vectors. Such regions are confined by the
lines with d = 0 of Eq.(14). They are approximately the same as those confined by d3  0
of Eq.(9). oAly parts of the shear layer have been excluded.

In Fig. 16 lines of constant values of the Gaussian curvature K are presented for sur-
faces that are normal to the local velocity vector at the point of evaluation. As the spa-
tial resolution of the experiment is insufficient to admit an evaluation of the criteria of
special lines only regions of extreme values of K are shown, which give an impression where
higher order differentials are involved. In Fig. 15 the regions with positive values have
the quality of foci or centres.

The spatial resolution is much better for the measurements of the wall shear stress

vectors. In Fig. 17 the variation of K at the wall is displayed together with the magnitude
of the wall shear stress and the divergence of the wall shear stress. A great variation of
K is found in the region where the wall streamlines indicate separation and reattachment
(cf. Fig. 3). Also points with K - 0 are found in that region. They are correlated to the
lines of converging wall streamlines within the spatial resolution of the measurement.
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Fig. 4 Measured velocity vectors attached to conical surfaces.
The intermediate surfaces are indicated by dashed lines .
at the wall.
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Fig. 12 Axec, of local rotations occur in the shaded regions with complex eigenvalues
of the displacement tensor. (d3 < 0 from Eq. (9}.)
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Fig. 13 Angle between the real eigenvector and the velocity vector in regions with

d_ _C. The deviation from parallel or entiparallel arrangement is presented.
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Fig. 14 Angle between th, real sigenvector and the curl of velocity in regions with

d<0. The deviation from parallel or antiparallel arrangement is presented.
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Fig. 15 RegIon, of d2 < 0 from 3q. (14).
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Fig. 16 Regions of extreme positive (-) and negative -Ivalues of the determinant K,

Eq. (13).
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Fig. I/ Magnitude of the wall shear stress ( - ,>O), -ta (Eq. (41))( and
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m~hd for calculating the hyperacnic slip flow around slandr elliptic cones at slight angle of attack
is developed. Th~e cvaonng, eam are derived fromi the Navier-Stakes equations and the energy equation
byanotterrof magitd analysis. Th~ere results a sysems of partial nonlinear parabolic differential
equations for the flow variables of the shoc fonation reglime. The syse is integrated by meane of an
explicit finite-differnc scheme and the results so obtained are compared with exaperinental data. Finally
the influence of the elliptic cross section geometry a wall as the influece of tie angle of atta*c anh

ar flow field pop~erties with particular attention on the cross flow are investigated.

C aiwim-Ruesin factor = (uw- T_.)/(u T51)
c axis ratio of the elliptical coss section

E small quantity - 0 (1//ft-ef

Y ratio of specific hests
AW . nesu free volecular path

Lrf reference length - M y u./ p~
LL viscosity coefficient
14 Koch number

p static pressure
0 denity

b1ref reference byrmids n er
Re b1ynolds number of the free stress per oentisuter

Xi*dc bowmdary layer interaction permiuter = M V'/c.
(a con ales (see Fig. 2)

free atmes

W p-er path length

Extensive exqrriints in the hypersomic rogo m an Dlta wins with sharp leading edges an circular cns
arki also ocm Pleft hyparmcndo bodie. have dmm ted a three dmia al flow fleld with vorticm on
the Ims side of teebodies.-Th rneults of the inwetiaticm an the triangular wing (ref. 1) as wen as
cm the circular com (Cbf. 2) indicted that don vr fontion, tdrns plac within the bocuiery layer and

wing for thn -r JEWl. Of attc asedng comprable wing leading edg and =0n angle. Since no leading

ortecircular ormn hem qisstly tes e trucur e different locationo hevre forsutica
vut be casd by tecoss le structue o'n heapx. Ths a be exlained due to n testrong
e6qssil CC the floa oin trn ieaq edgeo the irn hc eut in a attuxger coss flow cm the
ax of trn wizw th a nh qu of don circula em. Th e"smt uggestion can be sixported by trn
results Of two othr e~etiinweU91tiarm n Delbts winaM WOINaS Urn region of the vortex is furthr
fet-tuma 'm bY chinging Uhe ganty of trn qa. For this UrnOth qam has beow blw~bd (bf. 3)

and I I In (Ref. 4). bot quat modfiations rignuiltd- in a duavg of Uhe cross flow structure. it simuld
be mentioned that o'n heapx no votices am be Iate as it has ban indiated exprimntally in(ftf. 1) and theoretically In (Raf. 5) ad, Ian as trim hccum~sdezy layer interaction perauetar is greeterthan 1. Theu basic am of this etudy is to clarify Urn pqsiml reasaib fo the diftbring mos fameian
ca Dlta w" mid an a circular o". fine no lesdingj edge flow field sepration mat be tdmi nto

conaiOMI~ fcwt asm statd Ur bheDeta Wing or triangular pat and the circular con ca be
considered as Urn ts O o tal with 61.liptiml cosse section. Ths In this mock the phaysical and
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velocity wh~ereas the azimathal velocity profiles arn ea,.cted, to becme gradually similar to the wal )OXM
sraratian proflae.

Sic th2ote.eerto will be theoretically invetigated by considering the coss flow conditionis

ithe vicinity of the apmx the physical aodll of the hypersounic flow field for zaro or mul angle of
incidence will be strongly affected by the conditions n the surfae (ftf. 5). The flowi field modell alng
"generator lire of the ", will than he basically similar to a two dimensional hyperacnic flo field oyer
a flat plate with a sharp leading edg at incidece (Pig. 1) (ref. 6). Thus the flow field over a om
generator 1irm at high Pbda raaaimr and low baynlds ndauer can he distinguished betwen the shock foraution
regin chracterized by large pressure and tepratr* gradient norml to well ad the region of the viscous
interacti with the frictinlese but rotatinal flow field betgean snhock and boundary layer. Thusw thi
physical amdell of the flow field is the beoai of the present investigation. tM flow field ha bsinveo-
stigated only within thm shck forationa regino. SixJ this flow mdall is not suitale for the cosieatin
of stagnation effects only mail ocn angles as wenll as angoles of incidence can be considered. With ini-
creaeing angle of attack a cross flow appars thidi will be onsidered in the matematical Modll. Further-
more sizqplificaticm oncemrning thm phaysical btavAzr of thm nediass hae bemade in or to reduce the
oarrtatisaal time for the naurical calculations. 7hus the effects which from, exprience do not Iiflurence
the flow field stistantielly sucha as nonstbilibrium aid wall catalyticel effects are not consieired here.
Purtimmecre the wediaza is assazed to be tharueily and calcrifically perfect gas.

In order to carry out thm thmoretical Invetigationa a athematical acdal has bam developed. Since the
flowi field has boundary layer properties thm mthmatical svfell. to be apaplied here has to dudl with hyper-
sonaic three diensinal flow field similar to a boundary layer.

The Cordinate Transforation

Cosuently a body fixed surface orlited cordinate system has bem chosen here. Thm cam surface is
covered ith a grid of oirthogonal coodiate lias 9, or Rt, G, or iv. The third cootrditr lire Olor h
coincides with thm surfaes nonal at each point. tim wodineaca r' is the penetrationi Line 5ewee a
*mhre with the radias R ad thm ,a to he considered here. ti &orint system &t vp,h (rig. 2) is
orthogonal n tim conm surface ad remains orthogonal all oyer tim spa roind the cum bacme the cor-
dinates Rt ad o are sin curveture lines of tim come. It is woth amtioning that this cordinate syse
enabls the Investigationa of eams with higha ellipticity. The trasfoamtic equations frcaa tim eurface
orimatad to the cartesmi coordiunate syse am. givena in (mff. 7). Sinc the octinate 4v occurs an a trigo-
nometric, funactiona it is possible to put was coptAticnal points at tim vicinity of votex of the elliptical
sectio Itdmre also large gradients of pressrem are expected.

iml Differential Eqsntima t ys

!Mm, matheaticel sodal has bow devloped n the basis of thm three follwing basic equations, i.e.
onsrvation of ease conservation of awoan ad conservation of enmrw. A syti of partial no-linear
differeatial eqations of second order for tim coordinae s ys already dasrnorihd has hem derived fro
these basic equatios ad has anuegestly ba mad diemsionless using r I other quatitis a reference
lengtha in tim ceder of negita of tim eo fbaltian regton length. Details of tie egatica s"star in
dimenionaless far are given in (Raf. 7).

De Ifinition of tit Eatn ftvt- - nitia Sad Boundry Ounditicin

MMil tim pzQ@VX 9002LMb Ini AKNINUhAml ad in na1a to surface mnsatum equin s IV^ and

S * epcieyhe ob OB&W&I h duai eas the n thm cee fmgiuf

I % paoucme a be slvedas a inlul b= 11r alue rdadt *Ainitial m msa oaw
condtion h=tefe tsv wUcs(a.7 estew qwlia l (forr; e sige obeofI. Uv~~~~~t a 7).eti dwa m. tm

W~ svie wee of anC0 t htf anallsis tarn ccm wqas w, ad s l IO tVm inulS at &tt& aam be euttembed as

~ -a) 1Ow
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As it will be stated below the above angles sould be of the order of agnttude of 10 degrees.

N ricl Algiorit

The differential equation system has been solved by means of an algorithm based an a pure explicit
inite difference method (Ref. 7). Te stop width in the R-direction has bean controlled using the appropriatestability condition for a three di~mninal explicit differen method. Iff boundary conditions ham been

take into ons~ideration by iteration (lbf. 8).

4. FST

The Free Flow Conditions

The flow field calculations hav been carried out on the basis of the following free flow parameters

free stre Mach number M = 7,95

free stren Ieynolds number per length BI = 38456/an

free stream Prandtl number Pr. = 0,7368

sean free strean nolecular path X. - 0,0003122 cm

'lhe reference length is

Lref = 0,1454 an

and the referexc Reynolds numter

Feref = 88,48

The Quality of the Present Pethod

Within the present investigation no experinents have been carried cut. In order to prom the quality of
method presented here experimntal results fra the biblio-auao ham been used. Par this reaso the wall
pressure distributions for a cne with an axis ratio of the elliptical section c - 0,5 and for the angles
of incidence a = O~end = 40 have been calculated and compared with experimental results n an elliptical
cne with c = 0,5 and a b number of "Qr 5,8 which is too low to be oensidered here (Ref. 9). since the
shock boundary layer Interaction parameter X_ is different only a qualitative comparison of the results
of both investigations could be carried out (Fig. 3). A good qualitative ageesent between the thmoreticl
and experimental results has been addeved for both angles of attack a = 0

O 
and a = 40 concemng the

azisuthal pressure distributions. Ihi conformity became better with decreasing shoc/burdary layer
interaction parameter x, since the same paraner for the experiment is much smaller than 1.

The Influnce of the Angle of Attack on the Cross Flow

The azimuthal pressure distribution on an elliptical cam with c - 0,5 for angles of attack from a = do
to a - 80 has been calculated (Fig. 4). An increase of the pressure gradient ours on the vertex of the
elliptical cam - Q = 900 - with increasing angle of attadc, also the wall pressure maximum is moving to-
wards - a = OD - on the wind side. At the angle of inciene a - 80 the moedmum lies on the genrator line
- o. This means that a strong cross flow occurs fro the wndward side to the lee side. This crossflow

did not appear for an angle of incidence a 40
. 

Furthermore a constant pressure is already built up between
w - 1500 and a 

- 
1800 with a slight increase between 4 - 160P and P - 1800. This leads to the assmptin

that an adverse pressure is already built up although the shock/bounary layer interaction r is still
quiet high. Ihe already mentioned cross flow around the cam towards the lee side for a V resultsin a
rotation of the near surface Strea lin toards the lee side (Fig. 5). The rotation of the streamlines en
the cne surface is defined as

0. arvtan u

whereas v and u are the velocity omponents in a- rew. R-direction. The rotation is pcsitive in cas the
v-ampaunt shows from the windward side to the lee side of the cam or to them anrator lire 0 -

The Influnce of the Axis atio of the Croe SectionThe influanc of the axis ratio of the elliptical section on the azimuthal presur on the

[cone surface h been investigated (Fig. 6).

For the com with ahigh axis ratio c - 0,333 a1 for an angle of attack - 40
b 1 a - 1500 and 1 - 1o already exists no a slight adverse pressure appears 1tmm - 160 N
e ISIP. On the omxatry on the cam with an axs ratio c - 0.5 the preasure gradient toward the wt-plan

which conmmently lead to the oocuran of a stzuna cross flow.

INI-p - -
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Flow Field Variables

ollowip this so variables of the flow field around the cone with an axis ratio c 0,5 at an angle
of incidece o 8O and with increasing distance from the apex i.e. with decreasing X. will be discused
in detail. First the azimuthal velocity profiles at various stations I and x.ill be considered (Fig. 7).
As we expected the flow at the station v = 15CP decelarates nar the surface with increasing distance fnrthe apex while the flow aclerates at the wind side and at the vertex of the elliptical section. Also a
stronger decrease of the slip flow aears at m = 90° 

than elsewhere on the cone surface. 7he form of the
cross flow profiles can be explained due to the shock formation above the cone surface(Fig. 8). As might be
expected the formation of the shoc on the lee side proceeds slower than on the windard side. It is worthnoting that the shock has still a width and that this width correspnds with the indentation of the azimu-
thal velocity profiles. Finally the azimuthal wall pressure distribution at various distance- from the apex
of the con has been calculated (Fig. 9). The increasing expansion around the leading edge of the elliptical
cone with decreasing xpstrmqly modifies the wall pressure distribution between Q = 600 and a = 1000
iurthemore the fornation of th adverse pressure at o > 1400 has also been observed since a slight increase
of the static pressure occurs in this region of the coordinate a. Finally it is worth mentioninq that a
strung rotation of streamllnes towards the lee side takes place in the vicinity of the vertex din to the
exansiosn vile the shock/boundary la!r interaction parameter x, decreases (rIoq. 10).

The present investigation shows that for small angles of incidence of an elliptic cone - in contrast to
the circular one - the cross flow occurs only slowly or not at all whereas at modrate incidoice and
because of the large epiasinn around the ridgeline a maked cross flow occurs arcund the ridgeline. This
expansion and thus the cross flow becomes moe markd with increasing ellipticity of the comical section
and with increasing incidence. No formation of vortices could be found within the shock fonstion reqion.
ITis may be attrilutsd to the large diffusion within this region. ne slight increase in static pressure on
the lee side with the advance of the calculation in the main flow direction leads to the assumption that an
adverse pressure forms which would genrally lead to the formation of a vortex in a three dimonsinal flow.
Since this process occurs at larie shodk/boundary layer interaction parameter X and moderate angle of
incidence it can be assumed that for an elliptic con - in contrast to the circular cone - the vortex forma-
tion ocurs at larger xyand smaller a.

7hm present calculation method based an an explicit finite difference sde is not suitable for calcula-
tions W to X,( I became of the hiqh camputatinal time required. lherefore another method based an an
implicit difference schane should be developed.
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shock formation region

U cone generator line

cone axis of symtry

Fig.lI Sketch of the flow along a cone generator line

Fis.2 Cone geometry and the co-ordinate system employed R, 0,. h
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VISCUS THRBE.DDAISIONAL FLOWI SEARATIONS FROM
HIGHWING PROPULEMU-TtRBDNR NACELLE MODELS

10~~ ~R VO Ota cawa1Os

C 4 paerdecrbe an inetgto of viscous t m~isuaonal flows on hilli-wing nacelle conirations which are typical

Flow visualization on two acelle configurationu ws med to depict the viscour vortex asparations in the underwing junction,
Sthe nsalles aftarbody, and the wing upper surface, over the central region The surface sheer dram pma^n although complex, were
Scomposed of combinations of 3lmntr threa-dlinensioeal viscous Flowa and feme vortuce which sram downwind. A strong vortex

flow wes produced over the top of the wing by the noe of leading edge exteradon along the forward portion of the naeldle.

Observations wern aio made of the effecta of a propeller adip-tream end the distortion of this propulsive flow by the mutual
interference of the wing end nacelle.

SYMBOLS

A aspect rato-T V flight speed

b, bN wing span, nacelle effective span wF wake dowash

CL lift coefficient y spanwife location

CD drag coefficient z vertical location

a wing efficiency factor a angeeof Attack

H tota pressure parameter PT-POcD downwash angle (poitive in negative lift dfrection)
P V2

PT toAl p P sdwsranl (punitive along starboard wing)
Po reference pressure e wing etrearatube deflection angle,

S wing arm 0 acelle strearatuhe deflection anW

INTRODUCflN

T'his paper presenta wind tunnel observations of various types of thrae-dlnmaelonal viscous flow aeparalom on high-wing
nacelle configurations which am repreentative of current propellesr-tuzbine technology for commuter aircraft. These obervations. in
which flow vinnalinatlon was uned exeenelvely, have dealt mainly with flows in the under-wing Junction, along the top of the wing at

hihincidence, and on the nacell aftesbody. The models were unpowered, however, the effects of a propulsive Atierantubs, and slup-
stram rotation were observed for certain cases.

Since moat orall ofthe eeead flowe were ofa three-dimessional vortical type, the surface shaer atres pattee am on the
model ufacaesrfleetad the peseece of eeady, rolled upvorte sheets which stren dowiswind. In addition, schematic representation
of the varioes viscoes sinvslaltes with which these complex C owe can sometimes be represented, are alo presented. In mom it
was alsopossble to do wae"Wv in ceder to locate the region of voeticy or speratlon.

4~n in In chis abect Mass fro Rasech and Development in Canada, and eberwiere. of a new generation of propeller
driven cohmmnter clam aircraft The Deliavlead Dubh-? and Dreh", nw ueader developent, ane cemrent exeraplee. Thea alvcraft

exploit the advatlapes of the prepellevrrshne propulion eysteu and reflect the moat mocen advances in aesodyaaslc ale. Aro-
refaicMen of both the irad eonn is sunary foir eftbclet flight, and much information. both theoretical and

experimental is ng applied to the deeImn of then new types of aircraft. a -m which In of particeler importance Is the son
nacelle. and its dain and placement on the wing ao as to produce the optimums integration of lift and thra. A typical dmcrft deop.

monm requies bW uralof wind tad eft n adaalyis fd edn to d laatifcoysele however, the -

qukemeeata, the aetodynnet smeat now shape the external contoema to mrdc aonth flow, and subdosem dreg in Hiens.
chae am sasrw hoever for astmple, the width of the naceelle and Itsecroseectional shape, and also the aftertody bookr and shape,

I~ac
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are important aerodynamic parameter but, thee ur esentially fixed by the Mtrarctod position of the main lading ear wheels, and the
mode of efflux of the engine exhaust. The nacelle shape which evlvee is usually somewhat functional, and nay not mpressnt the moat
efficient arodynamic form, particularly in the virity of the wing, where interference flows ar high, and separatiom sare likly to occur.

Wing-nael interference and design has been the subject of a lag amount of aerodynamic research and moe of the more
interesting and relevant condusions have been summarisd in Refereces I to 10.

Early investigations on the subject showed that the meainred drag of the wing-nacelle combination was conderably higher
than the drug of the isolated wing, and that lift and lift distrbution was also different, with a lift low occurring ove the nacelle. Anew
ment of complete aircraft configurations showed that for twin euined aircraft, the total naele drag could represent a large fraction of
the total. It was thes drag increments theomfore, which were of concern to aircraft designers, and any improvements which might be
pined, would be of significant benefit in the improvement of total aerodynamic efficiency.

The drag increment resulting from the addition of a nacelle to a wing is attributed to two main cames: the fnrst results in an
increase of overall induced drag due to the loss of lift. Part of this increase is also due to a reduced wing efficiency resulting froe the
non-uniform spanwue lift distribution over the nacelle. Thes distributions also result in the shedding of Arueanwue vorticity at the
junction, which induces a non-unifoun distributton of downwesh along the wing span. These effects are different for different nacelle
vertical locations. The centrly-mounted nacelle has the mallest i increment. The underalung nacelle results in a larger loa of lift
and higher induced drag increment, however, them can be a8viated by adjustments to the wing and afterbody length. The effects of
engine nacelle vertical placement on naele drag we shown in Figure 1.

A second type of interference drag aries in the expanding comers of the nacelle-wing junction seer the wing trailing edge.
Experience hee shown that if the nacelle terminates at or befoe the trailing edge, separation is likely, with a meulting increase in drag.
This type of flow is particularly severe with the underalung nacelle, as Figure 2(a) shows, but can be eroided by extending the nacele
beyond the wing, or by expanding the mid-sction contoura near the trailing edge, thus alowing the development of a stady, more
grtdual type of separation.

The significant regions of the wing-nacele configuration where aerodynamic flows are important us the nose portion, partic-
ularly where the nacelle merger with the wing; the mid-sction where interference velocities are high, end viscous separations ar likely
to occur; and the afterbody, from which steady three-dimensional separations should originate. The main physcal parameters which
affect the overall wing nacelle performance have been found to be:

1. wing vertical location,

2. position of nacelle maximum thicknoe, and

3. afterbody length behind the wing trailing edge.

To a lwer extemt, nacelle rrosseectional shape is also important, particularly on the uppPr shoulder, just ahead of the wing leading edge
junction (for high wing configurations).

If turbulent breakdown in the expanding corner is avoided by extending the afterbody rearward, the separation tends to be
more gradual, and takes place along lines of confluence which fix the point of departure of the surface flows. Lines of confluence a
defined as streamwim edgee (virtual or fixed) along which fluids of differing velocities and flow direction meet. They a naturaligins
for vortex sheets and am a desirable element of flow detachment from slender ramwi configurations. The sketch (below) shows
possible lines of conflusece along theafterbody of a nacele. Thi type of flow eparation l the mechanism whereby the abrupt spanwise
lift gradients produce the required wing-body vortices. It results in further vortex shedding but it, however, a stisfactory alternative to
complete separation. In this regard, also, croe4sctloa shape is important;a sharp edge would act as a natural line of confluene.

The importance of the efficiency of
nacelle design on the overall drag and perform-
ance of an actual aircraft was illustrated gaphi-
eoly in the wartime rmearch and development
of the Douglas A26 atlack bomber, This aircraft,
one of the most sucefal of its type in World
War I, and still flying today in the fue-bombing

LINES OF CONFLUENCE rol, weinitaly troubled by poor pIormance
s a result of unacceptably high naelle drag,
InV A rev d that the two angia
nacaes contributed over 30% to the total

airplane drag. Thin drag was composed of
cooling flow momentum Io and drag dee to
the external contour. Of this latter drg, 75%
was due to flow over the mid. and aftions

- of the acedl, and 25% rim to do flow ova the

saw- cowlift by Mkin - 1, deran to
th c-lin cotors and by a ii 69 hap

. and xit coolin flow a ov te fbdy, the
I ~naelle dug was reduced. with a €ono,~

ikmu in aerodynamic (net. 11).

.~~7 V TRTeMethod used to assts the drag

WITH ROTATION incLments of the A-2 naees ws ai robs,
poLtion downstm of the mle atobody,
which roated about the nacele stoenc bee.
The local dug coteient so demined went

SKETCH ($ found to be ,, to the soprsdn wic
wa occurring o the swab atterbody, and the I

e~codllmat (I.*. e-eoft m B ow). ,
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Drag end Vortex Wake

The physical nature of the iavucidi interference between a wing and a fuselage or naole produces aiteratloes in the forne
OLe. lift end drag), the pressure distribution, and the flow in the wake, Although the changes in lit may be mWne, the increases in duag
can be ignificant and where naelee are present and may account for a significant finaction of the total airplane drag.

The main aybrid interference effecta on the wing have been shown to resul in a slight dIren in lift over the centre section

due to the reaction of the wing vortex system with the body, and a futher incewe in induced dreg asa result of the abrupt clanges in
lift distribution acroam the span. T7he Influence of the body may also extend outwards along the span of the wing, reuniting in further
small changs In lift and drag, due to the flow displacement effects of the wing thickness and fuinulg volume.

The body (nonaa a noniftn system) wili also experience inviscid interference effects which produce both lift and drug
form; and are due to an effective incidence change on both fore and aft megon resulting from the induced upwase and downwalh fiold
of the wing& Incremental premiure force will also be present on the body as a moulit of its own shed voeticity. which bee been carried
over from the wing.

In al of them interactions, which are the most prominent in the junction Itslf. viscous flows are pent in the form of
skewred boundary layera on the body and three-dimensional attachment and separation regions In the junction and elsewhere. The.e
viscous aeparatlona appeer -e concentratlotsa of vorticity which streamn downwind and make their own contribution to induced drag.

Thbe altavastins of lift and lift distribution, and the resulting Induced drag a reflected, in clsical loviscid vortex models, by
distributions of lift which are considerably different from, for example, the elliptically loded wing.

T7U wake which, at a later stag, rolls up to form trailing vortices, is an vintial element of the entire flow; vortices will
therefore be present even in an iny"ai flow. Clinical theory mimesn that votexabshet representing the wing, or comabination of a
wing and body, extends into the wake long distances downwind of the configuration, to the en-cald Thoffts: plane, and that the down-
wash resulting from thin wake dependa on the strength of the vorticity, d ies ditrmibution. Minimum drag forea given lift occurs when
the wake vortex system, which has its own downward motion, moves without deformation, this preserving the origial shape of the
crowseectional flow aa it left the lifting System. Thus the monoplane wing of minimsum induced drag will hae a drag polar of the form

C0iw - CL (1)

mand dbutionof vorticity which i mtiymmetrc ad concentrate haily car the wing tips.

The addition of a body chang both the downwail distributin and the drag polar.

Thus CD'w CL2 (2)

and the induced drag is made somewhat higher by the addition of a wing at mid-height.

Movingl the wing to the shoulder or high poeition changes both the sponwite load, sad the dras -w by Pepper in Rofer-
onc 14. Figure 3 shows, for the monoplane wing, end the wing body, with the wing at mid end high position, the theoretical drag
porn for minimum induced drag and also the apanwlise load ditributions. The mai difference betwee the mid and hig WIN loca
tion siine to he a reversal in the sipn of the body lift, and hence the dead vorticity at the junction. lbso vortex shast wil roll up
eventually to form concentrated vortex come as shown. Figure 4 shows experinmental opanwi Ift distributions of winmp on a cylin-
drical fuselage (Ref. 5).

A eful concept in the momentum etreaiube (ans skc). This is an Idealastion which soepts that the trANvre
wake and Its circulating flown are contained within a descending cylindrical tube which stresses downwind of the aircraft, and which
contains all of the momentumn assoiated with the production of lift Thue for an aircraft fl"n at velockty V, the lift inI L - pV WO S.n(
where W0 Is the bulk or average downward motion of the waite as a whole, and S, in the crosesecioal amasof the momentum stream-
tube, for the monoplane wing, or for various wingbody configurations in which the vortex sheets have not roled up; the Addition of a
body results in a dimnished streemsuhe, end liss lift for a glown downwasi. The classical flow models have swsed that the fruselage or
iftuehody Is inflaitely long, and arei its influenice for ame. In. faet w will sspersi from the after body in the fusm of obliquen
roiled-up vortext ahat which, ten nvcd flow mast occur along physical or viscous ln of coaflhos se noted in Soke MI) The
resulting woke model which must now represent the aerodynamice flow from the wing-body counfmto WE bae to Include freeA
vortices which have been shed from the efterhody, mnd perhape dho other rsgioee of the oains. In this FOPard some of the Purely
9ice flows, suchs in those in the under wing juniction could be looked on as free voete separatioen which coePrit an equialent
inpecd ow model. The result of thisaltsred distribution ad formation of wakie .0oeticy wS effect not ody lift and drag but also

the strssetodbe doe and otion and the concept of moiiaum Induced dreg.

ingdn raew

Too mal usi of wingbody Intreee have beem shown to be rltdto changess in N W n nue drag, with vortext
flwoiiaigover the oSnidpI uliOID of the.i ehaveciseitlcan bm e eimatd eks" lnia wing thory without ay

d@LW kowldgeof ho s ocuringat hewhegbody Junction ItOWl. Loal flows i the bmnct e s1otat, howev41er,



-illfrequently lead to overall effects such in separation, which further increase drag. Even where disorganized separation does not occur,chresdi1emeo*ial boundary layer separation does, with shedding of additional streerninu vortice.

Sinc the interference flows are always gratedt in the junction between the wing and the body, the shaving of the intersectio
a important, ::d frequently reselts in elaborate fifet or contours which we meant to produce not only smooth flow, but also mini-
mum presente drag.

The main aerodynamic effects of wing-body interference at the junction can he divided into four main alin according to
Reference 15,

(a) Displacement Effecla

The displacement effset of wing-body interference has been shown to produce marked changes to the atrsmii velocity
distribution at the junction; these induced velocities result from the finite thickness of the wing& and the compound curvature
of the intersection line. A symmetrical wing section at wid-eight on a cylindrical body produces, along the junction, syin-
metrical velocity distibutioin, and reaulta in no net lift on the combination. A similar, hut asymmetric displacement affect
occurs when the wing is aed at an incidence relative to the body. In this cue, a lift increment results which is related only to
the asymmetry of "h junction flows.

If the wing is lifted to the shoulder or high-wing location, the in'eretion bee are no longer symmetrica[ with respect to the
cylinder. The resulting velocity distributions will also be symmetric, and the wing-body junctions will thus generate lift, with
the appropriate iceticity shed downstream.

(b) Ifting fEffects

Thse lifting effects of wig-hody interference malit altes total Ift and lift distribution is fairly weol duscribed by lifting line
theory and its extensions, In addition to thus changes, however, velocity increments will also be induced along the junction
intersection lines due to the vorticity distibilutiona on both the wing and the body.

The placement of a lifting wing on a cylindrical body set at tero incidence, for example, produces alterations in the wing
apanwise vorticity and a continuation of this vorticity over the body width. Thus velocity increments are produced on both
the wing and the body as a result of their proximity. 1

Detailed calculations f such flows are discussed in References 15, 16 and 17 and these indicate that both chordwise and
spanwuvee load distribution, and hence local velocities are changed considerably in the vicinity of the junction and beyond.
This requires that, for the isolated wing loading to be maintained everywhere, the wing must be cambered and twisted. This
type of wing werping Is aisoalluded toby Hoerner (Ref. 5) and Reference 1, in reltion to the induced drag of underslung
nacelles. By adjusting the local wing loading at the nacelle location using a trailing edge flap, the lift increment of the confIg-
uration may he to sro with a corresponding reduction of indtced drag.

If the body is also lifting, and the ciary-over of "oricity from the wing implies this;, then there will be a further interaction
at the wing. If there is body incidence, then the resulting upwash at tha wing will increase the loadling generally, with corres-
pondInig increams in the velocity increments in the junction.

(e) Nowakrianetrical Wing Lscaion

The overa chungs to lift ad drag when the wing Is lifted from mid- to shoulder height onea cylindrical body can bemw in
the drag pam of Figures 3 and 4. The flow at the junction, due to both displacement and lift effects, is abo aftered coadd-

Induced velocity increment due to lift we iso changed in character when the wing is off -centre. The wing voitlcity is carried
over on to the body and within it in a much more complex way; the resulting velocity increments, for example, in the ueder-
win junction, am in theiesec sAte of the at, of uncertaln magnitude and accuracy (Ref. 15).

Measurnesent of wing lift distributions, each ma thoe indicated by Figure 4 sugsets that thee MWrg concentrations of
Irmr now the wing Waeding edge junction. Figure 5 taken from Refieence 8 shows pressre isole on the npaesurfaifec of
a high-wing body configuration at en agle of attack of Wh. The concentration of isobara n the leading edge Junction
indicates a local change of both lift and Weading edge auction.

The rAcoi- flows raut in a geaduad development of lhsue-dimesna boundary layers on the sacle ad wing Boudary
layer separation occuin along oblque separation lins in Whe function end ebeere, with trailing vortices, shed dowanstm.
These flows see particularly promsient on the ,ncIIIs. which his a short after body.

The ussennenst of viscous effects as minly endslashped, hut sa coeidr to he of equal (if sat of mere) ipertisse is
contributing to wing-body Interfeence. Whras Ift iietfenee can he calculated fairly accurately under noses conditions,
drag interference cannlot be, and an Inspection of ay of the vtoaflows which appear in the wig-bdy laucito a e -

The complexity of ths flows praclude any accusa heate oft drag, however the exisisai of steady roiled-up "eden
sheetsuggesta that It iny he attibutabl to inueoffects. It is sho notewrahy that the surfae shee draw lilie (ma
in ftg 24) of the viscous aeseent reomi in the jneteme end eft o( the Itraflg edoe, ber a rsm e to a acasis A
flow In which momesetwa i relied to Ara I -b -bce lense aft" from jusmin flows migt he contusd wtUM a
aueentbe whose dhe tesobl emarnugme die ftdensAM amee ee s anm ea honsle e lioh st
and would he isidthe voet flawvs w thshe
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SKETCH (11)

T'he nature and complexity of the viscous aeparation along the wing-body junction were aiso Investigated in the NAE water
tunnel using models which are typical of current nacelle deaiges. 'Moe flows ar ehown in FigreS6 and although at a very low Reynolda
number, they correspond very closely with lager acaje testa, and demonatrate the complex nature of the viscous effecta nam the wing
root leading edge.

Propuhive Efferta

An important element of the flow over the wing-nacelle configuration relateo to the propulsive samneuhe produced by a
propeller. The artream is composed of mainly axia and rotational fluid motion induced by a helial vortex system which leaves the

*blades, and iteracta with the wing and body. This interaction produces further changes in lift and drug, and isan esential design fee-
tune of aircraft designed fot the STOL mode. Ies affect is favonrable in that It results in an altered saen load ditribution, reduced
induced dreg, end a favourablet environment for the wing boundary layer outside the slipstream.

The aerodynamic loading an both the wing end the body, will also changa, or will the Junction flow aend also the configura-
tion of the wake vortsx sheets. The propeller slipstream, initially cylindrical, will undergo coniderable defornmtdo, paticulrly on the
under aid of the wing end will gadually merge with the wake vortex aysam of the nacelle. The flow downwind of the wing-naceille
will therefore he comnpoaed of both propulsive and vartlcal ements.

The propeller slipstream particularly the flow rotation component, will have a malor effect on the flow end Preotons diMr-
hutionat the wisig leading odgajuaction and the concentration of yartlcity which normally oppoesraon a highmwincofiguration (Fg. 6)
will be enhanced on the up-gaing blade aide, due to the local increueo of incidence, and reduced on the dowa*Dbg blade aide raulting

Itin an overall henoe of leading edge auction, end en aymmetric distribution of Pressue. If LEK are leralld, with vorte saperatom;
* ~leaving the atreamawlae odgee. then slipatreamu rotation may produce en asymmetuic threeadional mepatlon with free vroc of

unequa Wotngth ateaamin downwind.

The design of leading edge eutaesdon for propeller-drIven aivcraft munt cocaethe conflctig requkemeonlB at the boading
edge for smooth nlow and tde deveolopment of smalmos. ec In in the crole end climb made, with slowly sopariad flow and vortex-
induced lit dm16g the boading approach.

The orers afec of a praop ve flow ana wftgat winhody can he ommad by theup of a sholle twotem omam
moas described In Referenc 18. In this Idoiaballoss, Pet Of themenmd a&I of the t IN Ib derid hidg aod eujilgl a

etrmtalse of air whkicpms 11 11 the propubloss aya. Th tmabieoft th bigmeadby awingr wing-bodywhich is
colderad to deo&c downward, a earned auatbe. 7% m d own below Is the veftsogrom of the twoa-eta.. medaL

r K-



EADING wDGE atUS doThe ange.ctowr OAi h approc ied ovrer at mofmen o t mgi.

WF asumned that a certain fraction of the department momentum - leavea the

wing at angle S, while the remnainder (I - K) 7~- leaves at anglere Thus the

(lKC, effectiveaspan of the powered lift strearmtbe isproportionl to R

The vector F. is the reaultant force acting on the airframe, having
componentsaCLW and CD,. Ithe wing. isinmersed in apropelleraliptem.
then the rotational components of the propulsive flow may enhance the leading

A A0 edge auction on either side of the nacelle, resulting in a thrust or reduction of

induced drag. The vector -~x (I - conG) is that fraction of nacelle induced

SKETCH (iii) drag which is recovered at the leading edge.

Lift and drag coefficients (for small angle) are:

CD, - (4~ '2[1(1 -K) + K(1 -R) (!)]2 5

This leads to a drag polar of the form:

(Il-K) +KO1- R) (e) 2 l
CDW - (-L ) (6)

and wing efficiency factor is:

[1:7 K) +K 9] 2

(7)

01- K) + K41-R) (4e)I

Figure 7 showa a plotted against the ratio (~)foe values of (p)of 2, corresponding to a positive nacelle lift increment,

and 0.5, corresponding to a negativenclelf Inrment 7Te effect of a 10% recovery of leading edge thrut is also shown.

Thos results ahow that when the combination of propulsive and interference effects are distributed uniformly across the

span, ( - ,then wing efficiency factor isa maximum, and equal to unity. If the angles differ markedly, then a deraeand as

Figure 7(b) twraches a minimumn when the spanwue disturbance coves about 60% of the span, It appeae, therefore, for high wing
efficiency factors, that my spanwis disturbances should cover eithera vway andl portin of the whng span, or aevery larm portion. In

thsregard, the negative lift increments produced by the presence of en unpowered sacelse result an a lower loss of wing efficiency than
positive increments produced by powered lift. The effect of a leading edge thrust recovery factor R remults in an increase of wing

.4efficiency factor in both cumsa

The two-etiem flow model has assumed that a11 of the momntums mocaed with both propulie and wng-body interactie
effects are contained within the propulsive atreavatube. Viacoms effects, which ma also encoespssed within ti regico. contribute In-
directly in that they repesesnt a poetion of the flow which may he deflected With the 'e flow over the naells. They we, howeverv.
non-productive, result In a Ion of momentum, and, specficaly a lose of loading edge moction at the wing-msele Junction.

WIND TUNNL MODES

The nodes were mounted in the onderwing position on a rectangular piafores reflectin plane model. The wing airfati wa
the NACA 0015 sodl had -n equivalent aspect ratio of 6.58, Figure Sis ageneral arrangement showing the basic dhnsneiou. The modeal

* was attached to the wind tunnel balance for the purpose of mearng Ift end dragl.

ie basic peopostio of the macels, relative to the wing chord, -o chasen to be simiaer to those under consideration for
consmesh eraft design studies, Two bass thicksnee dittrbutm end crometios were chosen, The fles (N-1) was based on the

* MNACA sandard body se described in Reference B. A variatio, of thin foem with the meammaif thilknes pushed beck to 60% of wing
chord, was lasted damo the data of Retassues I IndIleated a favourable rsdt Whent mahlm thckeli losIse to the wine tralifn edge.
The afterbody termninated 0.66 wing choeds ehiand the traillg edg tesm oula onor



The second model (N-2) was elliptical in cven section and of more suseder confgumation. The fore and aft body lan.1dm

WIND TUNNEL TEST PROGRAM

Balsace Data

Force measurenrents were made at a tunnel dynantic pressue of 40 pet (Re -1.2 X 106). The model was rotated through ananla rage which brounght the wing beyond sall, with lift, drag and moment recorded.

Lift and drag coefficients for the two configurations including the isolated wing are presntad in Figures 9(a) and 9(b). The
main affect of adding a nacelle ia to decrease CL and stalling angle. The lift and dreg characterIstic for the ieolated wig in the
linear range of lift implies a wing efficiency factwme- 0.75. The addition of a nacelle decraese slightly, to a vale of 0.6. Figure 10
show. for nacelle N-3, the effects of adding the LEX, on maximum lift, and drag. There is evidently an increase in lift and a snall
increase in lift slope due to the preence of free vortices shed from the LEX This is accompanied by a decrease in L/D at angles greater
than 10 degrees.

Model pitching momenta are also changed by the presence of a nacelle as seen in Figures 9 and 10. With the abost nacelle
(N-1) the pitching moment destabilizing (nose up); however Cm reverses sign over the a range from 4 to 14 degrees on the elender
nacelle (N-2). The addition of leading edge extensiona on nacelle N-2 revrss the sign of the pitching moment from nose down to noe
up.

Flow Visualization

The medium for flow visualization was Titanium Dioxide suspended in a light machine oil. When illuminated by a Atron
light source, the T,0 2 gave off a brilliant reflection, and the properties of the suspension were such that spreading took place in the
form of stresmwues ligamenla when exposed to the frictional layer on the model surface.

Water tunnel flow visualization was done at very low Reynolds number using coherent filaments of Flourscisn, a cosnmercial
dye. In som instances at higher Reynolds number, a suspension of Aluminum particles enabled vortex flow fields to he visalized.

Downwind Flow Surveys - Powered Modek

Downwind flow surveys using pitot tubes, or five-ole yawmsters were made behind two powered wing nacellesodb The
first was a powered version of aelle N-2 jWig. ft,;the power *sed resulted an both axs and rotational velocity componsnts ovr the
nacelle and wing.

More extensive mesurements (ie. velociis total pressure, flow direction) using five-hole probes were mae behind a large-
scale powered wing-nacelles model which was under investigation by DeHavilland Canada. The proportions of this model were, in general,
similar to nacelle N-2.

The purpose of these flow surveys was to locate localized regions of speration, and centres of vortex activity; and also to
explore the deformed slipstream downwind of the model.

Classifications of Tbree-Dissessional Viscous Flows

Three-dimensional viscous flows, such a those depicted by the photographs of surface streamlines shows in this paper,
appear to be of a very complex nature, as they reflect the combined action of skewed, separating bomsday laes, end the ectices of
rolle up vortex sheet lying Just above the esface. These apparent complexities, however, can he separabed into vetoes comsbination
of relatively few simple singular flows, which act on the wetted surfaces, and setieactouily, describe the action of viscous separatons and
attaent.L The anatomy of these singular flow. has bae thoroughly described In References 19 and 20. They an see to occur ieu-
larly in the skin friction Petrema of all three-dimensional attached and separated viscous flow., and are related either to regloes of
sttachmentor of separatinon the body. They are clmlnflsd schemastically, asti Figure, 11.

The nodal point of attachment is shown in Figure 11(a) - the oncoming flow impinges on the noes of the body at a tingle
point, and the surface "samlines radiate, outward and rearward towerd the leewardsie

-' ~~if two Ascent nodes of attachment occur, as on the blent surface of a windshield the streunliee divide btenthenm and
are redirected, by mean of a saddle point, on ether slide of the lIne of eye 0117

U the onset flow implan obliqluely on a alsudar configuration, or along intersecting searess. than attachenet is mot at a
single point or node, hut along an oblique Ibis of attachmtent, Thin type of flow can he -es al the windward surfac of thes aoodle
(Fic, 12) or along the uade wing junctions. Strface fluld always flows away from en olque 11e of attahmet toward Sapratkea
Banss, or the perlflow.

Figure 11(d) and (e) alsow vailoess aspects of thkedemlonl separation. Figre li Ie a odal point Of separation which
would permit cdooms of the atesandees In as ideal flow. 716 does not occur in Practice, as othe aIe Of esPeahe occur on 11he aft

0" The tfa oest of aspaaton, (ftr 11(d)) le heecesesed asa mfa flowh whseich the stremlins inhwerd towerd a clerly

defined cen. A vortex core rime from this ce. and strneep dowuwind, The now at the qsdfocu a s ebe hetamste (Ref. 19)
as the terathnation point of boused vosticity which leves th ef inh a single coserated fihmet Th ie (ad foiare clearly evident
on the wingemelle od ese he rpatoccurs (Fill 26) and on the windward a of a lending edge -Iah (Fit. 17), These flow.
are considered to be ad s idnce they OWn to dstc rndoelY t-es the0 enfaa And areassociated w"s laettlag andpeocK I prain
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Figum 1I(e) shows an oblique lin of separation, a flow which is characteristic of sepamaion from slender wins and bodies.
Boundary layer fluid approaches the line of confluenev from both sides, and separates a a thin sheet which rols up above it. If the
vorte istrong enough, the surfacr sbear stre lines may exhibit a poist of inflexio in their cuvaturm. The attachment line depicted
in Figure 11(e) along the plane of symmetry represents the presence of fluid which has been brought down on to the surface as a result
of vortex action.

WING-NACELLE VISCOUS FLOW SEPARATIONS

This section preents obervatiom on the main characteristica of the vrious types of three-dimnional now aeparations
which occurred on the wing-nacelle junction region. The comments are supported by photographs and interpretation of the surface
shear stres patterns in the context of the elementary viscous singular flows described before. The interpretation of the surface flows
and their synthesis into equivalent vortex flow models are somewhat subjective, and, sa Reference 21 points out, notoriously ambiguous
and open to question. N"ertbher, it is hoped that a clearer understanding of the stady separated vortex flows ov the nacelle will
result, and that this work may be useful a a point of departure for a more complete understanding of the aerodynamic flow over wing-
nacelle configurationa

Attachment Flows

Regions of flow attachment are shown on the windward portions of nacelle N-2 at an angle of attack of 21 degres (Fig. 12).
In this flow, the node of attachment, at the nows of the spinner, develops into an oblique line of attachment along the vmtr surface
of the nacelle, and from which fluid flows along the de of the nacelle, toward the wing junction and afterbody. The lateral deflection
of the flow on either side of the centreline, particularly at the nose is severe, but diminishes over the mid-section and upswept afterbody.

Leading Edge Junction - No LEX

The flow near the leading ede, along the wing root junction, as depicted in the water tunnel photographs of Figure 6. re-
presents the main viscous interaction between the nacelle and the wing. As these illustrations show, for a normal leading edge, the
stagnation region between the wing and nacelle produces a sudden local separation which has resulted in a horseshoe-type vortex which
wraps itself around the wing contour, and whose traling am stream downwind.

The surface shear stres pattern of Figure 13 show, at a Reynolds number of 1.2 X 106, a variety of viscous separation and
attachment regions which are concentrated within a fairly narrow band along the underside of the wing. Details of this surface flow
for nacelle N-2 are shown for angles of attack of 0,8 and 16 degrees.

On the basis of these flow patterns, it is possble to identify both primary and secondary oblique separation lines, nodes of
attachment between them, and oblique lines of attachment lying along the sides of the nacelle. In the car of a - 160

, 
it is also possible

to identify the stagnation stieadine which separates fluid which flows over the top of the wing, from that which traversea the length
of the nacelle.

A schematic interpretation of the junction flow shows the probable orii and behaviour of the vortex filaments shed from
the junction (Fig. 14). This vortex appears to remain coherent underneath the wing, but is apparently embedded in the boundary layer
flow on the upper surface or, since there is little reason for its existence, probably di out. No trace of it was discernible on the nacelle
afterbody. The secondary vortex, although visible in the underwing junction, has apparently merged with the primary vortex on the
wing upper surface.

Leading Edge Junction with Leading Edge Extensions (LEX)

In the normal wing junction geometry, the wing meets the nacelle squarely, the only relief afforded by the body curvature
on the upper surface. The junction vortex is thus formed abruptly and the resulting flow is as that shown in Figure 6(c). In order to
encourage a more gradual formation in the vortax and to change the stalling characteristics a leading edge atrake or extension was placed
on the top of the nacelle ahead of the wing leading edge. The strake configuration and dimensions am shown in Figure S.

With this device fitted, free vorticity is shed along the streamwi edges as flow coming up from the ventral attachment line
separates along the top of the nacelle. The vortex sheets roll up above the wing, producing downwsh in the pice of symmetry, and
increed lift. At high inences, these vortices become part of the separated, but steady flow on the wing upper surface.

The junction vortex system which originates on the strake windward edge exists, but exhibits an altered behaviour. The flow
on the windward side of the strake, upwind of the stagnation streamline, leamv the swept edge, and roi up immediately into a strong

* free vortex above the nacelle. Flow on the nacelle upper surface aiso flows toward this separation line.

Flow downwind of the stagnation streamline is directed along and underneath the nacelle n before. Between these two flows,
on the strald itself, is a region of three-diensional sepmation and attachment, similar to the normal leading edge situation, in which
surface fluid flows along the underwing junction in one direction, and toward the swept edge of the strake In the other, a prominent

* . node of attachment lies at the wing-nacele junction. A primary vortex sheet leaves the separation line and, on the underside of the
wing, graduaJly develops and rols up underneath the wing as before. There is an impresdon that the junctin vortex produced this way
i somewhat wea-ke than Its normal counterpart. The flow patterns, especilly in thde attachment region along the underwing junction
do not eabi a peculmly strong the-dis esioal effect. A secondary vortex separatlon is also present, and behave in a similar
fashion to the primary flow.

The other half of this hosseshoe vortex ke directed acrose the half4p n of the sras, and leavs the edg together with flow
from the attachment selon, to roll up and become merged with the free vortex which by now is well deeloped above the nacelle
surface.

The development of the ask/vmta flow appeam in the surface der stress patterns of Figu r 15 and scheatically in
Figure
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There appeama to be two ways in which the underwing vortex can develop. It the trake is suitably bended into the wing

nacelle junction. then the padul separation proeMs produces the attachment region on the windward surface, with vortice gridually

developing 0 shown. If the trake is not properly daied, or atimply consists of a thin Plte normal to the nacelle surface, the stagnant

fluid in the r-oentrant corm appears to encourage the formation of a spiral focus, which acets a the origin of the underwind vortex

(Fig. 17). This flow situation is undesirable becaue of its unasteady nature.

The photographs and schematic diagrams of Figures 15 and 16 show the two possible modee of flow and separation with the
strake fitted.

flow on the Wing-Nacelle Upper Surface - No LEX

The flow on the upper surface of the nacelle at angles below stall is composed mainly of fluid which has left the ventral

attachment region, flowed around the sides of the nacelle and along the top of the wing. In addition, there are narrow regions of three-
dimensional flow induced by each junction vortex is it streams over the top of the wing. The behaviour of the flow on the wing/nacelle

upper surface is critically affected by angle of attack- The three-dimensional effects induced by the junction vortices become more
prominent, and the unseparated flow between them is subject to rapid changes in velocity as judged from the streamline patterns of

Figure 18 for nacelle N-1.

As incidence increases new separation lines emerge, on the top of the nacelle at the wing leading edge. These evidently result
from detachment of fluid along the top of the nacelle which does not enter the junction separation region. The vortices which are shed

are depicted in the sketch as rotating inward, and will he the beginnings of the full-scale wing upper surface vortex flows which are
prominent near and after stall. The junction vortes filaments which branch sway from these new vortices are probably eventually

swallowed, and would not appear downstream. It flow separation is premature then the breakdown of the wing boundary layers pro-

duce undesirable aerodynamic charcteristics, and this is reflected in both the surface shear strm patterns and the lift and drag charac-

teristia.

With a more slender nacelle (N-2), as stall develops, it is possible to see more easily what happens to the junction vortex on

the upper surface. Figures 19(a), (b), (c) show, for a wing with a normal leading edge, the gradual development of three-dimensional
separation Leading to prominent but unstable vortex flows for angles of attack of 0,16 and 20 degrees. The schematic interpretation of

this proces= indicates that the junction separation lines may tenminate at spiral foci on the wing upper surface near the leading edge.
Separation appears to occur a a result of vortex filaerpnts leaving these foci, but also from weak oblique separation lines which traverse
the wing chord. These two flow separations presumably merge with one another.

Flow on the Wing Upper Surface - L9X Installed

With a strak fitted, the upper surface flow is dominated mainly by the vortices shed from its free edges, even at moderate

angles of attack. Figure 21 shows for nacelle N-2 the upper surface flows at angles of attack of 0,8 and 16 degrees.

The fow is now more stable, and, in comparison with no LEX, at 8 degrees, composed entirely of three-dimensional flow

over the centre section. The separation fines, which commence along the strearowise edges of the strake, continue across the wing chord
to the trailing edge and been to form the main vortex system which, at high lift coefficients, keeps the flow attached on the centre

section. In this way the classical decrement of loading over the centr portion of a wing-body my have been "filled in" by the action of

a favorable viscous separation. The lift curves of Figu e 10(s) indicate a alight increase in lift.

The flow in the vicinity of these separation lnes, particularly in the interior region, is notably three-dimensional, and exhibits

many of the characteristics of the shee streas patterns seen on slender delta winaL At higher angles of attack is > 16*) outboard of the

main separation lines, fluid is drawn to both primary and secondary separation lines which originate well beyond the physical dimensions

of the nacelle. The schematic dioam of Figure 22(s) shows the main features of the vortex flow over the top of the wing, induced by

leading edge extenione. Attachu ent takes plae along the line of symmetry for a - 8. At higher angles of attack, when the vortex
flows aw tronger, two attaechent Hli e on either aide of the plone of symmetry.

There appear to be an alternate configuration of the upper surface vortex sheets which may occur at low angles of attack. In

this ituation, shown in Figure 23 the separation line which originates on the stre•mwise edge of the LEX does not continue on to the

wing, Rather, the vortex shet may detach at the wing/LEX junction, and both ends trll up, resulting in the formation of double

branched corm over the wing. The resulting flow disturbance on the wing may be sinall. This conjecture has not. so far, been supported

by direct observation, and as wing incidece increase; there is a geter likely hood of the vortex sheet "sticking" to the wing. The

junction vortex, which does not appear on the wing upper surface with LEX installed, presumably rolns up with the free vortex sheet.

Afterbody Attachment and SaperationI Another reoon wher significant separation sad reattachment occurs a just aft of the wing trailing edges, on either side of the

nacell aftbody. These attachment reglons as semn in Figure 24 for ncelles N-2 and N-3 an slender formations of three-dimeesional

flow with a prominent node of attachment at the ns. Fluid apparently flows from the oblique attachment line located in the center

of them reduoe to separation Ues around th periphery. The sense of the shed vortices is uncertain; Reference 21 discases a umilar

flow at the trailing edge of a two4bdmnnsloa wg-late eonfiauratin at comparable Reynolds numbers. Thes traling edge Ospera-

tio patterns were attributed to a continuation of the secondary vortex flows generated in the junction; thus the flow in the attachment

region was weak, and the ss of the free vortleity was opposte to the primary junction vortices.

In the present situation, aft of the wing-nacelle, the revers i
s 

true, in the author's opinion, since the attachment flows appe

to be atron and to suggest voeticity which is rotating in the sem @ma as the junction vortices.

The sin of thin attachment Mion appears to depend o the shape of the aMle aftebody; the wider, more bluntmdd

NACA necdle (N-I) has signiflantly larger ro go of disurbaene, than done the man lader configuration (N-2). A chematic itoe-

pretation of the flow on the nacelle afterbodle is shown in Figure 25.

RIIWOWS NUNU PP-11m

oThe pret tame were done at atly low Ileynolds numhers, ran"n from ahat 5000 in the water tunml to 1.2 x 106 in

the wind tunet. The structure of the wing ret junction flow contains not only pimary vortles. bet aho secondary, and in some
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instaes, tertiary separations along the sides of the nacelle. This multiple vortex shedding tends to be a characteristic of three-dimensional
protuberance flows at these low Reynolds numbers, but is found not to occur at the higher Reynolds numbers which correspond to
full-scale flight. Thus in attempting to describe the staggering multiplicity of vortices which strtm downwind of a wing-nacelle conigu-
ration, it should only be necessary to count the primary separations. The sketches in Figure 26 depict various combinations of vortices
which should appear in cross flow planes downwind under different conditions of flight. If the upper surface flow is unseparated, with a
normal leading edge, then a total of eight primary vortex cove stream from the junctions, and afterbody separations. If a LEX is in.
stalled, with vortices streaming from the swept edges, then additional vortices will appear above the wing bringing the vortex. If the
propulsive strearetue also deforms and rolls up, s the wake survey's tend to suggest, then additional areas of vorticity will be present
in the flow downwind.

EFFECTS OF A PROPELLER SLIPSTREAM

The effects of a propulsive streamtube, and slipstream rotation are shown in Figures 27 to 30.

The powered version of nacelle N-2 did not produce high thrust levls; the average value of the pressure rise behind the
propeller corresponded to a total pressure coefficient Cpt - 1.1. This did not result in large velocity increments, however, the slip.
stream rotation was quite large, and yawmeter measurements indicated a value of about 10 degrees at a radius corresponding to the
maximum nacelle width.

Flow visualization indicated some of the changes caused by the slipstream. With LEX installed on nacelle N-2, at low model
incidence (a 4), the flow on the ventral surface was seen to reflect slipstream rotation, and the flow pattern on the wing upper
surface was slightly skewed toward the downgoing (outer wing) blade side. At very high angles of attack, with separated flows over the
wing surface, the slipstream tends to encourage a more symmetric flow formation that would otherwise occur. In the middle ranges of
a there appeared to be no noticeable alteration in the flow patterns due to slipstream effects.

With a normal leading edge (no LEX) the slipstream rotation effects are present for angles of attack only greater than 16
degrees, in that the upper surface flow patterns were slightly skewed toward the outer wing.

A total pressure survey was also done behind the powered and unpowered versions of nacelle N-2 (LEX on), at mid chord, on
the wing upper surface. At 16 degrees. (unpowered, Fig. 27(a)), just before stall, the isobars indicate the presence of two stable vortices.
spaced 1/3 chord apart, and lying about 1/10 chord above the wing surface. At 20 degrees, well beyond CLm., the starboard or inner
vortex has become incoherent with flow breakdown occurring over the wing (Fig. 2

7
(c)).

Isobars for the powered nacelle, at angles of attack of 16 and 20 degrees are pesented in Figure 27(b, and (d). Slipstream
effects do not appear to produce any important changes in the appearance of the flow for these angles.

Further explorations of the nacefle-wing wake were made using five-hole yawmeters behind a more heavily loaded configurs-
tion. The model was similar in its proportions to nacelle N-2 although not of the same design. The test conditions were appropriate to a
climb configuration, with a fairly high thrust coefficient, and flaps set at 15 degrees.

The measurement plane was three cords behind the aerodynamic centre, and the quantities shown in Figure 28 are sidewash
and downwash angles, #-, n , and total pressure H (Fig. 29).

Observations in the croes-flow plane showed that the propulsive streamtube of the propeller was grossly deformed by the
mutual effects of the wing and the nacelle. In addition, as a result of viscous separation in the wing-body junction, and the roll-up of
the propulsive streamtube, regions of concentrated vorticity were present in the flow.

The total pressure contours of Figure 29 trace out the configuration of the deformed slipstream, which in this case tends t,
form an "inverted T". a configuration which as been observed before (Ref. 22). The slipstream flowing over the top of the wing .
evidently contracting, while that flowing over the bottom contains most of the really high pressure levels, and appears to be spreading
Ilterally beyond the physical dimensions of the propeller.

It was difficult to identify precisely, any regions of vorticity. however, the downwash contours suggest vortex-like activity
below the wing on the up-going blade side. The sense of rotation of the cross-flow appears to be clockwise, viewed from the rear, and is
constent with a vortex shed from the port wing body junction. Similarly, the sidewash angle contours indicate a similar type of
rotation, also originating from the port side.

CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this paper has been to slummarize some of the important problems in the integration of a wing and nacelle, or
turbo.propeller aircraft, and to emphasize in particular, the viscous interations which occur.

The nacelle models were sized to represnt current practice, and wve mounted on a half-wing of aspect ratio approximately
six. Balance measurements demonstrated the characterstic decrease of lift and increase in drag which occurs when an undershung nacelle
is added to a wing. The addition of leading edge extensions (LEX) resulted in a slighty improved lift slope. higher CL .a. and a gentle
stall.

Flow visualization showed that steady three-dimensional oparations with rolled-up vortex shets played an importat role
in the development of good aerodynanic flow over the wing-naicelle configuration. These verticad flows occurred in three mai regioas
of the nacelle; fltlty at the wing-naelle junction where a hose-hoe shaped oeparation line sweeps alng the underwing junction, and
over the top ot the wing. A vortex sheet is died from this hin, and rols up gradally angs the length of the nacelle, bringing the on-
coming fluid into the intersection. Secondary separatins may ao occur.

I- _ __ __ __ __ _



The second important region of three-dimensional separation and attachment lies aft of the wing trailing edge, on either side
of the nacelle upper surface plane of symmetry. These flows consist of prominent regions of attachment bounded by streamnwise separa-
tion lines which are shedding vortex sheets. Four trailing vortices are produced ab a result of these separations. An accurate anatomy
and origin of these separations is not understood at present.

The third important region of separation occurs at high angles of attack where the nacelle fore-body maN separate and shed
vorticity along the dorsal surface. These separation lines continue along the wing chord at low angles of attack, and begin to form the
main vortex syster, which, at higher lift coefficients, keep the flow attached on the centre section and delays stall.

A leading edge extension, placed on the top of the nacelle at the wing leading edge modified the flow considerably. With this

device fitted, the junction vortex, instead of being forned abruptly in the stagnation region between the wing and the nacelle, is now
encouraged to separate more gradually along the streamwise edge of the LEX. The vortex sheet rolls up above the wing, producingdownwash along the centreline, and increased lift. The separation lines, which had originated on the edges of the strake, continueacross the chord to the trailing edge. The surface flow between them is not unlike that of a slender delta wing.

The effects of a propulsive flow on the wing-nacelle vortex characteristics were investigated by a flow survey using five-hole
probes. This survey showed that the oropeller slipstream was grossly deformed by the mutual effects of the wing and nacelle, and that
as a result of separations in the wing-body junction, and roll up of the propeller streamtube, regions of concentrated vorticity were
present in the flow.
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9 FIG. 2: TURBULENT SEPARATION IN EXPANDING CORNER - UNDERSLUNG NACELLE
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FIG. 5: ISOBARS O)N WING UIPPER SURFACE OF HIGH-WING MODEL. SHOWING SUCTION CONCENTRATION
AT THE WING ROOT JUNCTION a-23, M 0.6 (REF. 8)

FIG. 6: VORTEX FLOWS IN THE WING ROOT JUNCTION
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THEORETICAL MODELLING OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL VORTEX FLOWS
IN AERODYNAMICS

by

Cj. H. B. Smith

Aerodynamics Department,
Royal Aircraft Establishment,
Farnborough, Hampshire, UK

04 A unified account is presented of the various inviscid models used to represent
three-dimensional vortex flows in aerodynamics; essentially those relying on vortex
sheets and line-vortices. Recent developments in extending the scope, accuracy, and
stability of these models are described. An evaluation of their relative strengths and
weaknesses suggests that the different models all have continuing roles to play. It is
claimed that vortex modelling has come of age, in the sense that we can now learn about
the real world from the behaviour of models, after decades of trying to make the models
conform with reality.

I INTRODUCTION

TO set the sort of model to be discussed in perspective, it is helpful to recall
the usual hierarchy of flow models, together with the assumptions about the fluid and the
flow which give rise to them. The first model, the Navier-Stokes equations, depends on
assumptions about the nature of the fluid. Flow at large Reynolds numbers involves
turbulence, and the mean motion is then modelled by the time-averaged Navier-Stokes
equations, involving Reynolds stress terms. To represent these Reynolds stresses in
terms of the mean motion and its history, one or more turbulence models are required. In
the flow of a uniform stream past a body at a large Reynolds number, both turbulent motion
and the large shears which make molecular viscosity important are confined to thin
boundary layers on the body and to the wake which arises from the separation of these
boundary layers from the surface of the body. Outside the boundary layers and wake the
flow behaves as if the fluid were inviscid.

For most flows of importance to aerodynamics, the wakes are thin, in the sense that
their thickness reduces as Reynolds number increases. The effects of turbulence and vis-
cosity can then be modelled by the theory of thin shear layers, provided there is an
appropriate model for the interaction between the external flow and the thin shear layers.
A thin shear layer affects the external flow in two ways: through a displacement effect,
requiring a difference in normal velocity between its opposite surfaces; and through a
vortex effect, requiring a difference in tangential velocity between its opposite surfaces.
As the Reynolds number tends to infinity, the displacement effect dies away, but the
vortex effect remains. The shear layers become vortex sheets in the limit. This leads to
an inviscid model of the flow, which is governed by the Euler equations. However, in
general, the formulation of the problem for the Euler equations must include a specifica-
tion of the lines on the body from which the vortex sheets arise, the separation lines.

A symmetrical wing at zero incidence sheds no vortex wake, so it is not necessary to
specify a separation line. When the wing is placed at incidence the assumption that
separation takes place from the sharp trailing-edge is automatically made. In reality,
separation also takes place from the tip, spreading forward from the trailing-edge as the
angle of incidence increases, at a rate depending on the design of the tip. For a wing
with a highly-swept sharp leading-edge, a similar separation takes place from the lead-
ing edge.

We may expect that, for most bodies of practical interest to Aerodynamicists, the
limit of the real flow as the Reynolds number tends to infinity will be an inviscid flow
with embedded vortex sheets. In this liait, it smems likely that the positions of the

' separation lines are determined, though not necessarily uniquely. The same flow represen-
tation may also be used as a model of the flow at large, but finite, Reynolds numbers,
though then the positions of the separation lines must be supplied to the model from out-
side it. The assumptions leading to this model are, first, large Reynolds number and,
second, the sort of thin wake flow which is naturally associated with aerodynamically
efficient shapes.

For shock-free flows past bodies jmersed in a uniform stream, the inviscid flow can
be represented by a potential function, An" the sm representation can be extended to
model flows with weak shock waves. From this point, at which the flow is described by a
potential function everywhere outside the body and outside the vortex sheets, the various
treatments to be discussed in this paper diverge. To order the discussion, we reserve
the word 'model' to dscrie an approximation to the vortex shot, and introduce the word
frameork' to describe a treatent of tne potential flow in which the vortex sheet Is

wak model of a trailing vortex sheet, the Maqler-Sith model1 for a rolled-up core,
the multiple line-vortex model, and the single line-vortex mdel. The possible frame-
works ore the full nonlinear potential formulation, the nonlner tramnsoic mall
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perturbation approximation, the linear small perturbation (Prandtl-Glauert) approxima-
tions for subsonic and supersonic flows, and the slander-body approximation. To illus-
trate the independent aspects of model and framework, a two-dimensional presentation is
useful:

Model Multiple Sir le
Framework Rigid wake Rolled-up core line-vortex line-vortex

Full potential Jameson

TSP Albone

P - G, M 
< 
1 Multhopp F.T. Johnson, t at 

2 
Rehbach

3  Nangia and Hancock
4

P - G, M • I D. Cohen

Slender-body R.T. Jones Mangler and Smith
1  

Sacks. eat at
5 

Brown and Michael
6

In this table the names have been introduced for illustrative purposes only. The classical
rigid-wake model has, of course, been used in all the frameworks; but the other vortex
models have only been used to a significant extent in the subsonic Prandtl-Glauert frame-
work, which includes the important special case of incompressible flow, and the slender-
body framework.

A further point is worth clarifying at this stage, even though it is of greater sig-
nificaoce for Dr Hoeijmaker's paper7 which follows. This concerns the mathematical nature
of the problems to which the various frameworks give rise, and how these can be modified
by particular geometries. The discussion is restricted to steady flow. To illustrate the
point, consider a purely supersonic flow and ignore the complexities of the vortex models.
Both the full potential and the supersonic Prandtl-Glauert frameworks lead to hyperbolic
problems. However, for the flow past a conical shape, the problem can be reformulated in
conical variables, yielding an equation in only two variables which changes type from
elliptic near the free-stream direction to hyperbolic at a large inclination to it. The
presence of vortex sheets of conical form does not change the type of the problem in this
case, though of course the presence of boundaries of unspecified shape does make it more
complex. In the slender-body framework, the solution splits into an axial flow perturba-
tion depending only on the distribution of cross-sectional area, and a cross-flow pertur-
bation. The problem for the cross-flow is governed by Laplace's equation and is therefore
always elliptic. Without the comnlication of the vortex sheets, each of the two-
dimensional cross-flow problems is independent of the others and can be solved in isola-
tion. With vortex sheets each cross-flow problem depends on the solution upstream. In
this respect the problem takes on a quasi-parabolic character, with the streamwise coupling
represented by ordinary, rather than partial, differential equations, because the circula-
tion is concentrated in sheets, not diffused as vorticity. In the particular case of a
conical body shape, for which a conical vortex configuration is sought, the quasi-parabolic
behaviour is eliminated. A single elliptic problem with unknown boundaries then emerges.
The other effect of introducing a vortex representation which goes beyond the rigid planar
wake is to introduce an essential nonlinearity into the problem. The governing differen-
tial equations for the Prandtl-Glauert and slender-body frameworks are linear, but the con-
dition of continuity of pressure across a vortex sheet is nonlinear.

In view of the large amount of work in this field using the slender-body framework,
it is worth recalling the relationship between it and the theory of incompressible two-
dimensional flow. There is an exact correspondence between the cross-flow component of a
1ender-body solution and an unsteady two-dimensional flow in which the body is growing,

moving, and deforming in time in the same way as the cross-section of the three-dimensional
body is changing in the streamwise direction. When vortex sheets are present, the separa-
tion lines must also be specified in the same way. There is no direct relationship between
the viscous effects in the two- and three-dimensional flows. A consequence of this
correspondence is that the classical treatment of the roll-up of a three-dimensional wake.treating it an & time-dependent problem, is just a slander-body approximation to the
three-dimensional flow.

+' 2 14DDELS OF VORTEX SHEETS

The flat wake behind an elliptically-loaded wing is in equilibrium, in the classical

treatment just referred to. The equilibrium is unstable, but even the existence of a
imple equilibrium configuration makes this an exceptional case. In general, the equi-

librium shape of a vortex sheet involves the rolling up of its free edges into a spiralform, the spiral containing an infinitely large number of turns about its axis. We shall

be concerned with the representation of such spiral sheets. For a conventional, tail-aft,
configuration, the rolling up of the vortex wake is of relatively little importance to the
aircraft itself (though it my be very significant for a lighter, following aircraft)
because It takes plaes well downstream of the wing and well outboard of the tail. Rolling
up is of greater importance for a canard lay-out and is a dominant feature of flows involv-
Ing leadinq-edge separation from strakes and delta wings. It in also becoming clear that
the behaviour of rolled-up vortex sheets can explain many aspects of the aerodynamics of
the noses of aircraft and missiles at large angles of attack.

r --- .. .. - -I
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To represent an infinite spiral in a nume ical calculation would present consider-
fable difficulties. The simplest way out I that adopted by xanler and Smith It is
simply to represent the inner turns of the vortex sheet by a single line-vortex, at least

vected along the sheet. Some simplified representation is therefore needed of the convec-
tion of circulation from the free edge of the outer part of the sheet to the line-vortex

representing its core. In the existing model, used both in the slender-body and the sub-
sonic Prandtl-Glauert frameworks, this convection process is represented as occurring
entirely in the cross-flow plane, which is not very different from a plane normal to the
line-vortex. As a result, a discontinuity of pressure appears across the cut connecting
the free edge of the sheet to the vortex, a discontinuity whose magnitude depends on the
streamwise coordinate only. To obtain a force-free system, the force which arises from
this pressure difference in each cross-flow plane is balanced by the local force on the
line-vortex which arises from its inclination to the local flow direction. Since the
force arising from the pressure difference scales on the product of the circulation of the
line-vortex and its distance from the free edge of the sheet, it will tend to zero as the
extent of the properly-modelled outer part of the sheet increases. In fact, for most
purposes, it is enough to include explicitly about half a turn of the sheet on a delta
winge.

Because this model has often been applied to flows which are conical, it is often
thought of as being restricted to conical flows. In fact it has been used for non-conical
flows in the frameworks of slender-body theory

9 10 
and of the fuller Prandtl-Glauert treat-

ment for subsonic flow
2
'
11
. The boundary conditions to be applied on the properly-

represented outer part of the sheet are that the pressure is continuous across the sheet
and that the sheet forms part of a three-dimensional stream surface. These are exactly
equivalent to the requirement that the circulation is convected with the mean of the
velocity vectors on the two sides of the sheet. An additional Kutta condition is usually
needed at the separation line. For flows without lateral symmetry it is also necessary
to fix the overall circulation about the cross-section of the configuration to be zero;
a condition which follows from the application of Kelvin's theorem to a closed contour
which is convected from upstream to surround the configuration.

This model, implemented in the slender-body framework, has been shown to give a
useful qualitative picture of the effects of planform, thickness, cross-sectional and
lengthwise camber, side-slip, roll, and oscillations in pitch and heave for simple flows
over sharp-edged wings, involving only a single pair of leading-edge vortices. It has
also been implemented, with much greater difficulty, in the subsonic Prandtl-Glauert
framework; and has been shown to give reliable quantitative predictions of lift, pitching
moment and pressure distribution. For a discussion of these results and more complete
lists of references, see previous reviews

8,12
. For these simple flows, the major weak-

nesses arise from the absence of any representation of secondary separation or vortex
breakdown.

An important special case of this vortex-sheet model, which significantly pre-dates
it, is obtained by omitting the explicit representation of the outer turns of the spiral
sheet, so that the cut extends from the line-vortex to its associated separation line.
This was used by Brown and Michael

6
, following earlier work by Legendre B. The same model

was applied to represent vortices shed from inclined cones and cylinders by Bryson
,

still within the framework of slender-body theory, and it has also been implemented in the
subsonic prandtl-Glauert framework4

15
. It will be referred to as the (single) line-vortex

model. Again it is not confined to conical flow, though the curvature of the line-vortex
then presents a mathematical difficulty.

* : The self-induced velocity of a curved line-vortex is infinite and directed normal to
itself. This is obviously non-physical and indicates that the model is over-simplified.
The same difficulty arises with the core representation in the vortex-sheet model. It can
be resolved by considering the vortex core to have a finite cross-sectional area, based on
the geometry in the cross-flow plane, and a continuous distribution of vorticity, based on

* one of the asymptotic solutions1
,

16-
18 

for the inner part of a vortex. The self-induced
velocity is then finite, and can be calculated

19
, and could, in principle, be included in

the model. In the slender-body framework the self-induced velocity is of the same order
as other neglected quantities and there is no mathematical reason to include it.

Another omitted effect in the representation of the whole or part of the spiral .
sheet by a line-vortex is that of the circumferential component of the vorticity vector.
This component has the effect of accelerating the flow along the axis of the vortex,
often very appreciably, producing an associated inflow as required by continuity. It is
possible to represent the effect of this inflow on the outer flow by combining a line-
sink with the line-vortex. This approach has been discussed by Hoeijmakers2 and
Verhaaqen

21
, but it is necessary to take considerable care over the definition of

* The term 'circulation' is here used in a slight extension of its usual meaning. Conven-
tionally, circulation is a property of a closed contour. However, in a potential flow
with embedded vortex sheets, the circulation about all closed contours which intersect
one sheet only, and that sheet at one and the same point, is the same, so that It can be
regarded as a local property of the sheet. It is just the jump In potential across the
sheet. it seem better to extend the use of 'circulation' in this way rather than use
'vorticity' in senses which may be confusing.
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entrainment if their results are to be interpreted correctly. It again appears that, in
the slender-body framework, the strength of the line-sink .s of the same order as the
other neglected quantities.

In view of these complexities, it is not surprising that other, apparently more
straightforward, approaches have been made to the modelling of the infinitely rolled-up
sheet. The most popular of these is the representation 'f the sheet by a large number
of line-vortices. The basis of this may be seen by dra'Ang on the sheet a family of
spiral curves which are lines of constant circulation, oc constant jump in potential. As
mentioned above, these will also be streamlines of the rean flow. The spiral curves cut
the sheet into ribbons, and, if the circulation in each ribbon is condensed into a line-
vortex, a multiple line-vortex model is obtained. The :ondition to be satisfied is
simply that each line-vortex should be aligned with the local flow direction along the
whole of its length.

The question of the self-induced velocity of the urved line-vortex arises again.
This time the line-vortex represents, not a core of finte area, but a ribbon of the
sheet, end a different approach is needed. Since a plane element of sheet has no self-
induced velocity, no local contribution from the ribbon is required. A plausible proce-
dure would be to omit from the range of Biot-Savart integral for the self-induced velocity
of a line-vortex at a point P an interval surrounding P of the same length as the dis-
tance between the adjacent line-vortices. In the published calculations using this multi-
vortex model, the curved line-vortices are replaced by segments of straight lines. The
velocity is either calculated at the mid-point of the segment, where it is finite, or at
the end, where it Is presumably necessary to neglect the infinite contributions of the two
segments which meet there.

The multi-vortex model is most naturally used to describe separation from the edge
of a wing which is also represented by a set of line-vortices, as in a vortex-lattice or
vortex-ring model of the wing. The Kutta condition is then just that the vortices run
off the edge into the sheet, with continuity of circulation. If the wing is represented
by a continuous load distribution, as in slender-body theory, for instance, there is some
arbitrariness about where the vortices representing the sheet are to be introduced, and a
similar difficulty arises in modelling separation from a smooth surface. This arbitrari-
ness affects the circulation of the vortices through the Kutta condition.

There are three basic difficulties which affect calculations with the multi-vortex
model, though the last only arises in the slender-body framework. The first is that a
large number of line-vortices are needed to obtain an accurate solution. The evidence
for this comes from the calculations by Sacks, et a1

5 
in the slender-body framework, where

they were able to use a large number of vortices. A slight generalization of their
estimate of the number of vortices needed for a converged solution is:

30 + 300A/a , (1)

where A is the aspect ratio and a is the angle of incidence in degrees. The largest
value of A/c covered in their calculations is 0.2. There seems no reason why fewer
vortices would be needed in another framework.

The second difficulty concerns the shape 'of the line-vortices. These should follow
the streamlines and these, as we know from many visualization experiments, are helices,
with the pitch of the helix becoming smaller the nearer the streamline lies to the axis
of the vortex. It follows that a line-vortex starting near the apex of a delta wing
should follow a helix of very small pitch, and such a helix requires very many elements
to describe it with any realism. The more vortices are introduced, to meet the first
difficulty, the closer to the apex the first starts, so increasing the second difficulty.
The solution must be to represent the inner part of the sheet separately, probably by a
line-vortex of growing circulation, as in the vortex-sheet model.

In the slender-body framework, a third difficulty arises because of the quasi-
parabolic nature of the problem referred to above. The shapes of the line-vortices are
found by integrating ordinary differential equations in the streamwise direction. As Z
result of the basic instability of this process and of the close approach of neighbouring
vortices, the shapes of the vortices become chaotic, as Sacks, et al found

5
. This situs-

* tion has since been studied in the exactly analogous planar unsteady problem, where the
onset of chaos has been postponed in two ways. Moore has used an explicit core repre-

A sentation, as suggested above for other reasons; and Fink and Soh23 have redistributed
the vortices along the sheet at the end of each time step. Recent work

2
4 with a multi-

vortex formulation which overcomes some of these difficulties will be described later.

3 RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE MODELS

Four recent developments will be outlined. Two of these relate to the adaptation
of models generally applied to separation from salient edges to the representation of
separation from smooth surfaces: and two arise from the need to represent more complicated
flow patterns than those on a delta wing.

Let us consider first the extension of the vortex-sheet model to describe separation
from smooth surfaces, as reported by Fiddes 25 

for the case of the slender elliptic cone at
incidence. The first point to realize Is that the shaot must leave the surface tangen- t
tially

25
. There are then two possible types of behaviour of the flow normal to the

separation line
26,27. 

With the downstream side of the separation line defined as the side

V . . . . , , 4 ..
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towards which the vortex sheet departs, these behaviours aret either the vortex sheet has
infinite curvature and the pressure gradient upstream of the separation line is infinitely
adverses or both the sheet curvature and the upstream pressure gradient are finite. The
form of the sinlgularity in both the curvature and pressure gradient is the inverse square
root of the distance from the separation line. To represent this behaviour in a calcula-
tion is not trivial, and the problem has been attempted so far only in the slender-body
framework. Clearly, curved elements, or pawels, are needed to represent the sheet, and

the base el nt a parently needs infinite curvature at one end. An ingenious use of con-
formal mappings

25
' avoids the need for such a special element, and an existing form can

be used.

From the point of view of the inviscid modelling, the outstanding question concerns
the Kutta condition. Since all the velocities are finite in the attached flow, and the
pressure is continuous everywhere, it is not clear that any further condition is required.
However, a further condition on the numerical solution is useful. In the exact inviscid
solution, the fact that both the body surface and the vortex sheet are stream surfaces
implies that the velocity vector on the surface on the downstream side of the separation
line must he parallel to the separation line. This will not naturally emerge from a
numerical solution, in which the stream surface condition is enforced by setting the
normal component of the velocity to zero. It is therefore helpful to require, as a form
of Kutta condition, that the surface velocity is along the separation line on its down-
stream side.

From the point of view of modelling the real viscous flow, the outstanding question
is the determination of the separation line. For boundary layers which are laminar
upstream of separation, Fiddes describes an approach which is both rational mathematically,
and reasonably successful in reproducing the observations on circular cones. The approach
rests on the asymptotic theory of laminar separation for large Reynolds number which was
put forward by Sychev 29 

and completed by FT. Smith 30
. The essential points are:

(M) at infinite Reynolds number, separation must be smooth, ie the singular behaviour in
sheet curvature and upstream pressure must not occur; (ii) at finite Reynolds number, the
separation line is displaced downstream from the position of smooth separation until there
is a balance between the strength of the singular behaviour and the level of skin friction
upstream of separation.

The use of this approach, with the vortex sheet model and a laminar boundary layer
calculation, makes it possible to calculate the position of the separation line as a
function of Reynolds number. Fig I shows how the predicted movement of the separation
line with Reynolds number compares with that observed by Rainbird, et aZ31 in a water-tunnel
experiment on a circular cone. The tren is well predicted, and the difference in actual
position is small compared with the displacement of the separation line from its position
for infinite Reynolds number. There is, of course, no reason to expect that the line
along which the vortex sheet leaves the surface in the model should agree exactly with any
particular observed feature of the real flow. It is surprising that the asymptotic treat-
sent is as successful as it appears to be, relying as it does on a leading term which is
of order R

-
1/8

The inviscid model can be assessed independently by using it with a measured posi-
tion of the separation line. Fig 2 shows a cross-section of the calculated vortex con-
figuration, with the separation line at the observed, laminar position; and the observed
position of the core of the vortex for comparison. The vortex is at about the right dis-
tance from the surface, but not far enough round from the separation line. The same sort

Fv of discrepancy arises in wing flows, and is usually attributed to the failure to repre-
sent secondary separation in the model. A further comparison Is shown in Fig 3. To give
some idea of the shape of the real vortex, contours of total pressure measured by

£ Rainbird
32 

around a circular cone in a wind tunnel are shown, with the calculated vortex
configuration superimposed. -The observed position of the turbulent separation line was
used in the calculation. The model is clearly producing the correct qualitative behaviour.

It seems perfectly feasible to extend this work to non-conical slender bodies of

general cross-sectional shape, and, with rather more effort, to implement the model in
the subsonic Prandtl-Glauert framework. However, to produce a similar method capable of

predicting turbulent separation demands a new insight.

Compared with this substantial achievement, the second advance to be reported is a
minor one. What it provides is an improvement in the utta condition for use with the
single line-vortex model. The standard boundary condition, introduced by aryson

I
, is

that the velocity at the separation line is parallel to it. This forces the separating
stream surface to leave the body in a direction normal to the body, whereas, if the sheet
were represented, It would leave tangentially. The I Mpovement is achieved by writing
the Kutta condition for the sheet model, that the velocity on the downstream side is
parallel to the separation line, entirely n tezis of the mean velocity and the rate at
which circulation is being ahed. These are quantities which also appear in the simpler
line-vortex model end so the revised form of the utta condition can be taken over
immediately. For the simple example of separation from a body of revolution at incidence,
with the separation line lying along a meridian, the condition bomes

=d r (2)

- -
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where v is the circumferential component of the velocity, U is the undisturbed speed,

and dr/dx is the axial rate of growth of the circulation. Compared with the original
form of the condition, ie v = 0, equation (2) clearly allows the vortex to be weaker if
its position is unchanged. The general expression corresponding to (2) is given in Ref 12.
An illustration of the effect of the different forms of Kutta condition is given in Fig 4
for conical flow. The curves drawn are all cross-sections of conical stream surfaces, of
which the body surface forms one. At the top is sketched a vortex sheet solution, in which
the sheet leaves the body tangentially along the separation line, S , to form the surface
of separation. On the left, the flow corresponds to a line-vortex solution with the
original Kutta condition: the separation line is a singular point for the family of curves
shown and the separation surface leavep the body there in the normal direction. On the
right, the flow corresponds to a line-vortex solution with the revised Kutta condition:
the specified separation line, S , is no longer singular and the separation surface
follows further round the body before leaving it, again in the normal direction.
Neighbouring conical stream surfaces are now more like those in the vortex sheet solution
shown at the top.

Calculations
33
,
3
' for Lonical bodies using the revised Sutta condition do show

smaller circulation, lower peak suction, lower lift, and vortices lying further inboard.
These changes tend to improve the relationship with experimental observations. There is
a lower bound on the angle of incidence for which the line-vortex model has solutions in
which the vortex lies near the separation line. This bound is unrealistically high in
relation to experiment and to the vortex-sheet model's predictions25; unfortunately the
use of (2) does not lower the bound.

We now turn to the improvements aimed at the treatment of more complicated vortex
configurations, in particular, configurations which involve more than one axis about which
rolling-up occurs. Hoeijmakers and Vaatstra

35,36
, using the vortex sheet model in time-

dependent planar problems, equivalent to the slender-body framework, have introduced a
very useful feature. Where, in the course of the evolutior of the vortex sheet, a kink
begins to form in the shape, a short segment of the sheet is removed. The circulation
about this segment is concentrated into a line-vortex, which is inserted in place of the
segment, and connected by cuts to the free edges of the sheet, leaving the velocity poten-
tial single-valued once more. Circulation convected off the free edges of the sheet is
added to the circulation of the line-vortex. The system of a line-vortex with two cuts
represents an infinitely rolled-up, double-branched core of the sheet, which we can
imagine as growing from a point on the vortex sheet at which a singularity has appeared.
The spontaneous emergence of singularities in the evolution of vortex sheets has recently
been discussed by Moore1

7 
in a proper mathematical context. It appears that by identify-

ing and treating these kinks or singularities an orderly evolution of the vortex configura-
tion can be computed for longer times, or further downstream, than would otherwise be
possible. No doubt Dr Hoeijmakers will show some results in his own paper

7
.

One of the configurations for which this sort of extra freedom is needed is the
double-delta wing, or the swept-wing with strake. If the inboard and outboard portions
of the leading-edge have almost the same angle of sweep and the angle of incidence is not
too small, a vortex sheet will form along the whole leading-edge and roll-up into a single
spiral core, just as if the planform were smoothly curved. The local disturbance to the
sheet produced by the kink in the edge is quickly smoothed out. This flow should present
no difficulty to any of the models.

If the kink is larger, the disturbance it causes to the smooth growth of the sheet
will result in the formation of a second centre of roll-up, as sketched in Fig 5. This
situation has been made visible by Verhaagen, whose photographs are published in Ref 36.
The circulation shed from the outboard leading-edge cannot be convected past the newly-
formed outboard core, so the circulation of the inboard part of the sheet remains constant,
or may even reduce if the outboard core becomes strong enough to convect circulation back
towards itself. The outboard core continues to grow on the circulation shed from the
leading-edge, and will eventually dominate, and perhaps swallow, the inboard core, if the
wing extends far enough. The surface sketched in Fig 5 is a stream surface, but not
necessarily a proper vortex sheet everywhere. The jump in tangential velocity may decay
to zero near the points of inflexion in the curves which connect the two cores, since both
cores are convecting circulation away from the inflexion points.

If the kink is larger, or the incidence smaller, part of the stream surface connect-
ing the two cores is likely to collapse onto the surface of the wing, as sketched in
Fig 6. The structure of the outboard vortex is now of the familiar leading-edge vortex
type, though it is worth noting that its initial growth from the kink is not conical,
even in the slender-body framework. The inboard core is shown as connected to the wing
surface by a stream surface springing from the line AB. This is not meant to suggest
that the boundary layer on the wing separates along AD, though it might do so. However,
there must be a surface streamline such as AB which forms a boundary between the surface
streamlines which are swept outboard beneath the inboard core and the surface streamlines
which attach to the upper surface of the wing after passing above the outboard core.
Fig 7 shows a sketch of the surface streamline pattern which would be associated with the
flow structure of Fig 6. AC and DE are attachment lines from which boundary layers grow.
These boundary layers may collide along AB and, if they do, circulation may be shed from
AB. There is some evidence

38 
that this does happen on practical configurations, but

interpretation of the limited experimental information is complicated by the presence of
secondary vortex formed on the forward part of the wing. For simplicity, secondary

separation has been ignored in Figs 5 to 7, ,nd the streamlines sketched in Fig 7 may
be regarded either as the surface streamline of the inviscid flow or as the limiting

*streamlines of the real flow.
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The stream surface through AB is drawn as simply as possible in Fig 6, intersecting
the wing normally. This implies that there is no shedding of circulation along AB. Part
of the stream surface will then no longer be a vortex sheet, as suggested in Fig 8a. It
is then likely that a second centre of roll-up will form, as in Fig 8b. On the other hand,
if circulation is being shed from AB, the cross-section of the sheet will resemble Fig 8c
or 8d, depending on the sign of the shed circulation. Resolving these details seems
unlikely to be important.

If the flow near the kink is as sketched in Fig 6, there is still a question about
its downstream development. The inboard vortex is moving slightly outboard, under the
influence of its image vortex in the wing, while the outboard vortex is growing in size
and strength. Will the outboard vortex capture the inboard one? We return to this
question later.

As the sequence of reductions in the sweep of the outboard wing and reductions in
the angle of incidence continues, the separation on the outboard leading-edge is eventually
suppressed. The flow structure then resembles that of Figs 6 and 8, with the outboard
vortex removed. The corresponding surface streamline pattern is sketched in Fig 9. The
line AB now forms a boundary between the flow swept outboard under the vortex from the
attachment line DE and the flow coming inboard from the leading-edge AC. Again there is
the possibility of separation from AB and again the real flow is complicated by secondary
separation on the strake. Ref 38 provides data on a flow of this kind also.

If a calculation method is to tell us which of these flow patterns actually occurs
on a particular wing at a particular angle of incidence, then it must clearly be a
flexible one. It may well be that Hoeijmakers technique of representing double-branched
spirals provides the needed flexibility, but an alternative approach is to turn to the
multiple line-vortex model.

Peace
2
4 has implemented a multi-vortex model, in the slender-body framework, which

incorporates two improvements over the original approach of Sacks, et Q15. The first of
these is to allow the circulation of the vortex whio"i was shed most recently to increase
along its length. Each vortex can then start with zero circulation, at a point actually
on the leading-edge of the wing; instead of starting with its ultimate strength at a point
near the leading-edge. Moreover, the Kutta condition can be satisfied at every point of
the leading-edge, through the continuously varying strength of the most recently shed
vortex. The first vortex can be shed from the apex of a delta wing, so that near the apex
the model is just the single line-vortex model. As soon as the second vortex is intro-
duced at the leading-edge, the first vortex is no longer fed with circulation and convects
with the local flow. The second vortex grows in circulation, so as to satisfy the Kutta
condition; and follows a path which is determined by the condition of zero overall force
on it and the cut which joins it to the leading-edge. When the third vortex is introduced,
the second is shed, and so on.

The second improvement is to form a strong core vortex by successively amalgamating
vortices with the first one to be shed. This is the approach successfully used by Moore

2

to delay the onset of chaos in evolutionary multi-vortex calculations. The usual tech-
nique is to replace the two vortices with one, of the same total circulation, placed at
their Icentroid of circulation'. This introduces a minor discontinuity into the evolu-
tionary process, which may trigger a potential instability. Peace avoids this by trans-
ferring the circulation, and moving the vortices, gradually, again making use of a condi-
tion of zero overall force. Two minor details of the technique are worth noting. The
initial growth of each new vortex is given by an asymptotic expansion, with the numerical
integration process taking over when the vortex is a short distance from the leading-edge.
To avoid a multiplicity of weak vortices with a random distribution of signs being formed,
vortex formation is suppressed over any length of the leading-edge for which the Kutta
condition is approximately satisfied by the existing vortices. This is important in the
case of a wing with lengthwise camber, to be considered later.

The new method has three significant advantages. Many vortices can be shed, to
represent the flow accurately, without necessarily inducing a chaotic development.
Greater smoothness in the streamwise development of the flow is achieved, though weak
fluctuations remain. The overall accuracy is greater, because the flow near the apex is
better represented.

Before giving an example of the capability of the method for a wing flow, we note
that the technique of allowing each new vortex to grow from the separation line cannot be

_applied to separation from smooth surfaces. There is no asymptotic solution for the
initial growth of such a vortex from a finite point, as pointed out by Bryson'4.

To illustrate the capability of this multi-vortex technique, we show the results,
taken from Ref 24, of applying it to a double-delta configuration like those discussed
above. The planform is defined by the equations

~0.1x for 0 4x -410
six) - (3)1

1 + 0.4(x - 10) for 10 4 x C 20, (

for the local semi-span, s(x) , of the wing. This corresponds to a semi-angle of 5.70
at the apex and a kink in the leading-edge of 16.10. In Fig 10 results are shown for an
angle of incidence of 5.7

° . 
Cross-sections of the calculated vortex configuration are

shown for three streamwise stations, the first at the kink. This shows the usual
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pattern expected of a conical vortex sheet solution for an incidence equal to the semi-
apex angle. Further downstream, the vortices being shed roll-up into a new core close
to the leading-edge, leaving those shed upstream to convect as a group. The last vortex
shed upstream of the kink just fails to be caught up in the rotating group. The numbers
beside the groups of vortices indicate the total circulation in the group, as a value of
r/U . The value of 0.48 at the kink station compares well with that of 0.47 given by the
sheet model

39 
(r/KUs - G + g - 4.7, K = 0.1, s = 1, in the notation of Ref 39). The

circulation of the outboard group grows quickly, owing to the lower sweep of the outboard
leading-edge. There is no indication of any appreciable interaction between the groups
of vortices at this angle of incidence.

Fig 11 shows the vortex configuration for the same cross-sections on the same plan-
form, for an angle of incidence of 10.30, nearly twice as large as before. Again at
x . 10 we have the expected behaviour for a delta wing - at this incidence Ref 39 gives
r/U = 0.98 - with a larger size and circulation corresponding to the increased incidence.
Again the newly shed vortices downstream of the kink roll up in a separate group, which
is also larger and stronger than before, However, at this incidence, the inboard group
of vortices moves fast enough laterally, under the influence of its image in the wing, to
interact significantly with the outboard group. At x - 17.5 the inboard group is just
being broken up by the interaction. By x = 20, not reproduced here, the orderly structure
has been disrupted, with the capture of several individual inboard vortices by the Outboard
group. It should be pointed out that many more individual line-vortices are involved in
the calculation than appear in the final downstream section, because many of them have been
amalgamated in the cores.

4 RELATIVE ADVANTAGES OF THE DIFFERFNT MODELS

As a starting point for a comparison of the advantages of the three different models
of rolled-up vortex sheets, it is helpful to describe the features which belong particu-
larly to one of them. The remaining, shared, features are then discussed; and an overall
view is formed.

The particular advantage of the single line-vortex model is its simplicity. When
implemented in the slender-body framework, the model is simple enough for exact analysis
to be possible. For instance, the equations governing the Bryson model

l
' of separated

flow over a circular cone at incidence have been reduced to a polynomial of the 18th
degree, so that all solutions can be found '. After the obviously non-physical solutions
have been rejected, a branch additional to that found by Bryson remains, and may be of
physical significance. When lateral asymmetry is allowed in the Bryson model further
solutions are found40. An asymptotic analysis of the equations is possible, for large
values of the incidence parameter ./ (best thought of as arising from small values of
the cone semi-angle, 6 ). This confirms the physically realistic asymmetric solutions
which had been found numerically; and reveals a second branch, which turns out to be
non-physical.

In the case of wing problems, asymptotic expansions of the line-vortex model for
small values of the circulation have proved useful. In particular they have shed light
on the difficulty in finding solutions of the vortex-sheet model in two cases. The first
of these is the flat-plate delta wing, for whick, it has proved impossible to find vortex
sheet solutions which spring from the leading-edge at very small values of the incidence
parameter, a/A , where A is the aspect ratio. Barsby4

] 
found solutions in which thesheet springs from the upper surface, just inboard of the edge. Examination of the line-

vortex model shows that it, too, predicts a separation stream surface springing from the
upper surface, rather than the leading-edge, when a/A is small. Asymptotic analysis
shows the same situation arising on wings with non-zero thickness'

2
. The second case,

also discovered by Barsby
3
, is of a thin delta wing with conical camber. For such a

wing, the flow is attached all along the leading-edge for a particular angle of incidence,
Solutions of the sheet model could be found for a < an , but not for a significant

range of angles of incidence below a. , for which a vortex would be expected to lie
below the wing. Examination of the asymptotic expansion of the line-vortex model snowed
that the analytic behaviour of the solution for the cambered wing is quite different from
that for the plane wing; and that no solution could be found for angles of incidence just
below a .

The numerical work involved in applying the line-vortex model is also much lighter
than it is for the vortex sheet and multi-vortex models. This would be useless unless
the solutions obtained had some value. One way in which the solutions are of value is
in pointing the way to existence and uniqueness properties of more complex models.
Examples of this 'structural similarity' between the models, additional to those
mentioned above, are given below. Levinski and Wei' calculated flows past cones withconical strakes in the slender-body framework and found multiple solutions for a certain
range of angles of incidence. The same behaviour arises for both the line-vortex model
and the vortex-sheet model, though the ranges of incidence are not the same for the two
models. For a delta wing with lengthwise camber, placed at an overall angle of incidence
such that the local geometric incidence falls to zero at some lengthwise station, both
the vortex sheet model

9 
and the line-vortex model produce unphysical results before the

station of zero local incidence is reached. For laterally symmetric flow past a circular
cone at incidence, there are no solutions to the line-vortex model with the vortex close
to the separation line if

/S < 1.5 cosec , (4)

r
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where e is the elevation of the separation line above the horizontal*. Solutions ofthe vortex sheet model have been found below this limit
2

, but there still appears to be
a lower bound below which solutions cannot be found. When the restriction to lateral
syme is removed, families of asyimetric solutions have been found for the line-
vorteF and vortex-sheet

28 
models. In fact, the solutions for the line-vortex model

were used to find the vortex-sheet solutions.

It must be said that much of the simplicity of the line-vortex model is lost when
the slender-body framework is replaced by the Prandtl-Glauert framework. Although the
vortex circulation and path can still be described simply, the need to model the wake
more completely than in treatments of attached flow, in order to satisfy the Kutta condi-tion at the trailing-edge, introduces a considerable complexity4

,15 
. The model has notproved popular in this framework.

The particular advantage of the multiple line-vortex model is its flexibility. In
principle, circulation is shed from the separaticn line and convected with the local flow.
In the slender-body framework, techniques following that description have been imple-
mented and solutions, of a kind, are always obtained. The problem of the delta wing with
lengthwise camber mentioned above illustrates this advantage of the multi-vortex model
very clearly. Both the vortex-sheet model and the single line-vortex model break down
because they are not sufficiently flexible to represent the change from shedding circula-
tion towards the upper surface over the forward part to shedding it towards the lower
surface over the rearward part. Peace

2
4 has treated the problem using his multi-vortex

model to obtain the results shown in Fig 12. The planform of the wing is defined by the
local semi-span

s(x) - 0.25x (4a)

The apex region of the wing is at a uniform positive incidence, given by

93z -0.2 for 0 4 x 4 1. (4b)ax

Further aft, the local incidence reduces smoothly, passing through zero at x - 2, after
which it is negative:

11 . - 0.2(2 - x) for x > 1. (4c)ax

Fig 12 shows sections through the vortex configuration for four stations, all downstream
of the conical flow region. Note that only the region near the leading-edge is illustra-
ted at each station. At x - 1.4, the multi-vortex configuration, shown by the circles,
agrees quite well with Clark's sheet solution

9
, shown by the line and cross. By x - 1.8

no further positive vortices have been shed, as indicated by the unchanged figure for the
circulation above the wing, but a single negative vortex, represented by a solid circle,
has just been shed towards the lower surface. The geometric incidence is still positive
at this station. Clark's solution also shows negative circulation being shed, but the
shape of the sheet has begun to look unrealistic, and the solution could not be extended
further downstream. The multi-vortex solution will go further: by x - 2.2 a rolled-up
system of negative vortices has formed below the wing, though its strength is still weak
compared with the upper surface vortex, now reduced to a core by the operation of the
amalgamation algorithm. By x - 2.6, the negative system is stronger then the positive
one. Note how the interaction between the systems has drawn both of them outboard of
the leading-edge. Not surprisingly, the orderly structure is disrupted in a relatively
short further distance downstream, before the local incidence reaches a negative value as
large as the positive value at the apex.

Further evidence of the flexibility of the multi-vortex method is provided by the
calculations for the double-delta wing shown in Figs 10 and 11 and discussed above.
Many calculations of time-dependent planar flows and of the evolution of trailing vortex
wakes show the same flcxibility. HoiJmaker's recent work

3
mA has made the vortex-sheet

model more flexible, while Peace's use of an amalgamation algorithm has made the multi-
vortex model rather less flexible. The two models are perhaps moving towards a common
capability, but the multi-vortex model is still the more flexible.

When the multi-vortex model is implemented in the Prandtl-Glauert framework for
steady, subsonic flow, the problem becomes elliptic. The simple idea of shedding and
convecting circulation no longer applies, since what is shed downstream affects the flow
upstream. Considerable ingenuity may then be needed to obtain solutions for flows with
a simple structure, as Rehbach4

5 
and Schr8der46 found for the case of the delta wing.

The difficulty is presumably that the flexibility of the model is not yet matched by a
corresponding flexibility in the numerical schemes available to solve the large numberF r of nonlinear simultaneous equations to which the model gives rise. It would seem worth
trying to exploit the existence of slender-body techniques, either to provide an initial
guess for the Newton-Raphson method, as Forrester, at aZ2 

dol or as a step in an iterative
method, as Jepps"

7 has proposed.

For unsteady incompressible flow, the problem is again an evolutionary one and the
flexibility of the multi-vortex model reappears a 1 0 . Unfortunately, the tendency for
the motion of the vortices to become chaotic also reappears. It sem that neither steady
nor truly periodic solutions have been produced as a result of evolutionary calculations,
and, in their absence, it is hard to assess the accuracy of the calculations.

NB this is a different definition of 0, from that in Fig 1.
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1 7 "The particular advantage of the vortex-sheet model lies in the greater realism with

which it describes separation from a line on a smooth surface. As indicated earlier, the

theory used by Fiddes
5 

to calculate the position of laminar separation on a cone requires
the strength of the singular behaviour of the inviscid solution at the separation line.
This can only be found from a vortex-sheet model. Even if it is not intended to predict
the position of the separation line, it still seems unlikely that reasonable accuracy can
be obtained without treating the inviscid flow near the separation line adequately. The
sxetches of Fig 4 show the sort of qualitative difference that can arise. As an extreme
example of the quantitative differences between the predictions of the vortex-sheet model
and the predictions of the single line-vortex model, we have Fig 18, which is discussed
in detail later. The discrepancy is far greater than that for flows over wings.

The common advantage of the vortex-sheet and multi-vortex models over the line-
vortex model is that they both offer a closer approximation to the infinite Reynolds
number limit of the real flow. As would be expected, they almost always give closer
agreement with measurements at finite Reynolds number. As between these two models, the
remaining advantages are less clear cut. In the terminology of panel methods, the sheet
model is a higher-order method. Consequently it gives greater accuracy for a similar
number of elements, with the ability to predict a smooth behaviour of the flow. On the
other hand, the programing effort involved in the sheet method is greater, and computing
time for the same member of elements should also be greater. At present no comparison
can be made on the basis of computing time for the same accuracy, but the multi-vortex
method must involve more storage space. If it is desired for some reason to represent
many turns of a rolled-up configuration, the vortex-sheet model has an advantage, because
a multi-vortex calculation is likely to be disrupted by vortices from adjacent turns
pairing-off and rotating round one another.

A large potential advantage of a multi-vortex model in the subsonic Prandtl-Glauert
framework is that it might well predict vortex breakdown. In fact Aparimov, et aZ

5

claim that the failure of their multi-vortex model to converge at a large angle of
incidence is related to vortex breakdown in the real flow. Rehbach, aiming particularly
at the calculation of unsteady incompressible flow, has introduced

52 
a Lagrangian model

based on the vorticity equation, which has some resemblance to a multi-vortex model.
The outcome is a set of streak-lines which spring from the separation line, in a direct
simulation of WerIg's famous dye-lines. Rehbach also claims that the disorganization
of the calculated streak-lines near the axis of the vortex corresponds to vortex break-
down. It should also be possible to predict at least the initial occurrence of vortex
breakdown using the vortex-sheet model in combination with a technique like that of
Haln

5 
for calculating the flow in an axisymetric core of distributed vorticity. By

averaging the predictions of the vortex-sheet model in the circumferential direction, the
inward flow of mass and circulation to the core and the pressure distribution along it
could be obtained. These are the boundary conditions required for the core calculation,
which would in turn supply a displacement effect along the axis of the vortex in the
rieet model. So far as the prediction of breakdown is concerned, it cannot be said that
either model has the demonstrated capability, nor that either is incapable. It may well
be that a direct attack on the Euler equations, like the one Rizzi is going to describe

s
,

will provide the best approach to the problem.

In summary, if a method of useful accuracy is required, the choice is between the
vortex-sheet and multi-vortex models. For separation from smooth surfaces, the sheet
model is preferable. If the same program is required to calculate very different vortex
structures with minimal changes, the multi-vortex model is preferable. The line-vortex
model has a useful role to play in initial investigations and in suggesting the underlying
structure of families of solutions of the more realistic models.
5 WHY MODELLING?

Since these models all lead to such complexities and still fall short of a proper

description of the behaviour of the fluid, we must ask whether it is worthwhile pursuing
them further. After all, solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations and the Euler equations
by field methods are becoming available and must eventually become the accepted methods
for making quantitative predictions about vortex flows. Nonetheless, I believe it is
worth continuing with modelling techniques. In support of this view, I have first some
very general remarks, which can conveniently be put as quotations, and then an account
of how modelling has recently helped with a particularly intractable problem.

To start with, here is a quotation from a lectures
6 

given by James Lighthill to the

Royal Aeronautical Society, when he was Director of the RAE. He is speaking of the roleof mathematics in generating physical ideas.

"Examples of this mathematically generated kind of physical idea, which I have
already mentioned, are trailing vorticity, boundary layer, dynamic stability and Nyquist
diagram.

The value of physical ideas in practical work, of course, is their elasticity.
Provided that they are sound ideas, such as those thrown up as the genuinely appropriate
physical description of the mathematical solution of some well defined class of problem,
they usually show a splendid capacity to stand up to distortions of the problem, and
indeed to radical changes and complications in its conditions, and still give the right
guidance about what needs to be done. In other words, a well designed physical idea has
wide elastic limits, end will tolerate being pulled and twisted about, and go on giving
good service in suggesting the right experiment, or the way out of such and such a

) _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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difficulty, or in giving someone a feeling that he is not just dismally accumulating a
confused mass of experimental data, but there is some thread running through them which
gives them meaning and interest. Naturally, then, these ideas are much in demand, and
when we come to a new kind of problem, where we are short of physical ideas because none
of the old ones that we are accustomed to seems to give any help in solving it, then we
can only hope that someone will come along with a mathematical treatment of some
appropriately simplified, although possibly also generalised case, and interpret its
solution by introducing a new animal into the zoo of useful aeronautical concepts, prefer-
ably a well-behaved beast, which all of us will in due course be able to ride as to the
manner born, probably ignoring, if we are not mathematicians, what kinds of technique
were used to lick him into shape."

Lighthill went on to discuss the role of mathematics in getting actual answers.

Now for a quotation from the final section of Dietrich Kuchemann's book57 
on the

aerodynamic design of aircraft.

'Above all, it is such conceptual frameworks which enable us to formulate intelligent
ways of modifying and controlling our part of human endeavours. Ideas and concepts come
out of the mind, not out of computers or wind tunnels. If there is one overriding purpose
throughout these notes, above all others, it is to demonstrate the continued need for con-
ceptual frameworks and for understanding the physics of airflows in any work on aerody-
namic design."

Finally, because I have not found a better way to express the idea since, a quota-
tion from a previous AGARD paper

58 
of my own.

"The philosophical argument naturally concerns ends rather than means. If our aim
is to reproduce our bit of the real world in a computer, then the solution of the Navier-
Stokes equations is a possible approach, at least for laminar flows. We may hope to
obtain more precise information, more quickly and more cheaply than by making measurements
in real fluids, and this is well worth doing. However, as scientists we wish to understand
things, and as engineers we wish to alter things. In both of these processes the acquisi-
tion of data needs to be accompanied by the growth of conceptual frameworks which can
account for the data we already have and show us where more is needed. It is such concep-
tual frameworks which enable us to formulate intelligent ways of modifying and controlling
our bit of the universe. They are built of models, some far-reaching and all-embracing,
but some quite special. I do not see the need for special models disappearing in our
field. In particular, I expect the distinction between the external inviscid flow and the
boundary layer, on which the science of aerodynamics has been built, to continue, supple-
mented locally by special models of separation phenomena."

These quotations put the abstract case for modelling very clearly, but they do not
provide much in the way of illustration. It is therefore appropriate to turn to a descrip-
tion of some recent work with two of the models that have formed the basic theme of this
paper, work that has significantly increased our understanding of some baffling observa-
tions. These observations are of the lack of expected symmetry in flows past bodies at
large angles of incidence, leading to very significant out-of-plane forces on missiles and
to large yawing moments on aircrafts

9
. The work is that described by Fiddes

2
O at the

Trondheim meeting last year, using first the line-vortex model and then the vortex-sheet
model, and in each case showing the existence of a second family of solutions which
produce large out-of-plane forces on circular cones. I shall conclude by suggesting
that the simplifications implicit in the models have actually helped to bring about the
increased understanding.

Both models are implemented in the framework of slender-body theory and applied to
flow past circular cones at incidence. The line-vortex model is then simply the one which
was devised by Brysonl: the only change is that the port and starboard vortices are
allowed to lie asymmetrically about the incidence plane and to have different circula-
tions, and that the separation lines are also allowed to be asymmetrically placed. The
model is entirely inviscid, so the positions of the separation lines must be supplied to
it. The separation lines are supposed to be generators of the cone. The entire geometry
is then conical, so, since slender-body theory is used, the existence of a conical flow
solution is to be expected. This means that the solution sought depends on three
parameters: the angular positions of the two separation lines round the circumference of
the cone, and an incidence parameter, a/8 , which is the ratio of the angle of incidence,
I , to the semi-apex angle of the cone, 6 The entire flow field can be written down
in terms of these three parameters and six unknown quantities: the two coordinates and
the circulation of each of the two vortices. Six conditions are available to determine
these six unknowns: a Kutta condition at each separation line, and the vanishing of the
two cross-flow components of the overall force on the combination of each vortex and the
cut which joins it to the appropriate separation line. The original form of the Kutta
condition is retained.

The equations expressing the two Kutta conditions are linear in the two circula-
tions and so can be solved for them. The expressions which result can be substituted
into the remaining four equations, which are then extremely nonlinear in the four
coordinates of the vortices. A generalized Neton-Raphson technique is used to solve
these equations. The results are most easily understood by concentrating on the case in
which the two separation lines are placed symetrically with respect to the incidence
plane, so that the solutions depend only on the separation line position and the inci-
dence parameter. Fig 13asb shows the variation of the two coordinates of the starboard

.
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vortex, as the incidence parameter ncreases, for separation lines which are t 56'
round from the 'horizontal' plane through the axis of the cone. The coordinates are
referred to horizontal and vertical axes in the cross-flow plane, with origin on the
cone axis. For small values of the incidence parameter, no solutions have been found.
For values above the limit of 1.81, given by equation 4), Bryson's symmetric solutions
appear. No others have been found until the point B on the symmetric solution curve
is reached. Here the solution, as a function of a/6 , bifurcates in the classical
manner, with the Jacobian matrix becoming singular. Two further solution branches exist
for larger values of a/d and these are mirror images in the incidence plane. It is
only the intersection at B in Fig 13 which represents a bifurcation; at the other inter-
sections only one of the two coordinates agrees.

It is easier to appreciate the solutions when the loci of the vortices are plotted
in the cross-flow plane for varying values of the incidence parameter. Fig 14 shows the
symmetric solution and one of the asymmetric solutions for values of a/6 between 3 and
10, and a rather earlier separation position, 6s = 400. It is necessary to check that
the flow on the surface of the cone does actually converge towards the postulated separa-
tion lines, since the equations are equally well satisfied by attaching flows. It turns
out that the solutions are physically sensible for values of a/S up to a value rather
greater than the largest in Fig 14. Since the slender-body framework assumes the incidence
is small, such large values of a/i would be irrelevant for practical configurations.

Fig 15 shows the asymmetry in the circulation of the vortices, the strength of each
being referred to the strength of the vortices in the symmetric solution for the same
value of %/8 . The range of values of a/i does not extend downward as far as the
bifurcation point, so the curves do not start with a common value of unity, as they should.
In view of the very different loci shown in Fig 14, it is somewhat surprising that the
circulations of the asymmetric vortices are not more different from one another and from
those of the symmetric vortices. It is well known that slender-body theory tends to over-
predict lifting forces and the line-vortex model also tends to overpredict the nonlinear
contributions. Therefore, to make a comparison with force measurements, the ratio,
Cy/CN , of side force to normal force is presented in Fig 16. The separation lines are
still symmetrically placed at the arbitrarily selected value, 0. = 40

°
. The theoretical

curve needs no explanation, since it arises directly from the asymmetric solutions des-
cribed. The experimental points are taken from the measurements by Keener, et alZ".
Each point represents the largest value of Cy/C N measured at that particular angle of
incidence, so the roll angle and Reynolds number may be different for the different
points. The agreement with observation is striking in view of the simplicity of the
model and the framework.

It is clear that asymmetric effects comparable with those observed can be produced
by an entirely inviscid mechanism, separation having been fixed symmetrically in the cal-
culations. To make it clear that this mechanism is the relevant one, a further step is
needed. As explained above, the model allows the positions of the separation lines to be
chosen freely, but so far the results presented have been for separation lines placed
symmetrically about the incidence plane. Solutions for asymmetrically placed separation
lines can be obtained by proceeding in small steps from either a symmetric solution or
an asymmetric solution with symmetric separation lines. Obviously all the solutions
obtained in this way are asymmetric, but they fall into two distinct families: the first
family derives from solutions which are symmetric when the separation lines are symmetric;
the second derives from solutions which are asymmetric when the separation lines are
symmetric. The importance of the second family can be confirmed by examining the level
of side force produced by the first family. Fig 17 shows typical values of the ratio of
side force to normal force that correspond to solutions of the first family, for an
incidence parameter of 3.5. For this value of the incidence parameter, Fig 16 shows the
experimental value is 0.75, so the calculated values in Fig 17 are smaller by an order of
magnitude. The abscissa in the figure is the degree of asymmetry in separation line posi-
tion, and the curves are drawn for fixed positions of one of the separation lines. It is
concluded that the second, globally asymmetric, family of solutions is needed to produce
the observed results on cones, and that it is capable of generating side forces of the
right order.

The vortex-sheet model has subsequently been applied to the same configuration, in
the same framework. This offers two advantages: an increase in accuracy, and the possi-
bility of extending the calculation to the prediction of laminar separation, as previously
demonstrated

25 
for the symmetrical case. So far, however, the vortex-sheet model has been

used with specified separation lines, in the same way as the line-vortex model. The
asymmetric solutions of the line-vortex model were only found after a long search, but it
was hoped that they would provide a good starting point from which to seek solutions of the
vortex-sheet model. In fact, the search for sheet solutions took even longer.

Fig 18 shows one of those found, with, on the left, the symmetric solutions for the
same incidence parameter and separation line position. For comparison, the positions of
the line-vortices in the corresponding solutions for the simpler model are shown by solid
circles. For the syssetric solutions on the left, the difference between the core posi-
tions for the two models is not much greater than that familiar from solutions for delta
wings, and of a similar form. However, the asymmetric solutions on the right seem scarcely
related. This may be a rather extreme example - the starboard line-vortex has moved
initially downwards and outboard from the bifurcation point - but the differences betweenthe asymmetric vortex positions predicted by the two models are generally large. This
explains why it was hard to find the vortex-sheet solutions, but indicates that the effort
was probably worthwhile. The starboard sheet in the asymmetric solution is very similar
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in appearance, and, in turns out, in structure, to the symmetric sheets; but the port

sheet is quite different. In shape it is like the conical trailing vortex sheet calcula-
ted by Jones6l, and its structure is also similar in that only a small part of the total
circulation lies in the core, with the bulk of it on the sheet. Fig 19 shows a vapour-
screen photograph due to Peake, et a1

62 
of the flow over a circular cone at a similar

value of the incidence parameter, in which the vortices are visible as dark regions.
There is clearly a rearkable reemblance between the calculated solution and the visulisation of the
flow.

Ref 28 also includes a comparison of the forces predicted by the vortex-sheet model
with those measured in some unpublished work by Mundell at RAE. The positions of the

straight, laminar separation lines were measured along with the forces, with the flow
tripped at the apex by a tiny protuberance. Great care was taken to ensure that measured
forces arose from a region of approximately conical flow. The live portion of the model
is a circular cone of 100 semi-apex-angle, with a length of 292 mm. Forces were measured
over a range of Reynolds numbers in a low-speed wind tunnel, for a continuously-varying
roll angle. The values chosen for comparison correspond to the largest Reynolds number
for which the boundary layer at separation is wholly laminar, and to the roll angle for
which the side force is greatest. At an angle of incidence of 360, the observed separa-
tion lines lay in the 'horizontal reference plane on one side and 140 above it on the
other side. (It is worth noting in passing that this degree of asymmetry in the separa-
tion line position is small compared with the range considered in Fig 17.) Any calcula-
ted solution with these separation lines must he asymmetric; but there is again a distinc-
tion between a first family of solutions which derive from a symmetric solution and a
second family whose members derive from solutions which are asymmetric even when their
separation lines are symmetric. The solutions from the first and second families, for the
experimental value of the incidence parameter and measured separation positions, are
illustrated in Fig 20. The table below shows some details of these solutions and a com-
parison of the forces.

First Second
tamily family Experiment

Total circulation left -13.7 -13.9
right 16.0 14.0

Core circulation left 0.64 0.80

Total circulation right 0.60 0.25

Cy/12 -1.5 -19.7 -17.6

CN/62 36.8 36.8 27.0

The table shows first that the circulations of all the vortices are similar, despite the
very different shapes of those in the second family solution. However, the different
shapes are accompanied by a difference of structure: most of the left-hand vortex circula-
tion is in its core, and most of the right-hand vortex circulation is on the sheet. The
force coefficients are based on the plan area of the cone; each is divided by 62 to
bring it to a similarity form. The side force in the first family is smaller than that
measured by an order of magnitude, but the second family prediction is close, considering
it is based on slender-body theory. The normal force is almost the same for the two solu-
tions and much larger than the measurement. The discrepancy is not surprising, since the
slender-body framework relies on the angle of incidence, 360 in the experiment, being
small. There can be little doubt that the solution from the second family corresponds to
the experimental situation.

The success of this work in explaining the origin of the large side forces measured
on circular cones at angles of incidence greater than the apex angle is very significant,
but it is only the first step in the process of explaining the observations of side force
on practical aircraft and missile shapes. For instance, in a conical flow the local side
force coefficient is the same along the whole length of the cone, whereas the oscillatory

* variation of the local side force along the length of an ogive-cylinder is well known.
Moreover, a significant level of side force arises on an ogive-cylinder at angles of inci-
dence too small in relation to its apex angle for the second family of solutions to exist
at the apex. However, the work has identified one mechanism which must exert an important
influence on the aerodynamics of slender pointed bodies. before it there was only con-

* jecture about the origin of out-of-plane force. After it, one origin is clear.

I think this is the first time that vortex modelling, in the sense used in this
paper, has actually told us something we did not know before. After decades of trailing

* behind experimental observation and measuremnt, models have at least repaid our efforts
by telling us something about the real world.

Obviously we should be trying to overcome the limitations of models, and much of
this paper has been devoted to efforts to do so. However, there is a sens in which the
very limitations of the models used can contribute to the clarity of the outcome. It is
the need to supply the separation lines to the Inviscid model which forces the isolation
of the large-scale asymmetry of the second family from the mall-scale asymmetry of the
first family. It is the consideration of conical flow which concentrates attention on
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the flow at the apex of the body. It is the use of the simplest possible model which

reduces the behaviour of the solution from being that of a three-dimensional continuum,
as is the case when the steady Euler or Navier-Stokes equations are solved, to a depend-
ence on four numbers, the coordinates of the line-vortices; and so makes it possible to
contemplate a systematic search for solutions.

It is too much to hope that second family solutions, even with a more appealing

name, will ever come to figure alongside 'boundary layer' and 'trailing vortex' in a list
of concepts given by mathematics to aeronautics, but they do encourage us to keep
modelling.
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COMPUTATIONAL VORTEX FLOW AERODYNAMICS

H.W.M. Hoeijmakers
National Aerospace Laboratory NLR

Anthony Fokkerweg 2~1059 CM AMSTERDAM
The Netherlands

S A review is presented of computational methods for the determination of the characteristics of vorti-
cal type flows occurring in aircraft aerodynamics. The review covers primarily computational methods for
computing the downstream development of vortex wakes and methods for computing the characteristics of con-
figurations with leading-edge and strake vortices. The various computational methods in use at present are
discussed in some detail. The possibilities and limitations of the methods are indicated and results of
different methods are compared and discussed.

Prospects for improving existing computational methods and promising new develcpments are identified.

1. INTRODUCTION

In aerodynamics vortical type of flows usually arise from some form of flow separation (Refs 1, 2).
The relatively large-aspect-ratio wings of subsonic and transonic transport aircraft are designed such
that boundary-layer type of separation occurs in relatively small regions only. For this type of configu-
rations vortical-type flows occur primarily in the tip region of wings, deployed flaps, extended slats and
in the wake. In the rolling-up wake the trailing vorticity becomes concentrated into two or more vortex
cores. Usually the details of the wake have only a minor influence on the pressure distribution on the
generating airplane itself, leading to a simplified treatment in classical wing theory (e.g. Ref. 3),
panel methods for linearized flow (e.g. Ref. 4) and current computational transonic potential flow methods
(e.g. Ref. 5). However, the strong and persistent trailing vortex system of large 'transport aircraft has
proven to form a possible hazard for other air traffic, which has resulted in the present stringent rules
imposed on air traffic involving large planes. The most important vortex flow problems for large-ratio
wings are formed by the interaction of the rolling-up wake of an extended slat with the flow over the main
wing component, the interaction of the wake of the ving with the flow about deployed flaps and to a lesser
extent the flow near the wing tip and the interaction of the wake of the wing and the flow about the tail.
In off-design conditions boundary-layer separation may result into a complicated and usually unsteady
vortical flow pattern which may be related to the occurrence of buffet.

Vortex flow associated with flow separation from leading, side and trailing edges plays an important
role in the high-angle-of-attack aerodynamics of various modern fighter aircraft (e.g. Ref. 6). Examples
are aircraft designed for high speed employing the slender-wing concept with highly swept and aerodynami-
cally sharp leading edges and aircraft designed for maneuvering employing the strake-ving concept or the
close-coupled canard concept. For these configurations the introduction of sharp edges results in a flow
structure that is "controlled", i.e. steady and stable and maintainable within a wide range of Reynolds
number, Mach number, angle of attack, etc. The pressure distribution associated with the vortex flow is
such that the convential type of ("uncontrolled") boundary-layer type of separation is delayed to a higher
angle of attack. Moreover the lift increases more rapidly with angle of attack than in absence of vortex
flows, resulting in a substantial increase in lift capability. A limit to the favourable effecte is
reached when large-scale vortex breakdown o'curs above the wing. Since the attached flow theories commonly
used in present-da design procedures are inadequate to predict the characteristics of configations
employing vortex flow, the design of these configurations has been almost entirely empirical. In these
circumstances the resulting aircraft geometry is inevitable the result of extensive and costly cut-and-try
type of wind-tunnel tests, including measurement of detailed surface pressure distributions. If the vortex
lift capabilities of slender-wing, strake-wing and canard-wing configurations are to be fully understood

*and utilized a detailed knowledge and adequate mathematical modeling of this type of flow is required. It
is in this area that computational methods, able to predict the detailed structure of the flow field, can
make a major contribution. This contribution consists in reducing the number of configurations to be con-
sidered for wind-tunnel testing and by guiding the designer, possibly with the aid of an automated optimi-
zation procedure, towards a more optimal design. (See reference 7 for a general discussion of applying
computational aerodynamics in design and reference 8 specific for a possible role in high-angle-of-attack
aerodynamics.)

Another fascinating flow problem is the vortex flow associated with flow separation from smooth
slender bodies, pertinent to aircraft noses and missiles (Refs 2 and 6). At low incidences the flow
separates symetrically and a symetric flow pattern occurs. At higher incidences the flow may still
separate nearly symmetrically (or forced to do so), however, the flow may lock into an asymmetric flow
pattern or even switch occasionally from one aymetric pattern to another one (Ref. 9). This asymmetric
flow pattern is accompanied by lateral forces of the same order of mnitude as the normal force, which
especially in case of a switching pattern my cause guidance and control problem. Prediction methods for
these vortex flows will necessarily also have to exhibit multiple possible solutions. In contrast to
vortex flow associated with separation from leading, side and trailing edges of lifting components the
smooth-surface (primary) separation position is not known a priori and has to be determined as part of the
solution. Since the separation position depends amongst her% on Reynolds number, such a prediction
method has to account in one way or another for viscous effects.

Still smother class of configurations where vortical flow effects are of great importance, but will
not be considered in the present paper, are helicopters and also wind turbines and propellers. Here there
is a strong interaction of the (often trnsonic) flow about a blade with the rolling-up wake of the
preceding blades (e.g. Refs 10, 11, 12). Also in th- present paper confined vortex flows and geophysical
vortex flows (tornado's) will not be discussed.

+ Research Engineer, Fluid Dynamics Division
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I' It is the purpose of the present paper to review computational methods for vortex wakes and computa-
tional methods in the prediction of the flow about configurations that generate a vortical type of flow
and that to a certain extent exploit this vortex flow profitably. The characteristics feature of the

latter flow is its strong nonlinearity; due to vortical effects the airloads increase nonlinearly as the
angle of attack is increased. As the Mach number is increased from low subsonic to transonic and super-
sonic also strong nonlinear compressibility effects (shock waves) will occur and in general a strong
coupling between both types of nonlinearities may occur (e.g. Ref. 13). While the development and use of
computational methods for either one of these nonlinearities has been quite extensive the development of
methods for the coupled effects of these nonlinearities has only recently attracted increased attention.
In the present paper only computational methods for configurations with vortex flow associated with sepa-
ration from the leading, side and trailing edges will be discussed. However, it is noted that for confi-
gurations with vortex flow associated with separation from the smooth surface the same type of computa-
tional methods can be used if the separation lines are specified and relatively highly swept. As a matter
of fact, at present such methods are used in conjunction with a method that Models the separation process,
i.e. determines the line of separation. Especially in missile aerodynamics a number of advanced engineer-
ing methods have been developed that employ this concept.

Computational methods for the flow about oscillating configurations have not yet been developed to
the same extent as the methods for steady flow. Although some of the steady flow methods discussed here
have been extended to the case of oscillating configurations these will not be considered here.

The various methods will be discussed primarily with a view toward three-dimensional subsonic steady
flow applications. The present review is meant to give some insight into the weaknesses, strengths and
prospects of the different methods.

Recent other reviews of methods for the computation of vortical type of flows that also provide
additional background have been presented by Smith (Refs 14 and 15), Saffman & Baker (Ref. 16) and
Leonard (Ref. 17).

In Chapter 2 computational methods will be discussed for computing vortex wakes, where in general the
interaction of the vortex flow with the generating configuration is weak. In Chapter 3 methods are dis-
cussed for configurations with vortex flow separation from leading and side edges where a strong inter-
action takes place between vortex flow and the configuration. In Chapter 4 the methods are summarized and
possible improvements are indicated. The final chapter contains conclusions regarding the existing compu-
tational methods, their prospects for future improvements and extensions.

2. VORTEX WAKES

In this chapter computational methods are discussed for computing the development of the wake shed at
the trailing edge of wings. For transport type aircraft in cruise condition the precise shape of the wake
has in general only a small effect on the lift and on the pressure distribution on the wing. It is there-
fore general practice in most current computational methods for transport type aircraft to assume a rigid
wake of some suitable shape. It has been demonstrated that the differences between the pressure distribu-
tion computed assuming a rigid wake and the one comrited with a "relaxed" wake are confined to the trail-
ing edge and tip regions. This suggests then that in order to include more accurate boundary layer correc-
tions, for which the pressure at the trailing edge is rather important, a more accurate description of the
wake in this region is necessary. This is also true for transport type aircraft in landing or take-off
configuration and also for fighter aircraft, where in general there is a stronger interaction.

In this chapter first a qualitative description of the flow will be given, followed by a description
of various computational methods.

2.1 Description of the flow

At the trailing edge of a wing of finite span at angle of attack vorticity is shed due to a differ-
ence in direction of the flow velocity on upper and lower surface at the trailing edge. If the Reynolds
number is large, convection dominates diffusion and the vorticity remains within a thin free shear layer.
The characteristic feature of a free shear layer is that under influence of the velocity induced by its
own vorticity the shear layer tends to roll-up into vortex cores (see Fig. 1). At free edges of a shear
layer usually a single-branched spire vortex (the tip vortex) is formed, while depending on the shed
vorticity distribution, at initially smooth portions of the layer one or more double-branched vortex

cores may be formed. In downstream direction vorticity is continuously fed into the vortex cores, result-
ing into a growth of the vortex cores both in strength and usually also in dimension and resulting into
an extensive stretching of the shear layer in the cross-flow plane.

Further downstream of the wing the roll-up process will be completed and most of the vorticity is
contained within the cores. As this stage interaction between and merging of cores with vorticity of the
seie or opposite sign may occur followed by viscous diffusion and decay. Alternatively complicated longi-

tudinal instabilities y be triggered before the merging or decay process has started, resuling in a
break-up of the trailing vortex system.

In the present paper only the initial roll-up will be discussed. For a discussion of methods for com-
puting the later stages of development of vortex wakes the reader is referred to e.g. references 18 and 19.
During the initial roll-up process, for the high Reynolds numbers pertinent to aircraft aerodynamics, the
flow may be considered to be a potential flow with embedded regions of rotational flow of infinitesimal
extent (vortex sheets) and regions of rotational flow of finite extent (vortex cores). The vortex sheets
model the (stretching) thin shear lqers, while the vortex cores model rolled-up regions. The latter my
be thought of as created by the mixing of subsequent loops of the spiraling shear layer where viscous
diffusion has smeared out the large velocity gradients across the shear layer (see Refs 20, 21 and 22).
Subsequently a distinct shear layer cannot be observed anymore, only a region of continuously distributed
vorticity remains. In this region viscous forces can be ignored again, except for a region near the center
of the core where velocity gradients are large and a viscous subcore is formed. Alternatively, for the
limiting case of infinite Reynolds number the core consists of a tightly wound vortex sheet of infinite
angular extent, which in this view also represents an inviscid core of rotational flow of finite extent
(Fig. 2). The wake vortex problem of current practical interest occurs at landing speeds, where in first
approximation the flow is assumed incompressible.

Ii



2.2 Tvo-dimensional time-dependent methods

Under the assumption that the trailing vortex sheet is only mildly curved in streamvise direction and
that no direct influence is felt of the upstream wing, the original three-dimensional steady problem is re-
duced to a two-dimensional time-dependent problem in the cross-flow (Trefftz) plane. This is accomplished by
replacing the streamwise coordinate x (see Fig. 1) by U ,T where T is a time-like coordinate. The resulting
problem is an initial-value problem describing the motion of a two-dimensional vortex sheet as it is con-
vected with its own induced velocity in subsequent cross-flow planes. The initial conditions of the prob-
lem are the shape of the trailing (or shedding) edge and the distribution of the streaswise component of
the vorticity at this edge. The latter is proportional to the spanwise derivative of the wing loading. The
time-dependent analog of the vortex wake roll-up problem is a classical problem in aerodynamics and has
been studied by a large number of researchers. It can be expressed as

I t j (t )- x(t )12 I (t )- (t ' )121 V -

where the vorticity distribution is expressed in terms of the doublet distribution a(t) and X(t;T) is the
description of the sheet C in terms of its arc length t, tE[0.T]. This equation expresses that p(t) is
convected as conserved quantity. In equation (2.1) it is assumed that P(t) and C are continuous or alter-
natively can be broken up into continuous parts. In the latter case one has to sum the contribution of
each continuous part. In this section first computational methods will be described used for computing
vortex wake roll-up, followed Vy the comparison of numerical results of these methods (Figs 7-9).

Discrete-vortex anpproximation
In the past there have been a large number of attempts to model vortex sheet motion by replacinc the

continuous vortex sheet by a finite number of vortices, or, equivalently, the doublet sheet by segments
carrying a piecewise constant doublet distribution (see Fig. 3m). Equation (2.1) is then reduced to

d;. N x.-x.
dT e. j Ap j Ix. (2.2)

3 i j

where Ap- is the strength of the discrete vortex at x-. The first one to attempt this approach was
Rosenhesi (Ref. 23) in studying the nonlinear Kelvin-Aelmholtz instability of a two-dimensional periodic
vortex sheet of constant strength. Westwater (Ref. 24) was the first to apply this approximation to vortex
wake roll-up. He computed the evolution of the wake behind an elliptically loaded wing using only 20 vor-
tices and carrying out 33 time steps by hand, resulting into a relatively smooth roll-up. With the advent
of powerful computers Westwater's case was reconsidered using more vortices and smaller time steps. It
appeared, however, that because of the singular behaviour of the induced velocity this approach inevitably
leads to chaotic motion of the vortices in the region of the (single-branched) spiral. In this region the
identity of the sheet is lost. Different approaches have been attempted to regularize the velocity field
induced by the discrete-vortex approximation. The first one is to introduce a finite ("viscous") core for
the discrete vortices in which the velocity induced by the vortex is modified to remain finite (Refs 25
and 26). The artificial viscosity introduced in this way depends on more or less arbitrary parameters such
as core size and core velocity distribution. A second approach is to use a process of amalgamation in
which vortices are combined if they approach each other too closely and also if due to the stretching of
the sheet the vortices represent a too large part of a turn of the spiralling sheet (Moore, Ref. 27). In
the latter case this results into a representation for the core region. A third alternative approach is to
use the so-called subvortex technique (Maskew, Ref. 28) where a vortex is divided into subvortices whenever
it is approached too closely. However, all these concepts result into chaos at some stage in the computa-
tion. These numerical problems stem from the circumstance that the sheet stretches considerably as it
rolls up. This implies that a particular discrete vortex has to represent a portion of the sheet that
increases in length as the computation progresses. In the highly rolled-up regions, where the stretching
is largest, this rapidly leads to an inadequate representation of the spiraling sheet. The technique of
periodically redistributing the discrete vortices as introduced by Fink & Sob (Ref. 29) has been the most
successful in producing smooth vortex-sheet roll-up with more discrete vortices and over longer periods
than had been reported previously. However, recent investigations by Baker (Ref. 30) into the stability of
the rediscretization technique for the case of the wake behind a ring wing, where a double-branched spiral
is formed, demonstrate that this method eventually end into chaos as well. In applying a rediscretization
technique in addition to an amalgamation procedure for double-branched spirals Bromilow & Clenents

(Ref. 31) succeeded in computing a smooth development of the nonlinear Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.
Although it must be noted here that the matter of existence and uniqueness of solutions for the

continuous initial-value problem has not yet been fully resolved (e.g. Moore, Ref. 32), it appears that
there may be a fundamental difference between continuous vortex sheets and its discretisation as an ssem-
bly of point vortices. This latter question is discussed to some length by Moore (Ref. 33).

"Cloud-in-cell" method
The computational effort required for the discrete-vortex method using N vortices is O(N

2
) per time

step. In order to reduce this computing time the "cloud-in-cell" method (Ref. 3k) may be used. In this
method, the Lsgrangian treatment of the vorticity field is retained, but the velocity field is obtained
frog solving the Poisson equation on a fixed rectangular and equidistant Eulerian mesh. The latter can be
accomplished efficiently by use of a fast Poisson solver. In incompressible and inviscid flow the Ruler
equations are expressed as

I.U' - 0(2.3s)

at

flu, (2.3c)

For two-dimensional flow these equations can be written in terms of the strem function s a1&d the vorticityr - _ _ _

_ _ _ _ i - t

-~1
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il Ue as:

- + i.I -0 (2.3d)at

- -W (2.3e)

where (0.vw)= (0Ts- ). Nt hat in two dimensions there is no counterpart for the three-

dimnsional vorticity stretthing .(.w u. The vorticity transport equation (2.3d) is accounted for by
a Lagrangian treatment, i.e. moving the NI discrete vortices with the local velocity. The vorticity w in
equation (2.3e) is obtained by redistributing the discrete vortices over the nearest four corner points
(see Fig. 4), usually employing some area-weighting scheme. With appropriate far-field boundary conditions,
equation (2.3e) is then solved in M log 2 M operations where M is the number of grid points. The velocityat the cell corners is obtained from the computed t's at these grid points by finite-difference expres-
sions. Finally the velocity at the position of the discrete vortices is obtained by interpolation from the
velocity at the nearest cell corners. In general M will by O(N) and possibly much larger, so that also
accounting for the time spent in comnutina the far-field boundary conditions, the saving mWy turn out to
be disappointing in practice. The "cloud-in-cell" method has as advantage that for the velocity field
calculation each singular discrete vortex is effectively distributed over a mesh cell resulting in a con-
tinuous vorticity distribution (see Fig. 4). The artificial viscosity effectively introduced in this way
is mesh dependent. In addition, the mixed Lagrangian/Eulerian description retains the desirable feature
that the vortex wake remains compact and is not diffused, as would be the case if the vorticity transport
equation was treated in an Eulerian fashion also. Baker (Refs 35, 36) has applied the "cloud-in-cell"
method to cases of vortex wake roll-up, using of the order of 2000 vortices and a grid size of 129x129.
The computed results show that, although the many small-scale instabilities introduced by the grid destroy
the definition of the sheet, the large-scale vortex structures appear to emerge consistently. However, the
method has the same deficiencies as all discrete vortex methods. namely that (i) at locations where the
sheet is stretched the representation of the vortex sheet becomes rapidly inaccurate, (ii) in regions of
roll-up the vortices get clustered close together and the definition of the sheet is lost and (iii) because
of a discrete form of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability small-scale grid dependent structures appear which
relevance to the large-scale roll-up process is difficult to assess.

Finally it is noted that Murman & Stremel (Ref. 37) have modified the stream-function/vorticity formu-
lation into a velocity-potential/vorticity formulation in order to try to establish a link with modern
compressible potential flow calculations. In the latter codes the wake is treated as a planar internal
surface of the mesh. By tracking the wake in the Lagrangian frame and distributing it to the Eulerian
frame for the potential calculation, the wake is permitted to float through the mesh. In this way the
topologically quite impossible requirement to fit the mesh to the nonplanar rolling-up wake is eliminated.
In some sense the wake is "captured" rather than "fitted". Thus far no application of this concept to a
three-dimensional problem has been reported.

Panel methods
mploying a more accurate method than the discrete-vortex method for computing the induced velocity

field will to a large extent exclude the appearance of spurious numerical effects. A method which serves
this purpose is the panel mathod. In this method the sheet is divided into a large number of segments. On
these panels both P(t) and x(t) are approximated by piecewise polynomial representations. The Cauchy-
Principal-Value integral in equation (2.1) is evaluated such that the correct behaviour of the induced
velocity is ascertained at points near the sheet.

M#y& Rainbird (Ref. 38) employing a first-order panel method (straight segments, panel-wise con-
stant d) obtained promising results. The second-order panel method (curved segments, panel-wise constant

developed at NLR (Ref. 39) is capable to describe complicated vortex sheet motion in a reliable and
stable manner. In the following the most important features of this method, designated VOR2DT, are described.
(i) Vortex cores. In the method vortex sheets and vortex cores are identified explicitly as such during
the computation. The model used for single-branched vortex cores is depicted in figure 3b. In this model
the influence of the tightly rolled-up inner portion of the sheet (Fig. 2a) on the outer flow field is
represented by an isolated line vortex at the center of vorticity of the spiral. The vortex is connected
to the reminder of the sheet by a cut (feeding sheet). Such a representation has been used by Smith
(Ref. 40) for the case of a leading-edge vortex above a slender delta wing and by Pullin (Ref. 41) in his
study of similarity solutions for rolled-up vortex sheets. For a double-branched vortex core (Fig. 2) a
similar model is derived by representing the highly rolled-up inner region by an isolated line vortex
connected to the reminder of the sheet by cuts (Fig. 5). Such a model has been used also by Pullin &
Phillips (Ref. 42) for an investigation into the generalization of Kaden's problem of the roll-up of a
semi-infinite vortex sheet.
(ii) Redicr tisation. The representation of the sheet by pawels is chosen such that the spatial discreti-
zation error is uniform along the sheet and remains the same as the roll-up proceeds. This is accomplished
by a rediscretization technique based on an adaptive curvature-dependent panel scheme. In this scheme the
panel size At is computed as

At -Minfdmax, Rme. (2.4)
where Af is the basic panel size and ROmx spans an arc of e radians of a circle with radius R equal
to the rasge radius of curvature of the panel. The basic pnel ize ON is chosen such that the desired
degree of accuracy is ensured in regions of relatively small curvature. ITs choice is primarily governed
by the desired accuracy for the panelwise representation of the doublet distribution. The second parameter
0 then ensures that at highly curved parts of the sheet the panel size is reduced and the overall
antracy is maintained. During the roll-up process the sheet tends to wrap around the vortex cores, con-
siderably stretching in the process, resulting in an increasing number of loops as the computation pro-
gresses. A solution to this problem is to specify the maximum angular extent of the rolling-up sheet, i.e.
the attitude of the cut(s) is held fixed in time. Amy part of the sheet stretched beyond this point is cut
off and its vorticity is dumped into the core. In this manner the vortex cores are allowed to grow in
strength in downstream direction, which also resembles reality.
(iii) Singular doublet distribution. At T - 0 the doublet distribution will behave like p(t)--rc near the
wing tip, e being the distance from the tip. If a panel method is used to compute the velocity field

_.
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induced by a doublet distribution with such singular behaviour large errors appear near the wing tip and
no smooth roUl-up can be expected. In view of this Pullin's (Ref. 41) self-similar solution for the ini-
tial roll-up is used to provide the initial value for the present method. This solution, in which the
single-branched tip vortex is already present, is regular and can be handled by the panel method. Finally
note that the "cloud-in-call" technique can equally well be formulated for vortex sheets discretized by
piecewise continuous vortex sheet segments as used in panel methods.

Vortex layer and finite core methods
The representation of the inner portion of vortex cores by an isolated vortex connected to the sheet

by cuts, is only valid near the center of the core where the spiralling sheet is more or less of circular
shape. In downstream direction the relative dimension of the rolled-up region increases and in general it
becomes less circular in appearance. In the case of the above model the ellipticity of the rolled-up
region should be represented by an increasing number of loops of the vortex sheet. A more appropriate
model is the finite-core model depicted in figure 3c. Here the inner portion of the rolld-up region is
represented by a region of distributed vorticity. The vorticity distribution and the shape of the inviscid
rotational core follow from solving Euler's equations (Eqs 2.3&-c) within this region. The outer portion
of the rolled-up region is represented by a vortex sheet as before. Note that an essential feature of the
model will be to allow for feeding vorticity into the core.

Equations (2.3a) and (2.3c) are satisfied exactly by writing th! velocity at 1 as

exx).uff)+Le l r dS(2.5)o s 2" x jg. c
c

where s( o) is the velocity due to the vorticity on the sheet, Sc denotes the rotational core and

r - x -x. The vorticity-transport equation, equation (2.3b) can then be solved by a finite-difference
metho

8
. Huberson (Ref. 43) discretizes equation (2.5) using the discrete-vortex method for the sheet and a

piecewise constant vorticity distribution on a rectangular equidistant Cartesian mesh. Special measures
are taken to preclude a rapid diffusion of the rotational region due to the numerical viscosity, i.e. the
truncated terms in the discretized version of equation (2.3b).

Portnoy (Refs 44, 45) considers a related method in which the total vortex sheet is replaced by a
vortex layer of finite thickness. Moore (Ref. 46) derived the equation of motion for a vortex layer of
small but finite thickness which applies only to the not rolled-up portion of the vortex layer. In refer-
ences 45 and 46 the wake cross-section is divided into triangular elements, each carrying a constant vor-
ticity distribution. The elements are convected with the self-induced velocity field (Lagrangian formula-
tion). Since the area of region with constant vorticity is an invariant of the motion, the area of each
element will remain constant even though its shape may change quite extremely. The main difficulty of the
method lies in the choice of the shape of the initial cross-section. In references 45 and 46 the initial
wake has an elliptic cross-section, which, at least for wings with an elliptic loading near the tip seems
unrealistic. In the examples shown this is apparent by the thinning of the layer into a sheet rolling up
in the same fashion as described for the vortex sheet methods. However, although some numerical instabil-
ities are present, in the case of non-elliptic loading double-branched vortex cores evolve as regions of
distributed vorticity.

Zabusky (Ref. 47) considers the problem of the interaction between isolated regions of distributed
but constant vorticity. In this case the velocity induced by the cores (see Eq. 2.5) can be reduced to a
contour integral,

- I f Lnlrld1 (2.6)
c.

where the summation is over all cores, DS denotes the boundary of the cores and d is directed along aS
For a stretching contour similar rediscrefization procedures are required as for the case of an evolvingc
vortex sheet. Although it is expected that the vorticity distribution of vortex cores produced by the
roll-up of a vortex layer is far from being uniform, the method of "contour dynamics" my be useful for
studying the final stages of inviscid roll-up. In that case almost all vorticity is contained within a
number of relatively closely spaced vortex cores which begin to interact and merge.

Weston & Liu (Ref. 48) consider the Navier-Stokes equations in vorticity/strem function formulation,
i.e. equation (2.3d-e) with the vorticity transport equation replaced by

at u.1. - vV2, (2.7)

where v is the kinematic viscosity. The Poisson equation, equation (2.3e) is solved on a subdomain D1
embedded in a larger computational domain D. The boundary conditions on the boundary of D1 and the veloc-
ity throughout D-D1 are computed by a far-field expansion of

*(- 1 -f -L (7).(iid (2.8)

Assuming that the vorticity distribution is confined to a relatively small area, the far-field expansion
is truncated at the third moments of the vorticity distribution. Same of these moments are invariants of
the motion, which can be used to reduce computing time, or to monitor the accuracy of the method. Emloying
a fast Poisson solver in the domain DI to obtain # the velocity in DI is obtained by taking partial deriva-
tives of 0. Subsequently the orticity distribution is advanced in time by integration of equation (2.7)
using a Dufort-Frankel scheme. Compared to the methods using standard boundary conditions (e.g. Ref. 18) a
two orders of magnitude reduction in computing time is achieved. Then the resulting computer resources
requirements are compaable to the ones of the vortex sheet methods. Weston & Liu apply the method starti
at the trailing edge of the wing. Note that it would be more appropriate to start the viscous computation
with the results of one of the described methods for inviscid roll-up.

Ca mnison of cnmtotian* results
The three cases for which results of different methods are compared are depicted in figure 6. The
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first one is the classical case of the elliptically loaded wing. In figure Ta, b and c results are shown
for different methods at T - 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 respectively. It is shown (e.g. Fig. 7c) that the discrete-
vortex method results into instabilities as the number of vortices is increased, and the discretization
becomes rather coarse in regions where the sheet is stretched considerably. The rediscretization technique
of Fink & Sob (Fig. 7a) solves these problems to some extent, especially if during the roll-up process
the number of vortices is increased such that the distance between the equidistant vortices remains the
same. The "cloud-in-cell" method results in unrealistic behaviour near the center of the spiral (Fig. Ta).
The results of the panel method show a smooth roll-up behaviour. The results of the finite-core method and
vortex-layer method are quite similar to the vortex sheet methods. However, as is clear from figure Th
the choice of elliptic cross-section as initial shape in references 4.4 and 45 does not result into a core
region with distributed vorticity as would be expected and as is the case for the method of Huberson and
that of Weston & Liu.

The second case considered is the wake behind a ringwing or nacelle (Fig. 8). This case is of inter-
est because initially both the geometry and the doublet distribution are non-singular. It is clearly shown

in figure 8a that after some time (T " 1.5) a vortex structure ev'lves which resembles the tip vortex of
the preceding case. The discrete-vortex method of Fink & Sob (Fig. 8a) results into instabilities in the
region where the now double-branched vortex develops, while the panel method result shows a smooth roll-up
behaviour. Results for longer times are shown in figure 8b. The cloud-in-cell method produces a number of
(grid dependent) sub-scale structures. In the panel method results also long-wave (compared to the panel
size) instabilities occur. Apparently, aside from the global structure, the details of the computed shapes
depend on the amount of inherent smoothing applied. In the VOR2DT panel method the smoothing is controlled
by the basic panel width LA,. This is clearly demonstrated in figure 8c which shows results for T - 1.77
with A - 0.1, 0.05 and 0.025. Depending on A the first vortex has not yet developed or has developed
furtheP"As Aex is reduced further more waves Mear that eventually will develop into vortices. Generally
disturbances with a wave length of less than a few times &.,- will be smoothed. This, more or less for-
tuitously resembles reality, where it has been observed thain shear layers regular small-scale structures
with a length scale less than a few times the shear-layer thickness do not amplify into well-defined rota-
tional cores but are smoothed out. The results presented here also suggest that the initial value problem
for the inviscid evolution of a ring wing vortex sheet is ill-posed, i.e. that the vortex sheet is inher-
ently unstable.

The last case concerns the wake of a transport aircraft with deployed part-span flaps during landing
or take-off (Fig. 6). In this case the vorticity -p'(t) changes sign, resulting in counter-rotating vortex
cores. In figure 9a results are compared of the "cloud-in-cell" method and the panel method VOR2DT.
Although the many small-scale structures in the results of Baker (Ref. 36) make it difficult to identify
the sheet, the global structure agrees reasonably well with that of the panel method. Finally figure 9b
compares the result of the VOR2DT panel method computation and the vortex-layer method of reference 18 for
a longer time (T - 1.0). In both results the vortex cores have approximately the same elliptical appear-
ance, dimension and position in space, suggesting that vorticity diffusion effects in the method of refer-
ence 48 have been small.

2.3 Methods for three-dimensional flow

Computing the development of a wake by means of the 2D time-dependent analogy provides basic insight
into the development of quite general wakes as well as a useful test for mathematical models and numerical
schemes. However, it suffers from a number of severe limitations if wakes of real aircraft are to be com-
puted. The main limitation is that the influence of the upstream wing is neglected. For instance, unless
some other (3D) method provides the T - 0 initial conditions, i.e. shape and shed vorticity distribution
of the wake in some plane downstream of the trailing edge, a meaningfull 2D-time dependent calculation
would be impossible for wings with swept trailing edges. A second severe limitation is that the inter-
action of the rolling-up wake with nearby parts of the configuration cannot be accounted for. The latter
includes the interaction of wing and tailplne, slat and wing, wing and deployed part-span flap, etc. A
further noteworthy point is that the formation of the ving-tip vortex usually starts already upstream of
the trailing edge. In case of a swept-back wing tip or a sharply-edged tip the flow may separate all along
the tip. In case of a rounded tip the situation is more complicated. Here the flow at the wing tip may
partly be attached but downstream of some (Reynolds number dependent) position be separated. In either case
there is a relatively strong interaction between the rolling-up shear layer from the tip and the flow
around the tip. In most spanwise load distributions obtained in experiments this is apparent as a relative-
ly small region of increased loading, the details of which depend on the geometry of the wing tip. Thus
clearly a fully three-dimensional method is necessary for early stages of vortex-wake roll-up. In the
present section cases are considered with a relatively weak interaction between the rolling-up wake and
the generating configuration. Cases with a strong interaction will be considered in the next chapter

2.3.1 Potential flow methods

It follows from the description of the high-Reynolds number flow (section 2.1) that if the location
of the separation lines are known the flow my be assumed irrotational with embedded regions of rotational
flow. These regions are either of infinitesimal extent, i.e. vortex sheets, or of small but finite extent,
i.e. vortex cores. Assuming subsonic subcritical (linear cmpressiblj) flow, the flow is governed by the
Prandtl-Glauert equation for the perturbation velocity potential (.x)

02 , +920 + 0 , 2 %2(29a
Ox

2  
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2  
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The velocity is given by u -4 with 6s U e_. Osloying Green's third identitX the solution of equa-
tion (2.9s) is !xtpreased as the velocity Tield'iAduced by a source distribution q(x) on 8w and a doublet
distribution u(x) on S + Sv:
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whr r - x x 0B \0), +=-noVfp is the surface vorticity vector and n the unit normal. Across the-hrer x- ) B q( ) 00

singullarity distributiog o B the velocity is discontinuous. This discontinuity can be expressed a

,, o ES).- q('+oJ  n_ -'(++ ' tB7"1(tp:-X.) (2.9c)
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The pressure coefficient follows from Bernouilli's equation as:

which is the so-called isentropic formula. Th second-order accurate approximation (in terms of the per-

turbation velocity fp) to the isentropic formula is:

P. (2.AP. #wf 1412 u2 (2.9e)p2  +., +, - U2 " ' '

The boundary conditions that apply on the configuration and vortex wake are (Fig. 10):

(i) Zero normal velocity on the solid surface S and on the vortex sheet Sv, i.e.

u.n - 0 on S, and S. (2.9f)

Note that this condition implies that according to equJation (2.9c) thig wings as well as vortex
sheets have to carry a source distribution of strength B

2 
y x n.CB_

1
]([B-n). which is nonzero for MH * 0.

(ii) Zero pressure jump acrosr the vortex-sheet Sv, i.e.

Ac. C " - ^ 0 on S (2.9g)a p -p v

In incompressible flow it follows from Bernouilli's equation (2.9e) and equation (2.9c) that the zero

pressure jump can be written as

x n.u a 0 on Sv  (2.9h)
* ~ on+ on S .This condition implies that vortex'S

where u is to be taken as the average velocity, i.e. (u - . vortex
lines and streamlines are parallel in incompressible flow. As far asvvortex wakes is concerned incompres-
sible flow will be assumed in the remainder of this chapter.

The unknowns of the problem are the singularity distributions on the configuration and on the wake as
well as for the unknown geometry of the wake. Because of the nonlinearity associated with the unknown
geometry an iterative solution procedure has to be employed. For the case of weak interaction considered

here, a convenient procedure is obtained by fixing the geometry of the wake and its singularity distribu-
tion, choosing some degenerate form of the boundary conditions on the vortex sheet (i.e. the Kutta condi-
tion) and solving the resulting linear problem for the singularity distribution on the wing. Subsequently
the wake is relaxed such that a better approximation to the true boundary conditions is obtained, followed
by solving again a linear problem for the singularity distribution on the wing but taking into account the
latest geometry of the wake.

Vortex-lattice methods

The extension of the discrete-vortex method to three dimensions is the vortex-lattice method. This
method has found wide application for computing the attached flow loading of lifting surfaces. In the
vortex-lattice method the lifting surface is divided into elements. Each element carries a line rtex
along its 1-chord line connected to line vortices trailing to infinity downstream along the side Jges of

the element. In this way a horse-shoe vortex is associated with each element. The strength .' 'he vortices
are determined by imposing the zero-normal velocity condition (Eq. 2.9f) at the midpoint of the ' )'ord
line of the elements. Butter & Hancock (Ref. 49) were amongst the first to attempt to relax the line
vortices downstream of the trailing edge comprising the wake. Also Hedman (Ref. 50), Pam & Zorea (Ref. 51)
and Mattei & Santoro (Ref. 52) developed a computational procedure to relax the wake using a vortex lattice
method. In some of these cases the strength of the vortices were not updated from the values obtained for
the planar initial wake. The vortex-lattice method developed by Rehbach (Refs 53, 54) includes the effect
of separation from the wing tip. The flow separation from the tip is simulated by letting the streamwise
trailing vortices nearest to the tip also free to align with the local velocity. Maskew (Ref. 55, 56)
developed a vortex-lattice type of method in which on the wing vortex rings are used instead of horse-shoe
vortices. Both representations are equivalent to piecewise constant doublet distributions, the former on

the element spanned by the horse-shoe vortex, the latter on the element spanned by the vortex ring. In
faskev's method the last vortex ring, closed be a vortex segment at infinity downtres,is again a horse-
shoe vortex. Examples computed include the vortex wake of a wing-flap-tail plane configuration, indicating
the development of a strong fl,p side-edge vortex similar to the one considered before (Fig. 9). Suciu &
Morino (Ref. 57) developed a similar method and compute the three-dimensional development of the wake
behind rectangular wings. For the relatively small number of elementa used in all applications reported
realistic results could be obtained. Rowever, increasing the number of elements usually results into
numerical instabilities of the sawe kind as encountered when using the discrete-yortex methods of the

preceding section.

m ftnol methed"
In panel methods (e.g. see Ref. 4) the wing is represented more accurately by singularity distribu-

tions on the surface of the wing. In most current first-order panel methods the wake is represented by

discrete trailing vortices, often forming the continuation of the lift generating internal.vortex lattice

or vortex sheet on the wing camber surface. If the wake is not relaxed the Kutta condition is applied onSthe wake, just downstre of the trailing edge. If the tailing-edge angle is finite the Mangler am quitb
criterion kRef. 58) is sometimes used to determine whether the vake leaves the wing tangentially to the
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lower se I te ito the upper surface. This criterio,, based on purely invscid rments,

is that at a backwav swept trailing edge th wake is usuwi tangent to the upper surface of the
wing. Using this criterion to fix the initial direction of the line vortices, Larujre M de Vries (Refs
59, 60), using the NUR panel method, computed the downstream development of the wake behind a AP - 5

swept wing (Fig. a) and ca red numerical results with results of experiment (Fig. 11b). The correla-
tion is satisfactory although in the tip region nmerical probleams occur, even for the conrse epanvise
panel scheme used. In the cirson with experient it also appeared tothe vkrtex wake in the real
viscous flow tends to leave the wing tangentially to the lower surface, in contradiction with the Mangler

and Smith criterion. In the wake relaxation method developed at British Aerospace. the Mangler L Smith

criterion isnt enforced and the method embodies a number of further improvements (Jopps. Ref. 61). In

the region 1where the sheet rolls-up into the tip vortex an am/alation procedure. like the one developed

by Moore (Ref. 27) in two dimensions, has been developed resulting into a better representation of the tip
vortex. A second improvement is that a procedure is eployed, analogous to Maskew's subvortex technique

(Ref. 28), to compute the near-field influence of a vortex sheet represented by a discrete vortex more
accurately.

Although it is possible to obtain results for weakly interacting wakes employing the methods
described above, the consistency and accuracy of these results may be questionably. Improvement upon this

situation may be obtained using a more accurate description of the vortex sheets (e.g. using a higher-
order panel method) and the explicit introduction of vortex core models (single and double-branched) for
highly rolled-up regions. This is particularly required for cases of closely coupled lifting components
where there is a relatively strong interaction between the rolling-up vortex wakes and the flow about the
individual components.

2.3.2 Euler equation methods

Finite difference methods for the Euler equations or Navier Stokes equations have the advantage that
regions with vorticity are "captured" rather than "fitted" as in the panel method approach. One of the
drawbacks is that an adequate spatial mesh system is required. The development of computational methods
for solving Euler's equations has been motivated by the need to compute transonic flows involving strong
shocks. The Euler equations, however, also allow for rotational effects and all.ow the modeling of separated
flow in cases of convection dominated flows. In this view the Euler equations (2.3a-c) admit "weak" solu-
tions with both shock waves and vortex sheets. There are, however, some fundamental differences between
shock waves and vortex sheets, which have strong implications for their numerical treatment. (i) Across
shockwaves there is a convective mass transfer, across vortex sheets there is none. (ii) For shockwaves
uniqueness is provided by the entropy condition, for vortex sheets there appears to be no such condition.
"ii) The strength of the shockwave is determined by its shape and the conditions on on, o-ae of the shock,
or vortex sheets the jumps are arbitrary, except in static pressure and velocity norsal to the sheet.

(iv) The thickness of the shockwave is independent of the dissipation, while the width of the vortex sheet
is proportional to the dissipation. The latter implies that, since in the flow regime of present interest
the dissipation due to the physical viscosity is much smaller than the artificial dissipation introduced
by the numerical scheme, the accurate capture of vortex sheet discontinuities is much more difficult than
the capture of shockwaves.
A further point that arises is the Kutta condition. In the imsediate neighbourhood of sharp edges or other
locations of flow separation the lonel flow is dominated by viscous forces. It should be expected that one
or more additional conditions (i.e. Kutta conditions) have to be provided in order to obtain physically
relevant solutions of the Euler equations. If the auxiliary Kutta conditions are not provided artificial
viscosity effects will determine both position of the separation point and the solution at this point. It
is obvious that these artificial viscosity effects are not the same as those provoked by the physical vis-
cosity, but they may possibly be similar at sharp edges. Especially in cases of separation from a smooth
surface, like a wing tip or a slender body, the location of the separation point and the amount of vorti-
city shed into the field at this point and thus the global flow patter are strongly coupled, necessi-
tating auxiliar (;(utta) conditions for the Euler equations to properly account for real viscous effects.

At least three different numerical approaches to solve the Euler equations can be found. The first
one applies in the supersonic flow regime only. In case of steady supersnnic flow the method consists of
marching from a sharp nose or apex downstream. In this case near the nose or apex a starting solution is
required, usually provided by a known solution for a cone. The spatial marching procedure is reasonable
efficient and often applied in high-angle-of-attack aerodynamics of missile configurations (e.g. Refs 62
and 63 for a recent review). In all cases a Kutta condition is required to obtain consistent results.

The second approach is to use a time-marching procedure to asymptotically approach a steady-state
solution to the time-dependent Euler equations. Using such a pseudo-time dependent approach solutions have
been obtained in the transonic and low supersonic flow regime. It is suggested (Refs 64-6T) that as long
as shocks appear in the transient solutions no explicit Kutta condition is required. It is argued in
references 64-67 that initially the inviscid compressible flow accelerates through an expansion fan around
the edge, up to the point where a shock is needed to prevent the flow to expend to vacuum. The resulting
strong shock will produce rotational flow downstream of the shock. Subsequently this vorticity will
persist modify the flow field such that the flow decelerates until a steady state is attained, presumbly
without a shock and with the flow smoothly separating at the sharp edge. For a rounded edge like a wing
tip this same purely inviscid mechanism will make the flow separate, at least as long as at the free stream
Mach number considered the curvature is sufficiently large. In any other case a Kutta condition will have
to be applied. The precise details of above sketched inviscid flow separation mechanism are still unclear.
Also the question whether during the transient solutions sufficient vorticity can be produced to obtain
the right type of separated flow is still unanswered.

A more plausible explanation for the vorticity generation in the Euler method is that the numerical
scheme effectively adds a Yorticity production term to the right-hand side of equation (2.3b). In the
solution process vorticity will be produced depending on the magnitude of this term, i.e. the "artificial"
viscosity and the magitute of the gradients of the solution. If this speculation is correct, vorticity
will certainly be produced at sharp edges, but also at all other places where gradients are sufficiently
large.

Computational results of Euler codes for the flow about wings do show a qualitatively correct circu-
latory velocity pattern near the wing tip. This is illustrated in results obtained by Rissl (Ref 64, 66,
67) for the ONERA m6 wing at N - 0.8 and a s 30, using a finite-volume procedure, an internal temporall
dissipative damping and local time stepping. Also results obtained by Chattot (Ref. 68) fo the OUUA

-JW
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AFV-D wing at N * 0.84 and m i4', using a ImcCorsock finite difference scheme reveal the qualitatively

correct flow near the wing tip end in the wake immediate downstream of the trailing edge.
The third approach due to Rebbach (Refs 69-Ti) applies to incompressible flow only. The Euler equa-

tions are expressed as in equation (2.3a-c). Employing Green's identity results in the following expres-
sion for the velocity at zO

110) * -- ff () ff + wJJ(x) . r dV(x) (2.10)

where r - x-x . Y(;) denotes the vorticity distribution on the surface of the configuration S(') and (X)
the vorticity in the field V(x) surrounding the configuration. The surface integral is discretized using
the vortex-lattice method. The volume integral is discretized by dividing the field that contains vorticity
into cells of constant wdV. The approach followed is a time dependent one, j tarting impulsively from rest.
At each time step in the computation new "vorticity particles" of strength wAV are shed into the flow field
from separation lines, here sharp edges, employing a certain vortex shedding mechanism. During the subse-
quent time steps the volume of thl particles is kept constant irrespective of their distortion and the rate

of change of the total vorticity wAV contained in the particle is given by the integral form of the vorti-
city transport equation (2.3b) :

D JJf .1(1)dV( ) - ff (I ;)dV(;). ) (1) (2.11)
AV AV

When the "vorticity particles" have been positioned in their new position the surface vorticity distribu-
tion, represented by the vortex lattice, is recomputed by imposing the zero normal velocity condition. It
is emphasized here that Rehbach's approach does not require the construction of a spatial grid. The other
two methods require a spatial grid covering the entire space around the configuration. Furthermore the
vorticity production process is contained in the vortex shedding mechanism employed. The latter is derived
from Kutta-condition type considerations.

3. VORTEX FLOW FROM LEADING AND SIDE EDGES

In this chapter computational methods are considered for computing the flow about configurations with
leading-edge and side-edge vortex sheets. For these configurations the rolling-up vortex sheet is always
in the near proximity of the surface and a strong interaction takes place between the vortex sheet and the
flow field. This results in a complicated flow pattern and typically a nonlinear dependence of the lift on
angle of attack is observed. In this chapter a qualitative description of the flow is given first, followed
by a description of current computational methods for slender highly swept wings and strake-wing configura-
tions.

3.1 Description of the flow

The low-speed high-angle-of-attack flow about slender wings with leading-edge vortex separation has
been described extensively in the literature. Based upon primarily experimental investigations by amongst
others Legendre (Ref. 72), Earnshaw (Ref. 73), Wentz & McMahon (Ref. 7), Fink & Taylor (Ref. 75) and
Hummel (Ref. 76) the topology of the high-Reynolds number flow about these wings is veil-established. At
moderate to high angles of attack the flow separates at the leading edge resulting in a free shear layer
emanating from the edge. This free shear layer rolls up in a spiral fashion to form the so-called (single-
branched) leading-edge vortex (Fig. 12). It has been observed in experiments that the adverse pressure
gradient in the region iust outboard of the lateral position of the center of the primary vortex core
causes a secondary separation, resulting in a secondary vortex core with vorticity of opposite sense to
that of the primary core. In the downstream direction the trailing-edge vortex core is continually fed with
vorticity from the leading edge, so that it is increasing in strength as well as in overall dimension.
Downstream of the trailing edge of the wing vorticity from the shear layer eontinues to be fed into the
core. In addition, the vorticity in the wake that is of opposite sense to that in the leading-edge vortex
starts to roll-up in a (double-branchedl so-called trailing-edge vortex. This phenomenon has been observed
experimentally by Maltby (Ref. T7) and more recently by Humel (Ref. 67). As a result of the strong inter-
action of leading-edge vortex core and the flow above the slender wing upper surface large vortex lift
increments are produced. It has been observed that a stable ("controlled") vortex flow pattern persists up
to angles of attack as high as 25 to 30 degrees.The vortex flo above stroke-wing configurations is more comlex. Investigations by amngst others
Lamar & Luckring (Ref. 78), Luck-ing (Refs 79 and 80) and Brennenathul & Huel (Refs 81 and 82) have
provided valuable insight into the vortex layer structure above strake-wing configurations. In reference 83
additional topological information has been acquired employing a laserlight-sheet flow visualization
technique. From these investigations it follows that above a strake-ving configuration the (single-
branched) leading-edge vortex originating at the leading edge of the stroke continues above the wing. The
vortex modifies the wing flow field considerable, inducing additional favourable effects. In case of
sufficiently (depending on leading-edge sharpness, angle of attack, etc.) swept wing leading edges the flow
separates also at the ving leading edge and downstream of the kink the shear layer emanating from the
strake leading edge is continued as the shear layer emnating from the wing leading edge (see Fig. 13). In
this shear layer the so-called (double-branched) wing vortex develops. This vortex starts at the kink and
loops around the stroke vortex. At some point downstream of the kink the two cores (with distributed vor-
ticity of the same sign) merge into one core. At smller sweep angles the flow does not separate at the
ving leading edge. In this case the flow picture is not completely cleawr. Most investigators assume that

- the shear layer detaches (tears) at the kink (as proposed in Ref. 1, p. 25.) resulting in the flow pattern
sketched in figure 14. In this case the "free end" of the shear layer will roll-up into another (single-
branched) vortex core. It might possibly also be hypothesized that downstrea of the kink the strake lead-
ing-edge shear layer continues onto the wing upper surface, now emanating from some separation line. More
detailed experimental investigation will be needed to clarify details of the flow structure for this case.
A limit to the favourable effects induced by the vortex flow is reached when large-scale vortex breakdown

. t
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oc urs above the wing. Vortex breakdown manifests itself a an abrupt increase in the cross-sectional area
and turbulence level of the vortex core, at the higher incidences accootpanied by an ssymmetric flow pat-
tern. The mecham underlying vortex breakdown is still unclear (e.g. Hall, Hef. 84). However, it is
observed that with increasing angle of attack vortex breakdown preoresses in upstrea direction and that

it occurs in regions where there is an increase in the pressure along the core (e.g. Erickson Ref. 85).
Furthermore the phenomenon depends only weakly on Reynolds number. Part of the increase in core dimension
may possibly be explained as the response of the ioviscid outer part of the rotational core to a pressure
rise. Although it is recognized that vortex flow is of importance at transonic and supersonic speed (e.g.
Klopfer & Nielsen, Ref. 86), in the present paper the emphasis will be on the case of vortex flow at low
speed. As for the case of the vortex wake, the flow about configurations with leading-edge vortex separa-
tion may then be considered potential flow with embedded regions of rotational flow. i.e. vortex sheets,
single and double-branched vortex cores (see Fig. 2). In incompressible flow, the mathematical model of
this flow has already been described in Section 2.3, i.e. equations (2.9f-h) for the potential flow and
e.g. equations (2.3a-c) for the rotational regions.

3.2 Conical-flow methods

Observation of the flow over the forward 75 % of slender delta wings suggests that even at subsonic
speeds the flow is nearly conical, except possibly in the region very near the apex. Subsonic conical flow
is only applicable to wings with highly-Swept straight leading edges, for which also slender body theory
is appropriate. Conical flow implies that the velocity is constant on rays from th apex and that the
geometry scales linearly in downstream direction. Consequently the number of independent variables is
reduced to two. Exploiting the slenderness of the configuration then results into a two-dimensional prob-
lem in the cross-flow plane (Fig. 15). The surface of the configuration (not necessarily infinitesimal
thin) and vortex sheet is expressed as

(s,t) - a e + as f(t) (3.1a)

where a - cot A, s is a gurface coordinate in downstream direction, t is the arc length in the cross-flow
plane a - constant, and 1(t) 0,Y(t), Z(t)) is a vector in this plane. The position of the core (Fig. 15),
here modeled by an isolated line vortex/feeding sheet combination (Smith, Ref. 140), is written as

x (a) - a ex + as IX (3.1b)

where I is the dimensionless vortex position in the cross-flow plane. Legendre (Ref. 72) and Brown &
MichaelV(Ref. 87) model the complete sheet by the feeding sheet/isolated vortex combination. Then by con-
formally mapping the wing geometry onto the plane of symmetry tle boundary condition on the solid surface
is satisfied automatically. The remaining three unknoWns, i.e. - (W, Y , I ) and the strength of the
vortex, are determined by imposing the Kutta condition at the lelding edgY anX the condition that the
model of the rolled-up sheet carries no force (Ref. 87). Smith (Refs 40, 88), Barsby (Refs 89, 90) and
others have improved upon this method by including a sheet of finite extent as shown in figure 15. In the
transformed plane the sheet is discretized in N straight segaents (panels) each carrying constant vorticity.
Expressing the geometry in terms of polar coordinates centered at the vortex position, this introduces an
additional 21N unknowns, determined by imposing conditions (2.9f) and (2.9g) at N points. The resulting
2N+3 nonlinear equations, for as many unknowns, are solved by an iterative procedure. The range of body
shapes that can be dealt with is limited to cases where a suitable (set of) conformal transformations can
be devised.
In the conical flow method developed at NLR (Refs 3, 91), designated VORCON, the full problem is solved
using a second-order panel method in the physical plane, allowing arbitrary cross-sections to be treated
in a routine manner. Compatibility with the fully three-dimensional case is maintained by deriving the
equations for the limiting case of slender conical flow directly from the three-dimensional formulation
described already in equations (2.9a-h). This involves expressing the conical doublet distribution as
R(a,t) - aso(t), substitution of equations (3.1a-b) into equation (2.9b), subsequent integration with
respect to a from 0 to - followed by an expansion for small a and truncation of terms of order a2 

and
higher (Ref. 91). In the method the wing is divided into NP, panels, the vortex sheet into NPV panels. The
functions Y(t), Z(t) and p(t) are approximated by piecevise quadratic spline-type representations, result-
ing with the unknown vortex position into NPW 3NPV,2 unknown parameters. A formulation in terms of polar
coordinates centered at the vortex position (as used in Ref. 40) would result in NP'+21FV+2 unknowns.
However, the present arc-length formulation is preferred since it has no restriction on the cross-sectional
shape-of the vortex sheet to be described. An additional advantage is that the length of the sheet remains
constant throughout the iterative procedure. A system of as mn nonlinear equations for as man unknown
parameters is obtained by imposing the boundary coDdition(s) at the panel midpoints, thj condition that t
is the are length along the sheet and the "Brown h Michael" type of force condition at I .
Note that in contrast with Smith (ef. o0) in VORCON the Kutta condition is satisfied imlicitly. it is
argued that applying the AC s 0 condition at NPV points on the sheet implies that to consistent order of
approximation hCP . 0 all aong the sheet up to the leading edge. Since furthermore the doublet distribution
and geometry are continuous to consistent order any Kutta condition is satisfied implicitly. The (full
Newton) iterative solution procedure requires an initial guess, such that the procedure converges towarde
the solution. For this purpose it has been proven possible to devise a continuation process, in Most cases
resulting in a rapid quadratic convergence. One such process is to start with obtaining a solution for a
short sheet, for which the initial guess is not that critical and, to use this solution to extend the
sheet. A second continuation process consists of employing the solution already obtained for a value of
the conical similarity parameter A(- s/a in Refs 40, 88-90 and tans/a in Ref. 91) as initial guess for a
neighbouring value of A. In VORCON both continuation processes have been automated, providing rapid conver-
gene of the full Newton procedure emloyed.

Figure 16a shows the golution obtained for a delta wing 8 f unit "Peet ratio (a - 0.25) obtained by
Smith (Bef. 10) for a - 13 and by the VORCON code for a - 1. , both for a rather long vortex sheet. Except
near the leading edge the solutions wre almost identical. The comuted pressure distributions (see Fig. 16b)
show the characteristic section peak undermeath the rolled-up vortex sheet. There ae saw differences in
the location and height of the suction peak, presumbly due to slight differences in the formulation
(approximation of team by a, etc. in Rf. 1 0). On the lower srfc*e the two cputatilna results ae
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nearly identical. At the leading edge the pressure on the upper and lover surface become equal to the
pressure on the vortex sheet.

In figure 16c the vortex sheet geometry computed by Btrsby (Ref. 90) is compared with the result
obtained with VORCON, for a AR - 1.0 delta wing at a " 1.4 . Note that the vortex sheet is confined to the
last 10 % of the wing semi span. This solution though interesting from a computational point of view has
little physical meaning since at such low incidence the free shear layer will be completely embedded with-
in the boundary layer.

Finally figure 16d shows the geometry of the vortex sheet computed for a conicall cambered wing at
incidences both above and below the incidence for attached flow a . VORCON and Barsy's (Ref. 89) method
yield quite similar results. It should be noted here that computing solutions at incidences near the inci-
dence for a can be carried out employing the continuation process described in a rather routine manner.
The panel mthod approach is easily extended to cases with thickness. Cases with thickness like the ones
treated in for instance reference 88 can be treated in a routine manner by using a sequence of solutions
for neighbouring geometries. In the VORCON method one surface of the wing and the vortex sheet are modeled
by a doublet distribution while the remining wing surface is modeled by a (linearly varying) source
distribution. The latter also serves the purpose of providing the net source strength required to account
for the downstream growth of the cross-sectionLl area.

Conical flow methods are not restricted to symmetric problems. For instance Jones (Ref. 92) using
Smith's approach considers the problem of a delta wing at side slip. Also it should be possible to compute
the asymmetric solutions observed in experiments Vith very slender symetric delta wings at very high
angle of attack in symmetric flow. Conical flow methods can be employed advantageously for
(i) investigation of the influence of the choice of parameters in the computational method such as sheet
length, panel scheme, etc. in greater detail and at less expense than possible for a fully three-
dimensional flow method.
(ii) obtaining a first insight in the influence of changing the cross-sectional geometry for design pur-
poses.
(iii) constructing a reasonable initial guess for the full three-dimensional method.
(iv) Testing improved mthematical models and various numerical schemes.

For reasons of computational costs often a relatively short sheet is used in three-dimensional methods.
If the rolled-up region is represented by the axi-symetric isolated vortex model the examples considered
in figure 16 show that in combination with a short sheet this representation of the rolled up vortex sheet
may not always be accurate. It appears that the development of improved vortex core models or for instance
finite-difference methods based on the Euler equations could advantageously start for conical flow, where
ample numerical solutions for less advanced mathematical models already exist. In this respect the develop-
ment of a model for the entrainment of flow into the vortex core (eg. Ref. 1, p. 365) as preliminary inves-
tigated in reference 91 might provide a starting point.

3.3 Methods for non-conical slender configurations

The extension of the conical flow model to treat the flow about slender non-conical configurations.
still within the limitations of slender-body theory, is quite straigntforward. In each cross-flow plane a
solution is found of Laplace's equation in two dimensions, satisfying appropriate boundary conditions in
this plane. The variation of the geometry in axial direction enters only through the boundary conditions.
The derivatives in axial direction are approximated using finite differences Smith (Ref. 93) extended the
Brown & Michael model to treat plane wings with curved leading edges. Sacks, Lundberg & Hanson (Ref. 91.)
treated wing-body configurations employing a discrete vortex technique to represent the leading-edge vortex
sheet. Later Fink & Sob (Ref. 95) applied their rediscretization technique to regularize the results of the
discrete-vortex simulation of leading-edge vortex flow. Quite recently Rao & Maskev (Refs 96, 97) employed
the discrete-vortex method regularized by means of the sub-vortex technique, rediscretization and amalgams-
tion as introduced by Moore (Ref. 2T), to compute the flow about wings with curved leading edges and wings
with thickness. The basic difficulty with the slender-body discrete vortex technique is that at subsequent
cross-flov planes new discrete vortices must be shed to account for the increasing strength of the leading-
edge vortex sheet. Obtaining the strength and position of the newly shed vortex from Kutta-condition type
of considerations differs for each method and inevitably involves some empiricism. In figure 17 results of
the above methods obtained for a delta wing are compared with conical flow methods, shoving that similar
results are obtained. Jones (Ref. 98) and Clark (Ref. 99) have extended Smith's (Ref. 40) vortex-sheet
model to curved leading edges and to non-flat wings. As also demonstrated by Rao & Masker (Refs 96, 97)
realistic results can be obtained for wings with curved leading edges. Clark's (Ref. 99) result for a
strenw ise cambered delta wing indicates that for non-flat wings quite nontrivial vortex-sheet shapes may
be expected, possibly involving a double-branched vortex core.

Since in each cross-flov plane only a two-dimensional problem is solved, comparable to the one two-
dimensional problem solved in conical flow methods, the methods for nonconical slender bodies also provide
a relatively inexpensive tool for preliminary investigation of the fully three-dimensional case and in
addition can provide a reasonable and cost-effective initial guess for the three-dimensional solution of
such configurations. The major drawback of the method, inherent to slender-bo4y theory, is that the
trailing-edge Kutta condition is not accounted for.

Downstream of the trailing edge of the slender wing the time-dependent analog described in the pre-
ceding chapter can be applied. The initial values are the shape of the wing and vortex sheet together with
the stremwise vorticity distribution in the trailing edge cross-flow plane. Employing as input the vortex-
sheet shape and vorticity distribution comlMted by a method for conical flow or those computed by a non-

conical slender-body method will result in a good initial guess for the fully three-dimensinal method.
In figure 18 computed wake shapes are coomp" with experimental data obtained by Rumel (Ref. 76).

The VOR2DT computational procedure has been discussed in the preceding section, the initial solution was
obtained from the VORCON conical flow program. The result due to Jepps (Ref. 100) is obtained by the basic
(Westvter-type) discrete-vortex method, using a guess for the shape of the vortex sheet at the trailing
edge and no core representation. The result due to Kandil (Ref. 101) is obtained using a three-dimensional
nonlinear vortex-lattice method with an amlgamtion procedure. Both discrete-vortex methods sho some
tendency of the wake to form the double-branched vortex, but presuably the number of vortices is insuffi-
cient to obtain more detail. If the number of vortices is increased numerical problems are to be expected.
The VOR2DT result is in rather close agreement with Humsel's (Ref. 76) experimental data. Note that coo-

Spared with Hummel's result all three computatiomal results have about the sam differvce in the downward
displacement of the wake near the plane of symmetry. This difference is possibly attributable to wind-
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tunnel wall interference.

Jepps (Ref. 61) has developed the so-called hybrid method in which the two-dimensional cross-flow
piane onset velocity field is supplied by a three-dimensional panel method calculation applied to the con-
figuration with position and strength of vortex sheets specified. The new position and strength of the
vortex sheets in each cross-flow plane is then computed using the slender-body approach. The latter

involves the solution of a set of two-dimensional flow problems, which is accomplished employing a two-
dimensional panel method. Subsequently the three-dimensional panel method provides the new cross-flow plane
onset flow. It is suggested that solving a set of (much) simpler and smaller two-dimensional problems
instead of the full three-dimensional problem results in an easy to use as well as cost-effective computa-
tional procedure. Thusfar the method has been applied using the simple Brown & Michael model only.

3.4 Methods for three-dimensional flow

In order to account for the upstream effects of trailing edge, wake and changes in geometry methods
are required that within the limitations of the mathematical model employed solve the complete three-
dimensional problem. The model of the flow for the case of a delta wing is depicted schematically in
figure 19. In essence it is the extension to three dimensions of Smith's (Ref. 40) vortex-sheet model for
conical . iow. The same type of model also applies to more general slender configurations, as long as the
flow separates all along the leading (or side) edge. In this section various computational methods devel-
oped to treat the fully three-dimensional problem are discussed, more or less in order of their sophisti-

cation of the numerical approach.

3.4.1 The leading-edge suction analogy of polhamus

The most widely used method for predicting the characteristics of configurations employing vortex
flow is the so-called "Polhamus suction analog" (Ref. 102). The analogy is based on the assumption that
the vortex lift effect can be predicted utilizing the edge suction forces. In classical lifting surface
(attached flow) theory a suction force occurs at leading and side-edges. This force acts normal to the
local leading edge and lies in the plane of the wing. The magnitude of the suction force depends on the
amplitude of the singular part of the loading as the edge is approched. On a three-dimensional wing the
normal force found from integration of the net pressure distribution and the suction force combine to
yield the lift, side force and induced drag of the wing. If the flow separates at the edge the suction
force is lost. The Analogy is based on the conjecture that in the latter case the suction force is recov-

ered as a force rotated through 90 deg to act in the direction of the normal force (Fig. 20). This implies
that the aerodynamic forces and moments on configurations with vortex flow can be computed by utilizing any
conventional linear attached flow method. The magnitude of th suction force follows then from the behav-
iour of the loading near the edge. The method has been applied to a variety of configurations in subsonic
and in supersonic flow. In general the correlation of computed forces, and to a lesser extent moments, with
experimental data is very good. With a vortex-lattice method as attached flow solver Lamar and his co-work-
ers (Refs 78, 102-106) have developed the method towards a very useful engineering tool both for analysis
and design. Purvis (Ref. 107) employs a mode-function type of approach for the attached flow theory, where
the amplitude of the suction forces is directly related to the amplitude of *he singular mode functions.
Larson (Ref. 108) derived a set of semi-empirical analytical formulas that for rectangular wings represent
the nonlinear forces and pitching moment as computed by the vortex-lattice method/suction analogy proce-
dure. However, it is noted that the case of the interaction of a vortex with parts of the configuration not

near the edge, requires special modeling. An example of this is the strake-wing configuration, for which a
so-called augmented vortex-lift concept has been developed (Ref. 79, 109). Also the occurrence of vortex
breakdown, which is one of the prime considerations in strake design, has been considered to some depth by
Lamar & Frink (Refs 110, 111) in connection with the suction analog. Kulfan (Ref. 112) has developed a
concept for treating rounded leading edges, where only a "partial recovery" of the suction force is
achieved. The major drawback of the methods, using the suction analog is that the pressure and velocity
distribution cannot be predicted and that new situations, e.g. the encounter of a canard vortex with a
wing, require the development of new empirical concepts.

3.4.2 Vortex-lattice methods

The basic vortex lattice method has already been described in the preceding chapter. In case of sepa-
ration from the leading or side edge discrete line vortices trail from these edges. These vortices form
the discrete representation of the rolling-up vortex sheet. The boundary conditions on the sheet are satis-
fied by aligning the vortices in local flow direction, while simultaneously their strength follows from
satisfying the stream surface condition on the wing. It appears that reasonable results can already be
obtained for the forces and moments by fixing the line vortices at an angle of a/2 (Gersten, Ref. 113).
Belotserkovskii (Refs 114, 115) considered separation from side-edges of low-aspect ratio wings, using the
vortex-lattice method and relaxing the line vortices emanating from the side edges. Rehbach ( 116)

applied the (nonlinear) vortex-lattice method to the case of a slender delta wing. The solulo_.. ̂9
obtained by starting with the solution for a rectangular wing with side-edg2 separation and gradjaly
decreasing the sweep of the side edge until the delta wing is obtained, the new position and strength of
the vortex sheet being computed after each change. In reference 117 the same geometry perturbation proce-
dure is applied to obtain solutions for a flat ogee wing, a flat gothic wing and two chordvise cambered

delta wings. Correlation of computed vortex-sheet shapes with water-tunnel flow visualization is good,
however, it is stated that although overall force and moments are predicted satisfactorily the computed
pressure distribution compares poorly with experimental data. Schr6der (Ref. 118) developed a method for
computing the characteristics of wings in the presence of rolling-up vortex s.ieets from side and leading

edges, quite similar to Rehbach's method. Several improvements were implemented and reasonable results
have been obtained for various wings. However, no converged solution could be obtained for the delta wing
In Rehbach's method the vortex core is not explicitly modeled. This is also the case for the earlier non-
linear vortex-lattice method developed by Kandil et al. (e.g. Refs 119-121). A result of this method,

modified to include an amalgamation procedure (Refs 101, 122) for the core of the leading-edge vortex, was
already shown in figure 18. From a perusal of published results of nonlinear vortex-lattice methods it
must be concluded that employing a discrete vortex representation for vortex sheets is apparently a too

crude approximation. Difficulties like the ones encountered in the two-dimensional time-dependent analog

--------- ..
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(close encounter with other vortex or with wing, rapid stretching, etc.) appear in the three-dimensional
case in the same form. In addition there is the problem Of the singulsr behaviour of the self-induced

velocity of a discrete curved vortex. However, reasonable results for overall forces can be obtained if
the number of free line vortices is kept small. In this respect it is interesting to note that satisfactory
results for forces and moments have also been obtained by Nangia & Hancock (Ref. 123) who modeled the core
only (i.e. a three-dimensional version of the model of Brown & Michael). They held the wake-vortex sheet
at a fixed position but allowed for the adjustment of the vorticity distribution on the wake. The latter
implies that the trailing-edge Kutta condition can be satisfied (i.e. AC - 0) and also that downstream of
the trailing edge the core is still being fed with vorticity and thus keps on growing in strength.

3.4.3 Panel methods

A number of the numerical problems, obviously associated with discrete vortex methods, can be overcome
by employing a panel-method type of approximation, thereby eliminating the singular velocity field asso-
ciated with a discrete line vortex. In this approach the configuration as well as the vortex sheets are
divided into panels. The geometry of each panel as well as the singularity distribution(s) on it are
approximated by local (surface spline-type) representations. There have been some attempts (Refs 124-126)
to improve upon the vortex-lattice approach by incorporating some ingredients of the panel method approach.
If this hybrid approach will be successful is not yet ccmpletely clear.

Boein's LEV method
The Panel ]method developed at Boeing by Johnson et al. (Refs 12T-132) is the most sophisticated panel

method for computing the subsonic subcritiesl flow about configurations with free vortex sheets. The model
ued in the latest improved version (Refs 128-132) is reproduced in figure 21a. The model consists of the
wing surface, the leading-edge vortex sheet, the so-called fed (feeding) sheet, a near wake and a trailing
(far) wake. The zero-normal velocity condition (Eq. 2.9f) is replaced by the zero normal mass-flux
boundary condition

ou. n 0 (3.2a)

Expan ion ofpu assuming small perturbations, i.e. a - pn . ad ritig u - %+%P results
with , U e into the linearized mass-flux boundary condition:

p. * B+ 2 ([B-]p)]. = 0 (3.2b)

where terms of order IPI2 have been neglected. Note that this condition implies that at the surface the
normal-velocity component is not zero. It may be verified using equation (2.9c) that this linearized total
mass-flux vector experiences a jump of

1 [B-11I1 2 821I[B-11'12

which implies that for this quantity there is no normal jump associated with a doublet distribution, i.e.
no source distribution is required to nullify such a jump and only a doublet distribution can be used to

model the (thin) wing and the vortex sheets. On the vortex sheets the zero pressure jump conditions (Eq.

(2.9g)) is imposed employing the second-order pressure formula (2.9e). In the method the position of the
wake (i.e. the vortex sheet downstream of the trailing edge) is held fixed, analogous to Nangia &
Hancock (Ref. 123). On the near wake only the zero pressure jump condition is applied. This furnishes the
doublet distribution the freedom to adjust in lateral direction. On the trailing (far) wake, directed in

free-stream direction, the doublet distribution is constant in streamwise direction. This is equivalent to
prescribing the zero pressure jump condition (2.9g) to first-order accuracy. At the leading and trailing
edges the Kutta-type condition is applied that the component of the surface vorticity vector along the
edge is continuous across the edge. Finally it is required that there is no resultant force in the plane
normal to the model of the vortex core.

In the computer code, designated LEV code, the configuration and vortex sheets are divided into

panels. Each panel is flat and carries a quadratically varying doublet distribution given by
p(st) - le + (s-S)Ua + (t-te)pt + i(sse)

2
u*. + (+s)(t-t) t + (tt5)

2
t  (3.3)

as at 4tt(3)

wOere (st) are local surface coordinates and )A*. , p, etc. are quantities at the panel center (0, t).
Tmnel midpoints are chosen as collocation points. Tie ;kin difficulty lies in constructing for the mixed
analysis/design type of condition on the vortex sheet a numerically stable scheme for expressing
h'e, l, i

5
, etc. in term of the unknown singularity parameters. The singularity parameters correspond to

doublit vlues at panel centers, panel corner points or panel-edge midpoints depending on whether the

Panel is on the solid surface, the vortex sheet, the near or far wake or the feeding sheet.
In the earlier version of the method (Ref. 127) Us, p*, u*, etc. were defined by fitting a quadratic

through the singularity parameters in an immediate neighboGbrhd of the panel. Subsequently the induced

velocity(aerod4namic influence coefficients) were computed by the discretized version of equation (2.9b).

Snce neither the doublet distribution nor the geometry is continuous across panel edges the last

vcrte vortices caused a great deal of spurious effects. The starting point for the forulation of the

improved method (Refs 128-131) is to enforce strict continuity of both doublet distribution and geometry,

so that the discrete-vortex integral can be discarded everywhere except at panel edges corresponding to
the leading-edge vortex core. Geometric continuity is warranted by describing each panel by a hyperboloidal
surface, completely determined by its four corner points. Continuity of the doublet distribution is gu aran-

teed by choosing a nine-parameter polynomial expression involving function values at the four corner
points, the four panel-edge midpoints and the panel center. These nine doublet values are expressed in

aterm of the unknown singularity parameters by a weighted least-squares fit through (16) neighbouring sin-
tlar ty parameters. Althougb the piecewise surface integration in equation (2.9b) over the hyperboloidal

panels carrying say polynomial distribution can be performed in closed form without further approximation
(Morino, Ref. 133), this has apparently been overlooked. Instead a presmably rather costly numerical
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approximation to these integrals was developed. However, it was found that the original flat panel approxi-
mation along with the quadratic approximation to the nine-parameter polynomial doublet distribution (i.e.
equation (3.3)) agreed well with the strict continuous formulation Subsequently the original flat panel/
quadratic doublet distribution formulation was reinstated, omitting the discrete edge vortices. In effect
this is equivalent to first considering geometry and P to be continuous, omitting the last term in equa-
tion (2.9b), followed by discretization of the remaining doublet (vorticity) integral.

Note, however, that now the numerical scheme to express u, s , P , etc. in terms of the singularity
parameters involves the intermediate step of epressing , e s eta. in terms of the nine doubletpaaetr . . s in tem.ftenn obe

parameters of the panel considered. This appears to introduce suf licent smOOthing for providing stability
in most cases.

Figure 21b displays the kinematics of the free and fed sheet. The degrees of freedom are the panel
orientation angles 8, the scale factor A for the total vortex system and the scale factor v for the feed-
ing sheet. Note that the attitude of the feeding sheet is fixed with respect to the last panel.

The system of nonlinear equations arising from application of the boundary conditions is solved using
a quasi-Newton procedure with controlled stepsize. It must be realized that the Jacobian matrix involves
the computation of the derivative of the aerodinamic influence coefficients with respect to the unknown
geometry parameters and is rather computationally expensive. Also because the scheme used to express the
doublet distribution on a panel in terms of the unknown singularity parameters involves geometry, derivs-
tives of these expressions with respect to the geometric unknowns are necessary. To reduce computational
expense the Jacobian is not recomputed at each iteration. To what extent the then computed Jacobian is
approximate is not extensively described. However, clearly one should compare the computational effort of
obtaining a more accurate Jacobian with the computational cost of executing more iterations with a less
accurate but less expensive approximation to the Jacobian. It appears that still some instability is
present in the method, leading to problems in cases where the initial guess is too far off (Ref. 132). In
such cases a no-panel-tist condition is added and a least-squares solution procedure is used to obtain a
solution.

The NLR VORSEP method
The three-dimensional flow method developed at NLR (Refs 83, 134) is based on the same model as

Boeing's method. However, the numerical implementation differs in a number of points. The method is -nter.d-
ed to solve for the flow about slender wings of general shape and planform with leading-edge vortex flow.
In the method, designated VORSEP, the problem is solved in the rectangular computational domain depicted
in figure 22a. In the computational domain the wing is mapped onto the square (st)([0,1i],[0,1J), the
leading-edge vortex sheet on the region (s,t)E([1,T],[0,1]), the near wake on sE[1, S ] and the far wake
on sE[Sf, ]. In contrast with Boeing's method the near wake is free to move to a position where both the
zero normal velocity boundary condition and the zero pressure jump condition are satisfied. In the VORSEP
method no explicit Kutta condition is applied, rather it is assumed that application of AC - 0 on the
sheet and near wake in conjunction with the assumption that in all of the rectangular domain
(s,t)E(,S f ],[O,T]) toth doublet distribution and geometry are continuous and have continuous first deriv-
atives imply zero pressure jump, finite flow, etc. at the leading and trailing edge. The computational
domain is subdivided into rectangular panels and panelvise quadratic representations for the unknown bi-
variate functions 1(s,t) and x(st) as given in equation (3.3) are defined. Taking (s*,t

*
) as the panel

midpoint UO, U, etc. are approximated by second-order accurate finite difference type expressions, in-
volving fuactin valres at neighbouring midpoints (Fig. 22b). Because the computational domain is rectangu-
lar and globally defined the latter expressions are relatively simple. Across panel edges both geometry and
doublet distribution are discontinuous in function value and their derivatives. However, because the dis-
continuities are small of higher order they are neglected. In the preliminary version of the program
(Ref. 13) central differences were chosen, but it turned out that for the mixed analysis/design type of
boundary conditions on the sheet and near wake this choice resulted into instabilities. In the subsequent
development it was found that nu~merical stability could be achieved by a central difference scheme for the
second derivatives and a one-sided second-order accurate scheme for the first derivatives. The panel mid-

points are taken as the collocation points and the number of unknowns equals the number of boundary condi-
tions (Fig. 22b).

The velocity induced by the doublet distribution is computed from equation (2.9b), omitting the last
line integral because of the assumed continuity, n closed form to second-order accuracy employing a
small-curvature expansion. For collocation points in the far field of a panel an appropriate second-order
accurate far-field expansion is used. The system of nonlinear equations is solved using a quasi-Newton
procedure. In this procedure the Jacobian matrix is stripped and the gradient matrix equation has, similar
to the firite difference molecule, a four block-diagonal form, which can be solved very efficiently. All
the derivatives and in particular those of the induced velocity with respect to the geometric parameters
are obtained from closed form expressions, avoiding the very expensive numerical differentiation. In the
present quai-Revton process the residue decreases by an order of magnitude or more in each interation, no
step-size control is necessary and the solution is usually obtained in 5 or 6 iterations, recomputing the
Jacobian matrix during each iteration. The initial guess for starting the iterati e procedure is Obtained
from the conical flow method VORCON and the wake roll-up method VOR2DT described earlier. Furthermore con-
tinuation procedures are used to extend already obtained solutions to solutions with a longer or shorter
vortex sheet or near wake. Also continuation to neighbouring angles of attack is often used. Divergence of
the iterative procedure becomes usually apparent first on the last strip of the near wake (the sheet
crossing itself, etc.). Although set up originally for incompressible flow it could easily be extended to

• [ linear compressible flow.

Examles of Malication
In figure 23a vortex sheet shapes computed by the VORSEP panel method, are shown for an AR - I delta

wing (76 dog sweep) at a - 20 degrees. As far as the geometry is concerned the solution is conical up to
80-90 % of the wing chord. In the VORSEP method the near wake is not fixed, but the trailing-edge vortex
(see Fig. 18) is not modeled explicitly. However, it does snow up in the p-esent result as a dent in the
shape of the sheet. Results of further computations with the VORSEP method using a finer paneled near wake
are presented in figure 23b. In both cases the near wake contains 6 strips but for the sake of reducing the

computational effort the length of the vortex sheet has been shortened. The results indicate that the
details of the trailing vortex roll-up become apparent as the discretization in the near wake is refined.
Fortunately, however, the influence of the near wake discretization on the leading-edge vortex sheet
geometry, lift and pitching moment and pressure distribution is rather small. That the geometry is conical
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almost up to the trailing edge is demonstrated in figure 23c where the conical solution is compared with
the three-dimensional solution. However, the doublet distribution, which in case of conical flow increases
linearly in downstream direction, deviates from the conical solution obviously at the trailing edge where
the Kutta condition is satisfied, but also near the apex. This is also found in the pressure distribution
on the delta wing (Fig. 23d), which shows that on the upper surface the pressure increases monotonically
towards the trailing edge. On the lower wing surface the three-dimensional pressure distribution agrees
better with the conical flow solution. In figure 24 the solution obtained for the AR - 1.0 delta wing at
a = 20 degrees as obtained by the LEV code (Ref. 131 ) abd as obtained by the VORSEP code are compared. The
vortex sheet computed by the LEV code appears to be less curved near the leading edge. The vortex core
computed by the LEV code is further inboard than the one computed by VORSEP. Correspondingly the suction
peak is shifted slightly in inboard direction. This shift is probably more than might be expected from the
difference in sheet length used in the computation. The upper wing surface suction peaks and corresponding-
ly the lift coefficient computed by the LEV code for the 60 wing-panel case is lower than computed by
VORSEP for the 100 wing panel case. In general there is a trend for the lift to increase slightly with the
angular extent of the vortex sheet, at least until the angular extent of the sheet is 2a or greater. This
effect is caused by the vorticity in the additional portion of the sheet being closer to the wing upper
surface in the case of the longer sheet than in the case of the shorter sheet where this additional vorti-
city resides in the vortex core further away from the wing surface. This is illustrated for the LEV code
in reference 131 for the case of the AR - 0.25 delta wing and for the VORSEP code in figure 25 for the
case of the AR = 1.0 delta wing, both at 20 degrees incidence. This effect will be more pronounced for
higher incidences and lower aspect ratios where the vortex core is relatively further away from wing. The
shape of the fixed near wake to be chosen for the LEV code has a rather large influence on the convergence
characteristics of this method (see Ref. 129). The example considered for the VORSEP code with its
"relaxed" near wake is the migration of the solution for the AR = 1.0 delta wing at a - 20 degrees, to the
solution for the same wing at a = 17.5 degrees (Fig. 26). The convergence of the quasi-Newton procedure is
satisfatory for this case. Quite apparent in the VORSEP result is that keeping the arc length of the
sheet fixed results in an increased roll-up.

Comparison of computed results with experimental data demonstrates that panel methods have the poten-
tial to predict detailed characteristics of the vortex flow. Figure 27a compares computed vortex locations
with experimental data (Ref. 83). The position of the vortices is excellently predicted by VORCON/VOR2DT.
The position of the leading-edge vortex core as predicted by VORSEP is satisfactory and it may be verified
that the location of the dent in the vortex sheet in figure 23 corresponds with the shown position of the
trailing-edge vortex. In figure 27b the computed pressure distribution is compared with experimental data
of references 135 and 136. Thcugh the agreement of computed and measured pressure distributions is quite
satisfactory, this figure shows one of the main difficulties in comparing computed and experimental vortex
flow results. It concerns the secondary separation just outboard of the lateral position of the leading-
edge vortex. The effect of the secondary separation depends on the status (laminar or turbulent) of the
boundary layer on the wing upper surface. Especially in the case of a laminar boundary layer the experi-
mentally found s ction peak is generally lower than the one computed and in some cases the secondary vortex
core induces a second suction peak between the leading-edge vortex and the leading edge. In ease of the
experiment of reference 136 the boundary layer was fully turbulent, while in reference 135 transition took
place at 60 % root chord. In both experiments secondary separation effects are evident. Note that VORSEP
correctly predicts the upper surface pressure increase towards the trailing edge and also that the conical
flow method VORCON gives a good prediction up to 50 % root chord. The effect of secondary separation is
much more apparent in the laminar flow case considered in figure 27c. It is the case of the 70 degrees
swept delta wing at 14 degrees incidence. The suction peaks predicted by the VORSEP code are not attained
in the experiment of Marsden et al. (Ref. 137). The computational results of the (early version of the) LEV
code show that the measured pressure distribution is predicted quite satisfactorily. However, it appears that
the 30 wing panels used are insufficient to resolve the suction peaks. This is also indicated by the compu-
tational results for the same wing at lower incidence presented in reference 127 where suction peaks evenlower than measured are predicted. In general, for wings with turbulent boundary layers, as shown in figure
27b, correlation is better than for the laminar boundary layer case shown in figure 21c. In figure et

vortex sheet shapes are compared computed with the Rehbech (Ref. 116) vortex lattice method, the conical
flow method VORCON and the three-dimensional panel method VORSEP. It appears that compared to the panel
methods the vortex lattice method predicts a vortex system that extents more inboard and upward. Figure 29
shows the vortex sheet geometry computed by VORSEP for a wing with a Concorde type ogee planform. Comparing
this result with the result of Maskew's (Ref. 97) quasi three-dimensional discrete vortex method again
shows that the latter method predicts a vortex system of a rather flatter overall apperance.

The LEV code has been applied to a variety of other cases, including arrow wings (Ref. 128), cambered
wings (Refs 128, 129), leading-edge vortex flaps (Refs 132, 138, 139) ani double-delta wings (Ref. 14o).
In the latter case it is assumed that the flow separates all along the leading edge, but the double-
branched wing vortex (see Fig. 13) is not modeled explicitly. With the LEV code such a two vortex system
can be handled, but an ee ier attempt failed (Ref. 141). Results for a double-delta wing of the VORSEP
code with its one-vortex sys-% capability are presented in figure 30. Comparison of the vortex sheet shapes
shown in figure 30a with the flow visualization results of reference 83 show that the ahape of the sheet is
correct, but the second vortex is not resolved for the rather coarse panel scheme employed. Note the ten-
dency of the near wake to form a double-branched trailing vortex. The computed pressure distribution on the
aft portion of the wing is shown in figure 30b. The extension of the panel method to configurations like
the double-delta and the strake wing with explicit 1cdeling of the two-vortex system seem rather straight-

I' forward (Ref. 83). Application of the LEV code to low-aspect ratio rectangular wings has been reported in
reference 131. Maskew (Refs 96, 97) applied the tine-stepping two-dimensional discrete-vortex method to a
low-aspect ratio bent plate. In this case a double-branched vortex, formed at the kink, develops in the
vortex sheet attached to the side edge quite realistically.
3.4.4 Sulor ega!nwbd

3ethodo for solvng the Ruler equations have been discussed in section 2.3.2 in connection with wake

roll-up. These methods a"i equally well to cases with extensive vortex flow over the wing. The main
advantage over the panel method approach where the vortex sheet$ and cores are "fitted", is that no a
priori knowledge is required about the topolog of the flow field. Comlex vortex flow structures will be
"captured" automatically. One of the first applicationa of the Auer equation method to delta wings vas
presented by Erikeson & Rizsi (Refs 66, 142). In figure 31 their solution for the 70 degrees swept delta
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wing at 15 degrees incidence is shown for M. 0.7 and compared with experiment and the incompressible
VORSEP result. It appears that the suction peak on the upper surface is too far outboard in both computed

results. In addition tha
. 
height of the suction peak computed by the Euler method is even lower than found

in the experiment, possibly indicating that in the computational result the amount of vorticity contained
in the region representing the rolled-up vortex sheet is lover than in the experiment. This is also sug-
gested by a comparison with the result of the VOSEP code for incompressible flow. In the comparison it
is assumed the influence of compressibility is small (e.g. Luckring Ref. 132) and results only in slightly
lower suction levels on the wing upper surface as well as a slight reduction in the cross-sectional dimen-
sion, i.e. a flattening of the rotational region. A further anomaly is the second, sharp, suction peak
right at the leading edge. Such a suction peak has not been found in panel method type of computations and
it appears to be a spurious numerical effect possibly indicating that the Kutta condition is not yet fully
satisfied. In the M 0.9 case presented in reference 66 this effect even dominates the solution over the
forward half of the wing.

The me~thvd developed by Schmdt (Ref. 65) and Hitzel (Ref. 143) for solving the Euler equations has

been applied to the case of the arrow-wing-body combination. It is shown in reference 143 that the com-
puted pressure distribution agrees excellently with the experimental data of reference 144. In Hitzel's
results for the sharp leading edge there is no evidence of a sharp secondary suction peak at the leading
edge. No direct comparison is made with results of a panel method code. An earlier application of the LEV
code to the same configuration, in absence of the body, has been shown to yield a load distribution also
in excellent agreement with experimental data (Ref. 127). However, seen in the light of the LEV code
results for the AR - 1.46 delta wing this may fortuitously be attributed to a coarse panel scheme in

combination with a short vortex sheet.
It has been noted that in the solution of the Euler equations for the flow about slender wings there

is some evidence that a phenomenon resembling secondary separation (Refs 66, 142) and vortex breakdown
occur (Ref. 143). Whether these are true effects of the solution and not spurious numerical effects asso-
ciated with the particular discrelization used, will have to be investigated by means of computations on
finer meshes.

Results of Rehbach's incompressible method are presented in references 68, 71 and i45. It concerns
the high-angle-of-attack flow about rectangular wings, delta wings, a cruciform wing and a swept back
wing. However, since no pressure distributions are presented a thorough assessment of this method is not
possible here.

4. DISCUSSION

In this chapter the development of computational methods for vortex wakes and for configurations
with "controlled" vortex flow are sumsarized and discussed. Possible extensions and improvements of exist-
ing methods as well as promising new developments are indicated.

Vortex wake roll-up - 2D time dependent
The most widely used method for this problem is the discrete-vortex method. In spite of various

attempts to "regularize" the singular velocity field associated with a discrete vortex the method even-
tually appears to result in numerical problems as vortex sheet cross-over and loss of the identity of the
sheet. The latter also occurs in the "cloud-in-cell" method, where in addition spurious small-scale struc-
tures may influence the evolution of the regular large-scale structures. In the panel method the sheet is
modeled more accurately and if one accounts for the stretching of the sheet (redistribution, adaptive
panel scheme) it has been demonstrated using the VOR2DT code that consistent results can be obtained. A
necessary prerequisite to obtain results for longer times is the explicit representation of highly rolled-
up regions by a vortex core model. For relatively compact nearly circular rolled-up regions the (axi-
symmetric) isolated vortex/feeding sheet(s) model provides a sufficiently accurate model for the inner
most turns. For rolled-up regions of larger cross-sectional area a relatively large extent of vortex
sheet is required before the isolated vortex model forms a valid approximation for the remaining inner
turns. In these cases a core model consisting of a finite region with continuously distributed vorticity
is a more appropriate model of reality. The development of methods for the evolution of a wake consisting
of rotational flow regions of infinitesimal extent (sheets) and of finite extent (cores) has only just
started. It provides a fruitful area for extension of the current method, bridging to some extent the gap
between panel methods and finite-difference methods for the Euler equations. Especially the interaction
between the region of rotational flow with the vortex sheet(s) and the feeding of vorticity into this
region requires f-rther investigation. The results of the inviscid roll-up computation may be regarded as
the appropriate initial value for a computational method for the later stages of the wake development
where viscous effects become important.

Vortex wakes - 3D
Unfortunately the methods developed thusfar employ the vortex-lattice approach. Most of the methods

experience the ssme kind of numerical problems as their its two-dimensional counter parts. The three-
dimensional higher-order panel method presently under development at various institutes, provides a good
opportunity to develop a more consistent method for the interaction of rolling-up wakes with nearby com-
ponents of the configuration. Since the problem is nonlinear in terms of the wake geometry it will involve
a number of panel method computations with the latest position of the wake. This means that the computa-

tional cost will be a multiple of the cost of the conventional panel method computation with a fixed wake
geometry and might be quite substantipl. In the panel method approach the topolog of the wake has to be
known a priori, i.e. the vortex yst4 is fitted into the solution.

For a large number of practical configurations the topolog of the wake is known or may possibly be
derived from preliminary two-dimensional time-dependent computations. In more complex cases a vortex sheet
capturine" method is required to resolve the interaction. A further severe limitation of panel methods is

that they are restricted to suberitical flow, i.e. flows without shock waves. The current transonic poten-
tial flow methods that account for these effects assume a simple geometry of the wake, usually the wake
surface coincides with a plane of the spatial grid. Since in moat cases it wmld be an almost impossible
task to account for a "relaxing" wake in the grid generation process, the wake must be left free to
"float" through a fixed grid. The investigation into this partly lagrangian formulation has only recently
started. An alternative to account for nonlinear camp ssibility effects, presently under development at
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NLR, is to employ a panel method in which the surface singularity distribution is supplemented with a
spatial source distribution in those regions of the 3D space where nonlinear compressibility effects are
of importance. In this way the wake roll-up and interaction can be treated by the panel method as in the
case of linear potential flow and in addition the spatial grid is only reuired in relatively small parts
of 3D space. However, much effort is required to reduce the prohibitive N dependence of the computatioual
cost of the panel method approach. A further extension of the method is to add a spatial vorticity distri-
butio to model well-developed vortex cores more accurately. Such an integral equation formulation (e.g.
Ref. 146) would also be required in the case of a close-coupled canard where on the wing there is a strong
interaction between nonlinear compressibility effects and rotational effects.

Computational methods for the Euler equations allow for nonlinear compressible as well as for rota-
tional flow without explicitly knowing the topology of these regions. Although it is generally recognized
that "capturing" vortex sheets and cores is more difficult than "capturing" shock waves, these methods are
presently applied with apparent success to cases with vortex flow as the flow near wing tips and the flow
about slender wings. The computational cost of these methods may be quite acceptable when use is made of
the vectorial computing power of current super computers.

Leading-edge vortex flow - Slender configurations
The conical flow methods like the VORCON panel method yield good results for arbitrary cross-sections

with or without thickness at low computational expense. The extension of such methods to nonconical
slender configurations such as for instance arbitrarily shaped strakes appears to be straightforward. In
addition to providing a relatively inexpensive tool for preliminary investigations it results also in a
better initial guess for the solution of the fully three-dimensional flow about nonconical geometries.

The improvement of for instance the vortex core model from the isolated vortex/feeding sheet combina-
tion to a core with distributed vorticity might perhaps conveniently first be studied for the case of
quasi-3D flow, where computer resources requirements are modest.

Leading-edge vortex flow - 3D configurations
Methods based on Polhamus suction analogy are widely used, because an excellent correlation of pre-

dicted and measured forces and moments is obtained and quite importantly also because it only requires an
update of the conventional well-established attached flow lifting surface methods. Unfortunately the
Polhsmus suction analogy does not supply the detailed pressure distribution on the configuration and the
extension to for instance strake-wing and canard-wing configurations requires the development of additional
(empirical) concepts. Panel methods developed for the flow about wings with leading-edge vortex flow have
proven to be capable of computing the detailed pressure distribution. The major problem in applying the
free-vortex-sheet panel method is to specify such an initial guess that convergence of the iterative pro-
cedure for solving the geometry of the vortex sheet and the doublet distribution is warranted. Also the
computer resources requirements for the method are of the order of a multiple of the conventional panel
method with a fixed wake. In this respect it is interesting to note that a recent preliminary study with a
"vectorized" version of the VOR2DT panel code on the CRAY-IS computer indicates that a substantial reduc-
tion in computing time can be realized by vectorization of the computation of the influence integrals.
Thusfar the method has been applied to wings with a single vortex system only, but extension to (strake-
wing) configurations with a two-vortex system is straightforward. In the current methods the model of the
vortex core is still the simple isolated vortex/feeding sheet model. Improvement of this model to a distri-
buted vorticity model is required to account adequately for the flow at high angles of attack, for the
flow about not so slender wings and for the flow about strake-wing configurations. In addition the modeling
of the onset of vortex breakdown (e.g. Wilson, Ref. 147 for an earlier attempt), especially important for
strake-wing design, should be investigated further.

From the comparison of computed results with experimental data it is clear that secondary separation
effects are often quite important. Modeling of secondary separation on a delta wing by a vortex sheet has
been reported earlier (see Smith, Ref. 15). The location of the separation line will have to be specified,
or ideally have to be found as part of the solution. The latter undoubtedly will involve a strongly coupled
viscous-inviscid interaction of the external flow with the boundary layer on the wing upper surface. This
problem is closely related to the problem of vortex flow separation from the smooth surface of slender
bodies (e.g. Fiddes, Ref. 148) and has not yet been considered extensively for wings or other three-
dimensional configurations.

In panel methods linear compressibility effects can be accounted for by applying the G6tbert trans-
formation, i.e. solving the Prandtl-Glauert equation. This equation is valid for small perturbations to the
main free stream, but certainly this assumption will be violated inside the vortex cores where both axial
and circumferential velocities become large. If the normal velocity condition is applied the vortex sheet
in addition to the doublet distribution east also carry a source distribution of strength related to the
doublet distribution (section 2.3). This my seem a severe complication. However, employing the close cor-
respondence between the velocity induced by a source distribution and the velocity induced by a doublet
distribution (Ref. 119) results in little additional computational effort. In the mass-flux formulation
the source distribution is not required, but for large perturbations the mss-flux boundary condition tends
more rapidly to irrealistic results than the conventional velocity boundary condition.

- onlinear compressibility effects as well as the ability to capture vortex sheets and rotational
regions are included in the methods that solve the Euler equations. The latter implies that no a priori
knowledge is required about the often complex topolog of the vortical flow. It has been claimed that

' ,these methods also model secondary vortex separation and vortex breakdown. In the real flow secondry vor-

tex separation depends on the Reynolds number, vortex breakdown has been reported to depend only weekly on
Reynolds number. Whether the Euler equations can truly simulate these effects will require further investi-
gation. If the vorticity production in the Euler methods is governed by "artificial" viscosity, it my be
speculated that underneath the primary vortex, where gradients are large, "secondary separation" type of
effects may occur in the form of the generation of vorticity of sense opposite to that of the primary
vortex. However, comparing figures 27c and 31 and also considering Hitsel's (Ref. 1&3) results does not
support this conjecture.

In the panel method sad aleso in Iaehbach'£ incompressible Euler method (Pets 69-71), bot not requiring
a spatial grid, vorticity is produced only at predetermined locations. In this respect it would be veryinteresting and instructive to c are detailed results of EuleWr equation method mid penel method cmputa-
tiona for, say, a unit-aspect-ratio wing at 20 degrees incidence. In order to validate the eastational
methods described detailed experimental data from flow field surveys would be very valuable. Also explora-
tory flow field investigations (e.g. (Hef. 83) that reveal the structure of the vortical flow field are
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inlispensable espeeially for methods that "fit" the vortical regions.
The reported computational cost or computing times involved in running a Euler code are either modest

(on a vector computer) or rather extreme, but undoubtedly further improvements are possible. It must be
concluded that the Euler method is very attractive for cases with a complex vortex flow topology, but it
remains to be seen whether for subsonic flow it will be more efficient than the (future) panel method in
cases for which the topology of the vortex flow is known.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In the last few years considerable progress has been made in the development of computational methods
for the prediction of the detailed aerodynamic characteristics of configurations with vortex flow. It has
been demonstrated that for slender wings with a simple one-vortex system satisfactory results can be
obtained employing panel methods. The extension to configurations with a more complex but a priori known
well-defined vortex system appears to be relatively straightforward. A more accurate modeling of vortex
cores will lead to a further enhancement of the usefulness of the panel method approach. The main limita-
tion of the panel method approach is that the topology of the vortex flow must be known in advance.

It is not widely recognized that properties familiar in the context of finite-difference and finite-
volume methods like stability, smoothing, dissipation, dispersion, etc. apply equally well to panel methods.
The effects of these properties on the solution are not well understood.

Computing the flow about configurations with extensive vortex flow employing methods for solving
Euler's equations with vortex sheet capturing capability appears very promising. It appears that also in
the case of Euler methods the topology of the vortex flow structure must be known in advance if a grid is
to be constructed with sufficient resolution at the right locations. Some of the questions raised with
respect to the use of the Euler equations for vortex flow may be answered by an in depth comparison of
computational results of panel method and Euler method.

There are good prospects for a substantial reduction in the computational resources requirements for
both panel methods and Eular methods when employing the vectorial computing power of current super com-
puters.

The development of computational methods for configurations with vortex flow is approaching a level
that is useful for design purposes.
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Q 0 VORTEX FLOW SIM1ULATIONS PAST WINGS
USING THE EULER-EQUATIONS

Claus Weilandj K Nesserschmitt-Bdlkow-Bloam GmbH
Ottobrunn, BRD

Flow fields with vortex separation play an important role in the aerodynamics of missiles and for
airplanes. Investigations carried out recently have shown that such flow fields can be computed by means
of solutions of the Euler-equations. In the present paper results are presented for flow fields around del-
ta-wings with freestream Machnumber larger than 1. The range of the angle of attack is up to = 15*. The
Euler-equations are integrated by using a space-marching finite-difference method. The delta-wings have
got sharp and blunted leading edges. At the sharp leading edge a condition is prescribed which produces a

acc tangential discontinuity by means of which vorticity is introduced into the flow field. The formulation of
the governing equations, the boundary conditions and the initial data is discussed. The results shown are
the contours of the bow shock, the isobars, the lines of constant total pressure and the velocity vectorsof the cross flow. The wave drag is determined by evaluating the integral relation for the mntum i. an
adequate surface in the flow field.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

A.B.C matrices of the non-conservative Euler- u,vw components of the velocity vector in (zr.
equations 'f)-directions

a,b constants V velocity vector

c speed of sound W drag force

D Jacobi-determnant X solution vector of the non-conservative Eu-

a total energy per volume ler-equations

g empirical coefficient z.xy Cartesian coordinates

h enthalpy z.r,%P cylindrical coordinates

H vector of curvature terms of the 4uasi- a angle of attack
conservative formulation r vector of curvature terms of the non-conser-

J.K.L Jacobian of the quasi-conservative Eu- vative formulation
ler-equations stability parameter 0 < I 5 1

Li total length of the delta wing (Fig.2) density

M Machnuvter q direction of the velocity at the sharp lea-

n n normal vector ding edge in the z.r.-plane ('-./2)

p static pressure v/2 - c

sweep angle

1. INTROOUCTION

One of the aims of theoretical and particularly numerical fluid dynamics is the calculation of com-
plete flow fields past missiles and aircraft shapes. Up to now we are far away from a general solution of
the Navier-Stokes equations because of the problems of numerical mathematics (stable and fast algorithms
for field points, compatible algorithms at the boundaries, grid generation), physical problems (stability
of the flow, transition, turbulence), and bounds of performance of the computers available today (main me-
mory. memory access, operation time of the functional units, etc.).

Nevertheless, in the last 2 decades considerable advances were achieved in integrating derivatives of the Na-
vier-Stokes equations like the linearised potential equation, the full potential equation, the Euler-equa-
tions, the boundary-layer equations, the parabolized and thin-layer Wavier-Stokes equations. These equa-
tions were solved for flows past more or less simple to-dimensional and three-dimensional configurations.
It seems, that the calculation of flow fields with supersonic freestream Machnumbers (1..' 1) is a rela-
tively easy task compared to the calculation of subsonic and in particular trensonic flow fields. This is
due to the fact, that the formulation and the realization of the boundary conditions at inflow and outflow

t rboundaries is simpler for supersonic flows than for subsonic- and transonic flows. In addition the poten-
tial equation and the Euler-equations are hyperbolic in space for supersonic flows and the theory for sys-
tams of quasilinear, hyperbolic partial differential equations in two and three dimensions is better de-
velopedthan for quasilinear, elliptic problems. Because of the structure of the domain of dependence of
hyperbolic problems (e.g.: steady inviscid supersonic flow fields). a space marching method can be applied4 whereby the expenses for the min memory of the computer are reduced by one space dimension.

The complete aerodynemical problem of flow field analysis is to determine the pressure distribution
on the surface of a given configuration at given freestream values (Machntr, A*-nmber, angle of et-

Stack, angle of yaw. etc.). All the relevant aerodynamical coefficients of forces and moments can be cal-
culated by integrating the pressure distribution on the body surface. In sam cases the distribution of
temperature at the body surface is of special importance (missiles, space shuttle). lhen a complete field
solution was found, the above mentioned quantities are pert of the solution in the frame of the asss-
tions introduced.

11_ __
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A lot of effort have been .pent in order to make it possible to calculate shocks with numerical me-
thods. Two methods are available today: a) the "shock-fitting-technique" il1 and b) the "shock-capturing-
technique" 2 46'. The application of the shock-capturing technique - for embedded shocks usually em-
ployed - requires that the system of partial differential equations is formulated in such a manner that
by integrating them over a region containing discontinuities, only integrable functions Occur. It is also
necessarT for the prevention of expansion shocks that the numerical method contains artificial diffusion
terms : 6(entroPy condition).

Another kind of discontinuities in inviscid flow fields is given by vortex sheets. The transport of

vorticity through a flow field is done by diffusion and by convection. It is known, that flow fields with
vorticity can be calculated by using the Euler-equations which describe the convective transport. In re-
cent years vortex flow calculations have been carried out by applying various numerical methods in order
to integrate the Euler-equations: for problems of missile aerodynamic space-marching procedures in connec-
tion with a Kutta-condition are successfully employed '7 * 91, a time-dependent method based on a finite
volume procedure was used for the prediction of the flow past transonic and supersonic wings [10,11].

It was found by the last authors that along sharp and blunted leading edges of delta-wings vortex
separation occured although no Kutte-condition was introduced. This is a surprising result and cannot be
explained up to now [12 .

In the present paper results are given from calculations of supersonic flow fields past delta-wings
with blunt and sharp leading edges. A three-dimensional space-marching finite difference method based on
the work in Refs. [13,17,18J is used.

The scope of the paper is to advance the understanding of Euler simulations of vortex flows.

2. CALCULATIONS OF FLOWS WITH VORTICITY USING THE EULER-EQUATIONS

Let us consider some of the effects and mechanisms which we encounter by the calculation of vortical
type flows using a discrete numerical method.

a. Some sources of vorticity in a flow field are:
a) shocks of varying strength
a) intersecting shocks of different strength
y) no-slip condition at the walls l4, 153

b. Transport of vorticity by the Euler-equations through:
a) convection (along streamlines)
a) diffusion (normal to the streamlines) in solutions of discrete approximations of the Euler-equa-

tions due to the artificial diffusion terms

c. Introduction of vorticity in a discrete Euler solution by
a) a. m) and a. 0)
a) a Kutta-like condition
y) initial and boundary conditions.

At sharp leading edges of wings the Euler-equations are undetermined. A tangential discontinuity is
introduced there as a boundary condition which is similar to the Kutta-condition (c. 8)) used at the trai-
ling edge of profiles and wings. The vorticity produced by such discontinuities at sharp leading edges of
delta wings is convective transported into the flow field and models the leeside vortices due to the
artificial diffusive transport (b. a)).

3. THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The three-dimensional steady Euler-equations in a non-conservative formulation read for cylindrical
coordinates (zr,-*):

A 2 +- .C A r" 0 (1)

I~x iI0

U 0
where -w' I _

vw

1000 u v 0 0 ~
P a 0 p0 ( 0 0 0 0 fw 0 0

A-0u 0 0 0 v 0 0" 0 j- 0w. 0 00
0 0 u 0 0 0 0 v 0 0 0 0 w P1 O

c'pO 0 u O a co 0 V 0  L cID w 0

For the calculation of strong and weak discontinuities (shocks and vortex sheets) using the capturing
method it is necessary to use the governing equations In a conse rntt [23 or qssi-cormervative [13,16)
foimulation, respectively.

Or)
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The quasi-conservative formulation 
is given by:

JU + K U LU H - 0 (2)
at av up

1 (PU) + (pV) + (pW)2 tettlcir

where U
T  

(p. pu, pv. ow, e) is the solution vector and e the total ener-
gy per volume. Y-1 2 P

The Jacobi-matrices J.K.L are lengthy and can be found in [131. The correlation between the matrices
A,B.C and J,KL can conveniently be found from similarity transformaLions. We consider, for example, the
first term of equation (2)

at

and look at the vector a/az U as the components of a coordinate system. Let the linear transformation

Y f( ztif~LU)

be given in this coordinate system. Then we obtain a transformation to another coordinate system by

SU T 1X and (3)
az az

From this it follows

j T-3T a x

and A = T-1J
'
T

A similarity transformation does not change the characteristic equation of a matrix. Therefore .) and
A have the same eigenvalues. From equation (3) we obtain in a simple way the transformation matrix T:

n 10 0 0 00 o
lOu I u o 0 0 0 U

ov v. w o 0 Ti a
Ow w 0 0 0 /

e S!_ Ou Py DIN--jP

and the inverse:

f1 0 0 0 0
-u/O I/n 0 0 0

T-' -v/o 0 Il/ 0 0 q' 2 u2 +v2 +w

-w/C 0 0 1/0 0

4. THE BOUNDARY CONOITIONS

In this paper the flow past delta wings with blunt amd sharp leading edges is considered. The flow
field is computed between the bow shock and the body surface. The boundary conditions at the bow shock are

given by the Rnktne-Hugoniot equations. For large angles of attack and moderate freestrm Machnumbers
the bow shock surface on the leeward side turns Into a Mach surface with continuous entropy across it.
There. the prescribed boundary conditions are the freestream values and the characteristic direction-con-
ditton. At the body we have the condition that the normal component of the velocity-vector has to vanish.
At the sharp leading edge the solution of the Euler-equations is indetermined [7.9]. A condition is intro-
duced there, by means of which a tangential discontinuity is formed. We obtain

w-0

p 0.5 (p+ + p-)
i, H u 

+  
w' + 
W

2 ' (4)tan . .' ¢(v). )

(CC) tan - tan. (Ig) 0.g<g.Mx

P - 0.5 (P+ + P)

The direction of the velocity vector at the sharp leading edge can be determined by (*) or (*). Both
equations have proved themselves to be conditionally useful. In (**) w is the angle between the z-axis
(marching-direction) and the leading edge, and g is an empirical quantity of the order of magnitude
O(gmax) - 1/4

&j A .



5. THE ANALYTICAL FUNCTIONS FOR THE DESCRIPTION OF THE GRID

The frame of reference is given by the cylindrical coordinates (zr,.p). A set of coordinates z.t.
is chosen such that the physical space between the surface of the body contour and the surface of the ini-
tially unknown bow shock is transformed into a computational space having plane surfaces at his bounda-
ries. In addition it is demanded that the origin p of a local polar coordinate system in planes z-const
can be defined by the two free functions xo, Yo (Fig. I). In that way a proper resolution of the flow
field in domain with strong curvature of the body contour is attained:

z-z

bow shock y = ( )/2bow shock

Vp arctenL (5)

body y, O(6)O n

t. 'P(XoY o )  Ri,l.,') - F (i.0) ; R('iO,0) -G(z,*)

Fig. I

The functions xo(Z0) and yo(i
.
01 ore problem-oriented and read for the delta wings considered here

x o  io ) = 0 (6)

yo(i.) - const • sinO

6. THE NUMERICAL 4ETHOD

The numerical method was derived from Ref. [171. There it is employed for the solution of the Euler-
equations in a non-conservative formulation. The extension of this method to the solution of the quasi-
conservative formulated Euler-equations used here was carried out in Ref. [13]. Further extensions for
more general geometries as considered here are discussed in 118). To stabilize the method in critical flow
regions (e.g. strong curvatures in the body contour) an explicit diffusion term of the kind a/at e aU/at
with a= A(I+c)/(jC+c)mx was introduced.

The method itself is implicit and is solved in the direction between body and bow shock (4-coordi-
nate) by a linear recurrence formula, and in the two remaining directions (i,O) because of the quasi-line-
arity of the governing equations by an iteration process (i is the marching direction).

7. THE INITIAL COOTION (STARTING SOLUTION)

The solution of a hyperbolic problem depends strongly on the initial conditions. This can be seen by
considering the domain of dependence and the domain of influence of the flow, Therefore it is necessary
to produce initial date as good as possible.

For the present solutions always a small part of the body near the apex is considered as conical and
for this part a conical solution is provided. The cross-section of the body at the position where the
calculation is to be started is considered as the basis of the cone. Along the cone the calculation using
the marching-procedure is conducted until the conical solution is reached, i.e. the solution is indepen-
dent on the marching coordinate. The Dillner-wing is taken as a sample case [19], Fig. 2. The equation
describing the surface of the wing reads:

spanwise sections of biconvex circular [z-j R(y)+j
2 

+ [lka * R(y)]'J - V(R(y)_' (7)
arc with maximum thickness of 6%

8 with a - 4.1516 ; b - a+O.03
Y o / RWy)

- 
- L 1 y tn c

'4 __ II _ , ...

- • ...... ...................
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The calculation is started at &L - 0.1 L. The equation for the Ersatz-nose cone having the basis of
the cross-section surface at z- aL from equation (7) is given by

[AL - 1 (L +-y tanc - a(L - L ta y tan EJ (8)
2 z tz~+~~n [iz- 8

8. CALCULATION OF THE WAVE DRAG

For same of the cases in this paper the wave drag coefficient depending on the z-coordinata is eval-
uated. By considering the control surface plotted in Fig. 3. we can see that the wave drag of the body,mest be found in the surface 3-3'. ir~.

control surface 01
2 bow shock

1 
body

4.

13.

Fig. 3

The equation for the wave drag can be written as

W S[nvn(u.-u) + (p_-p)nz dO (9)

0

The accuracy of the field solution with respect to the numerical approximation can be checked by the

application of an equation for the wave drag, consisting of eq. (9) and the energy equation.

We obtain

-L. JJ[nvn { (u -u)2 +v2 + 2 _ h-h.} + u. ( p.- p)nz] dO , (10)
02

where u , p. h are freestream values and nz is the component of the normal vector in the z-direction of
the control surace 0. The use of a body-fixed coordinate system and an angle of attack a, 0 makes some
changes necessary in the equations (9) and (10) [20]. During the computation of the flow past a conical bo-
dy by means of a marching procedure the behaviour of the equations (9) and (10) can be studied. At the be-
gin of the computation, when the flow variables are still far away from the conical solution, the values
of the equations (9) and (10) differ strongly from each other. They converge to a common value only, if
the conical solution is reached. This is due to the fact that the energy equation requires the conserva-
tion of the total enthalpy in the whole flow field which is not fulfilled at the starting position. For
the coordinates zit, we obtain for the integral eqs. (9) and (10)

2JYdO = 
2  

YIYDrdEd 
(11)

0 0
Y is substituted by one of the intagrands of eqs. (9) or (10) and D is the Jacobi-dateminant. Eq. (11) is
integrated by means of the trapezoidal formula.

9. RESULTS

In this chapter the results of flow field calculations past two delta-wings (Fig. 2, Fig. 4 ) are dis-
cussed. The delta-wing shown in Fig. 4 consists of a conical part of the length L1 and a non-conical part
of the length Li, where for the non-conical pert two cases are distinguished. Firstly, a blunted leading
edge with an elliptic contour in the cross-section and secondly, a sharp leading edge.

The results presented are cross flow velocity vectors, the Isobars, the lines of constant total pres-

sure, and the contours of the bow shock in planes z . const . For the freestream Machnumber N - 2.0 and the
angle of attack a. 101 the Figs. Sa,b (blunt leading edge) and the Figs. 6a,b (sharp leading edge) show
the velocity vectors of the cross flow and the contour of the bow shock. From Fig. S& (blunt leading edge)
we can see, that the flow (up to z- 2.2Li ) has no tendency to separate in order to build up the leeside
vortices known from the experiment. The blunted leading edge Is completely flowed around. At the sharpleading edge (Figs. 6a,b), however. the flow separates due to the condition eqs. (4) implemnted there.The Figs. 6ab show the velocity vectors of the cross flow at z 12.88. LI. The number of grid points has

bean (17, 37) in the c,@*directions.

Donstream of te conical part of the wing where the vortices are forming comlicated vortex struc-
tures can be seen already for a • 100 which are strengthened for a - 1$. In order to get m insight into
this region the number of grid points in *-direction was doubled. Fig. 7a (z- 1.851L ) shows, how two
sall vortices and one large vortex are developing and further domstream (Fig. 7b; z-2.31) how they
are merging. In Figs. Be (z -4L1 ) and 9a (z 8SL1) only one remaining strong vortex can be seen, which is

L--an-
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removed from the body surfaces. Fig. 8b shows the isobars in the cross flow plane, while in Fig. 9b the
lines of constant total pressure are plotted.

In an inviscid flow with constant freestream values a profile in total pressure can occur either if
the flow contains a curved shock or if a tangential discontinuity is enforced by a boundary condition. In
this case (Fig. 9b) the position of the minimum of the total pressure is different from the position ofthe vortex core. This can not be explained in the sense of the above statement. On the windward side near
the body surface we can also observe a weak decrease of total pressure due to the variation in the
strength of the bow shock and hence conclude vorticity to be in that region. A small vortex seems to re-
sult near the plane of symmetry (Fig. 7c). in Fig. 10 the location of the center-line of the vortex is
plotted which is taken from the cross-flow velocity vector plots. The center-line of the vortex is ap-proximately a straight line which downstream removes from the body.

For freestream Machnumbers Mw= 1.5 and 2.0. and angles of attack a= 5Q and 100, flow fields around
the Dillner-wing (Fig. 2) have been calculated. Fig. 11 shows some results in planes z=const for k4= 1.5
and a= 5. The grid used and the lines of total pressure are plotted at the positions z= 0. LI . The total
pressure shows on the leeward side close to the leading edge a strongly changing profile and on the wind-
ward side near the body surface a weakly changing profile. The velocity vectors of the cross flow show at
z= 0.411 still no leeward side vortex. This is due to the displacement effect of the body, which possesesits local maximum of thickness along the line U (Fig. 2). Only downstream of z-O.SL, where the thick-
ness of the body decreases,vortices are exhibited by the plots of the cross-flow velocity vectors. The
center of the completely developed vortex tends towards the leading edge (z a 0.8 1 ) . Furthermore a plot
with isobars is shown at the position z= 0.8L I . Lines of constant total pressure and velocity vectors of
the cross flow are given at the position z= 0.95L in the region where the vortex is fully developed.
From the vector plot we can see, that the vortex lies close to the body surface due to the moderate angle
of attack.

(Note: The reference length was changed for the representation of the velocity vectors in the cross
flow plane z=0.9511 . Thereby a better resolution of the flow can be attained in the area where the
vortex lies).

Fig. 12 shows some results for the freestream Machnumber M.= 2.0 and the angle of attack C, -5 At
the positions z=0.411, z-0.8LI, and z=0.95LI a direct comparison with the results of Fig. 11 can be
made. Due to the larger freestream Machnumber, compared with the before mentioned example, the strength of
the bow shock has considerably increased. The physical domain aetween the body and the bow shock to be
evaluated is much smeller than in the N,- 1.5 case. In general we can say that the results shown in Figs.
11 and 12 are rather similar. The lines of constant total pressure at z=0.95LI show a more pronounced
minimum of the total pressure near the center of the vortex than in Fig. 11. At z.0.611 the velocity
vectors of the cross flow indicates - due to the negative gradient of the function of the body contour
with respect to the z-coordinate near the plane of symmetry - the onset of the vortex.

Fig. 13 shows the results for H. =2.0 and a= 10. A distinct vortex can already be seen at z -0.6L i .In the plane z=0.81 the velocity vectors of the cross flow show a vortex with a fully developed core.
In this case the position of the local minimum of the total pressure agrees well with the position of the
center of the vortex.Further downstream of the wing a decomposition of the core of the vortex is indicated
(z=0.9511 ). It may be that the artificial diffusion terms used here is causing this behaviour of the so-
lution. The wave drag as function of the z-axis is plotted in Fig. 14 for the three calculated flow fields
at the Dillner-wing. The wave drag was calculated using equations (9) and (10).

10. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the preceding pages. a few calculations of flows around delta-wings with blunt and sharp leading
edges have been discussed. The quasi-conservative Euler-equations are integrated by the use of a space
marching finite difference procedure. The flows considered are always supersonic. The separation of the
flow at the sharp leading edge of the wing is modeled by imposing a Kutta-like condition.

This paper describes a first step of a work to get more insight into the possibilities to calculate
vortical type flows with numerical approximatiu,, of he Euler-equations. It shows that the numerical me-
thod used is able to predict the vortices on the leeward side of delta-wings. In a second step the amount
of vorticity created by imposing a Kutta-condition will be investigated in more detail.
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SIMUJLATION 1'ECOWEUTS TLIRBULENTS PAR UNE METHODE

DE TOuiRBILLOUS PO9JCTUELS

S' HUBERSONOsie Nationat d'Etudu e~t de Rcheuheie Aftoap 4tia, (ONERA)
92320 CHATZLLON - FRANCE

On sintdrease au calcul des dcoulementa turbulent$ de fGuides parfaits incompressible*. La methods de tourbil-
Ions ponctuels, oEtendue par Rebbach b la rdsolution do problames tridimensionnels, Double bien adaptae au
calcul de ltOvolution des grosses structures turbulentes. Lea interactions avec les phknomsenes correspondant
aux: dchelles plus petites sont moddliades au moyen de l'introduction de plusieurs nivesux. de discrttisation.
Un algorithms numkrique, inddpendant du nabre de niveaux choisis eat d~crit, et eon application h quelgues
46coulements plans eat prdsentde.

SIMULATION OF TURBULENT F[OWS WITH A POINT VORTEX~ MLTHOV

SUMARY

This paper deals with the computation of turbulent incompressible flows of an inviacid fluid. The point vortex
method, extended by Rebsch to three-dimsensional problems, is thought to be well-suited for the computation
of the evolution of turbulent large eddies. The interaction with lower scales is modelized through the intro-
duction of different hierarchies of vortices. A numerical algorithm, independent of the number of hierarchies,
is presented, and applied to soins examples of plan flows.

I - INTRODUCTION-

La noddlisatiainundrique d'Acoulements rdels, is plus souvent turbulents, comporce une dtape essentielle :1I
discrdtisation. Celle-ti consists I 6tablir une correspondance entre un systAboe syant un nombrs infini
de degrs e libertd et un systbme fini. Cette moddlisation pout parfois s'avdrer rdalisable directement
sans qu'il soit ndcessaire de tenir compte e touts I& finesse des phdnomones physiques. La m~thode clasaique
pour lea Ecoulements turbulent# consists &lors A fcrire Lea Equations pour lee champs moyesa et lour nature
non lindaire introduit une moyson e produit qui rdapparaft A un ordre supdrieur done chaque dquation, I
meaure qus i'on prsnd so compte des moments d'ordre plus dlevds. La d~couplage de tean quations n'est pas
possible a priori puisqu'il reviendrait A rdduirs Ie nombre de degrds de libertt. On introdoit dont des
hypoth~ses e fermeture, spdcifiques du nombre d'dquations prime@ en compte et du type d'dcoulement reprienoth.
La r~solution de ces Equations complexes as fait en g~ndral par voie numfiriqus, et, Is turbulence etant
essentiellement on phdnowkne tourbillonnaire, lea mithodes e type transport Lagrangien du tourbillon
semblent fournir on mod~le capable de calculer avoc une certaine souplease lea dcoulements incompreaaiblea
lea plus g~ndraux. Lour application a des dcoulementa turbulent* a fait l'objet d'un grand nombre e travaux
en particulier par Christiansen [11, St Aref et Siggia [2] pour des cas piriodiqus. Chorin [3] a 4galoment
propos6 uns approche originals, maim qui semble poser des probluses de prdcision (Milinazzo Saffman ()41).
Le but de ce travail eat do conatroirs A partir d'iddes phiysiques simples. un mod~bls ns constituent ps
une methods faisant appel AI&l rdsolution numdrique des Equations ds Navier-Stokes, aia permettant
d'aborder des comportements similaires A ceux induits par Is turbulence. Ce modtle aura pour bass Is mithods
particulaire e Rohbach [5) qui permet e calculer lea Ecouloments tridimensinesa incompressible e
fluids parfait. Cello-ti prisents l'int~rtt do no pas faire appol explicitement I I& structure en filaments
tourbilloonaires do l'dcoulement at is princip e cot algorithm sra ici rappold. On exposera 5tnsuite
les bass es lam~thods numiriquo e rdsolution proposE et on ossaiera do montror on qool sons ii s'agit
d'une mithods do calcul d'dcoulements turbulenta. Enfin, quelques rdsultata sront prdesnt~o pour des
dtouloinonta bidimensionnosa.

2 - LA A4ETHODE DE REHBACH 151

t ~L'coulement d'un fluide parfait incompressible oat rdgi par l'dqustion e Hlmohitz pour Is caLcul e l'&vo-

lution dana is t-mps Eu tourbillon Gal rotatiov du champ do vitess. V , t lI'quation e contiouitE'JL*_~. 2.__+ ,vat W 1)P
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Apartir des deux derni~ras dquationa, de (2)o on petit expriiser le champ de vitesse en fonction de CA)

ofit

position S; caracttrisant Ia particule & cheque pas de tep.A l'inetant initial, ces dewt chamops soot
formes A l'aide de Ia relation:

(1; =6 If .j it1...

0i AX JJ WAZ JI' Mb)

l'ioddterminationoustr le vecteur Xi' dansle cas d'Ecoulements tridimensionnels eat levde aui oen d'une
contrainte auppldmeotaire (cinitaisation de l'crreur stur Ia vitesse). Pour calculer l'tvolution de ces deux
champs de vecteurs, on utilise deux syst~mea couplds d'Equations diffdrentielles obtenues en discrdtissot
(2.a) :S -4

oft ddsigne tine valeur reprdsentative de Ia fonctton 9 stir Is particule T; qui n'est pas, en
gin~ral, Is moyenne sigdbrique, de ., our ?;. Le champ de vitesse et son gradient snt calculds A partir
deo ;,~ par des relations intdgrales correspondant k (3) et h a& d~rivde:

e t pour 3 3: X . )( . X A 2 +

.... a~~sn~x~g+ (7)7CVQ

11 e:tat coonti des utilisateurs des mfithodes de tourbillons ponctuela que ces relations inttgrala
pr4seutnt des singularitds, et done des techniques de rdgularisation sont ntcassairas. on utilise tine
tine fonction r~gularisante qui peut Itre par exesaple tins gatissienne. Cetta demrsr prdseote l'intdrlt
dlStre solution exacte de l'Equation de diffusion par tine source ponctuelle da tourbillon et or a dons
(6) *Pour lea tourbillona tels qua

oft et V soot des constantes A fixer. De noubraux calculs oat AtE rdalisEs par tebbach 15-61 ddmoncrang
l'efficscitd de Ia mithode. Satin, 11 analyse ntirique de l'algarithme a EtE feite par diffdrants auteurs:
Cottet at Raviart [71 at sussi Ms3 a at Scale (81. 11 *'&Sit donc, k notre, conntaiccamca, dea Is scuis Sethods
de tourbillona tridimsnsionncllc syant fait l'objet d'une justification usathdatique complete em cc qui
concerns Ia conversance. Plus ricemuant cette si~thode a EtE Etendtie par l'auteir & des obstacles anm setve-
sent qualconque, at en particulier aue voilures tournantes. La figure 1 sontra des lignes dimaission
produites par tin rotor monopola an vol stationnaire.

3 - LANE METHOPE NUJERI(JJE S1MPLJFIEF

cLa a &t& d~crit plus boutt par tat certain notbre de particulas porteuses de taurbillon. A lour tour, ccc

particules pavent Itra cansidides comae forudes per tin systime de taille plus petite. En raconduisant Is
proctde, on obtient tine suite de systbes, amboitda qui raprtcantant mszes bian Vissage clasaique des dcotia-
munts turbulenca. Nonus allans voir dams ce qui suit commnt tin schomi paut Otra ddrivE de lanalyac da Ia
mithods des tourbilloms ponctuals, at surtout consent des hypoth~scs phviquas permettent de construira

sum ces beses on algorithmw numdrique efficace.

* oostitude, a scIu oI form discrete de Is relation (3). son@ ia forms (6) eila micssita tin notbrc

odriusa onas roue dne acean pobloneclasiqe d chisi unnombra de tourbillons ntee u

sotIpu rndpsil ota res tat cmailmueeaapitodes moyams iformaiqusa ot
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on dispooe. Co numibr* de particular d~termine &lore directomont l'intervalle des dchellos reprisentgos dena
1. calcul. Un deuxibm factour intervonant our celui-ci seta lerreur de troncature comise dane l'dtape
do discrttivatjon. In on point donnE, Is calcul 80 Vintigrale (3) par.J ftormula (6) contioeIt ot erreur
qui pout Itre 6valudo en fonction do Is distance entre uno particule e t I. point do calcul. Suppo-
son& le domaine do calcul ddcoup# an couches circulaires (bidjmonsionnelloo) oU sphiriques (tridimen-
sionnelles) de rayns ( r , r # ). La contribution doe chaque couche b dana (3) peut Otte
approchie en supposat quo Ie tourbillon eat rdparti our It corce -ou la sphtro- de rayon ro contenu
dane L*1 .on cmmt un0 ertenr proportionnollo k 1%2,/ f'. , qui eat maximum pour les premiLbres couchbes.

On pout done ea ddduire quo In taille do@ 6chelles correctement repriseuttes dipend essentiellemont de
l'erreur local* Ensuite, nn constate quo, quolle quo moit I& taille des particules, 1. mdthode, au-dell
d'une cortaino distance nepesset plus do prendre on compto lea petite* icholles door loffet oct alors noyd
dane l'erreur globale. Coo conclusions amnoant naturellemoot a l'idde que V'on pout au loin amalgamer on
certain nombre do particuleo do fagon A rdduiro 10 volume des calculo.

Pour rdaliser ceci, it oct ndcessaire do faire choix dVona velour 6a, plus petite dchelle prisento dana
Io calcul. On pout alrs appauvrir le d~tail de l'Acoulement au loin en prenant par oxemple one suite do
couches successives de rayns

avec

Per contre, le champ de vitesse devout Stre conno en tout point, il devient ndcoosairo do possdr partout
done lo domaine do calcul does informations relatives I to..tes los dchelles, solon quo Ie point do calcul
oct plus ou mons aloignd. Cette superposition h on instant t do toutes ces doholles rappolle Is superpo-
sition dans un dcoulement turbulent do toto 000 clase do nombres d'onde, et ous reviendrono our ce point
dens Ie chapitro suivant. femarqunns soulement ici quo none n avons encore introduit aucune approximation
suppldmentaire dans (5) et quo nous ddcrivons uniquoeint on modile do calcul, sans souci do son dventuelle
applicabilitd. Si ous considdrons maintenant uno distribution do tourbillon cQ.C V1 on pout, dtant
donnd one valour 1%. caract&Tisani par exoample l'arite d'uno particule T;. initialement cobique
ddfinir one diacrdtisation de Wv 3 & partir dec relations (4). On pout faire do mom pour toutes
valeurs do k., prices dane I& suite ddfinie par (9). On introduit &atr 1. condition supplduentaire
qu'une discrdtistion do rang n+ 

1 
constitue 000 subdivision de 1. diocrfitisation do rang

En d'sutre terme,. toute particulo do Is discritiostion n eest ocootonuo dane 0m0 et 000 oculo particule
do rang ci . On obtient ainsi mne suite d'encsmble do particulos ( C-1' , LJ ) qui noun poruottont
do conotruiro 10 chap do vitoso approchoi an L

ot oc st Vensemble do& indices des particules do Ia discritistion do rang ni On congoit aiadment
quo Ie calcul do champ de vitooso par (10) ot (11) no reprdoents pea 000 dconomtio puisque Ie nombre
d'inconnuoe @o troove notablement augmenti copondant quo son utilisation dans on problims d'dvolution suppose
000 intigration des Equations (2.0) et (3) pour chaque particulo I Nous allons voir maintenant coosont
onpout aboutir I l'Econowie de caLcul rachorchA* an appliquant au systhmo discritisd quolques sioplifica-

tiona do nature phiysique.

4 - UN MOVELE 1)1 TURULENCE

Lo modble numdriquo qua l'oo vient d'4tobli: fournit mne reprdsontation do 1'Ecoulevmnt trio procho de
l'imago courinsent admise do@ cacades do structures turbulontes -figure 2 - do plus, lotilisation des

* tourbillona ponctuolo aine quo 1.. structurs correspondent aux petite* Echellos intoragisnt ant?.
*Iles, at soot convectds avec lour vitesse propre rolativmient 00 ddplacemant d'onoeuble des dchells
supdrieuroo. On pout rmarqoor, par aillours, qua coo qualitidscoot duos principalement I la prdsonce
simultando am coin do 1ldcoulmnt do toot.. lea discretisations ( Q1* , ( ). Dan@ ce quf suit,
ot par analogie om Is I&"&&*ag habitual on turbulance, ous appollerons colles-ci "hifrarchies do

4 rang n ". Noos allona swintonmit introduiro des uimplifications suppldmsataires do ingon h former on

modii. dola cuam protiquomnt uisa lo. iddo Iplssimple conciste I dolrI calcul d

come siI& trutur dvluat a "boc" Supoens uo oo iffreneshidrarchies soient construitos

dparticoles do l& bidranchis no-4 . on pout done paramltror one particule E'ono hi4rarchie "i
quolconqus mu meon dos indices correpondant A soa anc~tres dana too hidrarchios do rang infdrieor h

its prowvnt pour origins, h I'imtdriour d'uno mbw structure n systb" do particoles, I& particulo n~ro
reprdsentant cello-ti. n pout erirs on. nouvelle faon do caractdrisor me. p00uederok

. aug 0)



e d~patea en de u cteuppOtone *que lee istrctre de au, e d lcele de ttuase n et s, mascro-u

structure, interagisacot entre elles, mis n'ont pas d'interaction directe avac lee structures de mime
dchelle prdsns dare d'autres macro-structures. On obtient ainai un systbme didquations diffirentielles,
peruettant de calculer

otl T1 Lft-') eat l'ensemhle des indices des particuleed 1*hrrce qu. on (a,. r*'
outpou mae s prti-l o forms de Is ms, falon une fiqustion pour *fl h partir de

ldquation (7). En reasrquant que neat plus cette fois une fluctuation du tourbillon, mais a&
valeur locale.

on se trouve sinai rameod A one succession de calcula 6idnentaires correspondant A autant d'applicationa
de as mithode de tourbillons ponctuels. Si on suppose qua toutes lea structures couposant une hidrarchie
donnde soot conposies du sine noubre de, particulee, on a pour la hidrarchie ultime une population donnie
par : I.

1.4

le nombre d'opdrations 4tant proporcionnel A

N., ~.- =( i ( r in) mi,1 016)
N,: = N - ( *0,.

et pour one mfithode clasaique : .

N.p = (N~) TT~~ 7

Lcintroduction d'un plus ou momns grand noubre de hidrarchies dane le calcul cc fait d'une fa~on trbs simple
an exploitant le caractare rdcurrent du nodale. Chaque calcul pour une structure donnde correspondent A one

application de l& ofithode des tourbillons ponctuels classique, il auffit de construire on algorithme de
r~currence sdaptable A on programs simple cc pilotant celui-ci. Une des contraintes d'un tel calcol eat
qu il faut alore ranger lea infornations relatives A tootec lee particules cur on sine vecteor dt fa~on I
automatiser I& recherche d'indice. 11 faut par silleurs s'assurer que lee relations (4) soot toojoors
vdrifids au sens oil, si eat patiul *hedspriu ippartenant
h M (j" , on a :,,e cpriuemr e atclc ( .

(18)

Z: Cn*'A 0.
M (15)l

Ccci conduit donc, I chaqoc int~gration de l'Equetion (2.a) pour toutes lea particulec d'on niveao ii
k rdactualiser le tourbillon at lee positions des particulee de Is hidrarchic ni . On complelte l'algorithme
en cc qui concernc Ia dipendance spatiale des diffirento niveaus d'approximation par Is possibilit# de
rattacher one particule de niveau d'approxiustion n,..

4 
& Ia particule dont ella eel I& plus proche, ce

qui peruet d'adapter au mieux lee diffdrentea diecrttiestions.

11 pout Itre intdreseent de comparer Ia nature des termoe obtenus dane liquacion do tourbillon aver leur
analogue diacret. La virification dee relations (18) ct (19) reprisente l'action,aur Ie champ moyen de
viteece at de tourbillon~des petits mouvements que 0008 appellerons fluctuations de tourbillon 4dchelles
infdrieures. En particulier. Ia rclation (19) eat one correction sur Is barycentre de chaque cellule, at cat
donr tout hajait locale. Elle isprisente one forme discrite des fluctuations our I& d~formation de chaquc
particue is I . La seconds #tape quant A ell. ect one redistribution do tourbillon par l'affet dec fluctua-
tions de vitesee, **in con action our lea grosses structures no deviant effective qua par l'applitation
de Ia relation (18) qui entratne A son tour Ia modification de (19). on pout Ecrire formellement des

* Equations de transport correspondent A ccc dae r.elations, en fonction du tourbillon moyen Q , at de Ia
fluctuation locale *avec pour is vitessa at Ia position des partiruls lea notationc : U , . , y

~C On a : -

QA ~ A U ' WAU A O' fn AAA JV +%oAA ArW M I(W WdI

- ~ .r~ - i3~ ~ M

= r .. rto)

+ _ --.) Ju+ (2 J

-- --- f
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aver: fl2 CI

C'est-A-dire que Si It eat une particule contenue done Ti on a avec lea notations prdcddentes

04-= (07"~ .A e)J Ad (r~i ) Jui(i)
Dana l'intdgrale (20), le terme I eat nul, et lea deux termes Il regroupds reprdsentent l'effet des agita-
t ions des tourbillons d' un syst~me our Ia particule reprdsentant celui-ci, et donc sont pris en compte
dens l'dtape de vWrification des relations (18) et (19). Le terme III reprdsente le fait qu'une particule
eyant changd do sysabe ne figure plus dans Is relation (19). L'aspiration de celle-ci par une macro-struc-
ture voisine de cells dont elle faisait partie a pour effet de modifier is position de cea macro-struc-
turea. Lea diffdrents termes de l'dquation (21) s'interprbte de Is mime fao.

11 eat posaible d'dtendre iidde de Ia hidrarchie au ps de temps choisi dena la form discrete de (2.a).
En effet, Ie minimum pour ce pas de temps eat lit% I is discrdtisation en eapace par Ia classique condition
de Courant, at peut Stre imposE par It niveaude discrdtisation Ie plus fin. Fn fait, cette contrainte paut
Atre en Partie affaiblie pour lea grosses structures, at remplacde par une formulation adaptde, et tenant
compte de l'effectif par unit# de voimae -o de surfaca- des ayatbmes de I* hidrarchie concernde. Si on
note RF7-j cc nombre pour is higrarchie i , in distance moyenne entre deux particules eat doonde par

)4/ at on caicula Is pan de temps At' I partir du plus petit pas de temps utilisi par

06, i est le noadire maximum de hi~rarchies prdsentes dena Ie calcul. Cette prime en compte d'un pas de
tempo adaptd A la taili, des structures tourbillonnaires calculdas pout aussi &'interpriter cout lanalogue
discrat d'una moyenne an temps our lee patites structures, leur action our lea grosses structures n'stant
prise en compte qu'avec una dchelle de tampa propre I celles-ci. En outre, cette d~termination du pas de
temps permet on gain substantiel our Is noobre d'opdrations A effectuer pour calculer l'dvolution de
idcoulement pendant on intervalie de tempa donnd.

On a donc dt# amen' h introduire des aimplifications dens Vligorithme numdrique qui peuvent me mettre anus
form d'hypothtsea physiqus admiasibies our Is nature des 6coulements turbulents. Lea effete I grandes
dcheiles sont calculds de fa~on exacte -aux termes de lapproximation nusfrique choisie- &lore qua lea effete
des petite& Achelles sont moddlisas mous form de corrections our Ie champ moyan. On pout espdrer per cette
mdthode atteindre des Echelles suffisamment petite& pour que lea effete becaux de Is turbulence puissent
Itre moldlisda facilement.

5 - EXEA4PLES VE MISE EN OEUVRE NUJMEPI1I2JE -

Lea examples qua noos prisentona soot tous bidimensionreis. Catte restriction dont 1n but 6vident eat de
simplifier Ia programm de calcul n'ext cepondant pas trop ginante dans Is insure ob I& piupart des rdsuitats
de calculs disponiblas correspondent A ce type d'dcoulsmnt. Pour construire mne distribution initiala de
tourbillon, noos suppoaons quo celui-ci peut 8tre reprdaentd par me fonction da Is forme:

(4j~ ,) H

V les support du tourbilion tot alore discrdtiad an pav~s porceura de tourbillon, doande par lea formulas
(4) at (20). Chaqve pavf eat iui-mlms ensuite reddcoupd suivant Ie noubre de hidrarchies souhaitd pour
Ia calcul.

La premier example V.,eentf -figure :-eat relatif au problAme de Kaden (91. 11 s'agit do caiculer l'iEvolu-
tion d'uma ligne portant uns dansiti do tourbilion donde par

o U et a sont des vitas. at longuaur carectdriatiquas. On trait., ici le problame aymitrique, caest-&-
dire qua le support du tourbillom sat fini at compris metre- at *a . Ce calcul correspond A on
probIbme d'adradynamiqus qui conaists A contruire Ia nappo tourbillonnaire issue du bnrd de fuite d'une
mile dont Ia charge est elliptique. L'analogie ae Is calcul prdsenti eat obtenue an apposant qua I&
nappe eat me petite perturbation d'un Ecoulament uniform,. at dont qua Is distance au bord do fuite de
laile jan. I& r~le du tep. 3ams avons itudid ce probIbus dona le can ala Is nappe a uma petite apaisseur
ce qui pout rsprisonter un effet do Is vistomitd. Pour ce calcul d emsais, nus avona choisi me rdpartition
gaussiaem ctorrespondent b Ia diffusion visqueuaa d'un. ienit& lindique As tourbillon. On remsrque our Is A

figure 3.2 des ddferlamnts secondaires qui n'apparaissent pas our 3.1 at qui peuvent Itre attribuds A bet
d'dpaissur alora qua celui-ci n'intervient expliitmsnt qu'au deuxibms niv~au do discrdtiaation.A

Cs probbme a dtd dtudit par Eo noediro aurmurs pour I* cao d'un nappo de discontinuiti, st par lake-[101 pour la, cee d'une 'appe avec 4paisetur faible. Caiui-ci a utilisd Is sithode do Christiansen ( to
pout observer our coon rdaultata des Minerltae secondairs comparablea, A coos: qua noua obtanona.

La figure 4 prdacato is calcul d'inatabilitd de type Kelvin-Neldholtg. 11 @'&Sit Ui dun probliowe pdriodique

pour lequel I& distribution initiale do tourbillon eat domAdo par :

ala N eat la pdriod., at It Is direction de pdriodicitd. On pout cabtuler I& vite$a@ correspondant a un
problis pdriodique I uns dissension deospft. par men formula emalytique. Pour I& vita@&* iMuite am point
(0,0) par ume file de tourbillus do caractdristiques (f, *Sag 1iU ot e dtanE -
vocteur unitaire, on a

,r ~ __ __ -,low



ll atrmrurqec&frua s*u utiliades que pour Ie calcul de Is preusibre hidrarchie de
tourillns *En ffe, ona fit'hypothiase que l'&coulement interne d'une structure n'dtait pas influencd

par see voisines , et donc a fortiori par celle situfe h une distance a x , k r. z On peut comparer
our Ia figure (4) lea effete obtenus pour 1, 2 et 3 higrarchies pr~sentes done le calcul. On reinarque en
particulier qu'un plus grand nombre de niveaux: accentue notablement le taux d'enroulement cc qui peut atre
obtenu aussi en augmentant Ie nombre de Darticules pour un niveau unique. Par ailleurs, on observe une
dissyngtrie isarquie entre lea deux coeurs tourbillonnaires qui eat due h Ia superposition d'une perturbation
A I& distribution initiale de tourbillon, et est comparable h cc que V'on peut observer pour des dcoulesents
t urbu lents.

6 - CONCLUSION-

Lea rdaultats de queiques calcula prdliisinairee seelent indiquer de bonee proprigtde de la mdthode pour
reprisenter des dcouleinntsturbulenta. Une 6tude thdorique rdcente de Chong, LIM et Perry 111-2-131, fondde
our un Principe voisin, mais dcrit dans l'espsce des nombres d'ondes, noun permet d'esp~rer de bone
Performances de notre isdthode pour les dcoulesmnts cisailide type couche de mfilange, et surtout pour isoddli-
ser Ie phdnom~ne complexe du "bursting'. Nous avon. prdsentd l'algorithme de calcul dane, In cadre plus
gdndral des Ecoule'eents tridisiensionnels. L'une des caractgristiques intdressantes de I is mthode semble
11tre la moddlisation directe de la d~formation at de l'Etirement des filaments tourbillonnairee. 11 s'agit 1A
d'un des micanismes fondamentaux de Ia turbulence tridimensionnelle, et cet Eldment, allif aux bone
propriftds observEs dane lee expdrimentations nusdriques en dcoulement plan doit noun permettre d'aborder
maintenant lee problhmes rdellement tridimensionnels.
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0-4 SUMMARY

The Euler equations have been established as an appropriate model for
0inviscid vortex flow. This paper demonstrates the range of this

model's applicability by presentation of flowfields computed around a
number of different wings with either sharp or rounded edges and at
subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds. The emphasis here is on
the physics of the flow model rather than the numerical aspects of
the solution method. The results display both expected as well as
unexpected vortex phenomena and they indicate the value of this com-
putational tool. Particular attention is paid to the wake regions. 7

INTRODUCTION

Vortex phenomena prevail in the flow around all wings. The common numerical methods
for the simulation of subsonic as well as transonic flow around wings incorporate classi-
cal wing theory into the computation of a velocity potential and, as part of the sol-
ution, solve for the vortex sheet which is positioned at a fixed spatial location trail-
ing the wing. It is the inclusion of this sheet that enables an irrotational model to
arrive at a realistic value for lift and induced drag. This potential theory fits well
flow past relatively straight wings of high asect ratio which can be regarded as essen-
tially two-dimensional and irrotational (Fig. I) in character over much of the span. The
predominantly three-dimensional region near the tip, however, possesses a vortex struc-
ture more complex than the simplified trailing vortex sheet of the classical theory and
rather similar in nature to the type found at the leading edge of a highly swept slender
wing. This vortex tends to reduce the pressure directly under it which leads to local
suction on the upper surface. A well-structured vortex phenomenon like this has a funds-
mental interest of its own and, with increasing sweep and decreasing aspect ratio, it
also begins to assume much greater practical importance because it contributes to lift
and drag. Since vortices are singular solutions to the potential equation, the usual
potential methods for large aspect ratio wings cannot readily model this more detailed
structure. For slende* wings of low aspect ratio a number of potential methods (see Fig.
2 together with the discussion by Hitzell ) do allow the vortex sheet to roll up as a way
to model the free-vortex layer in this type of flow. But these methods are limited by
other restrictions, for example, thin wings of relatively simple geometry and incompress-
ible subsonic flow. A mathemetical model more general than the potential one and appli-
cable throughout the entire transonic/supersonic speed range is the compressible Euler
equations because flow with distributed vorticity is an admissible solution, and vortex
structure can be captured in the computed field in a way very similar to the capturing of
shock waves. Several three-dimensional flow examples have already been calculated, and
the results support the initial feasibility of this approach. Indeed leading edge separ-
ation from a delta wing is obtained in these computed solutions even without the use of a
Kutta condition. This brings us to the next stage of development and the subject of this
paper - a study of the range of applicability and an assessment of the degree of realism
exhibited by a number of newly-computed solutions to the Ruler equations simulating vor-
tex flows around wings.

OUTLINE OF METHOD

Development of a method to solve the 3D Euler equations was initiated by Dornier GmbH
over 5 year. ago and has continued since then as a cooperative effort by Dorniar, WFA,
and Professor A. Jameson at Princeton2 -5 . It is a time-dependent finite-volume aproach
that uses multistage explicit time integration scheme together with centered pace dif-
ferences to solve the compressible Ruler equations

* i-boundaryConditions

artificial viscosity
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in each cell ijk of the mash where qijk LPpu, pv, pw)ijk has elements of mass and

Cartesian components of momentum and H(q).*= {qV + (0,e ev1ez)p}."p is the vector flux of
q across the surrounding cell surfaces. Significant features of this approach are its
integral conservation-law form, important for the correct capturing of shock waves and
vortex sheets, its amenability to very general geometry without the need for a global
coordinate transformation, and its toleration of mesh singularities because the flow
equations are balanced only within the cells of the grid

6
, and not at the nodal points.

Different models for artificial viscosity, treatment of boundary conditions, as well as
time integration schemes for Eq. (1) have all been investigated, but since these matters
are of secondary interest to the present purpose we do not further elaborate on them
here. What is worth commenting on, however, is that flows computed with the time-depen-
dent Euler equations are found to separate from the leading edge of a sharp delta wing at
angle of attack, and perhaps more surprisingly even from the smooth tip of a trapezoidal
wing -- all without the use of a Kutta condition. Such observations of the solutions
obtained by time-marching methods stand in contrast to those experienced with space-
marching methods where evidently separated flow is computed only if a Kutta condition is
enforced. This implies a fundamental differa,,ce in these two different numerical models
of the Euler equations which can be argued from both the physical and mathematical point
of view. There are grounds to believe that the inviscid mechanism that triggers separ-
ation involves the time-dependent compressibility aspect of the Euler equations4, which
of course is not included in the strictly steady equations. We can also see a major dis-
tinction in the mathematical behavior of these two systems by a comparison of their res-
pective dependence on initial and boundary conditions. The largest disparity in sensiti-
vity appears evidently in the respective boundary conditions on the wing surface. With-
out a Kutta condition the space-marching methods yield attached flow around even sharp
edges, but give the entirely different result of separated flow as soon as a Kutta con-
dition is set at just one point on the wing. Compare this to our experiment with three
variations of the wing boundary condition (of which one included a Kutta condition) that
showed a very minor effect on the solution of separated flow

7
. Such findings speak for a

major difference between these two mathematical systems.

COMPUTED EXAMPLES

The grids around the trapezoidal and delta wings are 0-0 type generated by Eriksson's
transfinite interpolation software package

8 
whereas the grid around the arrow wing was

constructed by the Dornier program
9

.

ONERA M6 Wing M.- 0.84 .- 3.06

We choose to present results computed for this wing of intermediate aspect ratio to
demonstrate the overall applicability of the method not only because it has become a
standard test example but primarily because experiments have revealed the presence of a
significant vortex above the wing tip. Flow expands from the high pressure of the lower
surface around the tip, separates, and rolls up to form a tip vortex in much the same way
as the leading edge vortex develops on a low aspect ratio delta wing. The situation is
pictured schematically in Fig. 1. Inboard over most of the span the flow is expected to
be irrotational and nearly two dimensional. This region of the flow has been simulated
many times before and very accurately by potential flow methods. Our interest here is to
focus on the tip region in order to determine whether or not the Euler-equation model is
able to capture the rotational flow there with some degree of realism.

Containing 96x20x20 cells our grid is an 0-0 type that wraps smoothly around the tip
with a cell density sufficient to resolve the details of the flow there. In order to
grasp the nature of the results we must survey the computed solution by means of a series
of contour maps not only on the wing surface itself but out in the field as well. An
overall impression of the pressure field around the wing from root to tip is illustrated
in Fig. 3 by isobar maps in 4 selected chordwise grid surfaces (nonplanar) that d'pict
the familiar expansion/compression phenomenon near the leading and trailing edge -,. well
as the formation of the lamda shock. These features are brought out even :, - distinctly
by the isobar contours on the upper wing surface (Fig. 4) together with the usual sec-
tional chordwise plots of C in Fig. 5. At the tip Fig. 4 further indicates by the oo-

alescence of contour lines tJe stem of the lemda shock just aft of the leading edge as
well as a local region of high compression at the trailing edge of the tip. Although
novel for this type of wing, sectional spanwise plots of C, are the best way to view this
detail. Figure 6 contains three such sections (fore, mid, and aft chord) together with
the usual experimental values plotted in this uncommon manner. Inboard, reflecting the
two-dimensional character of the flow, the pressure varies only slo'.ly with span until
the tip approached. There locally in this intriguing region we see, and this is onfirmed
by the measurements, a smell amount of negative lift being produced in section x/c -
0.28, which then changes to a positive contribution to lift in the next two sections x/c
- 0.68 and 0.87. Similar to the pressure distribution on a delta wing, these figures lead

K -
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one to suspect separating vortex fi, A survey of the vorticity field by 4 contour maps(Fig. 7) of the vorticity magnitude 191 - Icurl V[ in the field around the wing tip con-

firms the existence of rotation-t flow local to that region. The trace (Fig. 8) of these
contours on the upper surface e± the wing shows more clearly that the greatest amount and
largest magnitude of vorticity is generated at the leading and trailing tip corners.
Although curiously enough there is a small amount of vorticity along part of the leading
as well as the trailing edge, the latter probably diffused upstream from the trailing
vortex sheet. The leading edge vorticity in more difficult to explain. It is a region
where the flow changes rapidly, gradients are large and, we believe, that this level of
vorticity is an expression of the combined truncation error and artificial viscosity
there. Of course the same reasoning holds at the tip, but the much higher magnitude and
general physical character suggest that although the artificial viscosity may initially
inject some vorticity it is the prevailing flow pattern that determines whether this
initial amount is amplified or diminished.

The wake is another region of interest, and the behaviour of the trailing vortex is
shown in Fig. 9 by 4 contour maps of 191 in surfaces that cut through the wake spanwise,
one just 2% of the root chord behind the trailing edge and the others further downstream.
In the first we see a small but clearly developed tip vortex and a rather strong vortex
sheet spanning the trailing edge (a portion of the map is cut away to reveal the trailing
edge for a position reference). As it moves downstream the vortex grows in size being fed
by the decrease in vorticity across the trailing edge sheet. Also as expected the vortex
sheet rises above the wing plane and the tip vortex drifts inboard. At the 150% station
behind the trailing edge it is fully developed. Such wake phenomena are a good test of
the numerical method. We remark that our artificial viscosity model does not unduly smear
out the vortex sheet at the trailing edge. Although probably diffused on the rapidly
expanding mash, the vorticity contour is not at all distorted at the 450% station which
is the station nearest to the downstream boundary, and an indication that our nonreflect-
ing farfield boundary conditions are able to handle even this case of a vortex leaving
the field.

Sharp-edged 700 Swept Delta Wing

We treat two cases of flow past a delta wing whose chordwise sections are 6% thick
circular arcs and whose leading edge is swept 70P and is subsonic. In the first case the
wing is immersed in a subsonic stream M.- 0.70 and a= 15o and in the second a supersonic
stream M_- 1.5 and a= 15 . The msh used is an 0-0 type consisting of 65 nodes around the
semispan section. 15 on both the upper and lower chord sections, and 21 from the wing
outward to the far boundary. Because of the high angle of attack vortex flow is expected.
and for the case M.- 0.7. Fig. 10 presents contour lines of computed vorticity magnitude
JQ) in 3 selected spanwise grid surfaces (nonplanar) that clearly reveal the flow separ-
ating from the leading edge and rolling up to form a vortex over the upper surface of the
wing. In a similar view, but this time for isobar contours, Fig. 11 shows the low press-
ure region centered about the core of the vortex. The presence of the vortex is felt as a
pressure trough (suction peak in terms of Cp) in the isobars on the wing surface in Fig.
12 with the maximum depression located mid-chord and just inboard of the leading edge.
The pressure measured experimentally in the 80% chord station indicates, however, that
the maximum suction attained in the computations at the forward section should extend
downstream to at least this station and be slightly further inboard. The overall agree-
ment though is encouraging. Furthermore it is intriguing to take the middle-section plot
of vorticity from Fig. 10 and examine it in an enlarged view in Fig. 13, where the curi-
ous structure in the vorticity field between the leading edge and the core of the primary
vortex might suggest the presence of a secondary vortex.

The development of the wake is revealed by contour maps of 191 in a number of span-
wise surfaces. The first (Fig. 14) is highly curved and cuts through the wake just behind
the trailing edge. We see here two vortex phenomena, the vortex sheet from the leading
edge that forms the primary vortex over the wing and the vortex sheet leaving the trail-

ing edge that begins to roll up into a wake vortex. In the next view (5% behind the
trailing edge) these two vortices interact and then merge (20%) into one oblong trailingvortex (1251).

The solution for the second flow past the delta wing M.- 1.5 a- 15° Is displayed in a
similar series of figures. The vorticity magnitude contours (Fig. 15) indicate the pre-
sence of the primary vorte7, but are more flattened than the corresponding ones for the
flow with N - 0.7. The isobar contours (Fig. 16) also are different in that a much
stronger expansion fan is centred at the sharp leading edge. The flow compresses in the
windward side of the field and then expands around the leading edge. Isobar plots (Fig.
17) in the plane of symmetry depict a bow shock wave on the windward side very near the
apex. Evidently the expansion around the leading edge is so strong that the bow wave
disappears an the leeward side. A tail shock develops, however, at the upper trailing
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edge. Isobars on the upper wing surface are given in Fig. 18 and show a low pressure
trough under the primary vortex. At the 801 chord station the spanwise comparison of
computed and measured pressure coefficient suggests that a good deal of realism is achie-
ved by the numerical model. Contours of constant vorticity magnitude and Mach number (Fig
18) point out the rapid changes that take place along the leading and trailing edges.

Contour maps of 9 in a number of spanwise surfaces that slice through the wake are
presented in Fig. 19 nd are similar to those for the 4- 0.7 case in the way that a
double vortex system develops out of the leading edge vortices. But this case differs
slightly in that these two distinct vortices persist above the wing further downstream
(20%) before merging into a single vortex (125%).

Arrow Wing

Figure 20 gives a survey of the pressure distribution of the arrow wing configur-
ation. Two different leading-edge-forms (sharp and round) and a subsonic and a transonic
Mach-number are presented. The effect of compressibility is clearly shown by the reduced
suction peak in comparison to Figs. 20a and b and the effect of the sharp leading-edge is
represented by a considerably higher suction peak (Fig. 20c)- compared to the lower ones
at the round leading-edges (Figs. 20a,b). The last ones also exhibit a smaller peak along
the edge which can be seen from the experimental results too". Also Figs. 21 allow a
direct comparison with the experimental results. The semi-span separation is reproduced
in Fig. 22 from the isobars of the arrow-wing with the round leading-edge exposed to 8
degrees angle of attack. The comparison of the computed results are very well in agree-
ment with experimental results. As the leading-edge is not sufficiently sharp enough at 8
degrees angle of attack, the flow persists to separate from the front part as it is doing
at higher incidence. At the lower incidence the typical isobar pattern for separation is
visible only at the rear part of the wing, while at 16 degrees the same pattern is found
everywhere along the leading-edge, as it is found more pronounced at very high inci-
dence.

Figure 23 depicts the velocity-vectors for different croseflow-planes. Now it is easy
to understand the good agreement of experimental and theoretical lift coefficients (Fig.
24). We finally note that even Hummelsll trailing edge vortex is modelled by the proce-
dure (Fig. 25).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented computed results for several cases of flow separating with a free
shear layer at an aircraft edge. The comparison of these computations with measurements
made experimentally as well as with what can be reasoned qualitatively about the physics
of the flows serve to establish the realism that is obtained with this Euler-equation
model. Even without the use of a Kutta condition the range of velidity of the model in-
cludes cases where the flow separates from edges that are not strictly sharp. We believe,
however, that if the computed results are to be realistic the local radius of curvature
must be small in order that the shear-layer character and gross features of the real flow
are by and large insensitive to Reynolds number and therefore possible to represent by
inviscid equations that include a small amount of artificial viscosity.
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THE TREATMENT OF CONVECTED VORTICES
IN COMPRESSIBLE POTENTIAL FLOW

o by
John Steinh..,T, Associate Professor

K. R&machandrau, Research Assistant
K. Suryanarayanan, Research Assistant

University of Tennessee1Space Institu..;
Tullahoma, TN 37388 USA

- A method is described for incorporating line vortices into the three dimensional compressible Potential
Flow equation. A modified Biot-Savart law is used to compute a vortical velocity field, which is added
to the gradient of the potential to form a total velocity. A rapidly converging Approximate Factorization
(AFZ) scheme is then used to compute a potential such that the modified Potential Flow equation as well
as the appropriate boundary conditions, based on total velocity, are satisfied. As part of a coupled iteration
procedure, the positions of the line vortices are computed so that they convect with the total flow.

The method is used to compute the field due to a single line vortex converting past a wing . This
represents an approximation of the effect of a canard or other lifting surface ahead of the wing, which sheds
a tip vortex. It can be seen that the flow field is substantially modified by the passage of the vortex.

Unlike Euler equation schemes, which could also be u3ed to compute these flows, our solutions exhibit
no numerical diffusion: The convected vortices retain their initial upstream width. Euler solutions, on the
other hand, involve a vorticity which is numerically convected in an Eulerian frame and, unless extensive
adaptive grid refinement is used they result in vortices which spread as they convect. Also, the Potential
Flow method requires approximately two orders of magnitude less computing time and much less computer
storage than the Euler methods.

1. INTRODUCTION -

An important problem in computational aerodynamics consists of determining the effect of a vortex
convecting past a lifting surface. Examples include vortices produced by the tip of a canard or by leading
edge separation at a strake convecting past a wing, or tip vortices produced by a helicopter rotor blade
convecting past another blade. These effects are especially important in transonic flow with shock waves,
where the vortex can cause large movements of the shock and large changes in lift and drag.

Numerical methods for solving transonic flow problems, In the Inviscid region exterior to boundary
layers, usually involve either the Euler or the Potential Flow equations. The Euler equations can treat flow
with vorticity, but concentrated vortex lines or sheets spread when convected due to numerical diffusion,
even when moderate amounts of grid compression are usedi'l. Besides this problem, which involves a grid
that must adapt to the flow, Eier equations are expensive to solve, requiring about two orders of magnitude
more computing time than Potential Flow solutions for the same problem.

In this paper we describe a method for Incorporating vortices into the Potential Flow equations. It is
conceptually and practically very similar to methods used to incorporate vortices into incompressible flow
problemsl 21. There, the basic flow is described by Laplace's equation and, because of the linearity, the
velocity field due to a set of vortices can be added to the basic flow without the vortex. In problems such as
ours the vortex trajectory depends on the total flow and, in general, an iterative procedure must be used to
compute a steady solution where the vortices are convected with the flow, even in the incompressible case.

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The basic method for compressible flow Involves defining the total velocity to be the sum of the potential
flow and that due to the convective vortices (j,), exactly as in the linear problem. Separating out the
free-stream velocity, V, we have,

q. U. to+1.+ 1.

The Potential Flow equation, which expresses conservation of mass for irrotatlonal flow and Is accurate

..
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for regions outside of the vortices, is,

0.CPu) + ,(P) + 84-u) (1

with the isentropie relation for density,

2 1 2( - -21'l

In this equation y is the ratio of specific heats, Mo the free-stream Mach number, and the density, p,
and velocity are normalized to unity at the sonic line.

The boundary conditions imposed on V are that it be tangent at material surfaces and approach Vo +q,
in the far field. These will be enforced in the potential solver, which computes 0. There, the normal
derivative,

=. - -(40 + ),).

on surfaces,

on the donwstream boundary, where z is in the direction of the free-stream, and

0-0

on the other far field boundaries. In addition, for the results presented here, for flow past a wing, the trailing
vortex sheet is computed by mapping to a grid surface and specifying a discontinuity in 0 across it such that
pressure and normal velocity are continuous. Since this main part is fairly flat, this treatment Is efficient
for the problems presently. being treated. This sheet can also be described by a vortical velocity, J,. This
modification will be included in the future.

For a given vorticity distribution, Q, f, satisfies

I X 4 = .(2)

The vorticity is determined by specifying an upstream distribution and convecting it with the flow. If
the vorticity distribution is singular, concentrated in lines or sheets, it is further required to spread the
distribution over several mesh points to avoid singularities in the flow. Unlike the increasing spreading of
concentrated vorticity in Euler solutions, this spreading does not grow: The spread vorticity retains the same
distribution when convected and does not diffuse.

In our scheme, we will not be interested in the flow in the Interior of the spread vortex lines or sheets,
which will be modeled. This is similar to the treatment of shocks in shock capturing methods, which use an
artilicial viscosity to spread disontinnities. This has been pointed out by Murman and Stremell'l, who are
also developing methods for embedding vorticity in potential flow.

These equations only define 1, up to the gradient of a potential, 0,. This arbitrariness will be used
to simplify computation of J,. If different computations of q were made, with different 0,, the converged
results should be unique, although the final values of 0 and , would be different.

Our scheme, then, Involves the iterative use of three steps: First, a Potential Flow solver is used to
compute 0 with V, fixed such that I satisfies the boundary conditions. Then, with 0 and , fixed, a new
vorticity distribution, I, is computed by convection. Finally, a vortical velocity, V,, is computed from Q,
with spreading if 0 Is singular.

Murman and Stremel, in their scheme, also convect vorticies. They then redistribute vortleity among
the neighboring node points of their computational mesh surrounding the vortex. Following this, they define
a disontinuity in potential extending from each of these nodes. In this way the potential function can be
used to include the effect of the vortices. Their published results concern the time-dependent movement of a
set of vortices In two dimensions in free space, which approximates the cross-plane development of a vortex
sheet behind a wing in incompressible flow. The extension of their method to compressible flow should not
be too diffIcult. Tracing the discontinuities in three dimensions, however, may be somewhat complicated.
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3. POTENTIAL FLOW SOLVER

3.1 Basic Formulation
The particular case described In this paper involves Saw ove a wing, although the technique Is applicable

to more general geometries. For this case, a Potential Flow solver using a rapidly converging "AFZ"
factorization scheme, together with a finite volume discretisation scheme Is employed. These ae described
in Ref. (4) and [5].

First, a mapping is defined from physical (z, y, z) to computational (X, Y, Z) coordinates. A set of
constant z computational planes are defined (see Figure 1). In each plane, inboard of the wingtip, a parabolic
mapping is done about a singular line (dashed in the figure). This is followed by a shearing and stretching.
The airfoil surface is thereby transformed to a segment of the computational boundary (X-Z plane) bounded
by two lines representing the trailing edge, one representing the tip, and one the root.

If the transformations are represented by a Jacobian matrix H, eqn. (1) may be written in terms of
transformed variables: 0-(,/hU) +l (-p ,y) +J -(AW) == 0 (3)

where U, V, and W are the contravariant velocities, mad h is the transformation Jacobian, h = det(H). The
Cartesian velocity components, in terms of the potential and added velocities are:

u.() (Ht)-'Q*J) +~ +.W _ 8

where only derivatives of the potential with respect to the computational coordinates are required. The
contravariant velocities may be written in terms of the physical velocities.

Equation (3) is then written in discrete form. Conservation form artificial viscosity terms are added to (3) to
provide numerical stability in the supersonic zones. Additional terms are added to the difference equations
to prevent odd-even decoupling of the solution. The nonlinear equations to be solved have the form

6x(phU + 0) + 6A,(hv + Q) + Oz(phW + R) = 0

where P,Q and R are artificial viscosity terms and 6 x,#y,5 z are second order accurate finite dierence
operators. Contravariant velocities U, V and W, are also computed using second order operators.

Two staggered grids are used; one for densities and velocities, another for the potential, the node
coordinate values and the basic flux balance (see Fig. 2).

The formulation is completed by specification of the boundary conditions. The far field conditions have
been described above. At the body surface, the condition that the normal velocity be zero is V = 0. For
cases with lift, the Kutta condition is imposed by requiring that the velocity at the trailing edge be fite.
This results in a trailing vortex sheet across which the potential has a jump proportional to the circulation.
Treatment of the sheet is simplified by constraining it to lie in a plane (Y - 0) in the computational space.
This excludes the effects of vortex sheet roll up. A flux balance Is imposed across the sheet to ensure
continuity of the normal velocity, V.

3.2 Solution Scheme
An AFZ approximate factorization scheme is used to rapidly converge to a solution. At each iteration

equations are solved for a correction, 60:

[(x - AXMXXor - 6yBOy) - a, E'Z - a !.*

where #* Is the latest approximation to the potential # sad Ol" is the most recent correction. The operators

a -00 + OIVX + 0 2Vj7

ax - a - Vx(030#xx)
ay _ a - Vi(*aV2wY)

where 6 is the central difference operator, Vx is a backward or forward difference operator depending upon
the sease of the local low, VF" Is the backward diferene operator, and E" is the baekward shift operator.

' I. __ __-
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The factors a,, a2 and as are ion-zero in the supersonic sones where a becomes, approximately, a rst-order
up-wind difference operator. The coefflcents A, B, and C are obtained from an expansion of (3) (see 151 for
details) and have the form A = ph( s t - .

B = PhA(.2 - V
2
/a 2

)
C = ph(J,s - W2 /a2 )

where G is the matrix HtH, & , C,52,,s are the diagonal elements of the inverse of G, and a is the speedof sound.

The solution proceeds in the spanwise direction from one Z - constant plane to the next. At each
Z-plane, the algorithm requires solution of

(ax - 6xA6xXay - 6yB6y)5" - aw[14' + CEF60*]. (4)

The correction 60" can be obtained by inverting the two operators on the left of (4), the first of which
gives rise to a banded matrix with bandwidth of 5 and the second to one with a bandwidth of 4. The
shift operator EF introduces a term on the right-hand side which utilizes the newly evaluted corrections in
the previous span plane. The basic residual, Loa, is evaluated from the previous approximation, 0", in all
planes. This procdure is analogous to SLOR schemes where new values are determined in each column by
using new values computed in the previous column and old values in the next. A modal analysis indicated
that convergence of (4) should be rapid in the subsonic zone and when there are no extreme changes in the
spanwise mesh spacing.

A sequence of values was employed for the parameters o0, a1 , 02, and as. This had the effect of reducing
the error components corresponding to a sequence of frequency ranges. Each factor was multiplied by a
constant bf, t = 1, 2,..., L ,. For the cases reported here, b = [1, 1/2,1/4, 1/81, Lust = 4.

The important computational features of the scheme are that it proceeds plane-by-plane in the direction
of increasing Z and that the only three dimensional array stored is the potential, 0. In each plane the velocities
are computed, the densities and residuals formed, and the factorized equations solved for a correction, 60
which is added to 0.

4. CONVECTION OF A LINE VORTEX PAST A WING

For this problem, a line vortex is assumed to originate upstream and convect past the wing in steady
transonic flow. The vortex, then, follows a streamline with the vorticity vector parallel to the local velocity
vector. A modified Biot-Savart law Is used to simultaneously perform the necessary spreading and compute
I.. Since this involves integration over the vortex line for each velocity computation, which must he done
at each node point, if a large number of vortices were to be followed the f, calculations could require much
of the computing time. For these cases other methods of computing 1, are being investigated which will not
have a significant impact on the total computing time. For the present case of a single vortex the scheme
described here is entirely adequate.

The equation for V,, computed at point V, is,

d?4 x (F - v(
r (5)

where 8 Is a parameter along the vortex, ',(a) tbe vortex position, r the integrated strength or circulation
and dt is a line element along the vortex. Also,

R = max(i 1- ;.(s)i,)

where a is a constant. This results in solid body rotation for i - r j< a wad the velocity due to a line
• . vortex for I F-; > a.

After computation of #, a set of values off, mast he computed along the vortex. For constat step
sie, As. the equation for P, Is

To generate this sequence of values of P, It Is necessary to determine wbh computatioal cell each
vector is in and eompute an interpolated value of () *ug vales of V at comers of tbat e. A simple
test on z determines the plane, or k index of the cell. The other Indices require test on the cross products
between vectors from the corners of the cell and ?. and vectors between adjacent corners. For example, if
Sbe rurret ?,(a) were In cell (J) a et that t had crowed io cell ( + i, j) upoe integratio over one stp
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is that the cross product,
C(s) (+j - 74+ +0 x (,(a) - V,+s,,+)

changes sign (becomes positive). Similar cross products are monitored for each of the other three sides. For
these computations values of P' averaged over neighboring constant z planes are used, since the mappings,
and hence the coordinates may vary from plane-to-plane.

If the entire vortex were between two constant z planes, it could be integrated when the factorized
scheme was being used to compute the velocities in those planes. Also, if it only crossed planes in the
increasing z direction, it could be integrated in one complete factorisation sweep. A special scheme is
required to compute general vortex trajectories without requiring storage of any more velocities than the
basic factorization scheme.

Once the set of ?,'s are computed, the factorization scheme is used to update the potential. At each
node point, when TO is computed the summation over the vortex line elements defined by equation (5} is
done to compute 4. Since the computation of the f,'s is inexpensive, it is done during each factorization
sweep.

An important point is that the computation of 4. is considerably simplified by not enforcing tangency
boundary conditions at material surfaces. This is exactly analagous to adding the free-stream velocity, o.
which also does not satisfy tangency conditions.

5. RESULTS

The first case computed involved a line vortex passing near a Lockheed swept wing at mid-span. The
wing had a 1.5. angle of attack and .82 Mach number. In Figure 3 the solid line represents the z - Y
projection of the center of a vortex with cIrculation .05. It also represents the new position of the streamline
in the presence of the vortex. The computational grid is also plotted in the figure. This grid consists of
64 x 8 x 16 cells. In Figure 4 the C, distribution for a sequence of span stations is given with no vortex
present. The same distributions are presented in Figure 5 in the presence of the vortex. It can be seen that
the vortex has a significant effect. The Cp distributions at the station just inboard of midspan are presented
in Figure 6. The lift was increased by 31% near midspan. Similar results were found over much of the wing
and the total lift increased by 16% and the drag by 14%. In Figure 7, the decay of the average residual in
the potential solver Is plotted as a function of number of iterations, for solutions with and without a vortex.
It can be seen that the vortex did not effect convergence very much.

The second case computed involved a more concentrated vortex passing very near a straight wing at
mid-span. The wing had an NACA 0012 cross section with an aspect ratio of 8, at sero angle of attack and
.72 Mach number. This case is similar to the one computed in Ref. I using the Euler equations. In Fig. 8
the dashed line represents the z - V projection of a streamline for flow without a passing vortex. The solid
line represents the center of a vortex with circulation .05 which coincides with the streamline upstream. It
also represents the new position of the streamline in the presence of the vortex. The computational grid is

* also plotted In the Agure. This grid consists of 128 X 32 x 32 cells. The parabolic mapping was modified to
maintain constant cell width near the wing. The z - s projection of the two lines, together with the wing are
plotted in Fig. 9. The width of the vortex Is .05 chord. In Fig. 10 the C, distribution for a sequence of span
stations Is &lven with no vortex present. The same distributions are presented in Fig. 11 in the presence
of the vor+ex. It can be seen that the vortex has a significant effect. The C, distributions just inboard of
mdspaa ae preented in Fig. 12. The spa station inboard of the vortex developed a lift coeffcient of
+.II, and that outboard, -.07. (There were 16 span stations on the wing). Although the induced lift was
slgilkeat at these spen stations, there was almost complete cancellation over the entire wing and the total
indued ift eoelelent was only +.009.

6. CONCLUSION

A scheme has been presnted for Incorporating vortices into a steady tansonic Potential FIOm calcula-
tion. It allows the represenatioa of a conentrated vortex without the numerical diffaslon which would
occur if the EuleWr eqnatlous were used. For om eae, the convection of a singe vortex past a wing In near
transoni lIw, the lft wa increted by 16% and the drng by 14% when the vortex was ineluded. Another
ease Invlved a eoentruaed vortex passing very near a wing. Even with grid relinement this presented a
problem for as Euler scheme due to aumerical difsion, but did net for the Potential Flow method. The
raped eouverpnee rate and low cot of the AFZ factorlsed Potential Flow solvr ws nt signlileantly changed
by the In•umlon of the vortex.
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Figure 2 -Finite Volume Formulation

-Figure 3 -Vortex Trajectory and Comutational Grid
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Figure 8 -Vortex and Streamline Trajectories
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. "N Theoretical and experimental results, some quite recent, on the instability and breakdown of

41 oncentrated vortices at high Reynolds numbers are reviewed. Wave related theories of the vortex

breakdown phenomenon are treated in some detail; these appear to provide a qualitative description of
of the response of vortex breakdown to variations In swirl or flow rate. and Benjamin's criticality

classification, a wave-based concept, is consistent with experimental data. Known general criteria
for the stability or instability of inviscid columnar vortices are reviewed, together with numerical
studies of an inviscid vortex model that provides an excellent analytical fit to measured velocity
profiles in vortices that experience breakdown. A new analysis of experimental data on vortex
breakdown flows sheds light on the interplay between criticality and instability. The flows suffi-
ciently far upstream of breakdowns to be unaffected by them are supercritical and stable, but they are
generally closer to marginal Instability than they are to criticality. The wakes are both subcritical
and unstable. A conceptual framework for vortex breakdown, incorporating nonlinear wave theory and
instability to three-dimensional disturbances, is suggested based on information derived from the
experimental studies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vortex cores are fluid-mechanical waveguides capable of supporting dispersive waves, but complex
instabilities may be engendered in them under conditions often realized in practical situations. In

addition, as shown by Hall [i1. substantial swirl velocities cause pressure gradients imposed at the
edge of the vortex core to be amplified on the centerline, making the flow there highly sensitive to
the environment in which the vortex resides. This sensitivity can result in large amplitude transi-
tions of the flow structure, often leading to the formation of internal stagnation points and regions
of reversed axial flow. Large amplitude disturbances result in the rapid decelerations known as
"vortex breakdowns". The term as used here will refer to those disturbances leading to the
development (in some frame of reference) of a Stagnation point and flow reversal in a limited region.
The phenomenon first attracted serious scientific interest when it was discovered to occur in the
vortices formed above lifting surfaces with highly swept leading edges (Peckham & Atkinson, 121),
causing changes in the slopes of the lift, drag, and moment curves (Earnshaw & Lawford 131; Mussel &
Srinivasan, (41).

This survey deals with vortex stability and breakdown in incompressible flows at high Reynolds
numbers. The juxtaposition of the words "vortex stability" and "breakdown" in the title of this paper
does not imply a causal relationship between the two varieties of events. A vortex can be unstable
without breakdown, and it appears that axial flow reversals can be created in swirling flows without
any sign of hydrodynamic instability to infinitesimal disturbances.

A breakdown event causes significant modifications of the vortex structure, hewever, and experi-
ments at high Reynolds numbers reveal that the flow downstream of it is always "more" unstable than
that upstream. Breakdown acts as a "switch" that marks the onset of transition to a turbulent flow
downstream if the flow upstream is laminar, or transition to a flow with a higher level of turbulent
fluctuations downstream if the vortex upstream of breakdown is already turbulent. With the possible
exception of confined vortices at fairly low Reynolds numbers, the flow downstream of breakdown seema
always to contain fluctuations that are not axially-symestric, even if the flow upstreasm is axially-
symetric to a high degree of accuracy. The expansion of the vortex core in the wake of a breakdown
event is due to the mixing associated with the instabilities and turbulence. Thus, whether instabili-
ties are responsible for the existence of breakdown or not, they play an essential role In shaping the

global structure of the flow, and therefore in determining the aerodynamic effect* of breakdown.

An appreciation of the kinds of experimental arrangements that have been Seed to study the vortex
breakdown phenomenon helps to place the experimental work into context. This survey therefore begins
in section 2 with a brief discussion of the methods of formation of the vortices studied in the labor-
story and arising In some case of practical interest. This is followed in section 3 by descriptions
of the two major types of vortex breakdown, the "bubble", which I shall call the B-type, or
B-breakdown, and the "spiral" breakdown, which I will call the S-type, or S-breakdown. both types are

shown in figure i, a much reproduced photograph of both types appearing simultaneously in leading edge
vortices above a delta wing taken from Lambourou & Bryer (5), and in the photographe of Figure 2 show-
ing both forme in a tube. The question of the departure from aiial-symntry and whether or not it can
he ignored is taken up in preliminary way In section 4.

Criteria for breakdown based on theoretical arguments that neglect all nonamIsymetric phenomena
are considered in section 5. The main unifying eleoent, Whether originally recognised or not, in all
formulations of criteria for onset of breakdown in purely saisymotric theorire is the concept of cri-
tical flow. This condition was first introduced by Squire 16l In his wave criterion for breakdown,
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enlarged and reinterpreted by Benjamln [71 in his theory of finite transitions between *conjugate"
flow states, and shown by ludwieg (81 and by Hall 191 to be comn not only to the wave-based theories
of Squire and of BenJaLin. but also to earlier theories based upon ideas related to boundary layer
separation. The finite amplitude wave theories of Benjamin [101 and Leibovich [Ill, and the trans-
critical theory of Leibovich & Randall 112) and Randall & Lelbovich 113! are also centered around the
criticality classification. The transcritical wave theory is outlined here, since I believe that itcontains the germ of a comprehensive description of the phenomena; it serves as auseful vehicle to

present speculations, to be found in section 7, on what a comprehensive description may turn out to be
like.

The stability or instability of vortex cores at infinite Reynolds numbers is considered In
section 6 partly from a theoretical point of view. and partly by reference to recent experiments.
Ludwieg [14,15.161 advanced an explanation of vortex breakdown based upon hydrodyamic instability tothree dimensional disturbances. This has not won acceptance, since the flows upstream are stable.

Nevertheless, it appears as though instability may well be important in fixing the location of break-
down, and, of course, the properties of the wake. Instability to three-diosional dsturbance plays
an important part in the conceptual framework for breakdown suggested in section 7, which arises from
the analysis of experimental data summarized here.

Reviews of vortex breakdown are given by Hall [Ill. Hall 19), and Leibovich 1171. The reader

should find them helpful; a recent general discussion by Legendre [181 will also be of interest.

2. VORTEX GENERATION

To address questions concerning modifications of the flow structure in vortices as some control
paroaster, such as angle of incidence, is varied, it is necessary to begin with some model of the vor-
tex which my be expected to lead to a tractable analysis. This requires that the "vortex- be isolat-
ed from its surroundings in move consistent way. All models so abstracted for the purpose of analysis
of stability or of breakdown have been axiallyaYmsetric. This process of isolation leads to
questions whose answers are not self-evident, particularly concerning the appropriate boundary
conditions to impose on disturbances to the basic vortex flow sodel.

The problem of vortex breakdown first attracted serious scientific attention in the context of
leading-edge vortices on highly swept leading edges, and the main aerodynamic interest probably
continues to be in flows of this kind. or in trailing vortices; both are formed by the roll-up of a
vortex sheet. Early on. it was recognized that detailed experimental data was in many ways more
easily obtained on vortices confined to tubes, and the bulk .f available data are for such cases.

Figure 3 is a sketch of a leading-edge vorte, and Fi4r.<i 4 and 5 contain sketches of the two
types of laboratory apparaus that have been used to scuy ,ot , .eC confined to tubes. I shall discuss
each of these in general terms.

Edge and Trailing Vortices

Experisental obeervation and measuremant indicates that the vorticity in the separating boundary
layer may be regarded as a vortex sheet as it leaves the separation line. As the sheet rolls up, its
intersection with a plane normal to the lifting surface form a spiral and the velocity profiles in
the inner portion of the spiral appear to be nearly exislly-symmetric. This axisymmetric 'core- grows
in radius in the downstream direction, and occupies the interior of a conical region. The circulation
about this core increases, essentially linearly with distance along the axis, as vorticity is
continuously wound into the core region. Axial speeds on the centerlinse increase with distance as
well, due to the continuous drop in centerline pressure as the core vorticity Increases.

Outside of the conical core, the flow is neither Irrotational nor axially symetric; in fact, the
definition of the 'core" is somewhat arbitrary. In their discuossion of the incompletely rolled-up
trailing vortex, for instance, Moore & Saffsmn [191 suggest a definition based upon the ratio of the
distance between neighboring turns of the sheet to the distance from the center, using Kaden's 1201
similarity model of roll-up. The core is considered to be axisyimntric for regions where this ratio
remains less than an arbitrarily assigned value. In any event, the ain requirement in isolating a
vortical core presumably should be that the region abstracted contains most of the vorticity.
Fortunately, it appears poesible to define a core that is at the eam tim nearly axisymmtric, and
this is an major simplifying feature. Its adoption, for example, permitted Hall (211 and Stewartson &
Hall (221 to construct a successful theory for the leading-edge vortex at high Reynolds number. The
theory represents the flow as rotational, inviscid, and conical except in a very slender, non-conical,
viscous subcore.

It is important to note that the size of a vortical core formed by roll up of a vortex sheet is
independent of Reynolds number (although the radius of the viscous subcore decreases with increasing
Reynolds number). The center of a leading-edge vortex is generally located on the order of a core
diameter above the lifting surface, and the core diameter may not be negligibly small compared to theIoa smaispan of the lifting surface. Should the core diameter increase by a substantial fraction.
s it does in a vortex breakdown, there may be significant aerodynaic consequences.

Sufficiently far downstream of a lifting surface, its associated vortex sheet my be considered
to be completely rolled up into two trailing vortices, each of constant circulation. The core of each
is then naturally definable. If diffusion and autual interactions are ignored and each trailing vor-
tea is treated as if the other vere not there, then the velocity field may be treated as colummar,
with each streealine being a helix, and the flow outside the core as irrotational.

Vortex Generators with Tangential Jet gntry

Apparatus in which vortices are generated by jets directed tangent to the wells of a cyiindrical
cavity have been used in soe laboratory experiments on vortex breakdown (Chansud 1231; Recudier et
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al (24]; Eacudier & Zehnder 1251; Escudler at al (261). At large Reynolds number, apparatus of this
design, and in particular the slot entries used by Escudier's group, produce vortex cores with
vorticity deriving mainly from the roll-up of a shear layer shed at the slot exit, as illustrated in
Figure 4. Vorticity shed from separation of the end wall boundary layer is also entrained in the
core. but this is probably a smaller effect except near the end wall itself. Thus some similarity in
the structures of vortices produced this way to edge vortices in external aerodynamic flows is to be
expected.

Velocity profiles measured by Escudier et &l [261 are shown in Figure 6. alongside of data taken
by Earnshaw 1271 (figure shown is taken from Hall (211 in two mutually perpendicular traverses through

a leading edge vortex over a delta wing model. Qualitative similarities are evident. In particular,
in both sets of measurements, the azimuthal velocity component is nearly flat beyond the point of
maxim swirling speed, although the swirl level in this flat stretch is larger for the leading edge
vortex. The axial velocity component is associated with azimuthal vorticity throughout the flow
region shown: there is no external irrotational flow.

Escudier et al 1261 have found that the following model can be fitted to their data for the swirl
component

V(r) - rc/2wr)(l-exp(-r
2
/r0

2
) + ur/2 (1)

where rc. r0 , and . are constants for a profile at a fixed axial station; their profile constants
have not been published, and no analytical fit has been suggested for the axial velocity component.

After leaving the vortex generation section, the flow enters a cylindrical exit tube. Presum-
ably, the roll-up continues for at least some distance into the exit tube, but except for a sInk of
axial vorticity at the wall, all of the vorticity in the exit tube is convected from the swirl
generator upstream. The core size in these vortices prior to any breakdown which my take place
seems to be fixed by the roll-up process in the vortex generation section and varies weakly, if at
all, with Reynolds number.

Vane Vortex Generators

The first experiments on vortex breakdown in tubes were conducted by Harvey 1281, and one of the
main motivations was the removal the asymetries characteristic of leading edge vortices. Swirl was
produced in the apparatus, previously used by Titchener & Taylor-Russell 129) for another purpose, by
means of a radial inflow through a set of vanes. After squiring swirl in passing the vanes, the
radial flow is turned through an annular channel crested by an outer curved wall and a centerbody, and
exits axially into a cylindrical tube which serves as the test section. Since the flow accelerates
through the turning section, the point of detachment is fixed at the tip of the centerbody. Sarpkaya
130,31,321 conducted experiments in a similar apparatus, but with conical test sections of generally
small cone angles. Bellamy-Knights 133!. Faler & Leibovich 134,351. and Garg & Leibovich 136! used
apparatus modelled after Sarpkay•'s.

Except for boundary layers on the centerbody and on the outer boundary. the flow in the vortex
generator is essentially irrotational. In the test section, the flow is accurately irrotational in an
annular region lying between a well-defined vortical core surrounding the tube centerline and the
boundary layer on the outer wall. The vorticity in the core all derives from the boundary layer shed
from the centerbody, and the circulation is constant for all circuits between the core and the wall
boundary layer. The development of the vortex core by shedding of the centerbody boundary layer leads
to a low centerline pressure and consequent formation of an axial jet just downstream that is con-
fined to the vortex core.

Experimental data is well fitted by the analytical profiles for axial velocity W and swirl
velocity V,

W - W1 + W2 exp(-or
2
)

V - lA 1 - exp(- r2 ) /r, 
(2)

where W 1, W2, n, and X are constants; these constants have been published for a number of experiments
(Garg & leibovich (36!.

In this type of apparatus, the sile of the core is determined by the thickness of the boundary
layer shed by the centerbody, and decreases with an increase in Reynolds number. This core site
dependence leads to a complicated coupling between the two contral variables, flow rate (Reynolds um-
ber) and vane angle; an increse of either parameter leads to an increase In core vorticity.

3. VORTEX BREAKDOWN: DESCRIPTIVE SURVEY AND EDIARKS

At large Reynolds numbers, breakdown assume one of two characteristic geometric form. In
either form, a stagnation point appears en the vortex axis, followed by a limited region of reversed
axial flow near the vortex centerline. A tracer released on the vortex axis upstream showe the
3-breakdown to look wch like a body of revolution placed in the flow; in the case of me S-breakdom,
the tracer assumes a spiral or corkscrew shape that rotates about the vortex axis In the am sense as
does fluid in the upstream vortex. In both forms the upstream approach flow bee a Jet-like axial
velocity component with a centerline speed exceeding the axial velocity outside the core by a factor
ranging up to three or ewes mre. Deceleration of this strong axial jet to rest at an internal
atagnation point is accomplished in an axial distance of am or two diametere of the upstream vortex
core. Upstream of the deceleration interval, the presence of the breakdown is not evident to the eye,
or in velocity measuremnts.

The stagnation point Is followed by an axial interval of a very complicated nature which contains
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one or more regions of flow reversal. The 'bubble * and the coherent corkscrew foru are contained
within a volume of whose radial extent is close to that of the upstream core radius, and both flow
structures exhibit time periodic velocity fields that are not axially-symtric. This zone typically
has an axial extent of I to 3 diameters of the upstream vortex core. The flow downstream cf the
breakdovn zone is wake-like and invariably turbulent with strong coherent periodic oscillations. The
mean axial velocity deficit in this zone is reminiscent of the wake of a solid body of revolution, nd

the vortex core is greatly expanded.

Axial gradients in the approach flow uptresa of the breakdown zone and in the wake downstream of
it appear to be deterained by globally imposed conditions, such as an overall (axial) predsure
gradient, or the geometry of the container walls, or, if impressed forcing conditions are absent, by
viscous decay. The axial scales of Impressed forcing typically are much larger than the diameter of
the vortex core; on these scales, the breakdown sone looks like a thin transition region joining the
approach flow and the wake.

Measured values of the core expansion ratio (wake core diameter/approach flow core diameter)
analyzed by Leibovich [171 (see Table I of section 5 below), using data from Gsrg & Leibovich 1361,
range from slightly over 1.5 to nearly 3. Expansions associated with the B-form were found to be
significantly larger that those associated with the S-form.

Most of the Information that is available concerning breakdown, including the very important

qualitative information concerning onset, position, and type, have been obtained by flow visualization
using smoke or dye as a tracer. In particular, the designations of different types of breakdown, the
B and S forms. were made on the basis of their appearances in flow visualization experiments. Are
these two forms really different, or just visual variants of the same flow state? Recognizing that
care must he taken in the interpretation of streakline data, it might not be prudent to infer from the
distinctive appearances of the B-form and the S-form as revealed by smoke or dye that these actually
ark distinct flow disturbances. It might be argued, for example, that there are minor wiggles of the
upstream dye or smoke feeder due to very slight disturbances near the stagnation point that are some-
times large enough to periodically deflect the tracers, leading to what we see as the S-form, while at
other times they are too weak to have a noticeable effect, and we identify the disturbance as a
B-form. This argument, while plausible based only on the shapes of the dye filament, is not correct;
at least two pieces of evidence exist to show that the two form are in fact distinct flow disturban-
ces. One piece of evidence, the different core expansion ratios, has already been discussed. The
second has to do with the upstream flow conditions which lead to either the B or the S-form.

Consider the flow in a conical tube apparatus of the Sarpkaya design at fixed flow rate (Reynolds
number). For low values of swirl (i.e., smell vane angle), the flow exhibits no unusual behavior.
When the swirling speeds exceed a threshhold value, a large amplitude disturbance form appears in the
test section. For a Reynolds number based on tube diameter of, say, 3000 or larger, the breakdown
that first appears is of S-type, according to Sarpkaya 1301, Paler & taibovich [341, and Grg &
Leibovich 1361. If the swirl level is further increased, the breakdown moves to a position farther
upstream. Although there Is vacillation in position, the breakdown appears to have a definite mean
location that depends upon the swirl. As the swirl is further increased this process continues until.
at a second critical value of the swirl, the S-form transforms into a B-form, and moves rapidly to a
new equilibrium location several core diameters upstream of the previous mean position. (The
metamorphosis is described by Sarpkaya 1301 and by Faler & Leibovich (361). Thus the transition to a
B-form Is associated with a discontinuity in the mean position versus swirl-level functional
relationship, and this discontinuity is the clearest evidence that the tw disturbance forms are truly
distinct.

There are borderline ranges of swirl levels for which the B-form and the S-form spontaneously
transform one Into the other, each transition causing the location of the newly established breakdown
to move rapidly to the mean axial location appropriate to its type. The response of a B-fore to
increases of swirl is similar to the S-form, the mean location moves upstream; furthermore, the
spontaneous reversion to an S-form becomes increasingly rare and, an the swirl is Increased beyond
some level, this reversion no longer is observed to occur.

The location of breakdown has been measured am a function of volume flow rats Q (or a Reynolds
number hased upon Q) and swirl, measured in dimensionless form by the parameter a - srD/4Q originally
introduced by Sarpkaya (301. Here r is the circulation about the vortex core, a quantity that can he
inferred from the inlet data (for example, the vane angle and placement in a vane swirl generator).
and D is a characteristic diameter of the apparatus. Measurements of this kind are presented by
Sarpkaya 130-321, Paler & lAIbovich (341, and Facudier & Zebnder 1251; a limited saple is also given
by Garg & Leibovich (361. Except for Rscudler & Zohnder, vo use a tangential jet swirl device, the

.* experiments cited use vane swirl generation, and a typical compilation of results is shown in Figure
7. The dependence of the breakdown location with Be in these flows is probebly not due to a viscous
role in the breakdown mechanism, which appears to be essentially imviscid, and, although the point
continues to be misinterpreted (cf. Recudier & Zehnder 125, pg.1181, it certainly cannot be attributed

to viscous wall effects (the discussion here excludes phenouma at Reynolde mebers so low am to allow
frictional influences of the wall to penetrate to the vortex core). Rather, the breakdown location at
fixed 0 and Increasing (decreasing) A varies primarily because of the increase (&ecreas*) in peak
swirl and core vorticity associated with a reduction (enlargsm t) in core diameter; ecsll that a
vane-centerbody apparatus produces a vortex with a core dimeter proportional to I-

- 1  
ta

Recudier & Zehnder 125) show that the simple rule Rfl3 - constant, where R is a dimensionless
parameter associated with the swirl generstion section, correlates conditions for the occurrence of
vortex breakdown at a fixed axial location in their apparatus. They also suggest that this result is
applicable to other experifental deta. for date apparatus using vans swirl gneration, the
correlation reduces to &0- - constest. Unfortunately, aeither this result, or a&y other functional
relationship between Re and 9, can posibly represent a universal criterion for the occurrence of r
breakdown at a fixed location, as Figure 7 indicates, simply because B and B breado ns hae
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distinctly different locations as a function of Be and s2 in vane devices. In fact, as pointed out by
Faler & Lelbovich 1341 and by Leibovich 1171. the relevaut dynamics in vortices scale with the vortex
core diameter, and that it is likely to be more revealing to describe data using a Reynolds number
based on that length.

The main characteristics of vortex breakdowns above delta wings at high incidences appear to
agree with the findings described above for flows in tubes, although detailed structural information
of the breakdowns that occur in the former csses is not available. Nevertheless. the appearance of
the two main types, the B-form and the S-form are both well documented (Werle (371, Lambourne & Dryer
151. with the S-form predominating. Since this is the low swirl form of breakdown, this may merely
imply that under conditions of aerodynamic interest, the swirl level is not high enough to render the
B-breakdown the stable form. As the incidence is increased, and thereby the swirl level. an existing
breakdown moves upstream like its tube counterpart (Elle 1381; Werle [37); Marnshaw 6 Lavford (31;
Humel & Srinivassn [4)).

It is interesting to note that the sense of the helical dye filament of the leading edge
S-breakdown Is opposed to the direction of rotation of the upstream vortex, although the apparent
direction of rotation of the spiral, as a geometric form, agrees with it (Lambourne & Bryer 15)).
Sarpkaya 1301 and Paler & Leibovich 134! found the sense of the helix and its sense of rotation to
agree with that in the approach flow in their experiments in vane-type devices. Escudier & Zehnder
1261 found that the helix sense of S-breakdowns in their experiments agreed with the observations of
Lambourne & Bryer. Since we have already argued that the flows generated by tangential jet entry
devices are closer to leading edge vortices than they are to flows in vane devices, the latter
agreement is perhaps to be expected. Actually, it Is not clear that the helix sense has such
significance. The helix marks a thin filament of fluid particles surrounding the upstream vortex
axis. As Lambourne & Dryer 151 have shown. individual fluid particles in the streskline as it expands
radially downstream of the stagnation point have virtually zero swirl velocity, consistent with the
need to conserve angular momentum. The formation of a spiral structure is consistent with a
nonaxisymetric displacement of the dye filament of the form exp[i(94ut)] in the neighborhood of the
stagnation point. with each dyed fluid particle thereafter moving on a surface of revolution in an
essentially fixed meridional plane until it passes into regions of turbulent flow. The sense of the
helix is determined by the sign of w. The 'rotation' of the geometric form is accomplished without
rotation of Its coostituent parts.

4. REMARIS ON THE DEPARTURE FROM AXIAL SYMMETRY OF VORTEX BEAKIDOWN

Approach flows which suffer breakdown can be made Zo have a high degree of axial symmetry. yet
the flows in the breakdown zone and in the wake lose this symmetry. The lois of symmetry is
associated with Instability of the sxisyitric flow and presages transitioa to a turbulent wake.
Thus &symetry shapes the properties of the wake, and therefore the global flow, but is the loss of
symmetry intrinsic and necessary for the formation of a stagnation point and consequently an essential
element in the mechanism of breakdown? The answer is not known, nor of course could it he in the
absence of a definitive identification of the breakdown mechanism. Nevertheless, a correct working
hypothesis could help in the construction of a theory which, it is to be hoped, will eventually be
constructed as a comprehensive explanation of the phenomenon. As will be seen in the next section,
virtually all of the theoretical attempts that have been made adopt the view that nonaxisymatric
effects are incidental, and that the dominant machanies of breakdown is 8xitsyitrc; Benjamin (71 has
most explicitly articulated this idea. In this section. I will give arguments that might be
marshalled in support either side of the question.

If we adopt a cylindrical (r,e,x) coordinate system, we may represent say flow variable by a
Fourier series in the aiseuth 0 in the form

n Cn(r.z,t)e-in8.

Furthermore, if C,(rxst) are the Fourier coefficients of the axial velocity component, then
Cn(O.zt) - 0 for all nonzero integers a. Thus, the only disturbance to the axial velocity on the
axis of symetry is that associated with the axisy ntric (n - 0) Fourier component. Since the
variation with z of this Fourier made of the axial velocity mt be large to describe the arrest of
the axial jet of the approach flow, it is apparent that t vrtex breakdown. be it of S or B type,
must have a large axially-symstric disturbances. Sincete fluctuating velocities (indicative of the
magnitude of the n 0 0 Fourier components) are never more than a modest frar'.ion of the axial jet in
the approach flow, one could therefore assert that in this sense, the axisysmstric mode dominates the
nonaxisymptric modes. This is one argument in support of the position that nmmaxleyintric

.0 disturbances may play a secondary role In the mechnisma of vortex breakdown.

A second argument is based upon the probable existence of exact. steady, axisymostric solutions

of the Nevier-Stokes equations with reversed flow regime that resemble vortex breakdown, and the
known existence of physical flows with this characteristic. Laboratory experiments on flows in a
closed cylindrical container, driven by a rotating Lid, have been carried out by Vogel 1391 and by
Ronnenberg 1401, and reveal the existence of a closed, steady, axiaslly-syitric region of reversed
flow in a liited volume of fluid surrounding the axis of sy try. Numerical solutions of the

aevier-Stokes equations by LuSt h aussling 1411 successfully predict aspects of the observed flow.
Of course, this is a flow dominated by wall friction; and the basic flow, ma well as the flow reversal
region singled out, is a recirculating one. Nevertheless, thas numerical and experimental works show
that 'ideal' exisyitric solutions containing features broadly rssembling the one we are interested
in here do exist mad can be experimentally resiised. ore closely related, but pethp less firmly
established, are s tsrical solutions of the stendy amdSYstrie Movier-Stoka equations by Iepacky &
Torrance (421 and by Grabowski a larger (431 intended to simulate representative vortex breakd w

1 .. flows. Although questions can be raed (Leibovich 1171) about the reliability of these solutions,
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they constitute substantive evidence of the existence of exact steady, axisymmetric vortex breakdown
solutions.

One can begin, taking the other side of the question, by accepting both of the points made above.
that (a) the axially-symmetric Fourier component of vortex breakdown flows may be significantly larger
than the nonaxsysmtric ones. and that (b) the Havier-Stokes equations may admit steady, axially-
symmetric solutions with reversed flow regions. We willl call the latter solutions of class A. The

and admi~tted as point (a) here, need be close to any of the solutions of class A.exitene s suh aclss onenotimpy tatthe nearly axisymtric flosis observed in experiments.

In fact. the sequence of successive transitions observed experimentally by Sarpkaya 1301, Faler &Lelbovich 1341, Garg & Lelbovich [36). and Escudier & Zehoder 1251 as the swirl level is increased

suggests that both S and B-forms of breakdown evolve from flows that are clearly not axially-sym-
tric. The first large amplitude disturbance arises as a steady, nonaxisymmetric bifurcation of a
steady, axisymmetric flow (Paler & Leibovich 1341); sequential increases of the swirl beyond this
first critical level lead to a sequence of nonaxisymmetric flows with (or so it seems) an increasing
axisymetric aspect, although nonaxlsymmetric features are never lost. This suggests that the members
of class A are unstable solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations, and the flows realized in experiment
may or my not be close to then. The momentum transport created by the symetry-breaking modes aris-
ing from the instabilities can cause the axially symmetric part of the motion to differ drastically
from solutions belonging to A, even though the nonaxisymmetric modes remain such smaller that the axi-
symmetric one. The Taylor-Couette flow between coaxial rotating cylinders provides an example of this
in a simpler and more extensively studied setting. In this case, the symmtry-breaking perturbations
are the Taylor cells which are themselves steady and axisymmetric at modest supercritical Taylor num-
bers; the syietry is broken by the appearance of axial coordinate 2 rather than the azimuth angle.
Even when the cellular motion is weak compared to the man flow, the z-averaged velocity profiles dif-
fer significantly from the exact stationary cylindrical solution of the Havier-Stokes equations.

In summary, although the matter remains somewhat uncertain, it appears that axlally-symietric
-breakdowns- are admissible solutions of the Wavier-Stokes equations, and these are physically realiz-
able at sufficiently low Reynolds number in wall-dominated flows. On the other hand, maintenance of
symetry appears impossible at the high Reynolds numbers of aerodynamic interest. and the steady. axi-
symmetric solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations at high Reynolds numbers, assuming they exist, are
unstable to non-axisymetric perturbations. Furthermore, the long-range effects of breakdown arise
because of these Instabilities: without them, the breakdown disturbance would be a local imperfec-
tion, annealed by the flow. A step that would help to clarify the question and which seems feasible,
but only barely, Is an Investigation of the stability of mmerically generated flows of class A to
three-dimensional disturbances. This involves a challenging nonseparable eigenvalue problem. (Nguyen
1441, in a recent thesis, examined the viscous, spatial stability of solutions found by Grabowski &
Berger 1431, with the velocity profiles at each station treated an though the flow were columnar.
Such an effort, though interesting and valuable, is incapable of treating what is likely to be the
most significant region of instability, the breakdown tons itself.)

5. WAVE PROPAGATION AND THE CRITICALITYf CRITERION

Viewed on scales nch larger than the vortex core diameter, vortex breakdown appears to be a
discontinuous transition between two flows with very different characteristics. In this sense, it is
reminiscent of a shock wave in geadynamics or its analog in free surface flows, the hydraulic jump.

Waves my propagate in all three of these physical system. In hydraulic jumps, in geasdynamic
shock waves, and (for all adequately documented obeervations) in vortex breakdowns, transition
separates an upstream flow (the supersonic or supercritical region) incapable of supporting upstream
propagating wavelets, from its downstream successor (the subsonic or subcritical region), which admits
both upstream and downstream propagating wavelets. Furthermore, the three systems share a common
sensitivity to conditions imposed downstream. The occurrence and position of a shock in a nozzle is
controlled by the beck pressure, and the occurrence and location of a hydraulic jump in a channel of
variable width Is controlled by backwater conditions. While it is more difficult to control
"backwater" conditions in vortex breakdown experiments, the effects of changing pressure gradients
(Sarpkaya 1321), insertion of solid objects on the vortex axis, and deflection of trailing-edge flaps
(Lambourne & ryer 151) on the occurrence and location of vortex breakdown indicate that thisphenomenon has a similar sensitivity to downstream conditions.

Like a free surface flow, a vortex core admits infinitesimal dispersive waves. If thewavelengths of tw  disturbance* wte smal cowpered to the length scale on which the core

characteristics champ, then the waves my be treated approximately as if they were propagating on a
columnar vorte. Let the velocity field in sch a columnar vortex be (OV(r),W(r)) in cylindrical
(r.9.2) coordinates. The radial velocity component of a wavelet has the form

u(t,6,z.t) - Auo(r)exp{Ikk(s-ct)-nOJ) + c.c. (4)

where Amo(r) is a complex amplitude (A being constant) describing the modal structure, c.c. stends for
the complex conjugate of the preceding term. and c - u/k is the phase speed of a mave of angular
frequency a in the s-direction. Other flow disturbance variables in the mve have a similar form.

The interpretation of supercriticality or eubcriticality for vortex breakdown flows is based "p
the wave propagation charecterietics of the no flows; thie is the se as the instantaneous flow
upstram, but the instantaneous downstream f -nis replaced by its tim-average, which is steady end
axieysmstric. furthermore, the classification, de to enjadn (71, is based upon propaatie of
axisyintric (a-O) wavelets. ?lo are sepercritical according to lenjemd if the minim phse speed
c Is positive (where it is assumed that the basic flow ail velocity NWr) is everywhere positive), so

that surfaces of constant phase cannot propagate upstream. It co be generally shown (see Leibovich
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1451) that if the flow is stable, there &re two branches of the dispersion relation for axisymetric
wvyes, Me corresponding to phase speeds c_(k) lees than the minimum axial velocity of the basic
floV. and ta hving p o c+(k) greater then the maxims axial velocity.

Benjamin 171 showed that the gseral effect of increasing the level of swirl Is to reduce the
inima value of c , so that increasing swirl in a supercritical flow drives it towards critical
ad It increased eoough, the flow can be sade sbcritical. Since the medium is disperive, the

ability of perturbations to propagate upstream is determined by the group velocity c. - 3w/ak, not

the phase velocity, and Benjamin's classification need not carry the interpretation giveo to it.
Nevertheles, Libovich 1451 showed that Benjamin's criterion for supercritticality is always
consistent with a definition based on group velocity; furthermore, since c . c as k * 0, flows
hat are subritical bsed upon phase velocity criterion are als ubcritcal bsed upon the sor

fundamental group velocity criterion. Thus. Benjamin's classification based on phase velocities is
coincident with a one basoed on group velocities, at least if consideration is restricted to
nxisysmetric modes.

It is not generally known whether the group velocity of nonaxisysmetric nodes is directed
downstream in suprcritical flows as defined above. If not the concept of criticality is probably
dewolished. For the few special cases for which calculations have been sade (Teat & Widnall [46!. for
flow (2) with various profile constants determined by Garg (471; and Imibovich & Ha (481, for the flow
(2) with W2 - 0 and a-I), the classification remains intact.

Criticality Criterion of Onset

The wave propagation characteristics of a vortex core change with axial distance as the core
evolves. This process is direct in a leading edge vortex, since then the core vorticity increases
along with axis. In the case of tubes of variable area, the vortex properties are changed by the
geometrical constcrainte. Squire (61 proposed that vortex breakdown first becomes possible when
conditions in the vortex are critical. The model he used for his illustrative calculations was
columnar and he did not discuss the evolution of Core properties. Nevertheless he must have had in
snd the evolving vortex, and presumably he intended to suggest that breakdown would occur somewhere
near the spot where critical conditions arise. Thus, the presence of a downstream source of
disturbance, such as a trailing edge of a wing, or a sudden change in tube area, would be commnicated
by waves propagating upstream through the subcritical section of the vortex waveguide, but would be
unable to proceed further than the station at which critical conditions obtain.

Benjamin 171 criticized this conception, pointing out that the group velocity at criticality is
positive in the downstream direction, so that in a columnar flow, disturbances cannot spread upstream
from a disturbance source. Had Squire described the processes in an evolving vortex core, along the
lines above, Benjamin's objection would not have "eued compelling.

As a first approximation, the location at which critical conditions occur in a vortex can be
taken as an estimte of breakdown location. This my be refined by recognizing that the speed of a
nonlinear wave increases linearly with its amplitude, so that a nonlinear wave can penetrate into the
supercritlcal region of the vortex. Thus. a nore general wave theory will locate a breakdown Is
somewhat upstrem of the critical station. Further discussion of this point is deferred to the latter
part of this section.

The critical condition for flows with given velocity profiles can be computed With little effort
from a second-order ordinary differential equation. As an example. I have computed (using boundary
conditions approriate to unbounded domains, se Leibovich, 1970) the regions of supercritical and
subcritical flow for a vortex model (2). The velocity profiles of the model may be given in rescaled
form by

V(r) - qJ8Jr-I 1 - exp(-r
2
)] (a)

W(r) - I + 6 exp(-r
2
) (b)

where q Is a positive constant, and 6 > 0 in an approach flow (jet) and 6 ( 0 in a wake flow. As seen
in (5b), the axial velocity tends to a constant As r * -, and this speed has been used to normlize
the velocities, while distances are normlized by the radial distance at which the axial vorticity
e-folds once, a measure of the core size that turns out to be close to the radius of nximum swirl.
The parameter q in (5s) was introduced by Lessen at al 149! in their treatment of the stability of
this flow, and its value completely determines the inviscid stability characteristics. Consequently.q is retained in the description and I will call (1) the "Q-vortex" henceforth.

The results of the calculation are shown in Figure 8. Also shown there are regions of
instability according to the theories summnrised in section 6. 1 have also located on this plot the
approach-wae transitions reported by Gerg & Leibovich 136! and deduced from their Table 1. for
convenience, the reprocessed data is compiled in Table I. where the symbol A identifies approach flow
and W the wake flow. The Reynolde number is given first with respect to the tube radius and, in
parenthesis, with respect to the core diameter based on msximu swirl (as in Leibovich 117!. Table
I). The core expansion ratio (Leiavich 117)) is also shown: the jump in q from higher values
upstream to lower ones dnwnstreae is consistent with the mixing occurring in the ake., which causes an
increase in core diamtei and consequent reduction in peak core vorticity (hence a reduction in q)

Notice that all approach flows are supercrictical. The "distance' from criticality is best
eassured by the Fronds-like nmher N, introduced by Senjamin 171

N - (c + + c)/(+ - c_)

where c+ and c_ are the greater and lesser vlues of the phase speed for waves of extreme

-. 7_
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A

Reynolds number or 6 q N Core expansion
Breakdown type W ratio

(a) 11,480 (1920) A 0.89 1.98 1.86 1.64
S W -0.72 1.45 0.60

(b) 11.460 (1920) A 1.58 1.59 1.32 2.45
5 W -0.94 0.97 0.44

(c) 14,100 (2812) A 0.97 1.86 1.47 1.78
S w -0.94 1.43 0.57

14,100 (2812) A 1.4 1.62 1.37 1.97
B w -0.87 1.18 0.45

20,160 (3348) A 1.04 1.85 1.42 2.1
S W -0.82 1.38 0.46

20.160 (3348) A 1.48 1.64 1.32 2.76
B W -0.91 1.04 0.45

Table 1. Data from refs.[17,36) with values of Froude number H appended. First Reynolds number is
based on tube radius; number in parenthesis Is based on core diamter 117). A,W refer to
data in approach or wake flows; .S implies transition via bubble or spiral breakdown.

length. For prescribed values of 6 and q, N may be found from the data in Figure 8. To find
(c,c ) for a noncritical flow with given (6,q), relabel the abscissa, letting it be 1; and
let the positive branch of the continuous curve separating sub- and supercritcal regions be 9+.
and the negative branch be I_. Given q, two values t1 (q) are defined, and

C+ - max(l - 6i+ 1 - at ), c_ - min(l - 6+, I - 61)

In wake flows, -1 < 8 < 0, and I < -1. It is understood that flows with axial velocity reversals
are excluded from the iscussion.

Conjugate flow States

For some applications, including aerodynamic ones. the details of the transition region are not
as important as the position of breakdown and the general properties of the flow following it. A
method of determining the wake properties from the approach flow, like shock jump conditions, may
suffice.

Benjamin's [71 theory of conjugate flows, dons not provide jump conditions, bat it does aim at
relating the downstream flow to the approach flow without considering the structure of the
transition. The theory is cast in term of steady, inviscid, and axisysmetric motion, which as is
well known (cf. ref. (71), is described by a single equation for the Stokes streaufunction, #. In
cylindrical coordinates, the equation is

*rr - r Or + *.z - r
2 

I'(4) - ItV(l), (7)

where subscripts indicate partial derivatives. H is the total head and (except for a factor of 2w) K
is the circulation; both are functions of * alone,

H .- p + 1 (U
2 

+ v
2 

+ w)
p 2

(8)
K rv

where the (r,8,s) velocity components are (u,v,w). The functional form of 1' and K my be determined
if all streamlines intersect a plane z - constant upon which the pressure and velocity are known.
These functions typically are highly nonlinear (and not Galilean invariant). For example, the vortex
model (2) with Id2 - 0 has

GAq) - . e B l-- V (9)

A-[I-e-0]. 6 - 2n/W1 .

If W, 0 . to the sam model.

H'(*) - 4.2 i -q2/In(l 2*/I} 2 1 -2d 2 .

K =2eq , q X/W2,(10)
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while Nall's [211 conical vortex model has

81(s) - Cs
-

K(t). X#1/2

where C and A are contants.

Benjamin 171 considers columar solutions - *(r) in the cylinder 0 < r < a. Assuming that a
supercrltical flow (0. V(r), W(r)) is prescribed, the corresponding functions 0 and X can be found.
and the prescribed supercritical flow is obviously a solution of (7). Typically other solutions to
(7) will exist. however, with the same functiona forms for N and K; if so, then Benjamin shows that
they are necessarily subcritical and have larger values of the mowSntum flux

S - 2. (p + pl
2
)rdr,

0

which Benjamin calls the "flow force". These properties were placed on a rigorous mathematical
footing by Fraenkel 1501. The defining supercritica. flow and a second solution (assuming it exists)
with S closest to the value of S of the dmfining flow are called a conjugate flow pair.

The conjugate flows do not represent an analog of a shock jump condition, however. Since
momentum must be conserved, two flows in the sam cylindrical space can be connected only if they have
the same value of S (neglecting wall friction). This is possible only if energy is dissipated or
radiated sway by the (unsteady) formation of waves in a transition region that is outside the scope of
the analysis. Benjamin 17) shows that the formation of waves leads to a reduction in S and his
conception of idealized vortex breakdown is the transition between an upstream supercritical flow and
a downstream flow consisting of the subcritical conjugate and a superposed vavtrain.

As In the theory of normal shocks, the level of sopercriticality, measured by the Froude number
N. at which a breakdown occurs cannot be specified. but Benjamin argues that slightly supercritical
-onditions are mast dangerous for the occurence of -spontaneous" breakdown.

a11 11 criticised Benjamin's theory on the grounds that it does not offer an advance of
Squirm's 161 simpler idea in providing a prediction of the occurrence and location of breakdown; and
that the concept of reduction of S byp waves to supported only by weekly nonlinear theory. whereas the
perturbetions occuring in breakdown are necessarily large. The moat serious weakness of Benjamin's
171 theory in my view Is that there is no clear way to relate it to experiments which, at high
Reynolds numbers, always have unsteady, nonaxleyvmetric wakes. The only conceivable way to relate the
theory to experimant is to regard the streamfunction appearing in the theory as the streamfunction for
the time-averaged flow in the wake, which is sxially-symmetric and steady. If this is done, however,
there is no need for the total pressure H(#) in the wake to have the same functional form as it has
in the supercritical defining flow upstream. The correspondence between the functions for H in the
conjugate states can be destroyed simply by unsteadiness, and does not require energy dissipation.
Thus to accept Benjamin's theory, which has provided such a wealth of useful concepts, requires an act
of faith for which no scientific besis has yet been provided.

Nonlinear Wave Models

The linear long wave model of Squire's [61 leads to the critical condition. If the basic vortex
flow foe a woveguide with slowly changing characteristics then, as outlined above, disturbances
created downstream can penetrate upstream, the long waves coming to rest near the section of the
vorte,. where critical conditions are reached. This picture of breakdown as a wave provides a simple
conceptual framework that explains qualitative features concerning the location of breakdown and its

movement in response to the variatio of experimental control proaaters.

Without accounting for finite wavelength, however, the region of wavy disturbances can have no
beginning in a waveguide of fixed characteristics, the case explicitly treated by Squire. while if the
waveguide varies, the long waves have a singularity at the critical station entirely analogous to that
arising in linearized gasdynsmics at the sonic condition.

The removal of these difficulties requires the inclusion of finite amplitude and finite
wavelength effects and provides a wave model that is free of these inconsistencies. Furthermore, the
enlarged wave theory shows that the position of breakdown, regarded as the location at which the wave
is arrested. lies in the supercritical region of the waveguide and allows some structural information
in the breakdown zone to be inferred.

Nonlinear wave theory is developed and applied to vortex breakdown In papers by Benjamin 1101.
Leibovich (11]. Leibovich & Randall 1121, and Randall & Leibovich 1131. The first two papers deal
with columnar wveguides, while the eecond two deal with slowly varying vortex wavaguides and provide
a "transcritical" theory for the problem related, rather distantly, to transonic theory.

Benjamin (101 first showed that axislly-symmetric solitary wave solutions are possible in a
columnar vortex, that they are the only disturbences of permanent form that can arise in the abeence
of energy lose, and that they are stationary in a suparcritical stram. Benjamin's paper is mainly
concerned with infinite wevetroins of finite amplitude; the only example of a solitary wave presented

* leads to an acceleration of flow along the vortex axis rather that a deceleration as required for
" breakdown. Laibovich (1ll, in a further development of Benjamin's work, showed that axisyintric

waves of small but finite amplitude propagating on a columnr vortex have a Stokes streamfwction of
the form

OI ... ......
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- (r) - ct0(r)A(z~t), (12)

where (r) Is the stramfunction of the unperturbed floe, c is a mall amplitude parameter. and 4o(r)
is the eigenfunction of a second order ordinary differential equation. The wave amplitude is governed
by the orteveg-deVries equation

At+ c.A. - .{oA- + SAg}' (13)

where c0 , the linear long wave speed, and the constants a and 0 are all functionals of the unperturbed

flow field that may be computed. For radially unbounded flow with vorticity vanishing at distances
large compared to the core radius, A is determined Instead by an integrodifferential equation of the
same form as (13). but with the term proportional to P

3A/lz replaced by

K P A(E,t)dt (14)

;.-
3  

_ [(.-E)2 +zI]12

where I is the ratio of the core radius to the wavelength and K is a constant (depending upon l) that
is fixed by the theory.

The Korteweg-deVries equation has solutions describing waves of pervmnent form, the solitons,
which evolve from initial conditions of rather general type; they are the solitary waves known since
the nineteenth century. The soliton with unity as maximum value of the amplitude A propagates, in the
notation used In equation (13), at a speed c0 - co/3 if ta is poitive, as it turns out to be in
examples of realistic basic vortex flows. The dependence of wave speed on wave amplitude is again
analogous to gaodynamcs, but here the medium is dispersive and waves of permansot form can develop
without dissipation. From this dependence, one concludes (Benjamin 1101, Leibovich 1111) that the
soliton is stationary if the flow upstream of it is supercritical. If the amplitude paramter t is
allowed to take any value, instead of the small ones for which the theory has asymptotic validity.
then the soliton can create a stagnation point on the axis and axial flow reversal [11[.

Being close to critical has no effect on waves in a cylindrical tube, but hes a large effect on
waves in a tube of variable area. Lelbovich & Randall [121 showed that a different procedure is
needed to find the structure of weakly nonlinear waves in nearly critical, or "trencritical" flow;
their theory was applied to breakdown by Randall & Leibovich [131 when the deviation, g(z), of the
tube area from Its maximum value is mall and changes slowly with a, so (dgldz)/g is mall compared to
the wavelength of the disturhence. The equation describing waves on a nearly critical flow in such a
slowly varying waveguide is (in notation differing from the original)

At - clam + OA.z - o(gA) - vAl. (15)

Here a, 0. o are again computed constants, and v is a computed constant times an inverse Reynolds
number based upon wavelength. Randall and I explored the consequences for breakdown ensuing from the
adoption of (15) and the associated Stokes streamfunctioo and circulation

* - T(r) + 00 (r)Jg(z) - CA(,t)], rv - K(Y) + Yog(z) - cA(z.t)).

where y0 is given in terms of 0, as a model for the flow without restriction to small c. The
presence of dissipation, represented here by v. turns out to be important. molecular diffusion, as
assumed in Randall & Letbovich 1131, is probably negligible as a source of dissipation in vortex
breakdown at high Reynolds numbers, but I believe that another form of "apparent dissipation'. to be
explained in section 7, is significant and that v should be based upon it.

Equation (15) has solutions resembling solitary waves. Asuming the tube diverges in the
downstream direction, the area changes cause waves to amplify as they propagate upstream, and decay as
they move downstream. The possible ultimete equilibrium position of a finite alitude wave is
closely estimated by the roots of the equation

odg/dx + 2v - 0. (16)

In the problem that Randall and I considered (and which we thought was a reasonable model of
-0 Sarpkay's [301 experiments, a > 0. If v is to represent dissipation, then v > 0 , and the solutions

mst lie in a portion of the waveguide where dg/ds < 0, or where the tube is diverging. For problem
of flow In so initially straight tube that flares out and then become straight again, there are two
equilibriuam points s I and Z2 ) 21• Only the upstream point is stable, however, in the sense that
waves passing it in either direction experience a restoring tendency owing to the amplitude-speed
behaviour of the waves.

If the wave is to be stationary at a 1 , it most have a definite amplitude. Without loss of
generality, the moximsw value of A can be set at unity, and the condition that the wave be stationary
at a1 then fixes the amplitude parameter at

e - 3g(a 1 ). (17) 1

for the conditions obtaining in experiments containing vortex breakdown, the compUted value of t is

not mall and the resulting flow calculated contains a stagnation point. For the basic flow model
selected as representative of Serpkaya's experimental data, Randall and I found a etreamlin pattern
containing a stagnation point ad & recirculation bubble. The result Ws interesting because there
are no adjustable constants in the theory; the fact that a reversed flow region exists is apparently
the only possibility if the disturbance is to remain stationaryI Furthermore, the core radius of the
asincvortex and the radius of the 'bubble' of reversed flow are pproximtely the Goes as observed

in.. . ...r.iment.



Much has been made, mostly by m 110,171, of the fact that the sense of the swirl velocity
reverses as one crosses a dividing streamline of a recirculation zone embedded In an invested swirling
flow if th functional form of the circulation K(#) (in the notation of equation (6)) Is analytically
continued from the outside of the closed streamine regin where it is defined to the Inside. This

reversal, being impossible without an applied torque. was considered a serious weaknese of the
toterior solutions found for the regions of reversed flow. I now believe that this qualitative
inconsistency is easily removed. It has always been known (see Laibovich [51.171) for discussions in
the context of vortex breakdown) that a different functional form for K(*) say be chosen for the
interior. This cannot be done arbitrarily if the shape of the dividing streamline is to be
maintained, because the interior and exterior pressures mast balance on all points of the streamline.
and an alteration of K(*) altars the pressure distribution. Having found a dividing streamline using
a single functional form for K($). howver, one can mintain its sape by the replacemont of K($) by
-K(*) in the interior; all dynamical balances are thereby unchanged and no swirl reversal then occurs.

6. INSTABILITY OF INVISCID COLUMNAR VOITICKS

It is fortunate that great stretches of vortex flows, even those in which breakdown occurs, can
be approximated as columnar, since the columnar vortex is analogous to the parallel model of
two-dimensional basic flows. It is also fortunste that experimentally observed velocity profiles of
vortices undergoing breakdown, at least in some carefully studied examples, can be fitted reasonably
well by the analytically simple family of profiles given by equation (2) (the Q-vortex). and that some
results are known about the stability of this family. The stability analysis of the Q-vortex is
intricate and delicate sad a complete characterization is not yet available. Nevertheless, I will
review what is known about its stability. and then general criteria for stability and instability of
columnar vortices. Attention will be restricted throughout to inviscid motions. Finally. I shall
discuss the application of the results to the analysis of experimental data in vortices suffering
breakdown.

Suppose the basic flow to be analysed is described in cylindrical (r.z) coordinates by the
velocity vector

v - (O.V(c).?(r)).

If the flow Is Inviscid. the functional form of V and W are arbitrary. The problem governing the
linear inviscid temporal stability of columnar vortices to three dimensional disturbances of normal
node form xpli(kz - ne -wt)] is the Howard-Gupta (521 eigenvalue problem

D[SDu] - {1 + a(r)/ny + b(r)/y
2
}u - 0

u(1;) - 0(R2) - 0.

where R, and R2 are the boundaries. 0 < R1 < R2 < -I Z() E do/dr. D W- Do+()/r. and a(r),
b(r), and S(r) are prescribed functions of the bsic flow, and of th# assigned real waveoubere k and
n. The function y is the (negative) Doppler-shifted frequency, and is given by

y - k.v - w. k - (0,-nIr.k) (l1s.b)

where k is the wavenuaber vector of the assumed normel mode, and the frequency w is to be found as the
eigenvalue. The function S(r) - 1/(k.k) Is just a geometrical quantity. The functions a(r) and b(r)
are given by

a(r) - orD[Sr-'Dy - nr-V]. (20)

b(r) -2kr-2VS[krDV 
+ nOW].

The latter quantity plays an important role in the work to be described in this paper. It is of
interest to note here that b(r) has a simple kinemtic interpretation. Let C be the vorticity vector
of the basic flow and let a - (V/r)e be the angular velocity vector of a ring of fluid particles
of radius r in the basic flow. wherge is a unit vector in the direction of a-increasing, and let
• - k/(k.k) be a unit vector normeIlto the wavefroots of the assumed normal mode disturbance.

b(r) - -2( e (21)

Studies of the Q-Vortox Model

Lessen, Sioth, and Paillet |A9J Investigated the stability of the flow with velocity vector v,

given in cylindrical coordinates (r,O,x) by

V - qr- [l-exp(-r
2

)]; W - exp(-r
2

), (22)

where r rnges from zero to infinity. There is no loss in generality if q is taken to be positive,

and this will be assumed. This form serves (by a Gail" shift) as a model of flows with either
jet-like or wake-like axial velocity components of model (2) or its equivalent, equation (5). TheGCelilean shift does not affect stability questions, nort herfore does the jet-like or wake-like

character of the axial velocity profile: stability or instability is characterisd only by the
parameter q. Similarly. the stability of a columnar vortex with another set of profiles seem to

' depend upon the "dnimum velue ovr r of the quantity

q - -rD.V/tD

'- .
-wt



which is constant for the Q--vortex.

According to the results of numerical studies by Lessen at al [491 (supplemented by additional

calculations by Duck & Poster 1531. and by Leibovich & Stewertnon 1541), the "-ortex to unstable to

three dimensional disturbances with normal modes of the form expi(kz-ne-wt) provided q < qj. The
precise value of q, (indeed, the existence of this upper bound) is unknown, but it is known to exceed
1.58. Modes with positive azimuthal wavenumbers n are found to be the et dangerous.

A plot of growth rate (w i - imag(w)) against axial wavenumber (k) found by Lessen et al 1491
for q - 0.8 is shown in Figure 9. Notice that the saxismu growth rate increases with n. at least up
to the largest value (6) of n considered. This makes one wender if wi continues to increase with n
Indefinitely, or whether there is a meat unstable wave at a particular value of n. If the former case
holds, does wi approach a finite limit as k - -, or does it increase without limit? These questions
were considered by Leibovich & Stewartson [541. They showed that. on energy stability grounds, WI
cannot exceed the maximum value of the rate-of-strain, s. of the basic flow, where

s - [(rDQ)
2 

+ (DW)211
/ 2 ,

il = V/r is the angular velocity of the basic flow. Furthermore. detailed considerations of the
asymptotic behaviour obtaining as n * - revealed that wi approached a value w- from below in the
limit n - -. Although originally derived for the Q-vortex, the result generalizes and holds for
arbitrary profiles V(r) end W(r) and does not require that the flow be in a radially infinite region.
The generalized value is

-i - mx[-VDI(IM/s)2'2 + J(r)1]h/2.
(23)

J(r) - 2(DQ)D(rV)/(DW)
2
.

The function J(r) is a local Richardson number, based upon the geometric mean of the angular velocity
gradient ia and the circulation gradient D(rV), which should be compared to the Richardson number
arising in the stability criterion of Howard & Gupta 1521 (to be discussed in the next section), in
which Wl is replaced by a/r.

General Stability Criteria for Columnar Vortices and Further Results for the Q-Vortex

If the flow is inviscid, V and W can have arbitrarily prescribed functional forms. The special
cases having W(r) - 0 will be referred to as "pure" vortices. Stability results of a general nature
are as follows:

(I) (Rayleigh 155.561; Synge 1571) A pure inviscid vortex is stable to infinitesimal axisymmtric
perturbations if (Rayleigh) and only if (Synge)

* I r-D(K) > 0. (24)

where K(r) z rV(r) as in previous sections of this paper.

Note that Synge's contribution, which is a sufficient condition for instability, Is more
definite than Rayleigh's, which is a sufficient condition for stability, since one cannot guarantee
stability to nonaxisymtric perturbations from Rayleigh's work.

(i) (Rayleigh 1551; Fjortoft 1581) A necessary condition for the instability of a vortex to
nonaxisyetric two-dimensional disturbances is that the vorticity. C - r-lDr. have an extremae
in the interior of the fluid (with the axis r - 0 considered a boundary point, if it is not
excluded from the flow domin). This is the inflection point criterion applied to swirling
flows. Thus, a vortex with monotonic vorticity is stable to two-dimensional disturbances.

This condition is stre'gthened by a refinement of FJortoft's. A necessary condition for
instability of a pure vortex to two-dimensional disturbances is that

lo(r) - A(ri)I(or) < 0 (25)

in coe region in the flow, where r1 is a point at which Dc -0.

As in parallel flows, this argument can be taken a step further (although we are not aware of it
8 having been done in the literature) to virtually ensure instability if the angular velocity profile is

monotonic, the vorticity 4 has a single extrem in the flow at r - ri, and

10(r) - U(r 1 )I(Dr) < 0 (26)

throughout the flow. Then the equality holds only at r-t I and, by a well known argument due to
Friedrichs, a regular neutral ae exists with w - -nug(r1 ), where n Is the asimuthal wmvenumber of
normal modes behaving like exp(-i(ne + wt)]. An equally well knon calculation of Tollmin's sllos
one to compute contiguous unstable nodes, assuming they exist. Since the likelihood of a regular
neutral mode being isolated is squll, condition (26) provides a reasonable expectation that a flow of
this kind is. in fact, unstable.

(ii) (Howard 4 Gpta 1521) In the presence ot an axial velocity component, %oward & *te were
able to generalise condition (24) to one of Richardson number type. They show that if

j = #/(DW)
2 
> 1/4, (27)

then the flow ia stable to axially eymric disturbances. For the Q-vortex. this granteea
stability to infiitesimal n O disturbances if q)0.403.. .I
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- deriving semicircle theorem which is applicable to swirlingl flows with aon-axeiyntric
perturbations. No general conclueiosa concerning critical layer* aees to emerged yet from that work.
however.

(iv) (Haslowe 4 Stewartson. (60]) Swirling flow in a pipe or annulus of radius a to unstable if

Y(4) * 0. 911(a) a 0. (26)

This result Ise obtained by generalizing the asymptotic anlysis (asa n.- of the proble, a rigidly
rotating Poiseulle flow In a pipe.

(y) (Lebovich & Stewartaco t543) A sufficient condition for the Instability of a colunar
vortex Ise

vM[Man + (Mil] < 0. (29)

This condition can he related to Rayleigh 'a echanism of centrifugal Instability. but here an
axial velocity ise permitted, and the perturhetim are not restricted to axially-eywmstric one*. This
connection baa already bee anda by Load"l 1 141. * ho derived it for flow In a narrow anular gap by
Ingenious physical reaeooing. Ludwiegeo derivation of (29) did not permit Its status (necessary or
sufficient for stability) to be determined. end an 'Imroved' criterion derived ntheastically by
Ludwieg (151 for inviacid flow is a narrow alar gap Is not applicable to general flows. U. will
now show that (29), which follow* as a consequence of equation (23), analytically derived by TLibevich
G Stewarteon (541, is an Indication of a centrifugal Instability. First, we note that at each value
of the radiua, the basic flow bee oam principal ais at Its rate-of-etrain teneor wicth corresponds to
zero rate-of-strein. Tisd axis in tangent to the cylindrical surface r - constat sand Its direction
ise Indicated by the vector v In figure 2. Positive values of the growth rate (23) are possible if, In
the normal nde anlysis, trere Is a radial poeition r - ro in the basic vortex for shich (a) the
coefficient b(ro). am givmn by equation (24), Is positive, sod for which the wevesmser vector k of
the disturbance es given by (22b) to parallel to the principal axde corresponding to zero
rate-of-strain of the baic flow, In a spiral coordinate system with one axis aligeed with the
direction of wave propagation, the flow field appears to be locally tWo-diennleal, at Tro5 .
Furthermore,* if the basic flow vorticity and angular velocity are projected onto the direction of wove
propagation, the function b(r) Is the negative of Rayleigh's paraeter. Uf the flow Ise locally a
pure vortex snd b(r) > 0, then the Rayleigh/Siagh stability criterion Is violated. and the flow Ise
centrifugally unstable. This Is the local picture at r - ro in the curvilinear coordinate system
descrihed; the existence of such an ro with WOr) > 0 is guaranteed %bn (29) Is eatiafied.

The criteria (I)-(v), to or knowledge, are the only general stability results available far
inviecid, incompressible vortex flows with continuous velocity profiles. It is notable that mt of
tha are restricted to either pere vorticas or to axiaymemtric disturbance. *Detailed ammrical
studis of special cases in both inviscid and viscous flows indicate that axial velocity shears are

* dsstabilizing (Pedley (61,621; lhckrodt (631; Mealows (641; Lessen at al. (491; lsen 4 PaiLlet
1651; Duck & Fosear 1531; Foster and Duck (661 and that the eat dangerous nodes are not axially

* symetric. The only definitive general results known to he applicable to these flows are (iv) sad

Wv.
On the other hand, theise results, both sufficient conditiom for instability, are known free

special cse* ot to he necessary for instability. For exmple. for the (3-vortex, criterion (29) Is
satisfied for q < .12 and is not satisfied for larger valus of q. but it Is nhown from nmerical
computations that the flow is unstable, at leaat for the smaller vies of n. for values of q Larger
than .'2. Furthermre. marginal Instability of the inviecid flow Is likely to he deatined by the na
I mode, and will occcur at q - q1 ; q1 , assuming that a finite value exists, is knows to exceed 1.56.

Wit hen (29) is satisfied, the analysis of laibovich & Itewartson 1541 1how that Inviscid ndes
wiharbitrarily large asienthal. waveusubere are *elted. The nmrical evidence for the vertex andel.

(22) further abowe that If an seisuth ande al is excited, than all nes with 0 < a <(al We al00
excited. In such ceses then, the stisfaction of criterion (29) implies that in the absence of

A viscosity so Infinite member of nodes simultaneously have a finite growth rat. This suggests that
f or large Reynolds ember, (29) ito a criterion for massive instability Oad transition to turbulence.

*plcatieo ibltRelt n ereUed m Flows

Gsrg G teiboviCh (361 report apeximat "p@tram an donseream of Vertex hreednes of beth the
I- and the S-forms to which I bay already referred, In oddition to am flow masreets they ala.
report on so extensive sot of msesuremsta of power spectre that reveal strong low freqescy Periodic
oscillations in the Ya of both breakdwn form; etnler asclleatie bad bae reported earlier by
poar A leibevich (171 to occur in the interior of the recironlation sons of a 3-fete of bed~mm.
Becaume@ the man velocity profils is both the approach sed we flows coa be fitted with good

acracy to the Q-vortsz profiles, they ware able to sp"l the remults of Lessee at al (493 to ehow
that the secillation frequency in the 0*e ogreed with the frequency al the a - I node. The
sparrown easeremoi stean al sure suffiintmly far free the breakdon sane to smuts that the
sawptiom Of eslummar flew w~ a a lad sm. Traveres" at several downstream stats" ware takes. smid
the sma data at the stationsmateficiestly far dowatreen were timeot to be oslumaer to as acceptable
approxmantion. Furthermore, the vaues 49 q In the aes Is all experiments performed were lee them
1.56, therefore lass then the criticel value fee luetability to sesxisymtnie diaturhseos.
laproeMet in the sacuracy of the omariem between the frequescese of thi espernimatal dae base
sed the value free stability theory have bae deribe by Tsti G Videll (461. Upstream of 3-fom

of breakdown, q vsabout 1.6; oduce we kne that the critical vale of q exceeds 1.56, the flow

A..I
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upstream may be unstable according to stability theory; in any event they are at best marginally
stable. (It should be noted at this point that, although Leibovich & Steswrtson found Instabilities
at q - 1.58, the corresponding growth rates were very smll.) The values of q in the wake of

B1-breakdowns were all less than 2, Indicatin strong instability, according to Lelbovich & Stewartson
(54).

Corresponding measurements for S-type breakdowns revealed significantly larger values of q
upstream, indicating an approach flow with a higher degree of stability, while the mean flows in the

wake ware decidedly larger than values in the wake of B-breakdown, but grouped near W2, and therefore
definitely unstable according to stability theory. One concludes that the approach and wake flows of
B-breakdowns are less stable than those of S-breakdown. The core expansion is larger in B-breakdown
than in S-breakdown, and since this is likely to be the consequence of turbulent mixing, this provides
additional corroboration of the stability conclusions.

The jumps in q across the breakdowns in the Garg-Leibovich data bese are summarized in Figure B.
It may be useful to emphasize that a larger q does not mean a larger swirl level; q is directly
proportional to the peak swirl speed and inversely proportional to the axial velocity excess or
deficit. The axial velocity excess or deficit is itself a strong function of swirl (see Faler &
Lelbovich [34, pg. 13871 for a brief discussion).

Escudier et al (261 analyzed their experimental measurements in term of its instability and
criticality. The experiments ware conducted in an apparatus employing a slot-entry tangential-jet
vortex generator, followed by a sudden contraction, their 'exit tube', in whicl breakdown occured.
They concluded that the flow was always both critical and unstable at the entrance to the exit tube.
hence upstream of breakdown. These Interesting conclusions are apparently based upon two distinct
approaches. First, there was visual evidence of instability at the entrance to the exit tube.
Second, q (assuming the flow to be a Q-vortex) and the state of criticality (apparently assuming the
flow to be a Rankine vortex with uniform axial speed) ware estimated at each axial station at which
data was available. These indicated a rapid fall of q as the contraction was approached, with values
falling below 1.5 (the value they used as a criterion for losa of stability) just upstream of the

entrance to the exit tube. The value of q was estimated by the rule (appropriate for the Q-vortex) q
- 1.56 Vmsx/W2, where Vax Is the peak swirl speed, easily determined from the data.

The conclusions drawn by Iscudier et &1 (261, in sy view, are premature. It is not appropriate
to apply a theory for columnar vortices to a region of flow with large axial gradients, as they have
done, to arrive at the conclusion thet q falls as the contraction is approached. Even if the flow
were accurately columar, they found it difficult fit the measured mean axial profile (which has a
developing deceleration on the centerline, evidence of significant axial gradients) with that of a
Q-vortex, and the stability characteristics of a columnar vortex coinciding with their measured
profiles are likely to be very different from those of the Q-vortex. Furthermore, there is good
reason to believe that a nonswirling flow would also exhibit an instability at the sharp-edged
contraction that forms the entrance to the exit tube; that is, it seems likely that the instability
observed is due to the design of the experimental apparatus, and not to the properties of the vortex.

7. NONAXISYHMETRIC MOTION IN S AND B BREAKDOWN

The theories described in section 5 make no distinction between S- and B-breakdown, yet there is
a clear distinction between them. With fixed core radius, the S-breakdown is the low swirl form.
This Is seen from Figure 7 (where fixing the Reynolds number effectively fixes the size of the core).
and from the data in Table 1, where the Fronds number N in seen to be larger for S-breakdowns than for
B-breakdowns in a vortex with the same core size. The discrimination between the two forme of
breakdown is an important question yet to be addressed by theory.

One essential feature of S-breakdown is the presence of both Jn - I and n - 0 modes in its
Fourier decomposition. The need for the n - 0 mode was explained in section 4. The Jul - I modes are
needed to explain the corkscrew shape taken on by a streaklioe released on the vortex &its. since
these are the only modes having a nonzero radial velocity component on the axis. Thus. a theoretical
treatment of S-breakdown should include these modes me a minimal representation of the velocity
field. Furthermore, because of the obeervations made in the previous section concerning the
Inetability of the wake and the marginal stability of the approach flow in B-form breakdowns, it seem
that the sme minimal representation is required for both the B- and the S-form of breakdown.

because I believe the weakly nonlinear axieysmtric wave models have provided som insight into

the B-breakdown, I would like to use similar perturbetlon ideas to briefly speculate about the role of
the nonaxisy-tric flow features. Suppose a alowly varying ai etric basic flow is .lightly
perturbed and that to lowest order the perturbation consists of a superposition of - 0 and i-1
modes, with the axial velocity perturbetion given to lowest order by Is

t A(a,t)wo(r) + s [S(at)wj(r)ep i(- ) a
- is + c... (30)

smare t, e , and a are all parameters. If c 0. the form given describes the long

isyVWtrtc waves discussed in sctiou 5; the fusetion S describes the amplitude modulation of the
a I (spiral) modes, and is allowd here to vary slowly compared to the Lsegth scale (O(A/k)) md
I scale (O(A/w)) of these modes. If c - 0, tbea solltion solutiom are possible (Leibovich & He

1481) sed are described by the molimear Bbroedinger equation

+t C .m + .. 2 " -112 0 (31)t a2_
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The disturbances that emerge when both A and S are present wll depend upon how they are coupled.
and this w1 depend in a complex way upon the basic flow field. To fix ideas, think of the flow in a
tube that is first cylindrical, then diverging. Assume infinite Reynolds number, and the existence of
a baics axiymetric flow. Assume furthermore that this flow is stable throughout, that it is
supercritical at the beginning of the tube divergence, and that at the end, it is critical or only
slightly supercritical. This picture is presumably what would be expected in the experiments
conducted by Sarpkaya [30-321, and by my co-workers and me, If vortex breakdown had not occurred.

Now assume that a weak disturbance is introduced at the downstream end. The linear group
velocities of the nonaxisymmetric disturbance modes are positive, under the assumptions adopted, so
the nonaxisymietric features wii wash downstream. The linear group velocity of the axially-symmetric
long wave components of the disturbance will be very small, but the speed of a long wave of finite
amplitude may allow upstream propagation. Consider a disturbance that has made its way upstream. We
may assume S - 0 since by assumption infinitesimal n $ 0 modes are washed downstream; thus an equation
like (15) is operative. As this axisymmetric disturbance moves upstream, it amplifies end its length
decreases as a result of the area reduction it sees as it progresses. If the weakly nonlinear
equation (15) holds throughout, and if dissipation can be ignored in it, then wave will pass right
through the diverging section and continue to propagate upstream.

On the other hand, as Its amplitude grows, the stability of the finite amplitude axlsyumetric
wave to Ini > I disturbances becomes increasingly suspect. In particular, if the basic flow is not
far from .. rginal, and if the axisymmtric wave destablizes the flow to nl >n codes, then a modest
wave amplitude might be expected to lead to growth of three-dimensional aditurbances, with linear
growth rate proportional to c - cc, where cc is the value of wave amplitude parameter
corresponding to marginal instability to nonaxisymetric perturbations. The presence of a coherent
periodic signal in the spectra of disturbances measured by Singh & Obero [671 and by Gsrg and
Leibovich (361 suggests that the nonxisymetric amplitude S(z,t) grows out of this instability as a
Hopf bifurcation (looss and Joseph [681). This implies a saturation for the amplitude of the
three-dimensional perturbations, with

1C.s1
2  

- O(t -c).

The gain in energy of the spiral code comes at the expense of the axisymetric mode. WithiS1*O,
there is a feedba-k Into the equation for A of a term of the form

- I IS1
2
A (32)

where y l a coupling constant to be found as a functional of the basic flow. Thus, the
self-excltat 3n of the S mode in this scenario is made possible by virtue of presence of the A mode.
and the transfer of energy to it from the A code causes the dissipation of axlsymtric wave energy
necessary to stabilize the position of the aisymmetric mode In the diverging part of the channel,
since we may take

- yfSj
2  

(33)

in equation (15).

Thus, if (15) and (33) are adopted, the position and strength of breakdown are determined by
the Froude number, N, of the basic flow, the imposed external forcing (represented in the example by
wall tube slope function g(x), and the enecv density of the nonaxisymmetric motions, which depends
upon how close the basic flow is to marginal instability.

This scenario is not yet supported by detailed calculation, but the conception seems plausible
and provides at least a partial unification of the phenomena obeerved. The factors that distinguish
between B-forms and S-formS of breakdown are not apparent. Recognizing from Fig.8 that the S-form
appears under more stable and more highly supercritical conditions, it might be conjectured from
inviscid theory, that the B-form may be unstable at higher values of q, and that the S-fors emerges
from the B-form as a secondary bifurcation.

8. CONCLUSION

Given a model describing the smooth streamrise evolution of a vortex core, the position of
oreakdown may be estimated by computing the Fronde number N, the stability ratio q/qc where qc
corresponds to the critical value of q. In the obeervations that can be documented, stationary vortex

• brakdown occurs in suprcrttical reoso, gWM. The location seem to correlate better with the pointat which the vortex reaches a marginally stable condition than it correlates with the point at which

-' critical conditions are obtained.

A new conceptual framework is suggested based upon Information derived from experimental studies
of vortex breakdown. In the picture put forward, growth of sxlsyintric codes occurs as a result of
propagation in a variable vortex waveguide, and this wave loses stability to three-dimansional
disturbances when it reaches a critical amplitude. gonrgy drain from the azlsymetric wave to the
nonaxisymsetric modes serves to fix the possible equilibrim positions of the vortex breakdown, which
is Identified with a large amplitude a large amplitude axisymmetric wave and smaller amplitude
superposed nonaxisymmetric wave modes.
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F IGURLE CAPTIONS

1. Vortex breakdown In leading-edge vortices over a model delta wing, from [51. The breakdown in
the upper portion of the figure is a spiral, or S-type; the one in the lower portion is a
bubble, or B-type.

2. Photographe of vortex breakdowns in a tube; from [34. (a) B-type followed by S breakdown
downstream. (b) S-type.

3. Sketch of a leading-edge vortex, taken from 121).

4. Tangential slot-entry swirl generation apparatus used in [23-261. The rolling up of the shed
vorticity layer Is sketched as a spiral in the end-view on the left.

5. Swirl vane generation apparatus in perspective, from [281, with an inset showing details of the
centerbody and turning section, from (341.

6. Top left figure is a measured axial velocity profile in the generation section in a slot-entry
apparatus, taken from (26!; swirl profile is shown top right. Bottom left and right are axial
and swirl velocity profiles in a leading-edge vortex measured by Earnahaw 1271.

7. Plot ot the position (abscissa) of breakdown as a function of Reynolds number Be and swirl lead
0, from [34). Positions marked 0 or I locate 8-type breakdowns, while 2 locates S-breakdowns.
Otlier designations (3-6) locate large amplitude disturbances that do not persist at high Reynolds
number.

8. Parameter space for the Q-vortex, showing the regions of subcritical and supercritical flow,
regions of stability to axisymetric disturbances, and regions of instability to
three-dimensional disturbances. Strong instability to three-dimensional disturbances is found
for q < /2, and this region is shown. Also shown in the plot are the approach-wake transition
for the three sets of data given in Table 1.

9. Growth rates as a function of wavenumber k for Q-vortex for q - 0.8 and for azimuthal wavenuebers
I through 6, from ref. 1491.
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THE BREAK-UP MECHANISM OF A STREAMWISE

0 DIRECTED VORTEX
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N.T.H. 7034 Trondheim
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The present paper considers the possible break-up mechanism of a vortex whith its
axis paralell to the direction of the mean flow. Such streamwise directed vortices have
been considered first of all by G.I. Taylor (1] in his famous investigation of the stabi-
lity of the flow between two concentric cylinders. H. Gdrtler [21 has made his studies
of streamwise directed vortices along a concave wall. In both these cases the vortices
created seem to be very stable in the side-wise direction. However the G.I. Taylor vorti-
ces do not change in the direction of the mean flow, and thus do not exhibit any break-
up mechanisms. In very many cases encountered under different flow conditions the break-
up of a stream-wise directed vortex occurs after a certain distance downstream, and it is
the purpose of this presentation to exhibit a possible mechanism whereby such a break-up
can occur. This mechanism is inherent in the basic equations of the flow, and as such
may also be exhibited on the equations of motion a non-viscous fluid.

List of symbols.

r, ,z cylindrical coordinates

vr radial velocity component

v tangential velocity component

us axial velocity component

7 stream function

v kinematic visocity

p pressure

P density of the fluid

C1,C 2,C3 constants of integration

Q0 initial angular velocityI initial axial velocity

r. radius of reference
i rr. non dimensional radial coordinate

z x :l o non dimensional axial coordinate

K arbitrary constantsk
a swirl parameter 4

1. The Non-Viscous Problem.

In the Taylor approach to his stability problem the characteristics of the stream-
wise directed vortex were independent of the coordinate in the direction of the axis of
the vortex. One may point out that in this case a *feed-in" mechanism for energy is then
needed to maintain the vortex. When the vortex is not being fed in some such way it may
be expected that it will vary its characteristics with the axial coordinate. This effect
may even be exhibited by a non-viscous problem. The Navier-Stokes' equations in cylind-
rical coordinates (.O,s) with no *-dependence present will be:

__
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with the equation of continuity:

5crvr + T-rv) = 0 (1.2)

This latter equation suggests the introduction of a streamfunction T such that:

I a V = 1 -- (1.3)

If the viscous terms are neglected the second equation (1.1) may be rearranged as follows:

rv .,' 0v -Lrv 0 (1.4)

which in view of (1.3) may be formulated as:

-(v) -(1.5

It is here not intended to seek a general solution to this problem, but rather to select
a certain class of solutions and to work out specific cases. Thus the following expres-
sion is introduced:

rvO z C' (1.6)

where C. is a constant. This expression satisfies (1.5) and now only the two remaining
equations of motion are to be considered. Neglecting again the influence of viscosity in
the first and third equation of motion one may reformulate (1.1) as follows:

r-av av - - a a p ,,,,(1 .-L
_VrIX ar r a rp

Stressing again the intention to seek only a special case, the following assumption is
made:

P 2,r * . C 2

where C2 and p are constants. In view of (1.3) and (1.6) it is now easily verified thatthe two equatigns a1.7) re sinmtaneoussly, satisfied ift

-I * C
2
Y Z C2r (1.9)

In this way all equations are satisfied once 7 is determined from (1.9).
The situation to be considered is given by the following boundary conditions:

r(P2,): nr, (rs) 0 0

*4(rn): V *(r.0) " o1

)(r*s): V (v.0) z w0 2 Oonstant

L~
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These conditions mean that the vortex is confined 
within a cylinderical surface of

radius r and that no fluid leaves or enters this region through the cylinderical "walls.
There isoan axial flow which at s- 0 is evenly distributed over the circular crossection
of the vortex. At the same location the entering fluid is rotating as a rigid body with
the angular velocity Q . The interest will be focused on the way this flow develops if
and unspecified disturbance in the radial velocity at as 0 is introduced.

A possible solution to this problem is given by:

C2 22 = -.? CszrJ1 (Kr) sih(ks) (1.11)

where C3 is an additional constant of integration whose physical significance will be
explained subsequently. The boundary conditions (1.10) are now used to determine the con-
stants of integration C,, C2 and C,, and K and kc. The non-dimensional variables 1 and C
are introduced:

C r1r . /, (1.12)

It is further observed that the Bessel function . 1(x) has zeros at x=x:

J1 (Xi) 0 (i z1,2, ...) (1.13)

The two constants K and ,k are coupled by therelation:

C2 z k2 . C
2  

(1.14)

If the parameter a is introduced:

00
~(1.15)

it is possible to write the solution in terms of the velocity components as follows:

a__ - .
2  sfa-

2 -C: J ,, .1e, , .
O 0

-- 2*Z CL x,.To(x,0 sinh .

Here the first zero (x.zx,) of the Bessel function has been used. It is seen that the
solution still containk an unknown parameter C,/au0 which may be chosen arbitrarily. It
represents the magnitude of the velocity component vr at C- 0 which may be considered to
represent the initial disturbance at this location. This disturbance is responsible for
the further development of the velocity profiles downstreams. These velocity profiles
have been plotted in Figs. Is, lb and ic whereby the constants have been assigned the fol-
lowing values:

C)/awoz 0.01 , s= 1.6; z z 3.832? (1.17)

Several interesting features are present in this solution. First it is noticed that if
the parameter a in (1.15) is given a value greater than z./2, the hyperbolic sine will
convert into a trigonometric sine and the flow field splits up into cells in the axial! direction. One may onceiave of this as one of several ways of break-up of a vortex. if
however e < x/2 the development of the velcity profiles will occur exponentially, and% another way if breaking up the vortex can be envisaged.

~The developmnt of the velocity profiles shows the following characteristics. The

fluid near the axis of the vortex is rotating like a rigid body with an angular velocity
that is increasing with increasing distance from the initial position. At the ems time

the axial velocity is increasing in magnitude at the centerline and decreasing at the
"walls". Finally back-flow occurs. At that point the vortex may again be expected to be-
come unstable.

The results exhibited here for a non-viscous fluid my have a bearing an the de-
velopment of a stream-wise directed vortex in a viscous fluid just as Lord RATL ICB's
criterion of an inviscid fluid was shown by Taylor , [1] to be a limiting came of the
criterion for a viscous fluid.

f-w
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'Fig.1 Velocity profiles at increasing downstream locations.

It was shown above that a development of cells in the axial direction could be deaOnstra-
ted. Thin is an effect similar to G.I. Taylor's observation reproduced in Fiq.2 where
ven in the case of rotating cylinders a tendency to formation of cells is visible. Since
a11 eperimental evidence to the author's knowledge indicate a final break-down of the
vortex system, the mechanism may be as just demonstrated on this simple mathematical model.

final remark may be appropriate. The preceding de-

ductions seem to be applicable only in cases where the vor-
tex is confined to a cylinderical space, i.e. cases where
the cross-wise dimension does not change with downstream
distance. Such a situation is shown in Fig.3 where both the
vortices and their break-up region is clearly visible. A
similar situation is shown in Fig.4 where striations on a
cone indicate the presense of streamwise directed vortices
wh ich are very stable in the sidewise direction and where
the space occupied by the vortex increases in the cross-wise
direction with increasing downstream distance. The break-up
of these vortices seems to exhibit the same feature as de-
menstrated above.

Fig.2 Reproduotion of Tylor's
[11 original drawing showing
the instability of the vortices.

Breaik-up

region

Stagnation~
lI ne

Fig.3 Stsesmwiee diveoted vortices and their Fig.E Striation* on a done in asial flow
break-up in the region downstream of a stag- oaused by streawise direoted vortioes.
notion line on a ovlinder in aroeeflow.
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VORTEX BREAKDOWN: A TWO-STAGE TRANSITION

M.P. Escudier and J.J. Keller
Brown Boveri Research Centre
CH-5405 Baden, Switzerland

S .It is demonstrated that a large-scale isentropic transition between conjugate
swirling flow states can occur with no change in the flow force and that both flow
states are supercritical. It is argued that such a transition represents the first stage
of vortex breakdown in a tube, the second stage being a non-isentropic transition in the
nature of a hydraulic jump to the downstream subcritical state. The intermediate (super-
critical) state consists of a zone of stagnant fluid surrounded by a region of potential
flow. These two zones are separated by a layer of rotational fluid originating in the
upstream vortex core. An outline is given of the analysis for an upstream flow modelled
as a Rankine vortex. It is found that for any ratio of core-to-tube ra4ii., breakdown
(i.e. the first transition) occurs for a unique value of the~wirl number r/grU. In the
limiting case of an infitesimally small core, the value isC4Z2 compared wih t he criti-
cal value 2.405. It is argued that this limit cannot represent free breakdown, which in
consequence must have a different character from the tube-flow breakdowns generally
observed.

INTRODUCTION

Previous efforts to explain the phenomenon of vortex breakdown have been centred
upon the concept of a single transition, either in the sense of Benjamin's [I] conju-
gate-state analysis or stability theories such as those of Ludwieg [2) and, most recent-
ly, Leibovich [3). For the most part, these efforts have been limited to weak transi-
tions. The experimental evidence reported by Harvey [4], Sarpkaya [5] and others 16,7],
in contrast, shows breakdown to be invariably a strong perturbation of the flow, as has
been emphasized by, for example, Hall [8] and Leibovich [9). We present a new and simple
approach to the problem of vo _x breakdown in tube flow which yields a simple breakdown
criterion and is consistent with the observed characteristics of the phenomenon.

complete vortex breakdown

tube wall I

irrotationat I t
flow

vortex __ r ____

cor ___________stagnation -zone,

tfirst supercriticat I second supercriticol I s ubcriticol
flow state I flow state Iflow state

. first (isentropie) second transition

transition (hydraulic jump)

Figure 1. Schematic diagram illustrating the idealized process of vortex breakdown
in a cylindrical tube.

The key features of the process of vortex breakdown in a tube are illustrated in
figure 1. We propose that the transition may involve two stages, the first isentropicfrom the initial supercritical state to an intermediate state which is also supercriti-

-cal. The second stage of the transition, to the downstream subcritical state, is non-
isentropic, much like a hydraulic jump or shock wave. The crucial new idea here is that
the first transition is both isentroic and also involves no chanXe in the flow foce

even for a large-scale transition. The latter possibility has been overlooked until
recently [101, most significantly by Benjamin 11. A striking consequence of the analy-
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sis is that for a given upstream vortex structure, breakdown occurs only for a unique
value of the swirl number r/mr U (an inverse Rossby number): e.g. 42 for a Rankine vor-
tex with an infinitesimally smfl2 core radius r . Another prediction is that breakdown
is also possible for a purely irrotational swirlfng flow: the example considered is that
of flow in an annulus. Complete details of the analysis are given in two recent papers
[10,111 and only the barest essentials are excerpted here to emphasize the principal
assumptions and results. We also present the results of a number of experiments in sup-
port of the analysis and speculate on the nature of free vortex breakdown and on the
real and apparent differences between the axisysetric and spiral forms of breakdown.

VORTEX BREAXDOWN IN A CYLINDRICAL TUBE - ANALYSIS

A convenient model for the upstream flow state (1) (see figure 1) is the Rankine
vortex:

rr/2nr if 0 < r < rc

r/2nr if rc < r < rt

w = constant = U

where v and w are the swirl and axial components of velocity, r is the core radius,
the tube radius and r the circulation. The intermediate state. (5) is also assumed to b
cylindrical with an inner stagnation region of radius r separated from the outer poten-
tial flow by a layer r< r < rb of rotational fluid ofiginating in the upstream vortex
core. The flow between these two states is assumed to be steady, incompressible, axisym-
metric and inviscid. The equation governing the intermediate flow state is then 112]

r - if ra < r < rb
1+ § - ,= "0b(2)
dr r 0 if rb < r < rt

where r# is the departure of the stream function from its upstream form and

k = r/2r u . (3)

Specification of the intermediate state is completed by introducing appropriate matching
conditions at r , r and rt, i.e. constancy of the stream function on stream surfaces,
continuity of tAe vlocity across the interface r = r and zero velocity at r = r . The
solution of equation (2) and calculation of the distributions of v, w and the Itatic
prescure p (from dp/dr = pv

2
/r) is then straightforward (see [10] - [12]).

To answer the question which pair of conjugate flow states corresponding to the
preceding analysis is physically realistic, we must consider the momentum equation. We
define first the flow force S by

S = 2 (pW
2 
+ p)rdr (4)

where p is the fluid density. Using the results already obtained, the flow force differ-
ence between Lhe first and second flow states may be shown to be

AS U2k2r2[-r + rb a r c -r4(2c b-I -) + r~r-c  + r In ( F1:)1. (5 )

Since we are considering flow in a cylindrical tube, with no means of applying an exter-
nal force to the flow, the difference AS _ 0. The values of krc (= r/nr U) for which
this identity is satisfied are plotted in figure 2 as a function of rc/r together with
the corresponding critical values of krc obtained from [I]

1 krc Jo(krc) = -1 (6)
2 -Jl(krc) (rt/rc)l-(6)

It is found that the upstream flow (for AS = 0) is always supercritical (i.e. kr less
than the critical value), as is the intermediate flow state which can be demonstrated on
the basis of a variational principle [1,10]. As mentioned in the INTRODUCTION, this pos-
sibility of a non-trivial supercritical-supercritical transition was only recently rec-
ognized [10] and is suggested to be the key to understanding vortex breakdown. For the
Rankine vortex, it turns out that for any value of r /r the first transition occurs for
a unique value of kr . More generally it may be shoWn 10] that for given distributions
of w(r) and v(r) thec speed at which the vortex breakdown structure moves is unique. The
subsequent transition to the downstream flow state must be dissipative, and can be
treated essentially as a hydraulic jump.

r
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krc

3.832

3--

2.405 I

2

v/--,

rc/rt

0 0.5 1
Figure 2. Swirl parameter kr for breakdown (solid curve) and critical-flow (broken

curve) conditions is a function of normalized core radius.

A remarkable result of the analysis is that a non-trivial transition is predicted
even for the asymptotic situation rc/rt . 0. In this case

krc = 42 for breakdown
(7)

krc = 2.405 for the critical state

At first sight it might appear that the asymptote r/r, - 0 is relevant to the case of a
free vortex (r * -) However, an asymptotic anal si , which was the subject of [10],shows that thik is not the case. In particular, it is found that for rf/r f 0, r_/r,
. 0 whereas for a free vortex it must be the case that r_/r, assumes a Valbe diffeent
from zero. It has to be concluded that the free vortex represents a second type of tran-
sition compared to that which we have considered, and that this is a direct supercriti-
cal - subcritical transition necessarily involving dissipation. A corollary is that
investigations of vortex breakdown in tubes are not directly representative of free-vor-
tex breakdown.

Within the small-core approximation, the ideas contained here have been extended to
the analysis of general vortex flow in a tube, including the possibility of area
ch., ;es. In many circumstances it is possible and convenient to relate the actual flow
to a -'ctitious reference Rankine vortex. An interesting result for flows with a strong
overshoot in the axial velocity, as is produced by a strong area reduction, is that the
critical and breakdown values of kr are proportional. This is suggested to be the main
reason why Escudier and Zehnder [f] were able to make quite accurate predictions of
breakdown on the basis of the criticality condition.

VORTEX BREAIMOWN IN A CYLINDRICAL TUBE - OBSERVATIONS

The two examples of axisyetric vortex breakdown shown in figure 3 are typical of
those reported by Harvey [4], Sarpkaya [5] and others (6,7]. Here advantage has been
taken of the laser-induced fluorescence visualisation technique to reveal the inner
structure of a breakdown bubble. Fluorescein dye has been injected on the tube axis into
the upstream flow. The flow was illuminated by a rapidly oscillating Argon-ion laser
bea sweeping through a dimetral plane of the tube (further details of the experiment
are given in [10] and (13]). Two features may be observed from figure 3 which support
the interpretation of vortex breakdown proposed here. First, the fluid entering the
bubble in each case clearly emanates from a region much smaller in radius than that of
the bubble itself (and also much smaller in radius than the core), and the latter must
therefore be a zone of essentially stagnant fluid. Secondly, the smooth appearance of

K _ _ _
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the bubble surface, even when the interior is turbulent, suggests that the first stage
of the transition involves little dissipation. It may be remarked that the intermediate
state may be masked by spreading of the shear layer at very low Reynolds numbers and by
instability and roll up at higher Reynolds numbers.

(a) Urt/v = 575

(b) Urt/v = 1650

Figure 3. Examples of vortex breakdown in a cylindrical tube.
(Flow from left to right)

The internal structure which may be inferred from flow visualisation is confirmed
by laser Doppler anemometry measurements: axial velocity profiles w(r;x) together with

- the corresponding streamline map for a low Reynolds number breakdown bubble are shown in
figure 4. It may be noted that a consequence of the subcritical nature of the flow aown-
stream of such a bubble is that the detailed structure of the bubble itself and the
downstream flow are strongly influenced by the downstream geometry and conditions.

The problem of masking of the intermediate flow state, mentioned above, may be
overcome by injecting air into the bubble as in the situation shown in figure 5. The
smooth character of the first transition is again evident as is the more disturbed
nature of the second (the hydraulic jump). The flow conditions are those under which a
normal breakdown would occur in the absence of air injection. (

VIl
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Figure 4. Measured axial velocity profiles w(r;x) and streamline map *(r;x) for vor-
tex breakdown in a cylindrical tube with U~r t/v =265.

Figure 5. An air-filled vortex-breakdown bubble. (Flow from left to right. Arrows
indicate transition locations)



BREAKDOWN OF POTENTIAL FLOW IN AN ANNULUS - ANALYSIS

We consider here a swirling potential flow confined between concentric cylinders.
The upstream flow state is defined by

v r/2nr

W U rc r < rt 
(8)

1.e. we can imagine the viscous core in figure I to be replaced by a solid rod. The
second or intermediate flow state is assumed to consist of an annulus of stagnant fluid
of outer radius rb surrounded by a potential vortex

i.e. v = r/2nr and w = W if rb < r < rt

v = 0 and w = 0 if rc < r < rb

rb/r t

k rc

rb /rt 12

0.5 [0

8

-6
krc -

t C

- 0.5 rc(/rt
Figure 6. Normalized bubble radius and breakdown swirl parameter kr c versus normal-ized inner radius for annular breakdown.
The assumption of an isentropic transition between these two flow states then leads to

tT (10b
VTo
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whilat for the flow-force difference we have

t C) rAS = jVU~rb~t 1 1 (Sr)2j(r
tr 2  ck)Z2()2i)~ni))(I

Setting AS = 0 as before leads to kr and r /r as functions of rcr , as plotted in fi-gure 6. in this case the criticalityccondit on tfor the downstream fl& 1141 is

8rb
4

(r
2
t-r c

2
)

(kr )Z = - r (12)

and it is again found that this flow state is always supercritical.

BREAIOWN OF POTENTIAL FLOW IN AN ANNULUS - OBSERVATIONS

Flow visualisation confirms the occurence of large-scale transitions for swirling
flow in an annulus. In the first example (figure 7) multiple breakdowns are evident. Al-
though the viscous core has been "replaced" by a solid rod, viscous influences are un-
doubtedly responsible for producing the conditions which allow successive breakdowns.
The introduction of air into the breakdown region again produces a breakdown bubble
similar to that predicted (figure 8). It is found that unless conditions closely match
those corresponding to the analysis, air introduced into the flow either penetrates far
upstream (krc too large) or is swept away (krc too small).

Figure 7. Successive annular breakdowns. (Flow from left to right)

Figure S. An air-filled annular breakdown. (Flow from left to right)

CONCLUDING REmA R iS

The concept proposed here for the explanation of vortex breakdown has been worked
out in detail using the Rankine vortex an a model for the upstream flow. The advantage
of this formulation is that the equation for the stream function (2) is then linear both

within the rotational layer (r < r cr ) and also within the surrounding potential flow
(rh < r < r ) As has been in& cated, Lore complex flow situations can be analysed with

re~erence 4r afictitious reference Rankin vortex. Such an analysis has been carried
out in [10] within the sall-core approximation, a restriction which can also be din-



pnsed with as shown in h Any more general analysis would evidently require numeri-cal integration of the equation governing the stream function * (the Long [15]-Squire
1161 equation) for a cylindrical flow

, _r =r K (13)

wherein H is the dynamic head and K = rv. Such an exercise would undoubtedly provide
more accurate results for particular flows, but would be unlikely to contribute signifi-
cantly to further understanding of the breakdown phenomenon.

We have already speculated that free-vortex breakdown represents a different type
of transition to that for tube flow. By way of further speculation we suggest that there
is no fundamental difference between the so-called spiral type of breakdown and the axi-
symmetric bubble type we consider here. The spiral character is suggested to be a conse-
quence of azimuthal instability leading to roll up and detachment of the shear layer
surrounding a bubble. This detachment process would then lead to a precessive motion of
the near-stagnant interior fluid. Strong evidence in support of this point of view comes
from the experiments of Escudier and Zehnder [71 who found the correlation of experimen-
tal breakdown data in terms of the simple criterion F

2
/UvL = constant to be independent

of the breakdown's appearance. It is also well known [8] that the spiral and axisymmet-
ric breakdown forms are found in the same continuous range and are even interchangable
under appropriate conditions. A further point is that were the spiral form inherently
non-axisymmetric, the spiral would have to remain stationary, as is observed for the
non-axisymmetric standing-wave patterns for hollow-core vortices [14].
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A Contribution to the Problem of Vortex Breakdown

E. Krause

Aerodynamisches Inatitut der RWTH Aachen
Aachen, Germany

A c d with the breakdown process is the formation of a stagnation point on the axis of the vortex. This requires
Sthe deceleration of the axial velocity component, which must be enforced by a positive axial pressure gradient. The

analysis presented here shows, how the pressure gradient along _*, axis of the vortex is influenced by the radial and
azimuthal velocity components. An explicit expression for ap/ 8x (x,o) can be obtained by integration of the

: momentum equation for the radial velocity component with respw to the radial and subsequent differentiation of the
integral with respect to the axial direction. In an order of magnitude analysis it is then demonstrated that for large
Reynolds nmbers one component of the frictional force in the azimuthal direction cannot be neglected. In order to
obtain an estimate for the pressure gradient rigid body rotation is assumed for the vortex core, and a distribution
similar to that of a potential vortex w = kr , for the outer portion. The estimate shows that a positive axial pressure
gradient can exist only, if the radial velocity component is positiv and if the exponent n is less than unity. It is also
verified that a potential vortex cannot support an axial pressure gradient, that the pressure gradient in magnitude is
directly proportional to the square of the maximum of the azimuthal velocity, referenced to the freestresm velocity.

In reference I I I S. Leibovich comments on the effects of the pressure gradients on vortex breakdown:
"Vortex breakdown is promoted by adverse pressure gradients (pressure increasing in the direction of flow). Pressure
gradients may be impressed upon the vortex core by an acceleration of the outer flow (e. g. by shaping the walls of a
confining tube); from pressure differences along the vortex core caused by a sudden expansion if the tube abruptly
ends; or, in the leading-edge vortex, from the pressure rise associated with the trailing edge of a swept wing."

M. G. Hall summarizes in (2) (as quoted in (11) the role of an applied pressure gradient: "When an adverse pressure
gradient is increased, less swirl is required to maintain breakdown, or, if the same level of swirl is maintained, the
breakdown is moved upstream".

It is this point which is investigated in this paper. The analysis was motivated by a numerical study, reported in [ 3.
In that study, it was assumed that the radial distribution of the axial, radial and azimuthal velocity components were
known at some initial station. The equations of motion were simplified in the spirit of Prandtls boundary-layer theory
and integrated with an implicit finite-difference solution under the assumption of axisymmetric flow. The results of
the integration showed that the axial velocity component approached zero with increasing distance from the initial
station if certain specific initial distributions of the velocity vector were prescribed. For very small values of
u(x,r = 0), (u being the axial velocity component) the solution did not converge any more, yielding physically unrealistic
results as in the vicinity of boundary-layer separation. In addition, it was found, that if a positive pressure gradient was
superimposed in the axial direction for r-., the solution diverged at a point closer to the initial station than for the
zero-pressure gradient flow. These results, although at least qualitatively known before the investigation 131 was
carried out, for example, from Sarpheys's experiments [4) , were also implemented by R. Staufenbiel in his
experimental studies of wing tip vortices 151. By placing an annular diffusor about the vortex he showed that he could
locally break the vortex at any arbitrary position downstream from the wing. These observations as well as the
comments made by S. Leibovich and M. G. Hall and the results of the numerical studies reported in 1 31 ,stipulated the
question, as to whether or not this behaviour of the flow could not directly be confirmed by inspection of the governing
equations, put into a suitable form. Despite of the rather large body of literature (see, for example, the literature
survey in S. Lelbovich's review on vortex breakdown I 11) such an investigation was - to the author's knowledge- not
reported before. The development of an analysis which shows the dependence of the pressure gradient along Lhe axis of
the three velocity components is given in the following.

It must be clear from the beginning, that the analysis does not intend to inteqrate the equations of motion in order to
obtain a solution to the problem of vortex breakdown. Because of its highly non-linear character such a goal cannot be
achieved without efforts; instead it is intended to extract general information from the governing equations in order to
explain the overall !behaviour of the flow and find out what simplifications are admissable upstream of the point of
vortex breakdown.

7 e
The flow upstream of the point of breakdown is assumed to be incompressible, steady and axisymmetric. The

assumption of steady flow conditions is confirmed by experiments, see for example 121; the assumption of
asisymmetric flow Implies that the azimuthal velocity component is essentially smeller then the axial component. As
Is also known from experiments the core of the vortex does, under such conditions, not change its diameter
substantially, Indicating that the radial velocity component is small and that the highest order derivatives in the axial
direction can be neglected. It needs not be emphasized, that these assumptions become Invalid downstream from the
point of breakdown, as was, for example, also confirmed in 131, In addition to prior experimental evidence, reported
in I I I and elsewhere.

With the omission of the highest order terms in the axial direction, describing the corresponding components of the
frictional force per unit volume, and the terms describing the variation in the azimuthal direction, the governing

F equations read:

Continuity equation rru -!-Irv). 0 12.11 IrF4~a __ __ __
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Radial momentum equation u dv v1w
2

±= _ 1 A CI[ .. _. rv)] (221
ax i- r g ar ar r ar

Azimuthal momentum equation u x-w . v Vra W - z v ( I { Cr -
, ( 
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Axial momentum equation uu d u 1 v = - a (2

ax r g ax r El r ar

All quantities have the usual meaning, with u, v, and w being the axial, radial, and azimuthal velocity components,
respectively.

Equs. (2.1) - (2.4) are next rewritten in dimensionless form. In accord with the assumption stated above, it is justified
to assume that the core radius R is much smaller than the distance L between the point of initiation and of breakdown
of the vortex, i. e., R << L; consequently, the order of magnitude of v/uo is C = R/L. The reference velocity for the
azimuthal velocity component can be chosen arbitrarily. It can therefore be expressed in terms of the undisturbed axial

velocity components u c, say w = a-uno , where the subscript R denotesathe reference velocity, and a. some factor,
either smaller or larger than unit,. With the pressure normalized with gu the nondimensionalized equations read

a (ru) - Ir v) 0 (25)
dlx di'

Uv V v r2 _C2w
2  

I ) 1-_r (26)
adx r r a r Re dR r ar

a . V w . y a W ( I w- I (27)

ax ar r Re d ' r a ) (27)
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ex 8 r ax ReC- r !)] (28)

In the system of equations, Equs. (2.5) - (2.8), all variables are now dimensionless quantities, with v/uco stretched by
R/L.

Equ. (2.6) is now integrated with respect to r; there results
X,O) X p IX,0D) F u A-M- v AV 10 - '2----I dr -- --- (1--r) (2g)

~~~~~ -A-
2
w Ii Id -L8 (rv)Cdr (9

dx ar r Re aro 0
By making use of the continuity equation, the iast equation can be casted into the following form:

0,.. !L= Io,_ . I,2,0 WU(.0
p IX'0) - p ( x,Mi f I u2

i-a CI~ 3
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From Equ. (2.10) it is clear that the vurtex can exist only as long as the right-hand side remains negative. Vice versa,
if the pressure difference and the gradients of the axial velocity component tend to zero, the azimuthal velocity
component must vanish.

If the flow along the axis is to approach a stagnation point, the pressure along the axis must increase, i. e.
dp/ ax (x,0) > 0. An expression for the pressure gradient can be obtained by differentiating Equ. (2.10) with respect

to the axial coordinate. With the definitions

(211)

( u) r - u( .0I -uloC)

there results
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The axial gradient of the azimuthal velocity component can be replaced by Equ. (2.7):
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With Equ. (2.13), Equ. (2.12) becomes
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If the order of magnitude assumptions stated earlier, namely
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are introduced in Equ. (2.14), there is finally obtained
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Equ. (2.16) shows that to zeroth order the pressure gradient along the axis is influenced by both, convectional and
viscous terms, represented by the two integrals on the right hand side of Equ. (2.16). In fact, if the radial velocity
component is assumed to be a slowly varying function of the axial distance x, and if v is close to zero initially, the
second integral can completely be neglected. Then the increase of the pressure in the axial direction is solely ?uiit up
by viscous forces ( in the frame of the order of approximation considered here). Note that the factor I/(Re £ ) could
could have been absorbed by either setting it equal to unity or by coordinate stretching. It was left in the equations in
order to indicate the contribution of the viscous forces.

The influence of the first-order terms is contained in Equ. (2.14). The order of m2gnitude requirements, given by Equ.
(2.15) are identical with boundary layer assumptions. If the term multiplied by C is maintained in the approximation,
also terms of order 1/Re must be carried along. The first order terms cause an increase of the pressure along the axis,
if the first integral in Equ. (2.14) is positive, and the second term is negative. The assumptions given by Equ. (2.15)
become invalid in the immediate vicinity of the stagnation point, i. e., the point where the breakdown is initiated.

Hall's observation [II , quoted in the introduction, is clearly confirmed through Equ. (2.16): The pressure gradient on
the axis can be enforced either by a certain distribution of the azimuthal velocity component or by a pressure gradient
imposed on the outer flow, i, e.:

x. ) 0) 1 2 x 
2

[--'-' 11--I2] 1217)
ax ax RecE 1-1

The expressions I and I designate the two integrals given in Equ. (2.16). If the pressure gradient on the axis is
required to be poSitive, tie right hand side of Equ. (2.17) must be greater than zero. This can be enforced either by
certain distributions of the azimuthal velocity components which are such that the bracketed term in Equ. (2.t7) is
negative, while 8p/ 8x (xD) is zero, or for a non-vanishing positive pressure gradient the bracketed term can be
smaller in magnitude. In other w ords, Hall's statement can be casted into the following form. If Ap(O) is the pressure
difference along the axis necessary to cause breakdown, then

Ap10) . ApIoo) - 2x2[ 1 1 1 dx -f I dx I • constont 12181

In Equ. (2.18) tAopa ) is the pressure difference imposed on the external flow in the axial direction; the integration has
to be extended over the length L, the distance between the point of initiation and of breakdown of the vortex.

In order to investigate the conditions to be satisfied for breakdown, an estimate of the integrals is given in the next
section.

3. Estimat the Axial PRamuae Gradient

Since it is impossible to extract further information from the integrals I and 12. additional assumptions must be
introduced. The simplest assumption which can be made for the azimuthal velocity component near the axis is that the
flow behaves like a rigid body, i. e., in dimensionless variables w = r, at least for r - r1 , where r1 is the dimensionless
radius up to which rigid body rotation prevailes. The first integral 1I yields zero for r !s'r, while t4e second, I2, is

cc . dr.tcr v dr (31)1 1 L - Irw))d I I.. -

our U 8r a U
00

In order to obtain an estimate of the integrals II and 12 for the outer portion of the vortex, a distribution of the form

.1
w . kr'-2n ,n > 0 132)

is assumed for the azimuthal component. The parts of the integrands containing w can then be evaluated by means of
Equ. (3.2). There is obtained
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so that the pressure gradient along the axis can be written as

r6p s9 ,k V I dr-2(n1) 0,2 k 2(n2- _ _ _L-12n.3)

0 url Ue r,

According to Equ. (3.4) the magnitude of the radial velocity component v and the exponent n, the radial decay of the
azimuthal velocity, determine the sign of the pressure gradient. Note that the ratio v/u could be expressed by the

continuity equation and the axial momentum equation
rt
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a.p! r dr'- I r a I' dr' (351
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Then, the pressire gradient appears also on the right-hand side of Equ. (3.4), and the iign is basically determined hy the
second integral in -qu. '3.5), which is more complicated than Equ. r3.4). NO use is ' ierefore made of Equ. 3.'i).

Although Fqu. 5.2) is restricted to a certain class of a?; -uthal velocity profiles, it could be extended to fit arbitrary
profiles by choosing n variable and extending the last two integrals in Equ. (3.4) only over finite radial strips. This
would yield a sum, in which in the exponent n would be constant only for every single strip. In the limit the sum could
be replaced by an integration over the radial coordinate. In order to keep the analysis as simple as possible, this step is
not introduced here. All important conclusions can be oh' lined from Equ. (3.4).

The influence of the inner part of the vortex, for which rigid body rotation is assumed is completely determined by the
radial velocity component: If v is positive, then the first integral in Equ. (3.4) is always positive, while the opposite is
trie for a negative radial velocity component. The second expression in Equ. ,3.4) depends on both, the exponrt n of
the radial decay for the azimuthal velocity component, and on the radial velocity. The following cases can he
dist ingu~ished:

Case 1:

The radial velocity component is positive and n is equal to one, so that the radial distribution of the azimuthal velocity
component at every station x corresponds to that of a potential vortex. Of the three expressions on the right-hand side
of Equ. (3.4) only the first is different from zero. The vanishing of lh 'wo latter expressions implies that a potential
vortex cannot support an axial pressure gradient. For a positive oc it . velocity component the pressure gradient is
also positive end vortex breakdown must occur. For a negative rdi.,al velocity component the asial flow is being
accelerated. The magnitude of the axial velocity component is essential for the pressure gradient: If two vortices are
compared with different initial axial velocity profiles, the one with the larger axial velocity component will encounter
breakdown further downstream than the vortex in which the axial velocity is smaller.

Case 2:
The exponent n is smaller than one. The azimuthal velocity component decays less than that of the potential vortex. If,
as before, the integrals containing the radial velocity component are positive, all three expressions in Equ. (3.4) are
positive so that the pressure gradient is larger than under case 1. Vortex breakdown must occur closer to the point of
initiation of the vortex. If the first two integrals are negative, breakdown is delayed. In fact it may not occur at all.

Case 3:
The exponent n is larger than one. The azimuthal velocity component has a steeper radial decay than that of the
potential vortex. The last two expressions in Equ. (3.4) are now negative if the second integral (containing v) is
positive. Vortex hreakdown is delayed, and does not occur if also the first integral is positive, i. e.

In-l) k2 f1 r "2(n'1) Iv. (" ) dr < 2 1 1 -- }r (3.6)
r, v Re C

2
r r u

If the first two integrals are negative, vortex breakdown is possible only if

I n -1i 21 I-.L~r - ?ln.l ) dr~ > 21 rl -)dri v In231) it C fI (rl nf
3

dr (371
ri 0 u ,Za

Also note, that the factor m- , the ratio of the maximum azimuthal velocity and t freestrfam velocity can be
included in the nondimensionalizftion of the pressure, so that p is referenced to got " or a. can be absorbed by
defining a new coordinate x = o. x. Then from the above relations, in particular Equ. (2.18), it is clear that the length
L between the point of initiation and of breakdown of the vortex is inversely proportional to the square of the
maximum azimuthal velocity and directly proportional t0 the square of the freestreem velocity uo.This means that
vortex breakdown can be delayed by Increasing the former and decreasing the latter.

4. Concluding Remaks

By casting the governing equations into a suitable form, it could be shown, how the pressure gradient along the axis of
a vortex can be expressed by integral relations, containing the radial, axial, and azimuthal velocity components, and
radial derivatives of the azimuthal velocity components. With simple assumptions for the radial distribution of the
azimuthal velocity component It was demonstrated that not only inertia forces but also vlscous forces contribute to
the initiation of the breakdown process, which requires ap/ 8x (No) to be positive. If the radius of the core is
increasing in the direction of the axial flow, I. a. the radial velocity is always positive, breakdown must eventually
occur. The analysis also shows, that the outer portion of the vortex cannot support a pressure gradient along the axis,if the radial distribution of the azimuthal velocity component is equal to that of a potential vortex; that a positive

pressure gradient 8p/ ax (x,o) results, if the radial decay of the azimuthal velocity components is less steep than that
of the potential vortex for positive radial velocity components, and that an increase of the Initial axial velocity
component delays breakdown as does a decrease of the maximum azimuthal velocity component. The results given in
this analysis a valid for large Reynolds numbers with small core radii. Extension to large core radii should be possible.
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~NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF VORTEX BREAKDOWN BY THE VORTEX-FILAMENT METHOD

Y. Nakamura, A. Leonard, and P. R. Spalart
NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 94035, U.S.A.

-R? The vortex-filament method was applied to the simulation of vortex breakdown. The principal vortex
r egion was represented by multiple filaments, and an axial velocity component was induced by a spiral wind-
ing of the filaments. First, an accuracy check was performed for a cylindrical swirling flow with simple
analytical expressions for the axial and theta velocities. The result suggests that the flow field can be
simulated to any accuracy by increasing the number of filaments. Second, an axlsymmetrlc-type vortex
breakdown was simulated, with experimental data serving as upstream conditions. The calculated axial- andtheta-velocity contours show the breakdown of the vortex, including a rapid change in the vortex core,

followed axially by a recovery zone and then a second breakdown. When three-dimensional initial data areused the second breakdown appears to be of the spiral type in correspondence with experimental observa-
tions. The present method can easily be used to simulate other types of vortex breakdown or other vortex
flows with axial velocity. _

1. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of vortex breakdown is not only of fundamental interest, but is of considerable impor-
tance in aerodynamics as well. For example, vortex breakdown over a wing usually affects the aerodynamic
performance of that wing. In fact, one of the first experimental studies of vortex breakdown was Peckham
and Atkinson's investigation (Ref. 1) of flow over a delta wing. At high incidence they observed break-
down (usually defined as an abrupt change along the vortex axis with a limited region of flow reversal) of
the pair of vortices formed at the leading edge of a delta wing. Since then many other experiments of
vortex breakdown have been carried out. Those studies revealed three basic patterns of breakdown: axi-
symmetric, spiral, and double-helix. Flow visualizations by Sarpkaya (Ref. 2) show these patterns in
water. He systematically measured the relationship between Reynolds number, the position of breakdown,
the pattern of breakdown, and the amount of swirling. Lambourne and Bryer's study of flow over a delta
wing (Ref. 3; see also Ref. 4) clearly shows two different patterns of vortex breakdown, axisymmetric and
spiral, occurring at the same time. Recently, Faler and Leibovich proposed a more detailed classification
scheme for vortex breakdown based on extensive observations (Ref. S) and obtained measurements of velocity
profiles using a laser Doppler velocimeter (Ref. 6). Escudier and Zehnder (Ref. 7) have proposed a simple
criterion for vortex breakdown, using extensive flow-visualization data. See Hall (Ref. 4) and Leibovich
(Ref. 8) for a review of these studies, as well as theoretical efforts on vortex breakdown.

On the theoretical side, Benjamin's finite transition theory (Ref. 9) proposes that the breakdown of
swirling flow corresponds to the transition from supercritical to subcritical flow in a hydraulic Jump in
open-channel flow. On the other hand, Ludwieg (Ref. 10) proposed an instability theory for swirling flows
in which vortex breakdown is attributed to the growth of instability waves on the vortex core by increas-
ing helical interference vortices.

In an attempt to treat vortex breakdown numerically, Hall (Ref. 11) derived a boundary-layer-like
equation and solved it by a marching method. This scheme assumes axisymmetric, steady flow and can treat
an arbitrary upstream flow field. Since the equation itself is parabolic, there is some dispute over
whether this type of equation is valid for sudden changes in flow structure. More recently, Grebowski and
Berger (Ref. 12) solved the Navier-Stokes equations, using Chorin's artificial compressibility method, to
simlate axisymmetric vortex breakdown. This scheme also assumes steady flow and appears to be limited to
low Reynolds numbers.

It is clearly desirable to attack the vortex-breakdown problem numerically with a three-dimensional
capability. According to detailed observations, even an axisymmetric-type vortex breakdown includes
three-dimensional motion. In this paper, we present the result of numerical simulations of vortex breik-
down, using the three-dimensional vortex-filament method developed by Leonard (Ref. 13). In particular,
we have studied the axisymetric breakdown. Our present results are for both axisymmetric and three-
dimensional initial data. It is our view that the primary role of Reynolds number is in shaping the
internal structure of the vortex core upstream of the breakdown. As shown below, the upstream conditions
can be duplicated by proper choice of the filament geometry and strength. The process of breakdown occurs
rapidly and is therefore dominated by nonlinear inviscid phenomena, well described by the dynamics of the
vortex-filament method. In a similar approach, Del Prate (Ref. 14) modeled vortex breakdown using the
vortex method. However, she used only parallel longitudinal vortex filaments upstream - with no axial
velocity component - interacting with a vortex ring to produce a structure suggestive of vortex breakdown.

Although this report Is concerned with the simulation of vortex breakdown, the method used can treat
any system of vortices with or without axial velocity distribution and, for example, should be capable of
simulating in detail the merging process of aircraft wake vortices.

2. NUMERICAL METHO0

The vortex-filament method was developed by Leonard (Ref. 13) and successfully applied to the wake-
vortex interaction problem behind large jet aircraft (e.g., B-747) and to the spot-like disturbance in a
lI inar boundary layer. This method semis well suited to the simulation of vortex breakdow, in that cam-
putational elements are required only for the vorticity-containinS fluid in and near the flow region where
vortex breakdown is occurring. Furthermore, in the vortex filament method rapid changes in the flow
pattern with three-dimensontliy can be represented with minimal error due to numerical diffusion. Thevortex-ftlament method is generlized fro the tw-dimensionl vortx-blob method to three dimensions by
assuming that the vorticity field is represented by a collection of tubes or filaments of vorticity defined
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by the space curves [rl(&,t), i , . .. L], where is a parameter along the curve and L is the
number of the v ortex filaments. The vortex-filament method does not have a singular vorticity distribution
inside the vortex filament as does the classical point-vortex method.

The dynamics of these filaments, consistent with the theorems of Helmholtz and Kelvin, is given by

ri( t) t f(ri 
- r

j
) -

(
ar j /a')s(r i - rj

cc 4
i ' j )d(t = - rj()

j=1 Iri - rj('

The 's" function included in this equation is related to the vorticity distribution inside a vortex
filament. Leonard (Ref. 13) gave two particular choices of the function "s." In this paper we use the
so-called "scheme C," which is of the foen

s(Y'oi'oJ) * [l + a(of + o0)/Zy
2

13/
2  

(2)

where the choice a = 0.413 for a Gaussian distribution of vorticity within the core yields the correct
speed of a 'Angle vortex ring.

In vortex-flow simulations, the following two flow representations are possible:

i. Single filament to represent each physical vortex

2. Multiple filaments to represent each physical vortex

The first method was used for test problems which are not described here. These are the interaction
of four vortex rings and the interaction of two pairs of wake vortices that cross at a right angle with
saw clearance. The results were successful and convincing. In particular, the first case produced
results very close to those of experiment (Ref. 15). These preliminary results were encouraging for the
application of this method to vortex breakdown. However, the single-filament representation is appropri-
ate only when the Internal structure Is not of major importance. The multiple-filaments representation
has to be considered when the Internal structure, including axial flow, has a significant effect on the
dynamics. In this paper we use the latter representation to simulate vortex breakdown. If this method
proves successful and if a detailed procedure is established, many new applications to practical flows S
dominated by vortices may be attempted.

3. ACCURACY CHECK OF THE VORTEX-FILAMENT METHOD

We first performed an accuracy check for the three-dimensional vortex-filament method. A flow with asimple analytical expression was chosen, and its vorticity was represented by vortex filaments. Then the
velocity field induced by the filaments was compared with the idealized field. This method has two numeri-
cal parameters: the core radius and the initial spacing between the vortex filaments. The accuracy is
expected to improve when the number of the filaments used is increased, which makes the average distance
between neighboring vortex filaments smaller. It is also interesting to estimate the relation between the
Optimum core radius and the average distance. We did a similar study in two dimensions, with Gaussian
cores (see Ref. 16). The results suggested the relation a - 0 3, where a is the core radius and 6
is the average distance. This means that the core radius should tend to zero more slowly than the average
distance does.

For the test, it is convenient to choose a flow in which the vorticity sharply declines with the dis-
tance from the axis. The following expressions, often used for unbounded swirling flow, satisfy these
requirements:

V- - a, + a2 exp(-arl) (3)

Ve  r r[I - exp(-b~r')]/r (4)

Vr - 0 (5)

where Vx  is the axial-velocity component. Ve  the theta velocity, and Vr  the radial velocity. The
values actually used for the parameters are

&1 ' 095 1 a2 - 1.55 , a, - 10 , b, - 10.9 , and r. - 0.825

which approximate those obtained In an experiment inside a pipe (private comunication, Uchida at al..
Nagoya Univ.), as shown in Fig. 1. We are not concerned with the well region where, of course, the
idealized velocity does not match the experimental velocity because we are simulating an unbounded flow.The measurements were obtained by a laser Doppler velocimeter for axisymetric vortex breakdown at a
Reynolds nmber of 2300. Figure la shows the axial velocity comonent of Eq. (3) which is high near the
axis and approaches O.gs (potential flow) as the radius increases. Needless to say. this profile includes
teaxial flowinside the vortex. Figure lb shows the theta velocity, with almost rigid rotation near the
axis and a maximum value at r - 0.34. Beyond this point the profile becomes proportional to /r and
represents a potential swrling flow for larger values of the radius. Figure 2 shows the theta-vorticity
distributiont.which -as calculated from the axial velocity by the relation .e - -Vx/dr, assuming a

cylindrical flow. At r - 0.22, the theta vorticit 4 has a maximma value. Figure 3 shows the axial-vorticity distribution, which was calculated frm the thet velocity by the relation wx - d(r #e)/dr/r,
assaning a cylindrical flow. This is a Gaussian distribution. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the
Irculation. which is calculated by the expression

L m
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r 2rVe (6)

This has a familiar pattern of positive curvature near the x-axis approaching a constant value at infinity.
Figure 5 shows the magnitude of the vorticity vector as a function of r. The deflection angle of the
vorticity from the x-axls is also shown (dashed line); it increases monotonically with radius. Figure 6
shows a three-dimensional picture of the vorticity vector along the radial direction. It can be seen that
the vorticity maintains a moderate deflection angle for all radii.

We now discuss the problem of discretizing the idealized vorticity field with helical vortex filaments.
The circulation and helicity of each filament as well as their distribution in space must be chosen to
represent the idealized vorticity field as well as possible. We divided the circular cross section

radially into a number of zones or rings. Each radial zone in turn contains a number of filaments dis-
tributed uniformly in the azimuthal direction. In the present simulation we used more filaments per unit
area near r = 0 where the vorticity is maximum. Using a nonuniform radial distribution of filaments
allowed us to obtain a more accurate representation of the idealized flow.

First, we discuss the method used to obtain the filament circulations. For simplicity of analysis,
we assume infinite, straight vortex filaments with axes in the x-direction, distributed continuously along
the circumference of each ring at the radii ri . We have the following expression for the axial vorticity
produced by one of these cylindrical shells of vorticity

= rxi f f 2  
yrI do dx' (7)

where rX is the circulation per unit circumference, and y is the distribution function of vorticity

inside a filament which is calculated from Eq. (2) as follows:

y(y) = (ds/dy)/4wy' - (3oa
2
/4w)[y

2 
+ aC2

-
S/2 (8)

Equation (7) with substitution of Eq. (8) may be integrated analytically to obtain

2a(ri + r' ad)
l -- i rxi + r)' + aol[l(ri - r)

1 
+ C,21))1/ /g2

We determine the optimum circulation distribution rxA for given axial vorticity distribution by minimizing

the square error with the total circulation fixed. This leads to the following expression for the H
function

H =f (s Lrxivij dr + X 2xrirxi - C)(10)

where C is the total circulation. Differentiating H with respect to the rxi and yields the follow-

ing simultaneous equations for rx :

2~ r *i(r)ePk(r)drrx1  + Avk 2 Xkro , , .N- 12,1.,

2irlrxl = C

Solving Eqs. (11), we obtain the optimum circulation distributin rXi for each ring. If %I is the

number of filaments placed in the ith ring then the circulation of each of these filaments is given by

j -
2
wrirxi/Ni (12)

The next step is to determine the angle each helical filament makes with the x-axis, the deviation
angle. For this purpose we assume that the theta component of vorticity is distributed continuously and
uniformly along the x-direction with Fe0  circulation per unit axial length for the Ith ring. Again,

using Eq. (8) we find that the ith ring of distributed theta vorticity contributes to the theta vorticity
* component as follows

4zr'Co02
ei "r~i [ r l -) + 2.od(rf I r-) + )' ()

" The save minimization procedure used above was used to determine the optimum re, except that total vor-Lt

ticity constraint is r Imposed in this case. Finally the deviation angle from the x-axis of each fila-
ment in ring i was determined by

tan semnireilrx i  (14)
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By using the circulations and deviation angles for each ring, we calculated the induced velocity at a
cross section using the following expressions:

Vx - -(1/4w) j f ajRj[r sin(ajx' + ij) - Rj]/F dx'J.1

y .. (V sin fij -V; Cos ij) (15)

Vz = (V; cos ij + Vj sin ij)

where

F [ [x' - 2yRj cos(ajx') - 2zRj sin(ajx') + R + co
2 

+ r2]
3/ 2

V; - -(1/4.)rj [ z sin j- y cos ij - Rj sin(ajx') + ajRjx' cos(ajx')J/F dx'

v'z - -(1/4,)rj [-y sin j- z cos ij + Rj cos(ajx') + ajRjx' sin(ajx')]/F dx'

pj - 2w/Xj , . ej - e

(Rjoj) and (r,e) are the coordinates of the filament and the point where the induced velocity is required,
re pectively, and pj is the filament pitch. These expressions are obtained by transforming the original
eipressions of the induced velocities, written in the Cartesian coordinates, using the relations repre-
senting the spiral shape of the filaments.

As our first test of our discretized vorticity field we calculated the distribution of the induced,
unperturbed axial and theta velocity components of the upstream flow, which for the test extended over the
entire x-axis. The actual integration was performed numerically from -10 to 10 using Simpson's rule with
a spacing of 0.04 for x. Four rings were used radially with radii at 0.06, 0.16, 0.30, and 0.42 with
6, 6, 8, and B filaments in the respective rings, The core radius a of each filament was 0.16. The
results along the z-axis are depicted in Fig. 7 and show very good agreement. To check for uniformity in
the azimuthal dir(Ition we obtained contour plots of the induced velocity field in a plane normal to the
x-axis. These are shown in Fig. 8 along with corresponding contours of the idealized field. Generally we
obtained a very good representation of the idealized field with a tendency to slightly underestimate
idealized values.

4. SIMULATION OF VORTEX BREAKDOWN

For conditions upstream of vortex breakdown we assumed the idealized flow from above and therefore we
used the filament parameters determined above. There might be some dispute over the difference between the
experimental flow inside the pipe and the unbounded flow assumed for the simulation. As mentioned above,
stable vortex breakdowns are produced inside the pipe with a divergent well or without. Although some
differences might exist between the two configurations, we assume the essential ingredients remain for
vortex brekdown in unbounded flow. Experimentally, vortex breakdown is easily observed in a pipe at mod-
erate Reynolds number which makes quantitative measurements less difficult.

In its present form the vortex filament method does not explicitly include the effect of viscous dif-
fusion. Therefore, we cannot say anything about the effect of Reynolds number on the breakdown process
itself. We assume this process to be dominated by nonlinear inviscid effects. However, the upstream pro-
files within the vortex depend on Reynolds number as well as the vane angles which control the amount of
swirling. However, by shaping the vortex filaments upstream of breakdown we can reproduce any desired
velocity (and hence vorticity) profiles. In this sense we can follow changes in Reynolds number, and in
the present simulation we attempt to simulate a vortex breakdown occurring at an experimental Re - 2300.

For numerical purposes, we divided the flow domain into four axial subregions (Fig. 9). For simplicity
Just one filament is shown. Regions 1, I. and IV have predetermined filament geometries. Only in
region III is the flow simulatad fully. Regions 1. I1, and IV are constructed to provide high-quality
boundary data for region 1Il. Regions I and IV consist of straight, semi-infinite filaments that induce
a swirl component on the filaments in region 111. Here, analytical expressions were used for the induced

It velocity. For example, if one of these semi-infinite filaments, parallel to the x-axis, extends from
(xo, y,, z,) to minus infinity, the analytical induced velocity is as follows:

Vy . -(r/4w)(z - z )F (16)

Vz  (r/4w)(y y,)F

p -'
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where

F = {(xo - x)/[(x - x,)2 + (y - y,)
2 

+ (z - z)
2 

+ A]s/ + 1}/[(y - y,)' + (z - + A]

A = oz(ail +a'1

Region II consists of spiral or helical filaments which rotate and translate with fixed, predetermined
velocities. The filaments in this region also induce velocity on the filaments in region III. Filament
geometries and strengths in region II were determined as in the previous section. Thus the filaments in
region III move according to an induced velocity from the filaments of region III as well as all other
regions, using the dynamic equation, the Biot-Savart Law.

A Runge-Kutta fourth-order scheme was used for time-integration. Special attention was given to the
filaments Lf region II. Because the Runge-Kutta scheme requires four different substeps to obtain the
final solution at each time-step, we must use three different geometries other than the "exact geometry"
to simulate precisely the Runge-Kutta errors that are being made in the upstream part of region III. Both
the radius and phase angle were precalculated for each substep and stored in the program.

At each time-step node points were redistributed and, if necessary, added to each filament to maintain
a nearly constant distance between points. This was accomplished by using a parametric spline fit to
obtain the space curve defining a given filament.

At present we have insufficient knowledge about the initial disturbance necessary to produce vortex
breakdown. Each type of vortex breakdown might need a different initial perturbation. At least it might
be natural to consider that the three-dimensional type breakdown will need a three-dimensional disturbance.
Preliminary axisymmetric calculations showed that a small amplitude disturbance on a vortex with no axial
flow resulted only in weak traveling waves, but a large amplitude disturbance causes breakdown similar in
appearance to wave-breaking. Experimentally, vortex breakdown is sometimes very sensitive to a disturbance
in that a change in breakdown pattern occurs even if the same upstream conditions are maintained. In this
report we present results for two initial disturbances. Case I had an axisymmetric disturbance and Case II
had a three-dimensional disturbance.

The top ftnction (t = 0) in Fig. lOa shows the initial geometry of the vortex filaments used for Case I
and represents a large amplitude disturbance. The region of full simulation (region III) extends over the
range 0 < x < 5. In 0 < x < 3, the helical geometry of the upstream flow was used, but in 3 < x < 4, the
helices gradually reverse pitch and the pitch was elongated by a factor of 1.4 in this decelerating -erlion.
In 4 < x < 5, straight filaments were used.

Figure 10 also shows the time variation in the vortex filaments. The time-step was 0.2. A uniform
axial velocity of 0.4 (potential flow) was added to that induced by the vortex filaments. This value was
chosen after the results of preliminary runs were available, giving us an estimate of the speed of the
disturbance. If this flow component is not chosen with some accuracy the disturbance will rapidly move
toward one of the computational boundaries. However, this value does not play an essential part in flow
pattern, because this is just the moving frame through which we see the phenomenon. Alternatively, one
could continually adjust the free-stream component during the simulation to keep the disturbance centered.
During the first few time-steps, a remarkable vortex swelling can be seen in the downstream region where

the initial disturbance had a flow reversal (t - 1). This swelling moves downstream (t = 2). At later
times these vortex filaments are elongated in the axial direction and in particular the filaments in the
third ring appear almost parallel to the x-axis (t = 2 and t - 3). Just downstream of this region a
narrow region with small pitch can be observed (t - 3). A central region which appears devoid of filaments
due to the elongation and straightening of the filaments can also be seen at t = 6 in the middle of the
picture. This region moves upstream and is a manifestation of the axisymmetric vortex breakdown. On the
other hand, at t - 4 the filaments in the second and third rings show disorder just downstream of the
center of the picture, followed by a contraction toward the x-axis near the downstream boundary. In con-
trast with this, the filaments in the outermost ring show slight expansion near the downstream boundary
with some contraction upstream. At later times the outermost filaments establish a wavy pattern downstream
of the first expansion. At t - 6 most filaments have become very disordered near the downstream boundary.
Just upstream of this expansion the filaments of the second and third rings have become "untied" and elon-
gated in the axial direction. Another interesting feature is that the filaments in the innermost ring
contract to r = 0 at the station where the outer filaments show the expansion at t - 2. This region of
contraction has a long axial extent by t - 3 and then moves downstream with time.

In Case II we added a three-dimensional perturbation to the initial disturbance as shown in Fig. lOb
.9(t - 0). The perturbation was caused by adding a radial displacement to each filament which was a sinu-

soidal function of thlta (wavenunber - 1) and was nonzero and sinusoidal in x for 3 < x < 4. It can be
een that differences in the filament configurations between Case I and Case II persist in time but remain
confined to the downstream end of the computational domain.

Figure 11 shows the contours of axial velocity. Solid lines denote positive values and dashed lines
negative values. Figure Ila shows Case I. Initially (t - 0), a downstream region of low axial velocity is
shown as expected from the initial geometry of the filaments. By t * 1 this low-velocity region has gone
through the downstream boundary and cannot be seen. Instead a high-velocity region appears. Between t 1
and t - 2 this high-velocity region enlarges and moves downstream. At later times we see the development
and enlargement of a low-velocity region upstream of the high-velocity region. Meanwhile, the peak velocity
in the high-speed region is decreasing. At t - 7 and t - 8 we see another interesting feature. Near
the downstream boundary another low-velocity region appears. Apparently, a second breakdown is occurring

I near the downstream boundary. Experimentally it is very often observed that axisymeetric vortex breakdown
is followed by a second breakdown of the spiral type. In the experiment used to determine the upstream
conditions a clear spiral-type vortex breakdown was observed. However, the axisynmetric initial distur-
bance for Case I only leads to axisymmetric flow.

-k- - - - -- ' - -~
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Next, we discuss ^ase 1I (Fig. lib), having a three-dimensional initial disturbance. Generally,
Case 11 shows a pattern similar to that of Case I. However, we again see that three-dimensionality
remains at later times, but only near the downstream boundary. As seen at t - 5 and later, the contours
in the first breakdown are very similar to those in Case I and appear axisynmetric. But the second break-
down is distorted, not axisymmetric, and appears to be rotating around the x-axis (as seen in the down-
stream region at t = 7 and 8). This is suggestive of a vortex breakdown of the spiral type.

Figure 12 shows the theta velocity cotours. For Case I at t - 0, the contours show no disturbance
in the theta velocity because the filaments are distorted initially only in the theta direction. At t = 1,
swelling of contour lines can be seen in the region of the initial perturbation. At t = 2 an interesting
phenrmenon appears downstream. Another swelling after the first swelling can be seen near the downstream
boundary. At this time the swelling nf the filaments near the x-axis seen at t - I has disappeared.
The contours at t = 3 are similar to those at t = 2. Between t - 2 and t = 4 the axial position of
the maximum swelling of the level 3 contour clearly moves upstream. After t = 6 the first swelling
spreads to the contours near the x-axis. The first and the second swellings correspond to the two break-
downs observed above.

For Case II (Fig. 12b) we see that at t = 0 the contour lines have a slightly crooked pattern for
3 < x < 4 where the initial three-dimensional disturbance was imposed. At t s 1 we can see the clear
three-dimensional wavy pattern inside the region of swelling. At t = 2 the three-dimensionality moves
toward the downstream boundary and seems to disappear until t = 7. At t - 7 and t = 8 we clearly
observe three-dimensionality near the downstream beundary and a comparison of the contours at these two
times indicates a rotating disturbance. This is in contrast with the first breakdown whose contours
appear to be nearly axisymmetric and agree well with those of Case I. We conclude that the complete pat-
tern of an axisymmetric vortex breakdown followed by a breakdown of the spiral type was simulated by allow-
ing for three-dimensionality.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The vortex-filament method was applied to the numerical simulation of vortex breakdown, which is
intrinsic to the longitudinal vortex. Generally, there are three types of vortex breakdown: axisymnetric.
spiral, and double helix. In this paper we simulated the axisyneetric type of vortex breakdown. Generally,
it is difficult tn obtain information experimentally due to the sensitivity of breakdown to any perturba-
tion. Calculated results should be helpful to understand this complicated phenomenon. The principal
vortex region was represented by the multiple filaments. One filament is not enough to represent this 4
complicated flow field. In particular, the present method can include axial flow which is often observed
in physical vortices.

Vortex breakdown was simulated under the assumption of nonlinear, inviscid dynamics of vorticity using
the three-dimensional vortex-filament method. Viscous effects are assumed to be important only in forming
upstream velocity profiles. Upstream profiles were simulated accurately with helical vortex filaments by
choosing pitch and circulation to minimize the error. First, an accuracy check was performed for a cylindi-
cal flow with simple analytical functions for the axial and theta velocities. This profile was the idealiza-
tion for the experimental data used for the vortex-breakdown simulation. Comparison of the simulated
results with the idealized flow suggests that the flow field can be simulated to any accuracy by increasing
the number of the filaments.

Two cases, Case I and Case II, were calculated to simulate axisymnetric-type breakdown. In order to
create a strong initial disturbance, the filaments in the downstream axial region were provided with a
change in pitch. We used two kinds of initial disturbance to see their effect on vortex breakdown. Case I

had an axisymmetric disturbance and Case II had a three-dimensional disturbance. Filament configurations
and contour plots of velocity showed, for both cases, two simultaneous vortex breakdowns. One vortex break-
down was similar in both cases and was axisymmetric. The other vortex breakdown was axisymnetric for axi-
symmetric disturbances and three dimensional for three-dimensional disturbances. The latter case agrees
with the experimental observations where an axisymmetric vortex breakdown is followed by a spiral-type

breakdown.

Other types of breakdown (spiral and double-helix) should be possible to simulate by this method.
The present method can also be applied to other vortex flows with axial velocity profile.
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Le phdnombne de destabilistion des tourbillona sous l'effet d'un gradient de pression adverse eat

It udid our dens configurations diffirentes :is premibre eat celle d'un tourbillon d'aile delta, Is
seconde eat relative A un tourbillon engendrif par un montage I deux ailettes en incidence oppoode. L'dtude
couporte des visualisations par plan laser et des mesures locales de pression et de vitesse (par sndmomfi-
trie laser). Des traits commune caractdriaant l'fclatement soot mis en 6vidence our les dens configurations
(enroulement spiral du noyau et formation d'un bulbe de recirculation), uais sussi des difftrences en ce
qui concerne l'intensit4 du phinombne dd6clateuent at le caractLre instationnaire, plus prononcts pour le
tourbillon d'ails delta, line brbve exploitation des rdsultats de ce dernier a 4tk effectuhe doesl cadre
des thdorito de Ludwieg et de Benjamin. Un crit~re d'dclatement a Otd recherchd en fonction des parsm~btres
intensitt tourbillonnaire et gradient de pression adverse.

The phenomenon of destabilisation of vortex flows submitted to adverse pressure gradients is examined on
two different configurations. The first concerns the leading-edge vortex of a delta wing, the second is
generated by two blades set at oppoaite anglas of incidence. The study comprises visualizations by the laser
sheet technique and local measurements of pressure and velocity (by L.D.A.). Comon features characterizing
the vortex breakdown are evidenced for both configurations (helical distortion of the vortex core and
formation of a recirculating bubble), but also differences concerning the intensity of the breakdown
phenomenon and his instationary character, which is more pronounced for the vortex of the delta wing. A
brief exploitation of the results concerning this configuration has been tarried out in the context of the
theories of Ludwieg and Benjamin. A breakdown criterion has been established depending on the parameters
vortex strength and intensity of the adverse pressure gradient.
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282U0  vitesse de r~f rence t
Vt vitesae tangentielle

V, viteese radiale

)X , , Z coordonntexa

Montage I origins de X bord de fuite de laile
origine de y plan m~dian de Is weine

origins de Z apex de l'aile

Montage II origine du tribdre direct
A i& pointe du corps central

rapport de section A/Ac de I& prise d'air (montage 1)

1) fonction de courant du mouvement projeth dana Ie plan mdridien (paragraphe 6.2)

() masse spdcifique

INDICES

0 reletif aux conditions de rdfdrence miont

03 relatif h lexx do tourbillon

e relatif h l'dcoulement extdrieur

I- INTRODUCTION -

Le phdnombne de Ildclatesmnt des structures tourbillonnaires enrouldxa retient leattention des sp~cialistea
depuia plosieure ddrennies. Lea premi~rxs observations faites aur lea tourbillons confinda dana on canal
[11 00 issue d'ailes delta [21,[0], [4] ont clairement =is en Evidence l'effet destabilisant d' un gradient
de presaion adverse pouvant condoire A Ia ddsorganiaation couiplfte do tourbillon et a son Aclatement. En .

raiaon de l'intdrft renooveld qox Porte aujoord'hui l'adrodynwmique do vol I grande incidence I ce problL~me,
diveraxa dtudea foodatentales sur lea dcoulements tourbillonnairea ot End entreprises rdcemment A VONEIA,
soua l'impulsion dea conatructeurs adronautiques et avec l'appui financier des aervicea officiels fransais
(DRET et STPA). L'objectif dx ces recherches est multiple :ii s'agit en premier lieu de prdciser lee cir-
constences dana lesquelles l'dclateent ax prodoit et, compte teno des connaissances encore trop fragmen-
teires sur ca phdnombnes, d'en amliorer I. comprehension physique. En second lieu il s'agit de recuxil-
hir des informations expdrimentales ddtailldes sor It structure do champ moyxo xt dx la turbulence peret-
tant d'dtayer, doe on stade ultdrieur, lea ddmarches doune moddlisation numirique de es phdnombnes. Dana
ret esprit, deux ftudes fondasentales sont mandes paralltblesmnt en dcoulement incompressible portent plus
particulibrement our l'effet destabilisateur d'un gradient de preasion adverse appliquE dx falon progres-
sive A l'dcoulement (par opposition a I& recompression brutale par choc Altudife par ailleurs [5] ). La
premibre Etude, centrde essentiellement sur l'anolyse des conditions d'dclatement. utilise on tourbillon
d'aile delta en incidence, alors qua Ia seconds, davantage orientfe vera Vlnalyse de Is turbulence et s
modlisation, Porte our on aillage tourbillonnaire du type bout d'aile engendrde par on montage A deuxI
ailettes mists en incidence opposde.

Lea Etudes expdrimentales ddrrites dane Ie prdsent article nt largement b~n~ficid de lav~naucnt de
tcrhniques expdrimentales nouvelles beas&e ur Ilutilisetion do laser. Ainsi, Is technique de visualisation
per plan de lumibre laser (tomoecopix) a ftE utilisde ever succbs sur lea deux montages pour ddsrrire quali-
tativement lea phdnomitnes mis en jeu o coors du processus de destabilization at de l'Aclatemeot do
tourbi llon.

D'autre part, Is technique dx leandmondtrie laser, largement utilisde doe l& prdsente Etude, a permit
d'effectuer des explorations ddtailldes du champ des vitasses moyxones at des fluctuations turbulentesl
y conpris doe lea r~gions de recircolation do type bulbe caractdrisant lea configurations Eclattes. Des
moyens de mesure plus classiques, tels qua lea sondes de pression at I'snimometrie I fil chaud, nt Egale-
ment EtE employde.

A Lea rdsultats expdrimentaus lea plus significatife obtenus AI l&ide de rex techniques seront donnds apr~o

one description succincta des mansn dessi at do mature utilisds. Un prisentation simltan~e des rdol-

rats roncernant ces deux configurations a EEE adoprde en gindral de menibre I faire rassortir, o fur at
I&m asure dx l'expoad, lea traits caonns 00, I. ras Erhdant, lea creatdriot iques partirulibres propres h
chacun de re Eroulements. tine discussion critique des rdsultats conrernent l'fclatement acre anouite
effectude I Ia lumibre des diveres approrbes thdoriques proposles doe Is littdrsture. Does cc contexts,
on prdsenters l'4bouche d'un critbre pratique bad our des conditions limits* d'existence dx l'Aclatement,
dont 1* gdnralitd rests cepandent A Etablir.

2 - MONTAGES EJG'ERIMENTALX -

2.1 - ToudbiIot d'ujite dWlA IWoxttae 1)

Una ails delta A bord d'artaque sigu placE. on incidence doe on Ecoulement uniform soart do gdndirateur
do tourbillon (Fig.ls). Ce dispositif posslde l'sentage dx reprdoenter on rae rdlist. dx tourbillon
renrontrd an Vol at dx fournir do fortes intanasitds tourbillonnaires. Par conrta, il n'fvits pas Is

r K r-



isatrados de fagon A conserver I I& couch. limits d'intradoa qui ddcolle aur l'arfite des caractdristiques
do couche limits plant . La fl&cbe sest de 75' et l'envergure de 300 sm.

L'sile eat montde en vein. do faqon qu'un soul des deux tourbillons daspex soit abaorbd par une prise dasir
interne I la veine.

La fenmet,.re des volets mobiles It Varribre do tte prise 6' ir crde, en rdduisant Ie d~bit captd. on
gradient de pression adverse qui remonte vera I'mont avec one intenaitd croisaante I mesure que Ia section
minimale do Ia prise d'air dimkiue. L'dvolution p(x) de Ia preasion set caractdriade par le paranitre
T - A/A. rapport do I& section d'entrde A e Is priseir I Is section minimale Ac.

Lasile et mobile en incidence autour doun axe vertical citud (aux 2/3 de Ia cords) de faion telle que le
ddplacement latdral du tourbillon meote peu sensible sux variations d'incidence ( y - 16 meau niveau
du bord de fuite, pour one variat. o d'incidcnce de 10* A 30*).

2.2 - TomAb4JJ.on du Uape bout d'aitt IMonta-ae 11) -

Le second montage utilise on glndrateur de tourbillon conctitu6 par deux ailettes caldes k des incidences
oppoadec et fixtea cur un derd cylindrique effilA placd done lae de la veins d'essai (figure lb). Celle-ci
eat de forme cylindrique. avec on diamcbtre de 300 am. Lee ailettec, de profil MACA 0012, ont one corde de
50 am. Leur calage cat en Principe variable cc qui conf4re A ce montage Ia poocibilitd d'dtudier des tour-
billons de diffdrentec intenaitds. Pour des incidences faibles (de lordre de V' par example) on pout ainci
rdaliser des configurations nO leffet de aillage provoqui par le darE prddomine (cillage tourbilloonaira).
Dana la prdcente Etude par contra, on calage 6levE (12') a dtd adoptd en vue d'dtudier one configuration
prdsentant on carcctLre tourbillonnaira trbe prononci. Loun dec avantages de ce montage rdside done le fait
qua lee nappec tourbillonnairec issuec des ailettec o'enroulent en on vortex A double brache prisentant
dec proprigtds da symdtrie et de atabilitd intireasantes pour lexploration du champ adrodynamuque du
tourbillon.

Le montage eat installd done un caisson pecmttant de crder dana Is veine d'essai on gradient de preccion
poitif au moyen d'one acpiration secondaire. Celle-ci a pour effet de diminuer I& prescion, p. do
caisson qui s'exerce our one portion limitge de is veine en provoquant ainsi, au cein de l dcoulement, on
gradient de pression adverse comoddeent ajuctable. L'intencitd de ce gradient sera caractdrisde par le
coefficient de pression Kpc

La vitease dans la veine eat saintenue constante au noyan d'un col conique situd en aval du coicson ec
relid & on rdservoir A vide. Des conditions d'6coulement trbs stables peuvent Sinai Stre rdalicdes. Lo
vicecce de rdf~rence U. (vitecce dana Ia veine mecurde juste en wsont du gdndrateur) a #td Uaintenue I
one valeur conctants e 32.5 m/c pour leoaemble des esaaia.

3 - INSMRAhENTATIiTJ

Sur chacone des configurations tourbillonnairec 6tudides, deux modes d'invcstigation faisant appal chacon
* I Ia technique &L lacer ont dtE utilieds :il s'sgit de Ic tomoccopie lacer (visualication per plan de

lmiire) doune part at de landmossitrie laser d'sutre part. Par ailleurs, ccc mecurec ont ELI compl~tdec
par dec insures de prescion (sondes de prescion atatique et sondec 1 5 trous) at quelquec ,incures per
andmomtrie I fil chaud.

3.1 - ViL&Udaaton Pot towwAcwyi. Lad"c

* La technique e tomoscopie lacer qui consista I illuminer l'dcouleaant au maya doune tranche de iumitre
laser trbc intense, a dtd mice nu point h l'(RA par Is Division Optique de Is Direction de l& Physique

* Gindrale [6). Ldicoulement act readu visible en Vlencuengant soit par on brouillard e vapour d'eau
condensdc brutalenant dana dos vapour. d'azote liquids, soit par des fumales do sultita d'inmanium forawlec
par Ia rencontre des gas deoniac at anhydride sulfurous su sortir de trous d'alimentation pratiquis dena
Ia maquette.

Plusieura modes Eo price de vue out dtd utilisds

- instantanfic en Eclairage trhe bref (15 o, loser h impulsion YAG 0,2 ./Eclair, clich~s PolaroTd 3000 ASA
en noir at blanc et 400 ASA en couleur)

- cindmatographio ultra-rapid. Centre 900 at 300D images/c, film 16 wa 400 ASA, Eclairogs continuear Ia
laser 15 W du vdlocinltre).pa

Des visualisationa par Eclairage diffus (tomp@ do pose M 1/30 a) out 4gailamat dtd affectudes. Catte
proc~dure simplifide parmet d'obtenir rapidement use vuo e Esanusuble Eu tou,'aillon at Es d6terminer, en
pavtinculier, I& position Eu point E'dclstemsnt on fmietlon des parinktres ds riglage(I 7.4).

S.fI - A~MEUO&W LUAC
11 aasgit des apperail bidirotioeaml diveloppi par la Direction Es Ia Physique Gindrals [71 wourmot

4ainmtmdact leaux compeametes Eu vactour vitace. La figure 2 on pricise 1. schda s doPrincipe : I
aurcs act an laser a ergoa Innis&doE type Spectra Physica ibd~ja 171. Sa puissace maximal. act ds 15 V.

La dome coulsera utiliades cost Is blsu (longuour Woods 4690 A) ot Is vart (5145 1). Laur sdparatiom
ast aerd par us Jam do las didarotques sam-trapestes. Las quarto faiscama qui rdsultat do Is
traversiE. des doms Eivisoure 00 at OW sent focalisds pour comtitusr I. volume d Es isure doet I. dimnbtre

r~ LX _ ____ _____
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ut ile ea:t d'environ 300"1f. Les rayonnamsenta bleu et vert interf~rent dans le volme de mesure pour former
deux ayt6mes de frangea perpondiculaires dont l'inclinaiaon eat rdgide A + 45* des axes horizontaux et
verticaux.

Au coura de Is prfiaente Etude, lee interfrangea dtajent de 16.24JM pour le bleu et do 16,82lLtfpour le
vet. Afin de permetire au ayst~me do dfitecter Ie signe do Ia composante do vitease meaurde, lea fiiaceaux

traveraent des modulateura acousto-optiques (cellulea de Bragg) induisant un defilement des franges doot Is
fdunede modulation dtait de 2,5 Mliz pour le bleu et do 3,75 pour le vert.

La partie r~ception eat conatitude de deux optiques collectrices inddpendantea aaaocidea I des photomulti-
plicateura prdctdds de fiitrea interfdrentiela aaaurant Is diacrimination des composantes bleue ou verte.
L'enaemable fonctionne selon Ie mode diffusion directe de manibre h bdficier d'un rapport aignal/bruit
maximal. Lea aignaux ddfirds par lea photomultiplicateurs soot envoyda our dos compteura DISA type 55L
dont lea aorties niaodriquea aont connectdes I on systbise d'acquiaition par l'intermidiaire d'un numriaa-
tour aimultani.

Lea partiea Eriaaion et r~ception aont montdea diacune aur one table motoris~e permettant des ddplacementa
identiquea suivant 3 directions perpendiculaires aves one prdcision do 0,0bM,. Lea donndes relatives I la
position du volum de meaure ainsi que leeasisures proprement dites (valeu.ra des doux composantes do
viteae pour chaque particule validde) sont acockdes our bande magnitique en vue d'un traitement en dif-
f~rE. Certaina rdsultats (vitesae moyenne, dcart type) soot fournis en temps rOel par Ie mini-ordinateur
auquel eat connectf l antmombtre.

3.3 - ALubCGA moven6 de mung~c~ &tL&64 -

Le chamep de preasion a EtA explorE, dana Ie cam du tourbillon d'aile delta, h l'aide do sondes h 5 trous.
Celles-ci fournisaent on Principe lea 3 composantes do Ia vitease Sinai quo Is preasion statique tent quo
V'inclinaison du vecteur vitesse our l'ame do l& sonde ne ddpasse pas 40*. Ce type do sonde eat par cone-
quent inadaptd pour explorer des bulbes de recirculation.

Dana le cas du montage des ailettes, Ie champ do preasion statique a EtE explorE h l'aido do sondes
ONERA du type 00. 11 s'agit do sondes en forms do di~dro, lea orifices do prize do pression dtant situds

sur lea.deuix faces du dibdre I one certaine distance en aval do l'ardte. Do par as construction, cette
sonde oat particulitrement peu sensible h Ia direction de l'dcoulement dons le plan do sym~trie passant

par l'srfte do Ia sonde.

L'andmoftrie I fil chaud a dtd dgalement utilisde our cette configuration dane le but d'effectuer dos
recoupements avec lea mesures par andmosdtrie laser. Des shatnes standard du type DISA 55 N 01/05/10 ont
EtE utiliades aves dos sondes h 1 fil ou h 2 fila croisds.

4 - CONDITIONS P'ESSAI

4.1 - Monto~e d'a..de dett?-(d

Dana Ie cas du montage du tourbillon d' silo delta, los parambtrea dossai soot, pour une maquette donn~e

a) Is position des voleta (fig.1a) caractfrisde par le rapport des sections E - A/Ac, en fonction duquel
on gradient de preasion plus ou momns intense @'dtablit dana Is veins. Ce gradient carectdriad par
lVEvolution du coefficient do pression Kp(x) eat meaurE dane Ie plan des glaces de veine, 1 470 -o
du plan mfidian,

b) l'incidence a de l'ile qui commnds l'intensitd tourbillonnaire lide A la circulation de l'aile.

Dn example d'dvoutionK PAXEi)est donod fig.3a dana Is prdsente dtude, on as limiteras 6 l'anslyse d' me
configuration type rdalisde pour T - 2,2 et It - 20* et dame laquelle 1'#clatement se aitue & 230 m du
bord do fuite do l'aile (courbe de rffrence en pointilld , fig.3a).

Pour lea explorations tranoearsales, quatre sections particulibres ont At& retenues (fig. Is)

anaot do li6clatemant an x - 180 me,
au d~but do phfnomboc an x - 230 -m,

au sein du bulbs do recirculatiou, au voisinage du maximum do vitease do retour, en x - 260 m,
plus en aval dana I@ bulbs, en x - 350 sm.

L'origine des x oat Ia bord da fuite de l'sile I l'incidence do 20'.

4. 2- Moet4W did aitettU - ( II

Pour la configurations du tourbillon angandrd par lee ailettes (I calaga fins), Ia saul parmaktre desaai
eat I& pression do caisson P. qui diteraina Ie gradient do preasion adverse on sein do l'dcoulement. Lea
valaurs suivantes du coefficient do pression Kpc. P-.jq n t dpdsdi ap~et td
-0,05, - 0.10, - 0,15, - 0,20 et - 0,25. Dana 1a cml to 00 sucone aspiration secondaire n'eat .ffactuie
dons Ia caisson (cas do "rdfdrence"), Is valeur do Kpc eat voisine do 0. L'#volution do Is pression statique

pe (expria par Ia coefficient do prassi --- ) murde dane Is partie saine do Is veins I
8O me do lax. et pr~cise our Is figure Sbpour a w a ad valeurs du parsmitre KM~ . On voit
quo l'Evolution do Is prassion eat pratiquoent lindaire suo Emit do Is veins ouvarte at'4qua son gradient
croft an intenaitd o fur et I mesure qua I& preasion do caisson P. diminue.

Contrairament so premier montage, no mea souls configuration do recomprassion a tE eamindE, l'easemtial
dos risoltata relatifa o donaions umtaga sra prdsenti pour l'seadl des 6 configurations do recompres-
sin do ts figure 3b, mits soulaeant an one saction, situda Z 200 sm an oval du g~ndrateur.



5 - RESULrATS -2-

5.1 - Viou~icoa

La technique de visualisation par tomoscopie permet de ddcrire qualitativement lea phdnoudnes mis en jeu

au cours du processus de destabilisation:I

one s~quence filmie do I& vue miridienne du tourbillon d'aile delta dana I& r~gion du point d'dclateuent
eat rprisent e our 1la fi gu re 4* .

On note l'appacition de noyaux tourbilloonaires disposds en o~inconce qui soggarentVexistence de
Venrolement en spirale du noyau central du tourbillon,primitiveeent aligni avec i'axe en amnt de
l'Eclatement.

La figure 5 montre one succession de vuea inatantanies obtenoes au moyen du laser imPulsionnel YAG our
le tourbillon isso des ajlettea. Lea clichda 0 &Z sont dispoods suivant des intensitts croissants*
du gradient de prnesion advers repfird par Is parmttre Kpc. La processus ds deatsbiliaion Be traduit,
cosisi our Ia figure pricidente, par on erroulement en hilice do tourbillon initialessent rectiligne. Ce

prcsu cmec prueldgr odulati du oy 1eta vcm foble hilicitE (clihd store
que pour des recompressions plus intenses, I'dclatement s'itablit plus brusquement. accoapagnE d one rapide
augmentation 4Ihlct cih F t() ndptdsrsebacsdietseteto2cniu

atore que le tourbillon d'aile delta paraft me disorganiser nettement plus bruaqoement.

Un raisonnement simple bast aur l& continoith du aena de rotation do noyau tourbillonnaire ntre qua seol

on senas d'enroulement contraire au sen* de rotation du toorbillon conduit h one d~cgldration our I'ame.

~ ~3)~Sena de Venroulesent de la spirale

Las visualisations des plans tranaversaux prdsenthes or Is figure 6 font clairesient apparattre Ia struc-
tore feuilletde des toorbillons qui provient de Venroolement des nappes tourbillonnaires issues ds
isaquettes.

Dana Is cas do toorbillon d'aile delta (figure 6a) le sillage d'intrados osenroule I son extrimiti en for-
mant on contre-toorbillon adjagant o tourbillon principal.

Dana Ie cas do deuxitme montage, (fig.6b) la sillages des ailettes s'enroulent pour former un tourbillon
A deux branches, come dE3 & remarqui plus haut. on retrouve d'ailleurs, lora des explorations trans'ssrasles,
Ia trace de cea sillages dens lea profits de Is preasion dsarrft, de I& vitesse o des gransours turbulente..

11 convient de rappeler I propou de tea visualisations que IldIduent. traceor rend visible lea tones rota-
tionnelles 18] , (voir sasi [91 et [101), dont en particolier leax nappes tourbillonnaires issues dos
maquettes.

5.2 - Chap de pjuELon-

Les figures 7a et 7b donnent, poor lea deux configurations tourbillonnaires examindes. livolution loopi-
tudinale de I& pression statique sur Vase . YI soot rappelies, I titre de coaparaison. lea ivolutiona
correspoodantes de Is pression done l'Ecoulsment extdrnsor. Poor to premier montage (ails, delta), saule
la configuration relative so parmttee E - 2,2 st priseotie, alors que pour Is second vmcage lea
smsures is pression ont ici faites poor l'snasble do@ valours do paramitre Kpc

on note pour lea deox configurations tourbillonnaires una amplification trim importants do gradient ds
pression our Iame, par rapport I celui rignaent dane l'couemeot extirisor. 11 s'agit lk dix trait carat-
tarisciqus do ce type didcoulemsnt. d'autant plus marqud que l'intensitd tourbillonnafe set forts [11lJ
On observe sn effet, our lazme du tourbillon d'aild delta (qui eat plus intense) usis dipession nettent
plus mccusds et one ecompression plus brutal. qua dane Is cam do village tourbillonnaire.

Quant h linfluence do parematre K pe, an cootate our Ia figure lb quisie lige intensification do I*
recompression I 1'extirisur do tourbi lbo conduit a isis augmentation notable des presaions oue laxa , par

-'rapport I cells caractdrisant Is configuration do r~fdrence ans gradient extiriour ( Kpc 2r 0 ) ,*4@
*auto lea effets visqucux agiasent. Simoultnismut, cotta forte augmentation do Ia presiom our Vaxa so
diplace veo l'monf, bio qua I& recompression do lIcdoulamt extdnsor ests localisda as deoit do

* Is portion do wiss libre (voir figure 3bi). 11 slagit 1k don pbdnomkis do forts interaction caractdrisamt

I& onsbilti o I cofigratonvie I via des perturbations vanant do l'extieiour. OUrs 4tuds ultdieare

Las igues o a Obpsdcisent lea irelutions reailes is I& pression :It sagit, pose Is tourbillm d'aiie

pararaps 4.), lorequopourI@ 11llg. tourbiloouaie (figure SO) lea asses soot effectuiss on me
alm setio (zo 20 m) pur eadiffieues configurations difimies peicdamat. Gas isux figues illus-

teat bion l'accroisssment plus rapids is Is pechon sue lme par rapport I Vagstieiour. **it em feectioe

x La filmi symot Mt prim sas i'ieoulmat wsit dIs laite vera Iis gasce. do pbotograpba, Is &mme 6a
rotation do tourbilom *at tat. inventE par rapport I o qui sot iniiqui ouIscl figure Ia.



de X (fig.8a), soit en fonction de K PC (fig.8b). La disparition progressive de la d~pression au Centre
du tourbillon, ite & la diminution du niveau de la vitesse tangeatielle, traduit dans leg deux caa la
disorganisation progressive de Ia structure tourbilionnaire, conforomemnt aux visualisations prdsent~es
plua haut (fig.5).

La vitesse moyenne et lea taux de fluctuation axiale et tranaversale, prdsentds aur 1.ea figures 9a et

avsea difflrnce qudea mdcuea ent f ae icosnt plus forautio pour lapreo, 8 one dabicia
fien (ilg ea tr- 20 ene ontondu aravment le ,a e nonctpatien fontine .augnsa furtemt aur
que cnaeii diminue, is point dre que Is tt se fEltacio vera aontenama tampat ue diintnsieble.
prescuisrde deaIisation.10 Leelis de is dviece olne caratde i ubnteent anges cuain
clnic dialis figur a8 cept de la fe ument atin())ronse del qI& nleut paerve u a figur
fb.cLeatiogms r . esaif deu piaaiscmpsant SrIhsormedsvtse longitudinales U (iuelb nrntneftlabncorde
desxpicdn leacien u confiuaiio s a lus ectione (D et~ ova 0,1et - 2) ualors qa our s
composane vertics formef ontiulb retrouv ge le deu 2 pica van mon d clateman, lbent ( ceu dsafiur

cogratios eaisc defuscutin detifrnesotdumeoa cc urilcnenlscratr nttonnaire opetn ufr raden
d~eclaestaen qui sapu pronnc deVal.~ ccclus torblo dale dltoa.ze prmntpogesie

de fos atuell.A4 L eul Pide qui vWme trdut La u tljee -excmoats pruedmnto

dea pofisd iec ogtdnl U ttagnila(= )sniqalat de fluctuation cor

reapfidurta9sonreobtevusapar exploratiena horizontalsa paesant par laxe du tourbillon.dLea&profira da
vecca& moyanc qetWan erua u lea eeessn eux fcigeurs ha at po. ur I pri, r eaie
toill(X-20mm nfnton daiudla e proiaaotens Kp ,eour leas n senction dni. plusi hau foauur sr

sreonds reae stubiltin es olatne s figuee pour nn U d at pour ule c on prfi aoesndn A
dicec valde iure 9 du paVtep stion desoraumatin de U2 qu ma). psoseeor &fgr

La destabilicationl du tuion ctoduic lanteu pi .'E venta m'eaifets anlals Iu cc de fao faiu
10ran netteenqu comaisnetdncrns is champ mayan par ens diminution brusque de is coiues oU loaleu
pronfiguraos, ae micei tep paffrones iconametn qcncern raid dugainaa de svitaetaongnielie.
L'Eclatemanta pur conpls quenndn e caito du onsrion vie neaie(ub. ericlto)s

Lsi prfe due svitee niuiae)a tangentielle devian tr) fsbecins qa le daa is fctuadein figr
reapodent -0,2 abte pcr ex-0,2orain@e c doi~es san gur Vl s u rb)..Le rfied

Lies ordonnE U cetiW onegurd Isfiur e de reprrentns clate deb SrIs ligna dreprolative paun
enieetsocnrdutourbilion. Ceil onta lea voiie o t donuprou la letorsdnnie pldus passag par quro Sur is

sconpdaeltagtie as u tourbillon deietsiubint pourai on u diWlg laa en pofil correspond u

one degrabincuationdae du tourbillon part1 r'cappornt e msadireto Ox. Cee diucae agor pique

Coarmn Ia t m engre 'hicore I figure l oreponden duiint (etion brsu de Is vitess a lcannad

prorrspdeVaxte Ut ens qoe fp aible poubabiliEm ssanc a dugadt ia drcne onis vyene tnentelle
v'alea U atpu c denc Etaarto e n igo vitastbeensee egatve ibs a eircltin &
dutailln deceleI aietene ofani vrae caienne trs a del~oesci d1 ( oe is viteade is plspfal vire
fiur 10 b). 02a pc--,5dneI a eI&fgr l)

Lea pofilanes tranraudelcutionsie du &fiuea vitasene I rropcte le f&ige 12a atbinenasantI ~ ~Eaiccent dau cerntirec cun so estpad ourbillon.CmonI itdas cavdwe yld'esae par deu piaeou Is
* compocante tranvesalW ,u priane d oill na uia aus ccc dcg tadalny flucustel forrbipon

ua isgr cowosmt ongitdinVal.. orilnpr apr sdrcto x edclgeaglieepi

On nars cadan onbe diffyirec Surnlea engr ea den. tyI etublonel ocr.

CoudInas danar Iis one d e at pogur is corrponenta taupiliannt d seto ,I cai-i es vaaunn
plcopones de n' lcuim foblvec dmoa. isi confiuratio du torbilln de aIets cyaractre a
varsA al~et daaag ies trturde turbustle en cmtat ueent oa qua l&eatinvau natta&cento
puslvior. tourbillon dea ltsoIs ics delt esbat dte icpudria den cisure I&plrti prbleeten

desnprofili trenprvoqsuxn des flumtuan ogaindas rgrd ourala fgrslaa 2,pdetn

Cmlssn is gr 2bris ml Iris cisiraextye nEdnepu cnd tourbillonsIsvi deiseeiletspaI por-s
coman daxeatbdeiso la cnfgraton lc lus ubuestabiitana at dpsiaouin rpldusn dlaen pouIcompsane tansersa* qi p~sete daileur doe le dax co ds tax d flctutionplu fable
qu Is__ __ _ LI1snt ogtuiae

Onnoer _ _-aniant me---ec setel etelad=tpsd orblo lecnenc
dd ~ ~ Aeaqia aarpspd~et e ieu e lcutos oamn orI opcoelni
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snanversal au fur et 4 assure que Ie gradient de presajoc, adverse augmente. comme on a pu le remarquer
orlea visualisations de l'Etlatemnt prdaentiea figure 5.

6.1 - Symt'te de akvotaaon-

Le mode de g~ndration des tourbillons par enroulevent de nappes tourbillonnaires issues des maquettes
exclut en Principe toute sysbdtrie de rdvolution au sent strict du terme. L'expdrience montre cependant,
n otamtent dana Ie cal du gindrateur A ailettes, quA one distance raisonnable de celui-ci, les propridtds
de sy.~trie axiale sont bien 6tabliea, mEime dens des situations de forte deatabilisation. Tel cit Ie cas
de is figure 13, o?. sont compards pour Kp, -- 0,20 des profils de vitesse longitudinale et du taux de
fluctuation correspondent, obtenus b partir %e deux explorations perpendiculaires, l'une dens It sens
horizontal et V autre dena It Sens vertical. La congruence des profils est globalement tra bonne, A 1 excep-
lion des traces des sillages provenant des ailettea qui &ont clairement visibles Sur ces profils, main
qui napportent qu'une foible perturbatin trbs localiste.

Grice A I'hypothabse de syudftrie de rdvolution., qui parait donc raisonnablesent bien justifike dans le cal
du tourbillon des ailettes. il eat possible de relier Ia vitelse tangentielle V, au gradient radial de Is
preasion par l'inter~diaire de Is relation d'dquilibre radial

P P
r ~ r

on a sinai calculd pour le cas de rdfdrence Sans aspiration (pour lequel on disposait dgalement de assure
effectudes par fil chaud) Ie profil de vitease langentielle 8 partir des mesures de preaaion statiquc. Can
rdsultats soot confrontda our Ia figure 14. Malgr4 quelqucs Ecarts systdizatiques obaervds surtout dana Is
r~gion visqueuse & proximild de l'axe (of. lea effete perturbateura dea sondes pbuvent lire Eventuellement
significstifa). l'accord entre ces diffdrentea snesures paraft globalement satiafaisant.

Par opposition su sillage tourbillonnaire des aiiettea, Ie tourbillon d'aile delta possLde des propridtds
de symdtrie mnons bonnes, de par Ia gdos.trie de aon gdndrsteur qui nossure pas Ia symdtrie arials does lea
plans trenaversaux (voir profile de vitease de I& figure lla). De plua,comme mentionod plus haut, l'dcart
angulaire entre l'aze du tourbillon et lane de Ia veine (Ox) peut contribuer 8 crder one dissynetrie des
profils assur~s dane lee plans tranaverlaux. Ainsi. V'utilization de Ia relation d'dquilibre radial pour

dcarts plus importants que dens le cao du sillage tourbillonnaire des ailettes. 11 a 6IE admix ndansvoins
que Is aymtrie de rdvolution conslilue wne approximation valable pour exploiter lea rdsultats & la lumtibre
de thdories ou A laide de schdmsu de calcul basds Sur cette hspothkae.

6.2 - EvoIMt~on Ak ta cAACuton -I

L'hypothbee de Is symitrie de rdvolution eat iqplicitement contenue dana Ia formulation cominnduent adopt,4e

pour exprimer la circulation 8 partir de Ia vitease tangentielle :r z: 2 x Vt r

Lea Evolutions rodiales do la grandeur K .Y.. I - r(
U. 2 XUs

sont prdsentdes our lea figures 15&aet 15b pour lee deux; types de tourbillons examints. Elles se ddduisent
directement des profile W (y ) des figures Ila et Ilb, en ideotifiant V (Y ) j V,(r). La diformation
progressive des Evolutions K(r )e soil Sat X (fig. l~a), soil avecKPe (fig.15b) reflbte calle subie
par lea profile de vitess tangentielle Su cours du procesaus do destabilisation. Pour lea deux: configu-
rations, Is grandeur K ( r ) tend vera one valeur constants loin do Vste indiquant qua l'Ecoulement et
dana cette rigion du type "tourbillon potential". La diffdrence entre lee deux niveaux de K do part at
dsautre de laxe traduit one Idg~re dissymitrie 4e l'dcoulement. Cella-ci parait plus accestute, dens Ie
cua du tourbillon d'aile delta. On observe d'autre part que pour I. tourbillon isou des ailettes, lea fvolu-
lions de KC (r) a lszxtdrieur du noyau visqueux font sipperaftte on plateau do K interuddiaire correspon-
dent 8 mne portion de lourbillon potential. Cette particularitf, qui est propre so type do gindrateur
utiliad, eat lid., & I& prisence des nappes tourbillonnaire daisea par la ailettes at 8 travers desqualles
Is grandeur K chamgs de niveau. La Soul correspondent so dical. vera 1 exldrisur su fur at A Mosure quo Ie

tourbillon so destabilisa, par Suite d'un effet do ddplaceeat croissant. L'introducion de Is fonction de

A paent do regrouper approxiuativsmsnt sur une am ,ourbe 1 amseble des profile do K , assi bion pour I.
tourbillen d'aile delta quo pour 1. tourbillon eftendr# par lee ailettes (fig. 15*6at 15b, an baa). La grandeur
K ( I )roprdsante I& uoystme ante los dens branches ( Y positif at YV migatif) des figures 150ate 15b.
11 convient do rappeler qua dome lbypothboo Emu dcoulement permanent. ezisyPmtrique et non visqueux is

* grandeur K me ddpemd qua do # [121 .Coinw on pout leconatater our los figures 15&a t 15b, calls bypotbtse
eat asses biom vdrifide pour lea dome tourbilloma, smuf pour lea configurations lea plus destabilisdas
(K -m0.2 at -0,25) du lourbillam euaendrd par Jet ailertes, am voisage do Vama. Lae vealours moinesa
deec relovies dana ldcaulummt azldriour @out do 36 So pour Is, tourbillon d'aile delta at 6.8 so pour Ie
tourbillom des ailattes.

6.3 - Cowqaua de.A 4AlAoMU en tcetU" noaK"CA -

V'aprsa lee rdeallato do paralrepbe prdcddsml, l'Ecielle propma du lourbillos pest Stre carectirisde par I&
valour K. qua proud I& quashtd K A Vaztdrieur do Is r~giou viaqusuas. Cott* grandeur, qui me fail
imarvemir qua I& vitasse =dale ams aimaf que Ia circulation du lourbillon potential squel ao raccorda
Is tomebillin rdel, amo offer Is disumie We leagusur.



La figure 16 compare pour lea deux tourbillons dtudids leg dvolutions longitudinales de I& pression dons
'dchelie rdduite t~ = XK.La figure l6a, relative b 116couiement extdrieur, montre que lee gradients

de presnion aunt en 4 chelle rkduite conmparables entre eux. Le gradientdI" Erelatif au tourbillon d'sile
delta ( 1: 2,2) eat en effet du mime ordre que celui obtenu pour Kp~ --0,2 dons Ie cam du giodrateur A
alettes. Laccroissement de la pression aur l'axe apparaft par contre nettesent plus rapide dans le cas

du tourbillon d'oile delta, ce qui isplique un dclatement plus brutal, cme le montrent assi lea clidids
de ta figure 4 . Cette circonstance eat A relier AIis d~pression plus accuade observie dona Ie cas du tour-
billon d'aile delta (voir figures 7s at iS), due esentiellement A Is fors des profile do vitesse tangen-
telle. En effet, is diffdrence des Kp out lase et a licztOrieur a'exprims. en vertu de l'Equilibre
radial, par: 

2

P0 PCZ-' 11 ,avec W
U, 71 K*

La figure 17b qui pr~cise Ia form des profile de vitesse tangentielle en coordonnies rdduites, mt clai-
rement en Evidence des niweaux Cet lats levds pour le tourbillon d'sile delta, cc qui conduit, en

der u . relation ci-dessus, As crsde preasion entre V'ase et l'extdrieur plus isportants.

Quant A is forme des profile de vitesse (figures 17a et lib) on note pour l'aile delta, l'sllure caracti-
riatique du tourbillon dit d"'Euler" [131 qui se traduit pour Vt par mne Ovolution plus plate que Celle
du tourbillon potentiel et par un fort accrnissement de U su voisinage de lase. Le tourbillon des ailettes
par Contra eat caractdriodt par un profit de vitesse longitudinale plus uniforme et par une vitease tangentielle
qui ne ae raccorde au tourbillon potentiel qub l'extdrieur de I& nappe toorbillonnaire mtisc en dvidenca
plus haut (figure 15b) at dent is trace eat &galesent visible or e profit de U (fig.lla).

7 - RECHERCHE DE CRITERES P'ECLATEMEPJT -

Trois voiea d'explication de l'Eclatement se ddgagent d'une bibliographie abondante our Ie sujet:

I*) lUne thdorie dite e I& "stabilit6" [141 rdsulte de considitrations d'dquilibre local des nappes tourbil-
lonnaires A partir deaquelica peut ftre dfifinie Vapparition Aventuelle de zones d'instabilitt qui
viennent dksorganiser Is structure tourbillonnaire.

2') lUne thdorie dite "thdorie des ndes" (121 , [151 prochda de Vlanalyse des conditions d'existeoce des

ndes de perturbation at da leurs consdquences.

3*) lUne troisitme ddsarche [16, 17, 18, 191 plus pragustique , consists en Uiflaboratioo de afthodes de
calcol des dcoulesents tourbillonnaires dans le cadre de lapproximation qossi-cylindrique, qoi eat g~n#-
ralesent adoptde pour reprdseater ce type d'Ecoulements en meot de l'dclatement. L'apparition de l'E6cla-
tesent se prdsente cue one singularitf dons Ie ddveloppesot do calcul. Vast une circonstance
analogue h cells qua constitue Is ddcolleseent lots du calcul des coudcs hasites, circonstance qui
oblige h renoncer so cadre des hypothbaes sisplificatrices de ddpart de i4 thdsorie de FRANDLT.

Les rdsultats expdrimentaux ont Eoc Etd exploitda tout d'abord en vus de vWrifier Is bien fondh de cc.

diffdrentes ddmarches, ensuite dona Is but de rechercher ou de valider certain. critlrca d~clattment.

7.1 - Thko'tieg de ta AtabcL"t (LUPIEG) - ih:dV.ld
En g~ndralisant Is condition de stabilitd des Rayleih (Vrd > , du.. fluids en rotation,
au cas d' un dcoulesent soumis e plus I one vitesse longitudinale U ,LUDWIEG [201 parvient kI 'ttablisse-
sent des conditions de stabilitd donn~es par l'dqostion soivante qui d~pend essentiellement des caracttris-
tiques locales do profit de vitasse moyenne ( C4

2 (1b ) S C C

ov c C i -AV 6V U
Lea points du profit soyea des vitesses, dana Is section dana laqoalla eons avoos senaiblement localisd
1'origine du phinoslne ( X 230), ont icE placds dans Ie diagrms des patasbtres de LUIDfIEG C fig.lR).
on voit effectivamat qo'une parcia des points reprdoentatifs de ce profit as situe dans 1s zone d'insta-
bilitf. On observers E'silleors que cette zone eat marqude par lea fortes intensitig de fluctuations,

visible@ otr Is figure 12s. au voisinags e l'axe du tourbillon. Le critbre de WYWI9G apparart sinai
beaocoop plus rfalists quo colui proposE par HOIEARD&GUIPTA (21] , concarnant lea ondes. de perturbation
axisymdtriquas (fig. 18).

* 7.2 - Thgoitie deA 054th de BENJAMIN 1121

J On envisage Is function de courant pertorbie par one onde de foible inteniti, atationnaire o progressive.
Wous ous listitons ici so cat stationnaire : 0 = % ,x) Y

LoEqoation des quantitdls desmouvasent Acrite dons Is cadre des approximations qoasi-cylindriquss conduit
pour F hIsI relation soivante : j ~E [? r( ~ .. + 2~ 2 F

La problimme sat onm probls do vsleuo propres 1pour T l'uclasset caractd a par F #ent
suercritique mi toutes ta valaurs propras do y sent positives at subcritique si loune so Coins de ccc
velours propre a eat n~gative

Selo I. point de vue do VELJAKEN, l'Eclatonsent du tourbillon fait passer d'on Etoc suporcritiqueA I ltat
subcritique conjugud. Vest ce quo mous avons voulu vdrifier h l'aid. da no@ rdsultata *3piriMOtaUX.

Cno la, fasit 1.11NOVICII [22) pourt des expdriencas conceonant un tourbillon confinE dua on tuba on 4tudis
* Is cusportament de Is fonction Fc qui proviont do Vintigration do l'dquation prdcsdente pour 1 .O A partir

'I __ _ _ ___M__ _ _



des conditions aux limits. pour r -0 Pc -0, 1

Si Fc deviant udgetif eutre r~ - o at r -r'. , lcoulement eat subcritjque. it est supercritique si re

On coustate ici quo Is section situd* en awont do licltmt (X- IS0 sm) a bien lea caractdristiqs

d'un Star Supercritique at que Im. Section situds um pen en coal (X - 230 em) et subcritique (Fig.i9).

Lam iddee de DENJMEIN me trouvent donc en accord avec lag fat.1 etl sent do voir aussi comment
l&sfoactionA ( r A - +J

U Lt- r 6 r 7R?
qui rdgit Is comportement de ifonction Pc intervicnt par s contribution essentielis

ao voisinage imaddiat de Vste.

7.3 - ScotiOnq6 sit-cajiniqe AtutJdiomwuwiAe: Usite de v4ALMd de cettL @wKoxinsUOK -

Deus Etudes parmi ies plus suciennes ont it# choisies pour situer I& nature do problime do i4clatemmnt
dens It cadre de carts ddmrcbe 116). 1171.

Gr~ce h Is simplicit6 des sch~mas propoods,des solutions aslytiques reprdeentent I'tcoulemsent doms Is
section 2, h partir des doonnes initiales dones une auction I donr t isparmotre carsctdriati,-.e et Is taux
do rotation '.T=\4/U,. Pour checon des &tte I et 2, I'dcoulement satisfeit aux Equations doi mouvement
sv-c l'bypotb~hse si~lificstrics des dcoulemento quasi-cylindriquss pour l'dcriture de ladquation do
l'dquiiibre radial.

L'dtat 2 se ddduit ds igdtat 1 waysnnt on., recompression csractdris~e per Ie parabtre X -2 2 ~
U1

Le cslcol montre que dens Is cadre ds cs* hypoth~ses it n'est pee toujoure possible de trouver un rayon R
du noyso tel qua lea Eqoatione soient stisfeites entre lea sections 1 et 2.

Ainsi, dens is plan des paramitres T , X (fig,2O), on pout construire I& courbs( .)qui marque on. limite
so domains d'existence des solutions qoasi-cylindriquss. De 11 vient lidde simple d'utiliser carts coui'Oe
limits pour ddfinir on critbre d'dclstement.

On remarquers qo'en dipit des #carts qui peovent a'expliqoer per Is difference do. schdm de caicul propos~s,
lea deux thdories conduisent I des "critbres" voisios.

7.# - Etude exp&tofin d" condition.6 d 2ctatesient -

Pour prdciser lea conditions d~dclatement en fonction des parmobtres mis en Evidence so paragraphs prdcddent
(intencitE tourbillotuisirs, gradient do pression adverse) un. itudo systfouatiqos a ftd entreprice our to
montage I (tourbillon d'sile delta).(Lo distance entre lesile St Is price d'air Etait ici plus court* que
dens lee expdriences dicrites plus bout). Dane on souci ae simplification on a adoptd lea parawtres de
fonctionnewent suivants :l'incidenceE do leils, lite a Vintensiti tourbillonnaire et louvorturs dos
votets (parmbtre E ) d~terminant Is recompression dens Is vein*. On a ainsi obtenu. poor chaque couple

( 4 , T ), Is position longitudinsle XE do point d'deletevent, dens Is masure ob celui-ci me situ* en
esiont do Is prime d'air. Lea veleurs de xE , d~termindes par voie optique, aont prdseattes our Is figure
21 en fonction do lincidence £t poor plosisors valeure do E . Lea roltats font spparaftre to limits.
repr~sentie par Is courbe (L) aur Is figure 21. a-del& do laquslls ldclateast cer plus nbservd

Pour donfler plus do g~ndrolitE A ce rdeultat. Is courbe limits WL a EtE trapo@d. dens is plan do dens
psrnobtres plus directevient life A intensitA tourtbillonnaire doune part et I is recompression d'outr*
part :pour Is premier on a choisi Ia circulation r cutout do tourbillon. Clls-ci out diterwindo I partir
do lincidonce a A Veido do is thforie do POUMUS [23] (at partislsment contrejds par musure directs).
r et normaliede par U0  St R . rayon limsits 0j tourbillon d'iuler :' t , = 2 itUaR - Poor Its econd,
on & choisi le gradient do pre*sion lointain(d p.dx) wasurE so droit du poinkt d'iclstsinnt. norms-
time par I& distance du point d'iclatment l'apsi ds Valle :X' = L1 E ( U

La courbe (Z ) difinit donc deis 1s plan do cas eAtr paranktre Is limits des poesibilitds d'eclatsemnt,
comes indiqud our Is figure 22. Elle prisents one certaine analogie &we Lea courbos limits thdoriques
discutds plus hor (figure 20), dont Is signification et is bien-foude restent encore a priciser. o em.e
Is gin~ra limation do In limits d'Eclatsmsnt miss dndvidenc& done Is prdssuts #tude arplirstoiro dovra faire

CCACIOJobjot do recherdies expdrimentals plus approfoodies en vue do digsger des critires pratiqims Ed4clatsmsnt.

Una 6tuds expdrimntale des conditions do detabilisation des tourbillones a ta effectude our dour confi-

gurstions tourbilionnsires de nature difffrente :loune concerns 1. tourtiillon ds pax d'uns oil* dolta,
l'sutre 8ssppareote so tourbilion do bout d'sils, imais prosence par rapport I celui-ci den propridtdc do

*symdtrie plus marquises, grAce I i'utilimstion doun gdndratoor A dens ailettos. love qua It premier motage
engsndre on tourbillon alimentd par Is nappe isou do bord d'sttsqus do I'ii.. Is, tourbillon eugendrd
par is second montage ms diveloppe par enroulemont enone rse u .bnk dnu~stabl
lonnaires Eise an bord de fuite dos milettbs. 11 e r~sult one diroe apprdc saai st ructore
initerne do tourbillon, bien qua Is chm orterne soil, dae lea doux cam, do type "toorbillon pvoSattei

5
.Cos

diff~rences so meniftatent principalesut dens Is form des profile do vitemse St so treduiset so contra do
densilo ps.- moo survitass: axil plus prcnoucto at par one Evolution plus plate do Is vitAs. tsmgstioiis

desI@cm otourbillon d'iedolta, 11o ~ut ne d6prossion our Vezs ploc accusfe pour cc tooebii-
Ion, accentuds par I* fait qo son intensitd tourbillommaire et plus floods.



montage d'aile delta, qui eat essentjellemment destind I ld4tude des conditions d'apparition do lIcdlatement
et I I'ttablieneuent de crithres pratiques, mne configuration particulitre de tourbillon 4clata a Eta ona-
lyode en pluajeurs sections de l'dcoulement. DoeIe cas du montage I ailettes, qui eat davaniage destinE
A I' aalyse fine do Is, structure turbulent. dams lea vortex destabilisds, on a procddE A mne Etude plus
syatdmatiqueaen faimant varier I*@ conditions ext~rieures de d~stobilimatjon, Is pluport des assures syant
6t6 effectuies en mxe Soule section.

En ddpit des diffdrences de structure interne doe deu= tourbillons, e noabreux traits comsm cattisant
le processus de destabilisation se ddgsgent des deux adgries d'essaim : lenroulement spiral du noyou tourbil-
loonnaire, Ia formation d'un bulb. de recirculation pour too configurations 6clat~es, I* brusque creusesent
des profils e vitesse longitudinale au voisinage e l'ax. t I& ddtformation concomitante des profile e
vitesse tangentielle.... etc. Parni lea diffdreaces ii convient e souligner, pour Is tourbillon d'aile
delta, l'dvolution plus brutal* de Ia destabilioation, lea niveaux de fluctuation do vitesse senaiblement
plus dlevds, ootineont doe lea sections proce de l'Eclatement, oi, Is caracthre instationnaire eat tras
prononcA. Des Etudes ultdrieures faisant appel S Is technique e l'ehantilloomage conditionneal devront
dlucider Ia nature et l'origie e ces fluctuations.

Les configurations touzbillonnairss Etudides justifient lbhypothase quasi-cylindrique, au maine avant
l'Aclatemant. Lee r~sultato relatifs au tourbilbon e 'aile delta out fait l'objet Es quelques coofronts-
tiona dldsentaires avec des thdories Elabordes doe 1. cadre Es ces hypothtses :Is thdori de Ia stabilit6
met en Evidence one zone instable an voisinage inifdiot do l'axe. La thdorie e BENJAMOIN relative h l'dtat
sub ou supercritique eat bien confirlEs par l'spdrience. Enfin, Is thdorie es Ecoulessents qussicylindriques
suggire des critbres d'dclatemment en fonction es peanautrom, intsnsitt tourbillonnaire et gradient e pres-
sion adverse dont le r~le fondntal sit bien virifiE par l'expdrience one condition limits e 1 existence
e l'iclatement a Etd dtablie I partir des expdriences, sais Is g~nralisstion e ce rdoultat tests encore

A, vrifier.
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SU MARY

It was conjectured by Hopfinger, Browand and Gagne (1982) [I] that travelling, large amplitude "kink" waves,
observed by them in rotating, turbulent fluid might be at the origin of vortex breakdown and small scale turbulence
production. This observation motivated us to study such waves experimentally on isolated vortices under controlled
conditions. Their characteristics are interpreted in terms of theories based on the localised induction equation. It is
found that these kink waves remain stable and exhibit soliton interaction properties. Axisymmetric travelling waves on
the contrary cause breakdown when their amplitude exceeds a certain magnitude. Benjamin's (1967) [ 21 theory was
used to calculate the critical phase speed and the velocity perturbation inside a wave of finite amplitude. The theoretical
results show that the axial velocity changes rapidly become large so that, according to instability considerations, growth
of spiral disturbances is possible. Breakdown caused by axisymmetric waves and possibly by combined, axisymmetric
and kink waves, is demonstrated experimentally.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a recent study of a turbulent flow field generated by an oscillating grid in a rotating tank, Hopfinger, Browand and
Gagne (1982) 111 (from here on referred to as HBG) discovered the existence of intense vortices approximately aligned
with the rotation axis. Vorticity intensification in these vortices was well over a factor of 10 and a variety of wave
motions were observed upon them with frequent occurrences of vortex breakdown. An analysis of a selected "kink" wave
disturbance by Hopfinger and Browand (1982) [3] showed that it was well described by Hashimoto's (1972) [41 vortex
solitary wave theory which is based on the local induction equation. HBG gave these kinked solitary waves a central place
in the dynamics of vortex breakdown and even in vortex intensification. If the latter is rather speculative, the possible
relation of kink waves with vortex breakdown is an aspect worth investigating. This has also been recognised by Leibovich
(1982) [51. In particular the "loop" mode, not mentioned in previous studies, seems indicative of a kink wave event.

The study of wave motions on vortex cores is a venerable one and for many years relatively simple solutions for the
helicoidal wave and plane sinusoidal wave have been known. The kinked soliton solutions on the contrary are quite
recent (Hashimoto, 1972, Kida, 1981) 14, 61 and are just beginning to be examined for vortices with distributed vorticity
[7 1. More surprising is that only in the past few years has it been recognized that vortex flows are one class of fluid
motion which can support axisymmetric solitary waves which are manifested by an increase in core diameter as the wave
passes [2, 8, 91. The theory of axisymmetric long waves which are the ingredients for a discussion of solitary waves are

-A due to Squire 1101 and Benjamin (1962) [111.

While some parts of this theoretical framework have been subject to a certain amount of experimental scrutiny, in
particular standing axisymmetric waves on supercritical core flows, known from vortex breakdown phenomena (see for
instance Reference 12), others have not.

In what follows, we study travelling inked solitary wave motions and axisymmetric waves in the aim to determine
their properties and their possible role in vortex breakdown of subcritical core flow. In Section 2 the apparatus and the
vortex flow structure is described. Thi results for kink waves are presented in Section 3 and experimental and numerical
results for axisynmetric waves are considered in Section 4. The relation of these waves with fortex breakdown is
discussed in Section 5, including also turbulent flow conditions.
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2. THE VORTEX STRUCT-"URE

2.1 Vrtex Generation Apparatus

The basic apparatus is identical to that used in H.B.G., except that the grid mechanism at the bottom of the tank
was replaced by a plastic disc, and an apparatus to produce a single concentrated vortex was mounted within and around
the tank (Fig.I). The latter consisted of a central suction tube of ].4 cm diameter connected to a pump, flowmeter and

discharge pipe all mounted outside the tank and fixed in the laboratory frame. The vortex was made visible either by
injecting dye through a central hole in the bottom plate or by observing, photographically, small, neutrally buoyant
particles circulating through the system. The latter were used to measure the axial and swirl velocity profiles within the

vortex. The wave pattern and propagation speed were obtained from cind films taken of the vortex, made visual by dye.
After several initial trials, three flow conditions were chosen, all had the same clockwise tank rotation rate il of
1.5.1 rad/s with three different total suction flow rates 130, 180, 230 Itr/hr.

0 istut ane
Generator [SFlometer

Vortexc

Dye

Fig.I The apparatus. The suction tube above causes a convergence
of vorticity. The vortex is disturbed by either shaking the suction tube,

by cutting through the vortex with the disturbance generator or by
suddenly stopping the suction for a short time

To produce isolated kink waves, a thin metal rod was swung horizontally so that it cut the vortex at either the top or
the bottom or both in some cases for interaction studies. This had the effect of both, stopping the vertical flow in the cut
section for an instant and also of bending the core. This is perhaps not the best method of producing solitary kink waves.
A more adequate method but experimentally difficult to realize would be to oscillate the suction tube in just the right
way to produce the required torsion. Axisymmetric waves were produced by suddenly reducing for a short duration the
suction rate by pinching the plastic suction tube.

2.2 Undblturbed Flow Field

The undisturbed flow field of the vortex at the middle of the tank is shown in Figure 2 for the three cases
considered. The vortices are relatively thick 3-4 mm radius) and the vortex diameter decreases only slightly with
increasing flow rate. In a later series of qualitative tests, the core could be made much thinner by inserting a porous plate
on the bottom of the tank and withdrawing fluid from the bottom boundary layer. This greatly modified the boundary
layer eruption and vortex breakdown at the bottom of the tank and created a thinner initial core diameter as a bottom
boundary condition on further core development (Maxworthy, 1973) [ 131. However, this scheme gave a rather unsteady
core, due to pore blockage and the amall diameter of the porous plate and was not used in the reported wave experiments.

On Figure 2, we compare the experimental swirl velocity measurements for each case with the Burge vortex
(Equ.la) and the axial velocity profiles with Turner's (1966) 1 141 model (Equ.lb).

" r (I- e-aY)

V(r) - - (a); W(r) = Wm(I -Py)e-0Y (b) (i)
2w V2y

where I' is the circulation, Wm is the maximum axial velocity, y - r3/2 and a and 0 are par meters determined by
adjuating the model to the experimental distribution (here the case 230 Itr/hr, a- 25 cm-4, 0 = 4 cm-.
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Fig.2 Undisturbed swirl and axial velocity profiles for the three cases considered in this paper,
F= 1.51 rad s-1 ; 0, 0, flowrate Q = 130 ltr/hr, VT ,58 Cm-', Win : 25 cm-1. v, A.Q = 180 Itr/hr,

Vm 93 cm-1, Wrn = 35 ca-1, +, x, Q = 230 Itr/hr, Vm = 132 cm-', Wm 60 cm-1 : ,calculated
from Equation I for case Q -- 230 ltr/hr: to - 0.32 cin

A considerable amount of vorticity lies outside any reasonably defined core radius (e.g. the radius at which V is a
maximum). However all of the theories to be used in our comparison with experiment assume that the core is thin
compared to some reference length (e.g. the wave length of a typical disturbance) and that all of the vorticity is
contained within it. Clearly with the observed v'orticity distributions we should really calculate the radial modal response
of the vortex to any particular input. However, this is beyond our present abilities and invariably severe simplifying
assumptions must be made. At the heart of these lies the "localisd induction equation", well described in Batchelor
( 1170, pg.509) ( 15 ], in which the induced velocity at any point on the vortex centre-line is supposed to be due only to
the vorticity in these elements within a short distance (L) on either side of the point. The ratio of L to the core
diameter, r0 , is always assumed to have some constant value, which as far as we know, has been estimated for vortex
rings (with constant curvature), where it turns out to depend on at least the Reynolds number (i.e. effective vortex core

i diameter), and for kink-waves by HBG. Maxwo~thy and Hopfinger (1983) [ 161 were able to estimate this quantity and
I show how it varies, not only with the vorticity distribution, but also with the curvature of the filaments. In the range
, 0.05 -< x ro <! 0.2 , where K€ is the curvature, the ratio L/re can be taken constant and for practical purposes ft 4 .

t2

3. ISOLATED KINK WAVES

We have refrained from calling this section "solitary kink waves" because it now appears that the waves we can
produce most readily are probably not yet solitary waves in the classical sense. They are still evolving dring our

- observations and although they exhibit sorte of the features of solitary waves, in other ways they are different. We start
i our discussion with a description of the formation process. In the first method the suction tube was oscillated quickly

* through one cycle and the evolution of the resultant single kink followed photographically. In the present apparatus,
-4 such waves were of such small amplitude compared to the visible core size, for example, that it was impossible to obtain

i I any useful information from them.

") Alternatively, and first chronologically, the core region at either the top or bottom could be disturbed by rapidly
I , Icutting through the core with a thin, solid rod. This had effects which were different depending on the direction of

. propagation.

~3.1 Wave Pattern and Wave Speed

When the core was cut near the top, the axial flow was cut-off briefly. This information was transmitted to the
rest of the vortex by an axisymmetric solitary wave of expansion which depending on its amplitude. sometimes becameunstable and produced itrown spirals behind it. This axiymmetric wave had a velocity and rapidly left the rethnf= .ht

Vm9c'WtSn',,,=3lrhm 3cf.m'Osnh- *cluae

frmEuto orcs 3 trh:r .2c
A onierbl mon of- otctyle outidean reso abl eie oerdu eg t-he radius at whichn VI ais a - i ~ mua nm--;
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of the original disturbance. A second perturbation was created by the motion of the rod and this conaisted initially of a
single kink under most circumstances. At the same time as this kink began to propagate, the axial flow was
reestablished by a wave of contraction or convergence from the suction tube, which also had a much higher velocity than
that of the kink.

In Figure 3. we show the evolution of a typical kink of this type (a photograph of a kink wave is presented in
Figure 8b). The chain-dotted lines join identical points on the pattern as it rotates slowly clockwise (in the sense of the
vortex rotation) at 2.4/s in the frame of reference of the rotating tank. The forward part of the wave develops an extra
twist indicating that the group velocity exceeds the phase velocity (as discussed in 1161. This effect confused inter-
pretation of the wave pattern at first since if one follows the developing wave, the pattern appears to rotate in the wrong
direction. Clearly our method of production is not optimal. This would require that we oscillate the suction tube in
exactly the right way, with increasing then decreasing amplitude to put in the correct initial wave shape. This we have
not been able to do in this set of experiments. When the wave interacts with the end wall, it goes through a phase advance
as it does and reappears as a left-handed kink. We return to a more general discussion of such interaction in the next
section.

tI

Fig.3 Evolution of an isolated kink wave running down the vortex core corresponding to
conditions Q = 180 Itr/hr. The chain dotted lines represent the estimated trajectory of

the wave envelope and the dotted line is the trajectory of a wave crest through the packet.
The wave speed C. - 33 cmsr', maximum amplitude am e 0.49 cm and torsion ve - 0.89 cmn- .

Several waves like that shown in Figure 3 have been analysed using the results of Hashimoto (1972) [41 as inter-
preted by HBG. The wave (envelope) speed is given by

C, = 2ro LO-In-1 (2)

where r. is the wave torsion, which for smaUl mf/A is approximately equal to 2w/k, where a. is the maximum
radial displacement of the core centre line and X. the waveknlt of the central kink so that

r . (3)

However the wave peaks move at a different speed because in a frame of reference moving with the wave envelope
thewav pattern rotates which shows up in a trandation of the peaks without translation of material elements of the
core. The rotation rate of the vortex filament is given by

, I.

re ,, , inre ___-'. (4)

Ile maxima and minia then appea to move at a speed

•p 1.(i

/2
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With Equations (3) and (4) the parameter introduced by HBG and Hashimoto becomes

, -X = T (6)
wpam ram

Experimentally we can verify Equation (6) which does not depend on a knowledge of the induction length L. For

the wave shown in Figure 3 the pattern appears to rotate in the sense opposite to that given by induction at a rate
2.4 rad/sec*. This indicates that the wave envelope had a velocity only slightly larger than the phase velocity (individual
peaks), an effect that was generally true. For the particular wave considered am - 0.49 cm, X - 6.8 cm and

Cp - 33 cms-
1 , hence Cp/wpam - 28. The theoretical value T = )/wam - 5.3. At least two reasons for this

discrepancy can be suggested. First, it is likely that the observed disturbances have either not yet evolved into solitary
waves or that perhaps they never do under the present experimental conditions. The latter idea is related to Lamb
(1980, p.200) 1171 who showed that for a more general induction equation than the localised induction equation it is
possible to obtain filament waves which obey the modified KdV. equation. Such an equation is known to support
breather solitons, i.e. ones in which the interior pattern changes during propagation. They have a form similar to the
ones found in our experiments and may in fact be the waves we observe if the variation in wave induction velocity as a
function of curvature is that which leads to the MKdV. equation.

It should be noted that the kink waves which could be generated on the isolated vortices in the apparatus shown in
Figure I, of which the wave shown in Figure 3 is a typical example, have considerably lower wave torsion and relative
amplitude than the wave analysed by Hopfinger and Browand (1982) [3]. The localised induction assumption may
therefore be even less valid than in the situation of Hopfinger and Broward. However. if we calculate the apparent
induction length from Equation (5) using the experimental value of the phase speed obtained from Figure 3 we get
L/r o - 3.4 a value close to that of HBG [ 16].

3.2 Interaction of Isolated Kink Waves

The isolated kink waves appear to have very unusual properties as one might expect if they are evolving into solitary
waves. We have created interaction by producing waves simultaneously at the top and bottom of the tank and allowing
them to propagate towards one another. As described in the previous section, such waves running downwards have not
fully evolved into solitary waves while those propagating upwards often have an oscillating character, none-the-less, they
too cause a phase shift in the oncoming wave although the effect on the waves is often hard to determine. Two typical
inteactions are shown in Figure 4 where we have attempted to pick out the wave trajectories for the forward part of the
wave, both incoming and uutgoing. The forward advance of the phase is quite clear although the experiments are too
crude for us to be able to determine the dependence of the phase shift on the initial conditions. We only note that
typically it is of the order of the central wavelength of the isolated kh.k wave, but since this was not varied over a large
range, the possibility of a more complex relationship is an open question.

0.06 s wall ' phase advance

phase advance

I f£

Fig.4 Interaction of kink waves produced at both ends of the tank.
180 Itr/hr. The phase advace by approximately only one wave length is clearly visible.

oThe ntial Point here is not the actul vau of the rotation rla which is difficaht to detemrlnine to an accuracy better then :1 2S%. bu
fateer the fNet toast the Asm~t Pattern rotation is in the I of the core vortkity (phas speed < Igroup velocity). Whle this rerst
agpree qualtth, ely with HOad0moto's theory It contrKaftts the retits of I.,Abovich and Me [7].
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4. AXISYMMETRIC WAVES

More is known about axisymmetric waves than any other despite the difficulties of measurement in rapidly rotating
fluids where the insertion of a measuring probe completely disrupts the flow one wishes to measure. This is because they
are directly and intimately related to the phenomenon of vortex breakdown which has many technical applications (e.g.
Lambourne and Bryer, 1961) 118). The most complete theoretical description we know of is due to Benjamin (1962,
1967) [2, 111 which has considerable experimental support in the work of Escudier, Bornstein and Zehnder (1980) (191,
Escudier, Bomstein and Maxworthy (1982) [12 J among others.

Essentially the view is that a weak vortex breakdown consists of a standing train of finite amplitude waves each of
which closely approximates a "sech

2
" solitary wave solution of the Korteweg de Vries equation. When the leading wave

reaches a certain critical amplitude, the wake-like flow field created in its interior becomes unstable to spiral disturbances
of negative wavenumber a point of view espoused by Escudier, Bornstein and Maxworthy [ 121 based on the work of
Lessen, Singh and Paillet (1972) [20]. In any experiment, these invariably grow to become unstable finite amplitude
spirals of small pitch rotating in a direction opposite to that of the basic rotation.

Clearly, by a simple Galilean transformation, these standing waves on vortices with supercritical axial velocity can be
replaced by travelling waves on a subcritical flow of the type described in Section 2.2. In order to determine the change
in vortex structure by travelling waves we use here Benjamin's theory to calculate the local change on vortices with axial
flow. This is an extension of Pritchard's (1967) [ 81 work who calculated solitary wave motion on vortices without radial
velocity gradients of the axial flow.

4.1 Long Wave Solution

The axisymmetric flow is described in cylindrical coordinates in terms of the circulation r (r, z, t) and the stream
function 1' (r, z, t). I' and '' are expanded to the different orders of perturbation of the basic flow Po (r) and
'e (r, z)

S= r. + El +E
2

2 +....

o= o + C*
J 

+ 
2 

*2 +....

The equations of motion are written to the different orders in e. To first order we look for solutions of the form

o*1 (r, z, t) = A (r) eik(z-ct)
(8)

171 (r, z. t) = y, (r) eik(z-ct)

where A (r) satisfies the equations of motions (Benjamin, 1967) [21

k2 
r.r , I 0 (9)Pinyy+ O - - + -

2y 2y 2  {*oy C}' {'sy C}

r, - oy (10)

Here y = r
2

/2 for simplicity. Since we consider an unbounded flow, boundary conditions are chosen as follows:

*l(y=0) = 0 and * y(y)-0 as y"-.

The axial and azimuthal velocities W and V are given by:

V
V Y

For any value of C, the Sturm Liouville System (9) has an infinite set of eigenvalues which are ordered
..<k1 <...<k 2

2 <k 1 <kol . If k 2 is negative, no axisymmetric wave propaptes on the vortex core with the
velocity of C1 . Long waves correspond to the critical point where ko2 

= 0.

Analytical solutions for long waves are available when the axial flow has no radial gradient. Using a variational
method we obtain the wave velocity C and the shape of the perturbation ', . In the presence of radial velocity

4itradients we have attempted to obtain a solution by a variationsl method but the results were unreliable. A numerical° I intesation was therefore carried out.

A I

_-W
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We integrated the vortex flow shown in Figure 2 with the axial and azimuthal velocities, here denoted Vo and Wo
given by Equation (I).

Although the basic flow contains a reverse flow for large values of y , this remains weak and can be neglected.
Then lower and upper bounds for the phase speed of the wave can be obtained from (2) by application of the variational
method

O<IC- Vom I<Wom.

The value of the phase speed and the corresponding stream function for long waves is approached by using an
iterative method to solve (2) numerically for different values of C . This was done for the vortex approximated by
(I ) with Worn = 60 cm.s-' , 1- = 65 cm2 

.s'l . a = 25 cm~2
, 4 cut 2 for both directions of wave propagation.

The results obtained for the speeds are as follows

C>O C = Vom +0.93 Worn
(12)

C<0 C = -Vom +0.93 Wom.

We considered only one case but the results we present here are likely to give a good estimation for the other two
cases because the vortex core diameters are similar. Calculations for different cases are presently being carried out.

4.2 Solitary Waves

Here we consider the expansion of the stream function 4( and the circulation r to second order. In analogy with
the Korteweg de Vries equation and since we are interested in waves of permanent form, we use the coordinates
y and x = c "2 (z - Ut) rather than y, z and t. The velocity of the solitary wave is taken as:

U = (I +EA) (13)

where A is an unknown coefficient which will not appear explicitly later on. A solution for 'l1 is sought which has the
form

= 1 (r) F(X) (14)

The second order system which relates P2 and 172 to 4r, and r, gives the following condition for F

A, Fxx+B, F+Cn F = 0 (15)

which is easily integrated as

3 C, /C
1700=- - sech2  t- X} (16)

2 B, ,(A,)'X

A,, B, and C, are integrals over the entire radius and depend only on known quantities Fo , *'0 and C and pj

A, and - C, remain positive for the two ways of propagation, indicating the existence of solitary wave solutions.
But the sign of B1 changes with the sense of propagation. The stream function *'1 is then written for waves with
positive and negative wave speeds.

C < 0, *1i = -eol(y) sech
2 

{oale1/1(z-UM) *1i 112A -

(17)

C>O, 1' = eP,(y)sech 2 
tale '2(z-Ut)} *q I ,

The circulation r, is calculated from Equation (10) which immediately indicates that for waves of identical' amplitude (some e) the maximum orfthe induced perturbation r I is much largr when the wave propagates opposite to

the axial vortex flow (negative sense).

Since surfaces of equal circulation and surfaces of equal pressure coincide this results in an expanson of the vortex
core which is much larger when C is nelative. More precisely, the distoralon of the vortex core by the wave is written as

• : dy

r(..(.. r0) (8 )

where ro is the radiusof the vurtex core.

x.
t
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In Figure 5 (a) - (b) we show schematically the flow configuration for negatively and positively propagating solitary
waves in a frame moving with the wave. When C > 0 (Figure 5 (a)) the solitary wave disturbance tends to increase locally
the axial velocity hence increasing the azimuthal vorticity or radial shear stress. A negatively propagating wave
(Figure 5 (b)) may on the contrary lead to flow reversal (a change from ajet to a wake axial velocity profile).

J Wa. -C ___ro

C. Cb

(a) W(b)

Fig.5 Schematic of critical flow conditions and perturbation induced by a passing solitary wave.
(a), wave travelling in the sense of the axial flow in the vortex (C > 0).

(b), wave travelling opposite to the vortex flow (C < 0).
, axial velocity distribution in interior of solitary wave.

For a maximum distortion of 20% of the vortex core ((rm -- r0 )/ro = 0 2) and for a wave propagating opposite to
the vortex flow we calculated the corresponding value of e from Equation (18) using Equations (17) and (10). This
value was then used to compute the shape of the vortex core when the wave propagates in the same way as the vortex
flow. The shapes of the vortex core are plotted on Figure 6. The amplitude of the bump is shown to be larger for waves

propagating in the negative direction.

0

15 -10 -5 0 1 0 15

Fig.6 Calculated perturbation of vortex core boundary on passage of a solitary wave:
(rm - ro)/ro  0.20 for negatively propagating wave and some parameter e for both wave propagation directions.{,negatively propagating wave, - , propagation in positive sense.

We performed also calculations of the azimuthal and axial velocity field in the centre of the solitary wave using the
same value of e as in Figure 6. It is seen from Figure 7 (a) -- (b) that the effect on the axial velocity of the passage of a
solitary wave with relatively small amplitude (20% or less change in core radius) is considerable. For positive propagation
(Figure 7 (a)) the flow becomes nearly critical and for negative propagation a wake flow (reversal of azimuthal vorticity)
with large radial velocity gradients is established. Pasage of axisymmetric solitary wave of relatively small amplitude can
therefore cause the vortex to become locally unstable to spiral disturbances [201.

Although the disturbance of the vort -% core is small, the correspondini perturbation for the stream function is not
of weak amplitude. This raises the question of the validity of the application of Benjamin's perturbation method. A large
amplitude model would be without any doubt more accurate to describe the kind of wave we are interested in. Such an
attempt was made recently by Leibovich (51 but the effort required to establish such a model is considerable. Therefore,
the model approximation based on a small perturbation parameter was used which is. in any can, a good approximationof the important mechanisms involved in vortex breakdow.

......... loop.-.._
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Fig.7 Calculated velocity distributions inside a solitary wave indicated by dashed lines:
(a), positive sense of propagation and a./r0 -0.13, (here am =rm -re

(b), negative sense of propagation with am/r. = 0.20;
the parameter e is the same in (a) and (b);-, undisturbed vortex flow.

4.3 Experimental Results on Axi y-es- ic Waves

In Figure 8 (a) - (b) we show an axisymmetric wave travellmng on a vortex with Q - 230 Itr/hr in the opposite
sense to the core flow. The time interval in 8 (a) is 0.2 s and in 8 (b) 0.25 s. Fiurm 8 (a) is a nice example of solitary
wave development out of a huge Ia disturbance. Figure 8 (b) on the other hand shcws unstable conditions with a
vortex breakdown region behind the wave. The latter wave hu been produced by cutting through the vortex and this
is why the axisymmetr c wave is followed by a kink-wave.

The wave speed calculated from Equation (12) is for the condItion cotrgeponding to Figure 8 (Va = 132 cm"
and Wm 

= 60 cn-') C -76 cr'" . The memsred spees are respectively for Firum 8 (a) and (b) 83 cok' and
81 cnC" . We have not scceeded at Isent to determine the wave speed with better accuracy and it seems unlikely
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that any amplitude dependence of the wave speed can be established. For one thing the amplitude is already relatively
large when the wave can be followed on movie pictures and vortex breakdown occurs for somewhat larger perturbations.
Furthermore the vortex is always subjected to weak disturbances, caused either by dye injection or by vortex breakdown
inside the suction tube which affect the vortex structure. The scatter in the experimental points in Figure 2 is to some
extent indicative of the unsteady character of the vortex.

4 10

- t 0.. -- I-2 J-0.25.r1
ab)

Fig.8 Photographs of axisymmetric waves on vortex characterised by Q = 230 ltr/hr.
(a) developing stable solitary wave, (b) unstable wave.

The core diameter determined from the dyed region in Figure 8 corresponds, within experimental error, to the
vortex core size 2rg which defines the radius characterized by V = Vm . Figure 8 (a) also shows that the vortex has a
taper with the radius increasing in the direction opposite to the flow. This causes the relative amplitude of negatively
propagating waves to decrease more rapidly than would be expected from viscous dissipation alone.

Various methods were tried to produce axisymmetric waves at the end opposite to the suction tube which would
propagate in the positive sense. The only technique with reasonable success was to cut the vortex by a rod which
produced an axisymmetric wave followed by a kink wave. The wave front was however less well defined than that of
waves produced near the suction tube (see Figure 9) and any determination of wave propagation speed remained fruitless.
The analysis shows (see Figure 6) that positively propagating waves have snaller amplitudes and this explains part of the
difficulty encountered experimentally.

. S. VORTEX BREAKDOWN CONDIlIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

5.1 Bralkdown o Iolad Vxtles

In Section 4 we showed that travelling axtymsnetr&c solitary waves of relatively smail amplitude on subcritical core
flow can bring about locally unstable flow conditions. In particular, a wave moving with C>0 causes the swirl
parameter q -, Vm/W m to decrease from 2.4 to about 0.7 when the wave amplitude, referred to the core radius. is
a/re 0. 18. With this value of the swirl parameter spiral modes could just about gow according to the stability
criteria obtained by Lessen, Silsh and Pallet (201. A wave propapting opposite to the core flow changes the jet41ke
profile into a wake (Figure 7 (b)) which mains ubeitical but has a large radial velocity gradient. For a relative wave
amplitude of 0.28,the maximum gradient of the axial core velocity inlde the wave Is of the am order is the gradient
inside the wave with podtive C maid am /re 0.18 (Figure 7). It Ji therefore plausible that the wake profile camsed by a

K -
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wave with am/r O = 0.28 is also near to marginal stability. More definite conclusions would require a stability analysis.
It might be possible to use the stability criterion recently obtained by Leibovich and Stewartson (1983) 1211. We should
point out however that both instability studies [20, 211 are valid for steady flow conditions which are not strictly
speaking satisfied by travelling waves.

Figure 8 (b) shows a case of local vortex breakdown in the wake of an axisymmetric solitary wave creating tightly
wound helices and turbulence. It would be a fruitless task to try to determine a wave amplitude criterion for vortex
breakdown from the present experiments but Figure 8 (a) would indicate that a wave with C < 0 and am/re f 0.25 is
still stable. Considering the uncertainties in the experiments and in the determination of stability criteria, observations
are consistent with the above discussions.

The isolated kink waves are observed to be stable entities which do not cause disruption of the vortex core (see for
instance the knk in Figure 8 (b)). Even when they interact quite violently the core remains unbroken. When a kink wave
is formed by disrupting the core, the latter reforms through the propagstion of a wave of contraction from the suction
tube which then reconcentrates the disrupted vortex lines. As the kink waves propagate they appear to have no effect
upon the core flow. There exists the possibility that kink waves with larger torsion and larger curvature would be less
stable. In the turbulent flow system investigated by HBG, for instance, torsion and curvature were considerably larger
than what could be obtained on the isolated vortices and this could explain why HBG seemed to be able to relate vortex
breakdown to kink wave dynamics (see however Section 5.2).

It has been speculated recently by Leibovich [51 that the nonlinear interaction between axisymmetric and non-
axisymmetric waves might be the most favourable ground for breakdown. A possible case of interaction of different wave
types is shown in Figure 9. The vortex has been cut on both sides which generates an axisymmetric wave followed by a
kink wave. The waves propagate toward each other and strong interaction takes place which results in breakdown and
turbulence production. The vortex rapidly reforms behind the wave disturbances by waves of contraction.

Fig.9 Photographs of a wave interaction and vortex breakdown on a vortex corresponding to
Q=130 ltr/hr. The time interval is 0.2 a and the axisymmetric wave with C < 0 is marked by arrows

on the first two frames.

-4I
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5.2 Waves in Turbulenit Rotating Fluids

Here we reexamidne the results of HBG, nosing, among other things, the preponderance of unstable axiaymmetsic
waves, and add some extra observations to emphasize thia point. The critical observation here is that any disturbance
which tends to cut-off or reduce the axial flow in the vortex core creates an axisymmetric type or solitary wave which
may or may not become unstable, depending on its amplitude. In the experiments of HBG. the axial flow in the cores
was downward into the mixed region. At frequent intervals this axial flow was cut-off completely by the turbulent
motion in the mixed tayer and this information was transmitted along the core to the rest of the fluid by a wave of such
large amplitude that it was invariably unstable. Such a wave can be clearly seen in HBG (Figures 16 (c) and (12)). Due to
the asymmetry of this process the most unstable waves propagate against the axial flow i.e. upwards, while the downward
propagating ones which are usually not visible in the visualisation. cause little disruption. The axial flow into the mixed
layer is maintained and this causes a wave of contraction upwards into the disturbed region which reestablishes the axial
flow.

In the turbulent system, generation of waves is random and varying in amplitude and form so that axisymmetric and
kink waves are produced simultaneously. On the average 5 kink or helicoidal waves exist on a vortex in the system
studied by HBG and from a re-examination of the film taken by HBG it is clear that the vortex core supports at least an
equal number of axisyinmetric waves. It is therefore difficult to determine the cause of vortex breakdown in the interior
of the fluid, that is, further sway from the mixed layer. What seemed to HBG a clear case of kink-wave interaction break-
down (their Figure 16 (a) and perhaps 16 (b)) may actually be caused by nonlinear interactions of different types of
waves. Hopefully, future theoretical and experimental studies will help to clarify the cause and mechanisms of break-
down due to travelling waves.
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VORTICAL FLOW MNAGEMENT FOR IMPROVED
CONFIGURATION AEROOIYDMICS - RECENT EXPERIENCES

Ohanvad 1t. Ro

Vigyan Research Associates. Inc.
28 Research Drive

Hipton, VA 23666. U.S.A.

- This paper reports recent progress In vortex-control applications for alleviating the adverse conse-
quences of three-dimensional separation end vortical interactions on slender body/swept wing configure-
tions. Examles include: helical separation trip to alleviate the side force due to forebody vortex
asymmetry; hinged strokes to avoid vortex breakdown effects; compartmentation of swept leading-edge
separation to delay the pitch-up Instability; under-wing vortex trip and vortex flaps for drag reduction
at high lift; and an apex-flap triamer to fully utilize the lift capability of trailing-edge flaps for
take off and landing of delta wings. Experimental results on generic wind-tunnel mdels are presented
to illustrate the vortex-monagement concepts involved and to indicate their potential for enhancing the
subsonic aerodynamics of supersonic-cruise type vehicles.

NO1OICLATURE

CL Lift coefficient Cy Side force coefficient

C1  Rolling moment coefficient Ct Local leading-edge thrust coefficient

ClS Lateral stability derivative, KC1/B L/0 Lift-to-drag ratio

Cm Pitching moment coefficient a Angle of attack

Cn Yawing moment coefficient B Angle of sideslip

CnB Directional stability derivative. aCn/a3 6 Control deflection angle

Cp Pressure coefficient n1 Spanwise coordinate normalized by semi-span

1. INTRODUCTION

The expending flight and maneuvering envelopes demanded by recent tactical aircraft design studies
have resulted in a growing awareness of the need to understand and to work with mssive three-dimensional
separations and the associated vortical flows. Slender bodies and highly-swept wings In combination
generate a kaleidoscope of complex vortex systems through the angle of attack range, whose Implications
increasingly concern the configuration aerodynamicist. Equally, they offer an unique opportunity for
utilizing the energy and persistence of these vortical structure% in innovative ways to engineer the
aerodynamic characteristics for improved flight capability and extended operational limits.

This paper is a progress report of continuing research at NASA Langley Research Center. aimed at
conceptualizing practical mans of vortex-flow manipulation to upgrade the subsonic performance, stability

41 and control characteristics of the new generation supersonic-cruise tactical aircraft. Selected exmples
from recently published results of this work will be presented, to indicate the broad scope of the problem
areas being addressed with the underlying them of re-structuring a problematical separated flow condition
through artificially-geoneraed vortex system, as opposed to the conventional approach of suppressing flow

' iseparation. Only the basic concepts and their experimental evaluation can be discussed within the present
space limitations; additional results indicating the scope of applications of the concepts can he found in
the referenced literature. This paper complements a preceding NASA Langley paper (ref. 1).

2. HELICAL TRIPS

The onset of asymmetry In the forebody vortices at high angles of attack produces an abrupt side force
(and yawing moment) which can be highly adverse to the aircraft handling characteristics at maneuvering
limits. This &symetry is believed to arise from an unstable interaction beteen the counter-rotatin
primary vortices when they are In close proximity to each other, but away from a solid boundary. While
research continues for a better understanding of the basic fluid mechanism Involved and to predict the
onset and magnitude of side force, it is of interest to devise practical means to eliminate or control
the phenomenon which can be a limiting factor In high-alpha maneuvering of aircraft and missiles. A
passive, add-on device is preferred which will alleviate the s:dt force on any given forebody shape without
Inducing undesirable side effects on performance or stability. Yhe wll knom nose strokes generate
vortex system of their own which, in a manner not yet fully understood, force the forebody weke to remain
symetrical to higher angles of attack. However, experience with nose strokes shows that their effective-
ness Is highly dependent on the forebody shape and therefore a trial-and-errr development of the optimm
stroke is required for every new application; they also frequently produce adverse changes In the lateral-
directional characteristics at high ngles of attack. Nose-radoma mounted strkes in addition are likely
to Intere with radar perfomance. Nevertheless, the low dreg penalty and ease of installation are
positive advantages that motivate the search for more universally applicable forms of nose strakes which
are also free of the adverse side effects mentioned above.

... . - .... . .. . . . .. . . ... i .... ... .... ... ..
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S 30-2 The helical-trip device (fig. 1) represents an approach that is conceptually different from the
conventional strokes- it seeks to prevent the formation of a coherent vortex pair from forebody separa-
tion and thus to eliminate the possibility of asymetry altogether. The means adopted for this purpose
was suggested by the mechanism of suppression of the alternate vortex shedding from cylinders in cross-
flow, ref. 2 . The helical trips were accordingly devised to force separation at varying peripheral
locations along the forebody length to generate a non-uniform feeding sheet and thereby impeae the roll-up
into concentrated vortex cores, while maintaining a "mirror-image" symmetry of trips with respect to the
pitch plane to avoid any direct trip-induced side force. The selected helix orientation placed the trip
nearly transverse to the boundary-layer flow at high angles of attack, thus making it were effective in
provoking separation.

The concept was evaluated on a series of wind-tunnel force medels ranging from basic axi-symeetric
bodies (cone- and ogive-cylinders), through fuselage shapes with vertical and horizontal oval cross-
section, to wing/fuselage/tail combinations representing a generic fighter configuration (ref. 3). The
results shown in fig. 2 are supportive of the helical trip concept:

i) straight side-trips (B) do not appreciably change the basic fuselage side force
characteristics (A);

ii) helical trips (C), made from the same wire material as (B), suppress the side force
up to the highest alpha;

III) inverted helical trips (D), obtained by rolling the forebody through 180, totally
lose their capability (since they are now approximately parallel to the boundary layer
flow);

iv) truncated helical trips (E), possibly to further reduce radar interference, basically
remain effective; and

v) 50-percent reduction in helical trip diameter (F) does not degrade the trip capability
until approaching the highest alpha.

Since the trip height will be scaled with the boundary-layer thickness, in full-scale applications the
relative trip size will be much Smaller than the size tested on the wind tunnel models. It is noteworthy
that on all the test bodies, the very first helical trip application was effective, no subsequent adjust-
ment being required of the initial trajectory shape used. This lack of sensitivity to the trajectory shape
is consistent with the helical-trip hypothesis, apart from being an advantage in practical applications.

Helical trips were further evaluated during a NASA Langley study of forebody shape effects on the
lateral/directional as well as longitudinal stability at high angles of attack of a contemporary fighter
configuration with extended forebody (ref. 4). The helical-trip effectiveness results presented in fig. 3
show that the high-alpha yawing moments were alleviated generally without degrading the lateral-directional
stability characteristics. A further consideration (ref. 4) was the yaw-induced pitching moment during
high-alpha maneuver when the pitch-down authority of the longitudinal controls may become marginal. A
direct comparison of conventional nose-strakes and helical trips (fig. 4) shows that whereas the addition
of strokes results in an adverse nose-up moment In sideslip, helical trips actually produce a favorable
trend relative to the "clean" forebody. These results serve to emphasize the basic difference between
the two devices: the helical trips achieve side-force suppression by disrupting the forebody vortices
thus avoiding the undesirable vortex-triggered side effects, as opposed to vortex intensification by the
conventional nose strokes.

3. HINGED STRAKES

Wing strokes are highly-swept root extensions of the leading-edge whose function is to generate
strong vortices at high angles of attack in order to re-energize the stalling flow over the wing and there-
by improve the maximam-lift capability. The stroke vortices generally have sufficient lateral separation
to preclude the unstable mutual interaction associated with forebody vortices; however, they individu-
ally are subject to the well-knn breakdown phenomenon. When vortex breakdown occurs over the wing, an
abrupt loss of its beneficial influence leads to stall, pitch-up and roll/yaw disturbances. Being a dynamic
phenomenon, vortex breakdown also instigates buffet and associated undesirable motions such as wing rock,
noseslice etc. The expansion of wing wake following stf.ke vortex breakdown degrades the effectiveness of
aft-tail surfaces, and may result in serious loss of controllability. Automatic limitation of the angle of
attack envelope in order to stay below the vortex-breakdom boundary restricts the maneuver potential of
the.vehicle and is not a preferred solution. The hinged-strake concept was devised as a means to suppress
the strakevortices and thus to eliminate the vortex-breakdown boundary altogether; in addition, articula-
ted strkes offered the possibility of improving post-stall maneuverability when the control power of
conventional surfaces has degraded.

4 The hinged strokes, structurally separate from the wing, are attached to the fuselage through longi-
tudinal hinges (fig. 5). In the normal co-planar position the strkes function conventionally. At high
angles of attack approaching vortex breakdown, however, they may be rotated downwards to an anhedral angle.
Increasing anhedral not only decreases the strke projected planform area but also the normal force coef-
ficient by reducing both the linear and the non-linear contributions (ref. 5), thus providing an effective
control over the strke loading as well as on its vortex characteristics. Exmples of stroke anhedral
effects on the high-alpha aer "aics of a generic fighter configuration (fig. 6) will be presented through
some results of a low-subsonic wind tunnel study (ref. 7). In order to highlight the anhedral effects,
relatively large strokes (of exposed area - 26.6% of wing reference area) were selected for this investiga-
tion.

The lift and pitching-moment characteristics of the wing/fuselage/vertical fin configuration (without
a horizontal tail) having strokes at 30 deg. anhedral are shown in fig. 7, in comparison with planer straka
data (ref. 6). The onset of vortex breakdown with the planar strake is evidenced by a peaking of CL eccom-
panted by pitch-up and lateral/directional disturbances as the angle of attack approaches 30 degrees.
Thes vortex breakdow effects can be seen to be greatly alleviated with the anhedral strokes. Suppression
Of vortices coupled With the reduced projected area of anhedral strokes inevitably penalizes the maxim.
lift relative to planer strokes of equal surface area. However, when copered with data for planer strokes
of smaller I.e. 16.5 area (ref. 6) kwe pitch-up limits the usable CL to 1.2 approx. (at ak 19 dog.),
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the anhedral strakes are seen as an improvement with 4 mximum CL Of 1.5 (at a -42 dg. ) free of pitch-
up. Thus. htnged-strkes of suitably increased size in an anhedral setting can allow hi halpha wmanu-
voring free of vortex breakdown problem and without sacrificing the maximum lift capability of the
conventional fixed strkes.

The planar-strake vortex effects also cause non-linearity in the restoring moment characteristics of
the horizontal tail, as indicated in fig. 8. In the low-alpha range, addition of planar strakes to the
strake-off configuration reduces the horizontal-tail effectiveness due to increased dowmwash behind the
wing. Vortex breakdown and associated reduction in the downwash then leads to a rapid Increase in ACm FT
slope around a - 30 degrees. An absence of this non-linearity in the hinged-strake data, which closely
duplicates the strake-off characteristics, is further evidence of vortex suppression due to strke anhedrel.
As a result, up to 50% increase in horizontal-tail effectiveness is obtained in the mid-alpha range by
employing anhedral rather than planar strakes.

Effective pitch-down capability is important for a positive and rapid recovery from extreme nose-high
attitudes during post-stall maneuvering, an area where aft-tail pitch controls are usually found lacking
due to wake effects. On the other hand, the strake loading not only continues to increase to high angles
of attack but also acts well forward of the aircraft c.g. Consequently, the use of hinged strakes for
pitch recovery appears worth considering. The incremental nose-down moment due to symmetrically articula-
ted strakes at 30 deg. and 45 deg. anhedral is shown in fig. 9, together with strake-off data which may be
supposed to represent the limiting case of 90 deg. anhedral. Also shown for comparison is the result
taken from ref. 8 for an aft-tail fighter configuration with maximum nose-down stabilator deflection, which
displays the typical loss of effectiveness starting at a - 25 deg. Evidently the hinged strakes can pro-
vide a powerful and fully controlled nose-down moment for recovery from very high angles of attack.

Considering now the asymetric articulation mode, e.g. only the right-hand strake deflected, a posi-
tive rolling moment is obtained due to the larger lift on the left-wing panel which is still under the
influence of the planar-strake vortex. As shown in fig. 10, the rolling moment coefficient increases
quadratically with angle of attack for a given strake deflection until the onset of the planar-strake
vortex breakdown, i.e. a - 280. Up to this angle of attack, the induced yawing moment (resulting from
the forebody side-force generated by the right-strike deflection) is favorable. After vortex breakdown
the rolling moment rapidly decreases and the yawing moment becomes adverse; however a substantial roll
power is still available at high angles of attack in comparison with the conventional ailerons. Also
shown in fig. 10 are the results for another vortex-related roll control concept viz. spanvise blowing
on one wing panel (ref. 9). Although the rolling momnt characteristics in this case are very similar
to the asymetrically deflected hinged strake, the induced yaw unfortunately is adverse and equal in
magnitude to the rolling moment throughout the alpha range.

4. 'COMPARTMENTATION' OF SWEPT LEADING-EDGE SEPARATION

The predilection for early separation off highly-swept leading edges offers a rewarding field for
the application of vortex flow control concepts. From the onset of leading-edge separation, a rapid col-
lapse of leading-edge suction with increasing angle of attack aggravates the lift-dependent drag; with the
progressive inboard movement of leading-edge vortices the tip sections lose the benefit of vortex lift
resulting in pitch instability, which is of special concern in relaxed static stability applications to
tail-less configurations.

This section deals with a leading-edge 'compartmntation' concept which aims to restrain the inboard
spread of separation by means of fixed leading-edge devices. The swept leading edge is divided into
aerodynemically isolated compartmnts. each having attched flow at Its Inboard end while the growth of
leading-edge separation is confined to the compartment span. Consequently, at a given angle of attack the
scale of separation averaged over the span is reduced in comparison with the original wing. At the same
time, the vortex migration out of the tip region is retarded thus improving the tip lift characteristics.
The postulated compartmentation of the leading-edge separation is sketched in fig. 11.

The compartmntation concept was evalueted in low-subsonic tests on 60-deg. and 74-deg. delta wing
models. The loading-edge devices used for the purpose were fences, chordwise slots and pylon-type vortex
generators. The pressure-Instrumnted leading edge on the 60 deg. delta model allowed the compartmentation
effect to be monitored via the spanwise distribution of leading-edge pressure coefficient (CPL.E.), as
illustrated in fig. 12. With the basic wing leading edge substantially separated at a - 18.7 deg., the
fence as well as the slot reduce the separation outboard of their location as indicated by the raised
leading-edge suction levels, the fence showing a stronger effect than the slot at this high angle of
attack. Further compartmentation of the leading edge by means of three equally-spaced slots is shown in
fig. 13. The Increased average leading-edge suction level due to mltiple coepartantation results in
drag reduction above a z 11 degrees (whon the basic wing has become significantly separated), which is
reflected In the L/D comparison of fig. 14A. At a given CL however the L/D is hardly improved (fig. 148),
because suppression of leding-edge sepration also reduces the vortex lift, which most be compensated
by Increasing the angle of attack resulting in a drag incrment. This is an intrinsic limitation on the
use of leading-edge separation centrol t grdless of the means employed) for L/D Improvement on wings
where leading-edge vortices contribute significantly to lift.

The second purpose of compartmtation, i.e. to retard the inboard migration of the leading-edge
vortex, is illustrated for the sime three-slot configuration in fig. 15, which lots the upper-surface
pressure coefficient at a representative tip location versus angle of attack. The comprtumstation effect
increases the angle of attack correspoeding to the vortex passage over the refernce point (as identified
by the -Cp peak) from 12.5 dg. on the basic wing to 19.5 dg. with the slots. The later departure of
the vortex from the tips is directly reflected In a delayed pitch-up bserved in pitching-mt cherec-
tristics, fig. 15. Additional informatin and data on the performance of other slot and fence airrnge-
ents on the 60 . delt wal will be _ __In refs. 10-12.
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The pylon-type vortex generator (PVG) resembles a scaled-down pylon projecting down and forward
from the leading edge (fig. 16). This arrangement was intended to exploit the prevailing sidewash near

the swept leading edge for generating a streamwise vortex off the top edge of the pylon, the
vortex rotation being such as to induce a downvash on the outboard side. The increasing sidewesh with
angle of attack intensifies the vortex, resulting in augmentation of downwash which will tend to keep
the leading edge attached adjacent to and outboard of the PVG location (fig. 17). Thus the compartmenta-
tion effect should be maintained to high angles of attack when the previous devices (fence and slot)
begin to fail.

The persistence of the compartmentation due to pylon vortex generators may be judged by the 60 deg.
delta spanwse leading-edge pressure distribution at 22.5 deg. angle of attack (the maximum of the test)
with three equi-spaced devices, fig. 18, in comparison with a three-slot arrangement. The corresponding
pitching-moment characteristics, fig. 19, show a strong stabilizing influence due to the vortex genera-
tors. A further demonstration of the pylon effectiveness in improving the longitudinal stability of 74
deg. delta wing is shown in fig. 20, this time in comparison with fences (ref. 13). It should be stressed
that the PVG arrangements employed in these tests were by no means optimum, and that more efficient

spanwise locations might be found for specific planforms.

5. UNDERWING VORTEX TRIP

While compartmented-separation is found to be an effective means of improving the longitudinal stabil-
ity of highly-swept configurations, its potential for drag reduction at high angles of attack may be
limited on thin, small-radius leading edges typical of supersonic cruise wings. At the same time, the
cruise drag penalty of multiple fixed devices may be unacceptable. Alternatively, for retractable systems
light weight and short travel are important considerations to allow rapid actuation during high-speed
tactical maneuvers. These requirements, as well as the need for effective leading-edge thrust capability
on thin wings to high angles of attack, appear to be met by the underwing vortex trip, fig. 21. This
flap-like device opens to create a forward-facing cavity under the leading edge. Forced separation at
the sharp forward edge of the flap feeds a spanwise spiralling vortex situated at the mouth of the cavity.
The vortex suction acting over the cavity frontal area produces thrust all across the cavity span. An
optimally placed vortex will induce the outer flow to turn parallel to the upper surface thus remaining
attached on the wing, regardless of the leading-edge radius. The adjustable flap will allow control of
the vortex position as a function of angle of attack, in order to maximize the thrust effectiveness over
the alpha range.

For simplicity during a preliminary investigation of the concept, the underwing vortex trip was simu-
lated by means of a thin, swept flat plate secured to the bottom surface of the 60-deg delta model (ref.
10-12). This plate projected parallel to the wing plane and terminated directly below the leading edge,
leaving a gap between the plate and the wing lower surface (see sketch in fig. 22). While this fixed
geometry restricted the scope of the investigation to a single (and not necessarily optimum) trip position,
the results still are of interest as they reveal the mechanism underlying the drag-reduction capability of
the concept.

A set of chordwise pressure distributions around the leading edge at the highest angle of attack of
the test (i.e. a - 22.5 deg.) presented in fig. 22 show the vortex-trip induced suction replacing the
positive pressure region on the lower surface of the basic wing leading edge (shaded area). The span!se
distribution of the local thrust coefficient obtained by integrating these pressure distributions show
that the thrust with the vortex trip is more than twice that on the basic leading edge, fig. 23. The
effect on L/D is shown in fig. 24, which also indicates the theoretical boundaries for the delta wing
assuming 100-percent leading edge thrust (fully-attached flow) and O-percent thrust (fully-separated vortex
flow). In comparison with the lower boundary, it is seen that the basic wing retains a fair degree of
residual thrust even after separation due to the relatively blunt leading edges (see fig. 23); consequently
the LID-increment due to the vortex trip appears rather small. However, since the leading-edge radius isirrelevant to its aerodynamic mechanism, the vortex trip should function equally well under a sharp leadingedge given an equivalent frontal area of the cavity. Therefore, the L/D-increment relative to the zero-

thrust boundary should be a fairer assessment of the vortex-trip capability. While the present results
serve to verify the basic hypothesis of the concept, further studies on a thin wing whith variable trip
deflection will provide a better indication of the drag-reduction potential of vortex trips at high lift
coefficients.

6. VORTEX FLAPS

Unlike the conventional leading-edge flaps for maintaining attached flow at high angles of attack,
the vortex flap is designed to operate with separation on its upper surface. When employed on a highly
swept wing the three-dimensional separation is stabilized by a spanwise-spiralling vortex, whose concen-
trated suction acting on the forward-sloping flap surface generates a thrust component (fig. 25). While
it my also serve in the conventional sense at the 1ower angles of attack (or on less-swept leading edges)

-- where attached flow is feasible, the unique ability of the vortex flap to function effectively under an
organized and stable separated flow renders it less sensitive to off-design conditions. This feature is
particularly advantageous on slender wings which operate through a large angle-of-attack range and have a
pronounced spanwise variation in the leading-edge upwash. In addition, the vortex-induced re-attachment
at or near the hinge line helps to suppress hinge-line separation which can be a limitation with the
conventional lding-edge flaps.

Since the first experimental demonstration of the drag-reduction potential of the vortex flap concept
(ref. 14), a sizeable data base has been generated (refs. 11-26). In this section, some recent resultsfrom on-going research at Langley will be presented to support a discussion of area-efficient vortex flaps.

Originally conceived for use on supersonic transports to allow approach od lding with reduced
engine thrust (for airfield noise alleviation), the vortex flap was to be deployed (Kreuger fashion) from
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a nested position on the wing under-surface. i.e. In al area-extending mode, (fig. 26). Currently, there
is considerable interest in combat aircraft applications of the vortex flap to mprove the sustaie-
perforeance in high-speed manever. For such applications a rapid-deflection capability as with the con-
ventional leading-edge flaps Iuld obviously be more desirable. Howevr, the integratio, of vortex flaps
with their relatively large chord is structurally difficult within a slender wing planform and also leads
to an aerodynamic performance penalty. As an illustration of the aerodynamic problem, to sets of L/D re-
sults with vortex flaps of nearly equal area and at 30 deg. deflection on a 74 deg. delta wing are cipred
in fig. 26: one pertaining to "extending' flaps where the basic wing reference area (i.e. excluding raps)
is used (ref. 14), and the other for "integral" flaps where the reference area includes the flaps (un-
published Langley data). Although in both cases the vortex flaps generated nearly the su aerodynamic
thrust (as confirmed by their axial force characteristics, not shown), the L/D increments are far less in
the "integral" case. This is because for a given lift coefficient, say CL - O.S. a higher angle of attack
is needed with integral flaps (viz. 16.5 deg. versus 14.6 deg. for extending flaps), and the consequent
drag increase significantly penalizes the L/D Improvement. Although trading vortex lift for thrust Is
central to the vortex flap concept, with integral flaps not only the vortex lift but also sem linear
lift is lost on slender wings (ref. 5), whereas the additional area provided by extending flaps is able
to largely compensate for the loss of linear lift.

The above example serves to emphasize the importance of reducing the integral vortex flap area with-
out unduly sacrificing its thrust, for obtaining useful L/D improvements. The possibilities in this
regard are suggested by the spanwise variation in flap thrust contribution as determined by the vortex
development. A typical case is illustrated in fig. 27, where the upper-surface pressure distributions at
five spanwise stations on the 74 deg. delta wing are used to infer the local aerodynamic loading and the
associated flow patterns. Flap deflection is seen to lowr the suction level inboard of the hinge line
well below the planer wing levels throughout the span, which coupled with the smller effective wing
area is responsible for a marked lift reduction. The varying average suction level on the flap upper
surface indicates a wide-ranging thrust effectiveness at the different stations. In particular, at
station (A) a largely attached flow is obtained inboard of a localized leading-edge vortex (which lies
Just outside the first pressure tap), thus the flap chord here contributes negligible thrust. The flap
utilization is improved considerably, however, at stations (B) and (C) where the vortex has expanded to
nearly match the flap chord. Thereafter, continued vortex enlargement progressively drives the peak
suction and the re-attachment inboard across the hinge line. stations (D) and (F) indicating successive
reductions of the flap thrust as well as increasing drag due to spreading of the vortex suction foot-print
onto the wing. A planview projection of the suction peak and re-attachment positions inferred from the
upper-surface pressure distributions in fig. 27 graphically presents the vortex track and its expansion
down the wing. A large, obviously unproductive region of this flap (shaded area) may be eliminated by
means of a gothic-shaped apex. Further, by a suitable re-structuring of the vortex to delay its inboard
migration, the thrust contribution of the outer regions of the flap may be improved.

A preliminary trial of the above qualitative ideas was included in a recent Langley test program,
(ref. 24), using a 58 deg. delta wing/fuselage model originally fitted with a constant-chord vortex flap
(fig. 28, A), which also shows the successive modifications of the original flap. The corresponding L/D
characteristics, fig. 28, B attest to the improvements accompanying the flap modifications (at a constant
deflection of 40 deg.). A relatively small alteration of the apex from its originsi low-sweep to the
gothic shape improves the vortex initiation and renders the apex region more thrust effective, lending to
a striking increase in L/D up to CL - 0.6. Introduction of a snag was intended to arrest the flap vortex
at a pert-span discontinuity and, with the help of a counter-rotating snag vortex, to retard its inboard
migration. At the same time, the flap chord inboard of the snag was substantially reduced to match the
mch smaller vortex in this region. These modifications to the flap shape further improved the L/D up to
CL - 0.6. An alternative approach (to the snag) considered for maintaining the thrust effectiveness of
outboard flap region was to strengthen the vortex feeding sheet at a pert-span position by a local swaep
reduction, which was simply obtained by removing the snag. The results show that the L/D Improvement at
higher lift coefficients was retained with the final shape, while achieving a 26% flap area reduction
relative so the original constant-chord flap. The pitching-Imnt characteristics (fig. 2, C) associated
with these flap modfications for L/D improvement show simultaneous benefits in the longitudinal stability,
which is an equally important consideration In maneuvering applications.

iAt this wtting. an aggressive progrm to explore further refinemnts of t basic vrtex flap ow-

cept (refs. 25, 26) and to develop design tools Is In p s at MSA Langley and within the industry,
and It is likely that the next generation tactical aircraft designs will utilize advanced for of leading
edge vortex manipulation concepts.
7. APEX FLAP

The restriction on angle of attack to ensure adequate forward view as well as to avoid tail scraping
o slender wing aircraft, denies access to the non-linear lift and censequently limits the lift capability
ring take off and lending. The lift contribution of trailing-edg flaps on such aircraft also is gener-
lylimited by the available trim poe, particularly m tail-lees cenfigrattons. Agmentation of the

Scapability IV using canard surfae meet accept a supersonic penlty; am the other head, retract-
Scanard devices ae mchanically complex and cannt usually be deployed during high speed mmevring.

Lift t on hil Mpt Wimp at law angles of attack ig =M of forced vortices has beam
coniderd, tm och concepts en the iverted Net flap (ref. n) and th fl (Mt. is)fig. 29. Wind tunnel tests with these devices Indicatea Idft-crem pe tat 114ii f a a 0.1 m A 74-
d. delta wn; even this medat lift Increase reqires qwite large vortx-gmratig imp. ap aing

-55of the wing are. Apart from practical osideration, these Imge flaps pr d r eg les that my
b excssive duing take off.

This section di$cse on WOex l MOW& for delta wings hiah als relle a Vered vertices,
fig. 23. The sa flap however Is *4ane prfmarily as a ematrellable liftitq Ir r (lie a canrd) to
perat the full ,ilM itNi ef t 11n-edge flap potetil at law angl f atck. The mdflect
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apex flap becomes an undistinguishable part of the high-speed wing configuration and therefore incurs no

cruise-drag penalty. Since the apex flap generates a large amount of vortex lift well forward of the
center of gravity, a relatively small flap area (viz. 10% or less of the wing) can provide a powerful
trim effect, in addition to its own direct lift. The possibility of obtaining some additional lift from
the induced suction of the apex vortices passing over the main wing surface lends further interest to apex
flap concept.

A basic study was performed on a 74 deg. flat-plate delta wing, incorporating a transverse hinge line
at 25% center chord to obtain a 6% area apex flap and also trailing-edge flaps of comparable area (ref. 27).
Flow visualizations revealed three basic vortex-patterns as sketched in fig. 30 in the order of increasing
angle of attack with constant apex flap deflection; most frequently encountered was the 'merged' vortex
pattern, probably due to the high leading-edge sweep of the subject wing.

The apex-flap trim capability is indicated by comparing the opposing pitching-moment increments gen-
erated by the apex and the trailing-edge flaps, fig. 31. according to which an almost-trimeed condition
is achieved fortuitously with equal deflections of the two flaps up to a - 20 degrees. The trimed-lift
curve generated by the 20 deg/20 deg. flap combination (fig. 32) allows a 4 deg. reduction in angle of
attack (or a ACL - 0.12) relative to the planar wing. As shown in fig. 32, this trimmed configuration
incurs no L/D penalty at CL > 0.5 in comparison with the planar wing.

Above 20 deg. deflection the trailing-edge flap ACm curve (fig. 31) indicates a progressive loss of
its effectiveness (due to extensive flow separtion on the flap as confirmed by oil flow), whereas the
apex-flap moment increment continues unabated to nearly 30 deg. deflection. Thus, the tritmed-lift in-
crement shown in fig. 32 is limited not by the apex flap but rather the trailing-edge flap. The excess
trim capability of the apex flap might therefore be further exploited for instance, by controlling the
trailing edge flap separation and thus extending its effectiveness to higher deflection angles. A poten-
tial flow calculation of the trailing-edge flap characteristics gives the upper-limit of improvement if
attached flow were maintained up to 6 - 30 deg., fig. 33. The corresponding CL (trim) curve, using apex-
flap experimental &Cm data, then indicates a substantial improvement at low alpha, fig. 34.

The apex flap lift coefficient based on apex area, deduced from the measured axial-force increment
due to flap deflection, at various deflection angles is plotted versus the apex angle of attack relative
to free stream (a + 6) in fig. 35. For comparison, lift data for a 74 deg. delta wing (ref. 28) is also
given, which shows the vortex breakdown effect at a - 35 deg. Contrary to the expectation of an earlier
vortex breakdown at the hinge line, the apex lift curves do not indicate any evidence of it even with the
(a + 6) approaching 60 degrees. Smoke visualizations of the apex vortices in the hinge-line plane also
did not show the typical characteristics associated with vortex breakdown up to the extreme apex flap
deflection and angle of attack. A satisfactory explanation of this observation is lacking; however, the
sustained aerodynamic effectiveness of the apex flap makes it a potentially powerful control surface for
high alpha applications. As such, further investigation of the concept and its integration into fuselage-
wing configurations appears worth pursuing.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A number of vortex-control devices were conceptualized and investigated experimentally as possible
solutions to a range of high-alpha aerodynamic problems of slender and highly-swept configurations.
Specifically, forebody side force triggered by vortex asymmetry, post-stall maneuvering limitations due
to strake vortex breakdown, pitch-up resulting from the migration of leading-edge vortices away from the
tips, excessive lift-dependent drag due to loss of leading-edge suction and vortex lift, and lift limita-
tion at take off and landing were addressed. In each case a practical approach was demonstrated for vor-
tex manipulation to eliminate the problem or to reduce its severity. While the devices described in this
paper are interesting in themselves, the experience of formlating certain hypotheses relating to vortex
behaviour and putting them to test has proved valuable towards refining our insights into the relatively
new field of vortex aerodynamics.
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The first part of this joint paper discusses the techniques used in the
design and wind tunnel testing of winglets and wing tip salls for a model of
the SM Jetstresm. An analytical design procedure for the winglets and an
empirical one for the seils are compared. The vindtunnsl tests highlight not
only the problems of trying to measure small drag changes. but also the
difficulties and dangers of low Reynolds, numnber tests associated with small
tip devices. The results show that significant reductions in drag can be
achieved with thess devices and their relative merits are discussed.

The second part describes flight tests made with an instrumented
jetstrem aircraft flying across the wake of a Paris aircraft with and
without sails mounted from its tip tanks. Vertical velocities and norml
accelerations were measured in the wake of the Paris at various distances
behind it. The results show that when sails are fitted the peak disturbences
which occur 400m to 700m behind the aircraft are reduced significantly.
However, sails seem to reduce the rate of decay of the vortices in the
fsrfield and at distances greater than 700m. Larger disturbances were
measread with the sails fitted, although these were small compared to the
peak values.
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C, Lift coefficient
C 4 Local lift coefficient

Incidence

- The forsation of a strong tip vortex has an undesirable effect on the drag of a lifting surface.
Firstly, it induces a strong downwash field locally which increases the vortex drag and secondly
introduces a strong cross flow around the tip causing separation on the top surface. Tip devices seek to
remove these effects. Sails unwind the tip vortex and in doing so expecience a thrust, like stators
behind a fan. Their nose to tall arrangement gives the the ability to carry high lift coefficients, in
the manner of cascades or slotted aerofoils. Winglets, or tip fins attenuate the tip vortex by
dissipating the shed vorticlty along their length, thereby reducing the downwash induced at the wing tip
region. -'

SIil•' effects are attainable with wing tip extensions but the advantage of winglets and salts is
that the g reduction, for a given increase in wing root bending moment, is greater. This is because
wingletand sails utilise the sidewash effectively. In addition the extra loading due to a winglet
configration is primarily a side force and the bending ament increase due to sails can be controlled
by thsir incidence. Over the majority of the incidence range tip devices which extend the span will
inc

r
eaase wing root bending moment. There is little prospect for reducing this by cropping the wings on

4a existing aircraft as this would generally encroach upon the area already occupied by the aileron. Tip
devices tend to be viewed with scepticism since in general any addition to an aircraft can be expected
to increase the drag. This is indeed true for tip devices at low lift coefficients, but because they

duce the lift dependent drag, the overall drag is reduced at higher incidence.

In order to assess these effects, it was proposed that a 1/10th scale model of a BAe Jetstream
(Figure 1) should be tested at Cranfteld Institute of Technology in the S' x 6' low speed wind tunnel
with salts and winglets. The first objective of the tests was to demonstrate a measurable drag reduction
for a Jetatreaa fitted with tip devices over the range of operational lift coefficients. The second
objective was to estimate the Increase In wing root bending moment due to either device in order to
compare their relative serite with simple tip extensions. In the pest this had been done with wing only
half models with encouraging results, but an eatiate for the complete aircraft configuration was highlydestrable.,t:.

2. MODEL AND TUNNi

A 1/10th scale model of the British Aerospace Jetstreas shown in Figure 2 was modified to allow the
wing tips to be fitted with winglets, salls or normal tips. Whilst the full scale aircraft can only be
changed outboarS of the aileron if a sajor redesign of the wing and control system is to be avoided, the
wooden model required a break joint further Inboard to obtain an adequately strong joint. Details of the
joint position are given in the drawing of the standard tip fitting shown In Figure 3. The brass
Junction plates were contoured to the local wing section and screwed onto the tip of the main pert of

• ;the model. The standard tips each extended 33 beyond their break joints giving the model an overall
span of 1.585a and a wing plan area of 0o2500W . Figure 4 shows an alternative tip with an end body of
revolution Ohoe diameter wae equal to the saxisam thickness of the local section. This body wae uanted
suclh that its cantraling was parallel to the fuselage centreline In plan view ad co-axial with the wing
tip chord line when viewed from wing tip to root. Four smal sails either of sysmtrical untwisted or of
combered and twisted fote could be emoted from each wing-tip body. ech satl had a span of 25m, a mean
chord of lio, and a taper ratio of 0.57 and wes *ousted at 15* less dihedral thee the selt tn front.
The arrays were set such that the third silt from the front wea tn the plane of the wing, that is at a
dihedral of 7" to the horsontatl in mormal level flight. In plan view the root leading edge of each sell
wee 4am behind the root trailing edge of the sail in frost. The trailing edge of the rear sel had the

mo foI a" It p oition as the trailing edge of the tip section of the wi" isboarl of the body of
revolution. Each sail could be pivotmd about an axis normal to its tip body centrelis to eable its tip
chord lime to be set at an angle to the tip body axis which could be varied from -10* to +5* in 5
increments. When these tips were fitted the wodel hed an overall span of 1.61%. and a wing area of
0.252Wm' when developed onto a hortontal plane.

The third form of tip tested we the winglat whoese gstry is given in Figure 5. Just beyed the

break joint the chord of the wing wea reduced rapidly ad at about the position of the tip of the plain

K
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wing the inglet surface bent upwards to give the dater part a dihedral of 70* to the horizontal.
Complex curvature of the surfaes at the kink save the sections just outboard of the bond a slight
outward cant. The canted part of the winglet had a projected root chord of 46m. a tip chord of lIm5 and
a vertical height above the ing-tip chord line of 100m. With winglets fitted to both tips the model
had an overall span of 1.639a add an area of 0.2541*1 when developed onto a horizontal plane. The
developed areas given are equivalent to total plan areas of planar wings whilst the spans are actual
overall Spada as seen in plan view.

Details of the profiles and sections of the sails and winglets are not given because their salt
size made it impossible to do more than give a close approximation to the geometries specified. The
winglets ware made to templates cut to the sections specified and are thought to be reasonably accurate
but the uncambered sails, shown In Figure 4, had sections which appeared to be typical of symeetrtical
i2 thick aerofoil fors. The other sails had strongly cebered root sections and uncambered tip
sections. Figure 4 shows that whitst their leading edges were curved in front elevation their trailtng

edges ware straight, giving their noses distinct droops at the root stations.

The tests were made in the 2.44. (8.0 ft) by 1.63 (6.0 ft) low speed wind tunnel at Cranfteld at a
wind speed of approximately Sam/sec (19Oft/sec) giving a man chord Raynolds number of 6.37 x 10* for
the wing, 1.24 x 10

e 
for the wtnglets and 4.65 x 104 for the sails. Decaus of these low Reynolds amber

transition wires were fixed st 102 chord behind the leading edge of the wings on both top and bottom
surfaces and the leading edges of winglets and sails were covered with ballotitl spheres of MaSne
(0.007") diameter from 52 to 102 chord on top add bottom surfaces to give as even a cover as could be
achieved.

Overall forces and moment* ware measured on a virtual centre, Warden balance and corrected for tare,
blockage and tunnel wall effects.

3. 09g31C OF TIP DEVICRS

3.1 05SIGW pHlLSOPHY FOR. VIRG TIP SAILS

References I and 2 have shown the swirting nature of the flow about the wing tip. If small lifting
surfaces are placed in this flow they can experience a resultant force which has a compomnt Into the
free strea direction. Since the swirl waries with distance from the wing tip, these surfaces, called
sails, have to be twisted along their span in order to obtain a near uniform incidence distribution
which will only give optimum spanwiae conditions at ono wing incidence. The change in local incidence at
the root of the mils close to the wing tip surfsce is about four times any change in wing incidence so
that, at high wing incidences. the flow over the root top surface of the sail is likely to separate. To
minimise this effect the root section should have positive camber and be set st as low an incidence to
the wing tip chordltne as can be allowed without Inducing a egattve lift on the sail at the lowest
operational incidence of the wing. Thus the camber and twist dist-rtibtion of the sails and their rigging
angle on the tip is a compromise between good perfoemance in cruistng flight and unstalted behaviour at
lower flight speeds. At first thought the use of eamber and twist suggests that sails are liable to
sdverse ich number effects. However they are shaped tn this way to avoid excessive local speeds aad
adverse pressure gradients being induced by the naturally swirling flow and therefore should not suffer
adverse effects due to compressibility if designed correctly.

Since the svirling motion is greatest near the tip trailing edge this is the best fore and aft
pomition. However adding more sails forward of this position Increases the total thrust available and
reduces the Incidence rangs experienced by the rear sail. Thus three or four sails have been found
desirable sxtending forward to about 301 chord (Refersnce 1). Whilet downwash interference between then
is desirable to limit their overall ranges of incidence, make intorfernce is not, and for this reason
successive sails are mounted at about IS* dihedral difference, the front sail having the greatest
dihedral so that its wake passes wall above the subsequent sail. It has been found from previous
experiments that the sail spans should be about a quarter of the wing tip chord and have root chords
about one sizth of the wing tip chord. Ideally their root ettings, camber and twist distrtbetions
should each be different but difficulty of manufscture has suggested that for these tests they should be
the same for all smils.

3.2 09SIGN W14"TOS ?Ot VIMLTS

In designing the winglets, the principal methods used were a subsonic panel program developed by J.
C. Hewling (Reference 3) and a vortex drag analysis program (Reference 4) based on the methods of J. A.

S:Blackwell (Reference 5) and It. T. Jones (Reference 6). The panel method gives a good estimation of lift
from the intesrt ion of penel pressures. The accuracy of the drag is dependent upon the panel spacing.

Atherefore it is normal practice to evaluate the vortex drag from the panel method load distribution
using the vortex drag analysis progrm. In addition the same program will produce an optiised lift
distrtbtion which can be compared with the actual distribution obtained from the panel method In terms
of local loading and vortex drag. There are.howeverlimitatLon to the accuracy of Treffts plane drag
analysis for non planar wings. Cancelletion of 1'' dependent toes as per Mank's stagger theorem, is
not exact for non-planar configurations, but due to the nature of the formulation the errors for a
winglet type configuration are swll.

Previous parametric studies had indicated what Length and cant angle would be practical for winglets
to achieve a worthwhile drag reduction. The ingtot chord distribution follows from the anticipated
mxtmam load required. A large winglet will give a large drag reduction at a high wing lift coefficient.
but the ving i eft coefficient, below which the device Increases drag, will be higher d u to the
increased profile drag.

Once the planfor and cant angle hews been chosen, the winglet root incidence and twist distribution
are obtained as follow. A panel method model of the wing with the winglot at sue initial setting is

1 .5'
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run at a design lift coefficient. The lift distribution obtained is compared with an optLised lift
distributton from the vortex drag analysie program and a twist correction t applied using the
approximation ' - C L-1pone th d

Lift curw siope

This is an iterative process and to fully described in Reference 7.

A relatively large winglet *pan of 122 of the wing semiepan we chosen to give a measurable drag
reduction and was optimised for a wing lift coefficient lift of 0.7. A 13% thick ARA 'D' section was
chosen for the winglet which was modelled. using a panel method on the tip of Jetetreas wing. The wing
planforn, twist and sectional variation were represented but the eacelle and fuselage were not.
Initially the winglet was toed out by 2" to offset the camber. Using the design procedure outlined above
the winglet twist converged after 2 iterations. The bland region between the wing and winglet was
designed 'by eye' to reduce the design costs and Is theretote not necessarily the optimu shape. The
only major constraint on the blend region was that the wings remain unchanged inboard of the aileron
tip.

4. TRS1IC

Six coeponent forces and moment, were taken for three types of configuration.

(a) Standard wing tips

(b) Tip devices on both wing tips

(c) One Standard tip and a tip device on the other.

The change in drag was calculated from (a) and (b). Differences in rolling moment between
configurations (a) and (c) Save an estimate of the increase in wing root bending moment. This technique
relied heavily upon the repeatability and accuracy of the results, which for the rolling moments were
disappointing considering the emal differences sought.

Initially transition was fixed with 'pinked' tape, but flow viasalization on the wing showed that
the flow over the inboard half of the wing was completely turbulent whereas that over the outboard half
ahowed transition at 502 chord (Reference 8 describes this in more detail). Since this would cause an
unrepresentative lift distribution, a different means of fixing transition was employed. Sallotint of
178im(0.7oor) diameter were used to fix transition on the tips but these were impractical on the rest
of the model as it would need to be dc-rigged in order to apply them. Consequently a wire trip was
chosen but the smallest diameter available was 2301 im(0.009"), in retrospect it appears to have lover
fixed' the transition causing the trailing edge separation to move forward: this had the effect of
increasing the drag and decreasing the lift. Wire of about ISO m (0.006") diameter may have been
sufficient. As forced transition can reduce the local Climax, the results near the stall are unreliable.

In the first set of tests with the tailplane on, the elevator were at ern deflection. Since the
lift and drag due to the tailplane were unrepresentative of trimd flight it was excluded from the
second set of tests.

5. RESULTS

The lift curve slope* are presented in Ftgure 6. )Q. for the tall off is 4.75 compared with 5.34 for

the panel method wing alone. Considering that the figure of 4.75 includes the lift doe to the fuselage
and nacelles, it is quite low by comparison. The effect of the fuselage and nacelles on the lift is
manifest in the large shift in sero lift angle from -5 to -3.5' body incidence. Evidently there was a
large lose of wing lift and this was directly attributable to the low Reynolds number and transition
fixing. Flow visualisation revealed areas of separation aft of the flap shroud and on the wing close to
the fuselage and nacelle at the higher incidencee.

Drag polars for the Jetatrem with standard tips are show in Figure 7. Minim drag coefficient is
.4 at a Cu of 0.2 which for the tail off configuration occurs at a body incidence of approximately -1% As

can be seen the untrimmed tatlplans has a significant effect on the drag polar. Comparison of the tail
o transition free and tail on transition fixed results gives an indication of the Reynolds n mber
related effects on the profile drag.

The results for the testing of winlat ad serious differet saill comfiurettomis bowseehar

corrected for tares end are presented in Tables I and It. The coefficients are based n the original
win area and opn, sand have been interpolated back to the s lit coofficients since the msicaered
"sa and winlte increased CL by 0.1 and 0.18 respectively, without olissin the zero lift

Incidnce. Figure 8 shows the incremental drag variation with lift for wingleto and for the best sails.
The effects of varying the sail setttg are illustrated and discused in detail in Reference 9. A
similar trend to shown in the results for either device with the winglat performing better then sils
above a lift coefficient of 0.5 and worse below. With the exception of the 'emnabered sells at -10". the

sell configurations appear to he stalled at hLgh Lacidanos . Flow wimalloetton showed separation on
the roots of the utmcabered salts at moet ecLidea ca, particularly the fore sail, The cembered seLLs
showed separations at all incidences. One would expect better flow behaviour at higher byolds aember
which would improe their performnce.

2 --.-
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Variation of rolling moment due to the devices with lift is presented in Figure 9. There is a
significant scatter of the results with identical devices on either tip but despite this one can clearly
see a rolling moment increment due to the -5uncambered sails and a marginally greater rolling moment
increment due to a winglet. The lift coefficients at which the sails and winglet produce zero rolling
moment increment are approximately 0.18 and 0.08 respectively, which are the lift coefficients at which
the tip devices induce no nett load on the device and wing.

6. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Results from the panel method model described in Section 3.2 yield the following theoretical vortex

drag reductions and wing root bending moment increases.

Lift coefficient 0.5 0.7
Vortex drag reduction 7.2% 8.3%
Wing root bending moment increase 3.2% 3.6%

The actual values have been added to Figures 8 and 9. Since there is a large differeoce between the lift
coefficients of the panel method model and the wind tunnel model at the sae incidence, it ts unclear
whether the two drag reductions should be compared at the same lift coefficient or at the same
incidence; the true effect is probably somewhere in between. Therefore the panel method results are also
shown at the same incidence as the wind tunnel model, and it cao be seen that the gradient of
experimental drag increment upon lift coefficient due to winglets is between the gradients of the two
theoretical curves.

At the lift coefficients when the tip devices induce no nett load the drag increment for the wtnglet
is roughly 15 counts and the drag increment for the -5* uncambered sails is somewhere between 10 and 15
counts. Allowing for the low Reynolds number and transition fixing on the salts and winglets, profile
drag coefficients, based on their own areas, of 0.05 and 0.04 respectively are not unreasonable. As the
area ratio of the wing to the combined sails is P0,008 their profile drag would give 4 counts, which is
only a third of the measured drag increment and indicates poor flow beheviour at the tip. Similarly the
area ratio of wing to the two winglets is 1:0.021 giving a profile drag estimate of 8j counts which is
'slightly over half the measured drag increment. Flow vLsualisation showed small areas of separation at
the winglet root but not as extensive as that on the sails.

If these separationa disappeared at flight Reynolds number, the profile drag increment for winglets
and sails would be approximately 5 counts and 2 counts respectively. Therefore the sails could reduce
drag above a lift coefficient of 0.2 and the winglets would start to reduce drag at a lift coefficient
of 0.4.

7. CONCLUSIONS

1. The tests clearly showed that wingleta and sails can produce reamonable drag reductions. However the
reductions obtained were disappointing compared with the theoretical predictions and results from
previous half wing tests. The loss of lift and high drag were characteristic of separated flow and it is
hoped these effects would disappear at higher Reynolds number. Due to the small size of tip devices in
relation to the aircraft, a significantly larger model and faster tunnel would be required to take this
investigation further and it may even prove more cost effective to flight test the devices, despite the
difficulties of measuring drag in flight.

2. The overall profile drag and in particular the drag increments due to the tips were very high. In
retrospect more time could have been spent investigating transition fixing on the model.

3. The results suggest that at flight Reynolds number, sails could reduce drag above a lift coefficient
of 0.2 and provide a worthwhile drag reduction over the normal lift coefficient range provided they did
not stall. The winglets would start to reduce drag at a lift coefficient of 0.4 and give larger drag
reductions at high incidence but would give a small penalty at maximum cruise speed. & shorter winglet,
optimised at a lower lift coefficient, would have given less drag reduction at high incidence but would
break even at a lower lift coefficient. If the tests were repeated a shorter winglet would be chosen.
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TA,-N .SLITS

Note:- All results giW are wmts i.e. coefficient x 10
4

Li4f t 0 0.1 02 0.3 4 10.6 0.7 '0.8
Standzd C

D  
541 525 518 t2 58 i57 2 66 ]9

____ ________ ~ 77 1622 696 9

IWinglet C6 555 540 531 5 5 2 1 78 6-7 67 8

Cc -49.5 -51.5 -51.51 -52 j -58 51 -64 -71 -72 -65.5

1ri -26 532 547 577 620 691 794

Mca C1  - -52.5, -58 ' -60 -70,5 -68.5 -74.5 -73.5 -674-" 4 ---- " _________________ - --

-5 0 C 554 539 536 1541 557 1582 629 698 -94

Csiter C, -51.5 -51 -53 1 -57.5 -62.5 -64.5 -66 -6..' -0,.

0--p 550 5 533 5 552 581 624 169
1  

785
4- Uncsnbered C, '-49 5i-54 -51.5 -55 -57 5 -66 -68 5 -77 -1.5
0 - -- -_ -

-0& % J563 547 544 1546 563 587 629 698 790

Cbere Ck -51 -54.5 -54.5 -56.5 -57.5 -66 -66 -71.5 -62.5

Wunlet CD 549 40 532 T532 '549 '578 622 7-694 795
Ct '-42.51 -46 -57.5. -63 1-71 5 -79 -87 -95 ,-1- _________L___ -.------ ---.--

-s 550 1529 526 531 50 577 622 692 '788

WIU ered C, 1-33  -37 49.51-57 ,-63 -78  -84 '-93.5-9A

_j ~ C ,) 549 '535 534 '5 40 '55 582 .623 699 811
A. t~ra Cl -44 1-52 -60 -72.5 178 -84 :-92 -96.c;-119

-10o C, 542 1 532 529 533 550 580 622 693 795
Uncamtewed C, -31.5 -49 -49 -58.5 '-65.5 -75 -83.5 -96 -94

CD0 551 539j 535 541. 554 1583. 627 695 803
Cab_ C -41 -47 1 -60.5 -68 -74 .5 -77 1-87.5 -82

Notes- All results giVif are cuts i.e. Coefficimet 10

Lift Coefficient 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 10.6 0.7 o.8

Strm ard C, 490 476 469 476 493 528 593 688 922
Tips C, -35 -42.5 -42.5 -49 -52 -57 -62 -47 -66.5

Winglet CD  516 497 490 491 501 529 581 673 872

C, -37.5 -39.5 -42.5 -44.5 -49 -55 -59 -49 -47
'50 C, 503 491 485 492 511 548 606 700 907

-! nbered C, -38 -45.5 -47 -52 -55 -54 -61.5 -50 -62

0p C 493 484 479 482 501 532 1595 691. 882
tzantered C, -43 -50 -54 -62.5 -61.5 -68 -72 -55.5 -71.5

50 CD 503 492 487 488 53 532 1594 1689 1874
UrraO ered C, -40.5 -44 -48 -54.5 1-58.5 -64.5 -67 -51.5 -60

wingl. % 506 43 483 414 50 5 59 64 87
. - C, -33 -42.5 -54 -67 -76.5 -97.5 -101 -95.5 -I*

+5' C, 500 481 481 483 501 535 595 690 895

uwamt Ct -41 -54 -66.5 -76.5 -81.5 -69.5 -98.5 -90 -l0
O
°  

CD  493 478 1473 480 497 531 591 688 909
tk auwibam d Ct  -32 -39 -53.5 -61 [-72.5 -81.5 -90.5 -78 -95

55 C 0 483 477 482 494 525 590 688 894
tkoubud Ct  -33 -33 -47 -56 -68.5 -80.5 -89.5 -?8.5 -96.5
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THE EFFECT OF WING TIP DEVICES ON THE
FAR -FIELD WAKE OF A PARIS AIRCRAFT.

J J SPILLMAN
PROFESSOR OF APPLIED AERODYNAMICS
CRANFIELD INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

BEDFORD, NK43 OAL
ENGLAND

1. RODUCTION

Studies made of the flow about the wlng-tip of a windtunnel model showed that the
vortex-type flow generally associated with the rolled-up vortex sheet well behind
the tip existed just behind the trailing edge and seemed to be forming over the top
of the wing-tip itself. As a result small cambered aerofoils were attached to the
wing-tip to redirect the flow locally in such a way that each experienced a force
with a significant thrust component. The effect is similar to that generated by the
sail of a close-hauled yacht; consequently these small tip extensions were called
sails. Reference 1 describes the original windtunnel and the preliminary flight
tests of sails mounted from the tip tanks of the Faris aircraft of the Cranfield
Institute of Technology. These initial tests showed that a considerable reduction in
the lift-dependent drag resulted from fitting the sails but there was a marked scatter
in the results which detracted from their credibility.-

Subsequently, the Scnce Research Council has given Cranfield a grant for
further research on sails. 9The first part of this programme was to extend the flight
tests made on the Paris in two ways, firstly to measure engine characteristics in steady
level flight to obtain drag and fuel consumption comparisons and secondly to fly
another aircraft across the wake of the Paris to measure the effect of sails on the
decay of the trailing vortex system. Reference 2 reports on the first of these
investigations which showed a 4% re -on in fuel requirements for cruising flight
whilst this note describes the wake /elorations.

2. TEST AIRCRAFT AND PROCEDURE

The sails were fitted to the tip tanks of the Paris aircraft G-APRU at an early
stage in the research programme aimed at drag reduction, described in reference 1,
because it was felt that it was essential to confirm their drag reducing properties at
flight Reynolds numbers. As a result their configuration was not an optimum for
drag reduction but it was thought that their effect on the flow about the wing tips
was sufficiently significant to justify their use without modification for the research
into the effects of sails on wake behaviour.

Figurem 1 and 2 show the general arrangement of the Paris with sails whilst details
of the sail geometry are shown in Figure 3. The aircraft was standard apart from the
addition of the sails and the fitting of a simple system to allow diesel oil to be
introduced into the jet pipe of the port engine to create a dense smoke trail.

The Jetstream flying classroom G-AXUI of the College of Aeronautics was used to
traverse the wake of the Paris. An ultra-violet light sensitive paper-tape recorder,
running at 30=/sec., was used to obtain the time histories of the deflection of a pitch
vane, mounted on the end of the stiff nose boom, and the normal acceleration at the
centre of gravity of the aircraft. The instruments were calibrated in the laboratory
prior to the flight tests.

The Paris was flown straight and level at120 knots at 1500m altitude and the
Jetatream was positioned to make a transverse pass across its wake. As the pilot of the
Jetstream began to broadcast a count-down, the roborder was started and at the zero
count the recorder was time marked and the smoke generator on the Paris switched on.
Smoke became visible from the Paris port engine 1.5 seconds later and the Jetstream
was flown to peas through the end of the smoke trail. As it penetrated the wake it
experienced a sudden jolt which lasted too short a time to affect its bank angle or
heading. After penetration the recorder was stopped and both aircraft turned through
900 towards each other to start another traverse. Thus the two aircraft flew a criss-
cross path, the programe being controlled by the Jetstrem pilot to vary the times
between smoke on and penetration between five and forty seconds. After a little
practice it was possible to get this period to within a few seconds of that required
without too violent an an initial manoeuvre and with the Jetatrem in almost straight
and level flight at penetration. Although It was necessary to vary the penetration
speed between 95 and 155 knots, in most cases it was between 120 and 130 knots. By
switching on the smoke for only about 5 seconds it was possible to get up to forty
passes before the Paris had to return to Cranfield to replenish the diesel oil. Soe
exper.ence of this technique was obtained when the Paris was used as the aircraft

t -w
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3
penetrating the wake of the Handley Page 115 experimental aircraft.

As the Jetstream approached the smoke trail it appeared to be two to three metres
from top to bottom and to have a distinct rotational motion although details like its
cross-sectional shape could not be discerned in the 0.15 seconds it took to penetrate
the wake. Occasionally the pilot said the pass was slightly high or low but on most
traverses he was confident that the nose probe passed through the central third of the
smoke trail depth. It was obvious to the Jetstream crew that there was a considerable
variation in the intensity of the jolt and that it could not be predicted with any
confidence. This impression was confirmed by the wide scatter of the readings.

3. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4 shows typical trace patterns for the vane deflection and the normal
acceleration. With a big jolt the vane deflected upwards initially, then very strongly
downwards, started to return to zero but then got a second downward pulse rapidly
followed by a strong upward pulse taking the reading well into the positive settings
before returning to an almost steady value near that recorded before the disturbance.
The relative values of the first and second upward and downward peak readings varied,
on most occasions the first peaks both positive and negative gave the greater values.
When the jolt was small the vane signal degenerated into a simple down and return
deviation ab shown in Figure 4b. Of the 75 penetrations made without sails 15 gave
bigger first peaks, 7 equal peaks, 6 bigger second peaks, 38 only one negative peak
and 9 were difficult to interpret in this way. With sails the 85 penetrations
recorded showed 27 with bigger first peaks, 10 with equal peaks, 13 with bigger
second peaks, 29 with only a single negative peak and 6 were difficult to classify.
These numbers indicate that more of the signals obtained with sails showed a double
peak in the downward deflection of the vane.

The vane signals showed the upward and downward velocity perturbations which one
would expect from a traverse through a pair of vortices somewhat as shown in Figure 5.
The time over which the Jetstream experienced a downward velocity was about o.13
seconds which suggests that the cores of the vortices were eight to nine metres
apart. It is clear from this figure that unless the aircraft passed very close to
the vortex cores it will not have been subjected to the greatest vertical velocities.
The fact that on most of the traces the vane deflection pattern was not symmetrical about
the time corresponding to the middle of the penetration suggests that a slight
upward or downward aircraft path relative to the transverse axis of the wake occurred
on most occasions. This could have been due to the Jetatream manoeuvring to get into
position or some asymmetry in the wake formation and development may have caused it
to tilt off a horizontal axis. Whatever the cause it seems clear that in aiming
generally at the centre of the smoke trail, and therefore presumably the centre of
the port vortex, the aircraft was not positioned accurately enough to consistently
measure the maximum perturbation velocities and this is the prime reason for the large
scatter in the values recorded.

The maximum negative normal acceleration always occurred about 0.13 seconds after
the mid-time of the downward vane deflection.This is primarily because the vane was
about eightmetres aheadof the aircraft centrO of gravity, but may also be affected by
the different response characteristics of the instruments. Whilst the record of the
vane deflection shows that it was well damped after the disturbance, the accelerometer
record shows clearly that, subsequent to the initial disturbance, there was a damped
oscillation at a frequency of about 6HZ, which lasted until the aircraft tis well clear
of the wake of the Paris. It is probable thet this was a result of the e.itation of
the fundamental bending of either the wing or the fuselage, probably th. former.

The overall time of the vane deflection on all the traces was approximateiy the same,
irrespective of the magnitude of the signal, as one would expect if the aircraft
height varied only slightly relative to the centres of the vortices. There wea some
evidence from the traces which suggested that the distances apart of the vortices
remained nearly constant for up to 1500m behind the Paris but at greater distances
the signals became more irregular and spread out although this was not obvious when
looking at the smoke trails.

The maximum vane deflections both positive and negative, have been converted to give
the local maximm upward and downward vertical velocities measured in the wake by
assuming that the vane angle in radians was equal to the ratio of vertical velocityi - to Jetstream penetration velocity. The normal accleration readings have been corrected

for variation in penetration speed by assuming that the normal accelerationdue to a
given wake form would increase linearly with penetration speed. The distance of
penetration behind the Paris was calculated by subtracting 1.5 seconds from the
recorded time between the initial time mark and that corresponding to the centre of the
wake disturbance to allow for the delay in the appearance of the smoke, and multiplying
the resulting increont in time by the flight speed of the Paris, which was always 120
knots. The results have not been corrected for any variation in weight due to fuel
usage. Since the maximum variations in ietstream and Paris weights possible during

the tests were about 41 and 130 respectively it was felt that any correction would haveanegligi ble efaect an the overall trends in view of the very large variation in results

at any particular separation distance between the aircraft. Again an accurate
assesment of the aircraft weight would be difficult since the recorder was not left
running all the time.

K ,
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Figure 6 compares the maximum upward vertical velocities experienced by the
Jetstream from the peak vane deflection measurements with and without sails whilst
Figure 7 compares the maximum downward vertical velocities experienced with and
without sails and Figure 8 shows the maximnu normal acceleration values experienced
by the Jetatream with and without sails, all plotted against the distance between
the two aircraft at penetration. It is immediately apparent that the scatter in
the results is huge. Fortunately the large number of passes made both with and
without sails allows some general conclusions to be drawn from the average and hounding
values, which are shown as full and dashed lines .respectively on these figures.
The results all show that the disturbances increased in magnitude with initial
increase in the distance behind the Paris, reaching maximum values at 400m. to
500m. when sails were not fitted and 650m. to 700m. when sails were fitted.
Beyondthese distances the intensity of the disturbances decreased, progressively
more slowly as distance increased. In all cases the aircraft with sails gave
lower peak disturbance values. It is interesting to note that the wake penetrations
giving the boundary points for maximum disturbances were not always the same for
the three forms of disturbance shown in Figures 6, 7 and 8. The ratios of maximum
disturbances measured without sails to those measured with sails are in the ratio of
I to 0.89, 1 to 0.75 and 1 to 0.72 for the upward velocities, downward velocities
and normal accelerations respectively. Somewhat surprisingly, the rate of decay
of these maximum disturbances with distance behind the Paris was significantly lower
when sails were fitted. Thus 1500m. behind the Paris the greatest upward velocity,
downward velocity and normal acceleration withoutsails were respectively 43%, 50%
and 42% of the values measured with sails.

The average values of the disturbances, shown as full lines in Figures 6, 7 and
8, with and without sails did not vary significantly for distances up to 700m. behind
the Paris. Beyond this distance the lower rate of decay of the disturbances with
increase in distance which occurred when sails were fitted made the average values
at a kilometre or more much greater. The figures suggest that there in little chance
of an aircraft which penetrates the wake two kilometres behind the Paris experiencing
a measurable disturbance when sails are not fitted but a good chance of a slight
bump when sails are fitted.

In order to get a clearer understanding of the effect of sails on the wake of the
Paris, in the distance band associated with the maximum disturbances, that is 400m. -
800m. behind it, the results have been put into nine equal interval classes ofintensity, Class 1 being the lowest disturbance group. The number of results in each
size class, expressed as a percentage of the total number of results, is plotted
against class size in Figure 9. With the relatively small numbers in each size
class it is not surprising that each set of results shows some scatter but the averages
of the results of the three ways of judging the magnitude of the disturbance
show quite clear trends. Without sails there are far more results in the low size
class but after a rapid decrease in numbers with increase in size class the curve levels
off and suggests that with more results available some values in classes above the
maximum measured would have been obtained. The variation with class size of the
results obtained with sails is quite different, there is almost a constant number in
the size classes up to 5 and then the number of results in the higher classes falls
rapidly to zero in class 9 for all three types of assessment.

The average results from Figure 9 have been used to show the probability of getting
a result at or less than a given level of disturbance. Figure 10 shows that when
sails are fitted there is a greater chance of another aircraft flying through the
wake 400m. to 80Cm. behind the Paris experiencing a moderate sized disturbance as it
passes through the wake of the Paris but that there is a considerably lower chance
of getting a severe disturbance and no chance of getting the most severe values
which can be encountered behind the Paris without sails.

4 3
The theory of Squire

4 
as used by Bisgood,Naltby and Dee , predicts that the strength

of the disturbance due to a vortex should vary inversely as the square root of time,
that is distance from the generating aircraft. Logarithmic plots of the enveloping
and mean curves of figures 4,5 and 6 showed no consistent linearity. This is not
surprising in view of the large scatter in the basic results. As a result further
comparisons with theory have not been made.

In order to make a better assessment of the effect of sails on wake roll-up and
decay it is planned to repeat these experiments using a much more sensitive instru-

* mentation system which will measure vertical and In-line-of-flight velocities at a
rate of 100 per second during the wake traverses. This will allow the peak radial
velocities and the positions of the vortex cores to be evaluated. In this way it is
hoped to obtain measurements of peak radial velocities and hence estimates of peak
disturbance conditions for at least 851 of the traverses made. It is hoped that in
this way sufficient data will be obtained to assess the behaviour of the wake behind
the Paris and the changes which result when devices like sails are fitted.

K '
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CONCLUSIONS

a) The intensity of the disturbance experienced by a Jetstream aircraft passing
transversely through the wake of a standard Paris aircraft was a maxi when the
traverse was made 400m.behind it. This distance increased to 700m. when sails
were fitted to the wing tip tanks of the Paris. This suggests that the sails delayed
the complete roll-up of the vortex sheet from 6.5sec. to ll.3sec. after it left
the aircraft.

b) The peak intensities likely to be experienced by aircraft flying through the
wake of the Paris at distances 400m. to 700.. behind it are about 25% less when
sails are fitted to the Paris tip tanks.

c) Analysis of all tests made between 400.. and 800m. behind the Paris suggest thatthere was a greater chance of a traversing aircraft experiencing a moderate

disturbance when sails were fitted but a lower chance of getting a really severe
disturbance than without sails.

d) Sails reduced the decay rate of the trailing vortices. This effect togetherwith the delay in complete toll-up of the vortices meant that at distances greater
than 700m. behind the Paris with sails, the traversing aircraft experienced greater
disturbances than when sails were not fitted. At a distance of two kilometres, or
a time of about 30 seconds after leaving the aircraft the wake of the Paris without
sails gave a negligible disturbance to a traversing aircraft whilst the disturbance
caused by the Paris with sails was likely to be of measurable size.

e) The considerable variation in the size of the disturbances experienced by the
traversing aircraft at nominally the same conditions suggest that it was not passing
exactly through the centres of the rolled-up vortices on each occasion. Apparently
slight errors in height were sufficient to reduce the intensity of the disturbance
experienced. Because of this even the 160 traverses for which measurements were
made were insufficient to give the maximum levels of disturbances likely to be
experienced by a traversing aircraft to a high level of confidence. This is
probably the reason why an analysis of the variation of the enveloping and mean
disturbance levels with distance did not yield any consistent trend in the rates
of decay of the vorticity.

f) To enable more accurate results to be obtained it is essential to measure the
disturbances in much greater detail, increasing the sensitivity of the instrumentation
and particularly the time scale of the recordings. It is proposed that further tests
are made using a system in which both velocity perturbations in both the vertical
and in-line of flight directions are measuredat 0.01 second intervals. This should
allow the peak radial velocities and positions of the vortex cores to be calculated
from the readings taken during the traverses.
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GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF PARIS WITH SAILS
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE FLOW IN THE WAKE
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47 __ABSTRAC'T

rized by a strong adverse Pressure gradien t actirq from the e~nt~rli,, of the winq towards

the leading edge, which Produces boundary liver separation. A secordarv vortex grows

and brings to lift loss and to drag rise.

The reduction of this secondary vortex may he obtained by means of a slat, which divide
the boundary layer in two parts slotted flaps. In the present work, the

eff ct of a singe s.ot on a dltaawinq model has been investigated experimentallv, in
order t o v erifythe corretness of the basic principle of operation.

In the first part of this research, pressure measurements have been performed or an

inslotted delta wing model, which enabled to determine the location of the eco-darv
separation line, as a function of the angle of attack. A slotted delta wing model was

then built and tests were carried on, showing a remarkable shift of the location or the
secondary separation line. In addition, the secondary vortex flow was investigated hy

means of a tracing gas technique, based on the injection of Helium or the upper surface
of the wing and measurements of its concentration J the flow downstream,

As a conclusion, boundary layer segmentatior appears to be a useful tool in preventing
large secondary separations and allows higher lift coefficients to be obtained. It Is

reasonable to suppose that results similar to those reached for this delta wins could be
expected also for conventioral highly swept wings.

NOTATION

b local wing semi-span (mm'

C wing root chord (mm

I pressure coefficient
x chordwise coordinate from apex (mm

spanwise coordinate from the root (mmi

angle of attack (degrees)

I - INTRODUf-'TON

SSecondary vortices on highly swept leading edge-, as on delta wings, are responible for

a significant decrease in lift and increase in drag. Furthermore, the suppressior of
-5 secondary vortices permits to verify experimentally the acrcuracV of numerical prediction

methods, based on potential flow theory. These predictions in fact are not comparable

with experiments, in the high angle of attack range, where secondary separatior is usuallv

present, without complex thr"e-dimensional boundary layer calculations.

A further reason for investigation on secondary separation is to evaluate its effect,, if

t he breakdown of the primary vortex, at high agle of attack.Any mean of boundary Iay er control, as sucrtion or blowing, may be uiseful for Prorndarv

separation sipprenion. but are generally rather difficult to be used on thin wiegs. due

to dlctinq problem . It anpears easier, in order to remove the secondarv separatino

and the associated secondary vortices, to slot properly the leadina edge of the wing,
thus distributinq the recessarv pressure recoverv in two, or more, boundary layers.

Taking into account that the spanwisr flow on a %wept leading edge is directed outwards,

the slot for slots may be regarded as a usual trailing edge flap, which produces a flow

with a cro component directed towards the leading edge.
The slot width should allow the maximum liet condition shown by IjunRstrom to be

verified, i.e. the boundary layer on the flap and the wake of the main wing should mergeV.. t
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at the leading edge. This should be regarded as a first design criterion, although

such a condition, in highly three-dimensional flows, must be verified by means of a

proper series of tests.

This research was intended to make a preliminary analysis of the effect of this kind of

slots on a delta wing, and confirmed the correctness of the principle of boundarv
layer segmentation. As first Step, it was necessary to find the location of the

secondary separation line, at a "design" angle of attack. Of course the blowing

slot must be located upstream this line, directed towards the leadilq edge, in order to

succesfully prevent separation effects. In the actual experimental investigation. a

first series of tests was performed, in order to determine both "design" angle of attack

and secondary separation line location, using an unslotted delta wing model. As "design"

angle of attack, the one giving the maximum overall lift on such a model, was chosen, as

it seemed to be a reasonable starting point. On the basis of the results so obtained,

a new slotted wing was constructed, having the same geometrv (except for the slot
t
.

and it was tested as illustrated in the following.

TI - TESTING EQUIPMENT AND METHODOIOGIES

t1-I The delta wing models

The experimental research was carried-out using two delta wing models ha'ing the same

geometry (Swept angle 60 degrees, maximum thickness 16 mm, semi-span 404 mm, and root

choru C=700 mm), but with a slot on the second one, able to control the bourdary layer

on the upper surface, near the leading

edge of the wing (see Fig.1t. For eace
of constructior, the wing was rot conical,
but it consisted of two parallel planes,

connected by the surface of a circular
cylinder passing through the leading

edge and tangent to the upper plane, as

shown in figure 1. This departure from

conical geometey was nevertheless rather

ficartly the hypotesis of conical flow.

The first model permitted to determine.

with a preliminary series of pressure
measurements, the position of the

secondary separation line on the upper
surface of the wing and, therefore, the
location of the slot on the second model.

of more complex construction. Such a

position, at given wing geometry, is of
course a function of the angle of attack.
In order to carry-out the tests in

P6.1 meaningful conditions, an angle of attack

GEOMETRY OF THE DELTA WING HALF MODEL AND of 25 degrees was selected. At this

LOCATION OF PRESSURE TAPPINGS. angle, a sufficiently strong secondary
separation was noticed, while the flow

still presented an organized vortical

structure, not yet affected by significant
barsting phenomena. The second wing model was composed by a fixed part and by a movable

Ieading edge, among which a slot of conical geometry was obtained, in order to segment

the boundary layer on the upper surface of the wing (see Fig.1). The width of the slot
could be varied with relative movements of the two elements, either in the plane of the

wing, or in direction perpendicular to it. This permitted to control the flow in the
slot modifying in the least possible way the overall geometry of the wing, with respect
to that of the unslotted model. It was also possible to rotate the movable leading

edge, in a similar way as it can be done in conventional trailing edge flaps. As the

purpose of this preliminary work was to state, in principle, the effectiveness of
boundary layer segmentation, neither the slot width nor the slat deflection were

changed systematically. The optimization of these parameters will be investigated in

future research.

•I-2 Pressure measurements

The presence of secondary separation and the effect of boundary layer segmentation on
the leading edge of the wing have been at first investigated by means of pressure
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measurements ind, afterwards. by means of measurements of concentration of a tracing

gas (helium). On the wing models a series of 120 pressure tappini, placed on five
stations along the chord (respectively at 33, 46, 57. 71 and 81 per cent of the root
chord) were made. The measurement stations are perpendicular to the wing rerter-
line. Measurements of pressure coefficients were performed bv mear nf a Scarivalve
system. controlled by a microcomputer capable of automatic data processing and plot'tn.
tach measurement was repeated several times and the values on th, diagrams are axerau%
,slues between a minimum of 10 and a maximum of ro readings per point. The number of
readings was determined, time by time, according to the values of standard deiation

required (10
-
1 approx.). 7hiv permitted to achieve a good repeatahility of measuremets

aid allowed to limit the influence of random pressure flurtuatios. In particular.
for the comparison between the pressure distributions at "desi.n angle of attack.
readings per point were always carried-out.
The wing models were fixed on the center-line to a disc cornected to -in lertromecharical

device able to change the angle or attack of the wig.

11-3 The tracing gas technique

The dr.elopment of a vortical flow can be followed b% i-.iecting in i+ a racinc gas 'ie-
lium, in the present case) and detectit g its concentration at different locations in
the flow field, downstream the injection point '2 . This technique has already beer
succesfully appliee to the -study of the rollinq-ip of the %iscous sheet produced hv

low aspect ratio rectangular wings as

vortex generators f3. The re-uits si
obtained were in good agreement with those

* s resul ting from potential theory calciulat ii.
" / 'An , ample of such an application i. shownI* in figure 2. to the lower part of this

Sfigure, the distribution of Heli-m co-re

is reported. In the upper part of' the

- same figure, the comparison between the
shape of the wake, determined nimri-allv.
adm the position of the peaks of Helium

.- •concentration, resultinV from se, eraI

* measurements similar to the one of station
8, is presented (4). The concentration
of the tracing gas was measured b, ,n

INU

Fig. 2

HELIUM CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENTS ON THE -

VORTEX SHEET OF A RECTANGULAR WING OF 1.2

ASPECT XATIO.

of a special hot-wire anemometric probe, designed for
this purpose. which is schematically shown in Figure 3.
The operating principle of such device is based on
the varaiation of specific heat of air-Helium mixtures,

a function of relative concentration of the two

Sat In this case. the two hot-wire probes are
used,at known velocity, to determine the concentration
o f the tracing gas in the mixture, according to the

measurement of the specific heat.
In one of the two channels, where the probes are locald.
the mixture of unknown composition is sucked from the

measurement point, while in the other channel, pure air fig. 3
I at me temperature) is sucked. The measurement of SCHEMATIC VIEW O THE PROBE

the concentration is therefore obtained comparing the FOR HELIUM CONCENTRATION
signals supplied by the two probes. It is not then an
absolute value, as it happens in other similar systems. MEASUREMENTS.

In order to obtain a measurement independent from the

-----------
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speed inside the channels, two sonic throats are
C. placed, downstream. The speed of sound is a

r function of the molecular masses and of the number
of atoms which constitute the molecules of the
sucked mixtures, and therefore, of the tracing gas
concentration. This implies an increase in the

/ sensitivity of the instrument. The maximumL" sensitivity is obtained when the tracing gas is
monoatomic and with low molecular weight. Among

-a .commercial gases. Helium has been chosen, as it
presents also the advantage of being an inert gas
not dangerous to handle.

In the present application of the tracing gas
___Z/6 technique, Helium was injected on the upper surfa

,__ ._____ .__ .._ ce of the wing, close to the slot location, at 57i

of the root chord. 
This location corresponds 

to
the third chordwis" station where the pressure

.ewmeasurements have been perormed. The Helium
concentration was measured in a region covering
the whole extension of the slat. located at 71%

Fl1. 4 of the root chord. This position corresponds to

BOUNDARY LAYER SEGMENTATION EFFECTS the fourth chordwise station where measurements of
ON PRESSURE RECOVERY. pressure have been carried on. The spanwise track

of the probe was parallel to the lower surface of
the wing. Measurements were repeated for both the

slotted and unslotted configurations.
The tracing gas technique is particularly suitable for the study of vortical flows, as
the effect of a moderate suction through the probe compensates for the deceleration dcie
to its presence, and therelore does not promote vortex bursting.

III - RESULTS

111-I Pressure measurements

Or the basis of the pressure measurements carried out on the two delta wing models,
it can be stated that boundary layer segmentation allows a considerable displacement of
the secondary separation line. A significant pressure recovery' is obtained near the
leading edge of the wing, as shown in figure 4. This appears clearly also from the
examination of figures 5, 6 and 7, in which the pressure distr butions on the wing- are

reported, at an angle of attark of 25 deqree-.
chosen as "design" condition. Please cot, that

cor clearness of representation, and due to the
First modal lack of pressure tappings near the leading
(unlotted) "dge of the wing, the pressure distribution-

on the upper and lower surfaces of the wing
have been arbitrarily closed, assuming a rero

M N value for both of them on the leading edge.
As it can be noted, the secordary separation
line, which was located at about 80% of the
local semispar, in most part of the wing, has
moved, in the first three staticons along the
chord (X/r-O.33, 0.46 and n.57), beyond the
last measurement point along the span, situatfd

approximately at 951 of the local spa- (Fig. 7).
Also in the stations more downstream (X/C-0.71
and 0.81) a similar result has been obtained,
even if sliet.lg y weaker. This is probably due
to the onset of vortex breakdown phenomena
which have reduced the effectiveness of
boundary layer segmentation. A-yhow, the

_secondary separation seems to be located, also

in this region, over 851 of the local chord.

Pio. a This result has been also corftrmed by a series

PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON THE of flow visualizations, which has permitted to

UNSLOTTED DELTA WING MODEL AT find out the region of separated flow on the
"DESIGN" ANGLE OF ATTACK. slat. While without boundary layer control,

flow sepAration is present on the whole surflre
of the slat, that is 20% of the local span, in
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Second model Aocond MOdel
5lo closed 5lot open

Flo * pig* 7

PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON THE DELTAWING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ONTHE DELTAWING

MODEL WITH CLOSED SLOT. AT DESIGN MOD-' WITH OPEN SLOT. AT DESIGN" ANGLE

ANGLE OF ATTACK. OF ATTACK.

proximity of the leading edge, such region is reduced to aboat one third when houndary

layer segmentation is applied.
From the results of the tests, it has also appeared that the internal geometrv of the
slot, besides its position, is a critica7 oarameter of great importance. An example
of unsufficient pressure recovery produced by flow separation in the slot, due to
a wrong positioning of the same, is illustrated in figure 8. To this respect, it has

to be noted that the not exactly conical wing geometry, implies radii of curvature of

the slat nose, which are unfavorable in proximity of the apex of the wing. This ran

be anyway a limitation present in many practical applications when radii of curvature,

suitable to avoid separation inside the slot, have to be obtained on low thickness
wings.
As far as the influence of secondary separation on the primary vortex bursting is
concerned, it can be said that, at least in the test conditions examined, it is

completely negligible. This is evident not only on the after part of the wing, at

-2 Second model2 . Xz.7Slot open

• -

-l

I -
Flo. 9

Pon. a

THE EFFECT OF THE. SLOT GEOMETRY ON PRESSURE PRESSURE OIrRIBUTION ON THE DELTA WING
RECOVERY. MODEL WITH OPEN SLOT. AT HIGH ANGLE OF

RECOERY OCELWITH ATTACK.

1---taft,
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low angles of attack (25 degrees), as indicated
on figure 7, but also on the whole wing at

0 higher angles (40 degrees, Fig. 9 ).

C The effect of the reduction of secondary

Sa 25' separation on the normal force coefficient of
the wing, is considerable especially in the

front region of the wing, as shown in figure 10.
This effect is accompanied by the displacement

of the center of pressure towards the centerline
/of the wing. This last effect can contribute

-U ttted in a sensible way to the reduction of structural
-slttd stresses on the wing. In the test conditions

examined, such effects become weaker in ihe rear
part of the wing. This is probably due to the
onset of primary vortex bursting. Also to this

S. Z/b respect, it is possible that the not perfect
conicity of the wing plays a not negligible

Fig. 10 role, which does not permit to evaluate in a

THE EFFECT OFBOUNDARY LAYER SEGMENTATION deeper way the effect of boundary layer
ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IN THE FORWARD segmentation on the normal force coefficient of

PARTOF THE WING. the wing. Unfortunately, also the available

numerical methods (5), which generally neglect

the thickness of the wing, are not suitable for
a comparison of this kind with experiments.

,a, .. ,',.. TTI-2 The measurements of Helium

concentration

0&as- The analysis of the tracing gas

concentration profiles confirms
the displacement of the secondary
separation line and the reduction

in the dimensions of the related
secondary vortex. Unlike the
measurements reported in figure 2,

S3/b the presence of not negligible

•5 ' 0 turbulence levels, did not allow

to detect concentration peaks

M-9 5 corresponding to the rolling-up of
the vortex sheet. Anyway, figure

11 shows that, while with closed
slot an almost constant

pig. 11 concentration distribution is

HELIUM CONCENTRATION DISTRIBUTION ON THE DELTA 'JING. present, with open slot such a
distribution is strongly modified.

Almost no concentration is
measured in correspondence
of the slot location,
while a maximum is present

close to the leading edge,
*.~:.1.'.at about two thirds of the

Span of the slat. The

presence of a turbulent

-r "separation, in case of

closed slot, produces,
without any doubt, a

stronger diffusivity of

the gas, and gives reason
of the absence of strong

- -- "" " - concentration peaks. In
case of open slot, on the

* contrary, a concentration

peak is detected, due to 4
the presence of a small

i Isecondary vortex, as shown
pHAT i n the schematic view of

CHEATIC VIEW OF THE FLOW ON THE UPPER SURACE O THE ST. figure 12. In this case,
the reduction to zero of

.~L _ _ _.. _ _ _
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the Helium concentration, in correspondence of the slot, is due to the fact that it

flows in the boundary layer attached to the wing surface, below the measurement section.

IV - CONCLUSIONS

According to the results of the present research, it can be concluded that it is
possible to reduce, if not suppress, the secondary separation region on highly swept
leading edges, by means of a proper boundary layer segmentation.

Boundary layer segmentation has proved to be an effective means of separation

control, also in strongly three-dimensional flows.
One of the limits of the present research derives essentially from technological

problems, which have not permitted to measure the pressures in points situated very

close to the leading edge of the wing, as it would be desirable in further development

of the researches.

Another limit is due to the preliminary aspect of this work, during which optimization

of the slot geometry has not been attempted. This has resulted, on the contrary,
to be a foundamental parameter. A deeper study of the flow inside the slot seems

to be therefore essential, in order to evaluate the actual applicability of this
technique. Of course such a research requires to determine some characteristic

parameters of the boundary layer, and has to be performed with more complex

methodologies.

Due to the turbulence associated to the secondary separation, the results obtained
by means of the tracing gas technique have revealed a more difficult interpretation

in case of secondary vortices than in case of primary ones. The tracing gas

technique can be therefore more useful in case of laminar separations, even if also
in the present case, it has p~rmitted to determine clearly the different henamenolies

associated to the presence or not of boundary layer control.

Besides, the applications of boundary layer segmentation to the control of

three-dimensional separations, are not limited to delta wings, as examined in the

present research, but can reasonably be extended to many other cases, not only in the

aeronautical field.
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AUGMENTATION OF FIGHTER-AIRCRAFT PERFORM4ANCE BY SPANWISE BLOWING OVER THE WING LEADING EDGE
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1= Y Spanwise blowing over the wing and canard of a 1:35 model of a close-coupled-canard fighter-airplane
0
configuration (similar to the Kfir-C2) was investigated experimental ly in low-speed flow. Tests were con-
ducted at airspeeds of 30 rn/sec (Reynolds number of (1 .8 10x l ased o mean aerodynamic chord) wit _angle-
of;ttrk sweps from -8%'lto 60t .and yaw-angle sweeps rto-8o 363'lt fixed angles of attack 0 r 10.
20, 25 A 30,

'
, and 35 Significant improvement in lift-curve slope, maximum lift, drag polar and'lateral/

directional stability was found, enlargi 9 the flight envelope beyond its previous low-speed/maximum-lift
limit. In spite of the highly swept (604 leading edge, the efficiency of the lift augmentation by blowing
was relatively high and was found to increase with increasing blowing momentum on the close-coupled-canard
configuration. Interesting possibilities of obtaining much higher efficiencies with swirlinq jets were
indicated.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

CO drag coefficient, including jet thrust

CL lift coefficient, including jet thrust

CLmax maximum-lift coefficient, including jet thrust

ACL lift increment due to blowing, including jet thrust

CN  yawing-moment coefficient, including jet thrust

CR  rolling-moment coefficient, including jet thrust

Cy side-force coefficient, including jet thrust

C, jet-momentum coefficient, equal to the product of the jet mass flux and its exit velocity normalized
by the free-flow dynamic pressure and the wing-planform area

Re Reynolds number

o angle of attack

yaw angle

Subscripts

B relative to the body frame of reference

c on the canard

T net aerodynamic coefficient corrected for jet thrust

w on the wing

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the persistent goals in the design of advanced tactical fighter aircraft has been the
generation of additional usable lift. It is required for improved maneuverability (this is also true
for the new generation, highly maneuverable air-to-air missiles) and for good loe-speed performance
in takeoff and landing. Since the limits of conventional linear-lift have been reached, current modern
designs use nonlinear, or vortex lift, which Is characteristic of slender wings and of moderately swept
wings with sharp leading edges. The leading-edge-vortex phenomenon has been understood for many years
(e.g.. Ref. 1). At moderate to high angles of attack the flow separates from the leading edge. The
favorable spanwise pressure gradient causes the separating vortex sheet to reattach behind the leading edge

and to roll up into a steady vortex over the leading edge (Fig. 1). The high velocities and low pressures
induced on the wing under the vortex produce the additional lift. Polhamus, in his well-known Suction-
Analog (Ref. 2), estimated the maximua lift that can be obtained in this way. The influence of the vor-
ticity, shed from the leading edge, on the whole flow field and on the aerodynamic characteristics of an
aircraft or missile configuration can be computed by a nonlinear vortex-lattice method (Ref. 3).

The use of vortex lift is limited by vortex bursting or breakdown, which is characterized by a sudden

expansion of the vortex about a rapidly decelerating core, with subsequent vortex disintegration and loss

S- 4
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of the orderly vortical flow. As the angle of attack is increased, the point of vortex breakdown moves
upstream, causing loss of lift and, finally, stall (Ref. 4).

While leading-edge vortices on slender highly swept wings are stable at moderate to high angles of
attack, moderately swept wings that are in common use on fighter aircraft suffer from vortex breakdown at
low angles of attack (e.g., Fig. 3 of Ref. 5), or sometimes do not produce leading-edge vortices at all
(Ref. 6). Consequently, chemann (Ref. 7) suggested a compromise between the contradictory requiremnts
of fighter wings by combining coiled vortex sheets originating from the inboard parts of the wing with
conventional attached flow over its outboard parts. This led to a hybrid wing design including concave
double-delta wings, straked wings, or close-coupled-canard configurations (Ref. 8). In these designs a
vortex emanating from the inboard elements (slender delta, strakes, or canard) produces a leading-edge
vortex on the moderately swept outer part of the wing or stabilizes an existing one. These devices are
essential for the nonlinear lift of moderately swept wings (Ref. 6), and also work in delaying the vortex
breakdown of highly swept wings to still higher angles of attack (e.g., the Swedish Viggen aircraft,
Ref. 9, or the Israeli Kfir-C2 aircraft).

Although much has still to be learned about the basic mechanism of the vortex breakdown (Ref. 10),
Cornish's description of the fluid-mechanic processes involved (Ref. 11) enabled him to apply vortex con-
trol in subsonic flow by blowing a high-velocity jet down its core. There is still some disagreement about
why and how this method works. Cornish thought that the low-speed, highly vortical core was removed
through entrainment by the high-speed jet. Dixon's observations (Ref. 12) indicated that the jet and the
vortex did not mix until the jet had expended most of its energy. These observations were strengthened by
later experiments with hot jets on large-scale vectored-engine-over-wing (VEO-Wing) STOL configurations
(Refs. 13-15). Dixon's contention was that the jet acted as a barrier to the downstream motion of the
leading-edge vortex and that vortex control was a function of the spanwise entrainment of the free-stream
flow.

In spite of the disagreement concerning the nature of the phenomenon, the feasibility and potential
benefits of spanwise-blowing (SWB) in low-speed flow were proven by the results of many experimental pro-
grams. Dixon pioneered the SWB with his flat-plate experiments (Ref. 16) and was closely followed by
Cornish's SWB over a flap (Ref. 11) and Poisson-Quinton's SWB over wings (Ref. 17). The investigation
developed further by testing many wing planforms and configurations (Refs. 5, 6, 8, 18, 19), and some
research aircraft configurations (Refs. 8, 13, 14, 15, 20, 21). All these investigations (and many more
not mentioned here) concluded that SWB generates significant lift increments and improves the drag polars
at high angles of attack, with no loss (and in some cases a slight improvement) in longitudinal static sta-
bility, and usually with a significant improvement in lateral/directonal stability and a delay in the
departure conditions (e.g., Ref. 8). Comparisons with other high-lift devices have led to the conclusion
that SWB is more effective at high angles of attack (e.g., Refs. 5, 8) and may be an alternative to mechan-
ical flaps or strakes.

The efficiency of SWB is also in question. It is addressed in most of the investigations as the ratio,
C&CLlCu, between the lift-coefficient increment (LCL) and the thrust coefficient of the spenwise jet (or
jet-momentum coefficient, C,, which is the jet contribution to the lift when vectored vertically downwards).
This ratio (rather than the ratio of the negative drag increment at a given a to the jet-momentum coeffi-
cient) is used because the main aim is to incr-ase CLm x. This efficiency is higher than 1.0 at angles of
attack that are typically higher than 100. The highest efficiencies are reported at the lowest blowing
rates (Ref. 19) because of the small C in the denominator. As the blowing rate is increased, the effi-
ciency decreases because of the diminishing lift increments (Ref. 8). The goal of the highest possible
maximum lift (CLmax) would therefore mean a low-efficiency, high blowing rate. Furthermore, the evaluation
of SWB potential improvements in overall aircraft performance should also account for the loss in thrust
from bleeding off engine air for the SWB. Several investigators have subtracted the thrust of the jet from
the engine thrust and have come up with very promising results. Campbell (Ref. 19) concluded that SWB
increases the specific excess power at load factors above 1.0 and allows higher load factors to be attained
before reaching the lift limit. Dixon, Theisen, and Scruggs (Ref. 22) estimated that the A-7 Corsair II
aircraft could substitute SW8 for all of its high-lift devices at a co- 

2 
of only 15% of its thrust.

Staudacher et al. (Ref. 8) were also optimistic for the low-speed region, where the flight envelope we
limited by the attainable maximum lift (that could be improved by SWB) while excess thrust was available.
Erickson (Ref. 23) was less optimistic when he found a 27% reduction in thrust of the F-SE at the rela-
tively low blowing rate of 0.012, and a corresponding reduction in specific excess power available for.+ maneuvering. One should, however, heed Erickson's remarks that SUB may be practical when used with new
and suitable engines. An example of such innovative thought is the VEO-Wing concept (Refs. 13-15), where
up to 16% of the engine exhaust was diverted to the SUB system.

Erickson's investigation of an existing fighter configuration (Ref. 23) is of particular interest
because it provides information about the effects of SUB on its overall high-angle-of-attack aerodynamic
characteristics. This is an area of ongoing interest, as can be evidenced by the NASA/DFRC-LaRC F-4C
flight-test program. Therefore, for the present investigation it was decided to test existing fighter-
airplane configurations at the Technion, Israel Institute of Technology (lIT). The aircraft chosen for
this test was the basic low delta-wing airframe of the Dassault Mirage-IIIC that closely reseled the
IA1 Kfir-Cl, and when equipped with a canard resembled also the configuration of the IAI Kfir-C2.

Whereas most of the configurations tested in the previously discussed references had moderately swept
wings, this configuration had a 60* swept delta wing. The highly wept wing was chosen for obvious precti-
cal reasons, although it was known (Refs. 18, 19) that SWO is more efficient on wings of lower sweep;
highly swept loading edges generate a sizable aunt of natural vortex lift that usually could not be
Increased by S. Blowing only Increased the maximum lift. Lift augmntation throughout the angle-of-
attack envelmpe that was masred in the present tastigtion was, therefore, uneqlected and the investi-
gtion concentrated on delaying the vortex breakl and on increasing the maximum lift. Because this
aircraft (like many others) was limited in high-lift maneuvers by lateral/directional stability and control
considerations rather then by stall, special attention had to be paid to its stall-dparture characteris-
tics. The first stage of the investigation was conducted in a low-sped wind tunnel, and it is assumed
that the Iow-speed dat presented here art indicative of ift and drag augemntation at speeds up to the
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critical Mach number (Ref. 20). Furthermore, at the low-speed end of the flight envelope aircraft are

usually limited by their maximum lift, while they still have ample excess power. It is, therefore, in
this speed regime that the spanwise blowing can most effectively improve maneuverability. Improving
maneuverability in the transonic speed range would also be desirable, but vortex stabilization by SWB from
the fuselage would require impractical blowing rates (Ref. 8). Transonic performance can be improved by
local blowing from the wing (Ref. 24) but that is a result of shock-induced-separation control rather than
vortex stabilization. Therefore, transonic testing would have to be done at a later stage.

In addition, the investigation includes a comparison of S1B with the effects of the canard, asymiet-
ric blowing (to study the effects of a malfunctioning blowing system), and blowing of swirling jets (to
evaluate the various theories on the SW8 mechanism).

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND TESTS

2.1 The Model

The model used in this study (Fig. 2) is a 1:35-scale metal-reinforced plastic replica of the aircraft
with the twin inlets faired over. The model has a low delta wing with a relatively sharp leading edge that
has a conical droop and is swept back 60*. The basic model (no canard) is designated as Configuration A
in the following discussion. The same model can also be equipped with a canard mounted on the engine

inlets at a height of 0.31 local fuselage diameter above the wing. The canard has a leading-edge sweep
angle of 45* and a span of 44% of the wing span (fuselage included). - model with the canard is desig-
nated as Configuration B.

Four convergent steel nozzles were installed in the model, two on each side of the fuselage, one
above the wing and one above the canard. The wing nozzles (2.3 me in diameter) issued a jet parallel to
the wing leading edge. Their location, one diameter above the wing surface and 101 of the root chord
from the leading edge, was determined by preliminary tests on a larger model (not reported). The effects
of the vertical position on the blowing were rather small. The axial location had a somewhat stronger
influence, with the blowing becoming more effective as the nozzles were moved aft. The location used in
the present experiments was the farthest aft that was consistent with the structure of the inlets of the
existing aircraft. The canard nozzles had a 1.3 me diamet- and their location relative to the canard
was similar to the location of the wing nozzles relative to the wing.

2.2 The Blowing System

Compressed air at pressures up to 8 ate was supplied to the model's nozzles from the laboratory's
low-pressure system through flexible hoses along the model sting-support, and through stainless steel
tubes inside the model. Air could be blown from any single nozzle when asymmetric blowing was investi-
gated; or from all four nozzles simultaneously, or separately from the wing or canard nozzles only.
Swirling jets were obtained from the same nozzles by inserting drill bits because good swirl nozzles
could not be manufactured due to their small size. Swirl direction was controlled by using right- or
left-hand bits. The inserts reduced the nozzle cross-section area by about 751. It is not known how
much swirl was actually imparted to the Jets by this method.

2.3 Wind Tunnel and Instrumentation

The tests were conducted in the 1 m - 1 m (3-m long) test section of the low-speed atmospheric winsd
tunnel of the Aeronautical Research Center, Technion. lIT. Airspeed in all of the tests was 30 m/sec with
a corresponding Reynolds number of -1.8 x 101/m or 1.B 'x 10

, 
based on the mean aerodynamic chord.

The model was mounted on a six-component internal strain-gage sting balance, and the data were
acquired and reduced to aeroynamic coefficients by an NEFF620/Elbit-CR 17 data-acquisition/computer
system. Forces were conventionally normalized by the free-strem dynamic pressure and the wing area;
moments, measured relative to a reference point at 48% of the root-chord, were normalized with the
mean aerodynamic chord. The longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients were coputed in the wind frame of ref-
erence whereas the lateral coefficients were computed and presented in the body frame of reference.

2.4 Force Tests

The longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients were measurpd at 0' yaw angle during angle-of-attack sweeps
f-om -8' to 60, an4 the lateral coefficients were measured during yaw-angle sweeps from -8 to 36' at
fixed angles of attack of 0', 10', 20% 25'% 30, and 35'. Blowing stagnation pressures were 4, 6, and
8 atm for the wing and 4 and 6 atm for the canard, corresponding to jet-momuntum coefficients of 0.05,
0.07, and 0.09 on the wing, and 0.016 and 0.022 on the canard. In the asymetric-blowing tests on one
wing only, the jet-momentum coefficient was 0.025, 0.035, and 0.045, and in the swirling-jet experiments
it was -0.012 (for a blowing pressure of 4 ea).

Before beginning the wind-tunnel tests, all the nozzles were Plugged and the air-feed and blowing
systems were pressurized to ensure that the balance was not affected by stiffening of the air hoses and
tubes. The nozzles were then unplugged and the direct contributions of the Jets to the lift and the
thrust were recorded without flow in the tunnel, later to be subtracted from the values asured with flow
in the tunnel. The results presented here for Confi rtion A are net aerodynamic results cnrrected for
the contributions of the jet mntum. The results for Configuration S ware not correcteo the aero-
dynamic coefficients include the contributions from the jets; these contributions are prest. ;d so that
the results with thrust rmoved can be calculated. The correction for the thrust contributions is the
aerodynamicist's way of evaluating the net aerodynmhic effects of 51, but since the actual aircraft
experiences the total lift end dreg, these are shom for Cowfi guretion S. The thrust loss should also be
taken into account but must be measured on the actual enine (Ref. 23). It is interesting to note that
the thrust resulting from the Jets was larger than the streamse campoent of the jet moentum, possibly
because of suction over the leding-edge droop.

-I
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2.5 Flow-Visualization Tests

Some flow-visualization tests were conducted using a helium bubble generator. Bubbles are generated
by blowing a helium-air stream through a liquid detergent. The bubbles are filtered so that only the
neutrally buoyant bubbles are injected into the wind tunnel through a nozzle and follow the air-flow
streamlines. The bubbles reflect the light of a high-intensity spotlight and can be seen against the
dark background of the black-painted model and wind-tunnel walls. Flow visualization was used to study
the characteristics of the flow over the wing and the canard and to correlate them with the force measure-
ments. An example is presented in Figs. 3 and 4 where the model is at an angle of attack of -35

°
. The

streamlines over a section of the wing leading edge are shown in Fig. 3a without blowing (C, - 0). The
flow is separated from the leading edge onwards. There is no observable orderly pattern and some reversed
flow can be seen. When the spanwise blowing (Cu = 0.07) is turned on (Fig. 3b), the flow is seen to
reattach behind an orderly vortex. The vortex core is clearly defined with its breakdown occurring some-
where over the trailing edge. Figure 4a shows the flow over the canard under the same conditions without
blowing. The canard does not seem to have any effect on the flow field. In fact, the local flow seems
to be separated from the canard and the wing. When air is blown over the canard and the wing
(Cxc = 0.022, C N = 0.07), a vortex is formed over the canard, and the flow over the vortex turns downward

and reattaches to the wing (Fig. 4b).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Configuration A

Symmetric blowing. The effects of blowing on the lift coefficient (corrected for the jet contribu-
tion) are shown in Fig. 5. Contrary to previous experience with wings of high sweep angles (Refs. 18, 19),
blowing not only increases the maximum-lift values, but also increases the lift-curve slope. The slope
increment at low angles of attack (a < 120) was small but unmistakable and was probably due to an increased
effective camber (Ref. 19). At higher angles of attack there was an appreciable Increase in the slope and
the maximum-lift coefficient was increased from 1.37 to 1.67. The angle of attack for maximum lift was
increased by only about 1

° , 
from 340 to 35*. An increase in the jet-momentum coefficient from Cp - 0.05

to C, - 0.07 had a small effect, and was unjustifiable as far as efficiency was concerned.

Figure 6 presents the improvement in the drag polar after subtraction of the thrust of the jets.
There was a slight decrease in the zero-lift drag, possibly because of some increase in leading-edge suc-
tion, and although the drag for an-, other given angle of attack was higher with blowing than without blow-
ing, there was a significant reduction in drag for any given lift coefficient. Blowing had no effect on
the longitudinal static stability except for extending the stable region (not shown) to the new CLmax
without pitchup (e.g., Refs. 8, 21, 23).

As trIc blowino. The effects of asymmetric blowing had to be investigated in order to assure that
the c aces could cope with the asymmetric loads on the airframe in the case of a malfunction.
The effects of blowing over the left wing only are shown in Figs. 7-10. The previous blowing coefficients
of 0.05 and 0.07 were halved to 0.025 and 0.035 and the lift increments resulting from blowing were lower
than with symmetric blowing, but by less than 50% (Fig. 7). Increasing the blowing pressure to 8 atm and
the blowing coefficient to C, - 0.045 brought the Clmax back to the value of 1.65, almost the value

achieved with C - 0.07. This gives some insight into the effects of blowing rate, and it seems that
Ctta 0.045 m 0.05 isathe maximum needed. Interestingly, the asymmetric blowing increased the angle ofttck of maximum lift to -38*

.

Asymmetric blowing had no detrimental effects on the lift. No new effects on the drag or the pitch-
Ing moment were expected or observed. On the other hand, effects on the lateral aerodynamic coefficients
were expected, but the measured side force (thrust not removed) (Fig. 8) was small and probably attribu-
table to the jet thrust. The small asymetry of the side force was also observed without blowing and
must have been the result of some model asymmetry. The sudden dip in the side force at 32' < a < 580
and the sign reversal at still higher angles of attack, that are apparently the result of asymmetric sep-
aration and vortex shedding from the fuselage, were not affected by the blowing.

The trend of the uncorrected yawing moment (Fig. 9) is similar to that of the side force. The addi-
tional moment resulting from blowing is not large and can be controlled by the rudder. The effect on the
corrected rolling moment was more significant (Fig. 10). Blowing over the left wing only and increasing
its lift had a dramatic effect at angles of attack above 120

, 
when it generated a strong positive rolling

momnt. This continued up to a a 40, when the moment was drastically reduced. The moment was not too
large for the ailerons to handle; moreover, such an effect could be used for rapid roll control as an aid
to the ailerons. The sudden dip in the rolling moment at a > 32' without blowing, or at a > 360 . 40

°

with blowing, is again related to the asymmetric separation on the nose.

Swirling Jets. As stated before, it was Cornish's contention (Ref. 11) that the jet's function was
to flow down the core of the vortex and, acting like a spanwise line sink, remove by entrainment the low-
velocity hi h-vorticity core flow. Later experiments showed, however, that the jet and the vortex did not
mix (Rfa. 13-15). Dixon (Ref. 12) on the other hand, believed that the leading-edge-vortex breakdown
phenomenon Was a result of its helix angle becoming less than 42', or a result of the ratio of the vortex
swirl velocity to the axial velocity becoming greater than 1.12. This happened when the vortex began to
turn downstrem. Dixon reasoned that SWB prevented or delayed the vortex breakdown by acting as a barrier
and correlated the effectiveness of SWB with its sponwise entrainment of free-strm flow. Increasing the
Sli effects should therefore result from improved mixing of the jet with the free stream and would also
require the longest possible spanwise reach of the jet.

Several experiments wore conducted with swirling jets to test these concepts. The swirl of the jet
could have several effects. Diverting so of the jet's axial momentum into its circumferential flow
should shorten its active length end, therefore, reduce its effectiveness as a barrier. On the other

; .-
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hand, swirl should improve its entrainment characteristics and thus its effectiveness. Also, since the
vortex and jet cores have a common boundary, the jet's swirl should, according to Dixon (Ref. 12), reduce
the vortex helix angle and, therefore, destabilize the vortex when they are counterrotating, and, con-
versely, stabilize the vortex when they are corotating.

Three different swirling-jet experiments were conducted, one with positive swirl (the jets on both
wings corotating with the leading-edge vortizes), a second with negative swirl (both jets counterrotating).
and a third with negative swirl on the right wing and positive swirl on the left. The results were sur-
prising. In spite of the much lower jet-momentum coefficient (C, = 0.012) resulting from the reduced
nozzle cross-section area, a maximum-lift coefficient of (CLx)T 1.67 was obtained (Fig. 11), essen-
tially equal to the one corresponding to axial blowing with C, = 0.50 (Fig. 5). The highest lift was
obtained with the positive swirl, but the differences, due to swirl direction, are too small to be sig-
nificant. The same is also true for the drag polar (Fig. 12).

Before drawing any conclusions from these results, one has to rememer that the jet was not truly
swirling, but rather made of two discrete jets emerging from the drill-bit grooves at cross angles. It
is, therefore, impossible to speculate about the effects of swirl on the stability of the vortex. It can
be safely assumed, however, that the two jets improved the mixing and entrainment of the free-stream flow.
resulting in the dramatic increase in the lift.

Lateral aerodynamics. The side force acting on the basic model (measured in the body frame of ref-
erence) increasd it yaw angle and became more nonlinear with increasing angle of attack (Fig. 13). The
side force also increased with increasing jet momentum, smoothing the curves and apparently preventing
local separations. The stronger effect of the SWB was on the yawing moment (Fig. 14). At the lower
angles of attack (a ! 200) the SWB had little effect (Fig. 14a), whereas it stabilized the configuration
at the higher angles of attack (20

° 
< . _ 30) up to high yaw angles, where without blowing it was unstable

(Fig. 14b). In fact, only at a - 350 did blowing fail to stabilize the configuration. This is a good
example of an airframe that was not limited in angle of attack (a < 250) by stall, which started only at
a = -340, but by lateral/directional instability, which was postponed by blowing to a 30'

.

3.2 Configuration B

SWB over the wing only. The canard itself increased the natural vortex lift of the wing by intensify-
ing and stabilizing its vortex, as can be seen in the increased lift curve slope (solid curve in Fig. 15)
and in the maximum lift (CLmax - 1.63). Blowing over the wing only on Configuration B further increased
the vortex lift (Fig. 15, jet thrust not removed). The slope of the lift curve was increased above . = 8'
and the maximum lift was increased to 1.66 and 1.74 with blowing rates of Cu - 0.05 and 0.07, respec-
tively (Fig. 15). As a result of the increase in natural vorticity, induced by the canard, the efficiency
of the blowing on this configuration was lower than without a canard (Fig. 5). Without a canard
oC/C = 0.28/0.05 - 5.60 and ACL/C, = 0.3/0.07 = 4.29, whereas with a canard ACL/C m 0.03/0.05 = 0.60
and ACL/C - 0.11/0.07 = 1.57. Surprisingly though, the efficiency of SWB with the higher blowing rate was
in this case higher than the efficiency of SWB with the lower momentum coefficient. Obviously, if one is
willing to pay the price, SWB can increase the maximum lift already obtained by high-lift devices, but at
reduced efficiency. The effect of blowing over the wing only on the drag polar of Configuration B
(Fig. 16) is similar to that of Configuration A, namely, an increased lift for a given drag or a reduced
drag for a given lift.

SUB over both wing and canard. Blowing over both lifting surfaces increased the lift curve slope and

the maximum lift more than did 5MB over the wing alone (Fig. 17). With a total jet-momentum coefficient
of C, = 0.066 (Clw - 0.05 plus Coc - 0.016) the maximum-lift coefficient was increased to CLmax = 1.78
with an efficiency of ACL/C, - 0.15/0.066 - 2.27. and with C4 0.092 (Cw - 0.07 plus Cc . 0.022)

CLmx was increased to 1.91 with an efficiency of 0.28/0.092 3.04. This is also surprising, because
not only was the efficiency higher with the higher jet momentum, but it was even higher than it was with
blowing over the wing alone with a lower jet momentum coefficient. Figure 17 also shows the direct lift
of the jets so that the pure aerodynamic lift increments resulting from blowing could be evaluated. These
were AC - 0.11 and 0.21, respectively, for the above-mentioned cases with thrust removed and

=CL  0.15 and 0.25, respectively, with thrust included.

Figure 18 shows the improvement in the drag polar without removing the thrust. The static thrust of
the jets is also shown. If the thrust was subtracted from the drag, the zero-lift drag would be slightly
reduced by the blowing and the lift-to-drag ratio would still be improved for all angles. With direct jet
contributions included, the lift-to-drag ratio for C0 - 1.0 was increased from L/O - 1.58 to
L/D - 1.73 and L/D - 1.83 for the two blowing rates presented. At the maximum lift the corresponding
values of this ratio were L/D - 1.58 and 1.65, respectively, whereas L/O was only 1.46 without blowing.

SLatral/directional stabili . With blowing over both lifting surfaces, the lateral/directional
characteristics of the configuration had to be tested again. As was the case with Configuration A, SWB

' smoothed the curves of the side force versus yaw angle up to an angle of attack of 30* (Fig. 19). It
maintained a monotonously increasing side force, apparently by preventing asymmetric-vortex breakdown and
local separations and rapid shifts of the lateral center of pressure. The 5WB lost its influence on the
side force only at a - 350,j The effect of blowing on the yawing momnt is sho in Fig. 20.blowing, tc

(Fig. 20a), until at a - 250 it was too unstable for practical purposes (Fig. 20b). SWB increased
stability at the lor angles of tck (Fig. 2) and stabilized the configuration at m - 25 ° and 30 °

j up to yaw angles of 30' # 32. At an angle of attack of 30% the higher blowing rate was required on both

wing and canard for stabilization, but even this rate was Insufficient for stabilization at a - 35. In' sry , like Configlurtion A. Configurtion 8 was also limitd in angle of attack by laterl/directional

F -
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instability rather than by stall. Spanwise blowing increased the flight envelope and improved performance

by stabilizing the configuration and increasing the available lift.

3.3 Comparison of SWB with the Canard

Figures 21 and 22 summarize the results of this investigation. Lift and drag results, with and with-
out the canard, are compared with and without blowing. All the results are with thrust removed. Spanwise
blowing with a jet-momentum coefficient of C, - 0.05 (a lower one will probably also do) gives about the
same lift characteristics as the canard (Fig. 21, circles vs dashed line), both in lift-curve slope and in
maximum lift, and with a much lower drag (Fig. 22). The canard increases the drag for a given lift coef-
ficient whereas the SWB reduces it. Furthermore, while SWB can be turned on or off as required and can
thus conserve energy during most phases of a mission profile, the penalty of increased drag and additional
deadweight of the canard persists throughout the flight envelope, even when the canard is not needed. The
lateral/directional effects of SWB are also much better than effects of the canard (not shown); it enables
the airframe to fully exploit its maximum lift without additional stabilizing aids like the wing-leading-
edge sawtooth or the mustache on the Kfir-C2 aircraft. The lift curve and drag polar of the close-coupled-
canard of Configuration B, with SWB over both wing and canard, are shown in Figs. 21 and 22 for overall
comparison. The additional gains in both lift and lift-to-drag ratio are impressive.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Spanwlse blowing on Configuration A over the highly swept (60') delta wing with a conically droop-
ing leading edge increased the maximum lift and the slope of the lift curve. The efficiency of increasing
the maximum lift (5.60 for C5 - 0.05 and 4.29 for C = 0.07) was higher thar previously reported for
similar delta wings (Ref. 21) and almost as high as efficiencies found on the moderately swept wings (450
and 320) of Refs. 8, 19, and 20.

2. SWB over this wing significantly improved the lift-to-drag ratio.

3. Asymmetric blowing did not pose a control problem, but could be used to augment the roll response
of the aircraft.

4. The efficiency of the SWB was quadrupled using swirling jets, without any additional penalty. The
use of swirling jets has to be further investigated, as well as the possible use of more than one jet to 4
improve mixing and entrainment.

5. SWB increased the lateral/directional stability of Configuration A at low angles of attack and
stabilized It In its naturally unstable region of 250 < a < 300, thus enabling it to exploit its full
maximum-lift capability.

6. SWB over the wing of Configuration A achieved the same lift augmentation (thrust removed) as did
the canard, but at a much lower drag.

7. SWB on Configuration B, over the wing only, further improved both the lift curve and the drag
polar, but at a lower efficiency than with SWB on Configuration A (without a canard).

8. SWB on both wing and canard of Configuration B augmented the lift and improved the drag polar
more than did blowing on the wing alone. The efficiency of SUB over both lifting surfaces was higher than
that of blowing over the wing only.

9. In both cases of blowing on Configuration B, the blowing efficiency increased when the jet momen-
tum was increased, contrary to past and present experience with blowing over wings alone.

10. Configuration B was stabilized by SUB up to high yaw angles at angles of attack up to 30, and
could therefore use the maximum lift that could not be reached previously because of lateral/directional
instability.

11. SWB on Configuration B has to be investigated in high-subsonic-speed flows where Ref. 20 reported
lift augmentation of the order found in the low-speed experiments. Supercritical transonic testing is
also needed to find out if the same blowing system, with reasonable momentum coefficients, could achieve
the shock-induced-separation control reported in Ref. 24.

1. As a result of Erickson's comments (Ref. 23) about the feasibility of practical application of
-e SUB with engines designed for high bleed rats and low sensitivity of thrust loss to engine bleed, and the

success of SUB with the VEO-wing concept, further investigation is recommended concerning the possibility
of bleeding the engine combustion products downstream of the turbine instead of bleeding the compressor
air. This would require longer and heat-insulated piping but will affect the thrust to a much lesser
degree. The hot gases may also be used to preheat the fuel, thus compensating for the remaining thrustlo~ss.
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SPIRAL VORTEX SHEET SHED/V- FROM LEADING EDGE
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Fig. 1. Sharp leading-edge-induced vortical flowe field.

Fig. 2. Aircraft model -Configuration B.
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Fig. 3. Main-wing vortex breakdown and stabilization. (a) Breakdown. (b) Stabilization by SWB.
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Fig. 4. Canard-vortex breakdown and stblzto.(a) Breakdown. (b) Stabilization by SWB.
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Fig. 7. Lift augmentation - left wing SUB only.
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Fig. 8. Side force Induced by left wing SWiB.
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Fig. 9. YA- :' moment induced by left wing SWdB.
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Fig. 10. Rolling ument induced by left wing SMS. -
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Fig. 11. Lift augmentation - swirling jet SWe. 4
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Symposium an Aerodynamics of Vortical Type Flows
in Three Dumensions

Prof. Young

The first thing I would like to do is to ask Hr. Jesesy Smith to Present a sumry of what he sees as the
ma in highslights of the meeting. Ha has very kindly agreed to do this. Then we will open the discussion

tanyone who wishes to Make aoy particular point or comment on the meeting or perhaps ask a final
question of any of the lecturers who are still here.

But just before I get Mr. Smith to speak, I would like to show you a viewgraph which was given to so by
David Peaks; which, if you needed any juetification for having set here for several days and listened to
the various lectures, will provide that justification.

ATTACHED
FLOW

SEPARATED P
FLOW

VORTEX
FLOW

MIXED
VORTEX/ATTACHED II [ 1
SEPARATED - --- I I
DVNAE 1 [7
COMWLEX ruAIMONK
CONIPLJMG

ROS T00110I1 TEST MON~b

Wdhat this shows is a breakdown (they call it a breakeut) .1 the m a;er of miedtuemel test hours devoted to
the F16, snd it is broken down eccording to various "pects of the glow fields, You'll See seven
different aspects which were considered. of which the three Middle a,* all involving vertex flows of one
kind~ a aother. The different sbedige So yeausee from the bay refte to suhesic trazeomic and
supersonic speeds. Of contse, the trammie regime is meet isseea pit v.s a very deminant part. ouDt the
point Iwant moake is that thoe" three central bars, referring to vortex flea, mixed vortexsiand attached
and mixed vortex soerated, actually comprise half the total wimditwwr I test bears that have been devoted
to this aircraft. So the importance of vortex flows is the flew regis s eof maima comers is very clearly
brought out by this chart. Now I will ask Jeremp Smith to give yew his views as to whet are the maim
points that hae emerged from this Meeting.

A Hr. J.U.S. Smith

Thank you Prof. Young. I haven't made a groat attemt to fish eat whet seemed to be tbe really meet
important things. I have fished out the things that seemed to me to be istereetiug and attractive. Sine
I have to write a technical evsluatiom report later. perhape I'll try end sttand to the things that are
really important is that.

Lot Me say first that I think that this bee bees a very successful coeferesee. Ise arsets "oed to
start quite early on the first day and I felt at the time that that wae a good sip. smid 1 think that the
SA spirit baa bees kept up. We were very well served by at Least four of the invited apeakss;s David
reams produced mnexscellenst collections of pictures to remind Ue is that international pictorial language
what it was we were here to discuss. Johs 1~r intrduced so to a meat impressive volum of mark which
has beoa proceeding recently is eod around t~way, meek of whish wes eertainly sew to so. Entry
Rooijamkers gave as en isvigorating gallep ever the estraerdimarily extensive landaCaSpe Of Ostentation
ethods, quite cearly the collection of references is his paper, S is the ease of Jobestiar paper,
will be extremely aoeful to everyssis is the field. gidAW myLibevicb ade em extremely gallant attemt to
encapsulate the ssence of VONtex breakdown is 40 Mmitee.

I thick that the -emats standard of presestation wee good. I gmese that every speaker wee understood by

think that we shoeld be very grateful to all out osers, mad, of eomme.,e sheald also be very grateful - -

to te iterpetesi.Yho isson etwen poosuti endquesiewwe loe end I hougt. bou

~~a_
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right. As usual,there was a lack of time for discussion on topics which had been covered by a grup of
papers, and for uthors and questioners to express second thoughts on subjects. Host of me will howe had
some fairly intensive private discussions in various places over the last few days. 'he only time that we

have a chance to bring out the results of them* discussions is when I stop talking in a minute or two.
So, I propose to stop before very long and ask you to continue the discussion. Before doing that, I am
supposed to remind you a little of what has happened. As I say, I can do no more than draw attention to
things I found particularly striking.

First of all, a coment about topology. Actually, not about topology, but about my assessment of the
value of looking at the topology of different sorts of streamlines. First of all. conical streamlines
only exist for conical flow; obvious statemet. Body and vortex sheet e stcromlins.. the streamlines

tend to the radial direction as you so a long way away from the body. I believe conical streamlines have
some value. Now, about cross flow etreamlines, they always exist. The body and the vortex sheet are not
usually streamlines. They tend to the vertical direction at a largo distance from the cross section, and
my assessment is that they have no value. Unfortunately, David Peak., who might like to argue the points.
has left. My final remark is that any topological characterization of the fully thre-dimensional flow
would be very useful. I wish Dr. Vollmer# and his colleagues all success.

On this theme of appreciating the structure of three-dimensional flows there is no doubt that technical
devetopments have helped a lot. I think that Dr. Verhaagen'8 work with the laser illuminated smoke was
particularly helpful. Computer graphics help in appreciating numerical results, and here I would instance
Dr. iszi's contour plots in their correct spatial orientations, and Dr. boijmokers' computer animation
of his calculations. However, technical developments also sometimes distance us from what is really going
on. I felt that I understood more of what Dr. Strong* was telling ns about trailing vortices from the
photographs she showed then I did from the composite picture based on the conditional sampling technique.
The second example, the controversial results which Dr. Wendt presented on compressible leading edge
vortices, seemed to me just a little less certain because of the laser technology which was involved in
obtaining them. The same sort of thing applies in the computing field. We have to learn whether such
things as artificial viscosity and local time marching are or are not coming between us and the physics.

I think that we ware all impressed by the agreement between the vortex breakdown boundaries which were
measured and computed by Messieurs Dslary and Horowitz. After the session on vortex breakdown, I felt a
little confused and sought reassurance on som fundamental points. It seams to be agreed that breakdown,
at least in the aeronautical context, is still an inviscid phenmnon. The frequent appearance of
Reynolds number on the screen in the course of the presentation seems to be incidental and not fundamental
to the subject. It also seem possible that unsteadiness is an important part of vortex breakdown. That
seems significant because we are being offered calculations by time-dependent Suler methods of flows over
delta wings, and one could imagine a situation in which a sufficiently fine mesh was employed, so that the
method which calculates the development of the vortex might also calculate its breakdown.

Two things stood out for ma in John Lamar's paper. First, the large change in pressure distribution on
the TACT 1-111 between the Reynolds numbers of 20 and 40 million. Second, the appearance of the two
calculated vortex sheets on the double-delta wing. Dr. Erickson's paper made me realize how far we still
era from explaining the forces and moments on aircraft at high ale of attack in terms of fluid
mechanical ideas. I felt a little more hopeful about the missile flow fields that Hr. Peckham presented.
They looked hard, but not impossibly so. I was intrigued by Dr. Vollmer#' displacement tensor and his use
of eigen-vectors but I do not claim yet to have understood it. Ths most significant thing for all of us
is probably the emergence of methods for solving the Euler equations which represent regions of vortical
flow over wings. Those regions occur where we should expect to see them and induce surface pressures
which can be like those measured. What we ned to see is that the results are reasonably independent of
such non-physical paranters ae mesh size and artificial viscosity. We also need to convince ourselves
that the reduction in total pressure in the vortical region is not important or else find ways to avoid
it. The ideas of Dr. Steinhoff for incorporating vortex filmnts and particularly vortez sheato into a
potential flow seam very attractive. Essentially he semo to have managed to divorce the vortex elements
from the computing grid. I hope that what you have heard this orning is still sufficiently fresh in your
memory that you do not need we to remind you of it. What I have tried to do is to remind you of em of
the unresolved quwstions and to provoke om discussion. First of all, does anyone feel that he has an
answer to any of the mysteries that have been exposed to us.

Prof. Ton&

I think Jeram is being particularly modest in not referring to his own excellent review paper; I will
fill that gap and say hoe uch I enjoyed that paper. and I an surt that everybody did.

After that very pertinent and valuable revisw of what has Sone on in the pest fsw days, I would like now
to have any questions, comments or contributions from you. Has anyone got any point that they wish to
make or comment on the mating as a whole?

or. Poll

I should like to address the question of the -111 results which seem to have impressed you so greatly.
After Mr. Laser's paper, I did coment that 'you pick a longth and you get a Ryanolde nmber - if you pick

l enth which is big, you get a number which is big.' On tha F-Ill, the 20 million and the 40 million
are me chord feynolde nuers, had they taken the fu elage length, then )on could have had 80 million,
which is an even bigger namber Banver, to account for the disappearance of the vortex flow, one ought
to take a eynolds emer besed on a mor relevant length scale - nach as the leading .dg diameter. The
tiny picture which is in Jobn Laemar's paper just gives you enough information to make emo aestimates.
Doing a quick calculation 91 the bak f an envelope, you find that, bas" on leading edge di--ter, he

4 P~~~RyOd emers are 1 2 1' to 2XlO' adthose , ereinthe criticl rgion for the
three-dimensioeal boundary layer treaition maehamise with Which some people will be familiar. In fact,
they precisely bracket the ree in which tranaitom lnduced soale effects are kmown to ocer. Terefore,

s
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it is really of so surprise to in that if you switch off the primary separation *beet for say roe., than
the vortex flow immediately collapses. go be very careful when you define Reyol ds numbers. Some of

these effects are boundary layer painmnsa, and they are feeding directly into shear layer pheomana.

Mr. J.Ho. Smith

Ian, what estimate of the leading edge radius did you use to make that metimate of the local Reynolds
lumber. because se people here my know what it is?

Dr. Poll

It is on the picture in John Lar's paper; there is a little picture of the lending edge radius with the
pressure distribution. It is about an inch if I my usa Imperial tars.

Dr. McCroskey

hat is a good point that has just been made about not necessarily assuming flows are at high Reynolds
Dumber just becanse there is m length that is large in the body in question. On the oLhor had. I
think that it points out the problems that one might encounter in trying to do scale models of this sort
of flow. Considering the sort of arguments that you are aking about the relevant Reynolds numbera
obtained in the aircraft, think whet these values must be in the small-scale water tunnel and wind teael
models. Then one wonders what relevance they have indeed to the flight msurmnts.

Hr. J.H.I. Smith

My reaction to that would be that it would depend very mch on what sort of leading edge swsep omn was
dealing with. I think that the transition phenomena that Dr. Poll was talking about are effecting things
on rather lower angles of swap. perhape, than a lot of the work done in water tunnels.

Dr. Nurman

I would like to just pot in the request for those of us who are going to be involved in the computational
activities for the establishment of som good data sets for comparison of computational methods. I know
the delta wing which Art Rissi showed has been selected as one of the data sets for the A£ARD working

group, but perhaps there are others that people would like to suggest that will help in the future years
sorting out and validating the computational methods.

r. J.H.B. Smith

Would Dr. Yoshihara like to comut on that as Chairman of the Working Group?

Dr. Yoshihara

I think that with perhaps just 6 months left of the working group, I certainly would not entertain
additional models, but I think you have a very good point; we really lack good data sets.

Dr. Schmidt

Just to add a conent to what you mentioned earlier about the inviscid behavior of the vortex breakdown.
I think that you might be aware that at the A11£ conference in January we gave mom first results ia three
dimensions on this vortex breakdown phenomanon based on the Ruler solution. In this case, we have about
100 points on the surface in n-direction so that the resolution was fairly dense in the z-direction, but
not fine enough, we must adait. to give definite statements in the other direction. So there are esm

first indications that this night happen, what you were saying, but it is not decisive for the mmmst.

Hr. J.8g5. Smith

I was mantally compering the sort of mash that you have in three dimmsioss with the sort of mash which N.
Delary had in his sai-symsetric flow.

Not wishing to belittle in any way the gallant efforts of all the speakers, but there is one problem,
which is a very practical problem, that we have hard nothing about, and that is what the criterion is.

probably in term of separation line mep and other conditions. p rape Reynolds er. which separate
the regimes of ordered vortex flow dowatrm of the separation frem chaotic flow with high buffeting
levels.

H r. J.N. smith

It would be a rash m that islerted a figure at this m t, wouldn't It?

4Prof. YounS

Th papers on the stability end breakdm of vortices did give sm indication of criteria that are
beginning to mageg. I aree with you that I dant think at this stage oe could say that there ma
anything that slearly Wuld be applicable in general terms. he available criteria would be applicable
only to the kind of vertices eonidered. Certainly for may eeroneutical problems, we are faced vith
vortices which are helt 'msed in me potential flows, in bits of boundary layer end is wider ranging
vertical flows mad presumbly their stability and bremkdowe will be moch mre emplez then in the kind of
models that bave bem ceoidted so far.

4. ...
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I don't knew whether Prof. Isibovich is bae to add anything to that.

niowaver. I would thick
, 
that evens o it is0 worth eaning the available criteria to o whether ay look

relevant to the particular problem with which you are concerned.

Dr. Bucudier

I would like to commnt on your rsmark about the apparently unsteady nature of vortex breakdown. We have
the view that vortex breakdown itself is not an unsteady phenomenon since the flow downstream of the
breakdown regime is subcritical, it can support waves. Most vortex breakdown flows, especially in
external situations (flows over wings. and so on) find themselves embedded in flows which are highly
turbulent. This unsteadiness can propagate through the subcritical flow up into the breakdown regime and
give the appearance of unsteadiness. But it is a feedback.

Mr. J.R.3. Smith

I don't went to enter into an argument about vortex breakdown, because I am not qualified, but Prof.
Leibovicb did suggest that the unsteady processes downstream of the breakdown were perhaps necessery to
establish the energy balance of these upstrems moving disturbances. I think. I guess like met of the
subject, it is an unresolved question. I wee merely suggesting that if we didn't find it in a steady
calculation, perhaps we should not be too dmohearted. Ue should introduce the possibility of
uasteadiness and I was associating that with the fact that a lot of our calculations are time dependent
now. and so ve might have this edvantage for nothing. But, I certainly take your point, it is by no mans
certain that it is necessary.

Dr. Richey

There are a couple of areas that I don't think have been discussed too uch in the meeting. They might be
worthy of som considerstion. One is the effect of stores or weapons on vortex flows. One wonders about
the contamination of the vortex lift on the upper surface of a wing due to unusual shaped store
configurations on the bottom of the wing. The paper this morning by Dr. Aso which discussed a device
which stuck out in front of the wing was interesting in this regard , and perhaps turning the coin around,
one might be able to configure a store pylon which would have a favorable effect on vertex flows. In the
scond area, concerning combat aircraft which onnoeuvre very rapidly, one has to wonder and be concerned
about hysteresis effects. Does the vortex flow reattach? Uow does the vortex flow set up as the pilot
pitches the nose around at 300, 400, 500 per second and rolls rapidly, changing and pointing the
velocity vector? how can we be sure that these manoeuvres are controllable and useful? igh lift by
itself is no good by itself unless we can control it and prevent undesirable flight characteristics such
as departure and spin. I think that the research should give smne consideration to oscillatory and
dynamic derivatives as we pursue these very interesting effects.

Mr. J.HoB. Smith

I think that that is a very real point and a real orning, becauae it is not easy, in fact it is elmost
impossible. to check these dynamic effects in windtumsl testing. They obviously are dependent on the
particular wnnosuvres that the aircraft is performing. Even if you can reproduce these manoeuvres in the
windtuml. there are still far too many of then to cover properly in a systematic series of tests. That
consideration is the one which alweys led Dietrich Nichaman to insist that we should never have any
unnecessary pair of vortices. as would always say that one pair of vortices is all right. If you can
menage to Set what you need with one pair of vortices. then don't introduce any more. I think that it is

a very important principle. I think that forebody vortices and split wing vortices represent, in the and,
trouble from just these issues of dynamic stability.
Prof. Spaimr

I just wanted to add to Dr. Rlichey's ' oment that as far as I know the only program to test that was the
F4 with blowing. There is a program ongoing at Dryden. except that I understand that the funding of that
program is fluctuating. Maybe somone could influence the authorities to push that program.

M. J-.EB5 Snmith

ould we return to science?
~Dr. morym~

I would like to ask Jerey Smith a question. Are you continuing with that work with the second family?

Mr. J.U.S. Sith

Not at the mment. There is nothing going on at present. I hope to get sabody else to continue with
the work, but as has to mhae a docision in the light of the situation at the time, emd I would be
interested in pursuing it in any way that we could.

We would also be interested.

77- -A
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Dr. Richey has introduced the topic of real things an real airplnes. and perhaps I would like to call to
the attention of the workers in thi vortex field 60Me Other real things on which perhaps they con produce

• me ansers at another meeting in the future. Such things as proper rules for vortex generator arrays
for controlling boundary layers; the interaction of vortices from various leading edge fences which can do

Sm marvellou things at certain times, only we are not quite sure bow and why. Various things like that

could merit em attention. Another thing which struck u during the meeting we the absence of
discussion of one thing that exercised us over recent years, which vas the opposite to vortex breakdown.

that is, vortex forup on a flow going into air intakes; something which I was addressing very recently

indeed. It is a strange thing that there you find that you have uniformly distributed vorticity
approaching your air intake and then magically smetimes it form itself up into a discrete vortex which
can now go and attach itself to the ground and throw up stoes which uiSht enter your engine. So it seem
to me that that is very such the inverse of vortex breakdown. Anyway, I will leave thoese thoughts for
future workers.

Prof. Young

it is almost time to close the meting. I would just like to add one coment to the various points that
have been raised. I hope that the people concerned with preparing theoretical models of these complex
flows that we have been considering will try as hard as they can to bring in viscous effects because their
absence seems to me to be a major weakness of many of the theoretical computing methods that have been
developed to date. We saw how important secondary seperations were, but they could not be modelled or

were not modelled in the inviscid pictures that we were presented with.

nonetheless, I think that this meeting has been a very valuable one, and jodging by your response, it has
excited your interest continuously. As Oairman of the Program Cittee, I would like to say bow much I
enjoyed the meeting and how grateful I am to the various people who presented ppera, in perticular those
who presented the key review papers, including Jersey's final suming up which you have just heard. I
will hand over now to H. onnerie, the Chairman of the Panel.

H. onnerie

I would not like to prolong this session which has already been a lengthy one, and I do not vast to delay
those of you who have trains and planes to catch. However there are two things that remain to be done
before I release you. I would like first to give our thanks to all those who have put in all their

efforts for the symposium to occur in the best of conditions and to be as interesting as possible:
- First of all, our Dutch hosts and especially Prof. Grlach who welcomed us on Monday morning; the
coordinator Mr. Sleeker and his secretary, Mrs. Fadeggon.
- Then, for the scientific prt, the Program Comittee end its Chairman Prof. Young, the author* and the
lecturers.
- The people who helped us solve our communication problem, the interpreter& and technicians in chars of
the sound equipment.
- Lastly the one who is the central point for the work of the Fluid Dynamics Panel. Mr. Rollins, with his

secretary Miss Rivault, has succeeded in optimizing a systen whose operation is even more complex and
unpredictable than a vortex system crested by a high angle of ettack plane, and we owe very much to him.

The second thing I have to do is to give you a few indications on the future activities of the Fluid
Dynsmics Panel.

As regards the year 1983, 1 would like to mention first briefly the lecture series organized next week at
the von Kasman Institute on the problem of transonic Aerodynamic Interactions. It will convene about 10
international experts and ought to be very interesting. It will also be given from the 16th to the 20th

* may in the U.S.
Then at the end of September in Turkey we will have our Autume meeting with a Symposin on Windtunnels and

STeat Techniques. The program has just been published and is available at the desk when you go out of the
room.
I would like to mention to finish with, that from the 10th to the 13th of October 1983, there will be a
symposium orsanised in Brussels by the Flight echanics Panel on the Technology for Supersonic cruise and
Mnoeuvre, and. of course. a lot of aerodynamics will be discussed in that syposium.

As regards 1984, the Fluid Dynamics program will be the following:
- from the 26th to 30th March at the von Karman Institute; lecture series on Stability end Control of

Laminar nlows,
- from the 14th to the l8th May at Von Earms. Institute and the 4th to the 8th of Jose at VASA, Anne, a
series of conferences on VSTOL Arodynamics,
- from the 21st to the 24th of May in BSrussels. a Sympoium on the Improvement of Aerodynamic Performance
through Sondary Layer Control and Sigh Lift Devices.
- Finally, from let to 4th October, in Toronto Canada, a Sympoein on Arodynamics and Acoustics of

Propellers.

ihis time I he" really finished with my closing words, and I would like to say goodbye and he a nice
trip home amd I hope to int you at o of the eve that I have just motioned. I declare this meeting

closed.

'at
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